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Preface

The processes involved in drug discovery have changed considerably in the past

decade. Today we have access to the full human as well as several bacterial genomes

offering a rich source of molecular targets to treat diseases. Methods in biology

have moved to ultra-high-throughput screening (uHTS) of such precedented and

unprecedented targets. Chemistry adapted to this progress by developing methods

such as combinatorial and parallel synthesis allowing the rapid synthesis of

hundreds to hundreds of thousands molecules in reasonable quantities, purities

and timelines.

Historical data on the fate of potential drugs in development indicate that major

reasons for attrition include toxicity, efficacy and pharmacokinetics/drug metabo-

lism. Therefore, in today’s drug discovery the evaluation of absorption, distribution,

metabolism and elimination (ADME) of drug candidates is performed early in the

process. In the last 10 years drug metabolism and physicochemical in vitro screen-

ing methods have increasingly been introduced. In recent years these methods

more and more became medium to high throughput in order to cope with in-

creasing numbers of compounds to evaluate after HTS.

Although HTS seems to be a very efficient approach, it must be stressed that

there is also a high cost associated with it. Interest is thus shifting to prediction

and simulation of molecular properties, which might hopefully lead to overall more

efficient processes.

The next vague of tools will be around computational or in silico ADME

approaches. These will allow to include ADME into the design of combinatorial

libraries, the evaluation of virtual libraries, as well as in selecting the most prom-

ising compounds to go through a battery of in vitro screens, possibly even replacing

some of these experimental screens. Several of these computational tools are cur-

rently under development as will be discussed in this volume.

For reasons of convenience for the patient and compliance to the therapy, most

drugs are administered orally. To keep the dose at the lowest possible level, high

oral absorption and high bioavailability are prime properties to optimise in a new

drug. Drug bioavailability is the outcome of a complex chain of events, and is

among others influenced by the drug’s solubility, permeability through the gastro-

intestinal wall, and its first pass gut wall and liver metabolism. Excluding liver

metabolism, all other factors are characterized by the term oral absorption. Per-

xvii



meability through the gut wall can be favoured or hindered through the effect of

various transporter proteins such as P-glycoprotein. Our increased knowledge and

understanding of all of these processes involved in permeability, oral absorption

and bioavailability will make predictive tools more robust.

This volume gives an overview of the current status and an outlook to future

more reliable predictive approaches. It is subdivided in five sections dealing with

studies of membrane permeability and oral absorption, drug dissolution and solu-

bility, the role of transporters and metabolism in oral absorption, computational

approaches to drug absorption and bioavailability, and finally with certain drug

development issues.

The series editors would like to thank Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs,

and Per Artursson for their enthusiasm to put together this book and to work with

such a fine selection of authors. We also express our gratitude to Frank Weinreich

and Gudrun Walter of Wiley-VCH for their valuable contributions to this project.

March 2003 Raimund Mannhold, Düsseldorf

Hugo Kubinyi, Weisenheim am Sand

Gerd Folkers, Zürich
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Foreword

This book aims at bringing together the strategies and tools currently available to

investigate and make predictions about oral absorption and bioavailability of drugs

in humans. Ideally, such predictive models can be used in drug discovery from the

design of compounds and libraries throughout lead optimisation to clinical candi-

date selection. This book also aims to discuss more complex in vivo aspects of oral

drug delivery.

The volume is divided into five sections. Part one looks at the experimental study

of membrane permeability and oral absorption. In Part two, problems of measur-

ing and prediction solubility, as one of the key determinants in the absorption

process, will be discussed in detail. In the next part, progress in the science around

transporter proteins and gut wall metabolism and their effect on the overall ab-

sorption process is presented. Part four looks at the in silico approaches and models

to predict permeability, absorption and bioavailability. In the last part of the book, a

number of drug development issues will be highlighted, which could have an im-

portant impact of the overall delivery strategies for oral pharmaceutical products.

In summary, progress in predicting oral absorption is based on a much better

understanding of the transport processes across the intestinal epithelium along the

gastrointestinal tract. The identification of the key physicochemical properties, and

in addition the identification of key transporter proteins and metabolising enzymes

in the gut wall has led to the development of new in vitro and in vivo screens that

allow reasonably accurate estimates of oral absorption in man to be made. Pre-

dicting bioavailability is more challenging, but very promising progress has been

made in recent years, both via the combination of several in vitro measures, as well

as the development of predictive in silico tools. In many cases, the validity and the

accuracy of the applied methods have been investigated to some extent, but more

mechanistic research is needed in order to improve the performance of the various

methods used in this field of drug development.

We are very grateful to the many contributors to this book. Their insightful

chapters are the body of this book. Some were prepared to stand in at the last

minute, and still delivered within the deadline, which is always a relief to the edi-

tors. Finally we thank Frank Weinreich for his continuous encouragement and

light pressure to get the chapters in press on time.

December 2002,

Sandwich Han van de Waterbeemd

Uppsala Hans Lennernäs

Uppsala Per Artursson
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Physico-chemical Approaches to Drug

Absorption

Han van de Waterbeemd

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination (excretion)

BBB Blood–brain barrier

BMC Biopartitioning micellar chromatography

Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon

CNS Central nervous system

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide

EVA Ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer

IAM Immobilized artificial membrane

ILC Immobilized liposome chromatography

MAD Maximum absorbable dose

MEKC Micellar electrokinetic chromatography

MLR Multiple linear regression

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

PAMPA Parallel artificial membrane permeation assay

PASS Prediction of activity spectra for substances

PK Pharmacokinetics

QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship

QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationship

SPR Surface plasmon resonance

WDI World Drug Index

Symbols

APSUV Absorption potential measured in small unilamellar vesicles (SUV)

Brij35 Polyoxyethylene(23)lauryl ether

CLOGP Logarithm of the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient (for

neutral species)

diff ðlog PN�IÞ Difference between log PN and log PI

D log P Difference between log P in octanol/water and alkane/water

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
Copyright 8 2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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log D Logarithm of the distribution coefficient, usually in octanol/water

at pH 7.4

log P Logarithm of the partition coefficient, usually in octanol/water (for

neutral species)

log PI Logarithm of the partition coefficient of a given compound in its

fully ionized form, usually in octanol/water

log PN Logarithm of the partition coefficient of a given compound in its

neutral form, usually in octanol/water

MW Molecular weight

pKa Ionization constant in water

S Solubility

SITT Small intestinal transit time (4.5 h ¼ 270 min)

SIWV Small intestinal water volume (250 mL)

V Volume

1.1

Introduction

An important part of the optimization process of potential leads to candidates

suitable for clinical trials is the detailed study of the absorption, distribution,

metabolism and excretion (ADME) characteristics of the most promising com-

pounds. Experience has learned that physico-chemical properties play a key role in

drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) [1–3]. As an example, physico-

chemical properties relevant to oral absorption are described in Fig. 1.1. It is

important to note that these properties are not independent, but closely related to

each other.

The change in work practice towards higher-throughput screening (HTS) in

Fig. 1.1. Relationships between various physico-chemical

properties believed to influence oral drug absorption.
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biology using combinatorial libraries has also increased the demands on more

physico-chemical and ADME data. This chapter will review the key physico-

chemical properties – both how they can be measured as well as how they can be

calculated in some cases.

In addition, the calculation of many different 1D, 2D and 3D descriptors is pos-

sible using a range of commercially available software packages, such as Sybyl,

Cerius2, Tsar, Molconn-Z and Hybot. Several new descriptor sets are based on

quantification of 3D molecular surface properties, and these have been explored for

the prediction of, e.g., Caco-2 permeability and oral absorption. It is pointed out

here that a number of these ‘‘new’’ descriptors are strongly correlated to the more

traditional physico-chemical properties.

1.2

Drug-like Properties

Several papers have discussed the thesis that drugs have distinct properties that

differentiate them from other chemicals. Using neural networks [4, 5] or a decision

tree approach [6], a compound can be predicted as being ‘‘drug-like’’ with an error

rate of c. 20%. Similarly, in a study on drugs active as central nervous system

(CNS) agents and using neural networks based on Bayesian methods, CNS-active

drugs could be distinguished from CNS-inactive ones [7]. A further approach con-

sists of training of the program PASS [8], which originally was intended to predict

activity profiles and thus is suitable for predicting potential side effects.

Based on an analysis of the key properties of compounds in the World Drug

Index (WDI), the now well-accepted rule-of-5 has been derived [9, 10]. It was

concluded that compounds are most likely to have poor absorption when the

molecular weight (MW) is >500, the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient

(CLOGP) is >5, number of H-bond donors is >5, and the number of H-bond

acceptors >10. Computation of these properties is now available as an ADME

(absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion) screen in commercial software

such as Tsar (from Accelrys). The rule-of-5 should be seen as a qualitative

absorption/permeability predictor [11], rather than as a quantitative predictor [12].

The property-distribution in drug-related chemical databases has been studied as

another approach to understand ‘‘drug-likeness’’ [13, 14]. These aforementioned

analyses all point to a critical combination of physico-chemical and structural

properties [15] which, to a large extent, can be manipulated by the medicinal

chemist. This approach in medicinal chemistry has been called property-based

design [2]. Under properties in this context we intend physico-chemical as well as

pharmaco- and toxicokinetic properties. For a long-time, these have been neglected

by most medicinal chemists who, in many cases, only sought the strongest recep-

tor binding as an ultimate goal. However, this has changed dramatically, and

the principles of drug-like compounds are now being used in computational

approaches towards the rational design of combinatorial libraries [16].

1.2 Drug-like Properties 5



1.3

Dissolution and Solubility

Each cellular membrane can be considered as a combination of a physico-chemical

and biological barrier to drug transport. On occasion, poor physico-chemical prop-

erties may be overcome by an active transport mechanism. However, before any

absorption can take place at all, the first important properties to consider are dis-

solution and solubility. Many cases of solubility-limited absorption have been

reported, and therefore solubility is now seen as a property to be addressed during

the early stages of drug discovery. Only compound that is in solution is available

to permeate across the gastrointestinal membrane; hence, solubility has long

been recognized as a limiting factor in the absorption process, and this has led to

the implementation of solubility screens in the early stages of drug design [9, 10].

Excessive lipophilicity is a common cause of poor solubility and can lead to erratic

and incomplete absorption following oral administration. Estimates of desired sol-

ubility for good oral absorption depend on the permeability of the compound and

the required dose, as illustrated in Table 1.1 [10].

The incorporation of an ionizable center, such as an amine or similar function,

into a template can bring a number of benefits, including water solubility. A key

step in the discovery of the protease inhibitor, indinavir was the incorporation of a

basic amine (and a pyridine) into the backbone of hydroxyethylene transition state

mimic compounds L-685,434 to enhance solubility (and potency) (Fig. 1.2) [17].

Tab. 1.1. Desired solubility correlated to expected doses [10].

Dose [mg/kg] Permeability High Medium Low

0.1 1* 5 21

1 10 52 207

10 100 520 2100

*mg mL�1

Fig. 1.2. Structures of indinavir and analogue L-685,434.
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The concept of maximum absorbable dose (MAD) was introduced [18, 19] and

relates drug absorption to solubility via Eq. (1):

MAD ¼ S� ka� SIWV� SITT ð1Þ

where

S ¼ solubility (mg mL�1) at pH 6.5

Ka ¼ transintestinal absorption rate constant (min�1)

SIWV ¼ small intestinal water volume (mL), assumed to be c. 250 mL

SITT ¼ small intestinal transit time (min), assumed to be 4.5 h ¼ 270 min.

High-throughput solubility measurements have been developed which can be used

in early discovery [9, 20–22].

Dissolution testing has been used as a prognostic tool for oral drug absorption

[23]. A Biopharmaceutics Classification Scheme (BCS) has been proposed under

which drugs can be categorized into four groups according to their solubility and

permeability properties [24]. Because both permeability as well as solubility can be

further dissected into more fundamental properties, it has been argued that the

principal properties are not solubility and permeability, but rather molecular size

and hydrogen bonding [25]. The BCS has been adopted as a regulatory guidance

for bioequivalence studies.

1.3.1

Calculated Solubility

As a key first step towards oral absorption, considerable effort has been directed

towards the development of computational solubility prediction [26–30]. However,

partly due to a lack of large experimental datasets measured under identical con-

ditions, today’s methods are not sufficiently robust for reliable predictions [31].

Nonetheless, further fine-tuning of these models can be expected since high-

throughput data have become available for their construction.

1.4

Ionization (pKa)

The dogma based on the pH-partition theory that only neutral species cross a

membrane has been challenged [11]. Using cyclic voltammetry, it was shown that

compounds in their ionized form pass into organic phases and might well cross

membranes in this ionized form [32]. Various ways that an ion may cross a mem-

brane have been described [33], including transport as an ion (trans- and/or para-

1.4 Ionization (pKa) 7



cellular), as an ion pair, or protein-assisted (using the outer surface of a protein

which spans the membrane).

The importance of drug ionization in the in vitro prediction of in vivo absorption
has been discussed [34]. When the apical pH used in Caco-2 studies was lowered

from 7.4 to 6.0, a better correlation was obtained with in vivo data, demonstrating

that careful selection of experimental conditions in vitro is crucial to have a reliable

model. Studies with Caco-2 monolayers also suggested that the ionic species may

contribute considerably to overall drug transport [35].

Therefore, a continued interest exists in the role of pKa in absorption, which

often is related to its effect on lipophilicity and solubility. New methods to mea-

sure pKa values are being explored [36], e.g., using electrophoresis [37], and an

instrument for high-throughput pKa measurement has recently been announced

[38].

The difference between the log P of a given compound in its neutral form

ðlog PNÞ and its fully ionized form ðlog PIÞ has been termed diffðlog PNaIÞ. This
term contains series-specific information, and expresses the influence of ionization

on the intermolecular forces and intramolecular interactions of a solute [32, 39]. It

is unclear at present how these latter concepts can be used in drug design.

1.5

Lipophilicity

Octanol/water partition ðlog PÞ and distribution ðlog DÞ coefficients are widely

used to make estimates for membrane penetration and permeability, including

gastrointestinal absorption [40, 41], blood–brain barrier (BBB) crossing [42, 43],

and correlations to pharmacokinetic properties [1]. In 1995 and 2000, specialized

but very well attended meetings were held to discuss the role of log P in drug

research [44, 45].

Several approaches for higher-throughput lipophilicity measurements have been

developed in the pharmaceutical industry [38], including automated shake-plate

methods [46], and some of these are now available commercially [47]. A conve-

nient method to measure octanol/water partitioning is based on potentiometric

titration; this is called the pH-method [48].

Although traditional octanol/water distribution coefficients are still widely

used in quantitative structure–activity relationships (QSAR) and in ADME/

pharmacokinetic (PK) studies, alternatives have been proposed. To cover the vari-

ability in biophysical characteristics of different membrane types, a set of four sol-

vents has been suggested – sometimes called the ‘‘critical quartet’’ [49–51]. The

1,2-dichloroethane (DCE)/water system has been promoted as a good alternative to

alkane/water due to its far better dissolution properties [50, 51], but it may be used

only rarely due to its carcinogenic properties.

The two major components of lipophilicity are molecular size and hydrogen

bonding [52], each of which will be discussed below.

8 1 Physico-chemical Approaches to Drug Absorption



1.5.1

Calculated log P

A number of comprehensive reviews on lipophilicity estimation have been pub-

lished and are recommended for further reading [53–55]. Due to its key impor-

tance, a continued interest is seen in the development of good log P estimation

programs [56, 58]. Most log P approaches are limited due to a lack of parameter-

ization of certain fragments, but for the widely used CLOGP program a new ver-

sion has recently become available which avoids missing fragments [59]. Although

most log P programs refer to the octanol/water system, there is one exception: this

is based on Rekker’s fragmental constant approach, and a log P calculating for ali-

phatic hydrocarbon/water partitioning has been reported [60]. These values may

offer a better predictor for uptake in the brain.

1.6

Molecular Size and Shape

Molecular size can be further limiting factor in oral absorption [61]. The Lipinski

rule-of-5 proposes an upper MW limit of 500 as being acceptable for orally

absorbed compounds [9]. Size and shape parameters are generally not measured,

but rather calculated. One measured property is the so-called cross-sectional area,

which is obtained from surface activity measurements [62].

1.6.1

Calculated Size Descriptors

Molecular weight is often taken as the size descriptor of choice, mainly because

it is easy to calculate and is generally in the chemist’s mind. However, other size

and shape properties are equally very simple to calculate and may offer a better

guide to estimate potential for permeability. As yet, no systematic studies have

been reported which investigate this in detail. Cross-sectional area (AD, obtained

from surface activity measurements) has been reported as being a useful size

descriptor to discriminate compounds which can access the brain (AD < 80 Å2)

from those that are too large to cross the BBB [62]. Similar studies have been per-

formed to define a cut-off for oral absorption [63].

1.7

Hydrogen Bonding

Molecular size and hydrogen bonding have been unraveled as the two major com-

ponents of log P or log D [52, 64, 65]. In recent years it has been found that the

1.7 Hydrogen Bonding 9



hydrogen bonding capacity of a drug solute correlates reasonably well with passive

diffusion. Initially D log P, the difference between octanol/water and alkane/water

partitioning, was suggested as a good measure for solute H-bonding [42, 64, 66],

but this involves tedious experimental work and it seems that calculated descrip-

tors for hydrogen bonding can now be assessed very conveniently.

1.7.1

Calculated Hydrogen-Bonding Descriptors

Considerable interest is focused on the calculation of hydrogen-bonding capability

for use in QSAR studies, for the design of combinatorial libraries, and for the

correlation of absorption and permeability data [67–70]. A number of different

descriptors for hydrogen bonding have been discussed [71], one of the simplest

being the count of the number of hydrogen bond-forming atoms [72].

A simple measure of hydrogen-bonding capacity is polar surface area, summing

the fractional contributions to surface area of all nitrogen and oxygen atoms [73].

This was used to predict passage through the BBB [43, 74, 75], flux across a Caco-2

monolayer [76] (Eq. 2), and human intestinal absorption [77, 78]. The physical

explanation is that polar groups are involved in desolvation when they move from

an aqueous extracellular environment to the more lipophilic interior of mem-

branes. The polar surface area (PSA) thus represents at least part of the energy

involved in membrane transport. PSA is dependent on the conformation, and the

original method [73] is based on a single minimum energy conformation. Others

[77] have taken into account conformational flexibility and coined a dynamic PSA,

in which a Boltzmann-weighted average PSA is computed. However, it has been

shown that PSA calculated for a single minimum energy conformation is in most

cases sufficient to produce a sigmoidal relationship to intestinal absorption, differ-

ing very little from the dynamic PSA described above (see Fig. 1.1) [78]. Recently,

a rapid calculation of PSA as a sum of fragment-based contributions has been

published [79], allowing these calculations to be used for large datasets such

as combinatorial or virtual libraries. The sigmoidal relationship can be described

by A% ¼ 100/[1þ (PSA/PSA50)
g], where A% is percentage of orally absorbed

drug, PSA50 is the PSA at 50% absorption level, and g is a regression coefficient

[80]. Others have used a Boltzmann sigmoidal curve given by y ¼ bottomþ
(top� bottom)/(1þ exp((x50 � x)/slope)) [78].

Poorly absorbed compounds have been identified as those with a PSA > 140 Å2,

but considerably more scatter was found around the sigmoidal curve observed for

a smaller set of compounds [78]. This is partly due to the fact that many com-

pounds do not show only simple passive diffusion, but are also affected by active

carriers, efflux mechanisms involving P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and other transporter

proteins, as well as gut wall metabolism. A further refinement in the PSA ap-

proach is expected to come from taking into account the strength of the hydrogen

bonds, which in principle already is the basis of the HYBOT approach described

below.
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1.8

Amphiphilicity

A combination of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts of a molecule defines that

molecule’s amphiphilicity. A program has been described to calculate this property

and calibrated against experimental values obtained from surface activity mea-

surements [81]. It is possible that these values may be used to predict the effect on

membranes leading to cytotoxicity or phospholipidosis, but they may also contain

information (yet to be unraveled) on permeability.

1.9

Permeability

1.9.1

Artificial Membranes

When screening for absorption by passive membrane permeability (Table 1.2) arti-

ficial membranes have the advantage of offering a highly reproducible and high-

throughput system. Artificial membranes have been compared with Caco-2 cells

[76], and in passive diffusion studies they behave very similarly. This has formed

the focus of a parallel artificial membrane permeation assay (PAMPA) for rapid

prediction of transcellular absorption potential [82, 83]. In this system, the perme-

ability of a molecule through a membrane formed by a mixture of lecithin and

an inert organic solvent on a hydrophobic filter support was assessed. Although

not completely predictive, the PAMPA identifies definite trends in the ability of a

molecule to permeate membranes by passive diffusion, and this may be valuable in

screening large compound libraries. This system is now commercially available

Tab. 1.2. In-vitro models for membrane permeability.

Permeability model Reference

Octanol/water distribution

Phospholipid veshicles 109

Liposome binding 102, 103

IAM – immobilized artificial membranes 90, 91

ILC – immobilized liposome chromatography 96

Impregnated (or artificial) membranes 76

PAMPA 82

Filter IAM 84–86

Micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) 98

Transil particles 105, 106

SPR biosensor 107

Hexadecane-coated polycarbonate filters 87, 88

Biopartitioning micellar chromatography (BMC) 99

1.9 Permeability 11



[84], and further optimization of the experimental conditions have been inves-

tigated [85, 86]. Predictability increases when a pH of 6.5 or 5.5 is used on the

donor side [86]. It was also shown that a co-solvent such as dimethyl sulfoxide

(DMSO) can have a marked effect depending on the nature – whether basic or

acidic – of the compound [86].

A similar system has been reported based on polycarbonate filters coated with

hexadecane [87, 88]. This system consists of a 9–10 mm hexadecane liquid layer

immobilized between two aqueous compartments. In this set up, the rate at which

lipophilic compounds were seen to diffuse through the unstirred water layer

became rate-limiting. In order to mimic the in vivo environment permeability,

measurements were repeated at different pH values in the range 4–8, and the

highest transport value was used for correlation with the percentage absorbed in

humans. This provides a sigmoidal dependence – which is better than measuring

values at a single pH such as 6.8.

Hydrogen-bonding ability assessed as the difference in partition coefficients of

drugs at pH 6.0 between polar (diethyl ether and chloroform) and nonpolar (iso-

octane) solvents has been measured [89]. Adsorption of drugs to a cation-exchange

resin was used as an index for electricity (polarity). Permeation rates across a sili-

con or ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer (EVA) artificial membrane was combined

with the above descriptors using multiple linear regression (MLR) and gives

reasonable correlations (r ¼ 0:88) with in-situ single-pass perfusion data in rats.

However, this approach should be explored more fully in humans.

1.9.2

IAM, ILC, MEKC, and BMC

Immobilized artificial membranes (IAM) are another means of measuring lipo-

philic characteristics of drug candidates and other chemicals [90–94]. IAM col-

umns may better mimic membrane interactions than the isotropic octanol/water

or other solvent/solvent partitioning system. These chromatographic indices

appear to be a significant predictor of passive absorption through the rat intestine

[95].

Immobilized liposome chromatography (ILC) is an (albeit related) alternative to

IAM [96, 97]. Compounds with the same log P were shown to have very different

degrees of membrane partitioning on ILC, depending on the charge of the com-

pound [97].

Another relatively new lipophilicity scale proposed for use in ADME studies

is based on micellar electrokinetic chromatography (MEKC) [98], while a further

variant known as biopartitioning micellar chromatography (BMC) uses mobile

phases of Brij35 [polyoxyethylene(23)lauryl ether] [99]. The retention factors of 16

beta-blockers obtained with BMC using sodium dodecyl sulfate as the micelle-

forming agent correlated well with the permeability coefficients in Caco-2 mono-

layers and apparent permeability coefficients in rat intestinal segments [100].

Each of these scales produced a lipophilicity index that was related to – but not

identical to – that obtained with octanol/water partitioning.
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1.9.3

Liposome Partitioning

Liposomes, which are lipid bilayer vesicles prepared from mixtures of lipids, also

provide a useful tool for studying passive permeability of molecules through lipid.

For example, this system has been used to demonstrate the passive nature of the

absorption mechanism of monocarboxylic acids [101].

Liposome partitioning of ionizable drugs can be determined by titration, and has

been correlated with human absorption [102–104]. A new absorption potential

parameter has been suggested, as calculated from liposome distribution data and

the solubility–dose ratio, which shows an excellent sigmoidal relationship with

human passive intestinal absorption (Eq. 2) [102, 103].

APSUV ¼ logðdistribution� solubility� V=doseÞ ð2Þ

Here, APSUV is the absorption potential measured from the distribution in small

unilamellar vesicles (SUV) at pH 6.8, the solubility was measured at pH 6.8 in

simulated intestinal fluid, V is the volume of intestinal fluid, and dose is a mean

single oral dose. Liposome partitioning is only partly correlated with octanol/water

distribution.

A further partition system based on the use of liposomes, and marketed as

Transil2, has also been investigated [105, 106].

1.9.4

Biosensors

Following the attachment of liposomes to a biosensor surface, the interactions

between a drugs and the liposomes can be monitored directly using surface plas-

mon resonance (SPR) technology. SPR measures changes in the refractive index at

the sensor surface caused by changes in mass, and in this way drug–liposome

interactions have been measured for 27 drugs and compared with the fraction

absorbed in humans [107]. A reasonable correlation was obtained, but it most

likely that the SPR method represents simply another way of measuring ‘‘lipo-

philicity’’. The throughput was 100 substances in 24 h, but this may be improved

as the system undergoes further development.

1.9.5

Ghost Erythrocytes and Diffusion Constants

Several mechanisms are involved in the permeability through Caco-2 cells. In order

to obtain a more pure measure of membrane permeability, an experimental

method based on ghost erythrocytes (red blood cells which have been emptied of

their intracellular content) and diffusion constant measurements using nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR) has been proposed [108].
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b Cumulative ionization constant (stability constant)
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2.1

Introduction

During the discovery and development of new drugs, it is typical to start with a

large number of newly discovered molecules and to test them against biochemical

targets. Those which show activity may be considered as candidates for further

development. It is now widely thought that the next stage in compound selection is

to identify those which are more likely to be absorbed and distributed in the body.

While a number of routes exist for absorption of drugs through membranes and

tissues, transport by passive diffusion is the most common. To be absorbed by this

route, drugs must be sufficiently lipophilic to penetrate the lipid cores of mem-

branes, but not so lipophilic that they get stuck there. Lipophilicity is usually

expressed by the octanol/water partition coefficient (log P) or distribution coeffi-

cient (log D). Although octanol/water partitioning is a surrogate for interaction

of drugs with true membranes, it has proved a remarkably enduring concept –

probably because it is relatively easy and quick to measure – and because the

information encoded is ‘‘good enough’’ to make useful approximations about a

drug’s behavior.

Most drugs are ionized in aqueous solution (Table 2.1), and can therefore exist in

a neutral or a charged state, depending on the pH of the local environment. Mole-

cules are more lipophilic when neutral than when charged. Ionization is expressed

by the aqueous ionization constant, pKa. As pointed out below, log D is a pKa-

dependent term for ionizable drugs. Permeability and aqueous solubility are also

pKa-dependent. Lipophilicity, pKa, permeability through artificial membranes and

Tab. 2.1. Number of ionizable drugs in World Drug Index 1999.

Total number of drugs in study (ionizable and non-ionizable) 51,596

Percentage which are ionizable 62.9% of total

Percentage of acids with . . .

1 acid group, no base 11.6

2þ acid, no base 2.9

Percentage of bases with . . .

1 base, no acid 42.9

2þ base, no acid 24.6

Percentage of ampholytes with . . .

1 acid and 1 base 7.5

1 acid and 2þ bases 3.9

1 base and 2þ acids 3.2

Others 3.4

Numbers established via 2D search using Chem-X software of

compounds listed in World Drug Index, 1999. With thanks to Tim

Mitchell and Ryszard Koblecki, Millennium Pharmaceuticals Ltd.,

Cambridge, UK.
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aqueous solubility are the four principal physico-chemical parameters measured

during high-throughput physico-chemical profiling [1], and the underlying phi-

losophy of pharmaceutical profiling has been further explored [2]. A review of

physico-chemical profiling showing the relationships between the four parameters

has been published [3]. Readers are referred to these reviews for a wider under-

standing of the importance of log D and pKa and their inter-dependence.

The difficulty of designing active molecules, coupled with commercial pressures

to introduce new products, sometimes oblige medicinal chemists to develop drugs

that have properties which are not ideal. This can lead to difficulties in develop-

ment and manufacture, and may result in a costly product failure. It is therefore

prudent to discover problematic molecules at an early stage and discontinue them

from development. Molecules with appropriate physico-chemical properties may

be considered suitable candidates for further development, and most pharmaceu-

tical development groups have in-house rules for assessing these properties. It

has been suggested that drugs which fail to meet the ‘‘rule-of-5’’ criteria [4] are

unlikely to be absorbed, and should be discontinued from development. One of

these rules states that log P should be below 5. Log D values and some suggested

implications for drug development are listed in Table 2.2. To obtain high-quality

values for physico-chemical properties, it is necessary for them first to be mea-

sured, and several methods for the rapid measurement of pKa and log D have been

developed. These methods are reviewed in this chapter.

Tab. 2.2. Log D values and their implications for drug development.

Log D at pH 7.4 Implications for drug development

Below 0 Intestinal and CNS permeability problems.

Susceptible to renal clearance.

If MW < 300, may be absorbed by the slower paracellular route.

0 to 1 May show a good balance between permeability and solubility.

At lower values, CNS permeability may suffer.

1 to 3 Probably an optimum range for CNS and non-CNS orally active drugs.

Low metabolic liabilities.

Generally good CNS penetration.

3 to 5 Solubility tends to become lower.

Metabolic liabilities tend to increase.

Above 5 Low solubility and poor oral bioavailability.

Erratic absorption.

High metabolic liability, although potency may still be high.

Basic amines tend to show high to very high VD (Volume of

distribution ¼ ratio of overall tissue binding to plasma protein

binding)

Adapted from a slide presented by M. Shalaeva at ‘‘New Technologies

to Increase Drug Candidate Survivability’’ Conference, Philadelphia,

March 2002.
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2.2

Relationship between Ionization and Lipophilicity

Partitioning in a two-phase system such as octanol/water may be depicted in a

lipophilicity profile. Figure 2.1 shows lipophilicity profiles for three common

classes of ionizable drug, namely a monoprotic base (propranolol), a monoprotic

acid (diclofenac), and an ordinary ampholyte (morphine). The curves depicted are

shown as solid lines at pH values within 2 pH units of the maximum log D value.

At more remote pH values, the molecule may partition in its ionized form, for

example as an ion-pair with an inorganic counter-ion. The magnitude of ion-pair

partitioning will depend on the ionic strength of the aqueous phase and the lip-

ophilicity of the available counter-ions. As these factors can vary according to the

choice of buffer or background electrolyte, the relevant parts of the lipophilicity

profiles are shown as dashed lines.

The general form of the equation for lipophilicity profiles is shown below:

Dp½H� ¼ P0 þ ½H�b1P1 þ ½H�2b2P2 þ � � �
1þ ½H�b1 þ ½H�2b2 þ � � �

ð1Þ

In this equation, Dp½H� represents the distribution coefficient at a particular pH,

and may also be expressed as

6
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Fig. 2.1. Lipophilicity profiles for diclofenac (acid), propranolol

(base) and morphine (ampholyte). Dashed lines indicate the

pH range where molecule may partition in its ionized form.

Log D for the ionized form will depend on conditions of

solution.
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Dp½H� ¼ ½unionizedþ ionized species�octanol
½unionizedþ ionized species�water

ð2Þ

The term p[H] represents the pH value of the solution expressed on a concentra-

tion scale [5], where [H] represents the concentration of hydrogen ions Hþ. P0

represents the partition coefficient of the unprotonated species, P1 is the mono-

protonated species, and so on. P may also be expressed as

P ¼ ½a single species�octanol
½the same species�water

ð3Þ

The widely used term ‘‘log P’’ refers to the logarithm of the partition coefficient P

of the unionized species, which is P0 for a base with no acidic functions, and P1

for a monoprotic acid or an ordinary ampholyte. Log P is equal to log D at any pH

remote from the pKa where the molecule exists entirely in its unionized form.

Log D at any pH is equal to log P for a non-ionizable molecule.

The terms b1, b2 are stability constants, defined as follows for bases:

X0 þHþ ¼ XHþ Ka1 Ka1 ¼ b1

XHþ þHþ ¼ XHþþ2 Ka2 Ka1Ka2 ¼ b2

XHþþ2 þHþ ¼ XHþþþ3 Ka3 Ka1Ka2Ka3 ¼ b3; etc

where Ka1, Ka2, Ka3, etc. are ionization constants (similar equations exist for acids

and ampholytes). The term ‘‘pKa’’ is thus

pKa ¼ �log Ka

In view of the relationship between P, D and Ka, it is possible to calculate log D at

any pH using Eq. (1) if log P and pKa values are known. To do so, it is necessary

also to know whether the sample is an acid, base or ampholyte, how many pKas it

has, and which ones are acidic and which are basic. The calculation of log D is

relatively straightforward for reference samples with only one pKa, but becomes

complicated for development samples which are poorly characterized. Commercial

software exists for predicting log P and pKa values. In this author’s experience, the

pKa prediction feature of ACD software (Advanced Chemistry Development Inc.

Toronto, Canada) has proved to be a reliable technique of predicting how many
pKas a molecule has, and which are acids or bases. While it is possible using soft-

ware to predict both log P and pKa values, errors are likely in each prediction,

which are compounded in the prediction of log D. Although the in silico predic-

tion of log D is error-prone, the predicted results are useful in the design of log D

assays in order to choose appropriate experimental conditions for measuring dif-

ferent ranges of log D.
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2.3

Measuring log D

2.3.1

Shake-flask Method

The classical measurement of log D is by shake-flask experiment. In this method,

the sample is dissolved in a flask containing both aqueous buffer solution and

partition solvent. The flask is shaken to equilibrate the sample between the two

phases, and the phases are then allowed to separate. The pH of the aqueous phase

is measured, and the concentration of sample is measured in each phase, generally

using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) with ultraviolet (UV)

detection. There must be no undissolved substance present in the solutions sam-

pled from either phase. From these values the log D at the experimental pH can be

calculated. A lipophilicity profile can be obtained by measuring shake-flask log D

at several different pH values without knowing the pKa value(s). Because of its

simplicity and clear relationship to the partitioning phenomenon, the shake-flask

method is regarded as a benchmark method against which other methods are

validated.

When performed manually, the shake-flask method is rather slow, though it

can be automated using robotics to achieve a higher throughput. An automated

shake-flask method has been described [6] in which solutions in water/octanol are

prepared in capped chromatography vials. After shaking and settling, the robot

removes samples from each phase by piercing a septum in the vial cap and low-

ering a needle into the vial. The needle may be pushed through the octanol phase

into the aqueous phase without any apparent contamination of the aqueous sam-

ple, and a photograph showing this is displayed in the reference. This micro-shake-

flask method for determining log D pH 7.4 values allowed the analysis of typically

24 samples per day per instrument person. The authors have since further devel-

oped and automated the sample preparation using a robotic sample processor to

increase the throughput. A similar method with a throughput of about 96 samples

per day has been described [7] in which the traditional shake-flask method has

been transferred on to 96-well shake-plate technology and a robotic liquid handler

has been used for sample preparation. An autosampler samples the organic and

aqueous phases directly from the plate. Analyses are performed by reverse-phase

(RP) HPLC. A validation of the automated method is presented for a range of

compounds with log D values between �2 and 4. An instrument based on a simi-

lar procedure has been marketed by Analyza Inc.

The shake-flask method has some drawbacks, however. One problem that occurs

occasionally is the formation of micro-emulsions which remain stable for hours or

days, and prevent the two solvent layers from separating. In this case it is not pos-

sible to measure the concentration of analyte in each phase. More generally, the

upper and lower range of log D values is limited by problems of solution handling.

For very high log D values the sample is much more soluble in octanol than in

water. For example, if log D is 4 the sample is 10,000 times more soluble in octa-
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nol. Unless very small volumes of octanol are used, virtually all the sample will

dissolve in the octanol, and the concentration in the aqueous phase will be too low

to measure. However, if a very small volume of octanol is used (e.g., 0.1 mL of

octanolþ 2.0 mL aqueous buffer), it is difficult to sample automatically from the

octanol phase. These problems do no occur in pH-metric or direct chromato-

graphic methods.

2.3.2

pH-metric Method

Another source of high-quality measurement of log D values, though only for ion-

izable drugs, is the pH-metric method. In this method, log P is calculated from the

difference between the apparent pKa (poKa) measured in a dual-phase system, the

volume ratio of the phases and the aqueous pKa. First described 50 years ago [8],

this method was overlooked until the early 1990s, when it was developed at Sirius

as the basis for log P measurement in the GLpKa instrument. The pH-metric

method has been extensively described [9–13].

To use this method, the sample is dissolved in a system containing two phases

(e.g., water and octanol) such that the solution is at least about 5� 10�4 M. The

solution is acidified (or basified) and titrated with base (or acid) under controlled

conditions. The shape of the ensuing titration curve is compared with the shape of

a simulated curve, which is created in silico. The estimated poKa values (together

with other variables used to construct the simulated curve such as substance con-

centration factor, CO2 content of the solution and acidity error) are allowed to vary

systematically until the simulated curve fits as closely as possible to the experi-

mental curve. The poKa values required to achieve the best fit are assumed to be

the correct measured poKa values. This computerized calculation technique is

called ‘‘refinement’’, and is described elsewhere [14, 15].

Equations have been published [16] which relate pKa and poKa values to parti-

tion coefficient (P) values for monoprotic acids and bases, and diprotic acids, bases

and ampholytes. For example, P1 for a monoprotic acid is calculated from

P1 ¼ 10poKa�pKa � 1

r
ð4Þ

and P0 for a monoprotic base is calculated from

P0 ¼ 10�ðpoKa�pKaÞ � 1

r
ð5Þ

where

r ¼ volume of partition solvent

volume of aqueous phase
ð6Þ
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Lipophilicity profiles are readily calculated from pH-metric data, as pH, P and Ka

are known and can be used in Eq. (1).

In the pH-metric method, sample concentration is not measured at any stage.

Hence, the method can be used for measurement of all ionizable samples, with or

without a UV chromophore. However, it cannot be used for lipophilic weak bases

with low pKa or lipophilic weak acids with high pKa if values shift to poKas outside

the measurable range (2–12) [17]. The method can be used over a wide range of

octanol/water volume ratios as the pH is measured in the dual-phase system,

without any need for complete separation of phases. The measurement range is

ultimately defined by the volume ratio [18], and extends between about log P �2
and 6.0 in 0.15 M KCl media. Higher values may be measured if deionized water is

used instead of a high ionic-strength aqueous phase. The pH-metric method can

be automated so that a dual-phase titration is completed in 35–40 min. In princi-

ple, up to 40 samples could be titrated in a 24-h period, but more realistically

samples may require repeated analysis under different conditions and so a lower

throughout will be achieved.

2.3.3

Direct Chromatographic Methods

The use of chromatography has some important advantages that make it suitable

for higher-throughput measurement of log D in a drug discovery setting. Samples

do not have to be accurately weighed before analysis. The methods are compatible

with the use of a dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)-solvated samples in 96-well plate for-

mat, and they require very small amounts of sample for each assay. On the other

hand, most methods described in the literature use detectors based on UV spec-

troscopy, and are not suitable for samples without UV absorbance. A number of

chromatographic methods for measuring lipophilicity have been described.

2.3.3.1 Chromatographic Hydrophobicity Index (CHI)

In the CHI method [19], a gradient created from aqueous buffer and solvent is

used as the eluent. A solution of the sample in a solvent is injected into a column

while the gradient has a low solvent content. Under these conditions the sample

binds to the column and is retained there. The solvent content of the gradient is

gradually increased, and when it is sufficiently high the sample will dissolve and

elute from the column, where it may be detected. The system is calibrated using

retention times of a set of standards with known CHI values. Analysis times of 5

min per sample have been reported for the CHI method using 50 mM ammonium

acetate buffer at pH 7.4 and acetonitrile together with a Luna C-18 column, and it

is probably the fastest method in routine use. A correlation with log D octanol/

water has been reported, though results are normally quoted on a CHI scale. A

potential problem with CHI is the uncertainty of the pH of the buffer solution as

the solvent content varies, though methods have been developed for correcting pH

in CHI experiments to aqueous pH values [20].
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The retention depends on the nature of both the stationary phase and the

organic modifier in the mobile phase. Therefore CHI values obtained using differ-

ent systems show different sensitivities towards solute characteristics. This has

been studied systematically and used for the quantitative calculation of solute

molecular descriptors (H-bond donor capacity, H-bond acceptor capacity and

dipolarity/polarizability) for application in a general solvation equation [21].

2.3.3.2 Microemulsion Electrokinetic Chromatography (MEEKC)

The method of MEEKC has been used to measure lipophilicity [22, 23]. In this

method, a microemulsion made from aqueous buffer solution, n-butanol, heptane
and a surfactant is placed inside a fused silica capillary. DMSO-solvated samples

are prepared in the buffer with dodecaphenone, a highly lipophilic marker (M),

and injected at the anode end of the capillary. A UV detector is placed near the

cathode. Under the influence of applied electric field, negatively charged droplets

of organic solvent migrate towards the anode in a direction opposite to the electro-

osmotic flow (EOF). A neutral solute that resides wholly in the aqueous phase will

migrate with the EOF with a migration time of TEOF, while a solute that resides

wholly in the organic phase will migrate at the velocity of the organic droplets

TM. The migration time (TR) of most solutes will be between TEOF and TM, and a

capacity factor log k may be calculated from

log k ¼ log
TR � TEOF

ð1� TR=TMÞTEOF

� �
ð7Þ

Log k appears to correlate with log P for standards between log P �0.5 to 5.0. One

limitation of this method is that solutes must be electrically neutral at the pH of

the buffer solution because electrophoretic mobility of the charged solute leads to

migration times outside the range of TM and TEOF. Basic samples are therefore run

at pH 10, and acidic samples at pH 3, thus ensuring that most weak acids and

bases will be in their neutral form. This method has been used in a preclinical

discovery environment with a throughput of 100 samples per week [24].

2.3.3.3 Chromatography in the Presence of Octanol

Both CHI and MEEKC must be regarded as surrogate chromatographic models for

octanol/water partitioning, since no octanol is used in the measurements. Octanol/

water was initially adopted for measurement of partition coefficients because of

the difficulties in standardizing earlier methods using olive oil/water. Its value in

the prediction of drug–membrane interaction is related to the tendency of water-

saturated n-octanol to form into near-spherical clusters in which the hydroxyl

groups of 16 or so octanol molecules are coordinated around a core of water mole-

cules with the hydrocarbon chains pointing outwards [25]. This creates a phase

which shares some of the characteristics of a phospholipid membrane bilayer such

as those that exist in the human body, namely regions where lipophilic character
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predominates as in the core of a lipid membrane, adjacent to regions where a polar

character is in evidence, as is the case at a membrane surface. This tendency for

aggregation may be shared to some extent with other aliphatic n-alcohols, though
octanol is a good choice for use in chemical analysis because it is neither very

volatile nor very viscous.

Octanol/water cannot fully model the combination of charge and polarity that

occurs in phospholipid head groups, and it is not sensitive to the hydrogen-bond

donor character of solutes [26]. Partitioning into other partition solvents, liposomes

and immobilized artificial membranes have all been used to extend the partition

model. However, Log P octanol/water is by far the most widely used descriptor for

lipophilicity. Log P octanol/water values have been measured for large numbers of

compounds, and measured values for many developed drugs have been published.

This database of measured values has been used to train software for the calcula-

tion of log P from structure alone, and several commercial programs are available

for this purpose. In view of these factors, it seems desirable for high-throughput

screening to explore the use of chromatographic methods for log D measurement

that as far as possible are made in the octanol/water system.

2.3.3.4 Reversed-Phase Chromatography

An experimental log P method (ElogP) based on reversed-phase chromatography

using C18 columns and peak detection by multiwavelength UV has been described

for measurement of neutral molecules [27], and adapted for measurement of log D

of basic molecules (ElogD) [28]. The eluent consists of an aqueous buffer solution

at pH 7.4, which may be mixed with varying proportions of methanol. Samples are

analyzed at three different ratios of methanol to buffer. Capacity factors (log k 0) are
calculated from the retention times at each ratio (TR), and extrapolated to 0%

methanol to obtain a value for log k 0w (w ¼ water). Published correlations between

log k 0w and literature values for log D show significant improvement in linearity

and fit when a small amount of n-octanol is added to the mobile phase. To attain a

higher throughput, a calculation of the expected log P or log D values is carried

out, and appropriate percentages of methanol are calculated such that the time

required to elute the sample will fall into an acceptable range. A throughput of 270

compounds per week with log D values ranging between �1.0 and 5.5 has been

reported.

2.3.3.5 Liquid–Liquid Partition Chromatography

At Sirius, a dedicated instrument (Profiler LDA) has been developed for the rapid

measurement of log D by liquid–liquid partition chromatography. In this instru-

ment the column is coated with a layer of octanol, and the retention times are

therefore truly related to octanol/water partitioning. Although the method used

was first described 25 years ago [29], it has been difficult to apply in an automated

system because of the tendency of octanol to be flushed from the column by the

eluent, thus requiring frequent renewals of the octanol coating. In our method, the

octanol coating is kept in place by reversing the direction of the eluent after each
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sample has run through the column. The mobile phase is saturated with octanol,

which also helps to preserve the column life. More than 1000 chromatograms are

typically run before re-coating of the column is required. When it becomes neces-

sary, the column is re-coated by pumping octanol through it, followed by two blank

runs for reconditioning.

Samples are taken directly from 10 mM DMSO-solvated stocks in 96-well plates.

Typically, 2 mL of sample is aspirated, and injected on to the column – this repre-

sents about 8 mg of sample with MW ¼ 400. The retention time (Rt) of peaks elut-

ing from the column is related to the capacity factor log k by Eq. (8):

log k ¼ log
Rt � T0

T0

� �
ð8Þ

where T0 is the time required to clear the volume of the system (this is a constant

value of a few seconds).

Peaks are detected by multi-wavelength UV spectroscopy. To enhance peak

heights for weakly-absorbing species, the absorbances at 75 wavelengths are added

together and plotted against log (time). To achieve acceptable experiment times

over a wide range of log D values, two columns are used, together with two mobile

phases. Suitable choices of column and eluent are shown in Table 2.3. Each Run

Type is calibrated by injecting a mixture of five standards with known log D values,

and determining the corresponding log k values. Samples are then assayed by Run

Type 1, which will measure the more lipophilic samples. The chromatogram is run

for up to 15 min, which is sufficient for peaks of solutes with log D values up to 5.5

to be eluted. In principle, higher log D values could be measured if the assay time

was longer. Samples for which no peak was observed may be re-assayed using Run

Types 2 and 3, which are used to measure lower values down to �1.0. The total

assay time can be minimized if software is used to predict the expected log D

values of each sample. Experiments to validate this instrument have been per-

formed (Table 2.4), and Fig. 2.2 shows correlations with measured log D values

that are published here for the first time. A measurement throughput of over 100

samples per day can be realistically achieved using this instrument.

Tab. 2.3. Liquid–liquid chromatographic methods for the measurement of log D. Selection of

column and mobile phase.

Run type 1 2 3

Log D range 5.5 to 2.0 3.5 to 1.0 2.0 to �1.0
Column 1-cm column, octanol-

coated

1-cm column, octanol-

coated

15-cm column, octanol-

coated

Eluent Phosphate buffer (10 mM)

at pH 7.4, containing

30% methanol

Phosphate buffer

(10 mM) at pH 7.4

Phosphate buffer

(10 mM) at pH 7.4
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Fig. 2.2. Log D measurement by liquid–liquid chromatography

of compounds listed in Tab. 2.4. Note the scatter in

measurement of compounds with low log D using Run type 1,

caused because retention times are too short. These

compounds are more reliably measured using Run type 2.
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2.4

Measuring pKa

2.4.1

Review of Methods

It is difficult to devise a rigorous definition of pKa that rolls easily off the tongue.

For an aqueous solution of a compound with a single ionizable group, the ioniza-

tion constant (or acid dissociation constant) pKa is defined as the pH at which 50%

of the compound is in its ionized form and 50% in its neutral form [30]. This def-

inition must be extended through the use of properly derived equilibrium equa-

tions to cover molecules with more than one ionizable group. The degree of

ionization at a given pH can be calculated for any molecule once the pKa(s) are

known.

To measure pKa values it is necessary to expose the compound to an environ-

ment of changing pH, and to monitor a particular property that changes as a

function of the ionization state of the molecule. Traditional pKa methods have

included solubility and conductivity methods [31]. These are slow, and require

both large quantities of material and skilled operators. Some more rapid methods

Tab. 2.4. Liquid–liquid chromatographic methods for measurement of log D at

pH 7.4. Results for a series of validation compounds.

Run type 1 log k 2 log k log D Reference

Acetanilide 0.21 1.16 47

Diclofenac 0.18 0.32 1.24 48

4-Methoxyphenol 0.38 1.41 9

Propranolol �0.39 0.56 1.26 49

Phenol 0.51 1.48 9

1-Benzlyimidazole 0.67 1.52 50

4-Nitrophenol 0.47 1.55 51

Acetophenone �0.34 0.74 1.58 62

Lidocaine 0.23 0.99 1.71 49

Anisole 1.23 2.11 64

Diltiazam 0.53 1.35 2.22 52

Quinine 0.18 1.48 2.33 49

Tetracaine 0.59 1.59 2.39 48

4-Chlorophenol 0.45 1.60 2.45 9

3-Chlorophenol 0.50 1.55 2.56 9

4-Iodophenol 0.78 1.95 2.90 9

Benzophenone 1.07 2.27 3.18 64

Diphenylamine 1.32 2.56 3.50 53

Chlorpromazine 1.36 2.61 3.38 49

Diphenyl ether 1.67 4.21 64

Bifonazole 2.53 4.77 63

Tolnaftate 2.67 5.40 27
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include pH-metric titration, hybrid pH/UV titration, hybrid capillary electro-

phoresis (CE)/UV and pH gradient titration.

2.4.2

The Effect of Co-solvents on pKa

Most methods of pKa measurement were developed using water-soluble samples.

However, many drugs are poorly soluble in water alone, and require the presence

of a water-miscible co-solvent to keep them in aqueous solution. The solvent affects

the pKa in two ways: (i) it causes the pH scale to shift; and (ii) it causes the pKa to

shift. The consequence is that apparent pKa values measured in the presence of

solvent are different from aqueous values.

For the sake of improving throughput, it is tempting to ignore this effect, and to

work always in water/solvent mixtures and report the apparent pKa values, which

may be considered ‘‘good enough’’ for use during early-stage development. As

shown in Table 2.5 however, the shifts can be quite high. An error in pKa of 0.5

units, when applied in a calculation of log D from a log P would cause an error in

log D estimation of about 0.5 log D units. It would also cause a significant error in

pH-metric measurement of solubility. When pKas are close to the physiological pH

in the region where the drug is absorbed, errors in pKa could have a significant

effect on predictions of drug behavior.

The semi-empirical Yasuda–Shedlovsky technique of extrapolating a series of

apparent pKa values obtained in several ratios of water/solvent to obtain an aque-

ous value is well established [32, 33], but three or more experiments are required

and this adds significantly to assay times. A method of calculating aqueous pKas

for various classes of organic acids and bases from single apparent pKa values

obtained in water/solvent mixtures has been reported [34], and shows promise as a

means of further speeding pKa measurement.

2.4.3

pH-Metric Titration

The pH-metric method is an important reference method because it can be used to

measure all pKas between 2 and 12, with or without a UV chromophore, provided

that the sample can be dissolved in water or water/co-solvent over the pH range of

interest. In this method, the sample solution is titrated with acid or base, the titra-

tion is monitored with a glass pH electrode, and the pKa is calculated from the

Tab. 2.5. Shift in pKa values with increasing methanol content in water/methanol mixtures (all

solutions 0.15 M in KCl).

Diclofenac % methanol 0% 29.1 39.0 47.8

pKa/apparent pKa 3.99 4.57 4.67 4.97

Chlorpromazine % methanol 0% 20.1 30.1 40.0

pKa/apparent pKa 9.24 9.08 8.83 8.68
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change in shape of the titration curve compared with that of a blank titration

without sample present [16]. A sample concentration of at least @5� 10�4 M is

required in order for any significant change in shape to be detectable between pH

3 and 11, and a larger concentration is required outside this range [17]. Although

pH-metric pKa titration in volumes as low as 100 mL has been reported using pH

micro-electrodes [35], the physical size of glass pH electrodes and stirrers generally

dictate that the smallest practical volume of sample solution is about 5 mL. This

requires more than 1 mg of sample for a compound with a MW of 400 to achieve a

concentration of 5� 10�4 M. A typical titration between pH 3 and 11 requires

about 45 measured pH values. The need to wait for equilibrium after each pH

measurement means that titrations typically take 20–40 min to perform. With

experiments designed for optimum speed, perhaps 30–40 titrations could be

performed during one 24-h day using an automated instrument (Sirius GLpKa),

though up to 5 min per titration data set must be allowed for calculating results

from the data. Sample throughput will be lower if the Yasuda–Shedlovsky tech-

nique is used for poorly soluble samples, and some samples may be too insoluble

to measure even at high levels of co-solvent. While the pH-metric method is not

fast enough for rapid screening, it provides a valuable back-up for the measure-

ment of samples without UV absorbance.

2.4.4

Hybrid pH-Metric/UV Method

Significantly smaller sample concentrations (10�5 M or below) are required for pKa

measurement by the hybrid pH-metric/UV method, in which multi-wavelength

UV absorbance of the sample solution is monitored throughout the titration.

Samples must have a chromophore, and the absorbance must change as a function

of ionization. Recent advances in this method have enabled pKa measurement in

volumes less than 8 mL by use of a fiber optics dip probe in a titration cell, and this

has been automated on the Sirius GLpKa with D-PAS attachment. During mea-

surement, samples are acid–base titrated across a pH range that includes the

pKa(s), and multiwavelength UV spectra are measured at each pH. The pKas are

calculated using a technique based on target factor analysis (TFA) [36]. The appa-

ratus has been used for determination of pKas of samples with multiple ionization

centers [37], and determination of protonation microconstants of zwitterionic

molecules [38, 39]. Titrations take up to 30 min because of the need to wait for

electrode stability. The ability to work at lower concentrations increases the scope

for measuring pKas of poorly soluble samples by the Yasuda–Shedlovsky tech-

nique, but throughput will be lower if this technique is used.

2.4.5

Other Methods

Recently, a flow-injection method has been reported in which pKa values are mea-

sured by UV absorbance after injection into a flowing phosphoric acid buffer [40].
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No mention of throughput was made. Measurement of pKa by UV after separation

by CE has been described for acids [41] and bases [42], and while this method only

requires small sample quantities, the rate of throughput is currently about 20

samples per day [23, 43]. A rate-limiting step in the CE method is the need to

make separate experimental runs at different buffered pH values in order to deter-

mine the relative concentration of ionized species at each pH.

2.4.6

pH Gradient Titration

At Sirius, a dedicated instrument (Profiler SGA) has been developed for the rapid

measurement of pKa by a patented technique that we have called pH gradient

titration [44]. In this technique, samples are injected into a flowing pH gradient,

which is created by mixing an acidified and a basified linear buffer together using

syringe pumps running at inversely varying speeds. During the gradient the pH

varies linearly, and may be predicted from the time elapsed since the start of gra-

dient generation. This eliminates the need for pH measurement, which is the rate-

limiting step in conventional titration. The gradient and sample pass through a

diode array UV spectrophotometer, and pKas are determined from changes in

absorption as a function of pH. Typical assay cycle is 4 min per sample (including

a gradient time of 90 s), leading to throughput of over 200 samples per day.

The linear buffer is created by mixing several weak acids and bases in varying

concentrations such that the titration curve is linear in terms of pH, and the ionic

Fig. 2.3. (A) UV absorbance of linear buffer

solution. The solution was acidified and

titrated with 0.5 M KOH. Each line represents

UV absorbance at a single pH. The graph

comprises 46 spectra between pH 2.5 and

12.2. Absorbance of buffer is negligible above

240 nm. (B) Experiments to demonstrate the

linearity of the pH gradient. Aliquots of acidic

and basic buffers were mixed and the pH

measured. pH results are the mean of two

readings. Average SD of pH measurements

between pH 3.0 and 11.6 wasG0.004 pH.
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strength approximates to 0.15 M at any pH. The buffer components were chosen

because of their low UV absorbance, and have a total of nine pKas spaced approxi-

mately equally over the pH range 2 to 12. The absorbance and linearity of the

buffer are shown in Fig. 2.3.

Experimental data consist of measured absorbance, wavelength, and pH (which

is calculated from the time elapsed from the start of gradient generation). pKa

values are obtained by differentiation, or by TFA. Differentiation is used for

standards, and for samples with single or well-separated pKas associated with ade-

quate UV absorbance change (Fig. 2.4). Results are obtained by differentiating the

absorbance at each wavelength with respect to pH, and taking the pH of the peak

maxima to indicate the pKa value.

TFA is used for samples with weak absorbance changes or overlapping pKas. In

TFA, absorbance (A) with respect to wavelength and pH is expressed as a matrix A.
Two other matrices are set up. The C matrix shows the concentration (C) of each

Fig. 2.4. UV spectra for nitrofurantoin, showing calculation

of results by First Derivative (FD). Top graph shows UV

absorbance (A) versus pH. Lower graph shows dA/dpH versus

pH. The pKa result (6.91) is indicated by the position of the

peak maxima on the pH axis.
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species as a function of pH, and the E matrix shows molar absorptivity (extinction

coefficient, E) of each species as a function of wavelength. By invoking Beer’s law,

which states that A ¼ CE (over a practical concentration range), the matrices

are related by a similar equation, A ¼ CE. Initially, the elements of the C and E
matrices are estimated. During TFA, values for these elements are systematically

optimized until A – CE tends to a minimum value. The concentration (C) of each

species as a function of pH is a function of the pKa(s) of the sample, so pKa(s) are

derived from the C matrix (visualized as the graph of % species versus pH) after

the equation has been minimized. Molar absorptivities may be derived from the E
matrix (visualized as the graph of absorptivity versus wavelength) [45]. Unless the

data are ‘‘perfect’’, there will be some unassigned absorbance, which is expressed

in a plot of residual absorbance. TFA is summarized in Fig. 2.5.

A validation study has been published showing good correlation between pKa

values measured by this method and previously measured values for a series of

pharmaceutical drug candidates with unpublished structures [46]. In this study, all

results were calculated by differentiation. More recently, we have carried out a val-

idation study based on 85 reference compounds, with most results calculated by

TFA. The results of this study show an excellent correlation with published values

[65]. Table 2.6 shows a selection of these results for a number of ampholytic and

zwitterionic molecules with a total of 42 pKas, plotted against literature values with

r2 ¼ 0:99 (Fig. 2.6). In our laboratories we are currently seeking to automate the

TFA calculation so that very little user intervention is required, and we are inves-

tigating water/solvent media of different compositions to find an optimal solvent

system for dissolving the greatest number of poorly water-soluble analytes.

2.5

Some Thoughts about High-throughput Analytical Chemistry

Analysts like to make chemical measurements to the highest quality they can, and

this is possible with modern instrumentation and good analytical practice. Chemi-

cal parameters are generally measured more accurately and reproducibly than

parameters measured in biological systems, and the results are more reliable than

values calculated by software from structure alone (e.g., calculated log P, pKa). Of

all the information available to medicinal chemists, measured chemical parameters

are probably the most reliable. With these thoughts in mind, it makes sense not to

 Fig. 2.5. Measurement of pKas of serotonin by

target factor analysis (TFA). (A) 3-D spectrum

produced by serotonin in pH gradient

experiment (equivalent to A matrix). (B) Molar

absorptivity of three serotonin species

(equivalent to E matrix). (C) Distribution of

species (equivalent to C matrix). In this graph

the three sets of data points denote the three

ionized species of serotonin. The solid lines

behind the points indicate the best fit of the

data to these points. (D) Residual absorbance.

This graph denotes the unaccounted

absorbance after the best fit has been

obtained. For a good result, the absorbance

range should be less than 0.01� total

absorbance range shown in (A).
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sacrifice measurement quality for speed during the design of instrumentation.

High-throughput methods should only be introduced if they meet satisfactory

standards for accuracy and reproducibility.

Note that it is highly desirable that the identity of every sample is confirmed

before analysis, and that samples are adequately pure for the measurement in

question. In the pH-metric methods, the sensor is a pH electrode and cannot

distinguish between analyte and impurity. In the methods that depend on UV

absorbance, if a sample contains an impurity with stronger absorbance than the

sample, then the calculation of results from experimental data is complicated.

Combinatorial samples are by nature poorly characterized, and even in the chro-

matographic methods in which analyte and impurity will be separated, it may be

difficult to assign the peaks unambiguously. It is therefore advisable to purify

samples before they are submitted for analysis of log D and pKa.

All of the methods described and referenced here are capable of producing high-

quality, accurate results, but only if the raw data are correctly interpreted and ana-

lyzed to detect (and correct) for issues arising from issues such as low solubility,

ion pair partition or multiple ionizable groups with overlapping pKas. It is not

Tab. 2.6. Measured versus literature values for pKas of ampholytic and zwitterionic compounds.

Sample Method SGA result (SD) Lit pKa Reference

5-Hydroxyquinoline FD 8.32 (01), 4.93 (01) 8.54, 5.22 55, 56

Acyclovir FD 9.32 (03), 2.25 (04) 9.25, 2.27 54

Albendazole FD 9.77 (01), 3.13 (03) 9.93, 3.28 33

Enrofloxacin TFA 7.83 (16), 6.04 (11) 7.75, 6.16 A*

Famotidine FD 11.32 (01), 6.84 (02) 11.19, 6.74 57

Labetalol TFA 9.38 (04), 7.42 (06) 9.36, 7.41 37

Nicotinic acid TFA 4.62 (01), 2.43 (01) 4.63, 2.10 37

Niflumic acid TFA 4.87 (11), 2.00 (01) 4.44, 2.24 9

Nitrazepam FD 10.37 (04), 2.86 (09) 10.37, 3.02 9

Norfloxacin TFA 8.61 (01), 6.29 (02) 8.70, 6.40 58

Ofloxacin TFA 8.30 (01), 6.01 (02) 8.31, 6.09 9

Oxytetracycline TFA 9.19 (01), 6.87 (07), 3.19 (02) 9.11, 7.32, 3.27 59

Pefloxacin TFA 7.37 (16), 6.11 (05) 7.80, 6.02 60

Physostigmine FD 8.13 (08), 2.61 (06) 8.17, 2.00 31, 37

Piroxicam TFA 5.32 (01), 2.53 (18) 5.07, 2.33 48

Serotonin TFA 10.91 (14), 9.89 (08) 10.90, 9.92 Bþ

Sotalol TFA 9.75 (02), 8.25 (08) 9.72, 8.28 48

Sulfanilamide FD 10.42 (05), 2.17 (13) 10.43, 2.00 9

Sulpiride TFA 9.79 (00), 8.95 (01) 10.19, 9.00 61

Tetracycline TFA 9.43 (02), 7.16 (10), 3.33 (06) 9.30, 7.68, 3.30 59

All measurements in duplicate except acyclovir (�3) and labetalol (�5).
Results obtained by First Derivative (FD) or Target Factor Analysis

(TFA).

*A: Sirius, unpublished pH-metric result.
þ B: K. Takács-Novák, Semmelweis University, Budapest, pH-metric

result, personal communication, January 2002.
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sufficient simply to invest in the equipment for performing high-throughput

measurements. There also must be an infrastructure in place that deals with the

quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) of samples to ensure that issues

do not arise such as incorrect compound dispensing, or decomposition in storage

of DMSO solutions. In this regard, there is a clear need for skilled physical chem-

ists to be involved in data analysis and interpretation.

An important consideration is that instruments and software should be as easy

to use as possible. If scientists have to measure hundreds of samples per day, they

do not have much time to devote to each result. Some of the techniques required

to obtain results from experimental data are complex, and involve significant

amounts of calculation – pH-metric refinement and TFA are good examples. It is

worth striving to make such techniques as automated as possible, so that users

have little to do except look at the results. Somehow, instrument and software

designers must provide visualization tools to help users judge the quality of each

result quickly and correctly, and the use of these instruments must become more

or less instinctive if we are to implement high-throughput analytical techniques

successfully. Scientists must be able to devote their intellectual resources to inter-

preting the data – not to measuring it.
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3

High-throughput Measurement of Permeability

Profiles

Alex Avdeef

Abbreviations

Caco-2 Human colon adenocarcinoma cell line used as an absorption model

cmc Critical micelle concentration

DOPC Dioleoylphosphatidylcholine

PAMPA Parallel artificial membrane permeability

MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney cell line

SLS Sodium lauryl (dodecyl) sulfate

UWL Unstirred water layer (2.4 mm thickness in PAMPA, when plates are

not shaken or stirred)

Symbols

Kp, KdðpHÞ Partition coefficient (a.k.a., log P) and apparent, pH-dependent, parti-

tion coefficient (a.k.a., log D), respectively

Pe Effective permeability (not corrected for the UWL) (units cm s�1)

Pm Membrane permeability (1/Pm ¼ 1/Pe � 1/Pu) (units cm s�1)

Pu UWL permeability (units cm s�1)

Po Intrinsic permeability (of the uncharged species) (units cm s�1)

R Moles of drug dissolved in the artificial membrane divided by total

moles of drug (usually expressed as a percentage)

Ra Asymmetry ratio, defined as (VD=VA)(P
ðA!DÞ
e =PðD!AÞ

e ), where VD and

VA are donor and acceptor solution volumes, respectively, and the

superscripts refer to the two possible directions of transport

3.1

Introduction

This review describes recent improvements in the measurement of the passive

transport of molecules across artificial phospholipid membranes anchored inside

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
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microfilters, using a technique called parallel artificial membrane permeability

assay (PAMPA). The focus is on a new method variant that allows the determina-

tion of the permeability of compounds across (and their retention by) concentrated
and negatively charged phospholipid bilayer membrane barriers (up to 74% wt/vol

lecithin in dodecane), in a permeation cell containing an ionic surfactant in the

acceptor compartment. The surfactant strongly binds transported lipophilic drugs

to create a sink state that models in vivo conditions. It also may be involved in

the direct desorption of membrane-retained molecules. The sample concentrations

in both the donor and the acceptor compartments of the permeation cell are

measured rapidly by 96-well microtiter plate UV spectrophotometry. The primary

application of this technique is in high-throughput physico-chemical properties

screening, which is important in the selection of the most promising drug candi-

date molecules in pharmaceutical research.

Using combinatorial chemistry to generate new molecules, in the course of a

year a large company may screen a staggering number of molecules for biological

activity. These tests are performed with high-throughput screening robotic sys-

tems, which assess a candidate molecule’s potency against a specific target. In the

post-human genome era, as disease-related genes are discovered with accelerating

frequency, thousands of additional opportunities arise to test new drug targets. A

successful ‘‘hit’’ at the early stage is just the beginning in a long journey before a

molecule can become a drug. Ultimately, a minuscule number of molecules are

successful, with many failing due to problems related to absorption in the intes-

tine. The molecules may function in a microtiter plate, but in the body they are

unable to reach their therapeutic target sites.

To reach such a site, a molecule must permeate through many road blocks

formed by cell membranes. These are composed of phospholipid bilayers – ‘‘oily’’

barriers that greatly attenuate the passage of charged or highly polar molecules.

Often, cultured cells, such as Caco-2 or Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells

[1–4], are used for this purpose, but the tests are costly. Other types of permeability

measurements based on artificial membranes have been considered, the aim being

to improve efficiency and lowering costs. One such approach, PAMPA, has been

described by Kansy et al. [5].

3.2

Key Historical Developments in Artificial-Membrane Permeability Measurement

Mueller et al. [6] discovered in 1962 that when a small quantity of a phospholipid

(2% wt/vol alkane solution) was carefully placed over a small hole (0.5 mm) in a

thin sheet of Teflon or polyethylene (10–25 mm thick), a thin film gradually forms

at the center of the hole, with excess lipid flowing towards the perimeter (forming

a ‘‘Plateau–Gibbs border’’). Eventually, the central film turns optically black as a

single (5 nm-thick) bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) forms over the hole. Suitable

lipids for the formation of a BLM are mostly isolated from natural sources, e.g.,
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lipids such as phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phos-

phatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol (PI), sphingomyelin (Sph), and others.

Such membranes have been viewed as useful models of the more complex natural

membranes.

However, a serious drawback in using BLMs as a model system is that they are

extremely fragile (requiring a vibration-damping platform and a Faraday cage),

and tedious to prepare. That notwithstanding, Walter and Gutknecht [7] studied

the permeation of a series of simple carboxylic acids across egg PC/decane BLMs.

Intrinsic permeability coefficients, Po, were determined from tracer fluxes, and a

straight-line relationship was observed between log Po and hexadecane/water

partition coefficients, log Kp, for all but the smallest carboxylic acid (formic):

log Po ¼ 0:90 log Kp þ 0:87. Using a similar BLM system, Xiang and Anderson

[8] studied the pH-dependent transport of a series of a-methylene-substituted

homologs of p-toluic acid. These authors compared the permeabilities to partition

coefficients determined in octanol/, hexadecane/, hexadecene/, and 1,9-decadiene/

water systems. The lowest correlation was found with octanol, whilst with the

hexadecane/water system, log Po ¼ 0:85 log Kp � 0:64 ðr2 ¼ 0:998Þ, and with the

decadiene/water system, log Po ¼ 0:99 log Kp � 0:17 ðr2 ¼ 0:996Þ. Corrections for

the unstirred water layer were key to these analyses.

Efforts to overcome the limitations of the fragile membranes (thought to be as

delicate as soap bubbles) have evolved with the use of membrane supports, e.g.,

polycarbonate filters or other more porous microfilters [9].

Cools and Janssen [10] studied the effect of background salt on the permeability

of warfarin through octanol-impregnated membranes (Millipore ultrafiltration fil-

ters, VSWP, 0.025 mm pores). At a pH where warfarin was in its ionized form, it

was found that increasing background salt increased permeability. This observation

was thought to support an ion pair mechanism of transport of charged drugs

across real biological membranes. However, current understanding of the structure

of wet octanol [11] suggests that this isotropic solvent system may not be a suitable

model for passive diffusion of charged drugs across phospholipid bilayers.

Camenisch et al. [12] measured the pH 7.4 permeabilities of a diverse group of

drugs across octanol- and isopropylmyristate-impregnated artificial membranes

(Millipore GVHP mixed cellulose ester filters, 0.22 mm pores), and compared them

to permeabilities of the Caco-2 system, and octanol/water apparent partition

coefficients, log Kdð7:4Þ. It is reasonably clear that the uncharged drug species were

the passive-diffusion permeants. (When the GVHP membrane was not impreg-

nated with a lipid, the permeabilities of all the tested drugs were high and largely

undifferentiated, indicating only the unstirred water layer resistance.) Over the

range of lipophilicities, the curve relating the effective permeability, log Pe, to

log Kdð7:4Þ was seen as sigmoidal in shape, and only linear in the mid range.

Between log Kdð7:4Þ –2 and 0, log Pe values correlated with the apparent partition

coefficients. However, outside that range, there was no correlation between per-

meabilities and the octanol/water partition coefficients. At the high end, the per-

meabilities of very lipophilic molecules are limited by the unstirred water layer and
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not the membrane per se. At the other extreme, very hydrophilic molecules were

observed to be more permeant than predicted by octanol, due to an unidentified

mechanism.

Kansy et al. [5, 13], at Hoffman-La Roche, published a widely read study of the

permeation of drugs across phospholipid-coated filters. The report by these authors

could not have come at a better time – just when the paradigm was shifting into

screening for biopharmaceutic properties at high speeds, alongside the biological

screening. Their PAMPA method has attracted much favorable attention, and has

spurred the development of a commercial instrument [14, 15]. The Roche inves-

tigators were able to relate their measured fluxes to human absorption values with

a hyperbolic curve, much like that indicated in Caco-2 screening. The outliers in

their assays were molecules known to be actively transported. Since the artificial

membranes have no active transport systems and no metabolizing enzymes, the

assay would not be expected to model actively transported molecules. What one

sees with PAMPA is pure passive diffusion, principally of the uncharged species.

During the period between 2000 and 2001, several publications have emerged

which describe PAMPA-like systems [14–23].

The system reported by Avdeef and coworkers [14, 15, 23] is an extension of the

Roche approach, with several novel features described, including a way to assess

membrane retention. In the PAMPA assay, a ‘‘sandwich’’ is formed from a 96-well

microtiter plate and a 96-well microfilter plate, such that each composite well is

divided into two chambers: donor at the bottom and acceptor at the top, separated

by a 125 mm-thick microfilter disc (0.45 mm pores), coated with a 2% wt/vol dodec-

ane solution of dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC), under conditions that multi-

lamellar bilayers form inside the filter channels when the system contacts an

aqueous buffer solution [9]. The Roche group used an artificial membrane formu-

lation consisting of egg lecithin (mixed lipid containing mainly cholesterol, PC,

PE, and PI) in dodecane [13]. Thin (6–10 mm), low porosity (20%), polycarbonate

filters [18, 19], used in Caco-2 assays, appear too fragile for high-throughput

PAMPA applications; better reproducibility has been achieved with the thicker (125

mm), higher-porosity (70%) filters reported by the Roche group.

Avdeef [23] derived the iso-pH (same pH in donor and acceptor wells) per-

meability equation which directly takes into account the membrane retention of a

drug:

Pe ¼ � 2:303 VD

Aðt� tSSÞ
1

1þ VD/VA

� �
log10 1� 1þ VA/VD

ð1� RÞ
� �

CAðtÞ
CDðt ¼ 0Þ

� �� �
ð1Þ

where A ¼ area of filter (cm2), t ¼ time (s), tSS ¼ steady-state time (s), VA and VD

are the acceptor and donor volumes (cm3), respectively, and CA(t) and CD(t) are the

measured acceptor and donor sample concentrations (mol cm�3) at time t, respec-

tively. An equivalent expression to that of Eq. (1) is obtained by the substitution of

the argument of the log term with [–VD/VA þ (1þ VD/VA)/(1� R) (CD(t)/CD(0))].

The retention factor, R, is defined as 1� [CD(t)þ CA(t)
:VA/VD]/CD(0).
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Figure 3.1 shows the appearance of dihydromethysticin in the acceptor well as a

function of time [15]. The solid curve is a least-squares fit of the data points to Eq.

(1), with the parameters: Pe ¼ 32� 10�6 cm s�1, R ¼ 0.42, and tSS ¼ 35 min. The

membrane retention, R, is often stated as a mole percentage (%R) of the sample

(rather than a fraction). Its value can at times be very high – up to 90% for chlor-

promazine and 70% for phenazopyridine, when 2% wt/vol DOPC in dodecane is

used. Figure 3.2 shows a plot of log %R versus log Kdð7:4Þ, the octanol/water

apparent partition coefficient. It appears that retention is due to the lipophilicity of

molecules; this may be a good predictor of the pharmacokinetic volume of distri-

bution or of protein binding.

Cultured-cell assays also are subject to sample retention by the monolayer. Wils

et al. [24] reported retentions as high as 44%, whereas Sawada et al. [25–27] cited
values as high as 89%. This is undoubtedly a common phenomenon with research

compounds, which are often highly lipophilic, yet the effect seems to be ignored in

most reported studies.

Faller and Wohnsland [18, 19] developed the PAMPA assay using phospholipid-

free hexadecane, supported on 10 mm-thick polycarbonate filters, and were able to

demonstrate interesting predictions. Their PAMPA method appeared to be a satis-

factory substitute for obtaining alkane/water partition coefficients, which are usu-

ally very difficult to measure directly, due to the poor solubility of drug molecules

in alkanes. Apparently, membrane retention was not measured.

Sugano and coworkers [21, 22] explored the lipid model containing several dif-

ferent phospholipids, resembling the mixture found in reconstituted brush-border

membrane (BBM) lipids [30, 31], and demonstrated improved property predic-

tions. The best-performing lipid composition consisted of a 3% wt/vol lipid solu-

Fig. 3.1. Appearance of dihydromethysticin in the acceptor compartment as a function of time.
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tion in 1,7-octadiene (lipid consisting of 33% wt/wt cholesterol, 27% PC, 27% PE,

7% PS, 7% PI). The donor and acceptor compartments were adjusted in the pH

interval between 5.0 and 7.4 [21]. With such a mixture, membrane retention is

expected to be extensive when lipophilic drugs are assayed.

The structure of the filter-immobilized artificial membranes is generally

unknown. Thompson et al. [9] hypothesized that polycarbonate filters had a single

bilayer per pore, and presented interesting evidence for this concept. Hennesthal

and Steinem [28], using scanning force microscopy, estimated that a single bilayer

spans exterior pores of porous alumina. These observations may be incomplete, as

there is considerable complexity to the spontaneous process of the formation of

BLMs. When a 2% PC-dodecane solution is suspended in water, with water content

>40 wt%, the lipid solution can take on the inverted hexagonal structure, where

the polar head groups of the PC face water channels in a cylindrical structure

[29]. Such structures can alter transport properties, compared to those of normal

lamellar phases. (It may be possible to model the paracellular transport mecha-

nism, should the presence of aqueous pores be established.) Suspensions of 2%

PC-dodecane have been titrated potentiometrically from pH 10 down to pH 3.

Along the way, at about pH 4, the pH electrode stopped functioning and appeared

to be choked by a clear gelatinous coating, suggesting that some sort of phase

transition had taken place at that point (A. Avdeef, unpublished results). It is par-

ticularly important in the PAMPA method that all depositions of the phospholipid

be done under highly standardized procedures. Comparing the observed PAMPA

permeability of salicylic acid to that observed in a BLM experiment [7], given the

additivity of inverse permeabilities, it has been estimated that a permeant traverses

many bilayers in passing through the 125 mm phospholipid-impregnated sponge-

Fig. 3.2. Log of %mole fraction membrane retention versus log

of apparent octanol/water partition coefficient at pH 7.4.

Microfilters were impregnated with 2% wt/vol DOPC in

dodecane.
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like filters (data not shown). So far, the case for a single bilayer has not been de-

finitively made.

3.3

The Ideal in vitro Artificial Membrane Permeability Model

3.3.1

Lipid Compositions in Biological Membranes

Proulx [30] summarized the published lipid compositions of BBM isolated from

epithelial cells from pig, rabbit, mouse and rat small intestines. Table 3.1 shows

the lipid make-up for the rat, averaged from five reported studies [30]. On a molar

basis, cholesterol accounts for about 50% of the total lipid content (37% on a

weight basis). Thus, the cholesterol content in BBM is higher than that found in

kidney epithelial (MDCK) and brain endothelial cells (Table 3.1). Slightly different

BBM lipid distribution was reported by Alcorn et al. [31]; here, the outer (luminal)

leaflet of the BBM was seen to be rich in sphingomyelin content, while the inner

leaflet (cytosol) was rich in PE and PC. Apical (brush border) and basolateral lipids

are different in epithelia. The basolateral membrane content (not reported by

Tab. 3.1. Lipid compositions (%w/w) of biological

membranes.a

Lipidb BBMc BBBd MDCKe

PC 20 19 22

PE 18 23 29

PS 6 16 15

PI 7 7 10

Sph 7 9 10

FA 4 1

CHOþCE 37 22 10

TG 1 1

aThe %w/w values in this table for BBB and MDCK are

conversions from the originally reported %mol/mol units.
bPC ¼ phosphatidylcholine; PE ¼ phosphatidylethanolamine;

PS ¼ phosphatidylserine; PI ¼ phosphatidylinositol;

Sph ¼ sphingomyelin; FA ¼ fatty acid; CHO ¼ cholesterol;

CE ¼ cholesterol ester; TG ¼ triglycerides.
cBBM ¼ brush border membrane, rat (average of four studies);

from Ref. [30].
dBBB ¼ blood–brain barrier lipid, RBE4 ¼ rat endothelial

immortalized cell line; from Ref. [37].
eMDCK ¼ Madin–Darby canine kidney cultured epithelial cells;

from Ref. [38].
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Proulx) is high in PC, whereas the BBM has nearly the same PC as PE content.

Krämer et al. [37, 38] reported MDCK and BBM lipid composition profiles, listed in

Table 3.1, for comparative purposes.

3.3.2

Permeability–pH Considerations

The effective permeability of ionizable molecules depends on pH, and the shapes

of the permeability–pH profiles can be theoretically predicted when the pKa of the

molecule is known [7]. The pH dependency of ionizable molecules is illustrated in

Fig. 3.3 for a series of weak acids (A. Avdeef, not published). It is clear that if the

‘‘wrong’’ pH is used in screening the permeabilities of molecules, then highly

promising molecules (e.g., probenecid; Fig. 3.3) may be characterized as false

negatives. The ideal pH to use for in vitro screening ought to reflect the in vivo pH
conditions.

Said et al. [32] directly measured the ‘‘acid microclimate’’ on the surface of gas-

Fig. 3.3. Effective permeabilities measured

at three pH values for a series of weak acids.

Iso-pH conditions were used, i.e., the pH

was the same in the donor and acceptor

compartments. In general, the molecules with

low pKas show the highest permeabilities at

low pH. At high pH, the species are

predominantly negatively charged and are not

very permeable. The pKas of the molecules are

indicated in parentheses after the name.
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trointestinal tract epithelial cells (intact with mucous layer) in rats. The pH on the

apical (donor) side of the cells varied from 6.0 to 8.0, while the pH on the baso-

lateral (acceptor) side was 7.4. Furthermore, the pH gradient between the donor

and acceptor sides varied with position in the gastrointestinal tract, as indicated in

Table 3.2. Others have measured microclimate pH as low as 5.2 [35].

Yamashita et al. [33] determined drug permeabilities by performing Caco-2

assays under two pH conditions: pH 6.0donor–7:4acceptor and pH 7.4donor–7:4acceptor.

These choices adequately span the microclimate range in the gastrointestinal tract.

Weak acids were more permeable under the gradient-pH condition, compared to

the iso-pH condition, whereas weak bases behaved in the opposite manner and

uncharged molecules showed the same permeabilities under the two conditions.

The gradient-pH set of permeability measurements provided a better prediction of

human absorption than the iso-pH set (r2 ¼ 0:85 and 0.50, respectively).

In designing the ideal screening strategy, it appears important to consider using

pH-gradients. If the in vivo conditions are to be mimicked, at least two effective

permeability measurements should be attempted, as suggested by the above re-

searchers: pH 6.0donor–7:4acceptor (‘‘gradient-pH’’) and pH 7.4donor–7:4acceptor (‘‘iso-

pH’’), the microclimate pH range spanned in the gastrointestinal tract.

3.3.3

Role of Serum Proteins

Sawada and coworkers [25–27] studied the iso-pH 7.4 MDCK permeabilities of

very lipophilic molecules, including chlorpromazine (CPZ) [25]. These authors

included 3% wt/vol bovine serum albumin (BSA) on the apical (donor) side, and

0.1–3% BSA on the basolateral (acceptor) side, and found that plasma protein

binding greatly affected the ability of molecules to permeate cellular barriers. They

observed cell tissue retention of CPZ ranging from 65 to 85%, depending on the

Tab. 3.2. Microclimate pH on the apical side

of epithelial cells in the gastrointestinal (GI)

tract in rats [32].

Position in the GI tract Microclimate pH

Stomach 8.0

Proximal duodenum 6.4

Distal duodenum 6.3

Proximal jejunum 6.0

Mid jejunum 6.2

Distal jejunum 6.4

Proximal ileum 6.6

Mid ileum 6.7

Distal ileum 6.9

Proximal colon 6.9

Distal colon 6.9
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amount of BSA present in the receiving compartment. They concluded that the

rapid rate of disappearance of lipophilic compounds from the donor compartment

was controlled by the unstirred water layer (UWL) (thus about the same for most

lipophilic compounds); however, the very slow appearance of the compounds in

the receiving compartment depended on the rate of desorption from the baso-

lateral side of the membranes, which strongly depended on the presence of serum

proteins in the receiving compartment. They recommended the use of serum pro-

teins in the receiving compartment, so as to better mimic the in vivo conditions

when using cultured cells, as in vitro assays.
Yamashita et al. [33] also studied the effect of BSA on transport properties in

Caco-2 assays. These authors observed that the permeability of highly lipophilic

molecules could be rate-limited by the process of desorption from the cell surface

into the receiving solution, due to high membrane retention and very low water

solubility. They recommended using serum proteins in the acceptor compartment

when lipophilic molecules were being assayed – a common circumstance in dis-

covery settings.

3.3.4

Effects of Cosolvents, Bile Acids, and other Surfactants

Yamashita et al. [33] added up to 10 mM taurocholic acid (cmc 2.9 mM), cholic acid

(cmc 2.5 mM), or sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS, low ionic strength cmc 8.2 mM) to

the donating solutions in Caco-2 assays. Although the two bile acids did not inter-

fere in the transport of dexamethasone, SLS caused the Caco-2 cell junctions

to become leakier, even at the sub-cmc 1 mM level. The permeability of dexa-

methasone was also decreased at 10 mM SLS.

These general observations have been confirmed in PAMPA measurements in

our laboratory, using the 2% DOPC-dodecane lipid. With highly lipophilic mole-

cules, glycocholic acid added to the donor solution slightly reduced permeabilities,

taurocholic acid significantly increased permeabilities, but SLS arrested membrane

transport altogether in several cases (especially cationic, surface active drugs such

as CPZ) (data not shown).

Yamashita et al. [33] tested the effect of PEG400, DMSO, and ethanol, with up to

10% added to solutions in Caco-2 assays. PEG400 caused a dramatic decrease

(75%) in the permeability of dexamethasone at 10% co-solvent concentration;

DMSO caused a 50% decrease, but ethanol had only a slight decreasing effect.

Sugano et al. [22] also studied the effect of PEG400, DMSO, and ethanol (up to

30%) in their PAMPA assays. In general, water-miscible co-solvents are expected

to decrease the membrane/water partition coefficients. In addition, the decreased

dielectric constants of the co-solvent/water solutions should give rise to a higher

proportion of the ionizable molecule in the uncharged state [23]. These two effects

oppose each other, and in general the increasing levels of co-solvents were ob-

served to lead to decreasing permeabilities. However, ethanol made the weak acid

ketoprofen (pKa 4.12) more permeable with increasing co-solvent levels – an effect

which was consistent with the increasing pKa and the decreasing dielectric con-
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stant of the co-solvent mixtures (leading to a higher proportion of uncharged spe-

cies at a given pH). However, the same reasoning cannot be used to explain why

the weak base propranolol (pKa 9.5) decreased in permeability with increasing

amounts of ethanol. This effect may be due to the increased solubility of propra-

nolol in water with the added ethanol in relation to the solubility in the membrane

phase. This leads to a lowered membrane/water (co-solvent) partition coefficient,

hence lowering flux due to a diminished sample concentration gradient in the

membrane (Fick’s law) [23]. DMSO and PEG400 each dramatically reduced per-

meabilities for several of the molecules studied.

3.3.5

Components of the Ideal

The literature survey in this section suggests that the ideal in vitro permeability

assay would have pH 6.0 and 7.4 in the donor wells, with pH 7.4 in the acceptor

wells. (Such a two-pH combination could differentiate acids from bases and non-

ionizables by the differences between the two Pe values.) Furthermore, the acceptor

side would have 3% wt/vol BSA to maintain a sink condition (or some sink-

forming equivalent). The donor side may benefit from having a bile acid (i.e.,

taurocholic or glycocholic, 5–15 mM), to solubilize the most lipophilic sample

molecules. The ideal lipid barrier would have a composition similar to those in

Table 3.1, with the membrane possessing a substantial negative charge (mainly

from PI). Excessive DMSO/other co-solvents would be best avoided, due to their

unpredictable effects.

3.4

New Directions in PAMPA

3.4.1

Concentrated and Charged Phospholipid Membranes

Hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions between the sample molecules

and the phospholipid bilayer membranes are thought to play a key role in the

transport of such molecules. When dilute 2% wt/vol phospholipid in alkane is

used in the artificial membrane [15, 23], the effect of hydrogen bonding and elec-

trostatic effects may be underestimated.

Recently in our group, model membrane permeation barriers have been con-

structed with concentrated phospholipid solutions, 10–74% wt/vol soy lecithin

(approximate %w/w lipid composition 24% PC, 18% PE, 12% PI; cf. Table 3.1) in

dodecane, supported on high-porosity, hydrophobic microfilters. This newly for-

mulated lipid has a net negative charge at pH 7.4, which further increases above

pH 8, as the ethanolamine groups deionize. Also tested were 10% wt/vol egg

lecithin lipid solutions in dodecane (approximate composition 73% PC, 11% PE,
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1% PI, 2% LysoPI). The inositol content was four times higher in soy than in egg

lecithin.

However, when up to 74% phospholipid fractions are used, severe experimental

problems arise. With lipophilic sample molecules, the use of concentrated phos-

pholipid artificial membranes leads to two unwanted effects: (1) near-complete

membrane retention (90–100%); and (2) highly diminished permeability (extin-

guished in some cases). Both of these effects are presumably due to excessive

drug–membrane binding.

These adverse effects are almost eliminated by using an ionic surfactant to create

a very strong sink condition in the acceptor compartment of the permeation cell,

and this is the principal focus of our latest research. The charge on the micelles

formed from the surfactant also appears to play a role in this respect.

3.4.2

Gradient-pH Permeability Equation

For ionizable molecules, sink conditions can also be created by pH gradients.

Thus, additional PAMPA improvements can be achieved using such gradients

between the donor and acceptor compartments of the permeation cell. A new

three-chamber diffusion differential equation has been derived, that takes into

account gradient-pH conditions and membrane retention of the drug molecule

(which clearly still exists – albeit lessened – in spite of the sink condition created).

The flux at time t, J(t), in units of mol cm�2 s�1, can be defined by two equivalent

expressions [34]: J(t) ¼ P
ðD!AÞ
e CD(t)� P

ðA!DÞ
e CA(t); and J(t) ¼ �(VD/A)dCD(t)/dt,

where the effective permeability coefficient is denoted by Pe (units of cm s�1). Two

different coefficients need to be considered, one denoted by the superscript (D!A),

corresponding to donor pHD (e.g., 5.0, 6.5 or 7.4) to acceptor pHA (7.4) transport,

and the other denoted by the superscript (A!D), corresponding to the reverse-

direction transport. The two equivalent flux relationships can be reduced to an

ordinary differential equation in CD(t), which may be solved by standard tech-

niques [Ruell, Chau, Tsinman, Avdeef, in preparation], using integration limits

from tss to t (not 0 to t),

PðD!AÞ
e ¼ � 2:303 VD

Aðt� tssÞ
1

1þ Ra

� �
log10 �Ra þ 1þ Ra

1� R

� �
CDðtÞ

CDðt ¼ 0Þ
� �� �

ð2Þ

where Ra ¼ (VD/VA)(P
ðA!DÞ
e /P

ðD!AÞ
e ), the ‘‘sink’’ asymmetry ratio. When the aque-

ous solution conditions (exclusive of the sample) are identical in the two chambers

of the permeation cell, Ra ¼ VD/VA, and Eq. (2) becomes equivalent to Eq. (1). This

presumes that the system is free of surfactant.

In general, Eq. (2) has two unknowns: P
ðA!DÞ
e and P

ðD!AÞ
e . In surfactant-free

assays, the following method is used to solve Eq. (2). At least two assays are done:

one as gradient-pH (e.g., pH 5.0donor–7.4acceptor) and the other as iso-pH (e.g.,

pH 7.4donor–7.4acceptor), with a pH in common to the two assays. For iso-pH,
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P
ðA!DÞ
e ¼ P

ðD!AÞ
e . This case can be solved directly with Eq. (1). Then, iteratively, Eq.

(2) is solved for P
ðD!AÞ
e . Initially, Ra is assumed to be VD=VA, but with each iteration,

the Ra estimate is improved by using the calculated P
ðD!AÞ
e and the P

ðA!DÞ
e taken

from the iso-pH case. The process continues until self-consistency is reached.

If surfactant is added to the acceptor wells, then in general, P
ðA!DÞ
e and P

ðD!AÞ
e

are not the same under iso-pH conditions. The acceptor-to-donor permeability

needs to be solved by performing a separate iso-pH assay, where the surfactant is

added to the donor side, instead of the acceptor side. The value of Pe is determined,

using Eq. (1), and used in gradient-pH cases in place of P
ðA!DÞ
e , as described in the

preceding paragraph. The gradient-pH calculation procedure is also iterative.

In iso-pH surfactant-free solutions, the concentration of the sample in the

acceptor wells cannot exceed that in the donor wells. With gradient-pH conditions,

this limitation is lifted. At very long times, the concentrations in the donor and

acceptor chambers reach equilibrium values, depending on the pH gradient:

CDðyÞ/CAðyÞ ¼ PðA!DÞ
e /PðD!AÞ

e ð3Þ

This limiting ratio can be predicted for any gradient-pH combination, provided

that the pKas of the molecule, the unstirred water layer (UWL), Pu, and the intrin-

sic, Po, permeabilities are known [23]. In some of the gradient-pH assays, it is

not uncommon to have nearly all of the sample move to the acceptor side, due to

the sink conditions created, sometimes limiting the determination of concen-

trations. Shorter permeation times solve the problem, a welcome prospect in a

high-throughput application. A 2- to 4-h period suffices, this being a considerable

reduction over the original 15-h permeation time [5].

3.4.3

Permeability Measurements: High-phospholipid in Surfactant-free Solutions

Table 3.3 lists the pH 7.4 permeability and retention values of a series of well-

known drug substances, grouped as bases, acids, and neutral molecules. The 2%

DOPC-dodecane represents a high-purity charge-neutral phospholipid solution,

whereas all the other phospholipid mixtures in the table contain progressively

increasing (up to 68%) lecithin in dodecane, with substantial negatively charged

PI content. Egg lecithin, having lower PI content, was also studied. All cases in

Table 3.3 are without added surfactant.

Most of the permeabilities of the bases decrease steadily as the phospholipid

fraction increases, though there are some significant exceptions. Metoprolol, which

is moderately permeable in the DOPC lipid, becomes a top performer in 10% egg

lecithin, though at the 68% soy level this molecule also shows reduced transport.

The permeabilities of the acid examples rise with increasing phospholipid con-

tent, up to 20% lipid, with rank ordering preserved (data not shown). Naproxen

and ketoprofen show the most dramatic increases in going from 2% to 10%

lipid membranes – somewhat higher in soy than in egg. Piroxicam shows less
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sensitivity to lipid changes. For higher phospholipid concentrations, all the acid

permeabilities decrease.

The nonionizable molecules respond to the changes in the phospholipid con-

tent, with griseofulvin having the highest permeability in the lowest phospholipid-

containing membranes.

3.4.4

Membrane Retention Measurements: High-phospholipid in Surfactant-free Solutions

The most remarkable change of properties in going from 2% to 10% phospholipid

occurs with the membrane retention of the bases. Most of the bases are retained

above 90% in all of the soy lecithin cases (up to 68%). This is largely due to the

Tab. 3.3. Permeability and retention in lipids of different compositions, at pH 7.4 in surfactant-

free solutions (Pe in 10�6 cm/s units).

Sample 2% DOPC 10% Egg 10% Soy 68% Soy

Pe %R Pe %R Pe %R Pe %R

Diltiazem.HCl 17.4 21 11.1 50 4.6 87 2.0 90

Phenazopyridine 15.2 70 6.1 91 5.8 95 5.3 99

Desipramine 12.3 40 5.5 89 1.2 97 3.2 91

Alprenolol 11.9 16 12.5 65 2.5 92 4.8 95

Imipramine 11.2 57 7.0 83 0.0 98 1.8 96

Propranolol 10.2 19 5.7 73 2.4 93 2.5 95

Verapamil 9.7 40 10.7 73 1.4 94 0.2 94

Promethazine 7.3 70 2.5 85 0.9 94 0.1 97

Metoprolol 0.7 12 17.8 71 6.0 44 3.2 73

Ranitidine 0.01 1 0.21 8 0.41 8 0.13 16

Sulpiride 0.01 1 0.22 5 0.19 12 0.10 16

Amiloride 0.003 0 0.006 15 0.004 14 0.000 0

Ibuprofen 2.7 38 7.8 58 4.0 63 1.6 30

Piroxicam 2.2 3 2.6 15 2.6 8 1.6 8

Naproxen 0.2 5 1.4 12 2.0 6 0.5 2

Ketoprofen 0.06 5 0.48 12 0.96 4 0.17 10

Theophylline 0.05 0 0.31 6 0.65 6 0.10 7

Salicyclic acid 0.03 1 0.04 15 0.13 2 0.03 9

Furosemide 0.02 1 0.01 19 0.02 4 0.01 17

Hydrochlorothiazide 0.01 1 0.01 24 0.02 6 0.02 3

Acetaminophen 0.01 3 0.86 0 0.68 4 0.00 0

Sulphasalazine 0.007 1 0.002 2 0.001 1 0.002 3

Griseofulvin 11.7 18 10.5 42 7.2 44 5.4 73

Progesterone 7.3 83 2.8 93 5.8 91 2.6 93

Carbamazepine 7.1 10 8.6 19 6.1 29 5.3 55

Caffeine 1.6 11 1.9 6 1.8 6 1.6 13

Antipyrine 0.8 14 1.3 27 1.2 7 0.5 8
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added electrostatic attractions between positively charged sample molecules and

the negatively charged membrane constituents.

Acids show small, steady increases in membrane retention with increasing

phospholipid content. Even though the acids are negatively charged at pH 7.4, as

are a portion of the membrane constituents, the increasing phospholipid content

draws the sample molecules in, due to increased hydrogen-bonding and any other

lipophilic forces arising from the phospholipids (increased membrane/water parti-

tion coefficient).

Neutral molecules show a range of retention properties between those of acids

and bases. Progesterone membrane retention is very high in all cases, while

griseofulvin and carbamazepine retentions steeply increase with phospholipid

content.

The patterns of retention follow the lipophilicity properties of the molecules, as

indicated by octanol/water apparent partition coefficients.

3.4.5

Egg Lecithin and the Degree of Negative Charge

The negative charge content in the egg lecithin is about four times less than in the

soy lecithin used. This is clearly evident in the membrane retention parameters for

the bases at the 10% lecithin levels (Table 3.3), being about 20–30% lower for the

lipophilic bases in egg, compared with soy.

With acids, the membrane retention actually increases in the case of egg lecithin,

compared with soy. This may be due to decreased repulsions between the nega-

tively charged sample and negatively charged phospholipid, allowing H-bonding

and other lipophilic forces to more fully realize in the less negatively charged egg

lecithin membranes.

The neutral molecules display about the same transport properties in soy and

egg lecithin, in line with the absence of direct electrostatic effects.

3.4.6

Summary : Increasing Phospholipid Content in the Absence of Sink Conditions

As the amount of phospholipid increases in the dodecane solution injected into

the filters, the effects of H-bonding and electrostatics increase in the transport

process. Generally, the membrane retention of the lipophilic molecules increases

with increasing lecithin content, most dramatically in the case of lipophilic bases

(due to the added electrostatic attractions). Such losses of compound to the mem-

brane pose a challenge to the analysis of concentrations, which can be significantly

diminished (to undetectable levels at times) in the aqueous compartments. At

the same time, the permeability decreases to near vanishing values in 68% soy

lecithin-dodecane membranes. Under these conditions, the permeabilities of the

lipophilic bases and acids converge to similar values, significantly departing

from the expected values based on lipophilic properties (see Table 3.6) and the pH-

partition hypothesis. This is mainly affected by excessive drug–membrane binding,
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which would not be expected under in vivo conditions in the presence of naturally

occurring sink conditions. Thus, the raising of the phospholipid content alone does
not generally benefit the PAMPA method.

3.4.7

Effects of Surfactant on High-phospholipid Membrane Permeability and Retention

The transport properties of the molecules in concentrated soy lecithin (see

Table 3.3) do not adequately model the in vivo permeabilities reported by

Winiwarter et al. [36] (see Table 3.6). The strategy to overcome this shortcoming

involves creating a significant sink condition in the acceptor wells. However, the

Tab. 3.4. Permeability and retention in various lipids, at pH 7.4 with 35 mM SLS in acceptor

wells (Pe in 10�6 cm s�1 units).

Sample 2% DOPC 10% Egg 10% Soy 74% Soy

Pe %R Pe %R Pe %R Pe %R

Diltiazem 33.9 13 27.6 12 35.8 22 3.5 61

Phenazopyridine 31.4 26 20.3 44 15.8 47 3.9 75

Desipramine 25.1 22 21.8 30 33.2 33 1.7 59

Alprenolol 23.1 27 30.6 30 2.6 71

Imipramine 22.2 21 31.8 23 30.1 38 5.0 63

Propranolol 14.3 16 16.1 24 27.1 39 0.0 62

Verapamil 37.4 17 23.4 20 25.6 31 1.8 71

Promethazine 31.5 12 31.2 17 26.7 25 3.7 61

Quinine 2.7 13 9.9 31 24.6 44 2.6 67

Metoprolol 0.4 3 23.4 19 26.4 27 4.0 52

Prazosin 3.8 20 28.6 16 0.4 49

Ranitidine 0.01 0 0.16 7 0.34 8 0.00 3

Sulpiride 0.14 1 0.04 5 0.22 6 0.10 3

Amiloride 0.00 1 0.00 7 0.01 9 0.00 5

Terbutaline 0.06 0 0.13 6 0.17 14 0.00 1

Ibuprofen 2.4 7 10.3 16 3.6 32 2.0 33

Piroxicam 2.0 3 2.7 6 2.3 6 1.0 6

Naproxen 0.3 1 0.9 4 1.8 10 0.2 1

Ketoprofen 0.17 2 0.61 1 0.83 9 0.00 4

Theophylline 0.44 5 0.51 7 0.02 6

Salicyclic acid 0.90 3 0.24 13 0.17 0

Furosemide 0.04 1 0.06 4 0.04 14 0.00 10

Hydrochlorothiazide 0.00 1 0.11 4 0.00 11 0.01 5

Acetaminophen 0.00 3 1.2 8 0.00 0

Sulphasalazine 0.03 3 0.01 3 0.00 2 0.00 2

Griseofulvin 18.2 10 19.0 15 31.8 25 13.4 44

Progesterone 22.7 34 29.4 22 37.6 40 31.8 39

Carbamazepine 6.4 13 10.7 19 16.5 23 2.1 38

Caffeine 1.2 4 2.2 5 1.5 8 1.2 8

Antipyrine 0.6 4 1.9 3 1.6 6 1.0 1
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use of BSA or other serum proteins, although easily effected, is not practical in

high-throughput screening, since the UV absorption due to the proteins would

make determination of the compound concentrations in the acceptor compart-

ments by direct UV spectrophotometry nearly impossible in most cases. Without

knowledge of the concentration of sample in the acceptor compartment, the deter-

mination of membrane retention would not be possible. Some PAMPA practi-

tioners, using BSA to create sink conditions, assume that membrane retention is

zero. It is neither reasonable nor warranted to expect that membrane retention is

eliminated in the presence of serum proteins or other practical substitutes in the

acceptor compartment. Since lipophilic molecules have affinity for both the mem-

brane lipid and the serum proteins, retention should be diminished, by the extent

of the relative lipophilicities of the drug molecules in membrane lipid versus

serum proteins, and by the relative volumes of the two competitive-binding phases.

Generally, the serum proteins cannot extract all of the sample molecules from

the phospholipid membrane phase at equilibrium. Thus, to measure permeability

under sink conditions, it is still necessary to characterize the extent of membrane

retention. This had not been done generally.

We have found that the negatively charged surfactant SLS can be successfully

substituted for the serum proteins used by several other investigators. In low ionic

strength solutions, the cmc of SLS is 8.1 mM [39]. We explored the use of

both sub-cmc (data not shown) and micelle-level concentrations. Saturated micelle

solutions (35 mM, approximately the solubility of SLS at room temperature) are

most often used in our group.

The effect of the surfactant is most dramatic for the bases and neutral molecules

studied, as shown in Table 3.4. Permeabilities increased by about four-fold for the

lipophilic bases and neutral molecules, and membrane retentions were decreased

by 50% in most cases of bases and neutral compounds.

Tab. 3.5. Permeability (10�6 cm s�1) and retention in 20% wt./vol. soy lecithin, at iso-pH 5.0,

6.5, 7.4 with 35 mM SLS in acceptor wells.

Sample pH 5.0 %R pH 6.5 %R pH 7.4 %R

Desipramine 10.4 35 19.4 35 29.7 39

Propranolol 37.4 31 26.0 37 25.8 40

Verapamil 9.1 30 20.7 20 31.6 31

Metoprolol 2.9 17 16.1 25 28.6 26

Ranitidine 0.00 4 0.03 2 0.31 14

Piroxicam 10.2 24 8.9 12 3.2 17

Naproxen 11.8 50 6.6 12 2.3 13

Ketoprofen 9.5 37 6.5 12 1.2 12

Furosemide 0.8 25 0.0 2 0.0 11

Carbamazepine 19.5 27 17.9 18 15.3 26

Antipyrine 0.9 17 3.0 11 1.7 14
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The transport properties of the acids did not respond significantly to the pres-

ence of surfactant. This may be because at pH 7.4 the acids are negatively charged,

as are the phospholipid membranes and also the surfactant micelles; electrostatic

repulsions balanced out the attractive forces due to increased membrane lipo-

philicity.

3.4.8

Quality and Usefulness of the UV Spectra

The use of direct UV spectrophotometry to measure sample concentrations in

pharmaceutical research is uncommon, presumably due to the prevalence and

attractiveness of high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and liquid

chromatography/mass spectrometry (LC/MS) methods. Consequently, most re-

searchers are unfamiliar with the value of UV detection, mainly that it is generally

much faster than other methods – a very important asset in high-throughput

screening.

If samples are highly impure or decompose readily, then use of the UV method

is inappropriate, and LC/MS has been shown to be the most suitable detection

system under such conditions [15]. When used carefully, LC/MS produces excel-

lent results; however, when LC/MS data-taking is driven very rapidly (e.g., 20 min/

plate), disappointing results have been noted in collaborative studies (data not

shown).

Figure 3.4a shows the acceptor, donor, and reference spectra of 48 mM propra-

nolol after a 15 h PAMPA assay using 20% wt/vol soy lecithin in dodecane. The

sum of the donor (3 mM) and the acceptor (<1 mM) well concentrations indicates

that 45 mM is lost to the membrane. In the absence of a sink-creating surfactant,

only a trace of propranolol reached the acceptor wells after 15 h, with 94% of the

compound trapped in the membrane, compared with 19% in the 2% wt/vol DOPC

case (see Table 3.3). The effective permeability in 20% soy fell to 1.8� 10�6 cm s�1,

compared with the DOPC value of 10.2� 10�6 cm s�1.

With 35 mM SLS in the acceptor compartment (Fig. 3.4b), the amount of pro-

pranolol reaching the acceptor wells is dramatically increased, with the concomi-

tant decrease in membrane retention from 94% to 41%. Furthermore, the effective

permeability rises to 25.1� 10�6 cm s�1 (a more than ten-fold increase), presum-

ably due to the desorption effect of the SLS creating an effective sink condition.

Only 3 h permeation time was used in this case (Fig. 3.4b). With such a sink

at work, one can lower the permeation time to less than 2 h and still obtain

very useful UV spectra, and this represents a major benefit for high-throughput

requirements.

The weighted residuals plots in Fig. 3.4 are the results of the analyses, where the

shape of the reference spectra are matched to those of acceptor and donor spectra

by least-squares refinement. Poor shape-analysis leads to high weighted residuals,

which can reveal impurities, decomposition, or other artifacts. In the present cases,

no difficulties were encountered.
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Fig. 3.4. Microtiter plate UV spectra taken in

triplicate of propranolol reference, donor, and

acceptor solutions, at iso-pH 7.4 in 20% wt/vol

soy lecithin in dodecane. (a) After 15 h per-

meation time, surfactant-free; (b) 3 h, 35 mM

in acceptor wells. The weighted residuals plots

indicate that the shapes of spectra in donor

and acceptor wells are in agreement with those

in the reference wells, confirming that neither

decomposition nor impurities were detectable.
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3.4.9

Iso-pH and Gradient-pH Mapping in 2% DOPC-Dodecane

To illustrate the subtle differences between the iso-pH and gradient-pH methods,

ketoprofen was used in a series of simulation calculations. Figure 3.5a shows the

concentration–time profiles for ketoprofen under an iso-pH condition. Consider

the case of iso-pH 3, where the molecule is essentially uncharged in solution (pKa

Fig. 3.5. Comparison of concentration–time profiles of

ketoprofen under (a) iso-pH, and (b) gradient-pH conditions.

The sink condition caused by pH gradients lowers the

membrane retention from 56% to 9%, and hastens the

transport of the weak acid.
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4.12 at I ¼ 0.01 M; see Table 3.6). The dashed curve in Fig. 3.5a (donor concentra-

tion) corresponding to pH 3 indicates a steep descent during the first 30 min of the

permeation. This is the phase where the membrane is loaded with the sample –

the ‘‘build-up’’ phase in membrane retention; in this case, 56% of the ketoprofen is

retained by the membrane. The solid curve (acceptor concentration) in Fig. 3.5a

Tab. 3.6. Pharmacokinetic and physico-chemical properties.a

Sample %fA IF0.01 M ChargeHuman

jejunal

Pe (10
C4

cm sC1)b

log Kd(7:4) pKa1 pKa2 pKa3 Profile Type

Phenazopyridine 3.31 5.15 þ > o Base

Verapamil 95 6.7 2.51 9.07 þ > o Base

Promethazine 80 2.44 9.00 þ > o Base

Quinine 80 2.19 4.09 8.55 þþ > þ > o Base

Imipramine 99 2.17 9.51 þ > o Base

Diltiazem 99 2.16 8.02 þ > o Base

Prazosin 50 2.00 7.11 þ > o Base

Propranolol 99 2.9 1.41 9.53 þ > o Base

Desipramine 95 4.4 1.38 10.16 þ > o Base

Alprenolol 93 0.86 9.51 þ > o Base

Metoprolol 95 1.3 �0.24 9.56 þ > o Base

Ranitidine 50 0.43 �0.53 1.96 8.31 þþ > þ > o Base

Amiloride 50 �0.60 8.65 þ > þ- Base

Ibuprofen 80 1.44 4.59 o > - Acid

Acetaminophen 100 0.34 9.78 o > - Acid

Naproxen 99 8.8 0.09 4.32 o > - Acid

Sulphasalazine 13 0.08 2.80 8.25 10.96 o > - > ¼ > ¼- Acid

Theophylline 98 0.00 8.70 o > - Acid

Ketoprofen 100 8.4 �0.11 4.12 o > - Acid

Hydrochlorothiazide 67 0.04 �0.18 8.91 10.25 o > - > ¼ Acid

Furosemide 61 0.05 �0.24 3.67 10.93 o > - > ¼ Acid

Salicyclic acid 100 �1.68 3.02 o > - Acid

Piroxicam 100 7.8 0.00 2.33 5.22 þ > o > - Ampholyte

Sulpiride 35 �1.15 9.12 10.14 þ > o > - Ampholyte

Terbutaline 60 0.3 �1.35 8.67 10.12 11.32 þ > þ- > - > ¼ Zwitterion

Progesterone 91 3.89 o Neutral

Griseofulvin 28 2.47 o Neutral

Carbamazepine 100 4.3 2.45 o Neutral

Antipyrine 100 4.5 0.56 o Neutral

Caffeine 100 �0.07 o Neutral

a%fA is the fraction absorbed following an oral dose taking; log Kdð7:4Þ
is the apparent octanol/water partition coefficient; pKa are ionization

constants, values corrected to 0.01 M ionic strength used in the

PAMPA assay; charge profile refers to the order in which charges on

the molecules change as pH is raised from 2 to 10.
bFrom Ref. [36].
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corresponding to pH 3 begins to grow, but not until the membrane retention is

fully achieved (30 min). After 16 h, the descending donor curve and the ascending

acceptor curve nearly meet at C(t)/CD(0) of about 0.2. (In the absence of membrane

retention, the convergence concentration ratio would have been 0.5, instead of 0.2.)

The lower value indicates that the measurement of sample concentrations might

not be as sensitive, as more than half of the sample is ‘‘lost’’ to the membrane.

Now consider the gradient-pH case, with pHD 3 and pHA 7.4. In Fig. 3.5b, the

dashed curve (donor concentration) corresponding to pH 3 decreases more steeply

after the retention period than that of the previous iso-pH example. Furthermore,

there is not the large initial drop due to the disappearance of the sample into the

membrane; in the gradient-pH case, retention drops from 56% to 9%. Thus, more

of the compound is available for sample concentration determination. The solid

curve (acceptor concentration) corresponding to pH 3 also grows more rapidly than

in the iso-pH example. The dashed and solid curves cross at 7 h, with C(t)/CD(0)

close to the 0.5 value. Note also, that about 70% of the compound ends up in the

acceptor well at the end of 16 h – much higher than is possible with the iso-pH

method.

We are currently exploring the experimental applications of the gradient-pH

PAMPA method with surfactant-induced sink condition. Some of our preliminary

Fig. 3.6. Log permeability–pH profiles of

ketoprofen in 2% wt/vol DOPC in dodecane

(open circles) and 20% wt/vol soy lecithin in

dodecane (filled circles). The weak acid is

about 17 times more permeable in soy than in

DOPC, as indicated by the calculated intrinsic

permeabilities, Po. The UWL limits the actual

transport in both systems, to permeability

values Pu 19.8� 10�6 cm s�1. The dashed

curves are calculated from the differences

between the true pKa and the apparent pKflux
a

values (see text).
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results are intriguing, and suggest that charged drug molecules, such as propra-

nolol and quinine, can permeate the soy lecithin membranes substantially at pH 5,

an abandonment to the pH-partition hypothesis. More will be reported on this

point in the near future.

3.4.10

Iso-pH Mapping in 20% Soy Lecithin-Dodecane, with Surfactant

Figure 3.6 compares iso-pH permeabilities of ketoprofen at various pH values in a

2% DOPC-dodecane model (open circles) and the 20% soy lecithin with SLS in the

acceptor compartment (filled circles, data in Table 3.5). In the presence of the latter

negatively charged lipids (with the make-up similar to that of BBM in Table 3.1),

ketoprofen is intrinsically more permeable, by a factor of 17. The UWL limit, in-

dicated by the solid curves in low-pH solutions, and consistent with the perme-

ability Pu 19.8� 10�6 cm s�1 (log Pu �4.7), masks the true intrinsic permeability

of the membranes, Po. However, it is possible to deduce the membrane perme-

ability if the pKa is known. In Fig. 3.6, the bending in the dashed (calculated)

curves at pH 4 corresponds to the pKa of the molecule. Due to the UWL, the point

of bending is shifted to higher pH values in the solid (measured) curves. The dif-

ference between the apparent pKa (pKflux
a 5.3 for DOPC and 6.3 for soy) and the

true pKa (4.12) is the same as the difference between log Po and log Pu [23].

3.4.11

Predictions of in vivo Human Jejunal Permeabilities using the Improved 20% Soy

Lecithin with Surfactant in vitro PAMPA Technique

The studies of various compositions revealed that the 20% soy lecithin-dodecane

membrane with 35 mM in the acceptor wells has substantially improved predic-

tive value compared with the 2% DOPC model. Fine-tuning of the model compo-

nents may be guided by the in vitro–in vivo (IV–IV) correlations, comparing the

improved PAMPA model permeabilities to the human jejunal permeabilities mea-

sured by Winiwarter et al. [36] (Table 3.6). Table 3.7 lists the results of comparisons

of various models. The best correlations were realized with the 20% soy lecithin-

dodecane system, employing 35 mM SLS in the acceptor compartment, but a better

Tab. 3.7. in vitro–in vivo correlations, PAMPA versus human

jejunal permeabilities.

PAMPA lipid model Equation: log Pe (human

jejunal)FaBb log Pe (PAMPA)

pH a b r2

2% DOPC 7.4 �0.946 0.453 0.417

10% egg, no surfactant 7.4 �0.410 0.588 0.490

10% egg, 35 mM SLS 7.4 0.012 0.634 0.669

20% soy, 35 mM SLS 6.5 �1.140 0.453 0.715
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correlation was realized with iso-pH 6.5 than with iso-pH 7.4. Figure 3.7 shows the

best correlation plot, based on the pH 6.5 model mentioned above. Other combina-

tions have become evident to us, which may further improve the IV-IV correlations.
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4

Caco-2 and Emerging Alternatives for

Prediction of Intestinal Drug Transport:

A General Overview

Per Artursson and Staffan Tavelin

Abbreviations

2/4/A1 Conditionally immortalised cell line derived from foetal rat intestine

ABC ATP-binding Cassette

ATCC American Type Culture Collection

Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colonic epithelia

cDNA complementary DNA

ECACC European Collection of Cell Cultures

LC/MS/MS liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry system

LLC-PK1 Cell line derived from pig kidney epithelia

MDCK Madin-Darby canine kidney cell line derived from dog kidney epi-

thelia

MDR1 Multidrug resistance protein 1 (ABCB1)

MRP2 Multidrug resistance-associated protein 2 (ABCC2)

OATP2 Organic anion-transporting polypeptide 2 (SLC21A6)

PEPT1 Oligopeptide transporter (Solute carrier family 15, member 1

(SLC15A1))

Symbols

Å Ångstrom (1 � 10�10 m)

Km Substrate concentration at half the velocity of Vmax

Vmax Maximum velocity of transport

4.1

Introduction

More than a decade ago, Caco-2 cells grown on permeable supports were intro-

duced as an experimental tool for mechanistic studies of intestinal drug transport

[1–4]. At the same time it was suggested that the Caco-2 model was suitable for

screening intestinal drug permeability and predicting the oral absorption potential

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
Copyright 8 2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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of new drug substances [5]. After some initial scepticism Caco-2 cells were gradu-

ally accepted as a versatile in vitro tool for predictive and mechanistic studies of

intestinal drug absorption.

Several factors spurred the development of Caco-2 and similar cell models.

These included 1. the awareness that inferior pharmacokinetic properties, includ-

ing insufficient drug absorption, remained the major reason for the failure of new

drug candidates in the clinical phase [6], 2. the insight that drug absorption across

biological barriers is a fairly complex process involving several pathways and that

it can therefore not easily be delineated in experimental animals [7], and 3. the

introduction of combinatorial chemistry in drug discovery [8]. Since the large

number of compounds obtained by combinatorial chemistry could not be accom-

modated by the conventional absorption models based on experimental animals,

this factor was probably the most important for the implementation of the Caco-2

model in many drug discovery settings.

As with all new techniques that are rapidly embraced by the scientific com-

munity, the initial enthusiasm and in some cases uncritical use of Caco-2 cells

unravelled the limitations of this in vitro model [7] and other, similar models e.g.

[9]. A period of critical evaluation followed and today the majority of researchers

using these models are aware not only of their advantages, but also of their limi-

tations. In the following, we will briefly discuss the research opportunities that

Caco-2 cells offer and also give a few examples of the successful application of

these cell cultures in drug discovery. We will also discuss the limitations of Caco-2

cells and discuss new research that addresses these limitations.

4.2

Research Opportunities with the Caco-2 Cell Model

4.2.1

Transport Mechanisms

The enthusiasm for using Caco-2 cells and other epithelial cell cultures in studies

of drug transport processes has been explained by the ease with which new infor-

mation can be derived from these fairly simple in vitro models [7]. For instance,

drug transport studies in Caco-2 cells grown on permeable supports are easy to

perform under controlled conditions. This makes it possible to extract information

about specific transport processes that would be difficult to obtain in more complex

models such as those based on whole tissues from experimental animals. Much of

our knowledge about active and passive transport mechanisms in epithelia has

therefore been obtained from Caco-2 cells and other epithelial cell cultures [10–15].

This has been possible since Caco-2 cells are unusually well differentiated. In

many respects they are therefore functionally similar to the human small intestinal

enterocyte, despite the fact that they originate from a human colorectal carcinoma

[16, 17].

A variety of transport systems are extensively expressed in Caco-2 cells and this
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may obscure the study of a specific transporter, especially if the transporter lacks a

specific substrate, as in the case of most efflux transporters of the ABC-transporter

family [18]. However, the expression of multiple transport systems in Caco-2 may

be an advantage in studies of 1. the interplay between several transporters [19–21],

2. the interplay between drug metabolism and drug transport [22–26], and 3. the

relative contribution of passive and active transport mechanisms to the overall

transport of a drug e.g. [27]. Another potential advantage is the fact that the

human origin of Caco-2 cells provides information on human transporters in the

well-differentiated enterocyte. Important differences in transport parameters for

the human ABC transporters MDR1 and MRP2 were recently observed between

Caco-2 cells and what is probably the most popular epithelial expression system

with regard to transporters, the MDCK cell line [28, 29]. Differences between the

Caco-2 and MDCK cell lines have also been reported with regard to the activity of

peptide transporters [30]. Since MDCK cells originate from the canine kidney epi-

thelium, it may be speculated that the difference is a result of either the species

difference or the different ‘‘organ origin’’ of the cell line.

The abundant expression of a variety of transporters in Caco-2 cells also makes

it attractive to apply functional genomics tools, such as cDNA arrays in order to

map the expression [31] and relative abundance of these transporters [32]. Also,

genomic mapping of surface receptors on Caco-2 cells can be performed to study

receptor-mediated endocytosis and other endocytotic pathways for larger molecules

in enterocytes [33–36].

Caco-2 cells can also be used for studies of passive transport mechanisms that

are not easily studied in more complex models, such as whole tissue models, or in
vivo. For instance, the relative contribution of passive transcellular and paracellular

transport [13], the effect of charge on paracellular transport [37] and the effect of

solvent drag [38]. Further, studies of pH-dependent permeability of basic drugs

showed that these drugs are transported across the cell monolayers not only in

their uncharged but also in their charged form, thus challenging the validity of the

pH-partitioning theory for epithelial tissues [39]. Furthermore, Caco-2 cells have

been used to investigate the effects of pharmaceutical excipients that may enhance

passive drug transport either by enhancing the solubility of the compound e.g.

[40–43] or by affecting the epithelial integrity [44–48]. More recently protocols to

optimise drug transport have been suggested by inclusion of solubility-enhancing

agents (co-solvents, detergents, albumin) [49–52]. A complicating factor in using

solubility-enhancing agents is that they may affect the passive transport rate [52,

53], as well as the function of active transport proteins [54]. More work remains to

be done in this area, however, to improve the study conditions, especially for low-

solubility drugs.

4.2.2

Prediction of Drug Permeability In Vivo

Initially the good relationship between the passive drug transport across Caco-2

cells and the absorbed fraction after oral administration to humans [5] may be
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surprising, given that oral drug absorption is influenced by many factors besides

drug permeability, such as drug solubility, dissolution, active transport and, in

some cases, pre-systemic metabolism [55]. The first study with Caco-2 cells was

performed under highly controlled conditions on registered drugs that did not

have solubility problems and that were largely passively transported. Also, their

metabolism could be accounted for [5]. Similar good results are obtained when the

same parameters are strictly controlled in expanded data sets (Fig. 4.1A). However,

many drug discovery scientists initially became disappointed when the experi-

mental in-house compounds gave relationships with a much larger scatter than

reported in the original publication e.g. [56]. These results are not surprising con-

sidering the fact that the majority of discovery compounds had been neither char-

acterised nor optimised with regard to chemical stability, metabolism, solubility or

(if available in crystalline form) dissolution rate. Another contributing factor to this

difference is related to the experimental design. Caco-2 predictions of oral drug

absorption using small data sets are generally carried out manually by multiple

samples at different time-points, and full attention is also given to e.g. mass bal-

ance issues and the contribution from active transport. In contrast, relationships

using large data sets are normally established in automated systems using a few or

single samples only, and little consideration is given to e.g. mass balance issues.

Unfortunately, studies of large data sets are often performed using propriety com-

pounds and the structures of the compounds are generally not disclosed, which

makes it impossible for the independent researcher to investigate the results in

detail. Nevertheless there are several reports that have indicated the usefulness of

Caco-2 permeability data obtained in automated systems, in predictions of oral

absorption e.g. [57–59] and bioavailability [60].

The complex relationship between the absorbed fraction and intestinal perme-

Fig. 4.1. Relationship between the absorbed

fraction (FA) of structurally diverse sets of

orally administered drugs and permeability

coefficients obtained in Caco-2 cell monolayers

(A) (data compiled from publications by

Artursson’s laboratory [105, 114]) and after in

vivo perfusion of the human jejunum (B) (data

compiled from publications by Lennern€aas’
laboratory [63, 115]). Sigmoidal relationships

were obtained between FA and the

permeability coefficients in both models.
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ability is underscored by the fact that not even human intestinal permeability

studies on registered drugs using the Loc-I-Gut perfusion technique [61, 62] (see

Chapter 78) provide a perfect relationship between with the absorbed fraction after

oral administration (Fig. 4.1B). For instance, hydrochlorothiazide and furosemide

are under-predicted in this technique [63].

It is noteworthy that the relationships in Fig. 4.1A were established using struc-

turally diverse data sets and that analogous series of compounds often give better

relationships. Consequently, Caco-2 cells have often been used to rank compounds

in analogous compound series and libraries. When such data sets are used, Caco-2

cell permeability measurements provide the opportunity to establish structure-

permeability relationships for quite different analogous series of drugs. Several

examples of the latter case have been published recently. For example, these in-

clude series of conventional drugs [64–68], peptides and peptide mimetics [69–73]

as well as compounds generated in high throughput drug discovery [74, 75].

Although most of these structure-permeability relationships have been estab-

lished for passive membrane permeability, there are also examples of structure-

permeability relationships for series of drugs that are absorbed via an active

transport mechanism [76–78].

4.3

Limitations of Caco-2 Cells in Predicting Intestinal Drug Transport

4.3.1

Technical Issues

The collective experience of Caco-2 cells indicates that their performance varies

from one laboratory to another [79, 80]. In this regard Caco-2 cells are not different

from other cell culture models based on polyclonal transformed cell lines. The

reasons for the variable performance of Caco-2 cells, can be minimised by educa-

tion and training in good cell culture practice [17, 81, 82]. Here, we only note that a

major reason for the different results obtained with Caco-2 cells is related to the

interval of passage number at which the cells are studied. It is therefore important

to define a limited number of passages that can be used for the experiments. Caco-

2 cells obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; www.atcc.org)

or from the European Collection of Cell Cultures (ECACC; www.ecacc.org) are

normally at passage 20–40, while in our laboratory we consistently use Caco-2 cells

with the passage numbers 90–105. Our experience is that within this interval of

passages the cells perform very consistently, provided that identical cell culture

conditions are used. For instance, in our laboratory the passive permeability of the

integrity marker mannitol across these cell monolayers has not varied by more

than twofold since 1987 (unpublished observations). This is remarkable, since a

large variation in the mannitol permeability of Caco-2 cells (0:18� 22:1� 10�6

cm/s) has been reported elsewhere in the literature [80]. We conclude that in con-
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trast to what is generally believed it is possible to maintain the permeability char-

acteristics of Caco-2 cells over long time periods, at least in the same laboratory.

Another technical limitation of work with Caco-2 cells is the long culture time

that is required to obtain full differentiation of the cells. It takes three weeks to

obtain differentiated cell monolayers of Caco-2 cells on filter inserts [1, 3, 4]. In

some screening laboratories this is considered too long and too demanding to be

practicable and culture protocols have been developed to speed up the differentia-

tion process, usually to less than one week [83–85]. Today at least one three-day

system based on proprietary media supplements and collagen-coated filter inserts,

is available (www.bd.com/labware). Although limited, the published information

about the performance of Caco-2 monolayers cultivated under these accelerated

protocols suggests that the cells are not fully differentiated and therefore have to be

used at a certain time point, for example on day three, to obtain reproducible

results, since the degree of differentiation may vary from one day to another. By

contrast, fully differentiated Caco-2 cells cultivated using the standard 21-day pro-

cedure maintain most properties for at least 1 week and can therefore be used at

21–28 days, which partly compensates for the long cultivation time.

Some laboratories have found an alternative to the short-term cultures by using

cell lines other than Caco-2 cells. The most popular of these is Madin-Darby canine

kidney (MDCK) cells, an epithelial cell line from the dog kidney. MDCK cells

have been suggested to perform as well as Caco-2 cells in studies of passive drug

permeability [56]. These cells have also been used to optimise the conditions

for studies of low-solubility drugs [53]. However, as noted previously, the active

transport processes of this cell line can be quite different to those of Caco-2 cells

[28–30]. Another cell line that only requires short-term culture is 2/4/A1, which is

a conditionally immortalised rat intestinal epithelial cell line [86]. The 2/4/A1 cell

line is discussed in Section 4.3.2.2 below.

4.3.2

Limitations Related to Transport Studies and Their Solutions

4.3.2.1 Active Transport

The functional expression of many relevant drug transport systems in Caco-2 cells,

which may complicate the interpretation of the results, is a further weakness. For

instance, when drug-like compounds are screened in Caco-2 cells, they are usually

used at low concentrations (the mM-range seems to be common). At such low con-

centrations many active drug transport processes may not be saturated. The results

may suggest that, say, an efflux system dramatically limits the permeability of the

drug(s) when simple calculations may show that the same drug administered to

humans will be presented to the intestinal epithelium of the upper small intestine

at a much higher concentration (mM) than used in the screening [87, 88]. Since

the transport mechanism may be saturated at higher concentrations, the drug

efflux may sometimes be considered as an in vitro artefact that will not be relevant

in the in vivo situation, at least for compounds that are given at higher doses.
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A potential problem is ‘‘false efflux’’ in that many laboratories prefer to study

drug transport in cell culture at an apical pH of around 6.0–6.5 (in order to mimic

the acid microclimate of the upper small intestine) and a basolateral pH of 7.4 [89].

This results in basic drugs becoming more charged at the apical side than at the

basolateral side. The reverse will be true of acidic drugs. Therefore, the passive

permeability of a basic drug will be lower in the apical to basolateral (absorptive)

direction than in the opposite direction, since a smaller amount of uncharged drug

is available to drive the passive transport across the cell membrane from the apical

side of the cells. Thus, an apical pH of 6.0–6.5 may reflect the situation in the part

of small intestine where the acid microclimate exists [90, 91], it may give a false

impression of an active efflux mechanism. A solution to this problem is to perform

the transport studies at equal pH, preferably 7.4, on both the apical and the baso-

lateral side [89]. The drawback with this approach is that proton-driven trans-

porters such as PEPT1 will be at least partly inactivated under these conditions.

Another limitation is that there is no quantitative relationship between active

drug transport in the cell culture models and in vivo e.g. [92, 93]. The reason may

be that the expression level of the transporter in Caco-2 cells is not comparable to

that in vivo or that there is a difference in effective surface area (see Section 4.3.2.2

below). One solution to this problem is to determine the apparent transport con-

stants, Km and Vmax; for each transporter and subsequently, to determine a scaling

factor. However, this is not readily done. In addition these studies are further

complicated by the lack of specific substrates. For example, there are almost no

specific substrates for the drug efflux transporters [18]. Therefore, other epithelial

Fig. 4.2. Comparison between the per-

meability coefficients obtained after in vivo

perfusion of the human jejunum (open

symbols) (data compiled from publications by

Lennern€aas’ laboratory [63, 115]) and Caco-2

(filled symbols) (data compiled from

publications by Artursson’s laboratory [105,

114]) (A) and 2/4/A1 (filled symbols) [105] (B).

There is a quantitative overlap in permeability

between completely absorbed drugs in Caco-2

and in human jejunum, while the permeability

for the incompletely absorbed drugs are

approximately 2 orders of magnitude lower in

Caco-2 than in the human jejunum. In

contrast, the relationship in 2/4/A1 is almost

completely overlapping that in the human

jejunum for both the completely and the

incompletely absorbed drugs.
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cell culture models, such as LLC-PK1 and MDCK, which have a low background

expression of the various transporters, have been stably transfected to express high

levels of a specific transporter e.g. [94–97] (Fig. 4.3). These models have become

increasingly popular for the characterisation of specific transporters since, in

theory, the requirement for specific substrates should be lower in these models.

Unfortunately they are not perfect since they also express several transporters that

may complicate interpretation of the results [28, 96, 98] (Fig. 4.3).

Another emerging problem with the transgenic expression systems is that the

active drug transport of some drugs may be mediated by two (or more) trans-

porters simultaneously or in series [99]. In this context it was recently reported that

the transport of pravastatin, a substrate for both the basally located OATP2 and

the apically located drug efflux transporter MRP2, was better described in MDCK

cells double-transfected with these two transporters than in cell lines transfected

with only one of the transporters [100]. For this reason, transgenic cell lines over-

expressing a single transporter may be insufficient when more complex drug

transport mechanisms are to be elucidated. Unfortunately it is difficult to generate

double-transfected cell lines that retain the required differentiated properties. Caco-

Fig. 4.3. Studies of specific drug transport

routes in multifunctional cell models such as

Caco-2 may be complicated, since there is a

lack of specific substrates for many drug

transporters. Therefore, specialised cell

models, that accommodate mainly passive

(2/4/A1) or selected active (e.g. MDCK-MDR1)

transport pathways are preferred in some

cases.
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2 cells may therefore remain a viable future alternative also in the future in some

of these situations, provided that sufficiently specific substrates or inhibitors can be

identified (Fig. 4.4).

In conclusion, there are several drawbacks to the use of Caco-2 cells in studies of

active drug transport. Despite these drawbacks, we note that a recent comprehen-

sive study comparing various P-glycoprotein drug efflux assays in drug discovery

came to the conclusion that the Caco-2 transport assay is the method of choice,

since it displays a biased responsiveness towards compounds with low or moderate

permeability – in other words, towards compounds whose intestinal permeability

is most likely to be significantly affected by drug efflux mechanisms [101].

4.3.2.2 Passive Transport

As for active drug transport, there is no quantitative relationship between passive

drug permeability in Caco-2 cells in vitro and drug transport in the human small

Fig. 4.4. A current trend in drug transport

studies is to use simplified cell models that

facilitate the characterisation of selected drug

transport mechanisms. However, recent

research suggests that such simplified systems

are not useful in cases where two or more drug

transporters act in synergy. Development of

cell models for such complex transport

mechanisms will require the technically

demanding overexpression of various

combinations of drug transport proteins. If

more specific markers (substrates and

inhibitors) for the various drug transporters are

discovered, a detailed characterisation of drug

transport mechanisms may be possible in

multifunctional cell models such as the Caco-2

model in the future.
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intestine in vivo [93, 102]. Apart from high-permeability drugs which partition into

the cell membranes at comparable, rapid, speeds in vitro and in vivo, compounds of

intermediate or low permeability have a lower permeability in the Caco-2 model

than in vivo. As can be seen in Fig. 4.2A, this difference increases with a decrease

in compound permeability. There are two major reasons for this difference.

First, the paracellular route is tighter in Caco-2 cells than that in the small

intestine in vivo. While the average pore radius of the tight junctions in the human

small intestine is around 8–13 Å [103], the corresponding radius in Caco-2 cells

is about 4 Å. Since low-permeability drugs are generally more polar than high-

permeability drugs, they tend to distribute more slowly into the cell membranes.

However, at least a fraction of the drugs are transported through the water pores of

the tight junctions, via the paracellular pathway. If this pathway is narrower, as in

Caco-2 cells, the permeability will become lower than in the in vivo situation. We

recently proposed a solution to this problem by exploiting a more leaky cell culture

model established from the rat foetal intestine, 2/4/A1 [86, 102]. This cell line,

which has a paracellular permeability comparable to that of the human small

intestinal epithelium in vivo, gives a better quantitative relationship with human

permeability data generated in the Loc-I-Gut perfusion technique [102] (Fig. 4.2B).

Interestingly, the 2/4/A1 cell line seems not to express functional (drug) trans-

porters [104], which makes it an interesting alternative in studies of passive per-

meability. Indeed, recent data from our laboratory suggest that 2/4/A1 cells better

predict the human absorption of intermediate- to low-permeability drugs than do

Caco-2 cells [105]. Another advantage of the 2/4/A1 cell line is that relatively large

amounts of low-permeability drugs are transported, thus eliminating the need for

expensive analysis equipment such as a LC/MS/MS system.

Although the 2/4/A1 cell culture model gives a quantitative relationship with

human intestinal permeability, a second factor not accommodated in this model,

the absorptive surface area, may also be responsible for the discrepancy in drug

permeability between Caco-2 cells and the human intestine in vivo. The anatomical

surface area of the small intestine is enlarged by villi and crypts and this surface

enlargement is normally not accounted for in drug permeability studies in vivo or

in vitro. The reason for this shortcoming is that the absorptive surface area is a

variable that is dependent on the membrane permeability of the drug [79] and

therefore difficult to calculate. A high-permeability drug will be absorbed across a

limited surface area (the area covered by the enterocytes at the tips of the villi)

since the drug will partition very rapidly to the nearest available cell membrane or

bind rapidly to the nearest available transporter. Thus, it has been calculated that

the most rapidly absorbed compound known to date, glucose, has an absorptive

surface area that covers only a small part of the total anatomical surface area of

the small intestine [106]. By contrast, a low-permeability drug does not distribute

rapidly into the cell membrane and therefore has a longer residence time in the

intestinal fluids. During this time the drug will diffuse along the crypt-villus axis,

to eventually be absorbed over a larger absorptive surface area. To our knowledge,

no attempts have been made to derive an expression for the variability in absorp-

tive surface area. To complicate things even further, the paracellular permeability
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increases from the villus tips towards the crypts [107]. It is therefore impossible

to speculate upon the relative contribution of the paracellular pathway and the

increased absorptive surface area to the passive transport of low-permeability

drugs. Here we can only conclude that it is possible to mimic human small intes-

tinal permeability to drugs by using a more leaky cell culture model (such as 2/4/

A1) than the Caco-2 model. As an alternative, correction factors for the low para-

cellular permeability in Caco-2 cells and other membrane models have been

introduced [108, 109].

4.4

Conclusion

We conclude that Caco-2 cell cultures remain a versatile and general model for

studies of drug transport mechanisms and screening of drug permeability. How-

ever, new, alternative models that express fewer drug transport pathways may

be preferable in situations where specific drug transport mechanisms are to be

studied. Thus, a current trend is to develop alternative models to Caco-2 cells by

the reductionist approach, either by isolating the study of specific transporters to

various transgenic cell lines or by isolating the study of passive transport to cell

lines in which transporters are functionally redundant (Fig. 4.3). An even more

reductionist approach is to use models that only consist of a membrane barrier e.g.

[110–113] (see also Chapter 3).
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5

Cell Cultures in Drug Discovery : An Industrial

Perspective

Anna-Lena Ungell and Johan Karlsson

Abbreviations

ADMET Absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination, toxicity

ATCC American Type Culture Collection

BCRP Breast cancer-resistance protein

BSA Bovine serum albumin

CD Candidate drug

CFTR Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance exporter family

CNS Central nervous system

CYP Cytochrome P450 system

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide

ECACC European collection of cell cultures

ER Efflux ratio (transport basolateral to apical divided by transport

apical to basolateral)

HEPES N-2-hydroxyethyl-piperazine-N 0-2-ethanesulfonic acid
HTS High-throughput screening

LC/MS Liquid chromatography combined with mass spectrometry detec-

tion

MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney cells

MES 4-Morpholineethane ethanesulfonic acid

MDR Multidrug resistance

MRP Multidrug resistance-associated protein

MTT 3-[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2yl]2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide

NCE New chemical entity

NPSA Nonpolar surface area

LDH Lactate dehydrogenase

LI Lead identification (phase)

LLC-PK1 Pig kidney cell line

LNAA Large neutral amino acid transporter

LO Lead optimization (phase)

PEG Polyethylene glycol

PePT Dipeptide carrier
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PG Propylene glycol

PSA Polar surface area

QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationship

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate

SPR Structure–property relationship

TER Transepithelial electrical resistance

TEM Transmission electron microscopy

Symbols

Fa (or Fabs%) Fraction of the oral dose absorbed in vivo/in humans

log D Logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water at a cer-

tain pH

log P Logarithm of the partition coefficient in octanol/water (for neutral

species)

MW Molecular weight

Papp Apparent permeability coefficient

5.1

Introduction

The development of molecular drug discovery technologies has dramatically accel-

erated the process of discovering new pharmacophores in the pharmaceutical

industry. Methods that expedite the development of lead drug candidates to bind

to the vast number of different targets are now more generally derived from com-

binatorial synthesis and will enhance the drug discovery process substantially.

Although different ‘‘quick and easy’’ methods can provide a substantial amount of

data for many different biological parameters (e.g. potency, and ADMET proper-

ties) simultaneously, there are still some questions remaining which concern the

quality of data obtained and how to interpret, combine and use the data for further

early de-novo design. Since several of the biological parameters needed for design

of new chemical entities (NCEs) do not follow the same rules of quantitative

structure–property relationship (QSPR), parts of the molecule may be changed

to serve optimization of the different parameters separately (Fig. 5.1). However,

if changes in a structural fragment are connected to several valuable biological

parameters, optimization should not be performed on one biological function at a

time but instead be combined, e.g., combine optimization of potency with ADMET

properties [1] as well as permeability and solubility [2–4].

One of the limiting factors for the successful therapeutic application of new

drugs is their transport into the system, e.g., over the intestinal membrane, into

the cell interior to the target receptor, or into the central nervous system (CNS). In

order to obtain high-quality and useful predictive values for these transport pro-

cesses there is a need for highly standardized in vitro models, permitting easy

screening of a large number of molecules. This means that both the requirements
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of quality and quantity should be fulfilled in the assessment. The absorption pro-

cess can be influenced by a number of factors such as, solubility, membrane parti-

tioning, metabolism, and transporters [5–7]. The rationale of evaluating oral avail-

ability for compounds can be divided into a ‘‘two-step’’ process (Fig. 5.2), since

evaluation of the complex in vivo situation is difficult to perform using in vivo ani-

mal methods for a large quantity of drug molecules. The first step of this two-step

process represents the prediction of the intrinsic permeability by the use of in silico
methods or physico-chemical approaches and/or the direct determination of a bio-

logical permeation value. The second step is the most important one, and involves

the actual prediction of the fraction absorbed (fabs%) in humans from the perme-

ability values. It can also include other important factors such as solubility, disso-

lution from dosage forms, regional differences in permeability, transit times in

different regions, and blood flow in different regions.

All techniques available for experimental studies of oral drug absorption have

different complexities and provide different possibilities for rapid and accurate

screening. The high quality of the data obtained from in vitro techniques should be

emphasized, since many compounds in today’s screening methods can produce

false indications due to low solubility, adsorption onto plastics and within cellular

compartments, metabolism during transport, etc. All of these points require opti-

mization in order for the different aims of each method to be used in the various

phases of screening. In contrast to experimentally based screening techniques are

the in silico predictions of intestinal permeability. These provide a large number of

Fig. 5.1. Schematic drawing of a structure of a

molecule showing an optimization approach

for evaluation of structural parts governing

metabolic stability ( ), potency ( ) and

permeability ( ). If structural elements have

overlapping properties for DMPK and/or

potency, optimization needs to be performed

on several parameters simultaneously. Note

that this molecule is only used to exemplify the

strategy.
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compounds that are predicted only by their molecular structure, with the behavior

of the molecule within a biological test system perhaps being overlooked.

5.2

Permeability Screening in Different Phases of Discovery

In the early phases of drug discovery, there are specific needs for evaluating the

permeability for a drug over the intestinal membrane. Early screening of perme-

ability in the lead discovery phase (LI), when the result from HTS has revealed a

number of different structural groups of compounds showing activity towards the

target, usually provides the base for further modifications of the structure of the

molecule. In this part of the screening the problems of obtaining high-quality data

is usually the highest, since many compounds at this stage are highly lipophilic,

difficult to analyze, and may also be toxic to the cells. Although it is desirable to

obtain a larger number of molecules through this stage in order to acquire as

much structural information as possible into the lead optimization (LO) phase, the

risk of losing potentially good compounds due to experimental problems may be

high. Low permeability coefficients, and at the same time uncontrolled mass bal-

ance (recovery) or nondetectable (nonanalyzable) compounds, usually result in

false-negative results. The evaluation of a true low permeability for a compound is

even more important than high permeability, as it is more economical to exclude at

Fig. 5.2. Two-step process for evaluation of

intestinal drug absorption. The first step

represents the prediction of intestinal

permeability (e.g., over Caco-2 monolayers)

from in-silico models or from physico-chemical

properties. The second step involves the

prediction of human fraction absorbed from

the intestinal permeability value obtained using

different in vitro or in vivo techniques.
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this stage as many compounds as possible with no potential for development as

drugs.

The screening of permeability coefficients for orally available drugs in the LI

phase can be made with the intention to:

. build a structure–property relationship (SPR) for each of the selected groups

suggested from the HTS screening library, or to build a general permeability

model;
. evaluate structural elements of molecules that can be optimized in a later phase

(i.e., identify the potential permeability problems);
. exclude potentially poorly absorbed compounds; and
. support effect data for intracellular targets.

In the LO phase the optimization of the compounds starts, and eventually ends in

the selection of the candidate drug (CD). The strategy with respect to oral drug

permeability in this phase of drug discovery is aimed at:

. building a specific SPR for each of the structurally related groups of compounds

and permeabilities;
. optimization of required permeability in relation to metabolism/dose/potency/

solubility requirements;
. establish an in vitro/in vivo correlation using animals and prediction of human

in vivo fabs%;
. evaluate the mechanism and route of absorption (active or passive, trans- or para-

cellular);
. evaluate potential involvement of transporters (will require a specific strategy for

screening towards or away from a carrier, and building of SPR);
. evaluate potential drug–drug interactions (will require knowledge of dose

requirements of both the NCE and of the drug of interaction);
. evaluate dose linearity; and
. evaluate regional differences in permeability for potential ER (extended release)

development.

For the different purposes presented here, cell culture models can provide the

basis of screening, biopharmaceutical assessments, and evaluations for mechanis-

tic purposes and some considerations for optimal and rational design are discussed

below.

5.3

Cell Cultures for Assessment of Intestinal Permeability

The most commonly used methods for studies of partitioning into a membrane,

mechanisms of drug absorption, and interactions with epithelial proteins, such as

transporters and enzymes, are the cell culture-based models. These are both sim-
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ple and quick to use, and still reflect most of the different mechanisms involved in

the absorption process. The most commonly used cell monolayer systems for

evaluation of the intestinal barrier have been the Caco-2 (human colon carcinoma)

cells, and MDCK (Madin–Darby canine kidney) cells. For the screening of a large

number of compounds, these two cell cultures provide extremely useful tools for

both preclinical screening and for mechanistic purposes, and have been used in

several industries even for cassette dosing and for analyzing large combinatorial

libraries [8, 9].

5.3.1

Caco-2

The main reasons for the popularity of the Caco-2 cell line are that the cells are

easy to maintain in culture, and they develop unusually high degree of differentia-

tion spontaneously under standard culture conditions. In fact, Caco-2 is the only

human intestinal cell line that has been found so far spontaneously to undergo

functional enterocytic differentiation. The cells exhibit a good reproducibility,

robustness and functional properties of human intestinal epithelial cells. The

model has proved capable of predicting the oral absorption of a variety of drug

compounds [see references in 10].

The Caco-2 cell line originates from a human colon adenocarcinoma [11], and

can be obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) or the European

Collection of Cell Cultures (ECACC). It is a polyclonal cell line, i.e., it consists

of a heterogeneous population of cells [12], which means that the properties of the

cells may change with time in culture. The cells should therefore be used within

a limited number of passages, especially for screening purposes over a long period

of time. The heterogeneous properties of the cells may be one explanation for the

differences in morphology, paracellular permeability and expression of enzymes

and transporters that have been reported from different research groups [13–17].

The cell culture protocol therefore must be standardized and validated by time

during screening.

Caco-2 cells form tight junctions and express many of the brush-border enzymes

(hydrolases) that are found in the normal small intestine, e.g., alkaline phospha-

tase, sucrase and amino peptidases [18–21]; moreover, the development of enzyme

activity is time-dependent. Cytochrome P450 (CYP450) isoenzymes and some

phase II enzymes (e.g., glutathione-S-transferases, sulfotransferase and glucur-

onidase) have been identified [21–24] in these cells; however, the level of CYP

expression (e.g., CYP3A4) is low in the original cells under standard cell culture

conditions [25]. CYP1A1 is found to be expressed in dividing Caco-2 cells, but only

minimally in confluent differentiated cells [23]. CYP3A5 activity has been

demonstrated in a clone named TC7 [26, 27]. CYP3A4 is the dominating drug-

metabolizing enzyme of the human small intestine, and hence a variety of

approaches have been described to enhance its functional activity in Caco-2 cells.

For example, Caco-2 cells have been transfected with cDNA encoding for CYP3A4

[28]. Another approach is to treat the Caco-2 cells with dihydroxy vitamin D3,
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which induces an increased activity of the enzyme [29, 30]. Significant induction of

CYP3A4 activity and expression has also been reported in CYP3A4-transfected cells

by incubation with 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate and sodium butyrate [31].

Several active transport systems that are normally found in the small intestinal

enterocytes have been characterized in the Caco-2 cell model [13]. These include

transport systems for glucose [32, 33], amino acids [34–37], dipeptides [38–40],

vitamins [41], and bile acids [42, 43].

In recent years a multiplicity of other uptake and so-called efflux transporters

have been identified. Among the efflux transporters, the MDR-1 gene product

P-glycoprotein (P-gp) is the most extensively studied and discussed efflux trans-

porter affecting the absorption and disposition of drugs [44–46]. Nine different

efflux transporters have been identified in the Caco-2 cell line [47], both on mRNA

level [47] and three of these nine efflux proteins have also been verified on protein

and functional levels [48]. Interestingly, investigations by Taipalensuu showed that

the normal Caco-2 cells do not overexpress the efflux transporter P-gp in compari-

son with human jejunum biopsies. A genetically related protein, BCRP, has also

been discussed recently, but this protein seems to be less expressed in cell lines

such as Caco-2 than in human jejunum [47]. The multidrug resistance-related

(associated) protein family, MRPs, belonging to the family of CFTR proteins, has

also been identified in Caco-2 cells [47–49], and its importance in transporting

metabolites from Phase II enzymatic reactions (conjugations) has recently been

proposed [50, 51]. Of the eight to ten different MRPs that have been proposed to

exist, only six have been identified in Caco-2 cells, referred to as MRP1 to 6 [47, 49,

52].

The expression of the active transport systems is time-dependent and may vary

with nutritional conditions [53, 54]. The culturing conditions, e.g., the passaging

process, can dramatically alter the biological characteristics and transport proper-

ties of Caco-2 cell monolayers [55–58].

Paracellular (tight junction) permeability can be determined with hydrophilic

marker molecules that do not partition into the cell membranes (e.g., polyethylene

glycols or mannitol). The permeability of hydrophilic marker molecules in Caco-2

monolayers is relatively low, indicating the presence of well-developed tight junc-

tions and a tight epithelium [12, 59]. The most commonly used paracellular

marker molecule is mannitol, and in our laboratory, 14- to 21-day-old Caco-2 mon-

olayers (at passage numbers 25–45) have a permeability for mannitol of @0.3–

0.5� 10�6 cm s�1. The paracellular permeability in Caco-2 cells has been shown to

be comparable with that in rat and human colon with respect to the molecular

weight-dependent sieving in the tight junctions [60, 61]. Another way to assess the

(paracellular) monolayer integrity is to measure the transepithelial electrical resis-

tance (TER). The Caco-2 monolayers display TER properties which are closer to

those of the colonic epithelium than to the small intestinal epithelium [12, 14, 43,

62, 63]. In our laboratory, the average TER value of the Caco-2 monolayers is

300 W cm�2 at passages 25 to 45. A wide span of TER values has been reported

from different laboratories, ranging from 70 up several thousand W cm2 [15–17].

These differences are most likely due to measurements being made at different
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temperatures and with different equipment, as well as the changing properties of

different clones or passage numbers of Caco-2 cells.

5.3.2

MDCK Cells

The MDCK cell line is also frequently used by pharmaceutical companies to mon-

itor intestinal drug transport, despite its origin from dog kidney [64, 65]. An

advantage with this cell line is that the monolayers reach their full differentiation

already after 3–7 days in culture. There are two distinct sub clones with different

TER values: high-resistance MDCK Strain I (@4000 W cm2), and low-resistance

MDCK Strain II (@200–300 W cm2). The permeability for mannitol across MDCK

monolayers is low (generally <0.5� 10�6 cm s�1). Irvine and co-workers reported

that the correlation to oral fraction absorbed based on 55 different compounds was

comparable in the Caco-2 and MDCK model systems [64], though it should be

pointed out that the expression of transporters in the MDCK monolayers (from the

epithelium of the dog kidney) might be very different from that of the human

intestine. Thus, while MDCK monolayers may be sufficient to estimate passive

epithelial transport, they are not valid for mechanistic studies or for predicting

active uptake or efflux across the intestinal epithelium. In the normal MDCK cell

line, a low level of P-gp has been identified [66], and uptake transporters such as

OCT and its regulation by steroid hormones have also been studied [67]. However,

due to the relatively low inherent expression of transporters in these cells they are

popular to use for transfection. MDCK cells transfected with different transporters

are available, e.g., MDR1-MDCK. This model is being used as a tool for investigat-

ing the contribution of P-gp to transepithelial transport [68–70]. An alternative cell

model for assessing P-gp involvement is MDR1-transfected LLC-PK1 cells [71].

However, it appears that the MDR1-MDCK cells, like other transfected cell lines,

tend to form multilayers and are not well polarized [68, 72]. The expression of CYP

3A is low and unstable in transfected Caco-2 cells [53, 73] (see section above), and

in this respect better stability and higher enzymatic activity have been demon-

strated in MDCK and LLC-PK1 cells transfected with CYP3A4.

5.3.3

2/4/A1 Cells

Many attempts have been made to develop cultures of normal intestinal epithe-

lial cells by using immortalizing viruses or oncogenes. Recently, the conditionally

immortalized intestinal cell line 2/4/A1 was characterized for studies of intesti-

nal drug transport [74]. The cell line originates from fetal rat intestine and is

conditionally immortalized with a temperature-sensitive mutant for the growth-

promoting oncogene simian virus 40 (SV40) large T. Cells are maintained in cul-

ture at 33�C, when the oncogene is fully active and the cells proliferate rapidly.

When cells are cultured at 37�C the function of the oncogene ceases and the cells

stop growing and are able to produce a partly differentiated phenotype. The TER of
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the 2/4/A1 monolayers has been reported to be @25 W cm2, and the apparent

permeability coefficient of mannitol 15.5� 10�6 cm s�1 – 65-fold higher than that

measured in Caco-2 monolayers. Thus, the 2/4/A1 cells form much leakier mono-

layers than the Caco-2 cells. A steep sigmoidal relationship between the perme-

ability coefficients of model drugs in the 2/4/A1 monolayers and oral fraction

absorbed in humans has been obtained [74]. According to their relationship, drugs

with Papp values >55� 10�6 cm s�1 had a Fa >90%, while drugs with Papp values

<10� 10�6 cm s�1 had Fa <10%. This relationship was comparable with that seen

for human jejunal permeability coefficients, but differed from the more shallow

relationship observed for Caco-2 cells. It was concluded that the 2/4/A1 mono-

layers offer a valuable alternative to the tighter Caco-2 monolayers which better

mimics the paracellular barrier to drug transport in the human intestine. However,

it must be pointed out that the 2/4/A1 cells are poorly differentiated morphologi-

cally and lack many of the enzyme systems and transporters that are present in

Caco-2 cells and in normal human small intestinal epithelia. Thus, this transport

system seems only to be applicable for investigating passive transport properties of

drugs without the influence/contribution of active transport mechanisms. More-

over, the culture conditions are very specific and more demanding than the rela-

tively straightforward procedures used for Caco-2 and MDCK cells, and their use in

the pharmaceutical industry has hitherto been limited.

5.3.4

HT29

HT29 is another well-studied human colon carcinoma cell line [12, 20]. When

grown under standard culture conditions, and in the presence of glucose, the cells

form a multilayer of undifferentiated cells, lacking tight junctions and functional

polarity. However, under various culture conditions HT29 cells can undergo dif-

ferentiation into polarized monolayers of mucus-secreting and/or absorptive cells.

The degree of differentiation can be modulated by culturing in glucose-free

medium, or by the addition of differentiation-inducing agents such sodium buty-

rate. In this way several permanently differentiated clonal cell lines have been

established. One of these is the HT29-18-C1 subclone, which develops TER more

slowly than Caco-2 cells and has been proposed as an alternative model for study-

ing paracellular drug transport [75, 76]. The permeability of drugs supposed to be

transported by the paracellular route, e.g., atenolol was significantly higher across

100 W cm2 HT29-18-C1 monolayers than across 300 W cm2 Caco-2 monolayers.

The Caco-2 cell model is composed of only one cell type, namely absorptive enter-

ocytes. Thus, it lacks several other cell types that are normally present in the

intestinal epithelium, for example mucus-secreting goblet cells, which is better

represented by the HT29 cell lines. Hence, the Caco-2 model does not contain a

mucus layer, and this represents one barrier to drug absorption. Mucus-producing

clones of the HT29 cell line such as HT29-H and HT29-MTX (methotrexate-

induced cells) have been utilized for the development of mucus layer-containing

cell culture models [77–80]. Co-cultures of Caco-2 cells and HT29-H and HT29-
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MTX have also been evaluated as models with modified paracellular permeability

and the additional presence of a mucus layer [77, 79, 81].

5.3.5

Other Cell Lines

Another human colonic cancer cell line is T84; this develops monolayers of high

TER (@1000 W
˙
cm2) when grown on permeable supports, but cells are not well

differentiated and have been described as resembling a colonic crypt cell pheno-

type. Hence, these cells have been used mainly in studies of epithelial ion trans-

port and are generally not considered to be adequate for drug transport studies,

particularly with respect to carrier-mediated processes [10, 79, 82–84].

The rat intestinal cell line IEC-18 has been evaluated as a model to study small

intestinal epithelial permeability. This cell line forms very leaky monolayers with

TER of@50 W cm2 and permeability to mannitol of 8� 10�6 cm s�1. The IEC-18

model was proposed to be a better model than the Caco-2 monolayers for evaluat-

ing the small intestinal paracellular permeation of hydrophilic molecules. How-

ever, the leakier paracellular pathway is related to the poor differentiation level of

the cells and an undeveloped paracellular barrier lacking peri-junctional actin-belt.

In addition, due to the poor differentiation the cells have minute expression of

transporters and are therefore not useful for studies of carrier-mediated transport

[82, 84]

5.4

Screening for Intestinal Permeability

5.4.1

Caco-2 Culture and Transport Experiments

Cell culture models used for screening need a precultivation period, and in the

following text we present the experience of our culturing and experimental set-up

for the Caco-2 cell model. The cells are maintained in culture at 37�C in Dulbecco’s

Modified Eagle’s Medium supplemented with 1% nonessential amino acid, 1.5%

L-glutamine solution (200 mM), 9% fetal bovine serum, and antibiotics (penicillin

and streptomycin) under an atmosphere of 5% CO2 [12, 85, 86]. Antibiotics are

added only to cells grown on the filter inserts, and are excluded from the medium

used for cells grown in culture flasks. The maintenance cultures are routinely

checked for mycoplasma contamination. For passaging and seeding on filters the

cells are harvested from the cell culture flasks by trypsinization with a trypsin-

EDTA solution (0.25% trypsinþ 0.2% EDTA). It is important that a defined trypsi-

nization procedure is continuously followed, because it will otherwise affect the

character of the cell monolayers [58]. For transport studies, the Caco-2 cells are

seeded onto specially designed cell culture inserts. Several filter inserts of different

membrane materials and pore diameters are commercially available, e.g., Trans-
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well inserts (polycarbonate; from Corning Life Sciences) and BD Falcon inserts

(polyethylene terephthalate, PET; from BD Bioscience). The Caco-2 cells can be

cultured directly on the polycarbonate filters without a coating of extracellular

matrix such as collagen. Other cell lines may require a matrix-coated support, e.g.,

collagen or matrigel, for proper cell attachment and differentiation. Multilayer for-

mation has been reported for Caco-2 cells cultured on the PET membrane inserts

[87], so full testing of the filter inserts to be used is required.

We prefer to use noncoated polycarbonate membrane inserts with a pore diam-

eter of 0.4 mm rather than membranes with larger pore diameter, e.g., 3 mm, to

avoid problems with cells growing through the pores of the membrane. Large

pores may result in monolayers growing on both sides of the membrane, and this

may result in depolarized cells and cause misleading drug transport results. The

seeding density is reported in the literature as between 0.5 and 5� 105 cells cm�2,

and we use a value of 2.5� 105 cells cm�2. The optimal density is when conflu-

ence is reached rapidly, without the formation of multilayers. The cells are attached

to the filters and grown for 2–3 weeks, after which they have formed confluent

monolayers of well-differentiated intestinal epithelial cells [10, 12, 14, 43]. At this

time the cells have morphological and biochemical properties that resemble those

of normal intestinal (absorptive) enterocytes. Further, when confluency is achieved

the permeability of the monolayer is constant and remains so for an additional 2

weeks [12]. This means that the same batch of monolayers can be used to study

passive drug transport during this period without significant variability in the

results [12, 14, 43, 59, 88]. Studies on active transport must be performed within a

more defined interval, since the expression of the carriers is often dependent on

culture time [42, 53]. It is also important to feed the cells on pre-scheduled week-

days, e.g., trypsinization/passaging on Mondays, change media on the following

Wednesday, Friday and Monday, etc.

Drug absorption experiments are easy to perform in the cell culture model. The

drug is added to the apical (mucosal) side, and the appearance of the drug on the

basolateral side (serosal) is followed by time. The model also permits experiments

to be carried out in the reverse direction, i.e., from the basolateral side to the apical

side.

The experiments are generally performed at 37�C, with the TER being measured

prior to and after the experiment to verify the monolayer integrity. The monolayers

should be agitated during the experiments, not only to produce more reproducible

results but also to reduce the effects of aqueous boundary layers adjacent to the

epithelial membrane [89]. Without correct stirring conditions being maintained

during the experiments, the measured permeability values for rapidly transported

compounds will be significantly underestimated. Accurate determinations of per-

meability values are important in order to be able to make correct rankings and to

build good prediction and SPR models.

The experiments should preferably be performed under ‘sink’ conditions (e.g.,

the drug concentration on the receiver side should be less than 10% of the con-

centration on the donor side during an experiment) in order to avoid bias by back-

diffusion of significant amount of compound from the receiver chamber and to
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maintain a ‘‘constant’’ applied drug concentration gradient during the course of

the experiment. The following equation is generally used for calculation of the

apparent permeability coefficient (Papp):

Papp ¼ ðdQ/dtÞ/ðA� Cd0Þ ð1Þ

where dQ/dt is the rate of appearance of drug on the receiver side, Cd0 is the initial

drug concentration on the donor side, and A is the surface area of the filter mem-

brane.

This equation for calculation of Papp is easily improved by taking into account the

change of donor concentration (Cd) during the experiment, which affects the con-

centration gradient and the driving force for passive diffusion [74]:

Papp ¼ k� Vr/A ð2Þ

where k is the change in drug concentration in the receiver chamber (Cr-ti/Cd-ti) per

unit time, Cr-ti is the concentration on the receiver side at the end of each time

interval, Cd-ti is the average of the donor concentration determined at the begin-

ning and at the end of each time interval, Vr is the volume of the receiver chamber,

and A is the surface area of the filter membrane. By using this method of calcula-

tion a more accurate determination of the Papp value is obtained, particularly for

rapidly transported drugs where Papp values exceed 10� 10�6 cm s�1.

Culture protocols have been published which describes an accelerated dif-

ferentiation process where monolayers are ready to be used after 3–7 days of cul-

ture [90–92]. One of these systems, the so-called BD BioCoat Intestinal Epithelium

Differentiation Environment, is commercially available through BD Bioscience.

This system is described to produce monolayers of a quality that are comparable

with the typical Caco-2 cells with respect to permeability for drugs transported

transcellularly. The paracellular barrier function is however low, as indicated by

high mannitol permeability and low TER. The functional capacity for active uptake

and efflux is not as thoroughly characterized as for the standard Caco-2 mono-

layers.

5.4.2

Automated Caco-2 Assay

The trend in the industry has been to automate the Caco-2 permeability assay

using semi- or fully automated procedures. With such a system it is possible to

obtain a throughput in order of approximately 400–500 compounds per week.

Automated Caco-2 assay systems are commercially available through Tecan/BD

Bioscience and Bohdan Mettler Toledo. In addition, automated systems for main-

tenance of cell cultures are commercially available, while totally automated systems

for both maintenance and culturing of cells grown on permeable filter supports are

under development, e.g., by companies such as The Automation Partnership.
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Here, we briefly describe the automated Caco-2 assay used at the research site in

AstraZeneca R&D Mölndal. The solubility of the test compounds is measured (or

theoretically predicted) before they are run in the Caco-2 assay. In order to be able

to make correct determinations of the permeability coefficient, the substance must

be dissolved when added to cell monolayer in the transport experiment. Com-

pounds with insufficient solubility are therefore not tested. We generally apply a

test concentration of 10 mM, but in specific projects or under certain circumstances

a concentration of only 1 mM is applied. The test compounds are first prepared in

DMSO solution (1 mM) on a parent plate and are then diluted in transport buffer

to give a final drug concentration of 10 mM (solution containing 1% DMSO) when

added to the cell monolayers.

In this automated assay, the incubation, shaking and pipetting are performed

by a Plato 7 (Rosys) robotic microplate processor. Preparations of drug donor

solutions (and standards) are carried out on a MultiPROBE. The assay is devel-

oped to handle four 24-well plates with monolayers. Duplicate transport mea-

surements are performed for each substance, and a mixture of three reference

compounds is included on each plate to capture variability between assays by

time/passage. The internal reference drugs we have chosen are metoprolol,

zomig and melagatran, which have Papp values of approximately 15� 10�6 cm s�1

(Fa ¼ 100%), 1� 10�6 cm s�1 (Fa ¼ 60%), and 0.1� 10�6 cm s�1 (Fa ¼ 5%),

respectively.

In the automated assay we use 14- to 18-day-old Caco-2 monolayers grown on

0.33 cm2 polycarbonate filters. The TER of the cell monolayers are measured

before they are introduced into the robot’s workbench, and re-measured after

completion of the transport experiments (at the same temperature as the experi-

mental, i.e., 37�C). An automated system for TER measurements can be used, for

instance the system for 24-well filter plates from World Precision Instruments. In

the robot system, the basolateral chamber of the Transwell is first filled with new

transport buffer, after which the experiment is started by the addition of donor

drug solution to the apical side of the Caco-2 monolayers. Samples are taken

immediately from the donor side to determine the initial donor concentration, and

the appearance of compound on the receiver is measured by taking samples from

the receiver side at 45 and 120 min. At the end of the experiment, samples are also

taken from the donor side in order to obtain a measure of the change in donor

concentration and to calculate mass balance (recovery) in the transport experiment.

In general, the samples are collected in deep well, 96-well plates, diluted in aceto-

nitrile and then analyzed for content by LC/MS. This assay allows accurate deter-

minations of both low- and high-permeability compounds (Papp values may be in

the range 0.05 to 200� 10�6 cm s�1). The overall screening capacity, with one

experiment performed each day, is 220 substances per week. The recovery should

be kept within limited ranges in order to assure that high-quality and accurate Papp
values are obtained and reported. Our current limits for recovery are 80–120%.

Recovery can be calculated using the following equation:

Recovery ð%Þ ¼ ½ðMr-120 þMd-120Þ/Md-0� � 100 ð3Þ
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where Mr-120 is the cumulative amount of drug transported to the receiver side at

the end of the experiment (including amount removed in sampling), Md-120 is the

amount of drug remaining on the donor side at the end of the experiment, and

Md-0 is the amount of drug on the donor side at the start of the experiment (deter-

mined from the initial donor concentration sample). In the case that recoveries are

clearly outside the set limits, Papp values cannot be calculated or reported with high

confidence, and further investigations as to the underlying causes may be neces-

sary. However, if recovery is low and the measured Papp value is high, the Papp value

is likely to be underestimated and the interpretation of high permeability is still

valid. Different approaches to handle problems with low recovery due to binding

of drug to the filter and/or the plastic surfaces of the assay system are further

discussed in Section 5.4.6, Optimizing experimental conditions – solubility and

bovine serum albumin (BSA).

From an industrial perspective, it is important to have good data systems for

downloading results into local and global databases. It is also important to have

appropriate criteria for judging the quality of the data produced and whether or not

these should be downloaded into the databases. There are different strategies on

how to handle this issue. One strategy is to download everything in the database,

i.e., the primary assay results in combination with experimental settings including

important parameters for judgment of the data quality (e.g., TER and mass bal-

ance). The other strategy is to download only those data which fulfill specific qual-

ity criteria. There are, of course, pros and cons with both procedures.

Very few published data exist on the evaluation of automated systems, though

one report has been made of an automated absorption assay using Caco-2 cells

cultured on both sides of polycarbonate membranes [93]. The concept of culturing

cells on the lower sides of the membranes was investigated as a means of improv-

ing the opportunity to study transport in the secretory basolateral to apical direc-

tion. However, this approach resulted in increased variability and impaired active

transport properties of the cell monolayers, and was therefore not recommended.

5.4.3

Quality Control and Standardization of Caco-2 Assay

In order to obtain reproducible and high-quality results, a routine characterization

should be performed on each new batch of cell monolayers by measuring TER and

permeability to a paracellular marker such as 14C-mannitol. The morphology and

integrity of the monolayers should also be examined using microscopy [e.g.,

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and fluorescence microscopy and stain-

ing of tight junction proteins]. Carelessness in passaging cells during the cultiva-

tion may lead to the selection of a population of cells and phenotypic drift in the

biochemical and transport properties of the Caco-2 cells [55, 94]; hence, this should

be checked routinely.

By standardizing the following parameters, it is possible to improve the quality

of data, as well as to increase the opportunities to compare data produced by dif-

ferent laboratories:
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. Cell cultures of controlled origin used within a restricted number of passages.

. Defined use of filter supports, growth media.

. Defined culturing protocols, seeding density, trypsinization procedures.

. Microscopic verification of monolayer morphology.

. Regularly reproduce the relationship between Fa (%) and Papp for a defined set of

reference drugs.
. Internal standards/markers and acceptance criteria
. Specified experimental conditions (e.g., pH, stirring, drug concentration, Papp
calculation).

. Characterization of expression and function of important enzyme and transport

systems.

These suggested factors for standardization of the Caco-2 model might also be

reasons for the variability in published permeability values obtained from different

laboratories [86]. Clearly, data from different publications or laboratories should

not be mixed without prior harmonization of the experimental protocols.

The Caco-2 cells are used at various passage numbers between 20 and 110.

Caco-2 cells obtained from ATCC and ECACC are usually at passage number

20–40, and though several laboratories use Caco-2 cells at high passage, e.g.,

90–105 [86] we normally use lower-passage (25–45) cells. Cells of different passage

number can have very different properties with respect to paracellular permeability

and functional expression of transporters. For instance, paracellular permeability

to mannitol may range from 0.1 to 2.0� 10�6 cm s�1. Efflux ratios of various P-gp

substrates may also vary significantly [57, 95]. Although it is a greater risk that cells

with undifferentiated properties are established at high passage number, there are

several examples of high-passage Caco-2 cells that show both good morphological

and transport properties. Irrespective of whether low- or high-passage Caco-2 cells

are used, it is recommended that the cells are used within a relatively limited range

of passages for which the cells’ properties have been well characterized.

5.4.4

Correlation to Fraction of Oral Dose Absorbed

Many academic and industrial laboratories have shown that the drug permeability

measured in Caco-2 cell monolayers can be used to predict the oral absorption of

drugs in humans. Various datasets have therefore been used to establish correla-

tions between Caco-2 permeability and the fraction absorbed orally in humans [85,

86, 96]. Taken together, these studies show good predictability, though with a rela-

tively wide variation in the appearance of correlation profiles between different

laboratories [86]. These studies emphasize the need to establish correlations and

standardization procedures in each laboratory.

As the Caco-2 cell model contains most of the important transporters, it can be

used for the study not only of passive transport mechanisms but also of mecha-

nisms involving transporters. This is a major advantage of the Caco-2 model when
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compared with other simplified artificial systems in which only passive diffusion is

accounted for.

Another limitation of the Caco-2 monolayers is their colonic origin and tight

paracellular pathway, which tend to lead to underestimations in permeability to

paracellularly transported compounds [97]. This is likely to be correct for small

compounds (MW < 150) – i.e., compounds smaller than normal drugs – but it

remains to be seen to what extent the Caco-2 model gives false-negative predictions

of the fraction absorbed for polar drugs of normal size in humans where para-

Tab. 5.1. List of marker compounds used to establish relationship between oral dose absorbed

in humans (Fa) and apparent permeability coefficient in Caco-2 monolayers.

Compound Fa [%] Fa class Reference Note

Ganciclovir 3 Low 1

Melagatran 5 Low In-house

Enalaprilat 10 Low 2

Sulphasalazine 12 Low 3 Efflux substrate

Acyclovir 17 Low 4, 5

Chlorothiazide 25 Moderate 4, 6 Dose-dependent F, saturable abs.

Mannitol 26 Moderate 3, 7

Atenolol 56 Moderate 3, 8

Zomig 60 Moderate In-house

Ranitidine 61 Moderate 9 Fa calculated from Fa ¼ F=ð1� CLH=QHÞ.
Interaction with transporters

Digoxin 81 High 10 Fa calculated from urinary exretion data of

p.o. and i.v. administered P-gp substrate

Methotrexate 82 High 11 Fa calculated from urinary exretion data of

p.o. and i.v. adminisitration. Reduced

absorption at high doses

Quinidine 90 High 12 Fa calculated from Fa ¼ F=ð1� CLH=QHÞ.
P-gp/MRP inhibitor/substrate

Antipyrine 100 High 13

Caffeine 100 High 14

Metoprolol 100 High 3, 15

Probenecid 100 High 16 MRP inhibitor/substrate

Propranolol 100 High 17

Testosterone 100 High 18

Theophylline 100 High 19

Verapamil 100 High 20 P-gp/MRP substrate inhibitor

d-Glucose 100 High Glucose transporter

Glycine-proline 100 High Dipeptide transporter

l-Leucine 100 High Amino acid transporter

l-Phenylalanine 100 High Amino acid transporter

Fa classification: low (<20%); moderate (20–80%); high (>80%).

Fa ¼ fraction absorbed; F ¼ bioavailability; CLH ¼ hepatic clearance;

QH ¼ hepatic blood flow (21 mL min�1 kg�1 in man).

For reference numbers, see note in Ref. [170].
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cellular transport might contribute to the absorption. To the best of our knowledge,

no clear examples have been published indicating false-negative predictions of the

fraction absorbed in humans due to underestimated paracellular Caco-2 perme-

ability. However, in our own experience Caco-2 permeability can fail to predict rat

in vivo fractions absorbed if the drug is restricted to the paracellular pathway.

In our own studies to establish an in-house correlation between Caco-2 perme-

ability and extent of drug absorption in humans, a set of 25 model drugs was used

(Table 5.1). The importance of concentration and pH conditions were investigated

and transport was studied both in apical to basolateral (absorptive) and basolateral

to apical (secretory) directions. The apparent permeability coefficients were deter-

mined at concentrations of 10, 50, and 500 mM, and at two different settings of

apical/basolateral pH values: 6.5/7.4 and 7.4/7.4. The marker compounds repre-

sented a good diversity in molecular structure and transport properties and covered

a range of low (<20%), moderate (20–80%) and high (>80%) extent of absorption

in humans (Tab. 5.1).

Compounds absorbed by active uptake mechanisms (e.g., glucose and Gly-Pro)

and compounds known to be substrates for efflux transport (e.g., digoxin, verapa-

mil) were also included in the list. The applied concentration (10–500 mM) only

had minor effects on the permeability values. Thus, the choice of concentration

was not critical for this set of compounds with respect to the relationship between

permeability and fraction absorbed in humans. Changing the pH on the apical

donor side had significant effects on the Papp values of several compounds, the

effects being in agreement with the acid–base properties of the compounds. The

Fig. 5.3. Relationship between the oral fraction

absorbed in humans and apparent permeability

coefficients obtained in Caco-2 cell monoalyers

at two different pH conditions. Mean apical to

basolateral Papp values were determined at

drug concentrations of 10–500 mM at pH 6.5/

7.4 or 7.4/7.4 on the apical/basolateral sides of

the cell monolayers.
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Papp values for basic compounds were higher at pH 7.4 than those measured at pH

6.5, and the opposite effect was seen for acidic compounds. As expected, com-

pounds utilizing proton-coupled transporters showed higher permeability values

when the apical pH was 6.5. However, even though permeability values were

altered by pH, the classification of the compounds into low, moderate or high

fraction absorbed was the same at both pH conditions. Measurements of bi-

directional transport at pH 7.4/7.4 and 50 mM drug concentration showed signifi-

cant efflux (efflux ratios > 2) for the following compounds: acyclovir, gancyclovir,

digoxin, chlorothiazide, and sulfasalazine.

A sigmoidal equation was fitted to the experimental Caco-2 permeability data

[74, 86]. The profiles of the relationship between Caco-2 permeability and fraction

absorbed (Fa) obtained at the two different pH settings were comparable, and

predictability was equally good (Fig. 5.3). The overall profile was shifted towards

slightly higher Papp values at pH 7.4, due to the base properties of several of the

well-absorbed model drugs included in this dataset. A linear regression plot of the

observed Fa values versus predicted Fa values from Caco-2 permeability at pH 6.5/

7.4 gave a r2 value of 0.97, indicating an excellent fit for the sigmoidal relation-

ship. From the sigmoidal relationship obtained at 6.5/7.4 (Fig. 5.4), the following

Papp banding with respect to predicted fraction absorbed (Fa) was determined

(units� 10�6 cm s�1): Papp < 0:3 predicting Fa < 20%, Papp 0.3–2.5 predicting Fa

20–80% and Papp > 2.5 predicting Fa > 80%.

Fig. 5.4. Relationship between the oral fraction absorbed in

humans and apparent permeability coefficients obtained in

Caco-2 cell monolayers. Papp bands for predicted fraction

absorbed of <20% (low), 20–80% (moderate) and >80%

(high) are indicated.
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5.4.5

Optimization of Experimental Conditions: pH

Two main factors have guided the need for optimization of the early screening

techniques; on one hand the use of simple, quick and high-capacity cell monolayer

methods, e.g., Caco-2 cell and MDCK; and on the other hand the increased syn-

thesis of more lipophilic, insoluble compounds from combinatorial libraries. This

has created a vast number of different variants of cell-based assays and has resulted

in variability among the data obtained. A need for optimization of as many as

possible of the different parameters in order to increase the predictivity and

throughput of the model has been suggested in the literature [98–100].

The pH in the GI tract is a very important factor affecting drug absorption for

ionizable drugs. pH has two main effects on drugs: one is to determine the degree

of ionization (dissociation) of weak electrolytes and thereby affect the passive dif-

fusion of the compound; and the other is to establish a proton gradient as a driving

force for some transporters. The pH in the lumen of the GI tract in vivo in humans

is variable; typically it is pH 1–2 in the stomach, 5–6.5 in the duodenum and

proximal jejunum, 6.5–7.5 in the mid jejunum, and almost up to 8 in the terminal

ileum [7, 101]. In the large bowel the pH varies between 6.5 and 8 from the colon

ascendens to the sigmoideum. This bulk pH will affect mainly the solubility of the

compound and is also thought to effect the ionization that provides a driving force

for the regional difference in uptake of mainly the uncharged form [102]. However,

actual transport across the epithelial membrane is affected by another pH, the so-

called microclimate or surface pH, which is one pH unit lower (5.5) than the bulk

pH adjacent to the epithelial cell surface in the upper small intestine created by Hþ

excretion from the cell and the mucus layer [103]. A surface pH of 7.1–7.4 that is

more alkaline than the lumenal pH has been reported in the human colon in vivo
using radiotelemetry devices [104]. The pH of the apical solution has a direct

impact on the transport experiments using monolayers, since the solution is in

direct contact with the membrane and should therefore mimic the microclimate

pH [98]. The pH on the basolateral side should in all cases reflect the pH of the

extracellular fluid within the submucosa, which is under direct influence of the pH

in the blood.

If the cell-based screening model should reflect the gradient under physiological

conditions and also reflect the absorption across the jejunum (the main part of

absorption of most drugs), then a gradient of 6.0–6.5/7.4 should be applied to the

apical side [98]. Indeed, the present authors found a better correlation for several

compounds (n ¼ 14) to Fa% using the pH apically of 6.0 compared with a non-

gradient system (pH 7.4). A similar correlation could also be established within

AstraZeneca although the effect of pH on the overall correlation was limited for

the compounds used (see Fig. 5.3). This indicates that for the general screening,

the pH in the apical solution is of less importance, but when asymmetric transport

or regional differences in transport are to be evaluated then this should be per-

formed on a nongradient system or the pH of interest should be used in order to

mimic the region in the gut. If absorption in the distal parts of the small intestine,
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e.g., ileum, are to be mimicked, then a nongradient system would be better (e.g.,

7.4/7.4). Similarly, if the colon permeability is to be studied, a nongradient system

of 7.4/7.4 could also be used.

Suggested examples for quick evaluation of the pH effect on transport in differ-

ent regions of the intestine include:

. For jejunal transport ¼ 6.0/7.4

. For ileal transport ¼ 7.4/7.4

. For colon transport ¼ 7.4/7.4

For weak acids, e.g., salicylic acid, the dependency on a pH gradient becomes

complex since both the passive diffusion and the active transport process will be

dependent on the proton concentration in the apical solution [61, 63, 98, 105] and

a lowering of the pH from 7.4 to 6.5 will increase the apical to basolateral transport

more than 20-fold. Similarly, for weak bases such as alfentanil or cimetidine, a

lowering of the pH to 6.5 will decrease the passive transport towards the baso-

lateral side [105]. The transport of the ionizable compound will, due to the pH

partition hypothesis, follow the pKa curve.

In a recent report by Neuhoff et al. [106], additional information on the com-

plexity of applying a pH gradient, i.e., a ‘‘false efflux’’ for weak bases using Caco-2

cells when a physiological pH gradient is applied, is presented. This ‘‘false efflux’’

was not due to efflux protein interaction but rather to the lowering of transport for

the weak bases, metoprolol and atenolol, from apical to the basolateral chamber.

The results indicate that caution should be taken for interpretation of early screen

data from such a gradient system since a substantial efflux would generate com-

pounds to be excluded as false negatives. In an early screening situation when the

transport process is unknown, it can be difficult to distinguish a passive asymmet-

ric uptake or efflux due to the pH effect on ionization from a true carrier-mediated

uptake or efflux. The following assays are therefore suggested:

. If screening for general intestinal absorption ¼ pH gradient system, only report

to projects a ! b direction
. If screening for carrier-mediated transport in any direction ¼ both a nongradient

and a pH gradient system should be used and bidirectional transport data should

be reported

5.4.6

Optimizing Experimental Conditions: Solubility and BSA

Optimizing the permeability measurements to avoid adsorption to plastic, filters or

accumulation within the cell monolayer seems highly relevant for increasing the

predictivity of the screening model in early screening of highly lipophilic drugs

[98, 99]. The additional problem of low solubility of these compounds adds a sub-

stantial complexity and error to the determination of permeability values. For

sparingly soluble compounds, much effort is spent on finding optimal solubilizing
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vehicles and/or formulations. In general, DMSO solutions are the most commonly

used vehicle in the early stages as the parallel syntheses made by combinatorial

chemistry use 100% DMSO as the end solvent. Even if solubility at this stage is not

usually of the same degree as at the stage of formulation development, solubility

data are vital in order to improve the quality from the biological assays. To perform

high-quality permeability measurements, using a cell culture-based model, a limit

for low solubility has to be drawn. If the drug is not soluble within the experi-

mental system then the data will be of low quality and affect the recovery estimates

from the permeability assay. The solubility limit to be set is dependent upon sev-

eral factors, e.g., analytical, enzymatic and whether (or not) transporters are

involved. Therefore, a balance between solubility, analytical and permeability issues

must be considered before conducting a large number of assays with lipophilic

drugs.

Several attempts have been made to estimate the dose required in humans in

relation to a drug’s potency, and to put this into the context of solubility and per-

meability for an optimal oral drug [2, 3]. A relatively simple example of this is

where a 1.0 mg kg�1 dose is required in humans, then 52 mg mL�1 solubility is

needed if the permeability is intermediate (20–80%) [3]. This solubility corre-

sponds approximately to 100 mM of a compound with a MW of 400 g mol�1. Most

screening activities for permeability determinations in, e.g., Caco-2, are made at a

concentration of 10 mM or lower due to solubility restrictions. The first implication

of this is that the required potency for these compounds needs to correspond to a

dose of <0.1 mg kg�1 in humans if the drug should be considered orally active.

Another implication would be the influence of carrier-mediated transport (uptake

or efflux), which is more evident at low concentrations. This could result in low

permeability coefficients for compounds interacting with efflux transporters at the

intestinal membrane and which could either be saturated or of no clinical rele-

vance at higher concentrations or doses.

The adsorption of compounds to plastic surfaces and accumulation of com-

pounds within the cell membrane is related to the lipophilicity of the compound.

Highly lipophilic drugs most likely have high intrinsic permeabilities, but it may

be difficult to make a correct determination due to low recoveries in the in vitro
system, and limits for accepted recoveries are needed to increase the quality of the

data reported back to the projects. Many authors have suggested using BSA to

increase sink conditions and to reduce the adsorption phenomenon [98, 107].

However, there seems to be a concentration-dependent effect of BSA, which has

been tested between 0 to 4% [98]. The effect of the presence of BSA will be deter-

mined by both the protein binding capacity of the drug to be tested and its intrinsic

permeability, i.e., high protein binding and high permeability values will increase

the response to the presence of BSA in the basolateral chamber [98, 99].

There are several positive factors using BSA in the basolateral medium. First, it

mimics the in vivo situation where the circulating blood provides an excellent base

for sink conditions due to a large volume and content of serum proteins such as

albumin (serum protein content and alpha-glycoproteins) [108]. Second, serum

albumin hinders adsorption onto plastic surfaces and filters and thereby stops the
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loss of compound in the experimental system, as well as in the different steps of

dilution before the analysis of drug content. Third, the accumulation of a lipophilic

drug within the cell monolayer is reduced due to increased sink conditions. These

factors result in many cases that the recovery is substantially improved and per-

meability values from a larger number of compounds can be reported back to

projects. For high-permeability compounds the impact of this on interpretation of

the data is not substantial, but for low and moderately absorbed compounds the

increased recovery can change the interpretation from a compound being excluded

as a potential ‘no-drug’ to a potential ‘yes-drug’. This phenomenon has a huge

impact on the de-novo synthesis, since the SPR information from as many struc-

tural fragments as possible provides a better understanding of the requirements

for good permeability. Hence, if information from several of these fragments is

missing, the data may mislead the chemist in the synthesis of new analogues. It

is therefore of utmost importance to rule out the ‘‘falsely’’ from ‘‘truly’’ poorly

absorbed compounds [106].

BSA within the samples provides a complex bioanalytical matrix with suppres-

sion of the analytical response, especially during LC/MS analysis. Often, the BSA

has to be separated before the analysis, and unfortunately some polar drugs can

thereby be lost [98]. Precipitation and dilution with cold acetonitrile can improve

the analysis, but this is strongly dependent on the compound to be analyzed. A

general use of BSA for high-throughput screening using automated systems for

both the transport experiment and the analytical part cannot be recommended.

5.5

Mechanistic Use of Cell Models

For the evaluation of a possible relationship between the molecular structure of a

potential candidate and its transport abilities to cross the epithelial membrane of

the gut, the mechanism or route of transport must be known [1, 4]. This is due to

the structural requirements for the transcellular route being different from the

paracellular route. During the lead optimization phase – when many mechanisti-

cally based studies are performed – the cell culture-based models can also be used

with great confidence.

5.5.1

Paracellular Pathway

The paracellular pathway, between the epithelial cells, is both size- (MW, volume)

and charge-dependent [60, 109, 110]. In general, compounds that are limited

to paracellular transport are not efficiently absorbed due to the small available

absorptive area and the restriction by tight junctions. The molecular weight cut-off

seems to be around 400 g mol�1 and 300 g mol�1 for the small and large intestine

respectively, and 300 g mol�1 for the Caco-2 cell monolayers [60], which shows

the more colonic nature of the Caco-2 monolayer model. Compounds with a
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value larger than 3.5 Å, described as the molecular radius, exhibit permeability

coefficients similar to that of mannitol, which corresponds to a low fraction

absorbed of 15–50% [85]. This is true for neutral compounds, but for charged

molecules the cations seem to penetrate the tight junctional system much more

easily than anions [109]. This means that a cation can be larger in size than a

neutral or an anion, yet still penetrate the membrane successfully if the size does

not exceed 4–5 Å.

In the screening procedure using Caco-2 cells or other cell lines with higher

tight junctional resistance, a low Papp might be misleading if the compound is

absorbed through the paracellular pathway. Evaluation of the paracellular compo-

nent, which is especially noticeable when in vivo data obtained for example from

rats is high and Caco-2 permeation data is low, can be studied using Caco-2 cells

and opening the tight junctions by using EDTA, by omitting Ca2þ from the

medium [111–114], or by using a pharmacological tool such as tight junction dis-

ruption with cytochalasin D, as has been investigated with MDCK cell monolayers

[112]. This will open the way for a polar compound to penetrate the membrane via

the tight junctional system, but will not affect the transcellularly more lipophilic

compounds (Fig. 5.5). Mannitol can be used as a positive control for the para-

cellular pathway [115]. A continuous fluorescence measurement of transcellular

and paracellular pathways, and evaluation of directionally dependent transport

with respect to efflux studies, has been proposed [111]. It is possible that Caco-2

Transport of the compound AZ001 and markers for paracellular and
transcellular pathways in the presence and absence of EDTA

Fig. 5.5. Example of using the Caco-2

monolayers to evaluate paracellular transport

of an unknown compound. Two markers,

mannitol and propranolol are added together

with the unknown compound to the apical side

and transport of each of the molecules is

measured both in the absence and in the

presence of 5 mM EDTA (on both sides of the

monolayer). The transport of the paracellularly

transported mannitol is enhanced by the

presence of EDTA, but not the transcellularly

transported propranolol. The compound AZ001

is also enhanced by the presence of EDTA,

which resembles the mannitol transport.
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cells possess lower permeability towards polar molecules than does the small

intestine in vivo because the monolayer has a much smaller effective surface area

than the small intestine villi, due to the tight junctional resistance per se [63, 75,
116].

5.5.2

Transcellular Pathway

Molecules with a large molecular weight or size are confined to the transcellular

route and its requirements related to the hydrophobicity of the molecule. The

transcellular pathway has been evaluated for many years and is thought to be the

main route of absorption of many drugs, both with respect to carrier-mediated

transport and passive diffusion. The most well-known requirement for the passive

part of this route is hydrophobicity, and a relationship between permeability

coefficients across cell monolayers such as the Caco-2 versus log P and log D 7.4 or

6.5 have been established [102, 117]. However, this relationship appears to be

nonlinear and reaches a plateau at around log P of 2, while higher lipophilicities

result in reduced permeability [102, 117, 118]. Because of this, much more atten-

tion has recently been paid towards molecular descriptors other than lipophilicity

[86, 119–125] (see section 5.5.6.). The relative contribution between the para-

cellular and transcellular components has also been evaluated using Caco-2 cells,

and for a variety of compounds with different charges [110, 112] and sizes [112]

(see Section 5.4.5).

The oral administration of large proteins and peptides is limited due to their low

membrane permeability. These compounds are mainly restricted to the para-

cellular pathway, but because of their polar characteristics and their size the pore of

the tight junctional system is also highly restrictive. An additional transcellular

pathway has therefore been suggested for these peptides, i.e., the transcytotic

pathway, which involves a receptor-mediated endocytosis in Caco-2 cells [126].

5.5.3

Carrier-mediated Transport

In addition to the passive diffusional processes over lipid membranes or between

cells, substances can be transferred through the lipid phase of biological mem-

branes through specialized systems, i.e., active transport and facilitated diffu-

sion. Until recently, the active transport component has been discussed only for

nutrients or endogenous substances (e.g., amino acids, sugars, bile acids, small

peptides), and seemed not to play any major role in the absorption of pharma-

ceuticals. However, sufficient evidence has now been gathered to recognize the

involvement of transporters in the disposition of pharmaceuticals in the body

[50, 127].

The relevance of transporter system involvement in vivo in humans to the selec-

tion of a new drug for development has been debated within the industry, and in

time might well become the rationale behind the decision to select a new com-
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pound, or not. This finding is due mainly to the increased number of studies per-

formed on ‘‘old’’ substances that are currently available, as well as to the increased

knowledge of interactions with transporters that might explain the drug’s phar-

macokinetic behavior in vivo. In addition, in the same way that knowledge has

been acquired about interactions with the cytochrome P450 enzyme system, the

inhibition, induction and polymorphisms of transporters have also received

increased attention in recent years. Consequently, screening tools to evaluate the

involvement of transporters have been developed, the aim being to satisfy the need

for more information before a potential candidate is selected.

Cell lines, such as the Caco-2 and MDCK cells [27, 35, 47, 49, 57, 67, 128–133],

have been used frequently to study different transporters in the GI tract. These cell

lines have been evaluated for transport both in absorptive and secretory direction

and in addition also been transfected with specified transporter systems of inter-

ests to yield new clones [23, 31, 72, 79, 80, 134] or co-cultures [135]. Some of the

uptake transporters belonging to the organic cation transporter (OCT) family have

also been identified in cell lines such as the pig kidney cell line LLC-PK1, and

MDCK [67, 136]. In fact, its presence in Caco-2 cells needs to be further elucidated

as reports have shown both the absence and presence of transporters from this

family of transporters [136–138].

In cell lines, the organic anion transporters (OAT and OATP) have been identi-

fied and cloned into cells of kidney origin such as LLC-PK1, MDCK, HK-2, and

Caco-2 [129]. The most well-known uptake transporters, which transport the sub-

strate over the membrane into the organism are the amino acid- [35, 42, 139] and

oligopeptide-carriers (PepT1 and PepT2) [139–142]. These two transporter families

are abundantly expressed in the small intestine of most animals, and can therefore

be involved in the absorption process of pharmaceutical drugs. The PepT1 is

expressed in the cell lines Caco-2 and HT-29 [140–142].

From an industrial perspective, quantitative knowledge of the existence of dif-

ferent transporters within the cellular system used in screening procedures is of

major importance as it can influence both the predictive value of the permeability

coefficients and interpretation of the results. In addition, information on species

differences or similarities or discrepancies between cell culture models and ani-

mals now provide an important basis for the scaling of data during the early

phases of drug discovery for animals or humans [48].

Both active and passive transport occur simultaneously, and their quantitative

roles differ at different concentration gradients. At low substrate concentrations,

active transport plays a major role, whilst above the concentration of saturation

passive diffusion is the major transport process. This very simple rule can be

studied in an experimental system using cell culture-based models, and the con-

centration dependency of the transport of a compound as well as asymmetric

transport over the membrane are two factors used to evaluate the presence and

influence of transporters. Previous data have indicated that the permeability of

actively absorbed compounds may be underestimated in the Caco-2 model due to a

lack of (or low) expression of some uptake transporters. However, many data which

show a lack of influence of transporters are usually derived from experiments
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carried out at saturable concentrations. Rather, if transport studies are performed

at low concentrations, e.g., 10 mM or lower, then transport will not be saturated and

the Papp values may correlate better with the fraction absorbed in vivo. The applied

concentration is also important when the compound is a substrate for efflux

transport.

Information from experiments with cell lines can generate data for:

. SPR for transporter interaction/binding.

. Affinity for a transporter and ranking of compounds.

. Correlations to the in vivo human situation for predictivity evaluation.

. Possible interactions between drugs (DDI).

. To determine if a compound is a substrate, or an inhibitor or inducer.

The importance from an industrial perspective is the possibility of testing com-

pounds for interaction with transporters, and to obtain suggestions as to how the

structure of the compound may be changed to either increase or decrease the

interaction potential (to build a SPR). Functional and specific assays are therefore

needed.

In general, the first choice is to use the standard screening model, e.g., Caco-2

cell monolayers and to:

. determine transport in both directions over the membrane (a to b, b to a); from

these data an uptake (a to b/b to a) or efflux ratio (b to a/a to b) can be calculated;
. determine if a concentration dependency exists over a broad interval, e.g., 1 mM

to 5000 mM, and to calculate Km and Vmax values;
. use different known inhibitors or substrates to the transporter of choice (usually

test in two different concentrations) and to determine Ki values;
. test if there is a dependency towards ions such as Naþ, Kþ, Cl�, Hþ (this is es-

pecially relevant for interaction with the dipeptide carrier (PePT1) (Hþ) or large
neutral amino acid transporter (LNAA) (Naþ);

. evaluate temperature dependency (is there still an asymmetric transport at 4�C);
and

. monitor pH dependency for acids and bases in order to study pseudo uptake/

efflux.

A very simple technique is to use a radiolabeled ligand (usually a well-known sub-

strate) of the specific transporter of interest. A recent suggestion for functional

quantitation of the apparent affinities (Ki values) to P-gp using Caco-2 cells and the

substrate taxol has been published [143]. The method can be described simply as:

(1) determination of b ! a transport of 3H-taxol in normal, untreated Caco-2 cells;

and (2) determination of b ! a transport of 3H-taxol in the presence of verapamil

(0.2 mM). The difference between these two components represents the active

transport via P-gp. The two concentrations of the test compound are chosen as

approximately 0.25� Ki and 4.0� Ki and for the inhibition of taxol transport, and

in the study of Gao et al. [143], 16 mM and 250 mM of the test compound were used
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as first choices. For verapamil, vinblastine, daunorubicin, and etoposide the Ki

values determined were very similar to those reported elsewhere in the literature.

The method can in general offer a standard procedure for interactions with trans-

porters, as only changes in the radioactivity of the ligand needs to be measured.

Interactions with the LNAA and the dipeptide carrier (PepT1) have been studied in

a similar manner using radiolabeled substrates and Caco-2 cells [35]. However,

more assays and identification of specific probes for intestinal transporters for

evaluation of drug–drug interactions and their relevance for human in vivo phar-

macokinetics are needed – a suggestion which is also strongly emphasized by reg-

ulatory authorities [127].

It is, without doubt, difficult to utilize the information relating to NCE–

transporter interaction during the early stages of a drug discovery project. Some

companies have attempted to evaluate compounds with the aim of filtering them

out at an early stage, by suggesting a limit to the efflux ratio (e.g., ER ¼ 5). By

contrast, if a structural group of compounds is rejected at too early a stage on the

basis of a high ER value, this might restrict the variation in synthesis that might be

used to obtain an optimal compound during the later phases.

Interestingly, transporter expression – like the expression of enzymes – can be

regulated at both the RNA and protein levels. Induction of the P-gp transporter has

been evaluated by Nuti et al. [58], who found that trypsin – when used to detach

the cells from their support – seems to up-regulate MDR1. Efflux via MDR1 has

also been proposed to be regulated by a nuclear receptor, SXR [144]. However,

this area in transporters and drug–drug interaction is still in its very early stages

of development, and substantial advances in the creation of specific cellular-

based models are required before it can be incorporated into industrial screening

processes.

5.5.4

Evaluation of Metabolism During Transport

Cell culture models can be used to evaluate the importance of metabolism in gut

membranes, both with respect to oxidative metabolism via the cytochrome P450

system and Phase II reactions [16, 27, 100]. Recently, a graphical model for the

visualization of oral drug bioavailability of drugs based on Caco-2 permeability and

in vitro metabolic stability rates was presented [145]. Such tools are informative in

evaluating important factors for bioavailability in a series of compounds, as well as

to interpret large quantities of data. Enzymes (e.g., the conjugating enzymes) are

also abundant, and important enzymes in the intestinal mucosa have been found

in cellular models (e.g., UDP-glucuronosyltransferases, glutathione-S-transferase,

and sulfotransferase), and metabolic inactivation due to conjugation has been

studied using Caco-2 cells [51, 100]. Hence, these cells serve as a good model for

studying Phase II conjugation during transport across the intestinal epithelium.

In addition to oxidative and conjugative metabolism, other enzymes are also

present in the Caco-2 model, though at lower levels than in the human enterocyte

in vivo. These are mainly apical cell surface peptidases, such as aminopeptidases
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N, P and W dipeptidylpeptidase IV, endopeptidase-24, 11, and gamma-glutamyl-

transpeptidase [146]. In addition, esterase activity has been reported in Caco-2

[147, 148]. The bioactivation of prodrugs, such as the ester prodrugs of bis (POC)-

PMPA [147], ethyl and isopropyl esters of a matrix metalloprotease inhibitor [100],

thrombin inhibitor prodrugs [56, 132], acyl derivatives of tetragastrin [146] and

inhibition of esterase activity using fruit extracts [147], has been successfully

studied using Caco-2 cells.

The presence of enzymes within the cellular model makes it more complicated

than serving only as a permeation/transport model. The evaluation of experimental

data should include this as a possible source of error, recovery problems or vari-

ability when evaluating large compound sets during the early screening stages. The

two main implications are first, the low-permeability drug, which has a different

structure–activity relationship if the low permeability is due to metabolism rather

than low passive diffusion. The second implication is the false-positive results

of monolayer permeability data if the enzyme responsible for the drug’s degrada-

tion in the human gut is absent from the cell-based model. In general, these

implications are of less importance, and the Caco-2 model can in fact serve as an

excellent model to investigate both permeation and first-pass metabolism. Due to

the fact that Caco-2 cells also contain many important transporters (e.g., efflux

transporters such as P-gp), this cell culture model has been – and will be – used to

evaluate the relative role of oxidative metabolism versus carrier-mediated efflux in

the limited oral bioavailability of drugs [100].

5.5.5

Evaluation of Toxicity

The intestinal epithelium constitutes both a physical and enzymatic barrier for the

absorption of orally administered drugs. The physical barrier comprises the lipid

bilayer of each cell facing the intestinal lumen, as well as the tight junctional

complex that joins the cells into a single layer. A fully functional barrier is neces-

sary in all experiments using cell culture models, or the results might be mis-

interpreted. In general, paracellular markers such as mannitol, Na- or carboxy-

fluorescein, lucifer yellow or rhodamine 123 [4, 149] are used to evaluate the

integrity of the monolayer in combination with measurements of TER before and

after the experiments are conducted [100, 150]. Further recommendations include

validation of the cell monolayer integrity by passage and age, as well as restriction

of the number of passages in the screening procedure. Care should also be taken

when using the fluorescent markers fluorescein and rhodamine 123, both of which

are thought to be transported via efflux processes [136].

Solvents used to increase solubility for compounds during screening of perme-

ability across the cell monolayers, together with commonly used excipients for for-

mulations, can also affect the barrier as they contain ingredients which enhance

drug absorption [100, 151]. There are different mechanisms by which these

compounds can modulate the barrier [4, 149, 150]; for example, they may increase

the tight junctional pathway inhibiting carrier-mediated transport, or cholesterol
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extraction out of the lipid bilayer, thereby increasing its fluidity. Toxicity screening

of various absorption enhancers using Caco-2 cell monolayers has been reported

[152]. Well-known dosage form excipients which affect cell monolayer integrity

include polyethylene glycol (e.g., PEG-400), propylene glycol (PG), cyclodextrin,

SDS, Tween 80, and inhibitory effects of surfactants on the apically polarized efflux

system [100, 153]. Hence, care should be taken when using high concentrations of

surfactants in the testing media. Cell monolayers such as Caco-2 appear to be the

most sensitive model to different enhancer systems compared with animal ex vivo
or in vivo models of drug absorption [149], and the exact correlation between con-

centration used in the monolayer experiment might differ greatly from that to be

used either in vivo in the animal or in the formulation development.

Cell monolayers and integrity measurements can be used to:

. evaluate the toxicity of compounds;

. evaluate the toxicity of excipients in formulations;

. establish test solutions for optimal screening; and

. evaluate formulations containing enhancers of intestinal permeability.

Apart from using paracellular or transcellular markers of the functional epithe-

lium, other techniques can be used to evaluate toxicity, e.g., MTT test, lactate

dehydrogenase (LDH), morphology and confocal laser scanning [149, 154, 155].

The MTT test is based on the binding of the colored compound MTT to intra-

cellular dehydrogenases; the compound is fluorescent only if the cell membrane is

intact and cells are viable. The LDH method involves measuring the release of LDH

(an intracellular soluble enzyme); if the lipid membrane is damaged, the resultant

LDH leakage leads to increased enzyme levels in the extracellular fluid [155].

A lowering of the permeability coefficients of compounds has been reported

during the screening procedure using cell monolayers and commonly used ex-

cipients [98] (e.g., using PEG 400, DMSO), and it is also known that both DMSO

and ethanol affect the general metabolic capacity of the cells, leading to an over-

estimation of permeability [156].

5.5.6

Computational Models for Prediction of Intestinal Permeability

Passive diffusion through the lipid bilayer of the epithelium can be described using

the partition coefficient between octanol/water (log P) and D log P (the difference

between the partition into octanol/water and heptane/ethylene glycol or heptane/

octanol) [157, 158]. The lipophilicity of the drug (log P) (or rather log D at a certain

pH) can easily be either measured or calculated, and is therefore generally used as

a predictor of drug permeability. Recently, a method using artificial membrane

permeation (PAMPA) has also been found to describe the passive diffusion in a

similar manner to the Caco-2 cell monolayers [159].

The direct relationship between permeability and lipophilicity appears to reach a

plateau at around log P of 2 [102, 117]. Therefore, permeation through the lipid
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bilayer is dependent not only on partition into the membrane but also on how the

drug can diffuse within the lipid core of the membrane. Hence, other descriptors

of the molecule also need to be accounted for. These additional descriptors were

suggested to be molecular weight and volume, polar surface area (PSA, units Å2),

nonpolar surface area (NPSA, Å2), hydrogen-bonding capacity, number of hydro-

gen bonds, polarizability, and number of rotatable bonds [86, 119–125, 160, 161].

Cell monolayers (e.g., Caco-2, MDCK) have frequently been used to establish QSAR/

QSPR for the optimization of drug permeability across the intestinal membrane and

to describe SPR for affinity towards transporters [1, 2, 86, 119–125, 132, 161–166].

Carrier systems can display a narrow specificity (SPR) for substrates, but trans-

porter systems with a broad specificity also exist; for example, oligopeptide trans-

porter (PePT1) [130, 140, 141, 167], and the efflux transporter MDR1 gene product,

P-gp [168]. SPR for the efflux protein P-gp has been suggested for newly synthe-

sized compounds of the thrombin inhibitor family [56, 132], for a small set of

peptidomimetics [157], and also for generally known substrates and inhibitors for

evaluation of a general structural pattern for recognition as a P-gp substrate [162,

168]. The structural characterization of substrates for the anion-exchange trans-

porter has also been reported [129]. Many of these reported SPRs were assessed

using the Caco-2 cell monolayer as the experimental system for collecting affinity

data, and show the usefulness of cell monolayers also in this respect.

The power of using computed predictions of intestinal permeability during the

early screening phase of drug discovery has a major impact within drug compa-

nies. An excellent recent review by Egan and Lauri describes several of these com-

putational methods for prediction presented in the literature [161]. The early pre-

dictions serve as a general tool to reduce the time and cost to select potential

candidates as well as to complement the biological screening and optimization

processes because there is no need to synthesize compounds. Within the industry,

specific QSPR models of intestinal permeability for each of the specific compound

classes need to be generated, and each has their place in both the LI and LO

phases. The computational models in the early phases are usually of a more gen-

eral character and are built from a large diversity of compounds, whilst in the later

LO phase a more restricted model for each project or structural group of com-

pounds needs to be generated. Data obtained from cell culture models should be of

high quality and low variability (see above) in both cases, as mixing of reported

data from different laboratories may not yield a model of good accuracy.

Several commercially available tools/software using Caco-2 cells as a model for

intestinal permeability have also been established, e.g., VolSurf (Tripos Inc.) and

LION’s iDEA (LION Bioscience, Inc.). Simulation Plus, which have generated the

GastroPlus module to predict a human drug plasma profile for a potential drug

candidate late in the LO phase use human intestinal perfusion data (Peff ) as per-

meability input, and transformation from Caco-2 data to human Peff data is there-

fore required and also offered by the program (for a description see Ref. [169]). In

general, these models can provide a good estimate of oral drug absorption and

its relation to either the molecular surface descriptors, to permeability, or other

important factors of oral drug absorption such as solubility and metabolic stability.
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5.6

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have provided information and experience relating to the use of

cell culture-based absorption models within the pharmaceutical industry. These

cell-based models are well suited as high-capacity screening models and for mech-

anistic evaluation of transport route or mechanism. Ensured high quality during

culturing and during the transport experiments is recommended, as differences

can cause major variability among the data acquired.
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AUC Area under the plasma concentration–time curve
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6.1

Introduction

This chapter will review some of the important methods for carrying out in vivo
absorption and bioavailability studies, as well as attempt to provide an overview

of how the information may be used in the drug discovery process. The chapter

is aimed at medicinal chemists and thus will focus on the use of animals in dis-

covery phase absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion/pharmacokinetic

(ADME/PK) studies, rather than the design of studies that are for regulatory sub-

mission, or part of a development safety package.

6.1.1

ADME/PK in Drug Discovery

The need to carry out ADME/PK studies prior to the start of drug development has

only recently become widely accepted. The very high failure rate of drug develop-

ment has been well known for a long time, but the key publication of Prentis et al.
in 1988 [1] highlighted that a significant proportion of the failures (39%) for the

seven major UK pharmaceutical companies could be attributed to ‘‘inappropriate

pharmacokinetics’’. In a more recent report [2], the failure rate attributed to the

same cause was 25%. Whether this apparent improvement is due to the variability

in the reporting system or a very rapid change due to the incorporation of DMPK

into discovery is not clear. However, it is often very difficult to attribute a failure

to a single cause; is the failure due to the toxicity of the compound or to poor PK,

which leads to excessive exposures at the peak concentrations that are necessary

to achieve the required pharmacological effect over the whole dosing period? Our

own experience, like that of others [3], is that there are often several aspects that

contribute to the decision not to progress a development project.

Nonetheless, it is now generally accepted that it is worthwhile ‘‘front-loading’’

projects with ADME/PK and toxicology information in order to improve the

chances of compounds achieving registration and becoming ‘‘best in class’’ [4].

The incorporation of ADME/PK into the discovery process has required a com-

plete re-evaluation of the approach to the science. Drug discovery can be seen as a

cyclical process (Fig. 6.1), with chemists making compounds that are screened for

biological activity. The biological data are fed back to the chemists who use it to

improve the design of the next compounds, which are then used to initiate the next

revolution of the cycle. The incorporation of ADME/PK into drug discovery means

that there is now a second, often orthogonal, make/test cycle. For this cycle to be

productive it is essential for it to operate at the same rate as the biological testing,

otherwise the chemistry will have moved on, and the ADME/PK data will have

been generated on compounds that are no longer of interest.

Of course, as the generation of biological information has moved towards high-

throughput approaches, ADME/PK has also needed to aspire to similar expecta-

tions. This has led to significant automation and simplification of the ADME
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screens, as will be seen elsewhere in this book. Even so, few projects have had

ready access to truly high-throughput screening (HTS) ADME/PK, and so it is

more usual for DMPK considerations to be taken on when projects are at the ‘‘Hit

to Lead’’ stage, or later [4].

6.1.2

The Need for Prediction

As ADME/PK has become incorporated into drug discovery it has become neces-

sary to reconsider the purpose of the studies. If the science is really going to reduce

the attrition rate in development, then it is essential for the studies to allow pre-

dictions of the PK in man to be made. This means predicting the likely size and

frequency of the dose. A review of the top 10 medicines of 1999 (Table 6.1) shows

all of them to be once-a-day compounds. It is clear that to be ‘‘best in class’’, and to

be able to maintain that position as follow-up compounds come along, it seems

probable that a compound will need to be suitable for once a day dosing.

Although the pressure to screen large numbers of compounds quickly has led to

the rapid development of in silico and in vitro assays, the sheer number and com-

plexity of the processes involved in determining the disposition of any particular

compound means that in vivo studies are still required to provide assurance that

the important processes are modeled with sufficient accuracy [4–6], and indeed,

that the potential contribution of processes for which there are no good in vitro
models (e.g., biliary secretion) are adequately assessed.

Although prediction of ADME/PK in man may be the primary purpose for the

pre-clinical studies, it is also important that potential new drugs have acceptable

properties in toxicology species. Without these it can be very difficult to generate

adequate safety margins to allow studies in man to start. It is also likely that the

development safety assessment program will be difficult and hence slow.

Fig. 6.1. Research optimization process.
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Tab. 6.1. The top 10 best-selling drugs in 1999.

Product Indications 1999 sales

[$billion]

%Global

Sales

Launched Dosing regime

Losec

(omeprazole)

Duodenal ulcer

Gastro-oesophageal

reflux

Helicobacter infections

5.7 1.9 1989 – UK

and US

Once daily, except when used

as part of combination

therapy

Zocor

(Simvastatin)

Hypercholesterolemia

Hyperlipoproteinemia

Hypertriglyceridemia

3.9 1.3 1989 – UK

1991 – US

Once daily

Lipitor

(Atorvastatin)

Atherosclerosis

Dyslipidemia

Hypercholesterolemia

3.8 1.3 1997 – UK

and US

Once daily

Norvasc

(Amlodipine

Besilate)

Hypertension 3.0 1.0 1990 – UK

1992 – US

Once daily

Prozac

(Fluoxetine)

Depression

Obsessive-compulsive

disorders

Panic

Post-traumatic stress

disorder

2.9 1.0 1988 – US

1989 – UK

Once daily

Ogasrtro

(Lansoprazole)

Duodenal ulcer

Gastro-oesophageal

reflux

Helicobacter infections

2.3 0.8 1994 – UK

1995 – US

Once daily, except when used

as part of combination

therapy for H. pylori and for

hypersectetory conditions.

Twice-daily when dose

b120 mg.

Seroxat

(Paroxetine)

Depression

Obsessive-compulsive

disorders

Panic

Post-traumatic stress

disorder

2.1 0.7 1991 – UK

1993 – US

Once daily

Zoloft

(Sertraline)

Depression

Obsessive-compulsive

disorders

Panic

Post traumatic stress

disorder

2.0 0.7 1996 – EU

and US

Once daily

Claritin

(Loratadine)

Allergy

Rhinitis

2.0 0.7 1989 – UK

1993 – US

Once daily

Zyprexa

(Olanzapine)

Bipolar disorders

Gilles de la Tourette’s

syndrome

Psychotic disorders

1.9 0.6 1996 – UK

and US

Once daily

Data from Scrip 2001 Yearbook, 17th edition, Table 2.7 p. 69. Sales of

top 10 products worldwide 1999.
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6.2

Consideration of Absorption and Bioavailability

There are two methods of dosing that are of primary interest to medicinal chem-

ists: the oral and intravenous routes. Oral is important because it is generally the

most convenient method of administration for patients, and the one most likely to

result in high patient compliance. Again, this is confirmed by inspection of Table

6.1, showing the best-selling drugs in 1999. All of the top 10 compounds are for

oral administration. Thus, oral administration is likely to be the desired route for

any compound to be developed. However, intravenous dosing is also important

because it allows determination of both rate of clearance and volume of distribu-

tion. These two are the primary parameters that determine the half-life. Clearance

can be modulated in a series of compounds by altering rates of metabolism, whilst

altering partition properties may change volume. Thus, it is important for medici-

nal chemists to know how these two parameters vary within their chemical series

in order to be able to optimize the chemistry.

The important stages in delivering a drug to its desired target after an oral dose

can be summarized as shown in Fig. 6.2. Initially the formulation has to be swal-

lowed and survive the transition to the site of absorption – the gastrointestinal tract

(GIT). The time required for this to happen will depend on the stomach emptying

time, which in turn will be a function of the fed/fasted state of the subject or ani-

mal that is being studied (see for example Ref. [7]). This kind of information can

only be obtained from in vivo studies.

Fig. 6.2. Absorption and bioavailability.
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Once in the GIT, when the drug has been released from the formulation into

solution, the process of absorption may begin. In this phase the compound has

to pass across the wall of the GIT. This can be either by passive diffusion, which

is commonly thought to be the most predominant route for the majority of drugs

with molecular weights below 1000 Daltons, or it can be by paracellular absorp-

tion, or by active uptake. The paracellular route avoids passing through the cells,

and instead the drug gains access to the portal blood by either passing through

the tight junctions between the cells or through the nonrestrictive junctions. This

method of absorption can be important for compounds of a smaller size (and

hence lower molecular weight), and higher polarity than the norm. Active uptake

mechanisms are most common for naturally occurring compounds such as sugars,

amino acids and di- and tri-peptides.

The compound in the portal blood is transported to the liver, which usually is the

major site of metabolism for pharmaceuticals. In the liver there is usually one, or

more, of three principal fates for the drug: either metabolism; excretion into the

bile; or return to the blood for distribution to the other tissues of the body. These

other tissues may also be sites of metabolism or, particularly in the case of the

kidney, sites of excretion.

There is often confusion as to the meaning of absorption, as opposed to bio-

availability. For the purposes of this chapter, absorption will be taken to mean

the processes that are involved in transferring the drug in solution from the site

of administration to the venous blood. In the case of oral absorption this will be to

the hepatic portal vein (see Fig. 6.2). Bioavailability is the ratio of the AUC after

administration by the route of interest, and after administration of the same

amount of drug direct into the systemic circulation, usually by intravenous injec-

tion. Thus bioavailability, after oral dosing, differs from absorption by also includ-

ing the effects due to such processes as metabolism and/or biliary secretion during

the first pass of the compound through the liver.

Bioavailability is an important parameter in drug screening cascades. It gives

a good indication of the efficiency of the delivery of the compound to the systemic

circulation by the chosen route. It can only be measured in vivo but, as will be

described below, it can be predicted for man using a number of methods.

Measurement of absorption can be complicated by efflux mechanisms. It is

clear that many compounds are actively transported back into the GIT, into the

bile or into the urine by efflux proteins. In the case of those in the GIT these

may have an impact on the apparent absorption of a compound. Some under-

standing of the substrate specificity for one of these proteins, P-glycoprotein, is

becoming apparent [8, 9], but currently the understanding is limited. At the

moment there are no published reliable methods either in vivo or in vitro for pre-

dicting the importance of efflux mechanisms for a particular compound in man

[10–12].

Absorption studies can be carried out using a variety of dosing routes, and

although this chapter will focus on oral dosing, analogous stages can be envisioned

after other methods of dosing.
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6.3

Choice of Animal Species

The main pre-clinical species used for pharmacokinetic studies are the rat, mouse

and dog. An examination of the Biosys database for 2000 and 2001 shows that of

the abstracted papers, 6334 mapped to the subject heading ‘‘Pharmacokinetics’’. Of

these, the vast majority (70%) were studies on humans. Studies on rats constituted

14% of the reports, mice 7.5% and dogs 3.4% (Table 6.2). Nonhuman primates can

also be important pharmacokinetic models, but ethical and practical considerations

severely limit studies in these animals such that, within the same period, they

represented less than 0.5% of the abstracted reports on PK.

The initial choice of the rat as the primary species for pharmacokinetic studies

arose because of their use in pharmacology and toxicology studies. However, there

is now such a large database of information about the relative pharmacokinetics of

the same compounds in rats and man that, as described below, useful predictions

to man can be made.

The importance of the mouse as a species for pharmacokinetics will prob-

ably increase as genetically modified mice become more important in producing

humanized models for in vivo pharmacology. The mouse presents a particular

challenge to pharmacokineticists, because of the very small volumes of blood that

can be obtained, and the difficulties this presents for bioanalysis. However, there

are now published methods for obtaining repetitive samples from mice [13], and

this means that, provided a statistically appropriate experimental design is used

(essentially a Latin Square – see Ref. [14]) the numbers of animals used in a study

can be limited. This same approach can be used for studies in larger animals when

Tab. 6.2. Numbers of pharmacokinetic studies by animal.

Numbers of papers abstracted into Biosys Previews and

mapping to the Subject Heading Pharmacokinetics.

Species Total no. of studies* Percentage*

All species 6334 100

Human 4411 69.6

Rat 862 13.6

Mouse 478 7.5

Dog 215 3.4

Rabbit 199 3.1

Guinea pig 38 0.6

Hamster 23 0.4

Non-human primate 21 0.3þ

*Numbers given against individual species sum to more than the

total given for all studies as some studies included more than one

species.
þMany primate studies are on human antibodies that cannot be

tested with other species due to problems of antigenicity.
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the analytical method requires plasma samples that are so large that a complete PK

profile cannot be determined in a single animal.

6.4

Methods

There are a number of important methods that are worthy of discussion before

consideration of how the data are used to predict human ADME/PK.

6.4.1

Radiolabels

An approach that can be used in determining ADME/PK parameters that is simple

to execute and gives confidence that the whole dose is accounted for, is to use a

radiolabel. This has been the standard approach for development ADME studies

for many years. The common isotopes used are 14C or 3H (tritium).

Of course, it is important to ensure that the site of labeling is chosen carefully so

that it is not readily lost by metabolism. For example, CH3aN and CH3aO groups,

although perhaps amenable to simple synthetic approaches, are often major sites

of metabolism, and could lead to significant portions of the dose being converted

to 14CO2 or 3H2O. Even though it is possible to trap and count the exhaled gas,

from a practical point of view these kinds of labels poor choices.

The incorporation of 14C into compounds at a suitable site often requires exten-

sive and complicated syntheses, and thus a relatively long time. This usually

means that 14C-labeled compounds are unsuitable for studies to be carried out

during discovery. There are however, very rapid methods for incorporating 3H into

compounds. The newer methods, generally involving metal-catalyzed exchange

reactions [15–18], in our experience, mean that suitable labels can often be pre-

pared in 2 or 3 weeks. These time scales make the approach viable for discovery

support. Additionally, and importantly, these methods can lead to specific incorpo-
ration of tritium.

There is a general prejudice among drug metabolism scientists against using

tritiated compounds. This is because such labels have often given rise to the for-

mation of 3H2O. Tritiated water has a remarkably long half-life in the body of

between 6 and 9 days [19–22], and this is probably much longer than the half-life

of the compound of interest, or its metabolites. In any studies, significant produc-

tion of 3H2O is an unwanted complication. However, we have found that specifically
labeled compounds often lose only small amounts of radioactivity as 3H2O, and

most of this can be readily removed by freeze-drying the samples. Hence, it is

usually possible to gain comprehensive information about the fate of the bulk of

the dose. We have often found the use of a 3H-labeled compound has significantly

improved our knowledge of a compound, and hence its chemical series, and given

clear information on the major pathways of clearance, or extent of absorption. This

then allows the data from in vitro screens to be used with greater confidence.
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6.4.2

Ex vivo Methods for Absorption

6.4.2.1 Static Method

There are several approaches to estimating absorption using in vitro methods,

notably Caco-2 and MDCK cell-based methods or using methods that assess pas-

sive permeability, for example the parallel artificial membrane permeation assay

(PAMPA) method. These are reviewed elsewhere in this book. The assays are very

useful, and usually have an important role in the screening cascades for drug dis-

covery projects. However, as discussed below, the cell-based assays are not without

their drawbacks, and it is often appropriate to use ex vivo and/or in vivo absorption
assays.

The simplest ex vivo assay consists of isolating segments of the GIT in an anes-

thetized rat, whilst leaving the blood and nervous supply intact as far as possible

[23]. Hence, the segments continue to receive a blood supply, and any absorbed

compound is carried away. The compound of interest is injected into segments,

and at the end of the study the isolated segments are collected, and analyzed for

remaining compound. Absorption is estimated by loss. By injecting the compound

into different segments at different times, a time course for the loss may be estab-

lished. The approach has the advantage of simplicity, but suffers from the need to

obtain good recoveries from what is often a difficult matrix to analyze. For poorly

absorbed compounds – often the ones where reliable estimation of absorption is

wanted – the method suffers from needing to determine accurately small differ-

ences from 100%.

6.4.2.2 Perfusion Methods

Because of these problems, perfusion assays have been developed. Success in pre-

dicting absorption in man using in-situ single-pass perfusion of the rat intestine

has been reported [24–26]. In this model the animal is anesthetized, and a seg-

ment of the gut is exposed and cannulated. A formulation of the drug is perfused

through the gut segment and the concentration before and after perfusion is

determined. This approach has the advantage of being able to make several esti-

mations of the concentration of the perfusate, and of allowing measurements to be

made from a cleaner matrix.

For a series of renin inhibitors a good correlation between the measured mem-

brane permeability and log D was found (r 2 ¼ 0:8). The model has been validated

against a human perfusion model [10], as well as being extended by including

molecular weight as a third parameter [27]. A further development of the model

is to chronically cannulate the animals so that they can be allowed to recover [28].

This model should avoid any effects from the anesthetic on the absorption process.

Using the single-pass in-situ absorption model in the anesthetized rat, a study

of nine compounds found a good correlation between rat and man as to whether

compounds were subject to active up-take or absorbed by simple passive diffusion

[29].

However, because of the significant surgical alterations that are necessary,

studies using isolated perfused gut loops do not always accurately predict the
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results in whole animals, and there can be significant advantages in whole animal

models for absorption.

6.4.3

In vivo Methods

There are several possible in vivo approaches to the determination of the absorp-

tion of a compound after oral dosing. Probably the simplest and most direct is

to use a radiolabel. For the vast majority of studies, this means either a 14C or 3H

label. The approach used can be quite simple: the labeled version of the drug is

administered to an animal that is then housed in a ‘‘metabolism cage’’ for the

separate, and complete, collection of both urine and feces. The samples of excreta

are collected for as long as is necessary to obtain a full recovery of radioactivity.

They are then analyzed for radioactive content. At its simplest, it can usually be

assumed that, after an oral dose, at least all of the radioactivity that appears in the

urine must have been absorbed, thus giving an assessment of the minimum

absorption of the compound. Collecting the feces and subjecting them to chro-

matographic analysis with radiodetection can refine the study. This allows the

identification of the proportion of the dose that has been absorbed but then

excreted in the bile as metabolites (as opposed to the dose that has not been

absorbed and has passed straight through the GIT as the parent compound). This

approach should be supported with further studies to ensure that the parent com-

pound is not metabolized directly in the GIT by the microflora. However, it is

possible to be misled if the parent compound is absorbed but excreted unchanged

in the bile.

Another refinement, that avoids the necessity of developing suitable fecal

extraction and chromatographic methods, is to dose the radiolabeled compound by

both the i.v. and p.o. routes in two separate studies. Knowing that, by definition,

the whole of the i.v. dose must have been bioavailable, a comparison of the pro-

portion of the dose in the urine after the two different routes allows estimation

of the percent absorbed. An analogous approach can be used without the use of a

radiolabel, when the urine from the two studies is analyzed either for the parent

compound or, more usually, for a major common metabolite. Assuming quantita-

tively identical clearance after both the i.v. and p.o. doses, the ratio of the amounts

of analyte in the two experiments gives the absorption.

6.5

In vivo Methods for Determining Bioavailability

6.5.1

Cassette Dosing

Cassette dosing or ‘‘N into 1’’ dosing was one of the first techniques used to

enhance the throughput of ADME/PK studies. It has the advantage of reducing the

number of animals used, and increasing the number of compounds that can be
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tested in a set time. This method involves dosing each animal with several com-

pounds at the same time [30]. The selectivity and sensitivity of analytical methods

now available, usually HPLC/mass spectrometry [31], mean that it is possible to

analyze for each of the compounds in the presence of others [32, 33]. Although

reports on cassettes of up to 22 compounds have been made [34], it is more usual

to limit the number to between three and six. There are significant benefits to this

approach, as animals are only dosed once and the same number of plasma sam-

ples is collected as would be for a single compound study. However, the dose levels

must be limited in order to minimize possible stress to the animals and possible

compound–compound interactions.

The potential for the metabolites that are formed to have the same masses as

other parent compounds is another factor that limits the number of compounds

that may be included in the cassette, as does the potential for drug–drug inter-

actions [35]. Other limitations are the total dose that can be administered without

saturating important pathways of metabolism or distribution, and the solubility

of the compounds in the dosing formulation. However, there is a balance to be

achieved as, if the dose of each component given is very low, it is likely that the

analytical method will not have sufficient sensitivity to provide an accurate assess-

ment of the pharmacokinetics.

Nonetheless the approach can provide – both routinely and rapidly – large

amounts of pharmacokinetic or other distribution information on several com-

pounds without significantly increasing the burden on the animals, whilst also

minimizing the number of animals used. It is common to include a compound of

known pharmacokinetics that acts as a control in each of these studies. This can

help in identifying when the co-administered compounds have changed the kinet-

ics. However, such marker compounds will not necessarily highlight problems

with compounds that are subject to different clearance mechanisms [35].

6.5.2

Semi-simultaneous Dosing

An approach that can bring benefits by reducing variability and increasing the

speed of generating results is to use ‘‘semi-simultaneous dosing’’ pharmacokinetic

studies [36]. In these studies, animals are dosed by the two different routes of

interest, a short period apart, often 4–6 hours, and usually less than 48 hours.

Blood samples are collected in the usual way following the dosing, and analyzed

for the parent compound. The pharmacokinetic profiles are then constructed, sub-

tracting out, if necessary, any part of the profile from the first dose that is still

present during the profile from the second dose [37]. These studies allow both

profiles to be determined in the same animals at essentially the same time (‘‘semi-

simultaneous’’). This has the advantage of reducing variability in the pharmaco-

kinetic profiles from the two doses, and allowing a more reliable comparison of

the two profiles. To ensure that there is not a significant increase in the number

of samples that are taken to determine the two profiles, the samples can be with-

drawn through an indwelling catheter, or the total number of venepunctures
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restricted to the same number that would be used for single-dosing studies. The

total amount of blood taken need not be significantly greater than is taken in a

normal pharmacokinetic study, and so there is little increase in the stress on the

animals. These studies have the advantage of eliminating a second procedure for

the animals, whilst retaining the advantage of a crossover design with little chance

for significant alteration in the factors that control the pharmacokinetics between

the two doses. The approach also generates information more rapidly than when

there is a ‘‘wash-out’’ period between the two doses.

The original proposal of the approach, supported by a Monte Carlo simulation

study [36], has been further validated with both pre-clinical [38, 39] and clinical

studies [40]. It has been shown to be robust and accurate, and is not highly

dependent on the models used to fit the data. The method can give poor estimates

of absorption or bioavailability in two sets of circumstances: (i) when the com-

pound shows nonlinear pharmacokinetics, which may happen when the plasma

protein binding is nonlinear, or when the compound has cardiovascular activity

that changes blood flow in a concentration-dependent manner; or (ii) when the

rate of absorption is slow, and hence ‘flip-flop’ kinetics are observed, i.e., when the

apparent terminal half-life is governed by the rate of drug input.

6.5.3

Hepatic Portal Vein Cannulation

The use of hepatic portal vein-cannulated animals can be helpful in determining

specific causes of poor bioavailability. After oral dosing, the total bioavailability of a

compound is normally calculated as:

Bioavailability ¼ AUCpo

AUCiv
� Doseiv
Dosepo

ð1Þ

where AUC is the area under the drug concentration–time curve to infinite time

and po and iv indicate oral or intravenous routes. The oral bioavailability can also

be considered from the perspective of loss at different stages of the process of

reaching the systemic circulation, i.e.,

Foral ¼ ð1� f GÞð1� fHÞð1� f absÞ ð2Þ

where f abs is the fraction not absorbed from the GIT, and fG and fH are the frac-

tions of drug cleared (e.g., metabolized) in the gut wall and the liver, respectively. It

is possible to measure the relative contributions of these processes by carrying out

dosing and or sampling of the hepatic portal vein [41] in addition to the normal

methods of p.o. and i.v. dosing coupled with i.v. sampling. Thus,

f G ¼ 1� AUCpo=AUChpv ð3Þ
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and

fH ¼ 1� AUChpv=AUCiv ð4Þ

These multiple input experiments can be carried out in a crossover fashion.

6.6

Inhalation

There are many ways of administering compounds to man or pre-clinical safety

species, and it is not possible to review them all within the scope of this chapter.

However, the inhalation route is worthy of some consideration as it can be impor-

tant. This is usually when the target organ is the lung, in diseases such as asthma

or chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD), or when the lung may be a

suitable route of administration for the systemic delivery of macromolecular pep-

tide or protein biopharmaceuticals – compounds that would neither survive pas-

sage through, nor be absorbed from, the GIT [42, 43]. The absorption of these

molecules is thought to occur by diffusion in the conducting airways [44] and by

diffusion and transcytosis in the alveolar region of the lungs [42]. Even with the

lower metabolic activity in the lung [45], direct administration can be a useful

way of delivering compounds to their site of action, whilst limiting systemic side

effects.

However, it is rarely possible to carry out inhalation studies during the research

phase. Compared with intra-tracheal (i.t.) dosing, inhalation dosing is perhaps

physiologically more similar to the clinical dosing method, is noninvasive, results

in lower dose rates, and may well provide more even and representative distribu-

tion within the lungs. Nonetheless, i.t. instillation is often a worthwhile alternative

as it allows accurately quantified doses to be administered, and does not require

the complex dosing systems needed in inhalation studies. Inhalation dosing

invariably leads to significant oral exposure, either due to direct ingestion of the

aerosol or by the animal grooming particles from its pelt after dosing has finished

(see Ref. [46] and references cited therein). Although i.t. administration has been

shown to produce a very nonuniform distribution within the lungs, it has also

been possible to obtain remarkably consistent, dose-proportional absorption over a

wide range of doses (up to two and four orders of magnitude) [47], suggesting that

absorption from the lung will not necessarily be saturated. Compounds given by

the i.t. route can give rise to pharmacokinetics that closely mimic those of an i.v.

dose [48, 49] with apparently very rapid and extensive absorption. However, i.t.

dosing can also give indications of differing rates of absorption from the lung,

depending on the compound and its physico-chemical properties [45, 47, 50] or

formulation [51, 52]. It has been reported that for a series of drugs the absorption

after aerosol administration was approximately twice as fast as through i.t. dosing

[53], suggesting that absorption from the deeper alveolar region may be more rapid

than from the tracheobronchial region of the lung.
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Although the usual animal model for i.t. studies is the rat [45, 47, 48, 54],

studies on dogs [50, 54], rabbits [49] and guinea pigs [55] have also been reported.

A detailed review of i.t. dosing has recently been published [46], which provides

practical details of the technique.

6.7

Relevance of Animal Models

6.7.1

Models for Prediction of Absorption

Measurement of the fraction absorbed, as described elsewhere in this book, can be

carried out using in vitro systems. However, for Caco-2 cells for example, the rela-

tionship between the apparent rate of permeability that is measured and the per-

centage of the dose absorbed in man is often very steep. Thus, small changes in

the measured rate of permeation result in a compound going from being predicted

to have low human absorption to having good absorption [6, 56]. Other model

systems, such as those based on the use of gut tissue in Ussing chambers, are

highly dependent on the supply of good quality tissue. Because of these kinds of

issues, in vivo models can have significant advantages over the in vitro systems.

Although the rate of absorption can be highly variable, the extent has often been

shown to be similar between species including man (see for example Ref. [57] and

references cited therein), the similarity has recently been analyzed and the corre-

lation between percentage dose absorbed in rat and man shown to be reliable and

quantitative [58]. The relationship was analyzed for a group of 64 drugs, which

covered a wide range of physical properties (acids, bases, neutrals and zwitterions)

and molecular weights (138–1202 Da). Also included were compounds for which

absorption may involve carrier-mediated mechanisms. Excluded were compounds

thought to be unstable in the GIT, or which are affected by particle size or are

polymorphic. The ratio between percent absorbed in human and rat was found to

be very close to 1, with a correlation coefficient of 0.97.

The other principal pre-clinical PK model – the dog – is not thought to be such a

useful model for prediction of absorption in man, because of larger pore size and

greater pore frequency in the paracellular pathway of dog compared with rat [59].

6.7.2

Models for Prediction of Volume

Estimation of the volume of distribution in man may be carried out in a number of

ways. These methods have recently been reviewed by Obach et al. [60], who carried

out a wide-ranging evaluation of a large number of different ways of predicting the

human pharmacokinetics of 50 compounds that entered development at Pfizer.

One of the simplest methods was reported to be the most reliable. It is based on

the assumption that the free-fraction of drug in the plasma in dog and human and
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the volume of distribution are proportional, i.e., free VdðhumanÞ ¼ free VdðdogÞ. This
allows a prediction for Vd in man to be generated:

Vdðpredicted in manÞ ¼ fuðmanÞ � VdðdogÞ=fuðdogÞ ð5Þ

Both human and dog volumes are in units of L kg�1, and fu is the fraction of the

drug unbound in plasma. The method was found to predict within 2-fold for about

80% of the compounds, which spanned about three orders of magnitude in their

Vd. Although the dog has been recommended as the best model for predicting

volume in man [60], there are also reports indicating that the rat may also be a

suitable model [61].

6.8

Prediction of Dose in Man

6.8.1

Allometry

One of the most frequently used methods for predicting human pharmacokinetics

from animal data is allometry. This technique was initially used to explain the

relationship between body size and organ weights in animals [62–67]. The

approach is based on finding a correlation between a physiological and the phar-

macokinetic parameter of interest. Generally the relationship takes the form of:

y ¼ a� Bx ð6Þ

where y is the dependent variable, e.g., clearance; B is the independent variable,

e.g., body weight, brain size or maximum life span; and a and x are the allometric

coefficient and exponent, respectively.

The allometric coefficient and exponent are determined empirically, and are not

thought to have any physiological correlate.

The drawback of this approach is that it is essentially empirical, and does not

allow for differences in metabolic clearance between the species, i.e., it assumes

that clearance is proportional to blood flow. This works well for compounds that

are highly extracted in the liver, and/or where passive renal clearance is the major

pathway [5, 68]. An approach for compounds that are actively secreted into the

urine has also been proposed [69], although the precise values of some of the

physiological scaling factors have been questioned [70].

Unfortunately, when clearance is largely metabolic and low, allometry can sig-

nificantly over-predict the human value [71]. Recent investigations have attempted

to address this by combining allometric approaches with in vitro metabolism data

[5].

A recent debate on allometric scaling has suggested that a great deal of further

work is necessary before allometry can be used with confidence in a prospective
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manner. It is claimed that it is not possible to know in advance when allometry will

not be suitable, and indeed the accuracy of the predictions may not be as reliable as

assumed [72–74].

6.8.2

Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetics

Another method of predicting human pharmacokinetics is physiologically based

pharmacokinetics (PB-PK). The normal pharmacokinetic approach is to try to fit

the plasma concentration–time curve to a mathematical function with one, two or

three compartments, which are really mathematical constructs necessary for curve

fitting, and do not necessarily have any physiological correlates. In PB-PK, the

model consists of a series of compartments that are taken to actually represent

different tissues [75–77] (Fig. 6.3). In order to build the model it is necessary to

know the size and perfusion rate of each tissue, the ‘‘partition coefficient’’ of the

compound between each tissue and blood, and the rate of clearance of the com-

pound in each tissue. Although different sources of errors in the models have been

Fig. 6.3. Physiological pharmacokinetic model.
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described [78–80], these kinds of models are extremely appealing to kineticists,

because they should lead to a fuller understanding of the factors that determine the

pharmacokinetics of any compound. However, they require many experimental

determinations to be made for each compound, and thus they are unlikely to

become the method of choice during the routine design, make/test cycle (see Fig.

6.1). They may however, become an important contributor to the decision about

the suitability of a compound to progress into development.

6.8.3

Prediction of Human Dose

As stated in the Section 6.1, one of the principal purposes of carrying out DMPK

studies during the discovery phase is to reduce the failure rate during develop-

ment. For DMPK this logically means predicting the pharmacokinetics that will be

observed and hence the dose that will be required in man when clinical studies are

carried out.

It is possible to predict the steady-state minimum plasma concentration (Fig.

6.4) using the equation:

Cmin; ss ¼ fa:Dose

Vðekt � 1Þ ð7Þ

where:

Fig. 6.4. Dose prediction.
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Cmin; ss is the minimum plasma concentration at steady state;

fa is the fraction absorbed in man;

Dose is the dose (in mg kg�1);

V is the volume of distribution at steady state (in L kg�1);

k is the elimination constant (this is given by clearance divided by volume);

and

t is the dosing interval given in hours�1.

The equation is an approximation, adapted from that for intravenous dosing [81],

corrected by addition of a term for absorption. Essentially it assumes instantaneous

absorption of the dose, but for compounds with reasonable physico-chemical and

PK properties that are expected to be suitable for once-a-day dosing, this approxi-

mation makes little difference to the predicted value of Cmin; ss. Use of the rela-

tionship can provide a simple approach for estimating the required dose in man

for a compound in the discovery phase.

Equation (7) can be re-arranged to allow the prediction of the dose and dose

interval, provided that the following can be estimated: human potency, absorption,

clearance, and volume.

Estimation of the potency can be made in a several ways and will be highly

dependent on the nature of the target. If a purified system is used it is normal to

correct for the effect of plasma protein binding (which can be measured directly in

human plasma) as it is usual for the effect to be proportional to the unbound con-

centration [82]. This can be used to set a value for the minimum plasma concen-

tration at steady state.

As described above, it will be normal to assume that the dose interval is 24

hours, i.e., once-a-day dosing. Absorption can be estimated with good confidence

from absorption in the rat (see Section 6.1). Clearance is the sum of the predicted

hepatic, renal, biliary and extrahepatic clearance. Hepatic clearance can be derived

from in vitro studies with the appropriate human system, using either microsomes

or hepatocytes. We prefer to use an approach based on that described by Houston

and Carlile [83]. Renal clearance can be predicted allometrically (see section 6.8.1).

The other two potential methods of clearance are difficult to predict. To minimize

the risks, animal studies can be used to select compounds that show little or no

potential for clearance by these routes. As volume can be predicted from that

measured in the dog, after correction for human and dog plasma protein binding

(see Section 6.2), it is possible to make predictions for all of the important param-

eters necessary.

We believe that this approach brings together the best combination of in vitro
to in vivo and allometric approaches, and can provide useful estimates of likely

human doses, provided that sufficient attention is paid to the errors associated with

all of the measurements [4].
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6.9

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter has been to illustrate the potential role of animal

studies in ADME/PK in drug discovery. Given that one of the major objectives for

ADME/PK is to predict PK in man, it must be concluded that much work is still

to be done in the development of reliable and accurate models. Although, quite

rightly, many studies have focused on in silico and in vitro approaches, there is still

a general agreement that, with current knowledge, we are still highly dependent on

animal models [3, 5, 6, 84]. Indeed, their use in predicting important parameters

such as absorption and volume of distribution has been highlighted in this chapter.
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7.1

Introduction

The predominant way to deliver drugs to the systemic circulation in order to gen-

erate pharmacological and clinical effects is the oral route. Self-administration of

drugs to the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is considered to be safe, efficient and easily

accessible, with minimal discomfort to the patient in comparison with other routes

of drug administration. The design and composition of the pharmaceutical dosage

formulation as well as the physico-chemical properties of the drug itself will cer-

tainly affect the in vivo performance, and hence the therapeutic outcome. Bioavail-

ability (F) of drugs following oral administration is determined by several factors

such as solubility and dissolution, transit time, GI stability, intestinal permeability

and first-pass extraction in the gut and/or by the liver [1–4]. Among these, the

effective intestinal permeability (Peff ) is a major determinant of fraction dose

absorbed (fa) [1, 3, 5]. It is a recognized fact that some drugs may be transported

by multiple mechanisms, by passive diffusion and by various carrier-mediated

transporters both via the absorptive and via the secretory route (Fig. 7.1) [1, 3, 6–8].

Fig. 7.1. The intestinal permeability of drugs

in vivo is the total transport parameter that

may be affected by several parallel transport

mechanisms in both absorptive and secretory

directions. Some of the most important

transport proteins that may be involved in the

intestinal transport of drugs and their

metabolites across intestinal epithelial

membrane barriers in humans are displayed.

P-gp ¼ P-glycoprotein; BCRP ¼ breast cancer-

resistance protein; LRP ¼ lung-resistant

protein; MRP1–5 ¼ multidrug-resistant protein

family; hPepT1 ¼ oligopeptide carrier for di-

and tripeptides; MCT ¼ HðþÞ-monocarboxylic

acid cotransporter. CYP34A4 is the important

intracellular oxidation CYP P450 enzyme for

which@50–60% of all clinically used drugs

serve as substrates.
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The expression and functional activity of the intestinal transport proteins and

enzymes are currently under examination, and the future will reveal the extent to

which various transporters will contribute to intestinal absorption and presystemic

metabolism of drugs (Fig. 7.1) [9]. Undoubtedly, such knowledge will increase our

understanding of the basis of inter-individual variability and regulation in drug

response, both from a genomic and from a nongenomic perspective [9, 10]. How-

ever, the in vivo measured drug transport kinetics (Peff ) represents the total trans-

port (i.e., the macroscopic transport rate) of all parallel processes.

Direct measurements of intestinal absorption, secretion and metabolism of

drugs in humans are possible by regional intestinal perfusion techniques [6, 11,

12]. In general, three different clinical tools have been employed in the small

intestine: (i) a triple-lumen tube including a mixing segment; (ii) a multilumen

tube with a proximal occluding balloon; and (iii; and a multilumen tube (Loc-I-

Gut2) with two balloons occluding a 10 cm-long intestinal segment (Fig. 7.2) [5, 6,

11, 13–15]. The advantages and disadvantages of the various intestinal perfusion

techniques are discussed elsewhere [3, 16]. The complete Loc-I-Gut concept is dis-

played in Fig. 7.3 [11, 13]. This intestinal perfusion technique, Loc-I-Gut, has been

widely applied to investigate drug absorption, presystemic metabolism, drug dis-

solution, in vitro–in vivo correlation, drug–drug interactions, inter-individual vari-

ability, GI physiology and disease mechanisms (Fig. 7.4) [3, 11, 16–36]. The Loc-I-

Gut approach provides the possibility of investigating and predicting the integrated

in vivo processes in the human intestine where genetic, biochemical, physiological,

pathophysiological, and environmental influences are present to affect the trans-

Fig. 7.2. Schematic diagram of three different

intestinal perfusion methodologies for human

use. (A) Open; (B) semi-open; (C) double

balloon. For the open and semi-open systems,

the hydrodynamics are best described by the

parallel tube model (the dotted line indicates

the concentration profile over the intestinal

length). The well-stirred model is the best

hydrodynamic model for the double balloon

perfusion technique.
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Fig. 7.3. The total Loc-I-Gut concept. Left: a perfusion system

of the duodenal segment. Center: a tube system with double

balloons which allow a segmental single-pass perfusion of

jejunum. Right: a perfusion system of the small intestinal

stomi.

Fig. 7.4. The Loc-I-Gut perfusion technique for

the proximal region of the human jejunum.

The multichannel tube is made from polyvinyl

chloride and is 175 cm long, with an external

diameter of 5.3 mm. It contains six channels

and is provided distally with two 40 mm-long,

elongated latex balloons, placed 10 cm apart;

each of these is separately connected to one of

the smaller channels. The two wider channels

in the center of the tube are for infusion and

aspiration of perfusate. The two remaining

peripheral smaller channels are used for

administration of marker substances and/or

drainage. A tungsten weight is attached to the

distal end of the tube to facilitate passage of

the tube into the jejunum. The balloons are

filled with air when the proximal balloon has

passed the ligament of Treitz. Gastric suction

is obtained using a separate tube. 14C-PEG

4000 is used as a volume marker to detect

water flux across the intestinal barrier.
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port/metabolism of drugs [3, 11]. In addition, the Loc-I-Gut technique has been

used to establish an in vivo human permeability database for the proposed Bio-

pharmaceutical Classification system (BCS) for oral immediate-release products

(Fig. 7.5) [1, 31, 37]. The human in vivo Peff values, obtained during appropriate

physiological conditions, provide the basis for establishing in vitro–in vivo correla-

tion, which can be used in making predictions about oral absorption as well as in

setting bioequivalence standards for drug approval [1, 16, 21, 28, 29, 31]. Recently,

this single-pass perfusion approach has been used for measurements of the

expression and function of enzymes and transporters in human-shed enterocytes

in combination with determination of transport and presystemic metabolism in

the same individuals [38, 39]. All together, this clearly indicates that intestinal

perfusion techniques are very useful in increasing our understanding of in-

testinal absorption and secretion and the metabolism of drugs. The purpose of the

present chapter is to describe the usefulness of human in vivo perfusion studies

in oral drug delivery research and to summarize reports based on these in vivo
techniques.

Fig. 7.5. The Biopharmaceutics Classification

System (BCS) provides a scientific basis for

predicting intestinal drug absorption and for

identifying the rate-limiting step based on

primary biopharmaceutical properties such as:

solubility and effective intestinal permeability

(Peff ). BCS serves as a product control

instrument. The BCS divides drugs into four

different classes based on their solubility and

intestinal permeability. Drug regulation

aspects related to in vivo performance of

pharmaceutical dosage forms have been the

driving force in the development of BCS.

Guidance for industry based on BCS mainly

indicates when bioavailability/bioequivalence

(BA/BE) studies can be replaced by in vitro

bioequivalence testing (www.fda.gov/cder/

guidance/3618fnl.htm).
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7.2

Pharmacokinetic Definition of Intestinal Absorption (fa), Presystemic Metabolism (EG
and EH) and Absolute Bioavailability (F) of Drugs Administered Orally to Humans

The most useful pharmacokinetic variable for describing the quantitative aspects

of all processes influencing the absorption (fa) and first-pass metabolism and

excretion (EG and EH) in the gut and liver is the absolute bioavailability (F) [40].

This pharmacokinetic parameter is used to illustrate the fraction of the dose that

reaches the systemic circulation, and relate it to pharmacological and safety effects

for oral pharmaceutical products in various clinical situations. The bioavailability is

dependent on three major factors: the fraction dose absorbed (fa) and the first-pass

extraction of the drug in the gut wall (EG) and/or the liver (EH) (Eq. (1)) [2–4, 15,

35]:

F ¼ fa� ð1� EGÞ � ð1� EHÞ ð1Þ

There exist several factors that may affect the intestinal absorption (i.e., fa) and gut

wall metabolism (i.e., EG) of drugs. These can be divided into three general cate-

gories: (i) pharmaceutical factors; (ii) physico-chemical factors of the drug mole-

cule itself; and (iii) physiological, genetic, biochemical and pathophysiological fac-

tors in the intestine [3, 5–8, 11, 15, 27, 32, 41–46]. The fa is the fraction of the dose

transported (absorbed) across the apical cell membrane into the cellular space of

the enterocyte according to scientific and regulatory definitions [3, 11, 16, 25–31,

47, 48]. Once the drug has reached the intracellular site, it may be subjected to

cytochrome P450 (CYP P450)-mediated metabolism, predominantly CYP3A4, as

well as other enzymatic steps [2–4, 15, 34, 35, 38, 49]. The enzymatic capacity of the

small intestine to metabolize drugs can, in pharmacokinetic terms, be expressed as

the extraction ratio of the intestine (EG) [40]. It is important to realize that CYP3A4

is not expressed in the colon [50, 51]. Instead, drug metabolism by colonic micro-

flora may play a crucial role in colonic drug absorption, especially with regard to

drugs given in extended-release dosage forms, which may be subjected to pre-

dominantly hydrolytic and other reductive reactions [52, 53]. The fraction that

escapes metabolism in the small intestine ð1� EGÞ may undergo additional

metabolism and/or biliary secretion in the liver (EH) before reaching the systemic

circulation. The EH is dependent on the blood flow (Qh), the protein binding

(fu), and the intrinsic clearance of the enzymes and/or transporters (Clint) [40].

Recently, it has also been recognized that membrane transport into the hepatocyte

has to be included in the models for predicting and explaining liver extraction.

7.3

Methodological Aspects on in vivo Intestinal Perfusion Techniques

Clinical studies of effective intestinal permeability (Peff ), secretion and metabolism

of various compounds, such as drugs, environmental pollutants and nutrients are
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rarely performed in vivo in humans, even if experimental techniques are available

(Figs. 7.2–7.4) [3, 11, 13, 16, 17, 24–31]. Direct measurements of compound

transport and metabolism in the mesenteric vein and portal vein in humans are

not possible for obvious reasons. Perfusion techniques do, however, offer great

possibilities of measuring intestinal processes. Over the past 70 years, different

in vivo intestinal perfusion techniques have been developed and the importance of

such in vivo studies has been clearly demonstrated [3, 5, 6, 11, 13–16, 25–31]. The

fundamental principle of an in vivo intestinal perfusion experiment is that the

absorption (i.e., Peff ) is calculated from the rate at which the compound disappears

from the perfused intestinal segment. An accurate determination of the Peff

requires knowledge of the hydrodynamics, perfusion rate and the surface area of

the perfused intestinal segment [3, 11, 16, 25–31]. Fluid hydrodynamics are

dependent on the perfusion technique applied, flow rate and GI motility [11, 30].

The major advantages in using Peff as the absorption parameter are that it is pos-

sible to measure regardless of the transport mechanism(s) across the intestinal

mucosa, predicts the fa and can be used to assess in vitro–in vivo correlations

which validates the use of different intestinal absorption models [1, 22, 28, 29]

commonly applied in discovery and preclinical development (Fig. 7.6a–c). It is

important to recognize that such in vivo studies of intestinal absorption and func-

tion provide the fully integrated response in humans, with a relevant combination

of genetic, biochemical, physiological, pathological and environmental factors [54].

We have established a good correlation between in vivo determined Peff and his-

torical data on fa for a large number of structurally diverse drugs (Figs. 7.7 and

7.8).

The enterocyte is the most common cell type (>90%) in the small intestinal

barrier, which also contains a significant number of lymphocytes, mast cells, and

macrophages [59]. The intestinal Peff for passive transcellular diffusion is consid-

ered to reflect the diffusion across the complex apical membrane into the cytosol,

which is situated close to the cytoplasmic leaflet of the apical enterocyte membrane

[3, 5, 7, 11, 16, 25–31, 47, 49, 55]. Consequently, intestinal perfusion models, that

measure the disappearance of the drug from the perfused segment, directly de-

scribe its quantitative uptake into epithelial cells. The apical enterocyte membrane

is very complex and apparently represents the rate-limiting step in the diffusion

across the barrier. In addition, it has been speculated that the exofacial leaflet is

responsible for the low permeability of the apical membrane [47, 55, 56]. Molecu-

lar dynamics simulations have identified four separate regions in the membrane,

although the biological membrane containing multiple components can be con-

sidered to be more complex [56]. More studies are required to establish the role of

bilayer asymmetry and membrane proteins in determining the unique permeabil-

ity properties of the barrier epithelial apical membrane [47, 55, 56].

Assessing the effect of the intestinal metabolism in the Peff as a membrane

transport rate parameter is a methodological issue [7, 26, 34, 35, 49]. An evaluation

of its influence has to include a study to establish which enzyme(s) is (are) involved

and the site of metabolism in relation to the site of the measurements. Intra-

cellular metabolism in the enterocyte, for instance by CYP 3A4 and di- and tri-
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peptidases, does not occur in the vicinity of the outer leaflet of the apical mem-

brane, and is therefore not considered to affect the Peff determined by the disap-

pearance approach (single-pass perfusion) [7, 15, 26, 34, 35, 38, 49]. By contrast,

drug metabolism in the lumen and/or at the brush border will directly interfere

with the determination of the Peff , since here, the drug is metabolized before it is

absorbed [57, 58]. It has also been suggested that intracellular metabolism may

indirectly affect intestinal permeability by providing a further sink boundary con-

dition across the apical membrane. However, we have shown that a specific inhi-

bition of the enterocyte CYP 3A4 by ketoconazole does not change the Peff of R/S-

Fig. 7.6. a–c. Human in vivo permeabilities

are a cornerstone of the BCS; the correlation of

fraction dose absorbed and permeability with

other models enables drugs to be classified

according to BCS, and for bioequivalence to be

defined for pharmaceutical product approval.

These human in vivo Peff were determined with

a regional double-balloon perfusion system

(Loc-I-Gut1) (see Fig. 7.4). The major

advantage of using Peff is that it can be

measured irrespective of transport mecha-

nism(s) across the intestinal mucosa. It can

also be used to predict the fa and to assess in

vitro-in vivo correlations that validate the

intestinal absorption models [21, 22, 28, 29]

used in discovery and preclinical development.

Fig. 7.7. Human in vivo permeability values

(Peff ) can be determined using a single-pass

perfusion technique (Loc-I-Gut) in humans.

These human Peff values correlated very well

with the fraction dose absorbed (fa) after oral

administration of many drugs in different

pharmacological classes and which represent

structural diversity.
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verapamil, which suggests that the sink condition in vivo is already provided by the

highly perfused mesenteric blood vessels (Fig. 7.9) [34, 35].

7.4

Paracellular Passive Diffusion

The enterocytes are sealed together by negatively charged tight junctions, and the

intracellular space formed is considered to be the paracellular route [59, 60]. The

available surface area for paracellular intestinal absorption has been estimated to

be about 0.01% of the total surface area of the small intestine [59, 60]. The quan-

titative importance of the paracellular route for the macroscopic intestinal absorp-

tion of hydrophilic compounds in vivo is not yet fully clear. There have been several

in vitro investigations demonstrating that the paracellular route is important for

the intestinal absorption of various hydrophilic compounds [48, 61–63]. How-

ever, in vivo studies have suggested that this route has only a minor contribution to

the overall intestinal absorption of drugs [20, 23, 25, 27, 64, 65]. In other in vitro
studies, it has been reported that the tight junctions between enterocytes are regu-

Fig. 7.9. Schematic illustration of P-

glycoprotein (P-gp) transport and CYP 3A4

metabolism of R/S-verapamil in the human

jejunum. It is assumed that the drug must be

absorbed before being metabolized by CYP

3A4 in the human enterocyte. Both the parent

drug and its metabolite, R/S-norverapamil, can

be transported into the blood or back into the

intestinal lumen.
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lated by nutrients to induce solvent drag and thereby increase the intestinal

absorption [62, 66–68].

We have assumed in previous reports that water transport during solvent drag is

largely paracellular. Based on this assumption, we have suggested that compounds

with a molecular weight (MW) of over approximately 200 Da (radius > 4.0 Å) are

too large for the limited intercellular space between the enterocytes, and therefore

not sensitive to solvent drag in terms of quantitative absorption [20, 23, 25, 27].

This hypothesis is supported by our observation that in humans, small hydrophilic

compounds such as urea (MW 60 Da, molecular radius 2.6 Å) and creatinine (MW

113 Da, molecular size 7.2–8.0 Å) are affected by solvent drag in humans, whereas

other hydrophilic compounds with a MW > 180 Da, such as d-glucose (180 Da),

antipyrine (188 Da), L-dopa (197 Da), terbutaline (225 Da), atenolol (266 Da) and

enalaprilate (348 Da) are not [20, 23, 25, 27]. Further support for passive trans-

cellular transport of fairly hydrophilic drugs are the observations that atenolol

(log D6:5 < �2, PSA 88 Å2, HBD 4) inhibits P-glycoprotein (P-gp)-mediated efflux

and that terbutaline (log D6:5 < �1:3, PSA 76 Å2, HBD 4) is extensively metabo-

lized in the gut wall during first-pass extraction following oral administration. Both

these compounds have been suggested to be largely absorbed by the paracellular

route due to their hydrophilic properties [61]. However, atenolol has been reported

to decrease the basal apical transport of celiprolol – a P-gp substrate that does not

undergo CYP 3A4 metabolism, in Caco-2 cells [69]. This transport inhibition is a

competitive interaction at the binding sites of the P-gp, which are suggested to be

located at the transmembrane region of the P-gp. Terbutaline undergoes exten-

sive sulfate conjugation after oral administration, which appears to occur predom-

inantly in the gut wall [70, 71]. This particular conjugation enzyme is located in

the cytosolic fraction of the enterocyte, which indicates that terbutaline must be

transported via the transcellular route even if it is a hydrophilic drug with low

intestinal permeability. Our human in vivo perfusion data – together with this dis-

cussion on two hydrophilic drugs, atenolol and terbutaline – support the

hypothesis that small and fairly hydrophilic drugs are mainly absorbed via the

transcellular route if passive diffusion is the predominant intestinal absorption

mechanism. In addition, Soergel suggests that the intestinal mucosa is nearly

impermeable to paracellular transport of hexoses, and Amelsberg et al. (1996)

hypothesize that paracellular absorption in mammals is unlikely to make a major

contribution to small intestinal absorption of bile acids (i.e., of MW 500–600 Da)

[60, 72].

7.5

Transcellular Passive Diffusion

Previously, the unstirred water layer (UWL) adjacent to the intestinal lining was

considered to be the rate-limiting step for intestinal Peff of high-permeability com-

pounds [27, 73]. However, several in vivo studies have clearly reported that the

thickness of this UWL is significantly thinner than was previously assumed, since
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there is an instantaneous mixing of intestinal fluids [43, 74]. For instance, in 1995,

Fagerholm and Lennernäs observed no significant changes in estimated Peff of

two high-permeability compounds, d-glucose (10� 10�4 cm s�1) and antipyrine

(4� 10�4 cm s�1), or UWL thickness over a four-fold range of perfusion rates (1.5

to 6.0 mL min�1) when using the Loc-I-Gut technique in humans [73]. Therefore,

it is currently accepted that the epithelial membrane controls the transport rate for

both low- and high-permeability compounds, regardless of the transport mecha-

nism in vivo [43, 73, 74].

The main intestinal absorption mechanism for drugs in vivo is considered to be

passive transcellular membrane diffusion with the apical membrane as the rate-

limiting step [3, 27, 36, 61, 75]. This is consistent with most drugs as the majority

of them are fairly lipophilic in nature. For instance, in a pharmacokinetic database

of a total of 472 drugs, it was found that 235 (50%) had a log P-value > 2, while 379

(80%) had log P-values > 0 [76]. Even if a drug is a substrate for an intestinal

transport protein, passive diffusion will probably be the main absorption mecha-

nism if the drug has suitable lipophilic physico-chemical properties. On the other

hand, intestinal carrier-mediated membrane transport will dominate for hydrophilic

drugs and polar metabolites if they are substrates for any transporter, since the pas-

sive membrane diffusion is then expected to be slow for such compounds [31, 36].

In a detailed multivariate data analysis report of the structure–permeability rela-

tionship we have shown that the in vivo jejunal human Peff for 22 compounds,

determined by the Loc-I-Gut technique, with diversified structures was correlated

with both experimentally determined lipophilicity values using a pH-metric tech-

nique and calculated molecular descriptors [36] (Figs 7.8, 7.10 and 7.11). Some of

these 22 investigated compounds were omitted from the final analysis as they

are carrier-mediated (amoxicillin, d-glucose, l-leucine, l-dopa, and a-methyldopa)

or paracellularly transported (urea and creatinine). The remaining 15 drugs were

included in the multivariate analysis for passive membrane diffusion, even if some

of them (e.g., verapamil, losartan, furosemide, fluvastatin) have been considered

to be substrates for efflux proteins, such as P-gp and multidrug-resistant protein

(MRP), located in the enterocyte membrane [7, 36, 46, 77]. The relationships

shown in Figs 7.7 and 7.10–7.11 strongly suggest that the intestinal absorption

mechanism for these drugs is probably expected to be dominated by passive trans-

cellular diffusion, and this is supported by the fact that for these drugs a linear

relationship exists between the fraction dose absorbed and the clinical dose range.

The theoretical models based on these in vivo permeability data from healthy vol-

unteers can be used to predict passive intestinal membrane diffusion in humans

for compounds that fit into the defined property space [36]. We used one of the

models obtained from this multivariate analysis to predict the log Peff values for an

external validation set consisting of 34 compounds. A good correlation was found

with the absorption data of these compounds, which further validates our in vivo
permeability dataset, as does the observation that passive diffusion is a dominating

mechanism for the in vivo intestinal absorption of many drugs [36].

In accordance with its polar nature, furosemide (log D6:5 �0:5, PSA 124 Å2,

HBD 4) has a low jejunal Peff of 0.05G 0.014 cm s�1 (Loc-I-Gut), and is classified
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as a low-permeability compound according to the BCS [1, 16]. Interestingly, after

oral administration the absorption and bioavailability (35–75%) of furosemide are

highly variable [78, 79]. There are several hypotheses for this high variability,

including active intestinal secretion, low passive diffusion, highly pH-dependent

dissolution and permeability [80]. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 suggest that drugs with

octanol/buffer partitioning coefficients higher than 0 and a PSA < 100 Å2 will be

highly permeable (Peff >A1:0� 10�4 cm s�1 and fa > 90%) across the human

jejunum, and suggest that a strong influence of pH on physico-chemical properties

which will most certainly influence the passive intestinal permeability in vivo.
At pH 7.4, 6.5, and 5.5 the experimentally determined partitioning coefficients for

furosemide at different pH were �0.9, �0.5 and 0.4, respectively [36]. In addition,

the uncharged furosemide has an experimentally determined partitioning coeffi-

cient (i.e., log P-value) of 2:53G 0:01. Finally, a recent in vitro study showed that

active intestinal secretion process is important for the transport of furosemide

across the Caco-2 monolayer [80]. However, these in vitro results must be further

Fig. 7.10. Correlation between in vivo Peff (determined with the

Loc-I-Gut technique in humans) and octanol/buffer (pH 6.5)

distribution coefficients for several common drugs. Drugs with

octanol/buffer (pH 6.5) distribution coefficients >0 are highly

permeable and well absorbed in humans (fa > 90%).
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investigated in vivo before any conclusion can be drawn regarding the mechanisms

involved in the intestinal absorption of furosemide in humans.

7.6

Carrier-mediated Intestinal Absorption

The region where the major part of nutrients are absorbed is the proximal jeju-

num. Accordingly, a very large number of carrier proteins, channels and enzymes

are expressed in this highly absorptive part of the GI tract. Carrier-mediated intes-

tinal absorption of drugs becomes the dominating absorption mechanism of drugs

with a reasonably high affinity to any intestinal transport protein, whereas the

passive permeability contribution is small due to the polar nature of the compound

[3, 27, 36, 61, 75]. The intestinal epithelium is polarized, and many transport pro-

teins are located in the apical membrane and maintained there because of the tight

junctions, which prevents proteins from diffusing within the membrane. Tight

junctions also prevent backflow of nutrients from the basal side of the enterocytes

into the gut lumen.

Targeting poorly absorbed drugs to nutrient transport system is a successful

approach to increasing oral bioavailability [7]. The two most important nutrient

Fig. 7.11. Correlation between in vivo Peff (determined with the

Loc-I-Gut technique in humans) and polar surface area (PSA)

for several common drugs. Drugs with a PSA >100 Å2 are

highly permeable and well absorbed in humans (fa > 90%).
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absorption proteins that can be utilized for drug transport in the absorptive direc-

tion are the oligopeptide carrier and the amino acid transport family. These pro-

teins are only expressed in the small intestine to any significant degree and drugs,

which are mainly absorbed through these carriers, will not be absorbed in the

colon. By using the Loc-I-Gut technique in the proximal jejunum in humans, we

investigated the transport of drugs that are substrates for any of these two proteins,

namely amoxicillin, cephalexin, enalapril, lisinopril, a-methyldopa, and L-dopa [3,

16, 31, 81, 82].

The oligopeptide carrier (hPepT1) is a symport carrier, which transports a sub-

strate with a proton across the apical enterocyte membrane. The access to protons

of the oligopeptide carrier is a result of a sodium carrier, the Naþ/Hþ exchanger,

which is located in the brush border membrane of the enterocytes [83]. In hu-

mans, the intestinal absorption of amoxicillin on average decreases from 72G 9%

to 45G 11% if the oral dose is increased from 500 mg to 3000 mg [84]. This con-

firms that hPepT1 has a high transport capacity, since amoxicillin is fairly well

absorbed despite such large doses. The in vivo jejunal Peff for amoxicillin has been

reported to be 0.4� 10�4 cm s�1 at a perfusate concentration of 300 mg L�1

(0.82 mM), which corresponds to an oral dose of 1200 mg [31]. This jejunal Peff

value predicts that fa is <90%, which classifies amoxicillin as a low-permeability

drug according to the BCS. The Peff measured in vivo by Winiwarter et al. in 1999,

was higher than that predicted for amoxicillin from the physico-chemical proper-

ties (log D6:5 �1:7, CLOGP ¼ 0.33, PSA 154 Å2, MW 365 Da) [36]. This observation

supports earlier pharmacokinetic reports, which suggested that amoxicillin has a

higher intestinal absorption (@50–75%) than would be expected based on its low

lipophilicity and amphoteric nature [84, 85]. The large inter-individual variability in

the in vivo Peff for amoxicillin may be due to polymorphism in the expression of

hPepT1. Another possible explanation might be variation in nutritional status, as

it has been reported that transcriptional activation of the PepT1 gene occurs by

selective amino acids and dipeptides in the diet [86]. It has also been reported that

the integrated response to a certain stimulus may increase PepT1 activity by

translocation from a preformed cytoplasmic pool [87]. We reported that enalapri-

late, the diacid and active form, has a low Peff and consequently, a low fa in

humans (Fig. 7.12). The prodrug approach of esterifying enalaprilate to enalapril

has increased the human in vivo Peff as well as the fa after oral administration (Fig.

7.12), this being most likely due to the higher transport activity of hPepT1 with the

ester prodrug enalapril than the diacid form enalaprilate [88]. In the human jeju-

num, we determined the in vivo Peff for amoxicillin, cephalexin, enalapril and lisi-

nopril. These compounds have physico-chemical properties that predict low pas-

sive diffusion across the human intestine. It has also been shown that, in Caco-2

cells, the in vitro permeability is low, and this is in accordance with the poor ex-

pression of hPepT1 in that absorption model. The passive diffusion is low due to

the polar nature of the compounds [89]. However, in vivo the intestinal permeabil-

ity has been reported to be significantly higher. This is in accordance with a higher

expression of hPepT1, which is the main mechanism for intestinal absorption of

these drugs.
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The in vivo Peff in healthy volunteers of drugs transported by the amino acid

transporter for large neutral amino acid (LNAA) was determined for l-dopa and

a-methyldopa. a-Methyldopa was classified as a low Peff drug (0.1G 0.1�
10�4 cm s�1, at a perfusate concentration of 6.0–6.5 mM (Fig. 7.13) [16, 36, 81].

The corresponding in vivo Peff for l-dopa was about 30-fold higher, namely 3.4G
1.0� 10�4 cm s�1, at a luminal concentration of 2.0–2.5 mM (Fig. 7.13) [3, 16, 36].

The difference regarding in vivo Peff between a-methyldopa and l-dopa is probably

due to a lower affinity to and/or transport capacity for a-methyldopa of the LNNA

transporter. The low in vivo Peff of a-methyldopa indicates that the passive diffu-

sion is also low, which is in accordance with the physico-chemical properties (MW

211 Da, log D6:5 < �2, PSA 103 Å2, HBD 5) [36]. Figure 7.13 illustrates that a

small change in the chemical structure of a substrate for the LNAA transporter

significantly alters its in vivo permeability. This is due to the narrow substrate spe-

cificity of this carrier protein. Two nutrient substrates for this carrier family, l-leu-

cine and l-phenylalanine, have high in vivo Peff in humans, despite these being

determined at two widely different perfusate concentrations in this study (Fig.

7.13). This observation confirms that the amino transport family also exhibit a high

in vivo transport capacity in the human jejunum.

The rate and extent of intestinal absorption of cimetidine has been widely dis-

cussed previously, and a reasonable value of fa for this drug has been estimated as

75% [90, 91]. It has been reported that cimetidine is a substrate for both P-gp and/

or organic cation transporters (OCNT1 and OCNT2) [82, 92]. We determined the

Fig. 7.12. Effective permeability (Peff ) of

enalapril and enalaprilate in human jejunum in

vivo. The Peff -values predict the fraction dose

absorbed for both drugs in human pharmaco-

kinetic studies. The higher jejunal Peff of

enalapril most likely results from significantly

higher transport due to the peptide carrier.
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human jejunal in vivo Peff at two different clinically relevant concentrations in

order to investigate saturation in any carrier-mediated transport across the intesti-

nal epithelium (Fig. 7.14). There was no difference between the two concentra-

tions, and together with the observation that the human permeability correlates

well with that of the Caco-2 model (which has a low expression of carrier proteins),

this suggests that passive diffusion is a dominating mechanism even for cimeti-

dine [82]. If organic cation transporters were the dominating mechanism, it might

have been expected that the human intestinal in vivo permeability would have been

significantly higher than the Caco-2 permeability, as the expression of OCNT1 and

OCNT2 is higher in the human small intestine than in the Caco-2 model [82].

7.7

Jejunal Transport and Metabolism

Cytochrome P450 (EC 1.14.14.1) enzymes are well known for their ability to

metabolize the majority of drugs, to detoxify environmental pollutants, and to

activate some classes of carcinogens [93]. The most highly expressed subfamily

is CYP 3A, which includes the isoforms CYP 3A4, CYP 3A5, CYP 3A7, and CYP

3A43 [93, 94]. The most abundant isoform is CYP 3A4, which corresponds to 30%

of the total P450 content in the liver and about 70% of the total P450 content in the

Fig. 7.13. Effective permeability (Peff ) of l-dopa, a-methyldopa,

l-leucine and l-phenylalanine in human jejunum in vivo. Peff
were measured using a single-pass perfusion technique at

concentrations of 2.5 mM, 6.7 mM, 40 mM and 0.06 mM for l-

dopa, a-methyldopa, l-leucine and l-phenylalanine, respectively.
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intestine [93–95]. The CYP 3A4 isoform is one of the most important enzymes for

oxidative drug metabolism, with about 50–60% of clinically used drugs being

metabolized by this particular isoenzyme [93, 96]. Despite the higher enzymatic

capacity in the liver than in the small intestine, it has been shown that the human

intestine contributes significantly to the first-pass extraction of drugs subjected to

metabolism by CYP 3A4 [4, 97–99]. The proposed apical recycling hypothesis

is one attempt to explain this fairly high gut wall extraction despite relatively low

intestinal CYP 3A4 activity in comparison with the liver. This hypothesis suggests

that P-gp and CYP 3A4 act synergistically to prolong the intracellular residence

time and thereby repeatedly expose the drug to the CYP 3A4 enzyme [49, 77, 100,

101]. In addition, the process may provide an active transport of formed metabo-

lites towards the intestinal lumen which may prevent product inhibition of the

enzyme [102–104]. Further evidence of the metabolism–efflux interplay is the

close vicinity of P-gp and CYP 3A4 in the enterocyte [100, 105] and the overlapping

substrate specificity [106]. However, strong in vivo evidence to support this elegant

hypothesis is still lacking, and its validity in vivo is not evident as CYP 3A4 sub-

Fig. 7.14. Effective permeability (Peff ) of

cimetidine in human jejunum at two clinically

relevant luminal concentrations. A reasonable

fa value for cimetidine has been estimated to

75% [90, 91]. Cimetidine may be a substrate

for both P-gp and/or organic cation trans-

porters (OCNT1 and OCNT2) [82, 92]. This

investigation was performed to determine

saturation in carrier-mediated transport across

the intestinal epithelium. No difference was

seen between the two cimetidine

concentrations, and human permeability

correlated well with that of the Caco-2 model

(which has a low expression of carrier

proteins). Hence, passive diffusion is a

dominating mechanism for cimetidine [82].
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strates (e.g., midazolam and felodipine) undergo extensive gut wall metabolism,

even though they are not subjected to any intestinal efflux [46, 107].

The intestinal epithelium has a carrier-mediated efflux system for limiting the

uptake of xenobiotics, which is in turn mediated by ATP-binding cassette (ABC)

transport proteins [3, 7, 108–110]. These proteins are also expressed in numerous

cell types in tissues such as the liver, kidney, testes, placenta and blood–brain bar-

rier, and may also play a role in the pharmacokinetics of drugs [108]. The multi-

drug-resistance transporter gene MDR1 (HUGO nomenclature: ATP-binding cas-

sette transporter gene ABCB1) codes for P-gp and is the most extensively studied.

Other multidrug transporters which are also currently under investigation include

the multidrug-resistant protein family (MRP1–6) and breast cancer-resistant pro-

tein (BCRP) [46, 111, 112]. In normal situations, these proteins limit the cellular

entrance and increase the excretion of agents from the cells where they are

expressed [108]. Despite extensive research having been conducted to identify the

importance of efflux proteins with regard to intestinal drug absorption, relatively

few examples have been reported in humans [6, 107, 113, 114]. Greiner et al., in
1999, reported a good example of their clinical significance, stating that the plasma

concentration–time profile (i.e., bioavailability) of oral digoxin was significantly

lower during rifampin treatment – a finding which was attributed to an increased

expression of intestinal P-gp [8]. It has also been shown that a polymorphism in

exon 26 (C34 35T) can result in a decreased intestinal expression level of P-gp,

along with an increased oral bioavailability of digoxin [115, 116]. Atorvastatin (80

mg once daily) has likewise been shown to affect the steady-state pharmacokinetics

of digoxin in humans [117], with the Cmax and plasma AUC having been reported

to increase by 20% and 15%, respectively. However, the renal clearance was unaf-

fected, which suggests that this drug–drug interaction is due to increased intesti-

nal absorption and/or decreased biliary secretion of digoxin, mediated through P-

gp inhibition [117]. This was also confirmed in vitro (i.e., in Caco-2 cells) where

atorvastatin decreased digoxin secretion by 58%; this was equivalent to the extent

of inhibition seen with verapamil, a well-known P-gp inhibitor [117, 118]. Recently,

several clinical studies have also claimed that an inhibition of intestinal efflux

(especially of P-gp) was the major factor behind an increased bioavailability when

certain drugs were co-administered [100, 119]. However, in many of these reports

the most likely main mechanism was still the inhibition of CYP 3A4, and the role

of the cellular efflux in vivo at the intestinal level remains unclear. The reason for

this over-interpretation of the role of enterocyte efflux activity on intestinal drug

absorption may be due to the overlapping specificities of both the substrates and

inhibitors to both CYP 3A4 and P-gp [106]. Additional factors may be saturation of

the efflux carrier due to high drug concentration in the intestinal lumen and/or a

fairly high passive permeability component [34, 35].

A direct in vivo assessment of the quantitative importance of gut wall metabo-

lism and transport of drugs and metabolites in humans is difficult and conse-

quently has been attempted only rarely [3, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 23, 25–32, 34, 35, 81].

The most direct in vivo approach to investigating these processes in drugs with

variable and incomplete bioavailability was intestinal perfusion by single-pass per-
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fusion or an instillation approach (see Fig. 7.2) [3, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16, 25–32, 34, 35,

81]. In general, traditional pharmacokinetic studies may have limitations in their

ability to distinguish intestinal from hepatic extraction, as is discussed by Lin et al.
[120]. However, the obtained values of metabolic extraction of R/S-verapamil in the

human gut (A50%) and liver (A50%) have been reported to be similar using the

steady-state single-pass perfusion approach and the instillation technique [15, 34,

35], and also agree with findings in traditional pharmacokinetic studies [2, 121].

A direct in vivo assessment was carried out with the single-pass perfusion

approach in the human jejunum by using the Loc-I-Gut technique with R/S-
verapamil (log D6:5 2.7, octanol/water; pH 7.4; MW 455 Da) as the model com-

pound for CYP 3A4 and P-gp-mediated local intestinal kinetics [2, 34, 35, 122] (see

Figs. 7.7 and 7.9). The Peff for both enantiomers at each of the concentrations (4.0,

40, 120, and 400 mg L�1) was 2.5� 10�4, 4.7� 10�4, 5.5� 10�4 and 6.7� 10�4

cm s�1, respectively (Fig. 7.15) [34, 35]. A luminal concentration of 400 mg L�1 is

expected to be achieved in the upper part of the small intestine after oral adminis-

tration of a 100-mg dose of verapamil in an immediate-release dosage form [1, 34,

35]. The three other perfusate concentrations represent fractions of the dose when

30%, 10%, and 1%, respectively are left to be absorbed [34, 35]. The increased

in vivo jejunal Peff of R/S-verapamil, along with its increased luminal perfusate

concentration, is in accordance with a saturable efflux mechanism mediated by

Fig. 7.15. Effective permeability (Peff ) of R/S-verapamil

in human jejunum at four clinically relevant luminal

concentrations. The measured in-vivo jejunal Peff was

sufficient at all perfusate concentrations (>2.0� 10�4

cm s�1) to predict complete intestinal fa following oral

administration. (See text for details.)
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P-gp (Fig. 7.15). Furthermore, there was no difference in Peff between the R- and S-
forms of verapamil at any luminal concentration, which suggests that the efflux

transport cannot discriminate between the enantiomers. However, the measured

in vivo jejunal Peff was sufficient at all four perfusate concentrations (>2.0�
10�4 cm s�1) to predict complete intestinal fa following oral dosing (Figs. 7.7 and

7.15) [34, 35]. Together with the fact that Peff and fa are excellent – as predicted for

the physico-chemical properties of R/S verapamil – this suggests that passive dif-

fusion is the dominating transport mechanism for this drug in the human intes-

tine [34–36].

Ketoconazole, a well-known potent inhibitor of CYP 3A4 metabolism and a less

potent P-gp modulator, acutely inhibited the CYP 3A4 metabolism but did not

affect the Peff of R/S-verapamil when they were coperfused through the human

jejunal segment, with ketoconazole at 40 mg L�1 and R/S-verapamil at 120 mg L�1

(Figs. 7.9, 7.15 and 7.16) [35]. This confirms that, in vivo, ketoconazole is less

potent as an inhibitor of P-gp in humans than is CYP 3A4, since even if verapamil

is transported by passive diffusion to large extent, an increased Peff would have

been expected for P-gp inhibition [35, 123–125]. These findings also demonstrate

that intracellular metabolism has no effect on apical drug permeability (Figs. 7.9

and 7.16). In this regard, it has been proposed that an intracellular CYP 3A4

Fig. 7.16. Ketoconazole had no effect on

human effective in vivo permeability (Peff ) of

R/S-verapamil, antipyrine, and d-glucose. The

data suggest that extensive intracellular

metabolism (in the enterocyte; mediated by

CYP 3A4) of substrates such as R/S-verapamil

has no direct or indirect effect on Peff ; this was

supported by the similarity in Peff between R-

and S-verapamil. Otherwise, the stereoselective

CYP 3A4 metabolism (S-verapamil is more

readily metabolized) would be reflected in the

Peff values measured in vivo.
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metabolism may provide a more pronounced concentration gradient across the

apical enterocyte membrane, which in theory should increase the intestinal per-

meability [120, 126, 127]. Since verapamil is transported mainly via passive diffu-

sion and is subjected to extensive CYP 3A4 metabolism in the gut, it is considered

to be a good model drug to investigate this issue in humans [2, 15, 34–36]. How-

ever, an inhibition of small intestinal metabolism did not result in a decreased

jejunal Peff . In addition, if intracellular CYP 3A4 metabolism would have had a

pronounced effect on jejunal Peff , then S-verapamil should have had a significantly

higher intestinal permeability, as its gut wall metabolism is more extensive than is

that of R-verapamil. However, we have shown with the Loc-I-Gut technique that

the human jejunal Peff for S- and R-verapamil is identical, though S-verapamil was

subjected to a significantly higher degree of intestinal first-pass metabolism [35].

Altogether, this suggests that an extensive CYP 3A4 metabolism in the enterocyte

in humans does not affect drug permeability across the apical membrane by

increasing the concentration gradient across the apical enterocyte membrane

(Figs. 7.9 and 7.15). A more plausible explanation may be that the concentration

gradient in vivo across the intestinal barrier is provided by the extensive mesenteric

blood flow. This would emphasize an important methodological aspect for in-

testinal perfusion techniques, in which a determined Peff based on the disappear-

ance rate from a perfused segment, is not affected by extensive intracellular

metabolism.

The jejunal permeability and intestinal and hepatic extraction of fluvastatin, a

drug which is completely metabolized by CYP 2C9, were investigated in humans

by using the Loc-I-Gut technique [32]. It was shown that the contribution of the

intestine to the total first-pass effect is negligible for fluvastatin. This observation

agrees with the observation that CYP 2C enzymes are expressed in low amounts in

the enterocytes [8, 128]. In vitro (i.e., in Caco-2 cells), fluvastatin showed a signifi-

cant efflux ratio of about five, at clinically relevant concentrations, which was

probably mediated by MRP 2. The human in vivo Peff was high (2:4G 1:4� 10�4

cm s�1, which demonstrates that despite a significant in vitro intestinal efflux flu-

vastatin will have a complete intestinal absorption in vivo (Fig. 7.7) [3, 16, 32]. This
is most likely due to the significant contribution of passive intestinal permeability

to the overall absorption of fluvastatin, which is in accordance with its lipophilic

properties (acid pKa 4.3, log D6:5 2.0, PSA 81 Å2, HBD 3) (Figs. 7.10 and 7.11) [32,

36]. A similar pattern has been shown for many drugs. For instance, the deter-

mined jejunal Peff for cyclosporine, a well-known CYP 3A4 and P-gp substrate, has

been reported to be high and to predict a complete intestinal absorption even if the

drug is subjected to significant efflux in in vitro cell models [2, 15, 34, 35, 129, 130].

Altogether, these directly determined in vivo human Peff values suggest that in

humans, drugs with a high passive intestinal permeability contribution to the

overall absorption rate, will be completely absorbed from the gut even if they are

substrates (such as verapamil, fluvastatin, losartan, and cyclosporine) for one and/

or several efflux transporters. The values also suggest that drugs with a sufficiently

high lipophilicity will be absorbed from the gut by passive transcellular diffusion

as their main mechanism. Finally, in vivo data suggest that for many drugs, there
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is a limited effect of intestinal active efflux on fa even if they are efflux substrates,

which is in accordance with the limited number of reports that shows its clinical

significance [8, 115, 116]. This may be due to a high contribution of passive dif-

fusion as well as to the fact that these intestinally located efflux proteins may be

easily saturated due to high concentrations adjacent to the intestinal membrane of

the orally administered drug.

Model drugs and direct in vivo methods are needed in order to perform accurate

investigations of the clinical significance and the pharmacogenetics of transporters

and their influence on pharmacokinetics. Such model compounds should not

be subjected to any metabolism, which would make the assessment of the role of

transporter possible. For instance, digoxin and fexofenadine have been suggested

to be model compounds to assess the phenotype for P-gp significance [8, 115,

116, 131]. We investigated the effect of ketoconazole on the measured Peff for

fexofenadine because concomitant oral administration of these drugs led to an

increase in the Cmax and AUC, which would be consistent with inhibition of P-gp-

mediated transport [132, 133]. Fexofenadine has indeed been shown to be a sub-

strate for P-gp in Caco-2 and L-MDR1 cells, and its disposition is altered in knock-

out mice lacking the gene for mdr1a [134, 135]. Hence, an expected acute effect of

ketoconazole when added to the jejunal perfusion would have been an increase in

jejunal Peff and the plasma AUC of fexofenadine, but there was no acute effect on

the jejunal Peff of fexofenadine. The jejunal Peff was low (0.1–0.2� 10�4 cm s�1)

and variable which, according to the BCS, classifies it among the low-permeability

compounds (Figs. 7.5 and 7.7) [1]. The reported absence of an effect of ketocona-

zole on fexofenadine permeability means that further in vivo studies are needed in

order to fully understand the interaction between these two drugs. It also means

that a fuller understanding of the mechanisms involved is needed before the gen-

eral conclusion – that fexofenadine is a typical in vivo probe for P-gp activity in

humans – can be drawn. Our understanding of the expression of transporters and

their functional activity in different human tissues is at an early stage, and there

is a need for more in vivo pharmacokinetic data to be acquired in order validate

in vitro methods of studying drug transport in terms of both quantitative and

qualitative aspects [107].

In a recent publication, Glaeser et al. have shown that the majority of shed

human enterocytes collected from an intestinal perfusion were still functionally

active and did not show signs of apoptosis [38]. Based on a validation of the Loc-

I-Gut system for the study of gene expression during perfusion, changes of mRNA

levels in shed enterocytes before and after perfusion of a 10 cm-long jejunal

segment were studied in parallel to the intestinal permeability, metabolism of

selected compounds in the gut wall and the excretion of their metabolites back into

the lumen (see Fig. 7.4) [39]. Sulforaphane and quercetin-3,4 0-diglucoside were

rapidly effluxed back into the lumen as sulforaphane-glutathione and quercetin-3 0-
glucuronide conjugates, respectively. Gene expression analysis in exfoliated enter-

ocytes showed 1:8G 0:5-fold (range 1.1–2.3) induction of glutathione transferase

A1 (GST) mRNA and 2:1G 1:3 (range 0.7–4.0) induction of UDP-glucuronosyl-

transferase 1A1 (UGT1A1) mRNA after only 90-min exposure to these two com-
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pounds. The technique demonstrates it usefulness to elucidate intracellular pro-

cesses and relate to temporal changes in gene expression (see Fig. 7.4) [38, 39].

7.8

Regional Differences in Transport and Metabolism of Drugs

Regional differences in the transport and metabolism of drugs, especially in the

colon, have not been investigated thoroughly in humans by using intestinal perfu-

sion techniques. Therefore, there is a need to develop clinical techniques that make

it possible to directly investigate the transport and metabolism in vivo of drugs in

various regions of the GI tract. This would certainly improve our understanding of

regional differences of the transport and metabolism of drugs – an understanding

that is crucial for the development of orally controlled release systems, which have

received increased attention as they create new therapeutic opportunities. In addi-

tion, regional absorption and metabolism may also affect the local effect of a drug,

which is targeted to a certain region where diseases such as inflammatory bowel

disease (IBD) and colon cancer are localized [136].

Investigations of regional differences in permeability and metabolism have been

carried out using a variety of animal models [22, 29, 75, 102, 109, 112, 137]. Ani-

mal tissues (mainly from rats) are widely used in the Ussing chamber to investi-

gate intestinal transport of drugs, and regional aspects [29, 75, 138], whereas few

studies have been conducted with human tissues due to their limited availability.

Regional differences regarding functional activity of P-gp have been reported in

only very few cases, and are mainly based on animal studies [22, 75, 109, 112, 137].

For instance, one of the few systemic kinetic analyses of efflux activity showed that

marked differences exist along the different regions of the rat GI tract [112], with

maximal transporter activity varying over a four- to five-fold range in the order

ileum > jejunum > colon. Previous studies have claimed that MDR1 mRNA levels

should be highest in the human colon [129]; however, recent investigations have

reported that P-gp is more readily expressed in the small intestine than in the col-

orectal region [50, 109]. Interestingly, Nakamura et al. in 2002 reported that in

their study, MDR1, MRP1 and CYP 3A mRNA levels were higher in human duo-

denal tissue than in normal colorectal tissue and colorectal adenocarcinoma tissue

[50]. Although there are inconsistencies among reported MDR1 mRNA levels and

P-gp-mediated efflux activity in the small intestine and colon, these may be attrib-

uted to wide species differences, as well as to variations in methodology and study

design [107, 109, 112, 129, 137, 144].

It has also been shown in vitro, by using rat small intestinal and colonic tissue

in an Ussing chamber, that the low-permeability drugs (BCS classes III–IV) have

an even lower permeability in the colon, whereas high-permeability drugs (BCS

classes I–II) show a slightly higher permeability in the colon when passive diffu-

sion is the dominating mechanism (see Fig. 7.5) [75]. This intestinal permeability

pattern has also been shown to be relevant for small and large intestinal specimens

from humans applied to the Ussing chamber model [104]. A regional difference
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in permeability for five different compounds has been reported from a study that

applied an open triple-lumen tube and perfused an 80 cm-long segment of human

jejunum and ileum (see Fig. 7.2) [139]. The Peff for hydrochlorothiazide, atenolol,

furosemide and cimetidine – all of which are classified as low-permeability drugs

according to the BCS – decreased in the ileum in comparison with the jejunum [3,

139]. This in vivo observation is in agreement with the regional Ussing chamber

studies in rats for low-permeability compounds [75]. Salicylic acid, which is highly

permeable, was well absorbed throughout the small intestine. The small intesti-

nal regional permeability pattern has also been demonstrated for ranitidine (low-

permeability) and paracetamol (acetaminophen) and griseofulvin (two high-

permeability compounds), using a similar open intestinal perfusion technique

[140–142]. In vivo permeability measurements of drugs in the colonic/rectal region

in humans are difficult to perform, and this most likely explains why so few data

have been published. However, we developed and validated a new technique for the

perfusion of a defined and closed segment in the colon/rectum [143]. We observed

that the permeability of antipyrine in the rectal region was high, while d-glucose

was not absorbed – which is in accordance with the fact that passive diffusion is

the dominating drug absorption mechanism in this specific intestinal region.

However, we found the present technique valuable for studying drug absorption

from the human rectum, and this encouraged us to investigate the influence of a

penetration enhancer, sodium caprate, on the rectal absorption of phenoxymethyl

penicillin and antipyrine [12]. The data generated suggest that sodium caprate

alone has a limited effect on the permeability in vivo across the rectal epithelium

when it is presented in solution. Interestingly, there was a correlation between Peff

for sodium caprate and the individual plasma AUC and Cmax of phenoxymethyl

penicillin, which indicates that the permeability of an enhancer in the tissue upon

which it should act is crucial if an effect is to be achieved.

7.9

Conclusion

Overall, in this chapter we have attempted to emphasize the need for more in vivo
studies to be conducted to clarify the dynamic interplay between mechanisms of

drug transport and metabolism in the human intestine under in vivo conditions.

There is also a need to develop additional in vivo techniques for direct measure-

ments of these processes in regions along the GI tract in humans, and to relate the

findings to various physiological/pathophysiological conditions. This would clearly

increase our knowledge of the mechanisms involved, and provide in vivo data to

help develop and validate rapid and reliable in vitro intestinal models.
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r Particle radius

S Surface area

V Gastrointestinal volume

8.1

General Dissolution

Mechanisms of dissolution kinetics of crystals have been intensively studied in

the pharmaceutical domain, because the rate of dissolution affects the bioavail-

ability of drug crystals. Many efforts have been made to describe the crystal disso-

lution behavior. A variety of empirical or semi-empirical models have been used to

describe drug dissolution or release from formulations [1–6]. Noyes and Whitney

published the first quantitative study of the dissolution process in 1897 [7]. They

found that the dissolution process is diffusion controlled and involves no chemical

reaction. The Noyes-Whitney equation simply states that the dissolution rate is

directly proportional to the difference between the solubility and the solution con-

centration:

dm

dt
¼ D

V

S

h
ðCs � CtÞ ð1Þ

where dm=dt is the dissolution rate, expressed as the change in the amount of drug

dissolved (m) per unit time (t); D is the diffusion coefficient; S is the surface area;

h is the thickness of the diffusion film adjacent to the dissolving surface; Cs is the

saturation solubility of the drug molecule; Ct is the concentration of the dissolved

solute; and V the volume of the dissolution medium.

Although the Noyes-Whitney equation has been used widely, it has been shown

to be inadequate in modeling either S-shape experimental data or data with a

steeper initial slope. Therefore, a more general function, based on the Weibull

distribution [8], was proposed [9] and applied empirically and successfully to all

types of dissolution curves [10]:

M ¼ 1� expð�at bÞ ð2Þ

where M is the accumulated fraction of the material in solution at time t, a is a

scale parameter and b is a shape parameter which characterizes the curve as either

typical exponential ðb ¼ 1Þ, S-shaped ðb > 1Þ, or exponential with a steeper initial

slope ðb < 1Þ. Two steps are involved in solid particle dissolution: the first step is

the detachment of molecules from the solid surface to form hydrated molecules at

the solid-liquid interface; the second step is the mass transport from this interface

to the bulk solution. Most dissolution processes are controlled by the second step,

which is diffusion-convection-controlled. Modifications of the Noyes-Whitney dis-

solution model by Nernst [11] and Brunner [12] assume that a rapid equilibrium

(i.e., saturation) is achieved at the solid-liquid interface followed by diffusion across
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a thin layer of solution, termed the diffusion layer, into the solution. Diffusion

across this diffusion layer is rate controlling in most cases. Diffusional transport

is affected by degree of agitation, viscosity of the medium, temperature of the

medium, and particle size of the drug particles. The total interfacial surface area

involved in the dissolution process is not always easily determined for suspensions,

especially with strongly agglomerating materials. In these cases, calculations based

on the surface area of the primary particles may lead to an overestimation of the

effective solid surface area participating in the dissolution.

The velocity of liquid flow around suspended solid particles is reduced by fric-

tional resistance and results in a region characterized by a velocity gradient

between the surface of the solid particle and the bulk fluid. This region is termed

the hydrodynamic boundary layer and the stagnant layer within it that is diffusion-

controlled is often known as the effective diffusion boundary layer. The thickness

of this stagnant layer has been suggested to be about 10 times smaller than the

thickness of the hydrodynamic boundary layer [13].

It has been demonstrated that the surface specific dissolution rate increases as a

function of time due to a decrease in particle size of the dissolution materials.

Thus, Niebergall et al. concluded that the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness

is a function of the square root of the diameter of the dissolving particle [14].

Higuchi and Hiestand have stated that the diffusion boundary layer thickness is

comparable to or greater than the particle radius [15]. Also, other authors [16–18]

have demonstrated that the thickness of the diffusional layer is a function of the

particle size of the drug. Thus, for particle sizes below 5 mm, dramatic increases in

surface specific dissolution rates were observed [18]. The authors also reported that

the surface specific dissolution rates of particles < 5 mm were not significantly

affected by increased agitation intensities; however, particles of the same drug with

size ranges of 25–35 mm were affected by agitation.

Bisrat et al. concluded that for sparingly soluble, suspended drugs, diffusional

transport plays a major role in the dissolution kinetics [19]. They studied the effect

of particle size and viscosity on dissolution rate and apparent diffusional distance

(hAPP) of oxazepam and griseofulvin. The term apparent diffusional distance was

used as a simplified measure of the distance over which diffusion dominates and

was calculated as follows:

hAPP ¼ DCs

G
ð3Þ

where D is the diffusion coefficient, Cs is the equilibrium solubility, and G is the

surface specific dissolution rate. The authors concluded that a decrease in particle

size corresponded to a reduced diffusion layer thickness and a shorter diffusional

distance for dissolved molecules. The correlation between particle size and diffu-

sion layer thickness is depicted in Figure 8.1. It is seen that the increase in the

diffusional layer thickness is less pronounced for particles exceeding 10 mm in

radius. As the particle radius increases, the diffusion layer thickness becomes

small relative to the particle size and tends to level off to a constant value.
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The viscosity of the medium also affects the dissolution kinetics of drugs. Apart

from increasing the viscosity, the addition of viscosity enhancing agents affects

solubility, diffusibility and thus the diffusion layer thickness. The diffusion layer

thickness is affected by both the direct increases in viscosity and the change in the

diffusion coefficient due to the addition of viscosity enhancing agents. Bisrat et al.

[19] found that the apparent diffusional distance, hAPP, increased with increas-

ing viscosity for two sieve fractions of oxazepam with widely different particle size

ranges. However, the increase in apparent diffusional distance for the smaller par-

ticles (<5 mm) was about two-fold lower than that observed for the larger particle

size fraction (25–35 mm).

For a drug of low aqueous solubility, particle size and the resulting surface area

could have a significant effect on the rate of dissolution over the time interval dur-

ing which gastrointestinal absorption occurs, and therefore, affects the bioavail-

ability of the drug. The importance of diffusional transport in dissolution kinetics

of drugs has been examined extensively. In this regard, the thickness of the dif-

fusion boundary layer plays a pivotal role and derivations of dissolution rate

expressions often include boundary layer thickness considerations. Thus, Hixson

and Crowell [20], for example, assumed the diffusion boundary layer thickness (h)
to be a constant, while others, such as Higuchi et al. [15], considered h to be pro-

portional to the particle diameter (approximately equal to the particle radius).

Hintz and Johnson [21] extended the mixing-tank model to predict dissolution

rate-controlled oral absorption of monodisperse powders to polydisperse mixtures

of a drug under non-sink conditions. The authors derived a Noyes-Whitney type

equation to simulate drug dissolution and absorption in terms of spherical particle

geometry, time-dependent diffusion layer thickness, initial dosage and percent

weight particle size distribution;

Fig. 8.1. Effect of particle radius on the boundary layer

thickness of digoxin and oxazepam. Graph constructed from

data in Bisrat et al. [19].
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dXsi

dt
¼ � 3DX 2/3

oi X 1/3
si

rhiroi
Cs� Xdt

V

����
���� ð4Þ

where Xsi is the amount of solid drug in the ith particle size group at any time, D is

the drug diffusion coefficient, Xoi the initial amount of solid drug in the ith particle
size group, r is the drug density, hi is the diffusion layer thickness of the ith parti-

cle size group, roi is the initial particle radius of the ith particle size group, Cs is

the drug solubility, Xdt is the total amount of dissolved drug at any time, and V is

the estimated volume of fluid present in the gastrointestinal tract. A simulation of

the percent dose absorbed based on the above equation was reported by Johnson

et al. [24];

dXdi

dt
¼ þ 3DX 2/3

oi X 1/3
si

rhiroi
Cs� Xdt

V

����
����� kaXdi;

dXai

dt
¼ kaXdi ð5Þ

where Xdi is the amount of dissolved drug in the ith particle size group at any time,

ka is a first-order absorption rate constant, and Xai is the amount of absorbed drug

in the ith particle size group at any time. In this simulation, the diffusion layer

thickness hi was set equal to radius r0i for all particle size groups with r0i less than
30 mm and equal to 30 mm for all larger groups. The gastrointestinal tract was

treated as a well-stirred tank; thus colonic absorption is ignored in the analysis.

The authors concluded that in general, the relative effect of particle size on percent

dose absorbed decreased with increasing solubility and that particle size was prac-

tically irrelevant for drugs at a solubility of 1 mg/ml. The authors also found that

the greatest effect of particle size was for low-solubility low-dose drugs. Thus, there

was little effect of particle size on a low-solubility drug at high dose or on a high-

solubility drug at low dose. Also, there was an increased absorption rate constant

for drugs in the solubility range of roughly 0.001–0.01 mg/ml with doses in range

of 10–100 mg.

Amidon et al. have developed drug dissolution and absorption models for water

insoluble drugs [22, 23]. These models suggest that the key parameters controlling

drug absorption can be expressed by three dimensionless numbers; an absorption

number (An), a dissolution number (Dn) and a dose number (Do); representing

the fundamental processes of membrane permeation, drug dissolution and dose,

respectively. The three important dimensionless groups are:

Do ¼ DoseNumber ¼ M0/V0

Cs
ð6Þ

Dn ¼ DissolutionNumber ¼ DCs

ro

4pr2o
3
4 pr

3
o r

tres ¼ tres3DCs/rr
2
o ¼ tres/tDiss ð7Þ

An ¼ AbsorptionNumber ¼ Peff

R
tres ¼ t�1

abstres ð8Þ

tress ¼ pR2L/Q ¼ mean residence time ð9Þ
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tDiss ¼ r 2o r

3DCs
¼ time required for a particle of the drug to dissolve ð10Þ

t�1
abs ¼ kabs ¼ ðS=VÞPeff ¼ 2

Peff

R
¼ the effective absorption rate constant ð11Þ

where S is surface area, V is volume, R is the intestinal radius, M0 is the dose, and

r0 is the initial particle radius.

Combining the above expressions with equation (4) and setting h equal to r0 for

small particles results in an expression for dissolution rate in terms of Do and Dn;

dXst

dt
¼ X 1/3

oi X 2/3
si Dn

tresCs

M0/V0

Do
� Xdt

V

� �
ð12Þ

The Johnson dissolution models described above postulate that h varies linearly

with particle size up to a certain value, beyond which h remains unaltered. This

assumption encompasses the differences in the release kinetics for both small and

large particles.

The classical diffusional models are generally based on the Noyes-Whitney type

equation and assume that the diffusion coefficient is independent of concentra-

tion and time and that the particle shape is spherical. Further, the assumption of

particle monodispersity (or collections of monodisperse particles in polydisperse

mixtures) and constancy of particle number leads to the interfacial area being

related to the weight of solids in a simple manner (S is proportional to w2/3) (Table

8.1). Also, the major differences between such classical models are inherent in

the interdependency of the diffusion layer thickness, h, and particle size, r. It has
been suggested that the invalidity of the assumptions implicit in classical models

may be more important than the interdependence of h and particle size. Indeed,

accounting for factors such as the change in the number of suspended particles

throughout dissolution, their departure from sphericity, or the polydispersity

degree, can result in a significant improvement in the dissolution model fitting.

Tab. 8.1. Classical Dissolution Models.

h Integrated Equation Rate Dissolution Constant

constant w1/3
0 � w1/3 ¼ K1/3t K1/3 ¼ 1

3
N 1/3 D

h
p

6

pr

� �2/3
Cs

kd w2/3
0 � w2/3 ¼ K2/3t K2/3 ¼ 2

3
N 2/3 D

k
p

6

pr

� �1/3
Cs

k
ffiffiffi
d

p
w1/2
0 � w1/2 ¼ K1/2t K1/2 ¼ 1

2
N 1/2 D

k
p

6

pr

� �1/2
Cs

k ¼ constant, d ¼ particle diameter, N ¼ particle number, w0 ¼ weight

of suspended solids at time t ¼ 0, and w ¼ weight of suspended solids

at time t ¼ t.
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A dissolution model that takes in account the change in particle number and

the polydisperse nature of the powder was proposed by de Almeida et al. [25]. The

following dissolution equations were used to calculate the decrease in weight of

solids with time:

w2/3
tþDt; i ¼ w2/3

t; i �N 2/3
i Kt when di < dcrit ð13Þ

K ¼ 2D

3k
as; dv

6

pr

� �1/3
Cs

and

w1/3
tþDt; i ¼ w1/3

t; i �N 1/3
i Kt when dib dcrit ð14Þ

K ¼ 1D

3kdcrit
as; dv

6

pr

� �2/3

Cs;

where wtþDt; i ¼ suspended particles weight at time tþ Dt for size class i, k ¼
constant (see Table 8.1), as; dv ¼ particle shape factor, dcrit ¼ critical diameter.

These equations are similar to those shown in Table 8.1. The only difference

is the experimental particle shape factor (as, dv) used instead of p (only valid for

spheres). In their model, the better fit was achieved considering a constant value

for h, above a certain particle size.

Heterogeneous conditions both in terms of hydrodynamics and composition

prevails in the GI tract. Parameters such as D, Cs, V , and h are influenced by the

conditions in the GI tract which change with time. Thus, time dependent rate

coefficients govern the dissolution process under in vivo conditions. One of the

major sources of variability for poorly soluble drugs can be associated with the

time dependent character of the rate coefficient, which governs drug dissolution

under in vivo conditions.

8.2

Absorption Models

One of the original concepts governing oral absorption of organic molecules is

the ‘pH partition hypothesis’. This hypothesis states that only the nonionized form

of the drug is able to permeate the membranes of epithelial cells lining the GI tract

[26]. According to the classical pH-partition theory, permeability is expected to

correlate not with the intrinsic partition coefficient but with the so-called distribu-

tion coefficient D of the solute [27], where D is defined as:

log D ¼ log P þ log fU ¼ log P þ logð1� fIÞ ð15Þ

where fU is the unionized and fI the ionized fraction, respectively. The correc-

tion terms fU and logð1� fIÞ describe the pH dependence of log D. The fraction
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absorbed is often higher than expected from the pH-partition hypothesis. Two

types of deviation from the classical pH-absorption curves may be observed. The

lower part of the curve may be shifted upward, probably due to a substantial per-

meation of the ionic form of the drug through the membrane. In this case, the

permeation correlates not with the distribution coefficient D but with the effective

distribution coefficient Peff of the solute [28–30]. Alternatively, a parallel shift of

the pH-absorption curve from the pH-dissociation curve (to the right for acids

and to the left for bases) may occur, especially for very lipophilic compounds. The

presence of pH differences at the surface of the membrane (microclimate pH),

binding of drug to the membrane surface or the presence of an unstirred aqueous

diffusion layer adjacent to the lipid membrane [31–33] are a few factors that can be

responsible for parallel shifts.

Although, the pH-partition hypothesis has not been found to be universally

applicable, it has resulted in the recognition of the important contribution of GI

pH to permeability and to the dissolution rate of solid dosage forms. This theory

does not consider the solubility of the drug, which is a critical physicochemical

parameter in the oral absorption process. Dressman et al. [34] developed an

absorption potential concept that takes the two parameters into account. The

absorption potential is defined as

AP ¼ log
PFun

Do

� �
ð16Þ

where AP is the absorption potential as a predictor of the extent of drug absorp-

tion, P is the partition coefficient, and Fun is the fraction in unionized form at pH

6.5. Do is the dimensionless dose number defined earlier in equation (6);

Do ¼ C0

Cs
¼ M0/V0

Cs

where Cs is the physiological solubility, M0 is the dose, and V0 is the volume of

water taken with the dose, which is generally set to be 250 mL.

A number of theoretical transport and absorption models have been developed to

describe mathematically, the passive transport of drug from its site of absorption to

its site of action [35–40]. In spite of the complex nature of GI transit and in vivo
drug dissolution, the derivation of the equations used in linear compartment

modeling rely on the hypothesis that absorption takes place from a homogeneous

drug solution in the GI fluids and proceeds uniformly throughout the GI tract. The

homogeneous GI absorption is routinely described by the following equation [41]:

Absorption rate ¼ FDka expð�katÞ ð17Þ

where F is the fraction of dose (D) absorbed and ka is the first-order absorption rate

constant. The initial absorption rate (FDka) predicted by equation (17), however,

is not in accord with the principles of the transport of the drug molecules in the
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absorption process, where the absorption rate must be zero initially and increase

to reach a maximum over a finite period of time. These models cannot predict

the often complicated plasma concentration profiles attributable to time and site

dependence of permeability, to variable dissolution environment due to pancreatic

and bile secretions, to time-dependent gastric emptying and intestinal transit, to

changes of pH from stomach to intestine and to time-dependence of pH in the

intestinal lumen. Several models have been proposed for the analyses of these

irregular profiles [42–44]. Oberle and Amidon [45] suggested that gastric emptying

and intestinal transit rates may be responsible for the double peaks of cimeti-

dine in plasma concentration profiles following oral dosing and developed a time-

dependent absorption and transit model. Yu and Amidon [46] developed a com-

partmental absorption and transit (CAT) model to simulate the rate and extent of

drug absorption. The CATmodel is described by a set of differential equations that

considers simultaneous movement of a drug in solution through the GI tract and

absorption of the dissolved material from each compartment into the portal vein.

The rate constant for absorption from each compartment is based on measured

values of Peff . A good correlation was found between the fraction of dose absorbed

and the effective permeability for ten drugs covering a wide range of absorption

characteristics. The model was also able to explain the oral plasma concentration

profiles of atenolol. Higaki and Amidon [47] using a time-dependent absorption

rate coefficient, kaðtÞ, wherein the time dependence was varied to account for the

dynamic processes such as changes in fluid absorption or secretion, developed six

new models. They found that the TPLAG model (Two-phase Model Including

Lag Time) was the most efficient in prediction of irregular absorption kinetics.

A microscopic mass balance approach was developed by Oh and Amidon [48] to

predict the fraction of dose absorbed of suspensions of poorly soluble compounds

by calculating four dimensionless parameters: initial saturation (Is), absorption
number (An), dose number (Do), and dissolution number (Dn).
Based on their solubility and intestinal permeability characteristics, drugs have

been classified into one of four categories according to the Biopharmaceutics

Classification System (BCS) proposed by Amidon et al. [49].

BCS Class I: High-solubility, high-permeability drugs. These compounds are

generally very well absorbed. For Class I compounds formulated as immediate

release products, dissolution rates generally exceed gastric emptying rates.

Therefore, nearly 100% absorption can be expected if at least 85% of a product

dissolves within 30 min of in vitro dissolution testing across a range of pH

values. Accordingly, in vivo bioequivalence data are not necessary to assure

product comparability.

BCS Class II: Low-solubility, high-permeability drugs. The bioavailability of prod-

ucts containing these compounds is likely to be dissolution-rate limited. For this

reason, a correlation between in vivo bioavailability and in vitro dissolution rate

(IVIVC) may be observed.

BCS Class III: High-solubility, low-permeability drugs. Absorption is permeability-

rate limited but dissolution will most likely occur very rapidly. For this reason,
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there has been some suggestion that as long as the test and reference for-

mulations do not contain agents that can modify drug permeability or GI transit

time, waiver criteria similar to those associated with Class I compounds may be

appropriate.

BCS Class IV: Low-solubility, low-permeability drugs. These compounds have very

poor oral bioavailability. They are not only difficult to dissolve but often exhibit

limited permeability across the GI mucosa. These drugs tend to be very difficult

to formulate and can exhibit very large intersubject and intrasubject variability.

For Class I compounds (where Dn > 1), the fraction absorbed (F) can be expressed

as:

F ¼ 1� expð�2AnÞ ð18Þ

As An increases, the fraction of drug absorbed increases, with 90% absorption

(highly permeable compounds) occurring when An ¼ 1.15. For Class II drugs,

dissolution number Dn < 1. In these cases, the relationship between Do and Dn is

critical in determining the fraction of drug absorbed, and the rate of drug dissolu-

tion tends to be the rate-limiting step. Accordingly, factors that increase the rate

and extent of in vivo dissolution will also increase the bioavailability of that com-

pound.

GastroPlusTM is a simulation software product based on a new model, which is

called the advanced CAT (ACAT) [50]. This model assumes that drug passing

through the small intestine will have equal transit time in each of the seven com-

partments. To satisfy the equal transit time constraint in the duodenum and jeju-

num (since the volume of fluid entering the small intestine, 8–9 liters/day, is more

than the 0.5–1 liters/day that exits the small intestine) the model considers largest

volumes and transit rates in the upper small intestine (SI) compartments. This

model uses the concentration gradient across the apical and basolateral mem-

branes to calculate the rate of drug transfer into and out of an enterocyte com-

partment for each GI tract lumen compartment assuming drug transfer to be

unidirectional (lumen to central compartment). Thus, drug can move in either

direction depending on the concentration gradient. It can be passively secreted

back into the lumen, even from an intravenous dose.

8.3

Gastrointestinal Variables

Orally administered dosage forms are absorbed into the systemic circulation fol-

lowing dissolution in the GI tract. Because substances must be in solution for the

absorption from the GI lumen, the absorption rate of poorly water-soluble drugs is

limited by their rate of dissolution. The dissolution rate is affected by the unique

physicochemical properties of the drug and by physiological factors: the pH, com-

position, and hydrodynamics of the GI medium.
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8.3.1

Bile Salts

Solubility is a thermodynamic parameter, and is closely related to dissolution, a

kinetic parameter. Bile acids affect both solubility and dissolution, by a micelliza-

tion effect. The natural bile salts are amphipathic molecules. The natural bile salts

are surface active and self-associate above a narrow concentration range to form

multimers (usually termed micelles) [51]. Although variable, typical bile salt con-

centrations in the fasted intestine in humans are 4–6 mM compared with post-

prandial levels of 10–20 mM. Approximately 40% of the bile salts are conjugates of

cholic acid, 40% are conjugates of chenodeoxycholic acid, and the remaining 20%

are conjugates of deoxycholic acid [52]. In addition, phospholipids are present

in the bile. Additionally, bile contains cholesterol and lecithin excreted into intes-

tine is significantly hydrolyzed by pancreatic phospholipase A2 to lysolecithin. The

composition of the fed state upper intestine is complex because of additional

secretions during digestion, and the contributions of components from food and

its subsequent digestion. The composition of intestinal fluids is likely to vary con-

siderably due to meal ingestion, meal composition, gastric emptying, and other

physiologic factors. The major components, in fed state, of upper GI lumen are tri-

, di-, and monoglycerides, fatty acids, cholesterol, and lysolecithin. The contents of

upper GI tract in the fed state has been characterized as an emulsion, although

more detailed examination has shown that it consists of multiple phases [53].

Consequently, both emulsions and micellar solutions represent the fed state. The

secretion of bile in response to food is responsible for an overall increase in solu-

bilizing capacity of the GI tract by increasing micelle numbers rather than

increasing bile salt levels to supramicellar concentrations. The presence of bile

may improve the bioavailability of poorly water-soluble drugs by enhancing the rate

of dissolution and/or solubility. The increase of solubility by micellar solubilization

or the increase in the effective surface area of the solid by a decrease in the inter-

facial energy (via enhanced wetting) could be responsible for the improved dis-

solution. A consequence of drug solubilization within the bile salt micelle is a

decrease in the apparent diffusion coefficient of the drug. In general, enhanced

wetting predominates at bile salt concentrations below the CMC, whereas

enhanced solubility is dominant at concentrations above the CMC [54].

8.3.2

Gastric Emptying

Discontinuous input rates following oral drug administration are often attributed

to gastric emptying (GE). The rate of stomach emptying can determine the rate of

absorption after oral drug administration, particularly for drugs with a high intes-

tinal membrane permeability or when potentially rate-limiting process such as

dissolution are relatively fast [55]. Gastric emptying is totally controlled by the two

patterns of upper GI motility i.e. the inter-digestive and the digestive motility pat-

tern. The inter-digestive pattern, termed the migrating motor complex (MMC)
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dominates in the fasted state and is organized into alternating phases of activity

and quiescence [56]. Previous studies suggest that factors such as meal types

including the volume, osmolarity, pH, and calorific values as well as gender, age,

body mass, psychological states, and acid secretion may influence the gastric emp-

tying process.

8.3.2.1 Effect of Volume

Gastric emptying rates not only depend on the existing MMC phase but also on the

volume of liquid co-administered with the dose. Luminal fluid volume is a critical

variable in determining the time for gastric emptying. Greater fluid volumes

tended to increase the initial rate of gastric transit, although the time for 100%

emptying of particles was completed more rapidly at smaller fluid volumes. With

both high and low fluid volumes, particles with densities closet to that of the gas-

tric contents emptied the fastest. Very light or very heavy particles emptied with

greater difficulty. In part, the slower emptying of large particles may be due to ret-

ropulsion induced by gastric contraction. Oberle et al. [57] measured the gastric

emptying rates of 50 and 200 ml volumes of phenol red solution while monitoring

contractile activity (Fig. 8.2). They found that there was a statistically significant

difference in the overall mean emptying rate between the 50 and 200 ml volumes.

Also, during phase I, the emptying rate was faster for the 200 ml volume. They

observed that the emptying of small volumes was more dependent on motility

phase than of large volumes. In addition, emptying may deviate from log lin-

Fig. 8.2. Gastric emptying time for 50% fluid emptying, T50 in

humans in various motility phases. Data from reference [57].
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earity because of fluctuations in contractile activity. The gastric emptying (GE) of

volumes > 200 ml is governed by stomach volume, while phase I and phase II

activity in the stomach influences the emptying of smaller volumes.

8.3.2.2 Effect of Size and Density of the Drug Particle

In humans, particle density has been demonstrated to significantly impact gastric

residence, with heavier particles (e.g. 2.8 g/cm3) being retained substantially

longer than smaller particles (e.g. 1.5 g/cm3) [58]. Fed state motility is charac-

terized by a pattern of low amplitude contractions, which results in the relatively

consistent GE of small solids through the pylorus. The fed state size cut-off for

non-digestible solids is controversial with reports ranging from 2 mm to 7 mm.

Particles beyond this margin empty during the stronger contractions associated

with Phase II and III of the fasted state cycle. Rhie et al. [59] concluded that the fed

state size cut-off vary according to meal composition and motility. Phase II governs

the emptying of the larger pellets, while the smallest pellets were able to empty

during the fed state. On the other hand, they found that the altered drug absorp-

tion associated with meals appears to be attributable primarily to altered fluid flow

dynamics rather than to GI motility alterations.

8.3.2.3 Effect of pH

Chaw et al. [60] evaluated the pH and volume effects of liquid citrate phosphate

buffers of varying pH on the gastric emptying rate by electrical impedance tomog-

raphy (EIT) and simultaneous pH monitoring using pH-sensitivity radiotelemetry

capsule in fasted state in humans. The authors obtained a positive correlation

between the two methods. The authors concluded that the effect of pH of the

administered test liquid on gastric emptying predominates over the effects of vol-

ume. A significant delay in the onset of gastric emptying and the mean gastric

residence time of the pH 3 buffer liquid (34.7–46.7 min) was found compared with

pH 7 buffer liquid (14.4–22.5 min). These data are explained by a higher negative

feedback gastrin release response to acidity of the liquid.

8.3.3

Gastrointestinal Transit

The GI-transit, depending on the drug characteristics and dosage form character-

istics, may have a significant impact on rate and extension of orally drugs absorp-

tion. As a generalization, gastric transit time influences the systemic appearance of

rapidly dissolved, well-absorbed drugs. Intestinal transit time impacts the absorp-

tion of drugs with limited mucosal permeability, or those transported by carrier-

mediated pathways or subject to intestinal degradation or products whose dissolu-

tion is the rate-limiting step for systemic absorption. Transit through the small

intestine is largely independent of the feeding conditions and physical properties

of the system (Fig. 8.3). The average transit time is around 3 hours. The band of

contractions of the migrating motor complex (MMC) usually begins in the duode-

num and migrates caudally to the ileocolonic junction. In dogs and humans, this
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phenomenon occurs continuously at a cycle length of 90–150 min until food is

ingested [61, 62].

8.3.4

Gastrointestinal pH

Gastrointestinal pH can affect dosage-form performance and drug absorption in

several ways. For drugs that are passively absorbed, the nonionized form is gener-

ally better absorbed than the ionized species. An alteration in the effective fraction

available in the nonionized form as a function of the pH may therefore dictate the

rate of absorption of drugs with dissociation constants in the physiological pH

range. Upon ingestion of a meal, the gastric pH increases initially because of the

buffering effects of food components. After 3–4 h following meal intake, the fasted

state pH is usually reestablished. On the other hand, the small intestine pH at first

decreases in response to a meal until the fasted state pH is reestablished as a result

of pancreatic bicarbonate output.

During its passage through the GI tract, a dosage form experiences a pH range

in the fasted state of 1–3 in the stomach, 5–7 in the duodenum, and a slightly

higher pH (around 7.5) in the jejunum and ileum. A pH value of 5 to 6.5 is repre-

sentative of the upper small intestine in the fasted state [63]. Youngberg et al. [64]

monitored the fasting small-intestinal pH data over a 3 h period of intestinal tran-

Fig. 8.3. Average transit time in the small intestine measured

using g-scintigraphy following administration of various

pharmaceutical dosage forms to humans. Data from reference

[61].
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sit in healthy humans (Fig. 8.4). They found that in healthy subjects, mean intes-

tinal pH climbed to 6.4 within 2.5 h after an untethered Heidelberg capsule, used

to continuously monitor pH, was emptied from the stomach.

8.4

Solubilization and Dissolution

Dissolution testing is an integral part of the development of solid dosage forms

and has become one of the most important tests for assuring product uniformity

and batch-to-batch bioequivalence. Bile salts and lipids are implicated in the dif-

ferences observed in absorption between the fed and fasted states for some drugs.

A variety of lipids are present throughout the upper GI tract in both fed and fasted

states; therefore it is important to evaluate their effects on wetting in combination

with bile salts. More recently, the industry began a search for dissolution media

that not only reflects the dosage form’s in vitro performance regarding manu-

facturing variability but also, if it is possible, one that reflects the in vivo per-

formance. Given the complex nature of the dissolution process for solid dosage

forms, it is important that factors that influence this process are accounted for by

the composition of the media. Wetting is an important factor in the dissolution

process, both in vitro and in vivo. The wetting terms are directly related to pro-

Fig. 8.4. Fasting small-intestinal pH data over a 3 h period of

intestinal transit. Graph constructed from data in Youngberg

et al. [63].
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cesses involved in the disintegration and dissolution of tablets and capsules. Also,

highly hydrophobic drugs that exhibit low solubility and poor wetting properties

generally require the inclusion of surfactants in the dissolution media.

8.4.1

Surfactants

The in vivo dissolution of many poorly soluble drugs is enhanced by the action of

surfactants secreted into the upper GI tract. Bile salts, the physiological surfactants

secreted into the GI tract, act to solubilize these otherwise insoluble molecules by

incorporating them into micelles. Different drugs interact uniquely with any par-

ticular surfactant, depending on the ionic nature and chemical properties of both

entities. Therefore, any quantitative in vitro dissolution simulation for this type

of drug in vivo would necessarily include surfactants in the dissolution medium.

Many researchers have extensively investigated the effect of pH and the effect of

surfactant on the dissolution of drugs. Higuchi [65] developed a one-dimensional

diffusion layer theory describing the effect of surfactant on the dissolution of a

solid. Singh et al. [66] investigated the influence of micelle-drug-solubilization

on the dissolution rate for the benzocaine-plolysorbate 80 system using different

hydrodynamic models. Most frequently, a rotating disk apparatus is used as the

dissolution apparatus. The film equilibrium model assumes simultaneous diffu-

sive transport of the free solute and micelle in equilibrium within a common

stagnant film at the surface of the solid. An effective diffusivity is defined to

describe the total diffusion component of the micelle and free solute. This model

has been adapted to include convective diffusion transport, substituting the effec-

tive diffusivity of the free solute and drug-loaded micelle for the diffusion term in

the Levich equation. Gibaldi et al. [67] examined the influence of polyoxyethylene

lauryl ether on the dissolution of benzoic acid and salicylic acid by the rotating disk

and the static disk method. De Smidt et al. [68] reported the effect of sodium lauryl

sulfate on the dissolution of griseofulvin, a poorly water-soluble drug. Recently,

Granero et al. [69] examined the dissolution behavior of fenofibrate, a unionizable

water-insoluble drug, in sodium lauryl sulfate solutions at pH of 6.8 using rotating

disk experiments.

8.4.2

Effect of Surfactants and pH on Dissolution Rate

Mooney et al. [70] investigated the effect of pH on the solubility and dissolution

of ionizable drugs based on a film model with total component material balances

for reactive species, proposed by Olander. McNamara and Amidon [71] developed a

convective diffusion model that included the effects of ionization at the solid-liquid

surface and irreversible reaction of the dissolved species in the hydrodynamic

boundary layer. Jinno et al. [72], and Kasim et al. [73] investigated the combined

effects of pH and surfactants on the dissolution of the ionizable, poorly water-

soluble BCS Class II weak acid NSAIDs piroxicam and ketoprofen, respectively.
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The results of these studies suggest that ketoprofen would be completely ionized

and highly soluble in the intestinal environment (an average pH@ 6.5).

8.4.3

Effect of pH

Earlier dissolution studies have shown that solubility-limited acidic drugs dissolve

in buffer solutions at much higher rates than their intrinsic dissolution rates [74].

This is attributable to the equilibrium conversion of the unionized drug to the

more soluble ionized form as soon as it dissolves, allowing more drugs to dissolve.

A compound’s solubility is a function of its ability to form hydrogen bonds with

water molecules. Generally, aqueous solubility is directly proportional to the

number of hydrogen bonds that can be formed with water, and ionized compounds

exhibit greater aqueous solubility than do the unionized counterparts. Conse-

quently, the rate of solute dissolution can be markedly affected by the pH of the

aqueous solvent. Weak bases dissolve more slowly at higher pH values (since above

its pKa, more drug exists in its unionized form), whereas weak acids dissolve faster

at a higher pH (since above its pKa, more drug exist in its ionized form). Li et al.

[75] showed that the use of pH along with other methods such as co-solvency,

micellization or complexation, could significantly enhance the solubility of poorly

soluble drugs that are ionizable. Also, Jain et al. [76] suggested a similar strategy.

8.4.4

Bio-relevant Dissolution Media

Most pharmacopoeias describe four different dissolution test apparatuses: basket,

paddle, reciprocating cylinder and flow-through cell. The two former methods are

recommended because of their precise and simple set-up and handling. In addi-

tion to the apparatus and its influence on the dissolution of a substance, the choice

of a suitable dissolution medium is a critical parameter. National pharmacopoeias

describe various test media such as SIF or SGF to cover the physiological pH range

between 1.2 and 7.5. But for many drugs, which are poorly water-soluble over

this pH range, these media are not very useful. In such cases, surfactants such

as sodium lauryl sulfate, emulsions, higher pH values, or even organic solvents are

added to the dissolution media to improve the solubility of the drug. The use of

cosolvents can be problematic particularly for modified-release (MR) dosage forms,

since they can interact with the release controlling mechanism of the formulation;

thus, regulatory agencies tend to discourage their use. Several researchers have

investigated new biorelevant dissolution media. Luner et al. [53] evaluated the

effect of various individual lipids and composition of physiologically representative

media estimated on the basis of physiologic data. They concluded that in micellar

systems, both the type and concentration of lipid present in the bile salt solution

have influence on wetting. On the other hand, for the fed state compositions,

alteration of the solution pH from 7.5 to 5.0 resulted in a significant change in

wetting, because the pH will affect the ionization of the fatty acid, concomitantly
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influencing the characteristics of the micelle. Thus, the surface tension of the

medium representative of the fasted state was higher than that of the fed state.

From the analysis of the wetting behavior of individual lipids as a function of con-

centration in bile salt solutions, they concluded that the lipids adsorb in a manner

that progressively reduces the expected wetting of the surface. Löbenberg et al. [77]

investigated the dissolution behavior of two formulations of glibenclamide in vari-

ous media for predicting the in vivo performance of the two formulations. They

found that the dissolution of the two drug powders was highly dependent on wet-

ting, particle size, pH, and the composition of the medium. Of the various media

tested, FaSSIF (Fasted State Simulating Intestinal Fluid) seems to be the most

suitable medium for showing differences between formulations. Strong correla-

tions were observed between dissolution in FaSSIF and absorption for both gli-

benclamide products. Kostewicz et al. [78] used two physiologically relevant media

to predict the in vivo absorption behavior of dipyridamole, BIMT 17 BS and BIBU

104 XX, three poorly soluble weak bases.

8.4.5

Particle Size

Particle size may be a critical formulation variable. Both size and density can

modify in vivo particle dispersion, with greater dispersion resulting in improved

dissolution of poorly soluble and slowly dissolving drugs. This consideration may

be particularly important when formulating BCS Class II compounds or sustained

release preparations. For highly insoluble drugs, the limiting factor is more often

the rate of dissolution than the passage across the intestinal barrier, and one way

to better control the dissolution process is to reduce the size of the drug product

particles, since surface area increases with decreasing particle size. The dissolution

rate is expected to increase proportionally with an increase in surface area. How-

ever, it is the effective surface area that is important (i.e. the surface area available

to the dissolution fluid) rather than the actual particle size. Consequently, if the

drug is hydrophobic and if the dissolution medium has poor wetting properties, a

decrease in particle size may retard dissolution rate [79]. If the powder character-

istics are adequate (structure, hardness, and chemical stability), micronization is a

well-established technique to attain this objective. Aungst et al. [80] evaluated the

effects of drug substance and formulation variables on DPC 961, a low-solubility,

high-permeability second-generation non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibi-

tor, oral absorption in fasted and fed states in dogs. The authors demonstrate that

absolute oral bioavailability of DPC 961 was greater in the fed state compared to the

fasted state. They also found that particle size had a major effect on oral absorption

in the fasted state and in in vitro dissolution tests; however, it had no effect on

oral absorption in the fed state. The authors suggest that these differences may

be related to differences in the solubilization capacities in the fed and fasted states.

Garner et al. [81] evaluated the influence of particle size on the overall absorption

of micronized and non-micronized 14C-diosmin tablets after oral administration

to humans. The authors found that a reduction of the particle size increased the
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duration of absorption of diosmin. Bønløkke et al. [82] investigated the in vivo dis-

solution rate of two particle sizes of spironolactone, a poorly soluble drug, by per-

fusing a semi-open segment in the proximal jejunum in humans. They found a

difference in in vivo dissolution rate of the two different particle sizes, although

this difference did not affect relative bioavailability.

8.4.6

Biopharmaceutics Classification System: Redefining BSC Solubility Class Boundary

Solubility, dissolution rate, and intestinal permeability, are the major bio-

pharmaceutic factors that affect the rate and extent of absorption of an oral drug

product. Particularly for water insoluble drugs that have generally high membrane

permeability (BCS Class II), dissolution, and dose are the most critical factors

affecting the rate and the extent of oral absorption.

The proposed Biopharmaceutics Classification system (BCS) [49] is based on

determining the underlying process that is controlling the drug absorption rate

and extent, namely, drug solubility and intestinal membrane permeability. The

goal of the BCS is to function as a tool for developing in vitro dissolution specifi-

cations for drug products that are predictive of their in vivo performance. Low sol-

ubility dissolution-rate limited drugs can be regulated based on an in vitro dis-

solution test that reflects the in vivo dissolution process (Table 8.2). The initial

implementation of the BCS is generally considered to be conservative with respect

to the class boundaries of solubility, permeability, and the dissolution criteria. The

solubility classification of a drug in the BCS is based on the highest dose strength

in the immediate-release (IR) product. The solubility class is determined by calcu-

lating the volume of an aqueous medium sufficient to dissolve the highest dose

strength in the pH range of 1–7.5. A drug substance should be classified as highly

soluble when the highest dose strength is soluble ina250 ml of aqueous media

over the pH range of 1–7.5. The dose volume of 250 ml is a conservative estimate

of what actually is available in vivo for solubilization and dissolution. The solid

drug, if it were not in solution on emptying, would dissolve in the fluids in the

Tab. 8.2. Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS). BCS is a permeability and solubility

classification.

Class Permeability Solubility IVIV correlation expectation

Class I High High IVIV correlation not expected if dissolution is rapid.

Gastric emptying is rate determining.

Class II Low High IVIV correlation expected if in vitro dissolution rate

is similar to in vivo dissolution rate (unless dose

is very high).

Class III High Low Same as Class I. Correlation will depend on

intestinal permeability profile along the

gastrointestinal tract.

Class IV Low Low Limited or no IVIV correlation expected.
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small intestine. Experimental estimates of small intestinal volumes exhibit a wide

variability ranging from 50 to 1100 ml with an average of 500 ml. Thus, an appro-

priate definition of the volume for solubility classification is difficult to set.

Effective permeability (Peff ) is generally described in terms of units of distance of

molecular movement per unit time (10�4 cm/s). A drug is defined as a high per-

meability drug if the extent of oral absorption is greater than or equal to 90% and

provided that it is not associated with any documented instability in the GI tract.

Weak acid Class II BCS drugs possess low solubility but are highly permeable

and well absorbed from the GI tract. Thus, the effective human jejunal permeabil-

ity of ketoprofen was found to be quite high (8.7� 10�4 cm/s) and its oral bio-

availability in humans is estimated to be >90%. However, its intrinsic aqueous

solubility is@0.119 mg/ml. The in vitro solubilities of ketoprofen at pH 6.0 and pH

7.8 were determined to be 3.68G 0.18 mg/ml and 19.90G 0.06 mg/ml, respec-

tively [73]. Thus, it is expected that at an average intestinal pH of around 6.5, the

highest oral dose strength administered would be in the dissolved state. For exam-

ple, at the highest dose strength of ketoprofen (75 mg, Wyeth-Ayerst Pharmaceut-

icals, PA), the estimated dose number according to equation (6) would be 0.059

(V0 ¼ 250 ml; Cs ¼ 5:068 mg/ml at pH@ 6.5), suggesting that the absorption of

ketoprofen in the intestinal lumen is not dissolution rate-limited. The presence

of moderate bile salt and lecithin concentrations in the upper intestine is also

expected to contribute to this process. Granero et al. [83] studied the disposition of

ketoprofen administered as solutions and as suspensions into the stomach of dogs

using an intubation method. The authors demonstrated the rapid disappearance of

ketoprofen from the intestinal lumen following gastric emptying, suggesting that

absorption of ketoprofen is not dissolution rate-limited. The conclusions drawn

from monitoring of ketoprofen amounts in the dog intestine were confirmed by

pharmacokinetic studies in dogs. The authors suggest that a Class II BCS weak

acid ionizable drug such as ketoprofen behaves in a manner essentially equivalent

to Class I drugs and could be considered for a waiver of bioavailability and bio-

equivalence testing [84].
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9

Aqueous Solubility in Discovery, Chemistry, and

Assay Changes

Chris Lipinski

Abbreviations

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide

ELSD Evaporative light scattering detection

EPA Environmental Protection Agency

FDA Food and Drug Administration

HPLC High-performance liquid chromatography

HTS High-throughput screening

MW Molecular weight

NMR Nuclear magnetic resonance

R&D Research and development

sd Structure data (file type)

TPN Total parental nutrition

UV Ultraviolet

Symbols

pH Acidity/basicity

pKa Ionization constant

9.1

Introduction

This chapter is not simply a treatise on the highest capacity methods for measur-

ing aqueous solubility in a discovery setting that most closely approximate a lower

capacity thermodynamic solubility measurement. Rather it is the author’s view-

point that dealing with the problem of poor drug solubility in an early discovery

setting requires an appreciation of recent changes in three related but distinct

areas. The areas to be considered are:

1. Changes in the chemistry method of synthesis and therefore in resultant phys-

ical form and aqueous solubility.

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
Copyright 8 2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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2. Changes in the method of compound distribution for biological assays and

therefore changes in apparent aqueous solubility and compound concentration.

3. Changes in screening technologies and changes in biological targets and their

resulting impact on aqueous solubility.

These three areas will be discussed as they relate to aqueous solubility. This will be

followed by a general discussion of experimental approaches to measuring aque-

ous solubility in a discovery setting. Detailed descriptions of varied discovery solu-

bility assays can be found in the excellent review by Kerns [1].

9.2

Compound Synthesis

Combinatorial chemistry and parallel synthesis are now the dominant methods

of compound synthesis at the lead discovery stage [2]. The method of chemistry

synthesis is important because it dictates compound physical form and there-

fore compound aqueous solubility. As the volume of chemistry synthetic out-

put increases due to combinatorial chemistry and parallel synthesis, there is an

increasing probability that resultant chemistry physical form will be amorphous or

a ‘‘neat’’ material of indeterminate solid appearance. There are two major styles of

combinatorial chemistry – solid-phase and solution-phase synthesis. There is some

uncertainty as to the true relative contribution of each method to chemistry output

in the pharmaceutical/biotechnology industry. Published reviews of combinatorial

library synthesis suggest that solid-phase synthesis is currently the dominant style

contributing to about 80% of combinatorial libraries [3]. In solid-phase synthesis

the mode of synthesis dictates that relatively small quantitities of compounds are

made.

9.3

Compound Physical Form

The most commonly encountered physical form of compounds in current early

drug discovery is noncrystalline. This is important because noncrystalline mate-

rials are almost always more soluble in all solvents, including aqueous media.

In traditional chemistry, the melting point was used a criterion of compound

identity and purity. For example, if the compound being made had previously been

reported in the scientific literature, one would look for an identical or perhaps

higher melting point for the newly synthesized material. A lower melting point

was viewed as problematic because of the observation that a contaminant usually

causes a melting point depression. A sharp melting point was an indication of

compound purity. A broad melting point was an indicator of an impure com-

pound. In the modern era, there is an emphasis on the use of solution spectra

such as proton or carbon NMR as an indicator of compound identity or purity.
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Mass spectral analysis serves to confirm identity. So, in terms of compound iden-

tity or purity, melting point is less important than in previous eras. When chemists

face pressure to increase chemistry synthetic output they do so by initially deleting

noncritical steps in the synthesis/isolation process. Repeated compound crystalli-

zation to a sharply-melting crystalline solid is very time consuming, is noncritical

to compound identity and purity, and is therefore eliminated. This has occurred

even if the chemistry is the traditional single compound at a time synthesis. For

example, at the Pfizer Global R&D Groton laboratories the percentage of early dis-

covery stage traditionally made compounds with melting point measured was close

to zero in 2000, as opposed to a decade earlier where some 80% of compounds

intended for biological screening were registered with melting point information.

9.4

Compound Distribution

Compounds intended for biological screening are increasingly being distributed as

solutions in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) rather than as ‘‘neat’’ materials. There are

two effects of this trend on the apparent compound solubility in DMSO, each with

different implications. Over relatively short time scales (up to perhaps a day),

compounds may appear more soluble in DMSO than thermodynamic solubility

would suggest. Over longer time scales, compounds may precipitate, and this may

lead to uncertainty as to the actual concentration of the drug in the DMSO stock

solution. As far as aqueous solubility is concerned, compounds will appear to be

more soluble than a thermodynamic assay would suggest if initial dissolution in

aqueous medium occurs from a DMSO stock solution. This is especially so if the

time scale for the solubility assay is short (on the order of tens of minutes). Why

are compounds distributed as DMSO solutions? The reason is that it is far easier to

automate the distribution of solutions of compound solubilized in DMSO than it is

to distribute compounds as ‘‘neat’’ materials. Robots efficiently pipette measured

volumes of liquids. One cannot nearly as efficiently quantitate and transfer a neat

(solid) compound. When a compound in DMSO solution is added to an aqueous

medium, it is being delivered in a very high energy state relative to the thermody-

namically most stable polymorph. The compound is in DMSO solution, so there is

no compound crystal lattice to disrupt as part of the aqueous solubilization pro-

cess. The effect is that the compound’s initial apparent aqueous solubility is almost

invariably higher than in a thermodynamic solubility experiment. This phenome-

non occurs irrespective of any solubilization advantage attendant to the amount

(often quite small) of DMSO that may be present in the aqueous medium. The

apparent increase in solubility tends to be time-dependent, i.e., the solubility dif-

ference tends to decline with time. Exceptions to the phenomenon of higher

apparent solubility when compound is added in DMSO solution to aqueous media

have been observed when solubility is quantitated by very sensitive particle scatter-

ing methodology, as in the use of cell sorting technology to detect particulate

(undissolved solid) by light scattering. The causes of this counter-intuitive behavior
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are unknown, but it would be reasonable to conjecture that the phenomenon of

apparently higher solubility could be due to light scattering caused by aggregates

with sizes in the micron to sub-micron size range.

9.5

Compound Physical Form: Ostwald’s Rule of Stages

When a newly synthesized compound is first isolated, it frequently may exist in an

amorphous form. As experience is gained in compound isolation, the amorphous

form is gradually successively replaced by polymorphs (crystalline forms) of

increasing thermodynamic stability. This process occurs so frequently that it has

been given a name ‘‘Ostwald’s rule of stages’’. The process occurs because in the

isolation/crystallization process there is a tension between the importance of

kinetic and thermodynamic factors in the crystallization/isolation process. When

the knowledge base in the chemistry crystallization process is low, i.e., early in the

history of the compound isolation process, it is unlikely that the crystallization

conditions are the optimum to produce the thermodynamically most stable form.

Rather, kinetic processes determine the crystalline form and thermodynamically

less stable polymorphs are likely to be encountered. With increasing isolation

experience, control of crystallization conditions such as compound concentration,

solvent choice, cooling rate, etc., become better known and the probability of iso-

lating the thermodynamically most stable polymorph is much increased [4].

9.6

Polymorph Form and Aqueous Solubility

Process changes in chemistry which increase the probability that new compounds

will be isolated in amorphous or thermodynamically unstable polymorphic form

will have the effect of increasing the apparent aqueous solubility of newly synthe-

sized compounds. Ostwald’s rule of stages explains the common phenomenon that

the physical form that is first isolated for a newly synthesized compound has a low

melting point. This low-melting point material corresponds to amorphous material

or a thermodynamically unstable polymorph. The initially isolated material is in a

high-energy state relative to the thermodynamically most stable (highest melting

point) polymorph. The consequence of the high-energy state is that when dissolu-

tion in a solvent is attempted, less energy is required to disrupt the crystalline/

solid state and the compound is therefore more soluble. In general, there are only

a few exceptions to the rule that the highest-melting point polymorph is the most

insoluble. The types of polymorphs that might have a lower melting point but

higher solubility (enantiotropic polymorphs) are seldom encountered in a phar-

maceutical setting. These exceptions typically occur when the solubility is mea-

sured at a temperature moderately close to the compound melting point. Most

pharmaceutical organizations select against compounds with a melting point of
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less than 100 or 110� Celsius because the low melting point is associated with

problems in accelerated stability testing and with problems in formulation devel-

opment. As a result, the rule that the highest-melting point polymorph is the least

soluble generally holds for solubility measured either at room temperature or body

temperature.

9.6.1

Implications for in vitro Assays

Process changes in chemistry which increase the probability that new com-

pounds will be isolated in amorphous or thermodynamically unstable polymorphic

form have profound implications for in vitro assays, and in particular for high-

throughput screening (HTS). In the case of libraries of hundreds or thousands of

compounds, the reader can approximate the thermodynamic aqueous solubility

that might be expected by performing a calculation using any of the commercially

available solubility calculation programs. A discussion of solubility calculation is

outside the scope of this chapter. An aqueous solubility calculator that operates in

batch mode using Molecular Design Limited (MDL) format structure data (sd) files

as input can be obtained as a free download from a United States Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) web site [5]. Generally, a molar solubility of 10 mM or

poorer is incompatible with appreciable oral activity for the average permeability,

average potency (typically 1 mg kg�1) drug [6]. It is not unusual to find that one

half of compounds in a suboptimal combinatorial library are predicted to have a

thermodynamic solubility at or below 10 mM when examining sd files of commer-

cially available combinatorial compounds. When noncrystalline combinatorial

compounds are screened in HTS assays, the results are far better than might be

predicted from solely thermodynamic solubility considerations, and it is quite pos-

sible to detect fairly insoluble active compounds in the HTS screen. Success in

detecting a poorly soluble compound in an in-vitro screen depends very much on

the assay conditions. For example, does the assay contain components likely to

solubilize the compound? Success in the HTS assay in detecting activity in an

insoluble compound is also dependent on the initial physical form of the com-

pound. An amorphous compound (the predominant physical form in combinato-

rial chemistry compounds) is far more likely to dissolve to give a concentrated

DMSO stock solution than is a crystalline compound. For many amorphous com-

pounds, the solubility in DMSO will be supersaturated relative to the thermody-

namic DMSO solubility of a more stable crystalline form. Some compounds will

stay in solution indefinitely, even though the solutions are supersaturated. These

are compounds whose concentration lies in a thermodynamically unstable but

kinetically stable so-called ‘‘metastable zone’’. This phenomenon is encountered

only when a supersaturated solution is created in the absence of crystalline solid; it

does not occur if dissolution starts from the crystalline solid.

Compounds will precipitate from a DMSO stock solution if the kinetic con-

ditions are appropriate; for example, if enough time passes or enough freeze–thaw

cycles are encountered as part of the compound in DMSO storage process. Opera-
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tionally, the present author has encountered the phenomenon of a ‘‘working day’’

solubility window. Amorphous compounds generally dissolve fairly easily at 30 or

even at 60 mM in DMSO, but noticeable precipitation can be detected after about a

day. This occurs even at room temperature and even in the absence of any freeze–

thaw cycle. The one working-day window phenomenon for solubility in DMSO has

implications for the detection of HTS actives. For example, suppose an HTS assay

results in a number of actives. A similarity search is then conducted on the actives

and, based on the search, compounds are submitted to an HTS re-screen. We have

frequently found compounds active in the re-screen that were inactive in the orig-

inal HTS assay. The likely reason is the kinetic phenomenon of compound precip-

itation from medium time length storage of DMSO master plates. Active com-

pounds were not detected in the primary screen because these compounds were

not available to the primary screen; clearly, they had precipitated from the stored

master DMSO plates. The re-screen is performed with freshly DMSO solubilized

samples (within the one working-day window), thereby allowing a better detection

of a truly active compound.

Process changes in chemistry which increase the probability that new com-

pounds will be isolated in amorphous or thermodynamically unstable polymorphic

form have profound implications for in vitro assays in traditional biology labo-

ratories. This author anticipates an increase in the noise level of traditional biology

in vitro assays in particular as compounds are increasingly distributed as DMSO

stock solutions, and also anticipates a resultant very negative reaction from tradi-

tional biology personnel. The reason for the increased noise level is the increased

degree of uncertainty as to the actual concentration of a compound being screened

when compounds are distributed as DMSO stock solutions. The purely technical

considerations relating to compound physical form and resultant precipitation

from DMSO stocks are similar in HTS assays and traditional biology in vitro
assays, but the people considerations are very different. Personnel involved in HTS

assays have long been tolerant of the problems attendant to HTS screens. They are

not particularly upset because active compounds may be missed in an HTS screen

because of poor aqueous or DMSO solubility. To people familiar with HTS assays,

this is just part of the cost of doing business – an inevitable trade-off between the

greatly enhanced screening capacity of HTS versus an inevitable loss of accuracy.

This type of mindset is very different from that likely to be encountered among

traditional biologists. Traditional biologists place a premium on in vitro screen

accuracy and take pride in assay reproducibility. Uncertainty as to compound con-

centration is minimized when stock solutions are freshly prepared from a ‘‘neat’’

amorphous material or a freshly prepared DMSO stock. In essence with respect to

compound distribution a traditional biology laboratory mostly works within the

one working-day scenario. However, all this changes if the method of compound

distribution changes towards an automated dispensing of drug in DMSO stocks.

Compound concentration in an in vitro assay becomes an important noise factor if

the compound has precipitated from DMSO as part of the compound storage pro-

cess. The biologist may interpret assay results as reflective of compound aqueous

insolubility. However, the problem may have occurred at an even earlier stage in
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that precipitation actually occurred from the DMSO stock solution. In addition,

compound loss from DMSO may be interpreted as a chemical instability (degra-

dation) problem. Considerable semantic confusion can result from the term ‘‘in-

stability’’. To a biologist, it may mean compound loss from solution, whereas a

chemist might interpret ‘‘instability’’ as a change in chemical structure, i.e., as a

chemical degradation problem. These differences are meaningful because different

strategies might be chosen to deal with compound loss from a DMSO stock,

depending on whether the problem is precipitation or chemical degradation.

9.6.2

Implications for in vivo Assays

Process changes in chemistry which increase the probability that new compounds

will be isolated in amorphous or thermodynamically unstable polymorphic form

enhance the probability that in vivo activity will be detected if aqueous solubiliza-

tion of the compound is performed fairly rapidly. This is likely to be the case, since

a biologist or drug metabolism worker will likely want to ensure oral exposure of a

solution to an animal fairly quickly so that dosing occurs before the compound

precipitates. Alternately, dosing might be performed with ‘‘neat’’ amorphous solid

materials as a suspension. In either of these scenarios the oral dosing with amor-

phous solid will appear more efficacious than if the oral dosing is started with a

suspension of the less-soluble, thermodynamically more stable crystalline product

form. The oral activity improvement attendant to the amorphous form of the

compound may not be detected until a serious attempt is made to obtain crystal-

line material. This could come as late as the clinical candidate nomination stage.

What should be avoided at all costs is the choice of the ‘‘best’’ orally active com-

pound by a comparison of the oral bioavailability of poorly characterized solid

forms. The oral absorption component of oral bioavailability (but not the metabo-

lism factor) is extremely dependent on crystalline form. Making a choice using

poorly characterized solid forms risks choosing a nonoptimum compound. In fact,

this error may not even be noticed if only the clinical candidate has been crystal-

lized. Critical to these arguments is the presumption that most in vivo assays will

not be conducted with stored compound in DMSO stock solutions.

9.7

Solubility, Potency and Permeability Inter-relationships

Aqueous solubility, potency and permeability are three factors under medicinal

chemistry control that must be optimized to achieve a compound with acceptable

oral absorption. Typically, a lead (chemistry starting point) is deficient in all three

parameters. The inter-relationships of these three parameters has been described

in a series of publications from Pfizer researchers [7, 8]. Figure 9.1 depicts graph-

ically the minimum acceptable solubility as a function of projected clinical potency

and intestinal permeability. A minimum thermodynamic aqueous solubility of 52
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mg mL�1 is required in the most commonly encountered situation where the pro-

jected clinical potency is 1 mg kg�1 and the permeability is in the average range. If

the permeability is in the lower tenth percentile – as might be found for a pepti-

domimetic – the minimum acceptable solubility is 207 mg mL�1. The minimum

acceptable solubility is 2100 mg mL�1 if the potency is poor (and the dose high), as

for example occurs among some HIV protease inhibitors.

9.8

Acceptable Aqueous Solubility for Oral Activity

9.8.1

Traditional Definition

A classic pharmaceutical science textbook might have defined poor solubility as

anything below a solubility of 1 g mL�1 (2 mol L�1 solution for a molecular weight

of 500 Da) at pH 6.5 (or pH 7). This classic view is reflected in the Chemical

Abstracts SciFinder 20011 solubility range definitions for solubility calculated us-

ing Advanced Chemistry Development (ACD) Software Solaris V4.67. These semi-

quantitative ranges for molar solubility are: very soluble, 1 mol L�1 < solubility;

soluble, 0.1 mol L�1 < solubility < 1 mol L�1; slightly soluble, 0.01 mol L�1 <

Fig. 9.1. Minimum acceptable solubility (in mg mL�1). The

bars show the minimum solubility for low, medium, and high

permeability (Ka) at a clinical dose. The middle three bars are

for a 1 mg kg�1 dose. With medium permeability, a solubility of

52 mg mL�1 is required.
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solubility < 0.1 mol L�1; sparingly soluble, solubility < 0.01 mol L�1. The tradi-

tional definition is reasonable for the time frame where many drugs had clinical

potency in the 10–20 mg kg�1 per day range. This type of very poor potency (high

doses in the gram range) is seldom encountered today, except for therapy with

some infectious disease and antiviral drugs. The likely reason is the use of mech-

anism as opposed to phenomenological screening (in vivo screening) and the

improved potency attendant to leads resulting from high-throughput screening.

9.8.2

Current Era Definition

In the current era with widespread problems of poor solubility [4] a compound

(drug) with average permeability and a projected clinical potency of 1 mg kg�1

needs a minimum aqueous solubility of 50–100 mg mL�1 to avoid the use of non-

standard solubility fixing formulation technology. The guidelines published by

Pfizer’s Curatolo on maximum absorbable dose are an excellent guide for the

combination of permeability, solubility and potency required in an orally active

drug [8].

9.9

Solubility in Practice: Development versus Discovery

9.9.1

Development Thermodynamic Solubility as a Benchmark

The quantitation of solubility in the current discovery setting differs markedly

from that of a traditional aqueous solubility assay. In the traditional solubility

assay, crystalline well-characterized solid is equilibrated in aqueous solution for

sufficient time to reach equilibrium (generally 24–48 hours). The solution compo-

sition is important in the comparison with a discovery solubility assay. The tradi-

tional thermodynamic solubility experiment is performed in the absence of any

organic co-solvent. By way of comparison, the discovery solubility assay is fre-

quently performed in the presence of a co-solvent, usually DMSO. The physical

state of the starting solid in the development thermodynamic assay is relevant to

the comparison with discovery solubility assays. As previously mentioned, solids in

discovery in the current era are frequently noncrystalline and therefore invariably

more water-soluble. The thermodynamic assay time duration is important to the

comparison of the time scale of discovery solubility assays where the time scale is

frequently much shorter. The development thermodynamic solution experiment is

filtered through a filter, typically in the micron size range. For example, filters of

1.2 mm are recommended for lipid-containing total parenteral nutrition (TPN)

solutions, and filters of 0.22 mm for nonlipid TPN. The particle size that would be

considered as constituting a ‘‘solution’’ in a thermodynamic solubility measure-

ment is important in the context of discovery solubility measured by particle-based
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light scattering. After separating the solid from the liquid phase by filtration (or

possibly by centrifugation), the quantity of compound in the aqueous phase is

measured by a quantitative technique, for example by HPLC with ultraviolet (UV)

detection. Positive standards are used to bracket the aqueous concentration of sol-

uble drug. Care is taken that the positive standards reflect the ionization state of

the drug in solution, since substantial changes in UV extinction coefficient fre-

quently occur as a function of solution pH for an ionizable drug. This latter point

is important in the context of discovery solubility measured by UV spectroscopy. In

the developmental thermodynamic solubility assay, the compound purity is typi-

cally quite high. This is important to the comparison with the discovery solubility

assay where the compound purity is typically lower. At the time of writing, typical

compound purity criteria for combinatorial chemistry compounds from the better

chemistry sources were 90% pure by evaporative light scattering detection (ELSD)

or 80% pure by UV detection (typically ELSD is a less sensitive detector than UV of

compound impurities). The compound purity issue is particularly important to the

issue of discovery solubility assays using a UV quantitation end point.

9.9.2

Turbidimetric/Particle-based Solubility

The presence of a precipitate of insoluble material can be used as an indicator that

the solubility limit of a compound has been exceeded. There are two general

methods to instrumentally detect the presence of a precipitate: (i) the precipitation

can be detected using UV absorbance; or (ii) it can be detected by directly measur-

ing light scattering using a type of nephelometric light-scattering detector. Light

scattering can also be detected visually by taking advantage of the Tyndall effect.

The UV absorbance method uses the fact that particles in the path of the light

beam scatter light away from the light detector, or actually block the light from

reaching the detector. The light-scattering ‘‘absorption’’ curve has the properties of

an inverse power curve with the absorption predicted by a curve of the form (con-

stant divided by wavelength raised to the power n). In any particular solubility

experiment the constant term and power n tend to be constant until a significant

change in the particles occurs (e.g., from agglomeration). In our experiments we

encountered values of n ranging from 2.5 to 4.5. Because of the inverse power

curve form of the absorption curve, the absorption due to light scattering is great-

est at short wavelengths. The presence of a confounding UV absorbance from sol-

uble drug is the major disadvantage of measuring particle-based light scattering by

UV absorbance. For compounds with an aqueous solution that is not visibly col-

ored, this is generally not a problem as one can measure absorbance due to light

scattering at about 500 nm, which is outside of the typical soluble chromophore

absorption range. However, colored compounds or compounds with colored im-

purities can absorb due to soluble chromophore in this range. The problem can be

circumvented by using a UV diode array detector and performing a Fourier trans-

form analysis on an absorbance data array, for example a range of 64 or 128

absorbance readings at evenly spaced wavelength increments. The Fourier trans-
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form analysis relies on the fact that the apparent band width of the absorption

light-scattering curve is very much broader than the band width of any soluble

absorbance chromophore. The successive terms of the absorbance data Fourier

transform can be interpreted in terms of contributions of gradually decreasing

bandwidth. The first term of the Fourier transform essentially defines a baseline

shift of very broad bandwidth and is a very sensitive measure of the absorbance

due to light scattering. A plot of the first Fourier transform term versus amount of

compound added works much better as an index of precipitation than a simple plot

of absorbance versus amount of compound added. The UV absorbance method is

also somewhat dependent on the instrumental design and works best when there

is a large distance between the sample cell and the UV detector.

The presence of a precipitate of insoluble material can be directly detected by an

instrument specifically designed to detect a light-scattering signal. Instruments are

available that operate in single-cell or plate-reader format. Single-cell instruments

can be used as is, or adapted to automated measurement. For example, we were

able to develop an automated assay using a modified HACH AN2100 nephelo-

metric turbidity detector. Instrument costs are quite reasonable because simple,

robust light-scattering detectors are widely sold for use by water quality engineers

to test for clarity in water treatment plants. It transpires that water clarity is a very

good indication of the absence of a variety of pathogenic intestinal parasites that

might be found in contaminated water. These types of organisms have effective

sizes of about 1 mm and are reliably detected by visible light scattering using a

detector at 90 � to the visible light path. Most mammals (including humans) have,

through evolution, developed a keen ability to detect light scattering (cloudiness) in

water. In our benchmarking, we discovered that this author’s ability to detect light

scattering using the Tyndall effect was only about one order of magnitude less

sensitive than that using a HACH instrument. A nephelometric turbidity detector

can be calibrated against a set of commercially available turbidity standards. The

detector response is nonlinear to the quantity of compound precipitated, so what is

measured is essentially binary data, i.e., the solution is clear (no precipitation) or

turbidity (precipitation) is detected outside of the baseline (clear) nephelometric

turbidity signal.

Two extremes of turbidity signal are detected as compound in DMSO solution is

added stepwise to an aqueous medium. In one pattern, a gentle steady increase in

signal is observed as the solubility limit is exceeded. We find that this pattern most

often corresponds to a compound that precipitates because it is excessively lipo-

philic. In the second pattern, a very marked steep increase in turbidity signal is

encountered as the solubility limit is exceeded. We find that this pattern most often

corresponds to a compound that precipitates because of crystalline packing con-

siderations. We also find that compounds generating the second type of pattern

tend to give far more reproducible results in replicate assays. We interpret this as

reflecting a very quick precipitation when the solubility limit is surpassed for a

compound precipitating because of crystal packing reasons. Large signals are gen-

erated with these types of compounds because particle sizes are small and in the

optimum size range (@1 mm) for detection with a visible light source. Lipophilic
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compounds tend to precipitate as larger particles, which also generate a weaker

light-scattering signal. Reproducibility is poorer for the detection of precipitates of

lipophilic compounds, presumably because of kinetic considerations, i.e., there is

more variability in the time it takes for precipitation of the lipophilic compound to

occur. The precipitation behavior has similarity to the crystallization behavior of

compounds in a chemistry synthesis laboratory. The more lipophilic compounds

are more difficult to crystallize than the high-melting point compounds. A fluo-

rescent compound can generate a false-positive signal in a nephelometric tur-

bidity assay, whilst a soluble drug with good fluorescent properties absorbs

unpolarized light and emits unpolarized light with a good Stokes shift, i.e., at

higher wavelength in all directions. This behavior could then be confused with a

light-scattering signal. The potential problem is easily solved by introducing a low-

wavelength cutoff filter in front of the off axis detector. In our assays at Pfizer we

introduced a cutoff filter that prevented detection of soluble fluorescein up to the

upper concentration limit in our assay. The filter had no discernable effect on

reducing sensitivity to the detection of scattered visible light. Fortunately, for phar-

maceutical drug solubility screening there are very few drugs that fluoresce above

the fluorescein emission range as these soluble compounds would generate a false-

positive signal.

9.9.3

UV Detector-based Solubility

The solubility of a compound can be quantitated by measuring the compound

solution concentration by UV spectroscopy. This method requires the use of some

type of positive standard because there are no reliable computational techniques to

predict UV absorbance and extinction coefficient from structure alone. The factors

that need to be considered in a reliable UV-based method include the following. A

method must be in place to correct for any UV spectral absorbance changes

between reference and test samples that occur as a result of: (i) solvent medium

changes between reference and test sample; (ii) pH changes between reference and

test sample; and (iii) confounding UV absorbances between reference and test

samples that may result from UV-absorbent impurities in the compound whose

solubility is being tested. The order of importance of these possible problems and

the need for their correction is listed from least to most important. Very detailed

discussions of these issues in solubility profiling can be found in the excellent

review by Avdeef [9].

The least problematic issues are UV spectral changes as a function of different

solvents between the reference and the test sample. Solvent effects on UV spectra

in solvents of decreased dielectric constant compared with water parallel solvent

effects on apparent pKa. The changes are most marked for acids, for example,

leading to a numerical increase of up to two pKa units – an apparent decrease in

the acidity of the carboxylic acid. Effects on bases are considerably less. The appar-

ent pKa of a base in a reduced dielectric constant solvent might be up to about half

a pKa unit numerically lower (less basic). The UV spectra of neutral compounds
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are generally not markedly affected by changes in solvent dielectric properties. As a

result, solvent corrections are generally not critical for UV quantitation of libraries

of neutral or weakly basic or acidic compounds (frequently combinatorial). The

most problematical functional group, namely a carboxylic acid, does not pose a

major concern. Among known Phase II drugs, only about 14% are carboxylic acids

and these are frequently under-represented relative to this 14% figure in combina-

torial libraries.

The issue of UV spectral absorbance changes resulting from pH changes

between the reference and test sample is more important. The UV spectra of com-

pounds containing ionizable moieties located on or near chromophoric groups can

be markedly changed (both in absorption maxima and extinction coefficient) by

differences in medium pH. This phenomenon is well known, and is the basis of

methods for determining compound pKa by plotting spectral absorbance changes

versus pH. Correction requires experimental data, i.e., UV spectra captured at sev-

eral pH values. Alternatively, batch mode pKa calculations can be used to bin

compounds into the neutral and weakly basic and acidic materials for which there

is unlikely to be a potential problem, as opposed to the strong acid and base classes

for which the ionization state can markedly affect the UV quantitation.

9.9.4

Other Methods-based Solubility

Aqueous solubility can be measured by potentiometric titration. The theory behind

this method and its practical implementation has been pioneered by Avdeef. A

solution of the compound in the pH range where the compound is soluble is

titrated towards the pH region where the compound is insoluble. In the soluble

region, the normal type of data from a potentiometric titration are collected,

namely millivolt versus volume of titrant added. This data range serves to define

the compound pKa. At and past the compound precipitation point, data corre-

sponding to millivolt versus volume of titrant added data continues to be collected.

However, the data obtained past the precipitation point defines not the pKa but the

compound solubility product. In favorable cases where the precipitation point

occurs about halfway through the titration it is possible to obtain both compound

pKa and compound solubility product from a single titration experiment. The

theory is very well worked out for this method for almost every reasonable combi-

nation of ionizable groups likely to be present in a drug molecule. The analysis of

the change in titration data once precipitation occurs requires very high-quality

potentiometric titration equipment, excellent protection against carbon dioxide

uptake, and very sophisticated curve analysis software – all of which are commer-

cially available. The method requires the compound in low-milligram quantities,

and works best for very insoluble compounds – which also are the most difficult to

quantitate by other methods. The method is relatively slow, since for best results

the titration rate is greatly slowed as the precipitation point is reached. Compound

in the assay is solubilized at the beginning of the assay, either by pH dissolution of

solid or by dissolution of a concentrated DMSO stock solution in aqueous media
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of appropriate pH. As a result, there is no control as to which polymorphic form

of the compound corresponds to the solubility product. The method is likely to

be particularly useful in the solubility classification of compounds according to

the FDA bioavailability waiver system because of the extensive validation of the

method, its reproducibility and its particular applicability to compounds with the

poorest solubility.

9.10

Solids not Characterized in Early Discovery

As previously discussed, compound form differs markedly between early discovery

and the late discovery/development interface. The early discovery compound is

poorly characterized as to its crystalline form – it may be nonsolid, amorphous, or

possibly crystalline but uncharacterized as to polymorphic form. The late discov-

ery/development interface compound is crystalline as defined by phase-contract

microscopy or powder X-ray diffraction, and its polymorphic and salt form is fre-

quently characterized. This difference has profound implications for the design of

a discovery solubility assay. The key question is this: Is it better to design an early

discovery solubility assay as a separate type of experiment, or is it better to try to

automate a traditional thermodynamic solubility assay to handle the very large

number of compounds likely to be encountered in early discovery? Another way to

state this question is this: Does it make sense to run a thermodynamic solubility

assay on poorly crystalline early discovery compounds? This is the type of ques-

tion about which reasonable people could disagree. However, this author does

have a distinct opinion. It is much better to set up a distinctively different solubility

assay in early discovery and to maintain a clear distinction between the assay type

appropriate in early discovery and the assay type appropriate at the late discovery/

development interface. Two issues are relevant to this opinion: One relates to the

need for a solubility assay to reflect/predict early discovery stage oral absorption;

and the other relates to people/chemistry issues.

An early discovery solubility assay is most useful to chemists at the stage where

oral absorption structure–activity relationship (SAR) is not present or poorly

defined. This typically might occur after reasonable in vitro activity has been dis-

covered and attempts are underway in drug metabolism to establish oral absorp-

tion, or in biology to demonstrate oral activity. The early discovery solubility assay

is most likely to predict the early drug metabolism or biology studies when the

solubility protocol mimics the manner of dosing in drug metabolism and biology.

Typically, this means that starting compound is dissolved in DMSO solution and

short read times in the low tens of minutes are used in the solubility assay. These

solubility assay conditions mimic the dosing conditions in early drug metabolism

and biology. This type of reasoning is a very hard sell for a scientist with a strong

development or analytical background, because it means setting up a solubility

assay that breaks every pharmaceutical sciences textbook rule about the qualities of

a ‘‘proper’’ solubility assay.
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Chemists have the primary responsibility of altering the compound chemical

structure so as to improve on a solubility problem. Anything that undermines this

primary responsibility of the chemist is harmful to overall research productivity. In

my experience, chemists (perhaps unconsciously) are always eager to obtain data

that make their compounds look better. For example, chemists might seek solubil-

ity data in simulated intestinal contents in order to obtain better (higher) solubility

values. This exercise is of no value if it does not somehow result in compounds

with better properties being made. Unfortunately, this search for better-appearing

solubility data can actually be counterproductive. This happens if the new solubility

data does not solve a solubility problem and takes the pressure of the chemist to

change the chemical structure towards a better profile. The chemist ‘‘people’’ factor

is a major reason for avoiding a ‘‘thermodynamic’’ solubility assay on early discov-

ery compounds. The term ‘‘thermodynamic assay’’ has a connotation associated

with developmental rigor and accuracy. There is a grave danger that the chemist

will uncritically accept the solubility value from a ‘‘thermodynamic assay’’ in early

discovery on amorphous material or on material in a DMSO solution. As pre-

viously discussed, solubility assays on compounds in high-energy forms (DMSO

solution or amorphous) almost always overestimate the aqueous solubility. If the

chemist uncritically accepts an inflated early stage solubility as the gospel truth,

there will be little pressure to produce an acceptable solubility compound once the

material is characterized in the crystalline form. It is much better to keep the sol-

ubility assays distinct: an early assay for prediction of absorption SAR; and an effi-

cient thermodynamic assay for the late discovery/development interface. In our

discovery organization in Groton, Connecticut, USA, we force this distinction by

refusing to run our automated thermodynamic solubility assay on compounds that

are not crystalline. The traditional ‘‘thermodynamic’’ solubility assay starting from

crystalline material can be considerably improved by applying more modern dis-

solution technology with particular care to reducing the aqueous volume and

hence the sample size requirement [10].

9.11

Solids Solubilized in DMSO in Early Discovery

Adding compounds solubilized in DMSO to aqueous medium as part of a discov-

ery solubility assay can lead to two types of solubility assay with different uses. At

one extreme, the quantity of DMSO is kept very low (<1%). At this low level of

DMSO, the solubility is only slightly affected by the DMSO content. For example,

data from a poster by Ricerca Ltd. [11] suggest that a DMSO content of 1% should

not elevate apparent solubility by more than about 65%. At 5% DMSO, this group

reported an average solubility increase of 145% due to the DMSO content. Solu-

bility in an early discovery assay containing one percent DMSO can however

exceed ‘‘thermodynamic’’ solubility by much more than 65%. However, this is very

likely due to the time scale. Studies by the Avdeef (pIon Inc.) group show a close

approximation of early discovery solubility (quantitated by UV) to literature ther-
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modynamic solubility if the early discovery assay is allowed to approach equilib-

rium, for example by being left overnight. The availability of DMSO stock solu-

tions places limitations on the concentration range that can be achieved without

exceeding the 1% DMSO limit. For example, if the DMSO stock is 30 mM, a 1 to

100 dilution achieves a final concentration of 300 mM. This corresponds to a con-

centration of 150 mg mL�1 (for MW ¼ 500), which is above the solubility limit

required for oral activity in an average permeability, average 1 mg kg�1 potency

heterocycle. However, the upper concentration range will not be high enough at

1% DMSO if something like an HTS DMSO stock is used with a concentration of

4 mM. The resulting aqueous concentration at 1 to 100 dilution is only 40 mM

(which corresponds to 20 mg mL�1 solubility (for MW ¼ 500). This is not high

enough a solubility to ensure oral activity for the average permeability, average

potency heterocycle – a minimum solubility of 50 mg mL�1 is required.

At the other extreme of adding compounds dissolved in DMSO in an early dis-

covery assay, the goal is to maximize assay throughput and to generate a relative

solubility ranking, and so the DMSO content is allowed to exceed 1%. For example,

workers at Glaxo have employed an HTS solubility assay keeping the DMSO con-

tent at a fixed 5% [12]. If the addition is of aqueous medium to DMSO stock, a

series of increasing dilutions can be performed with a plate-reader nephelometric

assay being run at each dilution stage. In this way, very high throughputs can be

obtained, and the assay is completely compound-sparing if it is implemented as

part of a normal process of compound preparation for assay testing. The dis-

advantages are fairly clear. It may be difficult to compare compound solubility

across chemical series. At high DMSO percentages, the link to thermodynamic

solubility is lost and it may be difficult to conclude whether a compound has suf-

ficient solubility to have the potential for oral activity.
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10

Factors Influencing the Water Solubilities of

Crystalline Drugs

James W. McFarland, Chau M. Du, and Alex Avdeef

Abbreviations

ANN Artificial neural network

MLR Multiple linear regression (Statistica)

PLS Partial least squares (SIMCA-S)

VIP Variable importance in the projection (SIMCA-S)

Symbols

A Overall H-bond acidity (Absolv); also as SaH
2 [8]

ALOGP Calculated log P (Absolv)

AB Product of overall H-bond acidity and basicity (Absolv)

a Molecular polarizability in Å3 (HYBOT) [23]; also Alpha

B Overall H-bond basicity (Absolv); also as SbH
2 [8]

Ca�max Largest H-bond acceptor value in molecule (HYBOT) [23]; also

Ca_max

Ca�max þ jCd�maxj Sum of the absolute values of Ca�max and Cd�max (HYBOT) [23];

also SumCmax

Cd�max Largest H-bond donor value in molecule (HYBOT) [23]; also

Cd_max1

CLOGP Calculated log P (MEDCHEM) [26]

CMR Calculated molecular refractivity (MEDCHEM) [26]

E Excess molar refractivity (Absolv); also as R2 [8]

log P Experimental logarithm of the partition coefficient, octanol/

water

log So Logarithm of intrinsic solubility (mol L�1) experimentally

determined (pSOL); also logSexp

mp Melting point

MW Molecular weight

qþmax Maximum positive partial atomic charge (HYBOT) [23]; also

Qposmax

qþmax þ jq�minj Absolute sum of qþmax and q�min (HYBOT) [23]; also SumQmax

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
Copyright 8 2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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q�min Minimum negative partial atomic charge (HYBOT) [23]; also

Qnegmin

S Dipolarity/polarizability (Absolv); also as pH
2 [8]

SCa Sum of H-bond acceptor factors (HYBOT) [23]; also SumCa

SCa/a Sum of H-bond acceptor factors/molecular polarizability

(HYBOT) [23]; also SCa_A

SCad Absolute sum of H-bond acceptor, donor factors (HYBOT) [23];

also SumCad

SCad/a Absolute sum of H-bond acceptor, donor factors/molecular

polarizability (HYBOT) [23]; also SCad_A

SCd Sum of H-bond donor factors (HYBOT) [23]; also SumCd

SCd/a Sum of H-bond donor factors/molecular polarizability

(HYBOT) [23]; also SCd_A

Sqþ Sum of positive partial atomic charges (HYBOT) [23]; also

SumQpos

Sqþ/a Sum of positive partial atomic charges/molecular polarizability.

(HYBOT) [23]; also SQpos_A

V McGowan’s characteristic volume (Absolv); also as Vx [8]

10.1

Introduction

Water solubility is an important property of all chemical compounds as it plays a

major role in their distribution in the environment. Thus, sodium chloride will

likely end up dissolved in the ocean, and silicon dioxide as sand on the beach.

Because of the theme of this volume, it is the water solubilities of drugs that will

concern us here. Generally, the more water-soluble drugs are, the more likely they

will be well absorbed when administered orally. So it is an advantage in designing

new drugs to be able to estimate their solubilities in advance of their actual prepa-

ration. In this way, potential new compounds can be eliminated from consider-

ation if their predicted solubilities make them hopeless drug candidates. Many

studies have been made to predict water solubility. Owing to the limited space

allotted here, it will not be possible to refer to them all, but some of the more

recent ones and those relevant to our discussion are listed (see Refs [1–20]). Addi-

tional discussion and some more recent references are found in 1.3.

10.2

Crystallinity

At least two correlation studies on the aqueous solubilities of liquid organic com-

pounds have been published [18, 19], and in each case an excellent correlation

(r > 0:9) was obtained. For both liquid and solid compounds, log P or CLOGP

accounts for a major portion of variance in water solubility [3, 4, 20]. However, the
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correlations are better with just liquids. To improve the results with solids, Yal-

kowsky and Valvani [20] used an equation of the form:

log Sw ¼ �a� log P� b�mpþ c ð1Þ

For crystalline compounds, they noted that an important factor to consider is the

crystal lattice energy. From theoretical considerations and subsequent empirical

studies, they discovered that melting point (mp) serves as an excellent proxy for

this factor. While this is a significant advance in our understanding of water solu-

bility, it falls short as a means to predict solubility from the chemical structure

alone; a compound must be made and a mp determined experimentally.

10.3

Solubility Datasets

Many successful correlation studies [2, 6–10, 12–15, 17 among others] have been

reported using: (i) large datasets containing both liquid and solid compounds; and

(ii) only descriptors calculated from chemical structural information. Except for the

results from two of these investigations, no terms were needed to account for dif-

ferences in physical state. Abraham and Le [8] used an interaction term containing

descriptors related to H-bond acceptors and H-bond donors to account for such

differences. The term used by Jorgensen and Duffy [6] was similar. While the

results of these studies are impressive, there is the question of whether the high

percentage of liquid compounds in the datasets tends to blur the distinction

between liquids and crystals, and thereby help to assure good results.

Huuskonen and coworkers [11] published a study on 211 drugs, all of which

were solids. The solubility data were taken from the literature. We will discuss this

work further in 10.7. Klopman et al. [16] published a water-solubility study on 483

literature compounds, but unless one orders the accompanying Supplementary

Material it is difficult to know the physical states of the substances they studied.

McFarland et al. recently [1] published the results of studies carried out on 22

crystalline compounds. Their water solubilities were determined using pSOL [21],

an automated instrument employing the pH-metric method described by Avdeef

and coworkers [22]. This technique assures that it is the thermodynamic equilib-

rium solubility that is measured. While only ionizable compounds can be deter-

mined by this method, their solubilities are expressed as the molarity of the

unionized molecular species, the intrinsic solubility, So. This avoids confusion

about a compound’s overall solubility dependence on pH. Thus, So, is analogous to

P, the octanol/water partition coefficient; in both situations, the ionized species are

implicitly factored out. In order to use pSOL, one must have knowledge of the

various pKas involved; therefore, in principle, one can compute the total solubility

of a compound over an entire pH range. However, the intrinsic solubility will be

our focus here. There was one zwitterionic compound in this dataset. To obtain

best results, this compound was formulated as the zwitterion rather than the neu-

tral form in the HYBOT [23] calculations.
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10.4

MLR Analyses

Forward step-wise MLR [24] was used to analyze the data obtained from the solu-

bility investigations that follow. To compute Q2, we used MODDE software [25].

The results from the study reported in [1] are summarized in Eq. (2):

�log So ¼ 1:10ðG0:16ÞCLOGPþ 4:95ðG0:99Þðqþmax þ jq�minjÞ
þ 6:44ðG2:10ÞSCad/a� 3:93ðG1:21Þ ð2Þ

n ¼ 22 R ¼ 0:90 s ¼ 0:70 F3; 18 ¼ 26:946

R2 ¼ 0:82 Q2 ¼ 0:64 p ¼ 0:000001

The negative logarithm of So is used here; hence, a positive coefficient indicates

that increases in the value of the associated descriptor will result in lower solubil-

ity. In developing Eq. (2), McFarland et al. [1] considered the MEDCHEM [26]

descriptors CLOGP and CMR and the HYBOT [23] descriptors listed in the table of

symbols at the beginning of this chapter. Thus, the important factors discovered

here are lipophilicity (CLOGP), the largest difference between positive and negative

partial atomic charges found in the molecule (qþmax þ jq�minj), and the density of

H-bond acceptors and donors (SCad/a) in the molecule. Each of these factors tends

to reduce water solubility.

With only 22 compounds available, there was only enough information to sup-

port a three-term correlation equation. Since this work was published, the sol-

ubilities of an additional 36 compounds have been reported to us. Many of these

were determined [27] in the same laboratories as those cited in [1], but 21 were

determined in the laboratory of Artursson [28], and six in the laboratories of Faller

and Wohnsland [29]. While this introduced some inter-laboratory variability, we

believe that this is minimal because the same automated method on comparable,

commercial pSOL instruments was employed. This new dataset now contains six

zwitterionic compounds; as before, their structures were entered in their zwitter-

ionic forms to do the HYBOT calculations. When they were entered in their neu-

tral forms, poorer results were obtained in the subsequent MLR analysis.

Using the solubilities of these compounds and the same set of descriptors as

given in [1], the correlation summarized in Eq. (3) was obtained:

�log So ¼ 0:79ðG0:10ÞCLOGPþ 1:65ðG0:59Þðqþmax þ jq�minjÞ
þ 3:40ðG1:25ÞSCad/a� 0:29ðG0:76Þ ð3Þ

n ¼ 58 R ¼ 0:83 s ¼ 0:90 F3; 54 ¼ 39:135

R2 ¼ 0:69 Q2 ¼ 0:63 p < 0:000001

Whilst it was gratifying to see that the same descriptors were selected in the anal-

ysis and that the signs of the coefficients were all positive as in Eq. (2), the magni-
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tudes of the coefficients and intercept are all different. More importantly, the

strength of the correlation is diminished: the standard error of the estimate, s, is
larger and R2 is smaller. Clearly, at least one other important factor has been over-

looked.

10.5

The Absolv Approach

To see if we could gather additional insights, we investigated Absolv [8, 30]. This is

a commercial software product that is used to predict, among other things, the

aqueous solubilities of compounds based on chemical structures in their neutral

forms. From the chemical structure alone Absolv calculates the descriptors A (the

overall H-bond acidity), B (the overall H-bond basicity), E (the excess molar refrac-

tion), S (dipolarity/polarizability) and V (McGowan characteristic volume); these

are defined in more detail elsewhere [8, 31]. Absolv uses these descriptors and an

amended general solvation equation to predict aqueous solubilities. We tried this

approach to predict the water solubilities of the 58 compounds mentioned above.

The results were rather disappointing. The correlation between the observed and

predicted values are shown in Eq. (4):

�log So ¼ 0:21ðG0:07Þð�log SabsolvÞ þ 2:58ðG0:40Þ ð4Þ
n ¼ 55 R ¼ 0:37 s ¼ 1:45 F1; 53 ¼ 8:5289

R2 ¼ 0:14 p < 0:0051

Bromocriptine, erythromycin and terfenadine had to be omitted from this correla-

tion because Absolv does not calculate the water solubilities of compounds with

McGowan volumes, V, greater than 4.0. This is because the solubility training set

used in Absolv, Eq. (6), does not contain compounds with V values greater than 4;

hence predictive power for such compounds are not reliable.

The dataset upon which Absolv is founded [8] mostly consists of liquids. The

crystalline compounds are mainly hydrocarbons such as naphthalene. Only about

100 out of the 659 compounds could be said to be ‘‘drug-like’’. So it is perhaps no

wonder that Absolv did not perform well when only crystalline compounds chal-

lenged it. Using the 58-compound dataset generated by pSOL and descriptors cal-

culated by Absolv, we recalculated Abraham and Le’s amended general solubility

equation:

�log So ¼ �0:54ðG0:74ÞA� 2:13ðG0:35ÞBþ 0:28ðG0:32ÞAB
þ 1:17ðG0:31ÞEþ 0:27ðG0:36ÞSþ 1:28ðG0:23ÞVþ 1:22ðG0:73Þ ð5Þ

n ¼ 58 R ¼ 0:86 s ¼ 0:84 F3; 54 ¼ 24:982

R2 ¼ 0:75 Q2 ¼ 0:68 p < 0:000001
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The coefficients of descriptors A, AB and S are not statistically significant, but the

terms are left in the equation for comparison with Abraham and Le’s [8] water-

solubility equation, modified here to conform to the mathematical conventions

used in this chapter:

�log So ¼ �2:17A� 4:24Bþ 3:36ABþ 1:00E� 0:77Sþ 3:99Vþ 0:52 ð6Þ
n ¼ 659 R2 ¼ 0:92 s ¼ 0:56 F6; 652 ¼ 1256

Clearly, Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) are not exactly the same. In Abraham and Le’s equation

[8], the H-bond and volume terms have much larger coefficients than the corre-

sponding ones in Eq. (5). This helps to explain why Eq. (6) did not predict the sol-

ubilities of the 58 compounds well.

Nevertheless, Absolv gave us five additional parameters to work with. What is

more, we used ALOGP, the predicted octanol/water partition coefficient also cal-

culated by Absolv. We combined these descriptors with CLOGP, CMR and those

from HYBOT. Forward step-wise regression gave Eq. (7):

�log So ¼ 0:37ðG0:05ÞCLOGPþ 1:20ðG0:20ÞE� 1:51ðG0:27ÞB
þ 1:17ðG0:26ÞSqþ þ 0:98ðG0:36Þ ð7Þ

n ¼ 58 R ¼ 0:89 s ¼ 0:73 F4; 53 ¼ 52:915

R2 ¼ 0:80 Q2 ¼ 0:76 p < 0:000001

Comparing these results to those of Eq. (2), we find that they are nearly as good in

terms of s and R2 and superior in Q2.

In Eq. (7), CLOGP is the first term accepted in the step-wise MLR analysis and

accounts for 60% of the variance in �log So. The other terms are accepted in the

order: E (8%), B (4%) and Sqþ (8%). Clearly, lipophilicity is the dominant factor in

the aqueous solubilities of these 58 crystalline substances. This is consistent with

work of Yalkowski’s group [3, 4, 20]. By inference, the other three factors together

could be interpreted as a proxy for mp.

How is Eq. (7) different from Eq. (3)? CLOGP plays the dominant role in both

equations; also, each has a term related to H-bonding, although they take some-

what different forms. Each has a term related to partial atomic charge, again

each taking a somewhat different form. Equation (7) has an additional term, E, the

excess molar refraction. Abraham [31] interprets E as representing the contribu-

tion of dispersion forces in solute-condensed phase interactions. Thus, E, which

has the dimensions of volume, represents something new to our analysis of crys-

talline compounds.

When examining other work published in this field [1–20], one sees that in

different forms, in different combinations and not always together, lipophilicity,

H-bonding, partial atomic charge and volume have been identified as determinants

of aqueous solubility. Even lipophilicity represents a combination of volume and

H-bonding as shown by El Tayar and Testa [32] and by Raevsky et al. [33]. Thus,
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it appears that aqueous solubility can be reduced to terms involving just volume,

H-bonding and partial atomic charge. This makes sense from the point of view

that they are all related to intermolecular interaction energies: volume is identified

with dispersion, dipole-induced dipole and endoergic cavity effects [31]; H-bonding

takes into account attractive forces between molecules within crystals and in

solvent-solute conditions; and partial atomic charge is related to electrostatic

attractions between molecules in the crystalline and solution states.

Unfortunately, the descriptors used to express these conditions are inextricably

correlated to each other to various degrees. For example, the correlation coefficient,

r, for SCa and Sqþ is 0.92. This is further demonstrated by the PLS study that fol-

lows.

10.6

The PLS Approach

Using our dataset which includes all of the descriptors mentioned so far, we con-

ducted a PLS analysis using SIMCA software [34]. In the initial PLS model, MW, V,

and a (Alpha) were removed because they are in each case highly correlated with

CMR (r > 0:95). SIMCA’s VIP function selected only q�min (Qnegmin) for removal

on the basis of it making no important contribution to the model. In the second

model, Sqþ/a (SQpos_A) and SCa/a (SCa_A) coincided nearly exactly in the three-

component space; of these two, we decided to keep only SCa/a in the third and

final model. This model consisted of three components and accounted for 75% of

the variance in log So; the Q2 value was 0.66.

Figures 10.1 and 10.2 show the variable loadings for this model in the first and

second component and in the first and third component directions, respectively. As

is evident from their distances from the origin and by the VIP function, all of these

descriptors play significant roles in the model.

10.7

Discussion

Excellent predictive models for the solubilities of organic compounds have been

made using datasets or training and test sets each consisting largely of liquids

[2–10, 12–20]. We demonstrated that application of a predictive model derived

from a training set containing a high proportion of liquids did not work well for a

test set of compounds that contains only crystalline compounds. To make a truly

useful method to predict the aqueous solubilities of organic compounds, in partic-

ular potential drugs, further studies need to be carried out on much larger datasets

comprising only crystalline compounds.

We report here studies conducted with 58 crystalline drug-like compounds. The

solubilities are of high quality, having been determined in only three laboratories

using the same automated potentiometric method. However, the set is too small to
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Fig. 10.1. Loadings plot for the variables in the partial least

squares (PLS) analysis. Abscissa: first component; ordinate:

second component.

Fig. 10.2. Loadings plot for the variables in the partial least

squares (PLS) analysis. Abscissa: first component; ordinate:

second component.
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divide into a training set and a test set for the types of predictive studies reported

so far. Such studies require large datasets to cover the broadest possible solubility

range and to get good representations of structural types. Perhaps over 300 well-

chosen compounds would be required for a good study.

Huuskonen et al. [11] made a good start by compiling from the literature the

aqueous solubilities of 211 solid, drug-like compounds. These were divided into a

training set of 160 and a test set of 51 compounds. These authors used topological

descriptors and an ANN to make a predictive model of the data, and obtained

excellent results for the training set (r 2 ¼ 0:90) and the test set (r2 ¼ 0:86). How-

ever, because of the nature of the ANN analysis it is was not possible to quantify

the significance of the various descriptors, and to interpret their meaning in the

model. Our preference is to work with descriptors that have a physical significance

to the processes involved in solution.

Although the dataset we used was small, we were nevertheless able to construct

models in which the roles of lipophilicity, hydrogen bonding, partial atomic charge

and volume were quantitatively determined. When one considers that lipophilicity

is itself explained by H-bonding and volume, then the explanatory descriptors

can be reduced to simply H-bonding, partial atomic charge and volume. Further

studies should be carried out to increase the accuracy and precision in predicting

the aqueous solubilities of crystalline organic compounds.
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RFC Reduced folate transporter

SGLT Sodium dependent secondary active transporter

SLC Solute carrier

SMVT Sodium-dependent multivitamin transporter

SVCT Sodium-dependent vitamin C transporter

THTR High affinity thiamine transporter

11.1

Introduction

Membrane transporters play a key role in determining exposure of a cell or organ-

ism to a variety of solutes including nutrients, cellular by-products, drugs, and

other xenobiotics. It has been thought that intestinal absorption of most drugs

proceeds by passive diffusion, in which the lipid solubility of the drug molecule is a

determining factor. However, many water-soluble compounds can move across cell

membranes through specialized carrier-mediated transport mechanisms [1]. These

compounds include peptide analogues, nucleosides, amino acids, sugars, mono-

carboxylic acids, bile acids, fatty acids, organic cations and anions, phosphates, and

water-soluble vitamins.

Membrane transporter research is rapidly progressing due to the advances in

molecular biology. The human genome contains numerous genes encoding more

than 800 transporters [2]. So far, the Human Genome Organization (HUGO) has

approved 229 solute carrier (SLC) family genes and 52 ATP-binding cassette (ABC)

genes. Of the transporter genes, more than 200 genes have been cloned and char-

acterized. These transporters include nucleoside transporters, amino acid trans-

porters, peptide transporters, vitamin transporters, ion transporters, carriers, and

neurotransmitter transporters [2]. It would be interesting to know which trans-

porters play a role in drug absorption, but information about the relevant trans-

porters is very limited at present. To facilitate the study of drug transporters on a

broad scale, some research groups [3, 4] have constructed gene transcription data-

bases for human membrane transporters. Our recent GeneChip1 data has revealed

that various types of transporters including peptide, amino acid, nucleoside, glu-

cose, phosphate, and ATP-binding cassette transporters are highly expressed in

human intestine [4] (Fig. 11.1–11.4). These transporters include peptide trans-

porter HPT1, cationic amino acid transporter LAT1, taurine transporter, concen-

trative purine nucleoside transporter CNT2, Naþ/glucose cotransporter SGLT1,

glucose/fructose transporter GLUT5, mitochondrial phosphate carrier protein

SLC25A3, and ABC transporter ABCD3 (Fig. 11.1–11.4). A catalog of intestinal

membrane transporter mRNA expression will be helpful in the utilization of these

transporters for enhancing oral delivery of poorly absorbed drugs.

As shown in Table 11.1, there are various membrane transporters and iso-

forms. Many of these transporters are expressed in the GI tract. Among them, the

peptide transport systems have received the most attention. Di-, tri-peptide trans-
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porters, localized at the intestinal epithelia brush-border membrane, are proton-

coupled transporters that are known to play an essential role in the oral absorp-

tion of b-lactam antibiotics, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, renin

inhibitors, antitumor drugs, thrombin inhibitors, and a dopamine receptor antag-

onist. Moreover, the utility of this transporter as a platform for improving the oral

bioavailability of drugs such as zidovudine and acyclovir has well been demon-

strated. Nucleosides and their analogues depend on the nucleoside transporters to

be taken up in the intestine. Nucleoside analog drugs including azidothymidine

(AZT), zalcitabine, cladribine, cytarabine, and gemcitabine are widely used for the

treatment of various conditions including cancer and viral infections by interfering

with nucleotide metabolism and DNA replication. There are many different amino

acid transporters in the intestine and they have highly restrictive substrate specif-

icities. Amino acid analogues including L-4-chlorokynurenine, abapentin, baclofen,

and gabapentin seem to be absorbed by the amino acid transporters. Organic cat-

ion and anion transporters have also shown to be a specific transport system for

Fig. 11.1. Human duodenal expression vari-

ability of peptide and amino acid transporters

(our unpublished data). Shaded box indicates

25–75% of expression range, the line within

the box marks the median, and error bars

indicate 10–90% of expression range. PEPT1,

di-, tri-peptide transporter; HPT1 (LI-cadherin),

peptide transporter; SLC3A1, cystine, dibasic

and neutral amino acid transporter; yþLAT1,

cationic amino acid transporter; ATB0, neutral

amino acid transporter; 4F2hc, activator of

dibasic and neutral amino acid transport;

SLC6A11, gamma-aminobutyric acid trans-

porter; GABA (SLC6A8), GABA/noradrenaline

transporter; hPROT, L-proline transporter;

Taurine, taurine transporter; Glutamate,

neuronal/epithelial high affinity glutamate

transporter; ASCT1, glutamate/neutral amino

acid transporter.
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many endogenous amines as well as xenobiotic drugs. The bile acid transport sys-

tem has been utilized for improving oral drug delivery by coupling active peptides

to bile acids. P-glycoprotein, as a primary active transporter in the intestinal brush-

border membrane, leads to net secretion of drugs such as anticancer agents in

the blood-to-luminal direction. This transporter serves as a detoxifying mechanism

and as a part of the absorption barrier in the intestine [5]. Many other transporters

have been known to transport several water-soluble vitamins, monocarboxylic

acids, phosphates, bicarbonates, fatty acids, sugars, and ions.

The transporter-mediated uptake of drugs into epithelial cells is emerging as

a new trend in biopharmaceutics [6]. Utilization of the intestinal epithelial trans-

porters to facilitate the absorption of drugs or prodrugs appears to be an attractive

delivery approach. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the pharmaceutical

and medicinal relevances of intestinal transporters. This will provide new knowl-

edge for strategies to enhance intestinal absorption of drugs.

Fig. 11.2. Human duodenal expression

variability of nucleoside, organic cation ion,

and anion transporters (unpublished data).

Shaded box indicates 25–75% of expression

range, the line within the box marks the

median, and error bars indicate 10–90% of

expression range. ENT2, equilibrative

nucleoside transporter; CNT1, concentrative

pyrimidine nucleoside transporter; CNT2,

concentrative purine nucleoside transporter;

SLC23A1, nucleobase transporter; OCTN1,

organic cation transporter 1; OCTN2, organic

cation transporter 2; MCT(1,3,4,5), mono-

carboxylic acid transporters; MOAT-c (ABCC5),

organic anion transporter; cMOAT (ABCC2),

organic anion transporter; NADC1, sodium-

dependent dicarboxylate transporter; SBC2,

sodium bicarbonate cotransporter; SLC4A4,

pancreas sodium bicarbonate cotransporter;

HNBC1, sodium bicarbonate cotransporter.
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11.2

Intestinal Transporters

11.2.1

Peptide Transporters

A number of peptide transporters such as peptide transporter-1 (PEPT1,

SLC15A1), peptide transporter-2 (PEPT2, SLC15A2), peptide transporter-3 (PTR3),

human peptide transporter-1 (hPT-1), peptide/histidine transporter-1 (PHT1), and

ATP-binding cassette peptide transporter family have been identified from the

various mammalian tissues [7–17]. PEPT1 and hPT-1 are localized predominantly

in the brush border membrane of human intestine, but do not share significant

cDNA homology to each other [10, 17–21]. PEPT2 does show approximately 50%

sequence identity with PEPT1 and occurs abundantly in the kidney [17, 19, 22–25].

During the past 10 years, one of the most exciting developments in the oral

peptide drug delivery was the identification of PEPT1. This is a significant find-

ing because this carrier protein is known to play a critical role in the absorption of

Fig. 11.3. Human duodenal expression

variability of glucose transporters (unpublished

data). Shaded box indicates 25–75% of

expression range, the line within the box marks

the median, and error bars indicate 10–90% of

expression range. GLUT6, glucose transporter

pseudogene; GLUT2, glucose transporter-like

protein; HepG2, glucose transporter; GLUT3,

glucose transporter-like protein; SGLT1, Naþ/

glucose co-transporter; SAAT1, low affinity

sodium glucose cotransporter; GLUT5,

glucose/fructose transporter; UGTREL1, UDP-

galactose transporter.
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peptidomimetic compounds from the intestinal tract [7, 10–12, 15, 26–28]. This

transporter uses an electrochemical proton gradient as its driving force [29]. The

PEPT1 transporter has been cloned from the intestine in a variety of species such

as rabbit, human, rat, ovine, and chicken [21, 30–34]. PEPT1 contains 708 amino

acids that produce 12 membrane-spanning domains (Fig. 11.5). The transporter is

functionally expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes, human cell lines Caco-2 and HeLa,

Chinese hamster ovary cell line CHO, and yeast Pichia pastoris [10, 21, 31, 33–42].
The PEPT1 carrier protein is stereoselective, with peptides that contain L-amino

acid residues having a higher affinity for binding and transport than peptides that

contain one or more D-amino acids [11, 43]. In addition, this transporter absorbs

many peptide-like drugs, including b-lactam antibiotics, angiotensin converting

enzyme inhibitors, renin inhibitors, antitumor or antiviral agents, thrombin

inhibitors, a dopamine receptor antagonist, and amino acid prodrugs. The b-lactam

antibiotics have a similar basic structure compared to peptides and their oral bio-

availability is due to their affinity for peptide transporters such as PEPT1 [11, 44].

Cephalosporins including cephradine, cefadroxil, cephalexin, cephradin, cefadroxil,

cephaloglycine, cefaclor, cefixime, and ceftibuten are substrates for the peptide

Fig. 11.4. Human duodenal expression

variability of phosphate and ABC transporters

(unpublished data). Shaded box indicates

25–75% of expression range, the line within

the box marks the median, and error bars

indicate 10–90% of expression range. SLC17A4,

sodium phosphate cotransporter; SLC25A3,

mitochondrial phosphate carrier protein;

SLC17A7, sodium-dependent inorganic

phosphate cotransporter; ABCD4, ATP-binding

cassette (ABC) transporter; ABCA2, ABC

transporter; ABCC8, ABC transporter; ABCD3,

ABC transporter.
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Tab. 11.1. Membrane transporters

Transporters Family (no. of isoforms) Gene symbol

Peptide transporters PEPT1, PEPT2 SLC15A members

PTR3, hPT-1, PHT1

Nucleoside transporters CNTs (3) SLC28A

ENTs (3) SLC29A

Amino acid transporters CATs (4), LATs (3), bð0;þÞAT SLC7A

EAATs (5), ASCTs (2), ATBo SLC1A

rBAT, 4F2hc SLC3A

GATs (3), BGT, GLYTs (3), TAUT, PROT SLC6A

CT, HTT, DAT1, NAT1 SLC6A

Organic cation transporters OCTs (3), OCTNs (3) SLC22A

Organic anion transporters OATs (4) SLC22A

OATPs (8) SLC21A

Glucose transporters SGLTs (3) SLC5A

GLUTs (13) SLC2A

Vitamin transporters SVCTs (2) SLC23A

Folate transporters (3) SLC19A

SMVT SLC5A6

Nicotinic acid transporters (2)

Bile acid transporters NTCP, ISBT SLC10A

Fatty acid transporters FATPs (6) SLC27A

Phosphate transporters SLC17As (4) SLC17A

SLC34As (2) SLC34A

Monocarboxylic acid

transporters

MCTs (6) SLC16A

Bicarbonate transporters SBC2, HNBC1 SLC4A

ABC transporters ABCAs (12), ABCBs (10), ABCCs (12) ABC

ABCDs (8), ABCEs (1), ABCFs (13) ABC

ABCGs (6) ABC

Other transporters NADC1 SLC13A2

Ion transporters

PEPT1: peptide transporter-1, PEPT2: peptide transporter-2, PTR3:

peptide transporter-3, hPT-1: human peptide transporter-1, PHT1:

peptide/histidine transporter-1, ENT: Naþ-independent equilibrative
transporter, CNT: Naþ-dependent concentrative transporter, CAT:

cationic amino acid transport, LAT: L amino acid transporter, EAAT:

excitatory amino acid transporter, ASCT: alanine, serine, and cysteine

transporter, RBAT: basic amino acid transporter, 4F2hc: 4F2 heavy

chain, GAT: GABA transporter, BGT: betaine/GABA transporter BGT,

GLYT: glycine transporter, TAUT: taurine transporter, PROT: proline

transporter, CT: creatine transporter, HTT: serotonin transporter,

DAT1: dopamine transporter, NAT1: N-system amino acid transporter,

OCT: organic cation transporter, OCTN: organic cation/carnitine

transporter, OAT: organic anion transporters, OATP: organic anion

transporting polypeptide, SGLT: Naþ-dependent secondary active

transporter, GLUT: Naþ-independent facilitated diffusion transporter,

SVCT: vitamin C transporter, SMVT: Naþ-dependent multivitamin

transporter, NTCP: Naþ-dependant taurocholate cotransporting

polypeptide, ISBT: Naþ-dependant bile salt transporter, FATP: fatty

acid transport protein, MCT: monocarboxylate transporter, SBC2: Naþ-
dependent bicarbonate transporter 2, HNBC1: Naþ-dependent
bicarbonate transporter, NADC1: Naþ-dependent dicarboxylate
transporter HNBC1, ABC: ATP-binding cassette family, SLC: solute

carrier family.



transporter [32, 38, 44–50]. Aminopenicillins such as ampicillin, amoxicillin, and

cyclacillin are also absorbed by the peptide transporter [30, 35, 47, 50–52]. Angio-

tensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors are used in hypertension treatment.

Widely used ACE inhibitors, captopril and enalapril are good PEPT1 substrates,

while lisinopril, quinapril, benazepril, and fosinopril also show good affinity for

this transporter [30, 45, 53–62]. The peptide transporter is also involved in uptake

of renin inhibitors such as CH3-18, S86,2033, and S86,3390 [63–65], peptidomi-

metic thrombin inhibitors derived from L-Asp-D-Phe [66], the dipeptide-like anti-

cancer drug bestatin [67, 68], a dopamine receptor antagonist sulpiride [69], a

NMDA-antagonist PD158473 [70], and a new antihepatitis agent JBP923 [71].

It has been shown that the presence of a peptide bond is not essential for

the rapid transport of substrates by the intestinal peptide transporter PEPT1

[72–74]. Various substrates lacking a peptide bond including acyclovir produgs, 4-

aminophenylacetic acid (4-APAA) [74], arphamenine-A [75] and 5-aminolevulinic

acid (d-ALA) [76] have been shown to interact with this transporter. Coupling an

amino acid residue to a drug currently appears to be an effective approach to make

a PEPT1 substrate. The L-valine prodrugs of antiviral nucleosides, acyclovir, gan-

cyclovir and zidovudine, are favorably transported by this carrier [72, 77–81]. The

affinity of the prodrugs for PEPT1 is surprising because the molecules have

nucleoside structural features rather than peptide-like features. Valacyclovir, the L-

valyl ester of acyclovir, shows 3–5 fold higher oral bioavailability than free acyclo-

vir [82–85]. An analogue of valacyclovir that has its guanine moiety substituted

with a purine also exhibited PEPT1 associated transcellular transport [86]. The

amino acid prodrugs of 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (L-Dopa), pamidronate, tet-

rahydrofuranyl-carbapenems, methyl ester val-Ome are also good examples of

Fig. 11.5. A schematic model of PEPT1 (Adapted from Reference [31])
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PEPT1-mediated transport [72, 80, 81, 86–88]. In Caco-2 cells expressing PEPT1,

L-dopa-L-Phe enhanced uptake 40-fold compared to free L-dopa [87].

The mRNA expression of PEPT1 varies significantly in response to several

chemical factors. The expression of the transporter was upregulated by substrates

[89, 90], diet [91, 92], insulin [93], a2-adrenergic agonists [93], and pentazocine

[94]. While it has been reported that intestinal transplantation [89, 95], cAMP [96],

epidermal growth factor [97], and thyroid hormone [98] inhibited the expression of

PEPT1.

Another type of intestinal peptide transporter, hPT1, which is significantly dif-

ferent in sequence from PEPT1, was identified using a functionally inhibitory

monoclonal antibody [99]. This transporter is widely expressed in the human GI

tract and facilitates the oral absorption of b-lactam antibiotics and ACE inhibitors

from the intestine [18, 99]. Interestingly, we recently reported that hPT1 gene

expression is approximately 4-fold higher than PEPT1 in the human duodenum [4]

(Fig. 11.1).

As the number of new peptide and peptidomimetic drugs rapidly increase, the

peptide transport system has gained increasing attention as a potential drug delivery

system for small peptides and peptide-like compounds. The peptide transporters

can accommodate a wide range of molecules of differing sizes, hydrophobicity, and

charge thereby allowing chemical modification for making prodrugs.

11.2.2

Nucleoside Transporters

Nucleoside analogues are widely used for the treatment of cancers and viral infec-

tions. Although there have been considerable advances in the development of new

nucleoside analogs, little is known about the transport mechanisms involved in the

intestinal absorption of these compounds. Nucleoside transporters have been sub-

divided into two major classes by Naþ-independent equilibrative transporters (ENT
family) and Naþ-dependent concentrative transporters (CNT family) [77, 100–103].

Tab. 11.2. Nucleoside transporters

Transporter family Subtype Substrate drugs

Concentrative nucleoside

transporters (CNTs)

CNT1 azidothymidine(AZT), zalcitabine, cladribine,

cytarabine, gemcitabine, 5’deoxy-5-

fluorouridine

CNT2 cladribine, didanosine (ddI)

CNT3 5-fluorouridine, floxuridine, zebularine,

gemcitabine, AZT, cladribine, fludarabine,

ddI

Equilibrative nucleoside

transporters (ENTs)

ENT1 cladribine, cytarabine, fludarabine,

gemcitabine, zalcitabine, ddI

ENT2 AZT, ddI, gemcitabine

ENT3 –
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Mammalian equilibrative nucleoside transporters are typically divided into two

classes, ENT1 and ENT2, based on their sensitivity or resistance respectively to

inhibition by nitrobenzylthioinosine (NBMPR). In 1997, both ENT1 and ENT2

were first cloned from human placenta [104, 105] and rat intestine [106]. Charac-

terization of other equilibrative transporters, such as human ENT3 and mouse

ENT3, has also been reported recently [102]. Based on substrate selectivity, the

concentrative nucleoside transporters can be divided into three major subtypes,

CNT1, CNT2, and CNT3. CNT1 has been cloned from rat intestine (rCNT1) [107],

human kidney, and bile duct (hCNT1) [108, 109]. The CNT2 transporter has been

cloned from human intestine and kidney (hCNT2 or hSPNT2) [110, 111], rabbit

intestine (rbSPNT2) [112], rat brain (rCNT2) [113], and mouse spleen [114]. More

recently, CNT3 was cloned from human mammary gland (hCNT3) and mouse

liver (mCNT3) (Fig. 11.6) [115]. These nucleoside transporters have been func-

tionally expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes, human cell lines HeLa, CEM, L1210,

L37, the rat cell line C6 and the monkey cell line COS-1 [105, 106, 111, 112, 114,

116–126].

The concentrative nucleoside transporters appear to be restricted in their distri-

bution within intestinal cells and tissues and also in their substrate selectivity. In

contrast, the equilibrative nucleoside transporters appear to be widely distributed

and have broad substrate specificities. CNT1, CNT2 and CNT3 are all expressed in

human intestine [110, 127–129]. It has been demonstrated that ENT1 and ENT2

are also present in human or rodent intestine [106, 115, 130], however, the tissue

expression of the different nucleoside transporters shows considerable variability

among individuals or experimentals [131]. Of the nucleoside transporters, CNT2

is most predominantly expressed in the human intestine [131]. Our GeneChip1

expression data [4] shows significantly higher CNT2 expression in human intes-

tine compared to ENT1, ENT2, or CNT1 (Fig. 11.2). These results may suggest that

CNT2 has a critical role in the uptake of nucleoside drugs from the intestine.

The ENT transporters show wide substrate specificity accepting both purine

and pyrimidine nucleosides, whereas the CNTs show more limited substrate spe-

cificity. CNT1 prefers pyrimidine substrates, CNT2 prefers purines, and CNT3

shows broad specificity [132]. In addition to natural nucleoside substrates such as

adenosine, guanosine, inosine, uridine, cytidine, and thymidine, many nucleoside

drugs have also been known to interact with the nucleoside transporters. CNT1

mediates the active transport of several anticancer drugs including azidothymidine

(AZT), zalcitabine (ddC) [108, 123], cladribine (2CdA), cytarabine (Ara-C) [100],

gemcitabine [133], and 5’deoxy-5-fluorouridine (DFUR) [119]. It is known that

CNT2 participates in the transmembrane transport of 2CdA [116] and didanosine

(ddI) [110, 123, 134]. While the CNT3 transporter is known to exhibit broad selec-

tivities for compounds such as 5-fluorouridine, floxuridine, zebularine, gemcita-

bine, AZT, 2CdA, fludarabine, ddI, but not ganciclovir [115]. ENT1 has been

shown to transport anticancer drugs such as cladribine, cytarabine, fludarabine,

gemcitabine, zalcitabine, ddI, but not the antiviral drug AZT. The equilibrative

transporter, ENT2, transports AZT, didanosine, and gemcitabine [102, 105, 133,

135]. The substrate selectivity of the newly isolated ENT3 has not yet been estab-
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Fig. 11.6. Predicted amino acid sequence homologies of

human CNT1, CNT2, and CNT3. Shaded box indicates a similar

amino acid match and a black box indicates an identical amino

acid match between the CNT transporters. The alignments

were done with Clustal W and shaded with Boxshade.
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lished [102]. In humans, these nucleoside transporters are potentially inhibited

by the coronary vasodilator drugs dilazep, and dipyridamole [136] [104–106, 122,

137].

Although there has been very poor information about the activity relationships of

different nucleoside transporters for oral drug absorption, many current publica-

tions support that each nucleoside transporter has a specific role in the intestinal

absorption of nucleoside drugs. Molecular cloning studies over the past 5 years

have provided a wealth of information about the nucleoside transporters with a

diverse range of substrate selectivities. Therefore, these transporters will be good

targets to design improved nucleoside drugs for antiviral and anticancer therapies.

11.2.3

Amino Acid Transporters

Amino acids, especially essential amino acids, are required for protein synthesis

and as energy sources in all living cells. Since most amino acid compounds are

hydrophilic, special membrane proteins are necessary for their membrane trans-

port. The classification of amino acid transporters is well defined according to their

substrate specificity and tissue distribution [138, 139]. Neutral amino acid trans-

porters involve sodium-dependent systems A, ASC, N, BETA, GLY, IMINO, PHE,

and Bo, and sodium-independent system L. Cationic amino acid transporters in-

clude sodium-dependent system Bo;þ and sodium-independent systems bþ, yþ, yþL,
and bo;þ. Anionic amino acid transporters are divided into system X�

AG and system

X�
C. Although the amino acid transporters have been extensively studied since 1960,

their molecular characterization did not begin until 1991 [140, 141]. So far, about

30 amino acid transporters have been cloned from mammalian cells. However, it is

difficult to precisely classify cloned cDNA into the defined transporter system

based on amino acid sequence. According to their sequence similarity, these

cloned amino acid transporters could be classified into several subfamilies in-

cluding CAT family, glutamate family, rBAT/4F2hc family, and GABA transporter

family [138, 139]. Also in some cases transporters from well-defined systems, such

as A, N, Bo;þ and X�
C amino acid transporters, have not been cloned yet.

The CAT family for sodium-independent cationic amino acid transport are

CAT(1–4) (fit into system yþ), LAT(1–3) (fit into system L or yþL) and bð0;þÞAT (fit

into bð0;þÞ system). The glutamate family for potassium- and sodium-dependent

anionic and zwitterionic amino acid transport are EAAT(1–5) (fit into system X�
AG),

ASCT(1–2) (fit into system ASC) and ATBo (fit into Bo system). The rBAT/4F2hc

family for sodium-independent cationic and zwitterrionic amino acid transport are

rBAT (fit into bo;þ system) and 4F2hc (fit into yþL system). The GABA transporter

family are GABA transporter GAT(1–3), BGT-1 (fit into BETA system), glycine

transporter GLYT(1–3) (fit into GLY system), taurine and proline transporter TAUT

(fit into BETA system), PROT (might fit into IMINO system), and other members

such as CT-1, CT-2, HTT, DAT1, and NAT1.

In this section, we focus on the amino acid transporters expressed in the GI

tract. The cationic amino acid transporter CAT family, CAT-1 and LAT-1, are abun-
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dantly expressed in intestine. CAT-1 was the first cloned amino acid transporter

[140, 141], while hLAT-1 and hyþLAT-1 were most recently cloned [142, 143]. The

bð0;þÞAT is also expressed in small intestine [144]. From the glutamate family,

EAAC1 (EAAT3) was first isolated through expression cloning from a rabbit intes-

tine cDNA library [145–147]. EAAC1 mediates sodium-dependent glutamate and

aspartate transport and is widely expressed in rabbit intestine and various other

organs. The human ATBo transporter was isolated from placental carcinoma cells

[148] and the rabbit ATBo was cloned from a jejunum cDNA library [149]. From

the rBAT/4F2hc family, rBAT was cloned from rat intestine and rat and human

kidney [150, 151]. This transporter is highly expressed in human intestine [152–

157]. Expression of rBAT in Xenopus oocytes showed the activity of a sodium-

independent cationic and neutral amino acid transporter. The human 4F2hc cDNA

which has high sequence similarity with rBAT has been cloned from human

4F2 cells [158]. Another group of amino acid transporters is the GABA transporter

family, which mediates sodium- and chloride-dependent neurotransmitter trans-

port. All these transporters are expressed in the CNS with exception to the

intestinally expressed TAUT transporter. Human TAUT was first cloned from thy-

roid cells and contains 619 amino acids [159]. The transporter TAT1 subserving the

system T, which has not been identified in any of the already known amino acid

transporter families, is also strongly expressed in human and rat intestine [160,

161].

The amino acid transporters have highly restrictive substrate specificities. Intes-

tinal uptake of the antiepileptic agent gabapentin is likely mediated by system L

(LAT1) and b0;þ. The uptake of pregabalin (isobutyl gamma-aminobutyric acid,

isobutyl GABA) is also mediated by B0 and/or B0;þ [162–164]. The hLAT1 carrier

transports the amino acid-related anticancer agent melphalan [165–167]. Several

amino acid analogues such as L-methyl-dopa, 3-O-methyl-dopa, L-dopa, and baclo-

fen seem to be absorbed by the neutral amino acid transporters including LAT1,

LAT2, and TAT1 [161, 163, 168–172]. D-cycloserine is transported by a proton-

coupled amino acid transporter [173]. A neurotoxicant methyl-mercury-L-cysteine

complex was a good substrate for human LAT1 and LAT2 [174]. It was shown that

the thyroid hormones triiodothyronine and thyroxine are also transported by LAT1,

although the transport rate was low [167]. Recently new EAAT substrates, termed

Glu-1a and Asp-3, have been developed as potential neuroprotective agents [175].

In general, information about amino acid transporter mediated drug uptake in the

intestine has been scarce. Further molecular identification, including substrate

recognition for the various subtypes of amino acid transporters or related pro-

teins, is required in order to use these transporters to improve the bioavailability of

amino acid related drugs.

11.2.4

Organic Cation Transporters

Recently, considerable progress has been made in the cloning and functional

characterization of organic cation transporters (OCTs) from many species and
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various tissues [176–181]. The OCTs expressed in the liver, kidney, and intestine

are critical for absorption and elimination of many endogenous amines as well as

a wide array of drugs and environmental toxins. The organic cation transporter

family has been classified into the two main groups, OCT1–3 and OCTN1–3 (Fig.

11.7).

In 1994, Grundemann et al. [182] cloned the first organic cation transporter

OCT1 from a rat kidney. Subsequently, OCT2 and OCT3 were also cloned from rat

kidney [183] and rat placenta [184], respectively. Human OCT1 and OCT2 homo-

logs have also been cloned and functionally characterized [185, 186]. However, so

far there is no report for the cloning of human OCT3. Sequence homology in the

OCT family predicts similar molecular structures that contain 12 transmembrane

domains and a large extracellular hydrophilic loop [177]. The functional properties

of OCT have been examined after OCT expression in Xenopus laevis oocytes, human

kidney cell line HEK293, and carcinoma HeLa cells [180]. Recently, new members

of the OCT family having the ability to transport carnitine, called OCTN1, OCTN2,

and OCTN3 were found in human and animal tissues. OCTN1 was originally

cloned from human fetal kidney by Dr. Tsuji’s group [187] and also isolated from

rat [188] and mouse [189]. OCTN2 was first cloned from human kidney [190] and

placenta cells [191]. OCTN2 shows 76% sequence homology with OCTN1. Very

recently, OCTN3 which is expressed highly in testis was also isolated from mice

[192], but its functional characterization and distribution pattern from different

species such as human are not yet clear.

Organic cation drugs are widely used as therapeutic agents. This drug class

makes up approximately 50% of all drugs including antiarrhythmics, antihist-

amines, opoid analgesics, b-adrenergic blocking agents, and skeletal muscle relax-

Fig. 11.7. Phylogenetic tree of OCTs and OATs isoforms. (Adapted from Reference [177])
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ants, as well as some endogenous compound such as choline, dopamine, and

histamine. Substrates of OCTs include many cationic drugs, xenobiotics, some

vitamins, and various endogenous compounds. OCT1 and OCT2 over-expressed

in oocytes or cell lines mediate the uptake of tetraethylammonium (TEA), N-

methylnicotineamide (NMN), thiamine, tyramine, tryptamine, choline, spermine,

spermidine quinine, d-tubocurarine, procanamide, dopamine, noradrenaline,

serotonin, histamine, corticosterone, 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP) and

despramine [186, 193, 194]. OCT3 transports dopamine, MPP, TEA and guanidine

[184, 195]. OCTN1 appears to mediate TEA, pyrilamine, quinidine and verapamil

[188, 196]. It has been demonstrated that OCTN2 has many drug substrates such

as carnitine derivatives, betaine, cephaloridine, choline, emetine, pyrilamine, qui-

nidine, TEA, valproate and verapamil [188, 197–199]. There has been no report of

OCTN3 substrates besides carnitine [192].

Although there are differences in substrate specificity and affinity, the organic

cation transporters are widely expressed in the various tissues such as kidney, liver,

placenta and intestine [180, 181]. OCTN1 and OCTN2 were detected at higher

levels in the human small intestine and Caco-2 cells [4]. This indicates that the

basolateral organic cation transporters may act as a critical mediator for trans-

porting their substrates, absorbed from the GI tract via other apical transporters,

into the systemic circulation. The OCTNs are generally distributed in intestinal

area and mediate the transport of many cation drugs, indicating that these trans-

porters might be good targets for effective oral cation drug delivery.

11.2.5

Organic Anion Transporters

Organic anion transporters play important roles in the elimination of a variety of

endogenous anionic substances, xenobiotics, and their metabolites from the body

Tab. 11.3. Organic cation transporters

Transporter family Subtype Substrate drugs

Organic cation transporters

(OCTs)

OCT1/2 tetraethylammonium (TEA), thiamine,

tyramine, tryptamine, N-methylnico-

tineamide (NMN), choline, spermine,

spermidine quinine, d-tubocurarine,

procanamide, dopamine, noradrenaline,

serotonin, histamine, corticosterone,

1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (MPP),

despramine

OCT3 dopamine, MPP, TEA and guanidine

Organic cation/carnitine

transporters (OCTNs)

OCTN1

OCTN2

TEA, pyrilamine, quinidine and verapamil

carnitine derivatives, betaine, cephalori-

dine, choline, emetine, pyrilamine,

quinidine, TEA, valproate verapamil

OCTN3 carnitine
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[200]. Organic anion transporters can be divided into three major families: organic

anion transporters (OATs), organic anion transporting polypeptides (OATPs), and

multidrug resistance associated proteins (MRPs) [201].

The first OAT1 was cloned from rat kidney [202, 203], and various isoforms

including OAT2 and OAT3 in rats and OAT3 and OAT4 in humans have been

identified by several research groups [200, 204–207]. Since the first cloning of

OATP1 from rat liver by Jacquemin [208], at least six rodent OATPs and eight

human OATPs have been identified so far [209]. A convention has been estab-

lished to name the human OATPs alphabetically in capital letters (that is OATP-A,

B, C, etc.). The OATP-A transporter was originally isolated from human liver in

1995 [210]. Many isomers of OCTPs including OATP-A, OATP-B, OATP-C, OATP-

D, OATP-E, OATP-F, OATP-8, and OATPRP4 (GenBank NM030958) have been

identified in various human tissues by several groups [189, 210–220]. The MRP

family, belonging to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) superfamily also mediates the

uptake of many organic anions. Recent publications demonstrate that there are

various isoforms in this family, designed MRPs [201, 221–223].

OAT1 substrates are organic anions such as PAH, methotrexate, b-lactam anti-

biotics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and antiviral nucleoside analogues

[200]. OAT2 is mainly expressed in the liver and transports methotrexate, PAH,

and salicylate [204, 205]. OAT3 is predominantly expressed in the kidney and

accepts more lipophilic organic anions such as estrone sulfate, ochratoxin A,

and cimetidine [201, 206]. Substrates of rodent OATP1 and OATP2 include

amphipathic organic anions such as bromosulfophthalein (BSP), estradiol 17b-

glucuronide (E217G), and bile acids, as well as drugs such as a HMG-CoA reduc-

tase inhibitor pravastatin, temocaprilat, an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibi-

tor enalapril, a thrombin inhibitor CRC-220, an endothelin receptor antagonist

BQ-123, gadoxetate, and dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate [224–231]. The human

OATPs have also shown a broad substrate spectrum including BSP, taurocholate,

glycocholate, estrone sulfate, E217G, dehydroepiandrostane sulfate, oubain, N-
methyl-quinidine, prostaglandin E2, triiodothyronine, thyroxine, deltorphin II, d-
penicillamine, enkephalin, BQ-123, fexofenadine, rocuronium, quinidine, benzyl-

penicillin, rifampin, leukotriene C4; methotrexate, pravastatin, cholecystokinin,

and digoxin [189, 210, 211, 213–215, 217, 219, 232–237]. Cumulative studies

revealed that MRP2 (cMOAT) accepts glutathione conjugates, sulfate conjugates,

glucuronides and non-conjugated organic anions, pravastatin, vinblastine, temo-

caprilat, BQ-123, methotrexate, irinotecan and HIV protease inhibitors such as

saquinavir, ritonavir, and indinavir [238–246]. MRP3 mediates the transport of

glucuronide conjugates, taurocholate, glycocholate, and methotrexate [247–251].

The major functional relevance of the multispecific organic anion transporters

is to function as an efflux system for a number of endogenous compounds, various

anionic drugs, environmental substances, and their metabolic products. Since

many of the anion compounds are harmful to the body, it is a normal physiological

response to export them rapidly from the body via the liver and kidney. It is well

known that OATP-B, OATP-C, and OATP-8 have good capacity for solute uptake in

the human hepatocytes [189, 200, 211], while the MRP2 and MRP3 secret anionic
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compounds from the small intestine [201, 252]. The OATs, OATPs, and MRPs are

mainly expressed in the liver and kidney, but some isoforms including OAT2,

OATP-B, MRP1, and MRP2 are also expressed in the small intestine [189, 211, 252,

253]. Despite significant efflux characterization, the pharmaceutical role of organic

anion transporters in the intestinal absorption relating to anionic drugs remains

unclear. Molecular characterization and identifying substrate structure relation-

ships among the organic acid transporters may be necessary to target these trans-

porters for drug absorption.

11.2.6

Glucose Transporters

Final products of digested carbohydrate are absorbed from the small intestine via
glucose transporters. Glucose transport processes involve two different trans-

porter families, Naþ-dependent secondary active transporters (SGLTs) and Naþ-
independent facilitated diffusion transporters (GLUTs). The SGLTs transport glu-

cose across the brush border membranes of intestinal and renal epithelia using a

sodium electrochemical gradient as a driving force. In 1987, the intestinal SGLT1

Tab. 11.4. Organic anion transporters

Transporter family Subtype Substrate drugs

Organic anion transporters

(OATs)

OAT1 PAH, methotrexate, b-lactam antibiotics,

non-steroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs, antiviral nucleoside analogues

OAT2 methotrexate, PAH, salicylate

OAT3 estrone sulfate, ochratoxin A, cimetidine

Organic anion transporting

polypeptides (OATPs)

OATP1/2 bromosulfophthalein (BSP), pravastatin,

temocaprilat, estradiol 17b-

glucuronide (E217G), enalapril, BQ-

123, thrombin inhibitor CRC-220,

gadoxetate, dehydroepiandrosterone

sulfate

hOATPs BSP, taurocholate, glycocholate, estrone

sulfate, E217G, dehydroepiandrostane

sulfate, oubain, N-methyl-quinidine,

prostaglandin E2, triiodothyronine,

thyroxine, deltorphin II, d-penicil-

lamine, enkephalin, BQ-123,

fexofenadine, rocuronium, quinidine,

benzylpenicillin, rifampin, leukotriene

C4; methotrexate, pravastatin,

cholecystokinin, digoxin

Multidrug resistance

associated proteins

(MRPs)

MRP2 pravastatin, vinblastine, temocaprilat,

BQ-123, methotrexate, irinotecan,

saquinavir, ritonavir, indinavir

MRP3 methotrexate
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transporter was cloned as the first member of a new gene family (Fig. 11.8) [254]

and SGLT2 was isolated from human and rat kidney [255–259]. The third type,

SGLT3 (SAAT1), was also identified from pig [260]. Mammalian cells also have a

large family of facilitative hexose transport systems GLUT proteins. Over the past

20 years more than 13 GLUT isoforms have been identified through modern cDNA

and genomic sequencing technology. On the basis of sequence similarities and

characteristic elements, the GLUT family can be divided into three subfamilies,

namely class I (GLUT1–4), class II (GLUT5, GLUT7, GLUT9 and GLUT11), and

class III (GLUT6, 8, 10, 12, and the myo-inositol transporter HMIT1) [261].

GLUT1–5 were identified between 1985 and 1990 [262–266]. More recently several

new members, GLUT6–12 and HMIT1 [261, 267–278], were cloned from various

tissues and have been shown to transport glucose with different affinity and

capacity. The rapidly increasing number of GLUT family members may allow us

to obtain more information to sort out the functional differences amoung GLUT

proteins.

In general, the SGLTs are located in the brush-border membrane, while the

GLUTs are located in the basolateral membrane. Of the glucose transporters, sev-

eral members have been shown to be expressed in the GI tract as detected by

immunohistochemistry and western blot studies. SGLT1 is primarily localized in

the apical membrane of intestine [254]. Just like SGLT1, the SGLT3 transporter

is also located in intestinal brush border membrane [260]. Following intestinal

absorption by glucose apical transporters, the accumulated glucose in enterocytes

can be transported into the systemic circulation via basolateral glucose transporters

such as GLUT2, a low-affinity glucose transporter [264]. Another GLUT trans-

porter, GLUT5, also shows high expression on the brush border membrane of

human small intestine and seems to be localized on both the apical and basolateral

membranes [266, 279–282].

The sugar transporters are specific for D-forms of glucose, galactose and fruc-

Fig. 11.8. Proposed model for GLUT1 helix packing. (Adapted from Reference [380])
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tose. Moreover, L-forms of sugars have about 1,000 times less affinity for the

transporter than D-forms. SGLT1 transports both glucose and galactose, whereas

the SGLT3 transport glucose but not galactose [283]. SGLT2 has high selectivity

for glucose over galactose [256]. GLUT2 mediates the transport of glucose and

fructose. Among the GLUT family members, GLUT5 most prefers to transport

fructose over glucose [282, 284], although it is very similar to other GLUTs in

both amino acid sequence and secondary structural features. Interestingly, GLUT5

shows a particularly higher distribution in the GI tract [4].

Little is known about the transport of drugs by these transporters. The SGLT

family transports sugars, inositol, proline, pantothenate, iodide, urea, myoinositol,

and glucose derivatives [285]. Modification of parent compounds to glucose

analogues like p-nitrophenyl-b-D-glucopyranoside or b-D-galactopyranoside was a

strategy employed to facilitate intestinal absorption [286, 287]. GLUT2-expressing

cells transported streptozotocin, a glucose analog, used as a tool for creating

experimental diabetes [288]. Overexpression of GLUT11 in cells specifically

showed a binding affinity for cytochalasin B. All the glucose transporters have sig-

nificant homologies to each other, but they function differently to transport differ-

ent sugars or sugar related compounds into various tissues.

11.2.7

Vitamin Transporters

The water-soluble vitamins generally function as cofactors for metabolism

enzymes such as those involved in the production of energy from carbohydrates

and fats. Their members consist of vitamin C and vitamin B complex which

include thiamine, riboflavin (vitamin B2), nicotinic acid, pyridoxine, pantothenic

acid, folic acid, cobalamin (vitamin B12), inositol, and biotin. A number of recent

publications have demonstrated that vitamin carriers can transport various types of

water-soluble vitamins, but the carrier-mediated systems seem negligible for the

membrane transport of fat-soluble vitamins such as vitamin A, D, E, and K.

The water-soluble vitamin C is essential for many enzymatic reactions and also

acts as a free radical scavenger [289]. Tsukaguchi et al. [290] cloned two different

Naþ-dependent vitamin C transporters SVCT1 and SVCT2 from rat kidney and

brain, in which exhibit only 65% amino acid sequence homology. Human SVCT1

and SVCT2 have been isolated from placenta [291] and kidney [292]. However,

expression studies show that SVCT1 is predominantly expressed in epithelial tis-

sues such as intestine, liver, and kidney, while SVCT2 is mainly expressed in brain,

eye, and other organs [290, 293]. These two transporters reveal exquisite stereo-

specific substrate selectivity for ascorbic acid. The SVCT1 transporter intensely

favors L-ascorbic acid over its isomers D-isoascorbic acid, dehydroascorbic acid, and

2- or 6-substituted analogues [294].

Another important vitamin is folate, which is required for purine and pyr-

imidine nucleotide synthesis. Since folate and its derivatives are generally lipo-

phobic anions, they do not traverse biological membranes via simple diffusion

but rather have to be taken up into the cells by specific transport processes
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[295]. The three members of the folate transporter family are the reduced folate

transporter RFC-1 (SLC19A1), the high affinity thiamine transporter THTR-1

(SLC19A2), and the THTR-2 (SLC19A3) gene [296, 297]. The human RFC-1 trans-

porter, which interacts with reduced folates much more efficiently than with oxi-

dized folates, was cloned from lymphoblast, placenta, and small intestine libraries

[298–301]. In addition, northern blot analysis revealed that the RFC-1 gene was

expressed in small and large intestine [300]. Molecular characterization then

uncovered that several folate derivatives and MTX showed typical substrate char-

acteristics for this transporter [300, 302, 303]. The second member, THTR-1, is

most closely related to RFC-1 at the level of amino acid sequence, however this

transporter is specific to thiamine [297, 304]. Even though thiamine is an organic

cation, this vitamin is not a substrate for the known members of the mammalian

OCTs family [304]. A newly identified folate transporter, THTR-2, was recently

identified from human and mouse tissue and is functionally similar to SLC19A2

(THTR-1) [296, 297]. THTR-2 is widely expressed in the tissues including placenta,

kidney, liver and intestine, and mediates thiamine uptake.

Recently, Prasad et al. cloned a mammalian Naþ-dependent multivitamin trans-

porter (SMVT) from rat placenta [305]. This transporter is very highly expressed in

intestine and transports pantothenate, biotin, and lipoate [305, 306]. Additionally, it

has been suggested that there are other specific transport systems for more water-

soluble vitamins. Takanaga et al. [307] demonstrated that nicotinic acid is absorbed

by two independent active transport mechanisms from small intestine; one is a

proton cotransporter and the other an anion antiporter. These nicotinic acid related

transporters are capable of taking up monocarboxylic acid-like drugs such as val-

proic acid, salicylic acid, and penicillins [5]. Also, more water-soluble transporters

were discovered as Huang and Swann [308] reported the possible occurrence of

high-affinity riboflavin transporter(s) on the microvillous membrane.

11.2.8

Bile Acid Transporters

Bile acids secreted into the small intestine facilitate absorption of fat-soluble vita-

mins and cholesterol. The majority of bile acids are reabsorbed from the intes-

Tab. 11.5. Vitamin transporters

Transporter family Subtype Substrate drugs

Vitamin C transporters (SVCTs) SVCT1/2 ascorbic acid derivatives

Folate transporters RFC-1 reduced folate derivatives, methotrexate

THTR-1/-2 thiamine

Naþ-dependent multivitamin

transporter (SMVT)

SMVT pantothenate, biotin, lipoate

Nicotinic acid transporter nicotinic acid, valproic acid, salicylic

acid, penicillins

Riboflavin transporter riboflavin
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tine and returned to the liver via portal circulation [309–312]. Sodium/bile acid

cotransporters are integral membrane glycoproteins that participate in the entero-

hepatic circulation of bile acids. Two homologous transporters are involved in the

membrane transport of bile acids. One transporter is the Naþ-dependant tauro-
cholate cotransporting polypeptide NTCP (LBAT, SLC10A1) that is present on

the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes. Hagenbuch and Meier [313] cloned the

NTCP from a human liver cDNA library so that it could be characterized. Tran-

scription of NTCP cDNA in Xenopus oocytes resulted in the expression and Naþ-
dependent taurocholate uptake in those cells. The NTCP-mediated taurocholate

uptake in oocytes was inhibited by major bile acid derivatives and by bromo-

sulfophthalein. The second bile acid transporter, the ileal Naþ-dependent bile salt

transporter ISBT (ASBT, SLC10A2), is apically localized in order to absorb bile

acids from the intestinal lumen, the bile duct, and the kidney. In addition to

human ileum, the ISBT was also identified in hamster, rat, mouse, and rabbit

ileum [314–319].

The cloned NTCP mediated uptake of many physiological bile salts such as

taurocholate, cholate, glycocholate, taurochenodeoxycholate, and tauroursodeoxy-

cholate, as well as of the steroid conjugate estrone 3-sulfate [320]. A multispecific

hepatic bile acid transport system has been described for a variety of cholephilic

compounds (steroids and steroid conjugates), cyclic peptides (phalloidin, antama-

nide, and somatostatin analogues) and numerous drugs (BSP, ICG, bumetanide,

and others) [321–324]. In comparison, ISBT exhibited a narrower substrate specif-

icity compared to the related NTCB [315]. The fact that ISBT is primarily expressed

on the ileum brush border membrane but not the jejunum indicates that the ileum

is the major site of active bile acid uptake from the intestine. Therefore, there have

been attempts to target the bile acid transport system for improving oral drug

delivery. Bile acids can be conjugated with peptide, oligonucleotide, or other

hydrophilic compounds. This may be of great importance for the design and

development of orally active peptide drugs [325]. Coupling peptides to cholic acid,

such as ChEAAA, resulted in decreased metabolism and increased intestinal

absorption by the intestinal bile acid transporter [326].

To decrease serum cholesterol, some research groups have attempted to develop

ISBT inhibitors. Using an inhibitor, S-8921, lead to a decrease in serum cholesterol

in the normal condition [327] and a potent cholesterol lowering agent, 264W94,

also showed a therapeutic effect by inhibition of ISBT [328]. Non-bile acid-derived

inhibitors of ISBT have been reported [329]. Primary bile acid malabsorption is an

idiopathic intestinal disorder associated with the interruption of the enterohepatic

bile acid circulation [330]. Several investigators [330–332] suggested that the bile

acid malabsorption resulted from ISBTmutations.

11.2.9

Fatty Acid Transporters

Long-chain fatty acids are an important energy source for cells. It is a general con-

cept that fatty acids are absorbed by passive diffusion, but evidence suggests that
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transporters are involved in the fatty acid transport [333–335]. Shaffer and Lodish

[336] identified a fatty acid transport protein, designated FATP, from a mouse adi-

pocyte library in 1994. Expression studies showed that FATP increased oleic acid

uptake and similar effects were observed with other long-chain fatty acids. Hirsch

et al. [337] identified 5 distinct FATPs in mouse and 6 different FATPs in human,

designated FATP1–6 (SLC27A1–6). The FATPs have unique expression patterns

and are found in major organs of fatty acid metabolism such as adipose tissue,

liver, heart, and kidney.

One of the most important fatty acid transporters, FATP4, is expressed at high

levels on the apical side of enterocytes in the small intestine [338, 339]. Further-

more, overexpression of FATP4 in 293 cells facilitated uptake of long chain fatty

acids including palmitate, oleate, linolate, butyrate, and cholesterol with the similar

specificity as enterocytes [338]. These results suggest that FATP4 is the principal

fatty acid transporter in enterocytes and may constitute a novel target for anti-

obesity therapy. In addition to the FATP4, FATP1 is also detected in the small

intestine [340]. FAT/CD36 is another transporter candidate for oral absorption

[341]. It shows 73% sequence similarity to FATP1 and was highly expressed in the

jejunum. Its substrates are long chain fatty acid such as myristate, oleate, palmi-

tate, stearate, arachidonate, and linoleate.

11.2.10

Phosphate Transporters

Inorganic phosphates are absorbed from the small intestine and renal tubule by

sodium-dependent phosphate transporters. Although functionally related, these

phosphate transporters are structurally distinct and can be broadly grouped into 2

major types, SLC17 and SLC34 family, based on HUGO gene nomenclature. The

SLC17 members are NPT1 (SLC17A1), NPT3 (SLC17A2), NPT4 (SLC17A3), and

KAIA2138 (SLC17A4). NPT1 is found mainly in kidney [342, 343] with PAH

and faropenem being typical substrates [344, 345]. A similar sodium/phosphate

cotransporter SLC17A4 was isolated from human intestinal mucosa cDNA library

[346]. The SLC34 members include NAPI3 (SLC34A1) and NAPI3B (SLC34A2).

NAPI3 is found almost exclusively in the renal proximal tubule [347, 348] whereas

NAPI3B was identified in human small intestine [349]. The intestinal phosphate

transporters are located in the brush border membrane. It has been reported

that the intestinal phosphate transporters mediate absorption of drugs such as

foscarnet and fosfomycin [350–353]. Phosphate-mimic drugs containing a phos-

phate moiety may be utilized as substrates for the intestinal sodium-dependent

phosphate transporters for enhancing intestinal absorption.

11.2.11

Monocarboxylic Acid Transporters

Monocarboxylates such as lactic acid and pyruvate are transported across plasma

membranes by members of the proton-linked monocarboxylate transporter (MCT)
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family [354, 355]. The MCT family includes MCT1–6 [356–359]. These trans-

porters are mainly expressed in erythrocytes, muscle, intestine, and kidney. Each

MCT appears to have slightly different substrate/inhibitor specificities and trans-

port kinetics. Valproic and pyruvic acid are typical substrates of the MCT [360]. The

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitor atorvastatin and benzoic acid appear to be absorbed

across the apical membrane by the intestinal MCT1 [361, 362].

11.2.12

ATP-Binding Cassette Transporters

The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters are a family of large membrane pro-

teins and are able to transport a variety of compounds through membranes using

ATP hydrolysis energy [363–366]. The name ABC transporter was first introduced

in 1992 by Higgins [367], although ATPases and P-glycoproteins (P-gps) are other

names used for this family. The genes that encode ABC transporters are widely

dispersed in the genome and show a high degree of amino acid sequence identity.

These proteins translocate a wide variety of substrates including sugars, amino

acids, nucleosides, lipids, bile salts, metal ions, peptides, proteins, a large number

of hydrophobic compounds, and metabolites across extra- and intracellular mem-

branes. To date, there are 52 characterized human ABC genes approved by HUGO.

These genes can be divided into seven distinct subfamilies, ABCA-ABCG, based

on domain organization and amino acid homology. The ABCA family contains

12 members such as ABC1 (ABCA1), ABC2 (ABCA2), ABC3 (ABCA3), and AMCR

(ABCA4). The ABCB family has 10 members including MDR1 (P-gp, ABCB1),

MDR2/3 (ABCB4), and ABC7 (ABCB7). The ABCC family has 12 members

including MRP1 (ABCC1), MRP2 (cMOAT, ABCC2), MRP3 (cMOAT2, ABCC3),

MOAT-C (ABCC5), CFTR (ABCC7), and MRP7 (ABCC10). The ABCD family con-

sists of 8 members, while ABCE has only one member named OABP (ABCE1).

The ABCF family contains 3 members such as ABC50 (ABCF1), and the final

family, ABCG, contains 6 members such as ABC8 (ABCG1) and ABCP (ABCG2).

Many of the ABC transporters including MDR1 (P-gp), MRP1, MRP2, MRP3,

MOAT-C, and ABCG family members are expressed in the intestinal tissues. Vari-

ous investigators have studied MDR1 in the intestine as a potentially limiting fac-

tor in drug absorption [368–374]. Substrate drugs secreted into the intestinal

lumen via MDR1 are colchicines, doxorubicin, adriamycin, vinblastine, paclitaxel,

dexamethasone, digoxin, PSC833, ofloxacin, ciprofloxacin, quinidine, etoposide,

pristinamycin, peptide drugs, celiprolol, saquinivir, cytokines, as well as toxins

and other organic cations [28, 365, 375]. Some MDR1 inhibitors such as verapamil,

1,9-dideoxyforskolin, nifedipine, cyclosporin-A, taxotere, SDZ PSC 833, vanadate,

and quinidine can increase drug bioavailability by blocking the transporter [373,

376–378]. MRP1 and MRP2 also transport many drugs such as pravastatin, MTX,

anioiconjugates, toxic compounds, and other organic anions. ABCG2 transports

anthracycline, topotecan, mitoxantrone, doxorubicin, and several dyes. The ABCG5

and ABCG8 genes appear to be related to absorption of dietary sterols [375, 379].

Over 50 different ABC proteins have been detected in the human genome,
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although the function and expression profiles of these transporters in the intestine

are far from being entirely elucidated. Yet, it is clear that many of the ABC mem-

bers are involved in the translocation of various substrate drugs across the intesti-

nal membrane.

11.2.13

Other Transporters

Some transporters such as Naþ-dependent dicarboxylate transporter (NADC1),

Naþ-dependent bicarbonate transporter 2 (SBC2), Naþ-dependent bicarbonate

transporter HNBC1, several ion transporters, and channels are also expressed in

the intestinal tissues [4].

11.3

Summary

Intestinal transporters play an important role in the membrane transport of drugs

and nutrients. They are mainly located in the brush border membrane with vari-

able distribution along the GI tract. It is of interest to know which transporters are

highly expressed and which drugs are preferentially absorbed via the intestinal

transporters. Even though the expression levels vary significantly by transporter

type, it is known that the transporters expressed in the intestine include peptide

transporters (such as PEPT1 and hPT1), nucleoside transporters (ENT1, ENT2,

CNT1, and CNT2), amino acid transporters (CAT-1, LAT-1, bð0;þÞAT, EAAC1, ATBo,

HLAT, BAT, 4F2hc, TAUT, and TAT1), organic cation transporters (OCT1, OCTN1,

and OCTN2), organic anion transporters (OAT2 and OATP-B), glucose trans-

porters (SGLT1, SGLT3, GLUT2, and GLUT5), vitamin transporters (SVCT1, RFC-

1, THTR1, THTR2, and SMVT), bile acid transporter (ISBT), fatty acid transporters

(FATP1 and FATP4), phosphate transporters (SLC17A3, SLC17A4, and NAPI3B),

monocarboxylic acid transporter (MCT1), ATP-binding cassette transporters

(MDR1, MRP1, MRP2, MRP3, MOAT-C, and ABCG family members), and some

other transporters (NADC1, SBC2, NBC2, and HNBC1). These intestinal trans-

porters show diverse substrate specificities. PEPT1 is known to play an essential

role in the oral absorption of peptidomimetic drugs such as angiotensin-converting

enzyme inhibitors, b-lactam antibiotics and ester prodrugs of zidovudine and

acyclovir. The nucleoside transporters transport many nucleoside drugs. There

are many different amino acid transporters in the intestine and they have highly

restrictive substrate specificities. Organic cation and anion transporters have been

shown to be specific transport systems for many endogenous amines and ionic

xenobiotics. MDR1 serves as an absorption barrier in the intestine. A number

of transporters have been known to transport bile acids, several water-soluble

vitamins, monocarboxylic acids, phosphates, bicarbonates, fatty acids, sugars, and

ions. Recent advances in gene cloning and molecular biology techniques have

made it possible to find and classify specific substrate drugs. There are several
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examples where the bioavailability of poorly absorbed drugs has been improved

through using transporters. Therefore, this review will provide information for

new strategies in oral drug discovery, development, and targeting.
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12

Hepatic Transport

Hiroshi Suzuki and Yuichi Sugiyama

Abbreviations

ABC ATP-binding cassette

ATP Adenosine triphosphate

AUC Area under the (plasma concentration–time) curve

BCRP Breast cancer-resistant protein

BSEP Bile salt export pump

Caco-2 Cell line: human colon carcinoma cells

cAMP Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

HMG-CoA 3-Hydroxyl-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A

LLC-PK1 Cell line

MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney cells

MDR Gene coding for P-gp

MRP Multidrug resistance-associated protein

NTCP (Ntcp) Naþ-taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide

OAT (Oat) Organic anion transporter

OATP (Oatp) Organic anion transporting polypeptide

OCT (Oct) Organic cation transporter

P-gp P-glycoprotein

SNP Single nucleotide polymorphism

12.1

Introduction

The liver plays an important role in determining the oral bioavailability of drugs.

Drug molecules absorbed into the portal vein are taken up by hepatocytes, and

then metabolized and/or excreted into the bile. For hydrophilic drugs, transporters

located on the sinusoidal membrane are responsible for the hepatic uptake [1, 2].

Biliary excretion of many drugs is also mediated by the primary active transporters,

referred to as ATP-binding cassette transmembrane (ABC) transporters, located

on the bile canalicular membrane [1, 3–5]. Recently, many molecular biological
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studies of these transporters have been performed and, therefore, it is now possible

to use recombinant transporters to predict the in vivo hepatic disposition of sub-

strate drugs. In this chapter, we will focus on the transporter mediated hep-

atobiliary excretion of clinically important drugs, concentrating particularly on the

quantitative prediction of in vivo disposition from in vitro data.

12.2

Hepatic Uptake

12.2.1

Hepatic Uptake of Organic Anions

12.2.1.1 Quantitative Prediction of in vivo Disposition from in vitro Data

Hepatic uptake has been determined in in vivo, in situ and in vitro experiments

with isolated hepatocytes and/or sinusoidal membrane vesicles. A comparison of

in vivo and in vitro results will be discussed using pravastatin, a 3-hydroxyl-3-

methylglutaryl-coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitor, as a model drug.

Unlike other statins, pravastatin is hydrophilic; hence after administration its dis-

tribution is restricted to tissues where the transporters for uptake are expressed

(such as the liver and kidney) [6]. This is in marked contrast to the much more

hydrophobic statins such as simvastatin, which are distributed to almost all tissues

in the body. The efficient hepatic uptake of pravastatin has been characterized by

using isolated rat hepatocytes [7]. Pravastatin is taken up by isolated hepatocytes in

an Naþ-independent manner, with a Km of 29 mM [7]. These in vitro results have

been compared with the in vivo disposition whereby rats received an intravenous

bolus injection of several doses of pravastatin [8]. Kinetic analysis indicated that

the in vivo Km value was 23 mM, which is similar to that determined in vitro [8].

Moreover, by considering the hepatocyte content per gram of liver, it was possible

to extrapolate the in vitro uptake data to the in vivo situation in rats [8, 9]. From this

point of view, it may also be possible to predict human in vivo disposition from

human isolated and/or cryopreserved hepatocytes, although the viability of human

hepatocytes needs to be evaluated. Several reports on drug transport in human

hepatocytes have also been published [10–13].

12.2.1.2 Transporter Molecules Responsible for Hepatic Uptake of Organic Anions

Recently, molecular biology studies have been carried out on hepatic uptake

transporters. With regard to the Naþ-dependent hepatic uptake of bile acids, Naþ-
taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (Ntcp/NTCP) has been cloned from both

rodents and humans [14–17]. Ntcp/NTCP accepts bile salts, such as taurocholate

and glycocholate, as well as some anionic compounds such as dehydroepian-

drosterone sulfate and bromosulfophthalein [16, 18]. However, the presence of

unidentified Naþ-dependent transporters for anionic drugs (e.g., bumetanide) has

also been suggested [19, 20].

Although the Naþ-dependent mechanism is largely responsible for the hepatic
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uptake of certain types of bile acids (e.g., taurocholate) and non-bile acid organic

anions, the Naþ-independent transport mechanism is responsible for many types

of anionic drugs. As transporters responsible for the Naþ-independent hepatic

uptake, organic anion transporting polypeptides (Oatps/OATPs) and organic

anion transporters (Oats/OATs) have been identified, although the nomenclature

of Oatp/OATP family proteins has not yet been established (Fig. 12.1). In rats,

Oatp1 (gene symbol Slc21a1; see Ref. [21]), Oatp 2 (Slc21a5; Ref. [22]) and Oatp 4

(Slc21a10; Ref. [23]) are largely responsible for the hepatic uptake, whereas in hu-

mans, OATP2 (OATP-C/LST-1/SLC21A6; Refs. [24–26]) and OATP8 (SLC21A15;

Fig. 12.1. Phylogenic trees for uptake transporters. *hOAT4

reported in Ref. [39]. **hOAT4 reported in Ref. [37].
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Ref. [27]) may be the most important hepatic uptake transporters. Rat Oatp 2 is not

a homologue of human OATP2 as it has only 46% amino acid identity with human

OATP2. Rat Oatp4 has the highest amino acid similarity with human OATP2 and

8, the amino acid identity for these human transporters being 64%. The substrate

specificity of rat Oatps is summarized elsewhere [2, 28]. The substrate specificity of

human OATP2 and 8 has been determined in a number of studies [24, 25, 29–33]

and is summarized in Table 12.1. In contrast to the hepatic selective expression of

OATP2 and 8, OATP-B (SLC2A9), OATP-D (SLC2A11) and OATP-E (SLC2A12) are

expressed in a wide range of tissues [29, 32], whereas OATP-A is predominantly

expressed in the brain [34, 35].

In addition to OATP/Oatp family proteins, some of the organic anion trans-

porter (OAT) family proteins may be responsible for hepatic uptake. Although

many OAT family proteins are expressed in the kidney [36], human and rat

OAT2 is also expressed in the liver [37, 38]. Human OAT2 transports p-amino-

Tab. 12.1. List of substrates for human OATP-B, 2 and 8.

Substrate OATP-B OATP2 OATP8

Taurocholate NT [29] 10.0 [31], 13.6 [24], 33.8 [25] þ [29]

Glycocholate NT [29] þ [29] þ [29]

Cholate – 11.4 [31] NT [31]

Dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate þ [29] 21.5 [31] >30 [31]

Estrone-3-sulfate 9.04 [33] 0.068–0.094 (high affinity) [33]

and 5.34–7.00 (low affinity) [33]

12.5 [31] þ [29]

Taurolithocholate sulfate – þ [93] –

17b-estradiol-17b-d-glucuronide NT [29] 3.71 [33], 8.2 [31], 9.7 [12] 5.4 [31]

3,5,3 0-Triiodo-l-thyronine NT [29] 2.7 [24] þ [29]

Thyroxine NT [29] 3.0 [24] þ [29]

Prostaglandin E2 NT [29] þ [29] NT [29]

Thromboxane B2 – þ [24] –

Leukotriene C4 NT [29] þ [29] þ [29]

Leukotriene E4 – þ [24] –

Monoglucuronosyl bilirubin – 0.10 [31] 0.50 [31]

Bisglucuronosyl bilirubin – 0.28 [31] NT [31]

Bromosulfophthalein 0.7 [29] 0.14 [31], 0.3 [29] 0.4 [29], 3.3 [31]

Benzylpenicillin – þ [32] –

Pravastatin – 13.7 [12], 33.7 [25] –

BQ-123 NT [29] þ [29] þ [29]

Cholesystokinin 8 NT [30] NT [30] 11.1 [30]

[D-penicillamine2;5]enkephalin NT [29] þ [29] þ [29]

Ouabain NT [29] NT [29] þ [29]

Digoxin NT [29] NT [29] þ [29]

Numbers in the table represent Km values (mM).

þ, significant transport observed.

NT, no significant transport observed.

Results taken from Refs. [12, 24, 25, 29–33].
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hippuric acid, methotrexate, cAMP, a-ketoglutarate and prostaglandin F2a [37,

39], while rat OAT2 transports salicylate, acetylsalicylate, progstaglandin E2, a-

ketoglutarate, p-aminohippuric acid, indomethacin, 3 0-azido-3 0-deoxythymidine

and 2 0,3 0-dideoxycytidine [38, 40]. Although OAT3 is expressed in male rat liver

and transports organic anions such as p-aminohippuric acid, ochratoxin A and

estrone-3-sulfate and organic cations such as cimetidine [41, 42], its hepatic

expression is minimal in mice and humans [42–44]. Indeed, the uptake of OAT3

substrates (such as estrone-3-sulfate and p-aminohippuric acid) was not different

between normal and OAT3(�/�) mice [42].

Contribution of each transporter to hepatic drug uptake Since it is possible that the

substrate specificity of different transporters overlap, we need to determine the

contribution of each transporter. One possible method is to extrapolate the trans-

port activity in cRNA-injected oocytes and/or cDNA-transfected cultured cells to

that of hepatocytes, after correcting for the expression level of transporter protein

using Western blot analysis [45–47]. If ligands specific to each transporter are

identified in future, it may also be possible to use such ligands as reference com-

pounds to normalize the expression level of each transporter between the trans-

fected cells and hepatocytes [45–48]. Alternatively, selective inhibitors for each

transporter may also be used as a useful tool to determine the contribution of each

transporter. However, such selective inhibitors have not yet been identified,

although it has been suggested that digoxin may be selective for Oatp2 rather than

Oatp1 [49].

With regard to the uptake of pravastatin into rat hepatocytes, Oatp1 and 2 have

each been shown to play a role. Pravastatin was transported into Oatp1 and Oatp2

cRNA-injected Xenopus laevis oocytes with Km values of 30 mM and 38 mM, respec-

tively [25, 50]. It is also possible that rat Oatp4 is involved in the uptake of pravas-

tatin, though this hypothesis has yet to be clarified. The uptake of pravastatin into

human hepatocytes has been studied in detail; using cryopreserved human hep-

atocytes, pravastatin has been shown to be taken up with a Km of 12 mM [12]. Pra-

vastatin was also taken up by oocytes injected with human OATP2 cRNA, with a

Km of 34 mM [25]. In addition, the uptake of pravastatin into oocytes was stimu-

lated by the injection of poly Aþ RNA from human liver, and this stimulation was

abolished by the simultaneous administration of OATP2 antisense [12]. It is thus

suggested that the human hepatic uptake of pravastatin may be predominantly

mediated by OATP2.

12.2.2

Hepatic Uptake of Organic Cations

By analyzing the uptake into the isolated rat hepatocytes, it has been suggested

that organic cations may be classified into two groups as follows:

. Type I drugs: these consist of hydrophilic compounds, including tetraethyl-

ammonium, tributylmethylammonium, and procainamide.
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. Type II drugs: these consist of bulky hydrophobic compounds, such as d-
tubocurarine, metocurine, vecuronium, and rocuronium [51, 52].

Type II cations are sensitive to inhibition by bile salts and cardiac glycosides (e.g.,

digoxin) [51, 52]. The results of recent molecular biology studies support these

previous hypotheses, namely that Type I and II drugs are transported by rat

organic cation transporter Oct1 (Slc22a1) and rat Oatp2, respectively [53], as

discussed below. It has been shown that the rat organic cation transporter 1

(Oct1, Slc22a1), located on the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes, transports

hydrophilic compounds, including 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium (a neurotoxin),

N1-methylnicotinamide, cimetidine, choline, dopamine, serotonin, adrenaline,

noradrenaline, and histamine [2, 54–56]. Human OCT1 (SLC22A1) also signifi-

cantly transports 1-methyl-4-phenylpyridinium and tetraethylammonium and N1-

methylnicotinamide, but not cimetidine [2, 57–60]. Moreover, by examining the

hepatic uptake in Oct1 (�/�) mice, it was shown that the transport of tetra-

ethylammonium, metaiodobenzylguanidine (an anticancer drug) and 1-methyl-4-

phenylpyridinium (a neurotoxin), but not that of cimetidine or choline, is largely

mediated by Oct1 [61]. It is noteworthy that the hepatic uptake of cimetidine or

choline was not affected by knocking out the mouse Oct1 gene [61], although these

two compounds are significantly transported by rat Oct1 [60]. It is plausible that

the uptake of cimetidine into isolated rat hepatocytes [62] is mediated by an, as yet,

unidentified transporter. Clinically important cationic compounds, such as a series

of biguanides which are used for the treatment of diabetes, are transported by

Oct1, and the hepatic uptake of metformin has been shown to be abolished in oct1

(�/�) mice [63].

In contrast, some Type II cations, such as N-(4,4-azo-n-pentyl)-21-deoxy-
ajmalinium and rocuronium, have been shown to be transported by rat Oatp 2

[64–66]. Since human OATP2 or OATP8 cannot transport organic cations [53],

the molecular mechanism for the uptake of Type II cations (e.g., rocuronium) into

isolated human hepatocytes [11] remains to be clarified. Although human OATP-A

transports rocuronium, its hepatic expression is minimal [66].

12.2.3

Utilization of Transporters as a Target for the Drug Delivery

Because bile salts are selectively taken up by hepatocytes after systemic adminis-

tration, attempts have been made to use the bile salt transporters as a target for

their drug delivery to the liver. For example, HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors, cyto-

static compounds, and oligonucleotides have been conjugated with bile salts to

improve delivery to the liver [1, 67–70]. In particular, platinum conjugates with bile

salts have been shown to be effective in the treatment of liver tumors implanted

into experimental animals [71]. Both cis-diammine-chloro-cholylglycinate-platinum

(II) and cis-diammine-bisursodeoxycholate-platinum (II) have been found to be

substrates for human OATP-C, NTCP and OCT1 [70]. Effective hepatic targeting of

these conjugates may be expected in human liver.
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12.3

Biliary Excretion

12.3.1

Biliary Excretion Mediated by P-Glycoprotein

The biliary excretion of drugs is largely mediated by ABC transporters located

on the bile canalicular membrane. Among the ABC transporters, P-glycoprotein

(P-gp), which is encoded by the mdr1/MDR1 gene (gene symbol ABCB1), is

responsible for the biliary excretion of many types of substrates. Although mdr1a

and 1b genes are present in rodents, humans have only one MDR1 gene. A differ-

ence in the substrate specificity among mouse mdr1a, 1b and human MDR1 has

also been documented [72–74].

The role of mdr1 on the bile canalicular membrane has been demonstrated by

comparing the biliary excretion between normal and mdr1 gene knockout mice

[75, 76]. Since mdr1b is induced in mdr1a knockout mice, comparison should be

performed between normal and mdr1a/1b (�/�) mice [75, 76]. Typical type I cat-

ions, such as tri-butylmethyl ammonium and azidoprocainamide methoiodide, and

type II cations, such as vecuronium, are excreted into the bile via mdr1 [77]. In

particular, the role of P-gp may be emphasized for vecuronium as more than 40%

of the administered dose is excreted into the bile, largely mediated by this trans-

porter [77]. This is in marked contrast to the finding that the urinary excretion of

tri-butylmethyl ammonium and azidoprocainamide exceeds the biliary excretion

[77]. In addition, doxorubicin and vinblastine are also excreted into the bile by

mdr1a, although only a limited amount of vinblastine was excreted into the bile as

a result of hepatic metabolism [78]. As indicated for vinblastine, the substrate spe-

cificity of P-gp overlaps that of the drug-metabolizing enzymes (such as cyto-

chrome P450 3A) [79], and hence only a limited amount of many P-gp substrate

drugs is excreted into the bile.

MDR3, a homologue of MDR1, is responsible for the biliary excretion of phos-

pholipids, and a hereditary defect in this gene results in the acquisition of pro-

gressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis Type 3 [80–82].

12.3.2

Biliary Excretion Mediated by Multidrug Resistance-Associated Protein 2 (MRP2)

Although P-gp accepts many neutral and cationic compounds, MRP2 (gene symbol

ABCC2) has a critical role in determining the biliary excretion of many anionic

compounds and conjugated metabolites [1–5, 83–86]. The substrate specificity of

MRP2 has been determined by comparing transport across the bile canalicular

membrane between normal and MRP2-deficient rats (such as transport-deficient

rats and Eisai hyperbilirubinemic rats) (Table 12.2) [1, 2, 5, 51]. MRP2 substrates

include many clinically important anionic drugs such as pravastatin [87], and it

has also been found that the uptake (OATP2) and efflux transporters (MRP2)

synergistically support efficient biliary excretion and, consequently, the efficient
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enterohepatic circulation of pravastatin [1]. The impact of MRP2 in determin-

ing the drug disposition and, consequently, the pharmacological and adverse

effects of substrate drugs, has been previously summarized in detail [1]. It is

also reported that the impaired biliary excretion of S3025 (1-[2-(4-chlorophenyl)-

cyclopropylmethoxy]-3,4-dihydroxy-5-(3-imidazo-[4,5]b pyridine-1-3-yl-3-[4-carboxy]-

phenyl-acryloyloxy)-cyclohexancarboxylic acid), a chlorogenic acid derivative, in

Mrp2-deficient mutant rats resulted in the prolonged pharmacological action

(inhibition of hepatic glucose production) compared with normal rats [88].

In addition to anionic drugs, many glutathione- and glucuronide-conjugates of

xenobiotics, and sulfate conjugates of bile salts (but not sulfate conjugates of

xenobiotics) are transported by MRP2 [1–5]. An hereditary defect in MRP2

expression results in the acquisition of Dubin–Johnson syndrome in humans; this

exhibits hyperbilirubinemia due to a lack in biliary excretion of bilirubin glucur-

onides mediated by MRP2 [3, 4, 81, 82, 89].

It is important to establish an in vitro system which will allow in vivo transport

across the bile canalicular membrane to be predicted quantitatively. By comparing

the transport activity between in vivo and in vitro situations in isolated bile canal-

icular membrane vesicles, it has been shown that there is a significant correlation

for nine types of substrates [90]. Here, in vivo transport activity was defined as the

biliary excretion rate, divided by the unbound hepatic concentration at steady-state,

whereas in vitro transport activity was defined as the initial velocity for the trans-

port into the isolated bile canalicular membrane vesicles divided by the medium

concentration [90]. Collectively, it is possible to predict in vivo canalicular transport
from in vitro experiments with the isolated bile canalicular membrane vesicles.

From this viewpoint, it is interesting to examine ligand transport in isolated bile

Tab. 12.2. List of typical substrates excreted into the bile via MRP2.

Glutathione conjugates of organic anions:

oxidized glutathione; LTC4 and its subsequent metabolites; 2,4-dinitrophenyl-S-glutathione

Glutathione conjugates of metals:

antimony; arsenic; bismuth; cadmium; zinc

Glucuronide conjugates:

bilirubin glucuronides; 17b estradiol-17b-d-glucuronide, E3040 glucuronide; SN-38

glucuronide; grepafloxacin glucuronide; telmisaltan glucuronide; acetaminophen

glucuronide; indomethacin glucuronide; liquiritigenin glucuronide; glycyrrhizin

Glucuronide and sulfate conjugates of bile salts:

cholate-3-glucuronide; lithocholate-3-O-glucuronide; chenodeoxycholate-3-O-glucuronide;
nordeoxycholate-3-O-glucuronide; nordeoxycholate-3-sulfate; lithocholate-3-sulfate;
taurolithocholate-3-sulfate; glycolithocholate-3-sulfate; taurochenodeoxycholate-3-sulfate

Non-conjugated organic anions:

reduced folates; methotrexate; dibromosulfophthalein; CPT-11 (carboxylate); SN-38

(carboxylate); ampicillin; cefodizime; pravastatin; temocaprilat; BQ-123

Modified from Refs. [1, 5, 89].
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canalicular membrane vesicles from human liver [91]. As shown in Fig. 12.2, it has

been shown that the transport activity per mg membrane vesicle protein is virtually

identical between humans and rats for glucuronide conjugates. In contrast, the

transport of nonconjugated organic anions and glutathione-conjugates in humans

was between 10% and 20% of that in rats, indicating a species difference in the

substrate specificity of MRP2. It might be possible also to predict transport across

the human bile canalicular membrane in vivo from the transport activity deter-

mined in isolated membrane vesicles from cDNA-transfected cells.

It is also important to predict the in vivo biliary excretion clearance in humans,

and for this purpose MDCK II cell lines expressing both uptake and efflux trans-

porters may be used (Fig. 12.3) [92, 93]. It has been shown that MRP2 is expressed

on the apical membrane, whereas OATP2 and 8 are expressed on the basolateral

membrane after cDNA transfection (Fig. 12.3) [92, 93]. The transcellular transport

across such double-transfected cells may correspond to the excretion of ligands from

blood into bile across hepatocytes. Indeed, the vectorial transport from the basal to

apical side was observed for pravastatin only in OATP2- and MRP2-expressing

Fig. 12.2. Comparison of ATP-dependent

transport activity between rats and humans

determined in isolated bile canalicular

membrane vesicles. Key; 1, SN-38 glucuronide

(carboxylate); 2, SN-38 glucuronide (lactone);

3, E3040 (6-hydroxy-5,7-dimethyl-2-methyl-

amino-4-(3-pyridylmethyl) benzothiazole)

glucuronide; 4, 17b estradiol-17b-d-glucuro-

nide; 5, grepafloxacin glucuronide; 6, leuko-

triene C4; 7, SN-38 (carboxylate); 8, CPT-11

(carboxylate); 9, taurocholic acid; 10, sando-

statin; 11, 2,4-dinitrophenyl-S-glutathione; 12,

pravastatin; 13, BQ-123; 14, temocaprilat; 15,

methotrexate. The broken line represents the

regression line for glucuronide conjugates,

whereas the solid line represents the regression

line for other compounds with 95% confidence

limits. (Modified from Ref. [91].)
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MDCK II cells (Fig. 12.3) [93]. Kinetic analysis revealed that the Km value for

transcellular transport (24 mM) was similar to the Km for OATP2 (34 mM) [93].

Moreover, the efflux across the bile canalicular membrane was not saturated under

these experimental conditions. These in vitro observations are consistent with

in vivo experimental results in rats which showed that the rate-determining process

for the biliary excretion of pravastatin is uptake across the sinusoidal membrane.

By normalizing the expression level between the double transfectant and human

hepatocytes, it might be possible to predict in vivo hepatobiliary excretion.

12.3.3

Biliary Excretion Mediated by Breast Cancer-Resistant Protein (BCRP)

In addition to P-gp and MRP2, BCRP (gene symbol ABCG2) might also be

involved in the biliary excretion of certain types of drugs. BCRP accepts many

kinds of antitumor drugs, and its substrate specificity overlaps that of P-gp and

MRP2 [94]. A contribution by BCRP to the biliary excretion of topotecan has been

suggested by examining the inhibitory effect of a BCRP inhibitor (GF120918) in

the disposition of topotecan in normal and mdr1a/1b (�/�) mice [95]. Although

BCRP also transports sulfated conjugates of steroids and xenobiotics (e.g., estrone-

3-sulfate and 4-methylumbelliferone sulfate), its contribution to biliary excretion

remains to be determined [96].

12.3.4

Biliary Excretion of Monovalent Bile Salts

Bile salt export pump (BSEP; gene symbol ABCB11) mediates the biliary excretion

of nonconjugated bile salts, such as taurocholic acid, glycocholic acid and cholic

acid, and therefore is responsible for the formation of the bile acid-dependent bile

flow [97, 98]. Its hereditary defect results in the acquisition of PFIC2, a potentially

lethal disease which requires liver transplantation [17, 81, 82, 99]. As discussed in

Section 12.5.2, the inhibition of BSEP following drug administration may result in

cholestasis.

12.4

Inter-individual Differences in Transport Activity

Recently, the presence of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) has been

reported for several types of transporter. Extensive studies have been performed on

the SNPs of OATP2 [100, 101], and the SNPs identified in African- and European-

Americans are indicated in Fig. 12.3. Moreover, the frequency of SNPs differed

among the African-American, European-Americans and Japanese, indicating the

presence of an ethnic difference in the allelic mutation of this transporter [100,

101]. In addition, some of the mutations were associated with reduced transporter

function and/or abnormalities in membrane targeting [100, 102] (Fig. 12.3). It is
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possible that the subjects with these mutations have a lower transport activity;

hence the plasma concentration may be increased. Moreover, it is plausible that for

drugs whose target is within the hepatocytes (e.g., pravastatin), the SNPs in OATP2

might account for inter-individual differences in pharmacological action.

In the same manner, SNPs have been reported for ABC transporters on the bile

canalicular membrane. Although the results are controversial, the C3435T muta-

tion in the MDR1 gene (silent mutation, Ile1145Ile), closely linked with the

G2677T/Ala893Ser mutation, has been suggested to be associated with altered

expression level and/or the transport function of P-gp in some tissues [103]. The

impact of these mutations on the biliary excretion of substrate drugs remains to be

Fig. 12.3. Transcellular transport of

pravastatin across MDCK II cells. Upper panel:

schematic diagram illustrating the expression

of transporters in MDCK II cells after trans-

fection of OATP2 and MRP2 cDNAs. Lower

panels: transcellular transport of pravastatin

across MDCK II cells transfected with plasmid

vector, OATP2 cDNA, MRP2 cDNA and

cDNAs for both OATP2 and MRP2. (From Ref.

[93].)
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clarified. In addition, mutations in MRP2 have been reported in healthy volun-

teers, along with the cell lines established for tumor specimens dissected during

surgery [89, 104, 105]. The effect of the frequently observed G1249A/Val417Ile

mutation should be examined in both in vitro and in vivo situations.

12.5

Drug–Drug Interactions

12.5.1

Effect of Drugs on the Activity of Transporters Located on the Sinusoidal Membrane

If the unbound drug concentrations in plasma are higher than their Ki values on

the transporters, then transporter function may be significantly affected [106]. Fol-

lowing a pharmacokinetic analysis of the effect of probenecid on the hepatobiliary

excretion of methotrexate, it has been shown the extent of an in vivo drug–drug

interaction can be quantitatively predicted from the kinetic parameters for trans-

port across the sinusoidal and bile canalicular membranes determined in vitro
[107].

As far as sinusoidal uptake is concerned, drug–drug interactions have also

been reported between antituberculosis agents (rifamycin SV and rifampicin) and

bromosulfophthalein in humans; both drugs reduce the clearance of bromosul-

fophthalein and also induce hyperbilirubinemia [108]. These results may be ac-

Fig. 12.4. Single nucleotide polymorphisms in OATP2 gene

found in African- and European Americans. Asterisks represent

the mutations associated with the altered transport function.

(Prepared from data reported in Ref. [100].)
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counted for by considering the fact that the Ki values of rifamycin are 2 and

3 mM for OATP2 and OATP8, respectively, whereas those of rifampicin are 17 and

5 mM for these transporters, respectively, and the peak unbound plasma concen-

trations of rifamycin SV and rifampicin may be 5–10 mM [108]. The fact that

rifamycin SV induces a more potent increase in plasma unconjugated bilirubin

concentrations than rifampicin may also be accounted for by these kinetic consid-

erations [108].

The interaction between cerivastatin and gemfibrozil has also been highlighted,

due to the appearance of severe side effects, including death [109]. An increase in

cerivastatin blood concentration is also produced following the administration of

cyclosporin A [110]. Indeed, in subjects given cyclosporin A, the plasma AUC of

cerivastatin was 3.8-fold higher than that in untreated subjects [110]. In vitro
experiments revealed that the uptake of cerivastatin into isolated rat and human

hepatocytes is inhibited by cyclosporin A in a highly concentration-dependent

manner, with Ki values of 0.20 and 0.28–0.69 mM, respectively [111]. Moreover,

OATP2-mediated cerivastatin uptake into cDNA-transfected LLC-PK1 cells was

also inhibited by cyclosporin A, with a Ki value of 0.24 mM [111]. In contrast,

cerivastatin metabolism was not affected by cyclosporin A at concentrations up to

30 mM [111]. These results suggest that the inhibition of cerivastatin transport

into hepatocytes results in an increased blood level of this drug, with the subse-

quent appearance of side effects.

12.5.2

Effect of Drugs on the Activity of Transporters Located on the Bile Canalicular

Membrane

A variety of inhibitory effects of drugs on the function of bile canalicular mem-

brane transporters has also been reported. Although much of the severe drug-

induced cholestasis results from immune reactions, part may also be caused by

the inhibition of BSEP [17, 112]. Cyclosporin A, glibenclamide, rifamycin SV and

rifampicin have also been reported to induce cholestasis [113]. In vitro experi-

ments with isolated bile canalicular membrane vesicles have shown that cyclo-

sporin A, glibenclamide, rifamycin SV, rifampicin and bosentan and its metabolite

Ro-47-8634 each inhibit BSEP, with respective Ki values of 0.2, 5.7, 0.9, 6.4, 12, and

8.5 mM [113]. It is possible that the cholestatic effect of these drugs is a result of

the inhibition of BSEP, and this inhibitory effect might also be predicted from in
vitro experiments with isolated bile canalicular membrane vesicles [114]. Recently,

it has been shown that troglitazone and its sulfated conjugate inhibit BSEP func-

tion, with Ki values of 1.3 mM and 0.23 mM, respectively [115]. Male rats were

shown to have higher troglitazone sulfate levels than females (due to a higher sul-

fotransferase activity in males); hence the more profound cholestasis seen in males

after troglitazone administration might be caused by an inhibition of BSEP by tro-

glitazone sulfate [116].

More recently, a much more complex mechanism has been suggested for BSEP

inhibition. By comparing the inhibitory effect of Mrp2 substrates on BSEP func-
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tion in isolated bile canalicular membrane vesicles in normal and MRP2-deficient

rats, and also in membrane vesicles expressing only BSEP and those expressing

both MRP2 and BSEP, it has been suggested that some Mrp2 substrates trans-
inhibit the function of BSEP [117, 118]. Thus, MRP2 substrates may inhibit the

function of BSEP from the bile side of this transporter. Although this suggestion

remains controversial, the finding that MRP2 substrates with a cholestatic nature

do not cause cholestasis in MRP2-deficient rats might be consistent with this

hypothesis [119].

Drug–drug interactions may also be used to alter the disposition of substrate

drugs. SN-38, which is an active metabolite, is formed within hepatocytes following

the hydrolysis of irrinotecan, a campthothecin analogue, and then excreted into the

bile [1]. Although the severe intestinal toxicity of the antitumor drug irrinotecan

adversely limits its dose, this effect may be ascribed to inter-individual differences

in UGT1A1 due to SNPs in the promoter region [120], and it is also possible

that enterocytes are exposed to the biliary excreted SN-38. Inhibition of the biliary

excretion of SN-38 by probenecid, an inhibitor for MRP2, causes a reduction in the

incidence of diarrhea, but does not affect SN-38 plasma levels. Thus, it is possible

to control adverse reactions to this drug by using the effect of a drug–drug inter-

action on the bile canalicular membrane [121, 122].

12.6

Concluding Remarks

The information summarized within this chapter describes how transporters may

play an important role in the hepatobiliary excretion of drugs. Moreover, it may

also be possible to alter the disposition of ligands by changing their affinity for

uptake and efflux transporters by chemical modification. For example, BQ-123

(cyclo[d-Trp-d-Asp-l-Pro-d-Val-l-Leu]), an anionic cyclic peptide with an antagonist

activity at the endothelin receptor, is taken up by hepatocytes via OATP2 and effi-

ciently excreted into the bile via MRP2, resulting in extensive first-pass elimination

in the liver [123]. In contrast, cyclo[d-Trp-d-Asp-l-Hyp(l-Arg)-d-Val-l-Leu], a deriv-

ative of BQ-123, undergoes lower transport activity by both uptake and efflux

transporters and, consequently, its bioavailability is significantly higher than that of

BQ-123 [123]. The in vitro experimental systems described in this chapter may be

useful for identifying such compounds with the desired transport properties dur-

ing the screening of drug candidates. Such an in vitro model might also be useful

for predicting possible drug–drug interactions, as well as inter-individual differ-

ences in transport activity due to single nucleotide polymorphisms.
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The Importance of Gut Wall Metabolism in

Determining Drug Bioavailability

Kevin Beaumont

Abbreviations

GIT Human gastrointestinal tract

UDP Uridine diphosphate

Vmax Maximum rate of metabolism by an enzyme

Fa Fraction absorbed from the GIT

Fg Fraction escaping gut wall first-pass extraction

Fh Fraction escaping hepatic first-pass extraction

cDNA Complementary DNA

CYP1A1/2 Cytochrome P450 isoforms 1A1 and 1A2

CYP2C8/9 Cytochrome P450 isoforms 2C8 and 2C9

CYP2C19 Cytochrome P450 isoform 2C19

CYP3A4 Cytochrome P450 isoform 3A4

CYP2D6 Cytochrome P450 isoform 2D6

Cmax Maximum plasma concentration

AUC Area under the plasma concentration–time curve

Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon

13.1

Introduction

Most drugs are delivered at sites that are remote from their sites of action.

Although the most convenient route of administration is the oral route, this pre-

sents significant challenges to the delivery of a drug molecule. Clearly, in order

to be effective, an orally delivered drug must avoid several potential barriers. For

example, it must:

. avoid degradation by stomach acid and gut lumen digestive enzymes;

. dissolve in the aqueous environment of the gut lumen;

. cross the lipophilic environment of the gut wall cell membrane;

. avoid metabolism by enzymes in the gut wall cell; and

. avoid first-pass extraction by the liver.

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
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The extent to which the drug can overcome the barriers to its oral delivery is mea-

sured by the term ‘‘oral bioavailability’’, and this is one of the key determinants of

compound quality as it is an indication of the ability of that drug to overcome the

barriers to its delivery.

In order to understand the barriers confronting the oral delivery of a drug, it is

necessary to understand the physiology of the human gut.

13.2

The Human Gastrointestinal Tract

The human gastrointestinal tract (GIT) is well adapted for its role in the digestion

and absorption of food. Following ingestion, the first organ encountered is the

stomach. It is here that the process of digestion starts with the breakdown of

complex macromolecules into their constituent parts. The stomach contains many

digestive enzymes and has the capacity to produce an acidic environment. Very few

drugs are absorbed from the stomach, and as such it will not be considered further

in this review.

The duodenum, jejunum and ileum (together termed the small intestine) are the

major sites of nutrient (and drug) absorption. The human duodenum is approxi-

mately 20 cm long, and it is here where the acid in the stomach is neutralized to a

more physiological pH. The jejunum and ileum together are approximately 700 cm

long and are responsible for most drug absorption. The colon is approximately 1 m

in length, and its main role is to reabsorb water from the digestive process. It is not

a major absorptive site for drug molecules, although for extended release for-

mulations it is important that a drug can be absorbed in the colon.

The gut wall within the small intestine is particularly well adapted for its role as

an absorptive surface. Absorption rate is proportional to the area of the surface that

is available for absorption. Thus, the internal surface of the small intestine is

folded towards the lumen of the gut. This folding increases the surface area of the

gut by approximately 3-fold. In this area, the gut wall is covered with many finger-

like projections called villi, and these provide a further 10-fold increase in surface

area. In addition, the gut wall epithelial cells are polarized such that on the lumi-

nal surface there are millions of microvilli providing a further 20-fold increase

in surface area for absorption. In all, these surface area modifications provide an

absorptive area which is some 600-fold higher than would be provided by a sim-

ple cylinder. Thus, the estimated surface area of the human gut is approximately

200 m2 [1].

With such a large surface area available for the absorption of nutrients, there is

the potential for the absorption of dietary constituents that could be harmful to the

health of an individual. Thus, in order to protect against dietary toxins, there are a

series of barriers, which must be overcome before a molecule can enter the sys-

temic circulation. This applies equally to drug molecules.

The barriers confronting oral delivery of a drug molecule are summarized in Fig.

13.1. During the absorption process, the drug must cross the enterocyte cell apical
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membrane and move across the enterocyte before crossing the basolateral mem-

brane into the blood in the mesenteries. On passage through the enterocyte mem-

brane and the cell itself, the drug can be subject to potential metabolism and

counter-transport processes. Counter-transport removes the drug from the enter-

ocyte and places it back into the gut lumen from where it can be excreted in the

feces. In addition, any metabolite that is produced by enzymes in the enterocyte

can either be transported back into the lumen of the gut for excretion into the feces

or removed across the basolateral membrane of the enterocyte into the blood in the

mesenteries. Such metabolism and counter-transport of a drug on passage across

the enterocyte is termed gut wall first-pass extraction.

The mesenteric blood empties into the hepatic portal vein from where it is

transported to the liver. At the liver, drug and metabolites can also be extracted

from the portal blood and either metabolized or excreted unchanged into the bile.

This is termed hepatic first-pass extraction.

Thus, the oral bioavailability of a drug is determined by the amount absorbed

from the GIT, the fraction escaping first-pass extraction by the gut, and the fraction

escaping first-pass extraction by the liver. It is summarized by the following equation:

Fraction bioavailable ¼ Fa � Fg � Fh ð1Þ

Consequently, the gut wall can exert a significant outcome on the overall oral bio-

availability of a drug molecule. It is now time to consider the enzymes and trans-

porters, which combine to express gut wall first-pass extraction.

Fig. 13.1. Barriers to oral drug delivery.
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13.3

Enzymes Expressed at the Gut Wall

The enterocyte expresses many of the metabolic enzymes that are expressed in the

liver. These include UDP-glucuronyltransferases, sulfotransferases, esterases and

cytochromes P450.

13.3.1

UDP-Glucuronyltransferases

UDP-glucuronyltransferases catalyze the addition of glucuronic acid onto phenol,

hydroxyl and carboxylic acid functions of molecules. They are expressed in many

tissues of the body, including the liver and intestine [2–5]. Microsomes from

human intestines have been shown to metabolize UDP-glucuronyltransferase sub-

strates including p-nitrophenol [6], 1-naphthol, morphine, and ethinylestradiol [4].

The relative rates of metabolism of these substrates in liver and intestinal micro-

somes are shown in Table 13.1.

Overall, the human intestine is capable of metabolizing UDP-glucuronyltrans-

ferase substrates, although the rates of metabolism are between 5- and 10-fold

lower than those observed in human liver microsomes. However, the presence of a

metabolic capacity towards UDP-glucuronyltransferase substrates at the level of the

enterocyte can exert a significant gut wall first-pass extraction on oral administra-

tion.

The level of p-nitrophenol glucuronidation activity was similar in human duo-

denum, jejunum and ileum-derived microsomes [7], indicating that expression of

UDP-glucuronyltransferases does not change significantly throughout the small

intestine. However, the level of glucuronidation in the colon was found to be sig-

nificantly lower.

13.3.2

Sulfotransferases

Sulfotransferases are cytosolic enzymes that add sulfate to phenolic and hydroxyl

functions as well as certain amines. The relative rates of sulfation of several sulfo-

Tab. 13.1. Relative rates of glucuronidation in

human liver and intestinal microsomes.

Substrate Vmax [nmol minC1

mgC1 microsomal

protein]

Intestine Liver

p-Nitrophenol 0.8 –

1-Naphthol 1.3 5.86

Morphine 0.03 0.38

Ethinylestradiol 0.025 0.11
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transferase substrates in cytosol from human liver and intestine are shown in

Table 13.2.

Overall, the rates of sulfation in the intestine tend to be higher than the liver (up

to 10-fold). In addition, for (þ)-terbutaline, the relative rates of metabolism are

reduced at sites lower down the GIT (i.e., activity values of 1195, 415 and 268

pmol min�1 mg�1 in the duodenum, ileum and colon, respectively). Thus, the

intestine represents a considerable barrier to the oral bioavailability of sulfotrans-

ferase substrate drugs.

13.3.3

Esterases

Esterases form a wide family of enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of ester

bonds. They are ubiquitously expressed in all tissues including the intestine, and

are found in both microsomal and cytosolic fractions. Prueksaritonont et al. [6]
have studied the metabolism of both p-nitrophenol acetate and acetylsalicylic acid

by esterases from human intestinal microsomal and cytosolic systems, and the

activity values were 2.76 mmol min�1 mg�1 and 0.96 nmol min�1 mg�1, respec-

tively. Thus, the activity for the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenol acetate in human

intestine approaches that in the liver.

The presence of high activities of esterase activity in human intestine is an

important consideration for the absorption of pro-drugs. Pro-drugs are often

employed to improve the membrane permeation (and hence absorption) of poorly

absorbed drugs. The rationale behind pro-drugs is to mask polar functions on

the active principle and to increase overall lipophilicity. This is often achieved by

attaching ester functionality to a carboxylic acid or alcohol function. Such esters are

designed to be rapidly metabolized by esterases following absorption. However,

with significant esterase activity in the human enterocyte, it is possible that hydro-

lysis will occur during the absorption process. The released active principle may

then be transported back into the lumen of the gut. Thus, the esterase activity in

the human intestine can act as a barrier to the oral absorption of ester pro-drugs.

A good example of this is the work completed on the fibrinogen receptor antag-

onist L-767,679 [10]. This compound exhibits extreme polarity due to its zwitter-

Tab. 13.2. Relative rates of sulfation in human liver and

intestinal cytosol.

Substrate Activity [pmol minC1

mgC1 protein]

Reference

Intestine Liver

2-Naphthol 640 1820

(þ)-Terbutaline 415 45 8

(þ)-Isoproterenol 1400 30 9

Acetaminophen

(paracetamol)

120 – 6
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ionic nature. Consequently, its potential to cross membranes was limited, and this

led to poor oral absorption characteristics.

In an effort to address the poor membrane permeation of L-767,679, the benzyl

ester pro-drug, L-775,318 was synthesized (Fig. 13.2) The latter compound

exhibited significant lipophilicity ðlog P ¼ 0:7Þ that was consistent with improved

potential to cross the enterocyte membrane. However, this did not lead to a marked

improvement in absorption potential (in the rat), as intestinal hydrolysis and

counter-transport combined to prevent significant passage of the compound across

Caco-2 cells and the rat gut.

13.3.4

Cytochromes P450

The cytochromes P450 are a large super-family of enzymes that are responsible for

the metabolism of the majority of drugs. The major drug-metabolizing cyto-

chromes P450 in humans are CYP1A1/2, CYP2C8/9, CYP2C19, CYP3A4, and

CYP2D6 [11], among which CYP3A4 is the major component [11].

Cytochromes P450 are expressed in the human intestine, although the mean

amount of 20 pmol mg�1 microsomal protein [12] is significantly lower than that

in the human liver (300–350 pmol mg�1 microsomal protein [13]). Prueksar-

itonont et al. (1996) have shown that human intestine expresses functional

CYP2D6 (bufurolol hydroxylase activity 15 pmol min�1 mg�1 in human intestinal

microsomes) and CYP2C (tolbutamide hydroxylase activity 5.1 pmol min�1 mg�1).

However, de Waziers et al. [14] suggest that the catalytic activity of these isoforms

is some 100- to 200-fold lower than that in hepatic microsomes.

Fig. 13.2. Structures of fibrinogen receptor antagonists L-767,679 and L-775,318.
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The most highly expressed cytochrome P450 in the human intestine is CYP3A4

[15]. Lown et al. [16] have shown that the sequences of hepatic and intestinal

CYP3A4 cDNAs are identical, suggesting that both tissues express exactly the same

isoform. Thus, the intestine expresses the major drug-metabolizing human cyto-

chrome P450.

The metabolism of several CYP3A4 substrates in microsomes from the upper

small intestine has been compared with liver microsomal metabolism. The results

are summarized in Table 13.3. Thus, microsomes from the human upper small

intestine can metabolize CYP3A4 substrates at rates approaching those found in

human liver microsomes. However, the rate of metabolism in intestinal micro-

somes can be highly variable (8-fold for sirolimus [17] and 18- to 29-fold for mid-

azolam [19]).

The expression of CYP3A4 exhibits a significant gradient at sites lower down the

GIT. Thummel et al. [25] have shown that the expression levels of CYP3A4 in

microsomal preparations were 31, 23 and 17 pmol mg�1 in human duodenum,

jejunum and ileum, respectively, whereas de Waziers et al. [14] measured these

values at 160, 120 and 70 pmol mg�1, respectively. The differences between these

estimates may reflect the difficulty of preparation of human intestinal microsomes.

However, both studies suggest that the expression of CYP3A4 in human intestine

is highest in the duodenum and jejunum where the oral absorption of most drugs

occurs. Other studies [19] confirm this, as they suggest that the total amount of

CYP3A4 in the duodenum and ileum is 9.7 nmol and 22 nmol, respectively. When

the total length of each segment is considered (the duodenum length is one-tenth

that of the ileum), it appears that the concentration of CYP3A4 is highest in the

upper small intestine.

This has been confirmed in activity studies where the rates of metabolism of

midazolam [19] and erythromycin [14] have been studied in microsomes from

Tab. 13.3. Relative rates metabolism in human intestinal

microsomes for a series of CYP3A substrates.

Substrate Activity [pmol minC1

mgC1 protein]

Reference

Intestine Liver

Sirolimus 89 – 17

Midazolam (1) 463 1004 18

Midazolam (2) 644 850 19

Erythromycin 1600 2800 14

Tacrolimus 54 96 20

Fentanyl 10–410 1440 21

Methadone 120 – 22

Lovastatin 155 1576 23

Terfenadine 61 370 24

Testosterone 1580 – 6
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human duodenum, jejunum, and ileum (Table 13.4). Thus, metabolism of

CYP3A4 substrates decreases at distal sites in the human GIT.

The expression of CYP3A4 in the human intestine has significant implications

for the oral delivery of its substrates. The most highly studied CYP3A4 substrate in

this respect is midazolam. The pharmacokinetics of midazolam in humans has

been studied following intravenous and oral administration [26, 27]. Following the

oral administration of radiolabeled midazolam, up to 90% of the radioactivity was

recovered in the urine, indicating essentially complete oral absorption [27]. Fol-

lowing intravenous administration of midazolam, mean systemic clearance was 6.4

and 4.6 ml min�1 kg�1 across the two studies. Thus, midazolam exhibits moderate

clearance relative to hepatic blood flow (@25 mL min�1 kg�1). Taken together,

complete oral absorption and moderate systemic (hepatic) clearance would indicate

an oral bioavailability of approximately 80%. However, the estimated oral bioavail-

ability is significantly lower than this. Smith et al. [26] suggested that the oral bio-

availability of midazolam was 36%, whereas Heizmann et al. [27] estimated this

value to be approximately 50% (range 31–72%). Consequently, there is a signifi-

cant nonhepatic component to the first-pass extraction of midazolam on oral

administration, and this is most likely to occur in the intestine.

The gut wall first-pass extraction of midazolam has been extensively investigated

in two studies [18, 28]. In the first study, Thummel et al. [18] administered 1 mg

midazolam intravenously and 2 mg orally to human volunteers in a cross-over

design. The mean systemic clearance was 5.3 mL min�1 kg�1 (corresponding with

the above two studies), and showed a 3-fold variation. The mean oral bioavailability

was calculated as 30% (range 12–50%) and the variability was significantly higher

than after intravenous administration. In 18 out of the 20 subjects, the oral bio-

availability was lower than would have been expected from systemic clearance rel-

ative to liver blood flow. Assuming complete oral absorption and that only the liver

contributes to the systemic clearance of midazolam, these authors were able to

estimate the contribution of the gut to the oral bioavailability of midazolam. The

mean gut wall extraction ratio was 0.43 (range 0–0.77), whereas the mean hepatic

extraction ratio was 0.44 (range 22–72%).

These findings were confirmed by Paine et al. [28] who administered 1 mg mid-

azolam intravenously (n ¼ 5) or 2 mg intraduodenally (n ¼ 5) to liver transplant

patients during the time that the liver had been removed. Thus, only the gut wall

Tab. 13.4. Metabolism of midazolam and erythromycin in

microsomes from human duodenum, jejunum and ileum.

Tissue Activity [pmol minC1 mgC1 protein]

Midazolam Erythromycin

Duodenum 644 1600

Jejunum 426 1100

Ileum 68 150
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extraction was examined in this study, thereby enabling the contribution of the gut

to the systemic and oral clearance of midazolam to be determined. In this way, the

gut wall extraction ratio following intraverous administration was calculated as

0.08 (range 0–0.26), suggesting that the intestine does not contribute significantly

to the systemic clearance of midazolam. This is not unexpected since the CYP3A4

in the intestine is expressed predominantly at the villus tip where perfusion by the

blood supply may be limited. The calculated gut wall first-pass extraction in this

study was 0.43 (range 0.14–0.59), which is in good agreement with the study con-

ducted by Thummel et al. [18].
The midazolam example shows that gut wall cytochrome P450 can contribute

significantly to the attenuation of oral bioavailability of substrate drugs. In addi-

tion, the variability and site dependence of expression of the major intestinal CYPs

can lead to significant effects on the disposition of orally delivered drugs.

13.4

Non-metabolic Barriers to Oral Absorption

In addition to the metabolic capacity of the enterocyte, there are further non-

metabolic barriers to the passage of drug molecules. The enterocyte expresses a

number of drug transport proteins, which are orientated in such a way as to inter-

cept the drug as it passes through the enterocyte membrane, and actively transport

it back into the gut lumen. This counter-absorptive mechanism is termed drug

efflux. The best-characterized drug efflux transporter is P-glycoprotein.

13.4.1

P-glycoprotein

P-glycoprotein (P-gp) was first discovered in 1976 by Juliano and Ling [29], who

suggested that it played a role in modulating cellular permeability. Interest in P-gp

was heightened when it was implicated in multiple drug resistance of cancers. In

response to various cytotoxic agents, tumors overexpress P-gp, which prevents

entry of the drug into the tumor cell, and thus the tumor becomes resistant to the

chemotherapeutic agent. For this reason, P-gp became known as the MDR-protein,

and much research was aimed at producing P-gp inhibitors for co-administration

with cytotoxic agents.

More recently, P-gp has been shown to be expressed in normal human tissues.

In the gut, the expression is highly localized to the apical surfaces of the gut wall

epithelium [30], where it is well placed to intercept its substrates and deposit them

back into the lumen of the gut in a counter-absorptive manner.

Wacher et al. [31] have shown that, in contrast to CYP3A4, P-gp mRNA

levels increase longitudinally along the intestine (lowest levels in the stomach and

highest in the colon). Lown et al. [32] have shown using duodenal mucosal biop-

sies (n ¼ 20) that there was a 10-fold variation in the P-gp mRNA level, suggesting

that there will be variability in the expression of P-gp in the gut and this will lead

to potential variability in oral bioavailability.
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The study of the role of P-gp in limiting oral absorption has been enhanced

through the development of the Caco-2 cell monolayer model of absorption

[33, 34]. Caco-2 cells are derived from a colon carcinoma cell and spontaneously

form polarized monolayers in cell culture. These cells express P-gp only at their

apical (absorptive) membrane. Consequently, P-gp substrates can show signifi-

cantly greater passage (flux) across these cells when applied to the basolateral

chamber than when applied to the apical chamber. Such asymmetry of flux is often

termed the efflux ratio, and this suggests that P-gp is limiting the passage of its

substrate across the cell membrane.

One of the most well-studied P-gp substrates is talinolol, an intermediate lipo-

philicity b-blocker (Fig. 13.3). The metabolic clearance of talinolol is negligible

[35], and the compound is cleared almost exclusively unchanged in the urine and

feces. Oral bioavailability is 54%, which has been ascribed to incomplete absorp-

tion from the GIT. The physico-chemical properties of talinolol (moderate lipo-

philicity and low molecular weight) would suggest that the compound should

permeate membranes well. However, in the Caco-2 cell absorption model, talinolol

exhibits asymmetric flux with approximately a 10-fold greater flux in the baso-

lateral to apical direction [36]. This efflux ratio could be abolished by the addition

of the P-gp inhibitor, verapamil. In addition, Gramatte et al. [37] studied the

absorption of talinolol at several locations in the human gut using intubation

methodology. These authors found that the talinolol AUC in blood decreased with

increasing distance from the teeth, consistent with the assertion that the intestinal

levels of P-gp increase along the length of the gut. Thus, it appears that the oral

bioavailability of talinolol in man is limited by P-gp-mediated efflux rather than

poor membrane permeation or first-pass metabolism.

The introduction of P-gp knockout mice [38] has enabled workers to study the

role of P-gp in limiting the oral bioavailability of its substrates. An example of this

is the NK2 antagonist, UK-224,671 [39, 40] (Fig. 13.4).

In man, the oral bioavailability of UK-224,671 is less than 10% [39]. Since clear-

ance of UK-224,671 is low relative to liver blood flow, the poor oral bioavailability is

due to incomplete absorption of the compound from the GIT. Caco-2 flux experi-

Fig. 13.3. Structure of the b-blocker talinolol.
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ments showed a poor apical to basolateral flux and a marked asymmetry (approxi-

mately 10-fold). In addition, UK-224,671 was shown to exhibit marked differences

in oral bioavailability between wild-type (<5%) and P-gp knockout (22%) mice,

indicating that P-gp plays a major role in limiting the oral absorption of this com-

pound.

In addition to talinolol and UK-224,671, gut wall P-gp has been implicated in

limiting the oral absorption of other drugs, including fexofenadine [41], digoxin

[42] and paclitaxel [43]. Furthermore, there may be a mechanism by which P-gp

and metabolizing enzymes in the gut wall cell may combine to limit the passage of

drugs across the gut wall cell. This is most pronounced for CYP3A4.

13.4.2

A Combined Role for P-gp and CYP3A4 in the Gut Wall

Many authors have suggested that gut wall CYP3A4 and P-gp act in a concerted

manner to control the absorption of their substrates [1, 17, 32, 44–47]. This is

based on the large overlap of substrates between the two [48], and the proximity of

their expression within the gut wall. Thus, it is proposed [44] that P-gp effectively

recycles its substrates, thereby allowing CYP3A4 several opportunities to metabo-

lize compounds in the gut. In this way, a small amount of CYP3A4 in the gut wall

(relative to the liver content) can exert a profound extraction of the compound.

This certainly appears to be the case for cyclosporin, which is a substrate for both

CYP3A4 and P-gp. Intestinal metabolism accounts for up to 50% of oral cyclo-

sporin metabolism following oral administration. Lown et al. [46] have studied the

expression of CYP3A4 and P-gp in the intestines of 25 kidney transplant patients

and their effect on the oral clearance of cyclosporin. These authors found no cor-

relation between the expression of CYP3A4 in the liver and intestine (i.e., a high

expression in liver did not mean a high expression in gut), suggesting that the

levels of CYP3A4 in these organs are not coordinately regulated. In addition, there

was no correlation between the amount of P-gp and CYP3A4 in the gut. Interest-

ingly, Cmax and oral clearance of cyclosporin could be predicted by comparison of

liver CYP3A4 and intestinal P-gp levels, but intestinal CYP3A4 levels could not be

Fig. 13.4. Structure of NK2 antagonist UK-224,671.
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implicated despite a 10-fold variability in enterocyte content. In addition, analysis

revealed that 50% of the variability in oral clearance of cyclosporin was due to liver

CYP3A4 and a further 17% to variability in intestinal P-gp. Variability in intestinal

CYP3A4 did not produce any further variability in oral clearance of cyclosporin.

These authors concluded that the rate-determining step in intestinal extraction of

cyclosporin was cycling due to gut wall P-gp. These data were supported by infor-

mation from Fricker et al. [49], who administered cyclosporin at various points in

the GIT and showed that absorption was significantly inversely correlated with gut

wall P-gp mRNA levels.

13.4.3

CYP Interactions

From the above, it appears that gut wall metabolism (particularly for CYP3A4 sub-

strates) can be a major determinant of oral bioavailability in terms of extent and

variability. Due to the position of the gut wall epithelial CYP3A4 (i.e., at the tip of

the villus) the potential is there for this enzyme to come into contact with both

inhibitors and inducers (possible dietary components or co-administered drugs).

Under these circumstances, if gut wall CYP3A4 is important in determining oral

bioavailability, a number of drug–drug interactions might be expected, and this

indeed seems to be the case.

Ketoconazole (a potent inhibitor of CYP3A4) has been shown to increase the oral

bioavailability of cyclosporin from 22 to 56% [50]. This consisted of a 1.8-fold

decrease in systemic clearance combined with a 4.9-fold decrease in oral clearance.

The authors estimated that hepatic extraction was decreased only 1.15-fold,

whereas the oral bioavailability increased 2.6-fold and the observation was attrib-

uted to decreased intestinal metabolism. Erythromycin was also shown to increase

the oral bioavailability of cyclosporin A 1.7-fold, while pre-treatment with rifampin

(an inducer of CYP3A4) decreased oral bioavailability of cyclosporin from 27% to

10% due to a 4.2-fold increase in oral clearance but only a 1.2-fold increase in sys-

temic clearance. Floren et al. [51] have also shown that ketoconazole can double the

oral bioavailability of tacrolimus in man by inhibiting gut wall CYP3A4.

Perhaps the most interesting gut wall CYP3A4 interactions are caused by grape-

fruit juice. These have been reported for felodipine [52], midazolam [53], lovastatin

[54], simvastatin [55], terfenadine [56], and buspirone [57]. The magnitude of

these interactions ranges from 2-fold for felodipine to 16-fold for lovastatin; such

variation reflects the relative oral bioavailabilities of these compounds and the

contribution of gut wall first-pass metabolism. Schmedlin-Ren et al. [58] have

speculated that the mechanism for this interaction is a loss of CYP3A4 from the

small intestine. The reduction is rapid, with a 47% decrease within 4 hours of

grapefruit juice ingestion. The juice has little effect on systemic clearance, and

consequently does not affect intravenously dosed compounds. The juice con-

tains many flavonoid compounds, in particular 6 0,7 0-dihydroxybergamottin, which

appear to act at the transcriptional level to prevent the expression of CYP3A4

protein.
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Lown et al. [59] have taken the felodipine–grapefruit juice interaction one stage

further by giving 225 g (8 oz, one glass) of grapefruit juice three times daily for 6

days, during which time they challenged with felodipine on several occasions.

Using biopsy material, they were able to show that ingestion of the juice caused a

62% reduction in small intestinal CYP3A4 content, with no effect on liver CYP3A4

levels. In addition, the ingestion of grapefruit juice did not affect the systemic

clearance of felodipine; rather, its effect following oral administration was to

increase Cmax, with no significant change in elimination half-life. The effect

appeared rapidly, with one glass of juice increasing Cmax from 5.5 nM to 17.9 nM

(225% increase) and AUC from 35 to 76 nM �h (116% increase). The effect of 6

days of ingestion of juice caused further 34% and 44% increases in Cmax and AUC,

respectively (to 24 nM and 110 nM � h). Also, the effect of grapefruit juice was to

reduce the variability associated with oral felodipine plasma concentrations. The

coefficient of variation for Cmax was reduced from 61% to 18% with the first glass,

and was 36% following the 16th glass. Subjects with the highest enterocyte CYP3A4

content pre-study showed the largest increases in Cmax, whilst after juice inges-

tion these individuals showed comparable enterocyte CYP3A4 content to those

observed in some subjects pre-study. Consequently, the effect of grapefruit juice

appears to be to normalize the amount of CYP3A4 in the intestine, reduce the gut

wall first-pass effect for felodipine and thus, to increase oral bioavailability and

reduce variability.

These authors suggest that components of grapefruit juice damage CYP3A4

through suicide inhibition and accelerated degradation of the enzyme. Interest-

ingly, there appears to be no effect on intestinal expression of P-gp. In addition,

they suggest that the oral pharmacokinetics of felodipine are largely determined by

the gut wall CYP3A4 content, and that once grapefruit juice reduces CYP3A4 in

the gut, the oral pharmacokinetics of felodipine becomes more dependent on sys-

temic clearance by liver CYP3A4. This is likely to be the case with other CYP3A4

substrates. In addition, studies with simvastatin [60] suggest that the effect on

intestinal CYP3A4 dissipates between 3 and 7 days after the last glass of grapefruit

juice.

13.4.4

P-gp Interactions

Pharmacokinetic interactions between P-gp substrates are becoming more appar-

ent as the literature grows. A good example is the quinidine–digoxin interaction,

which is common in clinical practice. When quinidine is administered to patients

receiving digoxin, the plasma concentrations of digoxin can rise by up to 3-fold.

Since digoxin has a low therapeutic index, this can lead to toxicity.

Fromm et al. [61] have shown in Caco-2 cells, that the apical to basolateral flux of

digoxin is 1.2% per hour, and the basolateral to apical flux is 8.9% per hour. This

polarized flux can be normalized by the addition of increasing concentrations of

quinidine (with 100 mM quinidine, digoxin flux rates are 2.7% per hour apical

to basolateral and 3% per hour basolateral to apical). Such a profile is indicative of
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P-gp-mediated transport. These authors underlined their results with P-gp knock-

out mice studies. Co-administration of digoxin and quinidine to wild-type mice

resulted in a 73% increase in digoxin concentrations, whereas the increase for the

knockout mice was only 20%.

13.5

Summary and Conclusions

From the above, it is clear that the gut wall represents more than just a physical

barrier to oral drug absorption. In addition to the requirement to permeate the

membrane of the enterocyte, the drug must avoid metabolism by the enzymes

present in the gut wall cell as well as counter-absorptive efflux by transport pro-

teins in the gut wall cell membrane. Metabolic enzymes expressed by the enter-

ocyte include the cytochrome P450, glucuronyltransferases, sulfotransferases and

esterases. The levels of expression of these enzymes in the small intestine can

approach that of the liver. The most well-studied efflux transporter expressed by the

enterocyte is P-gp.

These enzymes (and transporters) exhibit differential expression at various sites

throughout the GIT. For example, CYP3A4 expression is highest in the duodenum

and lowest in the colon; conversely, the expression of P-gp is greatest in the colon.

This has implications for the gut wall first-pass extraction of drugs delivered by

modified-release formulations, where the majority of the drug must be absorbed

from the colon.

The expression of metabolic enzymes in the enterocyte can lead to a profound

gut wall first-pass extraction ratio for substrate drugs. In addition, efflux trans-

porters can slow the passage of drugs across the enterocyte in a cycling fashion.

This allows the metabolic enzymes several opportunities to metabolize their sub-

strates, and in this way a low expression level of an enzyme can exhibit a signifi-

cant extraction.

The expression of a significant gut wall first-pass extraction ratio has several

implications for affected drugs. First, oral bioavailability is lower than would be

expected from the extent of absorption and the hepatic first-pass extraction. Sec-

ond, the variability in expression of gut wall metabolic enzymes and transporters

can lead to significant variability in gut wall first-pass extraction and thus oral bio-

availability. Finally, the site of expression of these enzymes and transporters (i.e.,

the villus tip) brings them into contact with potentially co-administered drugs or

dietary constituents, which could be inhibitors or inducers. Thus, there is the

potential for drug–drug interactions at the level of the gut wall.

The aim of oral drug delivery is almost exclusively to achieve as high an oral

bioavailability as possible. Thus, the challenge to the medicinal chemist in drug

discovery is to avoid the potential for a drug to exhibit a high gut wall first-pass

extraction ratio. This can be achieved by balancing the physico-chemistry needed to

maintain good transmembrane flux with an avoidance of the structural features

that predispose compounds to metabolism by gut wall enzymes.
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This chapter has provided only a short review of a very large subject, and for

further details the reader is directed to excellent reviews on gut wall metabolism

[62], transporter proteins [63], and cytochromes P450 [11].
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14

Modified Cell Lines

Charles L. Crespi

Abbreviations

Caco-2 Human colon adenocarcinoma cell line used as absorption model

cDNA Complementary DNA

CYP Cytochrome P450

LLC-PK1 Porcine kidney cell line used as absorption model

MDCK Madin–Darby canine kidney cell line used as absorption model

MDR1 Multidrug resistance protein 1 (also designated P-gp and ABCB1).

MRP1 Multidrug resistance-associated protein 1 (also designated ABCC1).

MRP2 Multidrug resistance-associated protein 2 (also designated ABCC2).

OR Cytochrome P450:NADPH oxidoreductase

TEER Transepithelial electrical resistance

14.1

Introduction

The extent of oral absorption of a drug is dependent upon physical properties of

the drug (e.g., solubility and membrane permeability), and also upon any interac-

tion of the drug with various enzymatic processes of an organism. The two most

prominent enzymatic systems are drug-metabolizing enzymes and drug trans-

porters, both of which exist in many related forms that generally have distinct, yet

potentially overlapping, substrate specificities.

The action of drug-metabolizing enzymes may reduce oral bioavailability by

metabolizing a portion of the drug that has been absorbed before it enters circula-

tion. Human drug-metabolizing enzymes have been extensively studied for de-

cades and are now well characterized. Metabolic enzyme-specific substrate, inhibitor

and antibody in vitro probe reagents, as well as authentic standards, are available

for most of the major enzymes. These reagents allow the establishment of the rel-

ative and absolute amounts of metabolism by individual enzymes and prediction of

drug–drug interactions. In addition, a number of in vivo probes are available, and
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in vivo studies are essential to validate predictive models based upon in vitro
measurements.

There are a number of drug transporters that are expressed in various tissues,

including the intestine. The action of intestinal drug transporters can be either to

increase or decrease oral bioavailability, depending upon whether the transporter

facilitates or impedes drug uptake into the enterocyte (which is generally regarded

as rate-limiting). The potential importance of transporters in drug disposition has

only become evident during the past few years, and there is a clear need for a bet-

ter understand of the substrate specificities and abundance of the individual forms.

However, this research is currently hampered by a lack of comprehensive sets of

reagents and standards, and consequently – as with the metabolizing enzymes –

the goal for drug transporters is to develop predictive in vitro models.

In order to conduct basic research and address the need for reagents and stan-

dards, several cell lines have been modified to express individual transporters.

These can serve as a source of active protein to validate a chemical as a substrate or

inhibitor, or as a source of protein to validate the specificity of an antibody. In order

for this approach to be sufficiently robust to establish specificity (and to minimize

false-negative findings), all of the key proteins need to be available and active in the

system. However, as specific probes are being increasingly identified and devel-

oped, valuable mechanistic studies can be performed with the transporters and

substrates/inhibitors that are currently available.

There is also a need for cell systems that express a multiplicity of transporters.

Cell line modification through cDNA-expression can be used to add missing func-

tions to cells that are known to express only a subset of the enzymes or trans-

porters that are needed and are known to be present in vivo. In this way, in vitro
screening models can be improved.

This chapter describes some of the modified mammalian cell-based systems that

have been developed to express intestinal cytochrome P450 enzymes and intestinal

transporters. The reader should be aware that other experimental systems, such as

transporter expression and drug uptake studies in Xenopus laevis oocytes, have also

shown considerable promise [1].

14.2

Cell/Vector Systems

Modified mammalian cell systems for the study of the role of transporters and/or

metabolism in oral absorption consists of two main components: the cell line; and

the vector bearing a cDNA encoding the protein of interest. The cell line serves two

roles: first, to support adequate expression of the cDNA; and second, to provide a

barrier function which is generally critical in assays for transporter function.

The key function of the vector is to introduce the cDNA under control of a strong

promoter and, if a stable cell line is to be developed, also to introduce resistance to

a compound that is otherwise toxic to the host cell. This facilitates selection (of

only vector-bearing cells grown in special media) of the minority of cells that have
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incorporated the vector. Today, many adequate expression vectors are available

commercially from a number of suppliers. Indeed, many vector systems appear

appropriate for transporter expression, as integrating, episomal, retroviral, vaccinia

virus and adenovirus-based systems have all been used successfully in the reports

referred to herein.

The analysis of cytochrome P450 function is most commonly performed by

monitoring metabolite formation in culture. However, this presents an analytical

challenge as during the drug discovery/lead optimization phases, radiolabeled

compounds or authentic metabolite standards are generally not available. While

the extent of metabolism could in theory be measured by the loss of parent com-

pound, this degree of loss is generally less than 20%. This low amount is difficult

to detect reliably and therefore provides only a very narrow dynamic range by

which compounds can be ranked.

The analysis of transporter functions is most commonly performed by analyzing

rates of drug transport through cell monolayers grown on membrane support sys-

tems (e.g., microporous polycarbonate or polyethylene terephthalate membrane-

containing cell culture inserts). Typically, efflux transporters such as MDR1 are

preferentially expressed on the apical face of the cell, and the apparent permeabil-

ity of a MDR1 substrate is substantially higher in the basolateral to apical direction

relative to the apical to basolateral direction. In the transport assay, rates of drug

permeation are measured in the two directions. A diagram of the assay is shown in

Fig. 14.1. A polarization ratio is calculated as the apparent permeability in the

basolateral to apical direction divided by the apparent permeability in the apical to

basolateral direction. Polarization ratios greater than unity indicate active efflux

Fig. 14.1. Schematic representation of drug transport assay in

cell monolayers cultured on a culture insert containing

permeable membrane.
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transport, whereas higher polarization ratios in cells modified to express a trans-

porter, relative to control cells, indicate a role for the transporter. The parent com-

pound is the analyte in these assays, and automation-compatible membrane insert

systems (24-well) have been available for several years. More recently, 96-well insert

systems have also been introduced.

For efflux transporters the functional interaction between the drug and trans-

porter occurs in the intracellular space. Some substrates – particularly the nega-

tively charged MRP2 substrates – are of very low permeability and, in the absence

of an uptake transporter, may not produce detectable transport. In these cases,

transport has been analyzed using membrane vesicles prepared from transfected

(and control) cells [2, 3]. Generally, studies with membrane vesicles require the use

of radiolabeled substrate material, but unfortunately this is generally not available

for all compounds in a drug discovery/lead optimization program.

Two properties determine the value of a cell line as a particular host for cDNA

expression:

1. The extent to which the cell line supports appropriate expression of the cDNA.

The level of expression achieved is determined by interactions of the vector/

expressed protein with the cell. These interactions include the strength of the

promoter (weaker promoters can be compensated for by using a vector which is

present at high copy number), the adequacy of the selective agent (not all agents

are toxic to all cells), the stability of the expressed protein (some proteins may

be rapidly degraded in some cells), and whether the expressed protein exerts

any deleterious effects on the viability of host cells (some efflux transporters

could deplete the cell of essential components). Finally, transporters must be

expressed in a polarized manner in the host cell (i.e., preferentially on either the

basolateral or apical side of the cell).

2. The extent to which the cell line is appropriate for drug metabolism and trans-

port studies. If drug transport studies are to be performed, the cell line needs to

form monolayers with tight cell–cell junctions. If cell–cell junctions are loose,

background (or nontransporter-dependent) paracellular drug transport will be

high. In addition, if a panel of cells expressing individual transporters is being

developed, expression of any native drug-metabolizing enzymes or transporters

should be low, as these native processes introduce background to the system.

Three cell lines, Caco-2, MDCK and LLC-PK1, have been most commonly used

for cDNA expression. All three of these cell lines have very low levels of oxidative

drug metabolism, although variants of Caco-2, when cultured under appropriate

conditions, have been reported to express significant levels of CYP3A subfamily

enzymes [4, 5]. Caco-2 cells have been reported to express significant levels of a

number of uptake and efflux transporters [6, 7]. Using putative MDR1 substrates,

MDCK cells express substantially higher levels of native efflux transporters than

LLC-PK1 cells. All else being equal, the LLC-PK1 model is preferred because it

forms high-quality monolayers and has low levels of native transporters.
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14.3

Expression of Individual Metabolizing Enzymes

Most interest has focused on the oxidative enzymes of the cytochrome P450 (CYP)

class; these are expressed at highest levels in the liver, but are also expressed to a

significant degree in the intestine. Conjugating enzymes are also expressed in the

intestine [8]. Human intestine appears to be relatively rich in CYP3A4 (which is

also abundant in the liver), and intestinal CYP3A4 can contribute significantly to

the first-pass metabolism of drugs such as midazolam, cyclosporin A and verapa-

mil [9]. Human intestine has also been reported to contain lower levels of CYP2D6

[10] and CYP1A1 [11]. However, because of low abundance, it appears unlikely that

the presence of these latter two enzymes in the intestine significantly reduces oral

bioavailability (relative to the impact of first-pass metabolism in the liver).

The catalytic activity of CYP enzymes requires functional coupling with its redox

partners, cytochrome P450:NADPH oxidoreductase (OR) and cytochrome b5. Mea-

surable levels of these two proteins are natively expressed in most cell lines.

Therefore, introduction of only the CYP cDNA is generally needed for detectable

catalytic activity. However, the levels of expression of the redox partner proteins

may not support maximal CYP catalytic activity, and therefore enhancement of

OR levels may be desirable. This approach has been used successfully with an

adenovirus expression system in LLC-PK1 cells [12].

Because of its importance in first-pass metabolism, there has been considerable

interest in introducing CYP3A4 into cell systems. This protein is not normally

expressed in cell lines and was introduced into Caco-2 cells with the goal of

improving this common screening model. The first reported expression of a drug-

metabolizing enzyme in a drug permeability model was with CYP3A4 in Caco-2

cells [13]. CYP3A4 catalytic activities were increased about 100-fold relative to con-

trol cells, but were still well below that found in intestine. However, it was noted

that expression of CYP3A4 markedly reduced the proliferative capacity of the Caco-

2 cells (relative to CYP2A6-expressing and control cells). Nonetheless, expression

of CYP3A4 did not alter transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) values or the

permeability of model compounds. Co-expressing OR did not substantially elevate

CYP3A4 catalytic activity (on a milligram cellular protein basis) [14]. However,

4-fold and 16-fold higher catalytic activities were obtained using the same expres-

sion system with MDCK and LLC-PK1 cells as hosts [15]. Similar, high levels of

expression were obtained in the LLC-PK1 model using an adenovirus vector [12].

The levels of CYP3A4 activity in LLC-PK1 models appear to be comparable with

those found in human intestine [15], and a significant first-pass effect has been

observed as CYP3A4 substrates pass though monolayers. For example, in the LLC-

PK1 model, up to 19% of nifedipine was metabolized as it passed through the

monolayer. The LLC-PK1/CYP3A4 systems appear to be a reasonable model for

assessing the extent of any first-pass effect during permeation through the intes-

tine. However, given the modest amount of metabolite formed for nifedipine (a

good CYP3A4 substrate), there appears to be little reason to adopt these cells as an
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‘‘improved’’ screening model. Alternative approaches, such as measuring the rates

of parent compound loss in CYP3A4 microsomal incubations should be more

informative.

Systems to study the role of intestinal oxidative metabolism (CYP3A4) have been

developed and appear to have adequate enzyme activity levels. Although there

appears to be a relatively limited need for additional system development in this

area. there is still a fundamental question as to whether any synergistic interplay

exists between metabolic enzymes and transporters (i.e., does the presence of

an efflux transporter influence the extent of metabolism?) and co-expression of

CYP3A4 and transporters provides a pivotal experimental model.

14.4

Expression of Transporters

14.4.1

Efflux Transporters

The identities and roles of many of the drug transporters are discussed in other

chapters in this volume, and are not extensively reintroduced here. A goal is to

develop a comprehensive panel of cells expressing individual, functional trans-

porters as research reagents. To simplify data interpretation, the set of transporters

should be expressed in the same host cell line and the abundance of functional

proteins in the cell line should be known relative to the corresponding in vivo
values. However, useful mechanistic data can be obtained from less comprehensive

systems.

As stated earlier, there are many drug transporters expressed in the intestine (as

determined at the mRNA level by polymerase chain reaction) [6, 7]. However, the

protein levels have not yet been defined. The export proteins MDR1, MRP1 and

MRP2 have been of particular interest because they are expressed at relatively high

levels in the intestine [6, 7], and their known function is to efflux drugs. In addi-

tion, the peptide uptake transporter PepT1 also transports some drugs and can

function to increase drug bioavailability (see Section 14.4.2).

The most extensively studied protein is MDR1, which is natively expressed in

Caco-2 cells. MDCK and LLC-PK1 cells expressing high levels of cDNA-derived

human (and rodent) MDR1 have been developed in several laboratories [16, 17].

The development of these cell lines has been facilitated by the fact that MDR1

expression confers resistance to cytotoxic drugs such as vinblastine. This allows

direct, growth selection of cells expressing high levels of MDR1.

MRP1 and MRP2 have been successfully expressed in MDCK cells [18]. Like

MDR1, MRP1 expression can confer resistance to cytotoxic drugs, and this may

facilitate the isolation of cells expressing high levels of functional protein. Many

MRP2 substrates have very poor permeability, and when added to the extracellular

space cannot reach the active site of the transporter. To overcome this issue,

membrane vesicles were prepared from cDNA-expressing and control cells and
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used to performed uptake studies [2, 3]. Vesicle preparation and vesicle assays are,

however, labor-intensive. The issue of substrate access to the MRP2 active site has

been addressed by co-expressing an uptake transporter, such as OATP2, which

allows efficient access to the substrate within the intracellular space [19–21].

MDR1-expressing cells have been used extensively to study the extent and rates

of drug transport. Generally, a larger polarization ratio (rate of drug permeation

basolateral to apical divided by the rate of drug permeation apical to basolateral)

in MDR1-expressing cells relative to control cells (or MDR1 cells incubated in

the presence of a MDR1 inhibitor) is considered evidence for active transport by

MDR1. Polarization ratio values are determined by both the drug-transporting

activity of MDR1 in the system for transporting the drug of interest and the

intrinsic permeability of the molecule. Compounds with higher intrinsic per-

meabilities give lower polarization ratios. Additionally, because transport processes

are saturable, polarization ratios tend to decrease with increasing drug concentra-

tion. Therefore, care must be used in interpreting the significance of polarization

ratio values.

There is a need to develop a framework to better understand the conditions

under which efflux transporters will significantly modulate oral bioavailability.

While it is clear that transport by MDR1 can reduce oral bioavailability, many suc-

cessful, orally bioavailable drugs are in vitro substrates for efflux transporters such

as MDR1 (e.g., digoxin, fexofenadine cyclosporin A, erythromycin). One in vivo
indication of a role of MDR1 in oral bioavailability has been pharmacokinetic

drug–drug interactions between MDR1 inhibitors and nonmetabolized MDR1

substrates such as digoxin and fexofenadine. Another in vivo manifestation may be

nonproportional pharmacokinetics; for example, the high-affinity MDR1 substrate

UK-343,664 (Km 7.3 mM) shows no systemic exposure at doses below 10 mg, but

between 30 and 800 mg the systemic exposure is increased about 250-fold [22]. It

seems reasonable that there is a region defined by drug dose, drug permeability,

efflux enzyme affinity and efflux enzyme activity where efflux transport will reduce

oral bioavailability. Given that transporters are saturable, drugs administered at low

doses and/or drugs with low intrinsic permeability are most likely to have lower

oral bioavailability reduced by the action of efflux transporters. Data for more drug

compounds are needed to define the combination of conditions that allow for the

potential of MDR1 to significantly reduce oral bioavailability.

A clear priority remains to expand the panel of intestinal efflux transporters that

are expressed individually in modified cell lines. These research tools will be

instrumental in identifying and validating selective probe transporter substrates

and inhibitors. The availability of such probes will allow for a better understanding

of the influence of transporters on in vivo pharmacokinetics. A similar set of

probes has been instrumental in increasing our understanding of the role that

cytochrome P450 plays in human pharmacokinetics and in avoiding issues asso-

ciated with these enzymes.

In addition, the availability of specific probes for transporters will allow the gen-

eration of data to create transporter structure activity models for the transporters

[23], and this provide the ability to design rationally around any transporter-related
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issues associated with a drug candidate series. There is a need to define the con-

ditions (dose, intrinsic permeability, efflux transporter activity and affinity) which

must be met in order for efflux transport to limit significantly the oral bioavail-

ability. This will permit the analysis of transport and pharmacokinetic parameters

for more compounds such as UK343,664.

14.4.2

Uptake Transporters

Some drugs with low intrinsic permeability achieve acceptable oral bioavailability

because they are substrates for uptake transporters, which normally function in

nutrient uptake. The most prominent example is the peptide transporter, PepT1,

which is active toward peptidomimetic antibiotics such as cephalexin, the antiviral

agent valacyclovir [24] and other drugs. PepT1 is natively expressed in Caco-2 cells,

and adenovirus transduction has been used to increase PepT1 expression levels

[25]. However, the expression of PepT1 was not polarized in this system and this

expressed system appears to be of limited value as an ‘‘improved’’ screening

model. PepT1 has also been expressed in Chinese hamster ovary cells and a variety

of other mammalian systems [26, 27].

In addition to PepT1, there is a related renal transporter, PepT2. There are also a

series of other uptake transporters (organic anion transporting polypeptides,

organic anion transporters, organic cation transporters), which are expressed pri-

marily in the liver and other tissues but are not known to affect oral bioavailability.
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15

Intestinal Absorption: the Role of Polar Surface

Area

Per Artursson and Christel A. S. Bergstr€oom

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination (excretion)

BBB Blood-brain barrier

BCS Biopharmaceutics classification system

Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon

CNS Central nervous system

FDA Food and Drug Administration

HTS High through-put screening

NPSA Non-polar surface area

PLS Partial least squares projection to latent structures

PSA Polar surface area

PSAd Dynamic polar surface area

PTSA Partitioned total surface area

QSAR Quantitative structure-activity relationship

RMSEte Root mean square error for the test set

RMSEtr Root mean square error for the training set

SMILES Simplified molecular input line entry specification

Symbols

log P Partition coefficient octanol/water

R2 Coefficient of determination

Q2 Cross-validated R2

2-D Two-dimensional

3-D Three-dimensional

Å Ångstrom (1 � 10�10 m)

15.1

Introduction

The development of predictive computational methods is one of the fastest grow-

ing disciplines in pharmacokinetics and absorption, distribution, metabolism,
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elimination (i.e. excretion) (ADME) evaluation [1]. The reason for this growth is

the realisation that, given the vast size of the chemical space of drug-like com-

pounds (1018–1064, depending on the applied algorithm), drug discovery cannot be

simplified to a ‘‘synthesise and test’’ lottery [2–4]. It is clearly not possible to cover

the drug-like space even with state-of-the art in vitro high through-put screening

(HTS) methods, which makes virtual screening of functions such as drug ADME

an attractive alternative [5]. Inferior ADME properties are still being cited as the

most important reason for failure of drug candidates in the clinical phase of drug

development [6], and it has therefore been suggested that in the future, screening

of ADME properties may even precede biological receptor activity screening [7].

At the present time many software packages devoted to ADME prediction, espe-

cially those predicting drug metabolism [8–10], are not yet fully developed and

undergo constant evolution [11–14]. Consequently many of the existing computa-

tional approaches give at best rough predictions of ADME properties, resulting in

qualitative ranking rather than absolute numbers. However, some quantitative in
silico predictions are possible, especially with regard to drug permeability across

epithelial and endothelial tissue barriers such as the intestinal epithelium and

the endothelium of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [4, 15–20]. In fact, there is

an emerging consensus that the computer predictions of passive membrane per-

meability are no worse than predictions made using in vitro tests, such as arti-

ficial membranes or Caco-2 cells used for HTS [1]. In this regard, it must be

remembered that although passive transmembrane permeability is still considered

as the dominating pathway across epithelial and endothelial tissue barriers for

most drugs, other pathways, such as the passive paracellular pathway and active

carrier-mediated pathways, also play a significant role in intestinal absorption of

many drugs. These drug transport pathways are still better predicted in vitro than

in silico (see Chapter 4 by Artursson and Tavelin in this book).

In predicting drug absorption even before the candidate drugs are synthesised,

theoretical models for properties such as intestinal permeability are warranted.

Both two-dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) descriptors have proved

to be useful for these permeability predictions [18, 19, 21–26]. The generation of

these descriptors is quite different. To calculate 2-D descriptors either the 2-D

structure or the simplified molecular input line entry specification (SMILES) [27]

can be used as input. These representations identify atoms and functional groups

and can be used for rapid generation of physicochemical properties such as num-

ber of hydrogen bonds [28], number of rotatable bonds [29], lipophilicity [30, 31],

molecular weight and charge. The 2-D input can also be used for generation of

electrotopological indices [32]. However, 2-D representation may provide incom-

plete information and the 3-D structure may be needed to incorporate information

enclosed in the displayed conformation of the molecule in a certain environment.

The generation of 3-D conformations can for instance reveal intramolecular inter-

actions and the influence of molecular flexibility. Descriptors generated by meth-

ods such as molecular mechanics calculations include molecular surface area [33,

34], number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds, volume [34] and conformationally

dependent lipophilicity [35]. Moreover, generation of 3-D descriptors by quantum

mechanics calculations results in massive information on the electron distribution
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of the molecule, which allows virtually all known computational descriptors to

be calculated. The drawback of the 3-D descriptors in comparison with the 2-D-

generated descriptors is the time needed for the calculations. While a single 3-D

conformation is generated in a fraction of a second, a full molecular mechanics

calculation of the low-energy conformations of a molecule with high flexibility

can take days. If quantum mechanics is applied, the calculation is very time-

consuming, taking hours, even if only one conformation is calculated. Neverthe-

less, both 2-D and 3-D-generated descriptors have shown applicability in property-

based design, resulting in candidate drugs screened not only for pharmacological

effect, but also for intestinal permeability [36].

Here we will discuss in depth two principally different methodologies used to

develop predictive models of drug permeability, namely computer-based models

built from i) a few easily interpretable properties; and ii) multivariate data analysis

of several calculated descriptors. For a more comprehensive review of computa-

tional approaches to the prediction of intestinal drug permeability, the reader is

referred to several recent reviews [5, 29, 37, 38]. We will briefly discuss simple

physicochemical properties of drug molecules, such as lipophilicity, number of

hydrogen bond forming groups and molecular weight [23, 26, 39–42], and their

influence on passive drug permeability. We will focus especially on more recently

suggested predictive descriptors for permeability, namely molecular surface prop-

erties [43–47] and molecular flexibility [29, 38]. The advantage of basing computa-

tional predictions on these easily interpretable parameters is that they are under-

stood by a broader range of scientists than the computational chemists. The

models also allow the construction of structure-property relationships or rule-based

systems that can be broadly applied in drug discovery [3, 48, 49]. However, the

drawback of using only one or even a few easily interpreted molecular properties is

that with an increase in the diversity and size of the training set used for model

development, the predictions obtained are fairly rough. Therefore, in order to build

more generally applicable models, a larger number of molecular properties and

more complex multivariate data analysis methods and/or neural networks are

applied [16–20, 22, 50–52]. Using this approach, better models that predict intes-

tinal permeability in a more quantitative manner can be obtained. A further devel-

opment is to combine several of these models, using so-called ‘‘consensus model-

ling’’. The improved predictability of such models often results from the correction

of outliers obtained by the different analysis methodologies. The drawback of the

more complex models is that they become less transparent, which is why they

often require interpretation by the expert user, the computational chemist.

In this chapter, we will, after giving a brief background to passive transcellular

transport, discuss the advantages and limitations of easily comprehended molecu-

lar surface areas as predictors of intestinal drug absorption. First we will discuss

the use of the polar surface area (PSA) as a simple predictor of intestinal drug

permeability and give examples of the application of PSA in drug discovery. Then

we will discuss how the total molecular surface area can be fragmented into

smaller units which in combination with multivariate analysis give more predictive

models of drug permeability of more complex datasets. Moreover, we will briefly

discuss the use of these molecular surface areas in predictions of another impor-
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tant drug property, aqueous drug solubility, involved in absorption. Finally, some

future perspectives will be given on theoretical biopharmaceutical classification

based on theoretical models for solubility and permeability.

15.2

Drug Transport Across the Intestinal Epithelium

Epithelial cells form tissue barriers which a drug taken orally must pass in order to

distribute to the systemic blood circulation. A single layer of epithelial cells covers

the interior of the intestinal wall and forms the barrier in the intestine. Although

there are many other factors that limit the bioavailability of a drug (Fig. 15.1), the

intestinal epithelium has proved in many cases to be rate-limiting for the absorp-

tion of registered orally administered drug molecules. It is for this reason that it

is possible to estimate human intestinal absorption of drug molecules in vitro by

using cell models such as Caco-2 cell monolayers [53–55].

There are two pathways by which a drug molecule can cross the epithelial cell:

the transcellular pathway, which requires the drug to permeate the cell mem-

branes, and the paracellular pathway, in which diffusion occurs through water-

filled pores of the tight junctions between the cells. Both the passive and the active

transport processes may contribute to the permeability of drugs via the trans-

cellular pathway. These transport pathways are distinctly different, and the molec-

ular properties that influence drug transport by these routes are also different (Fig.

Fig. 15.1. Factors limiting oral drug absorp-

tion. Dissolution and the aqueous drug solu-

bility in the gastrointestinal fluids are two of

the properties influencing oral drug absorp-

tion. When the drug is in solution, it can be

subjected to chemical degradation and com-

plex binding with components of the gastro-

intestinal fluids and/or be metabolised by

luminal enzymes. However, the dissolved

state is a prerequisite for the compound to

permeate the intestinal barrier. The permeability

can be hindered by metabolism and chemical

degradation in the gut wall and efflux systems

located apically and/or baso-laterally in the

enterocytes.
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15.2). To develop computational models of drug permeability we therefore need to

investigate which of these pathways and processes is the most important. One

examination of the transport mechanisms for registered oral drugs has shown that

the dominating (though not always the only) pathway remains the passive trans-

membrane pathway [56]. In certain cases there are other transport processes that

contribute significantly to the transport; however, their contribution varies widely

from region to region in the intestinal tract. Knowledge of passive transcellular

permeability is therefore important also in these cases, especially since it is well

known that drug molecules that are sufficiently lipophilic to distribute into the cell

membrane and that can be desolvated with an acceptable energy cost will generally

have a high passive transmembrane permeability [24, 55, 57, 58].

Let us conclude this section by proposing that provided that the drug is suffi-

ciently soluble in the gastrointestinal fluids, the complex process of intestinal drug

absorption can often be satisfactorily described by focusing on passive transport

across the cell membrane, and that the development of models that predict passive

transcellular permeability is particularly important. Such models are the focus of

the remaining part of this chapter.

15.3

Passive Membrane Permeability and the Polar Surface Area

Passive transport across the cell membrane was initially believed to occur accord-

ing to the solubility-diffusion model [59]. The cell membrane in this model is

described as a homogeneous barrier, and the transport proceeds by distribution

into and subsequent diffusion across the membrane. The pH-partitioning theory

predicts that only the uncharged molecular species of protolytic drugs will parti-

tion into the membrane [60]. The transport process, according to the solubility-

diffusion model and the pH-partitioning theory, is dependent on three properties:

i) the partitioning between membrane and water; ii) the charge; and iii) the size of

the solute (since the diffusion rate in the membrane is assumed to be dependent

on the size of the solute).

The solubility-diffusion model assumes that membrane partitioning is a one-

step process. This explains why drug partitioning in isotropic solvent systems such

as the octanol/water system has been used frequently to predict passive membrane

permeability [55, 61–64]. However, this assumption fails to take into account the

anisotropic nature of the cell membrane [65]. Anisotropicity results in different

diffusion rates of a drug substance in the various regions of the membrane [66]

and in the forces governing the partitioning into the membrane being different in

the different regions of the membrane [67]. In order to better understand the ani-

sotropic nature of the membrane, membrane partitioning has been considered as a

two-step process [68] and this model has been applied successfully to describe

passive drug transport across the cell membrane [45].

The application of a two-step partitioning process can be motivated if we con-

sider the insertion of a polar, but lipophilic, molecule into a phospholipid mem-

brane. In the first step, lipophilicity is the major driving force for drug incorpora-
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Fig. 15.2. Physicochemical molecular

descriptors affect the transport route utilised

across the intestinal epithelium. To passively

diffuse through the membrane (1), the

compound (here illustrated with testosterone)

should preferably be small, with a molecular

weight <500 Da, as well as uncharged and

fairly lipophilic. However, compounds that are

too lipophilic can stick to the membrane and

will not pass through the cells. The paracellular

route (2), here exemplified with mannitol, is

mainly utilised by smaller (Mw < 200 Da)

polar compounds that may also be charged.

Compounds subjected to efflux (3), here

shown using digoxin as example, may also be

larger molecules with a molecular weight

>500 Da, that display both large groups

of polar atoms and non-polar atoms. The

effluxed compound can either be charged

or be a neutral species. Actively transported

compounds (4) are generally medium-sized,

hydrophilic molecules (illustrated with

methotrexate). Both neutral and charged

species can be transported.
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tion into the phospholipid bilayer. By contrast, in the second step, in which the

drug is transferred into the interior of the phospholipid bilayer, the interactions

between the bilayer and the polar parts of the solute are more important than is

the lipophilicity and can be largely accounted for by hydrogen bonding and polarity

[67]. Support for this process is obtained from molecular dynamics simulations

[65], which suggest that the partitioning of polar solutes into the dense apolar

region of the membrane interior is a major barrier in the transport process [65, 67,

69]. Therefore, regardless of whether the solubility-diffusion model or a multiple-

region membrane model is adopted to describe passive membrane permeability,

the permeation rate is largely dependent on simple molecular descriptors such as

hydrogen bond capacity, lipophilicity, size and charge of the molecule. This is why

calculations of these descriptors have received particular attention in simple theo-

retical models of passive membrane permeability.

Since the calculations of hydrogen bond capacity are generally based on 2-D

structures, we hypothesised that easily comprehended 3-D descriptors would be

suitable for the construction of better computational models of drug absorption. A

review of the literature showed that previously, molecular surface properties had

been related to several physicochemical properties such as lipophilicity [70], sol-

vation [71] and solubility [72]. With the two-step partitioning process, we specu-

lated that the polar surface area (PSA), which is generally assumed to be related to

hydrogen bonding capacity, would be a particularly good predictor of passive

membrane permeability. Indeed, a search of the literature showed that this factor

had already been introduced as a descriptor for blood-brain partitioning [73].

15.4

Generation of Molecular Surface Area Descriptors

We generate molecular surface properties, such as PSA and non-polar surface area

(NPSA), from 3-D conformations obtained from Monte Carlo conformational

analysis using molecular mechanics calculations. The analysis is performed to

cover all low-energy conformations (DEs < 2:5 kcal mol�1) of each compound, but

in the screening mode any low-energy conformation may be used (see Section 15.5

below). The molecular surface areas of each conformation are calculated using the

in-house program MAREA [34]. The generated 3-D conformation is imported into

the program and a set of Van der Waals radii are used to calculate the free surface

area and volume of each atom. The PSA is defined as the surface area occupied by

oxygen and nitrogen, and hydrogen atoms bound to these heteroatoms, whereas

NPSA is defined as the total surface area minus the PSA.

15.5

The Polar Surface Area and Its Application in Drug Discovery

Using small datasets we initially showed that the dynamic PSA (PSAd), which is

calculated from a Boltzman distribution of all low-energy conformations of the
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molecule generated in molecular mechanics calculations, was strongly correlated

(R2 ¼ 0:99) with the membrane permeability of a series of beta-blocking agents in

Caco-2 cells [21]. The strong correlation between PSAd and Caco-2 permeability of

beta-blockers has thereafter been confirmed by others [44]. However, the finding

that the PSAd predicted the absorption (after oral administration to humans) of a

set of 20 structurally diverse registered drugs, ranging in the absorbed fraction

from 0.3% to 100%, was surprising [43]. For these compounds, a sigmoidal rela-

tionship was found between the PSAd and the fraction absorbed (R2 ¼ 0:94).

From these results, it was concluded that drugs that are completely (>90%)

absorbed should have a PSAd < 60 Å2 and that a PSAd of >140 Å2 results in

unacceptably low (<10%) oral absorption. These findings were confirmed by

Kelder et al. who calculated the PSAd for more than 2000 oral drugs that had

reached at least clinical Phase II efficacy studies [49]. Interestingly, these authors

divided the drugs into oral non-central nervous system (non-CNS) drugs

(n ¼ 1590) and oral CNS drugs (n ¼ 776). They concluded that orally active drugs

that are transported passively by the transcellular route should not display a

PSA > 120 Å2. Furthermore, since the oral CNS drugs were reported to be less

polar than the non-CNS drugs, they also speculated that oral drugs can be tailored

to brain penetration by decreasing the PSA to <60–70 Å2. The latter speculation

was supported by the strong inverse relationship obtained between the measured

brain penetration of 45 drugs and PSA, indicating that PSA can be used as a pre-

dictor of membrane permeability also in tissues other than the intestinal epithe-

lium. A similar conclusion was reached by Clark, who derived a simple quantita-

tive structure-activity relationship (QSAR) model for brain penetration from a

combination of PSA and log P [47]. The finding that a smaller PSA is needed for

the compound to permeate the BBB than for it to permeate the intestine makes

sense, since the endothelial cell monolayer of the BBB forms a much tighter

barrier than the intestinal epithelial cell barrier [55, 74].

Both Kelder with coworkers and Clark proposed that simpler approaches can be

used for generating PSA, which would be more suitable for permeability screening

[46, 47, 49]. Thus, Kelder and co-authors proposed that PSA is not very dependent

on conformation and that a single, reasonably well-generated 3-D structure gives a

‘‘static’’ PSA, which is close to the value of the PSAd [49]. Similarly, Clark proposed

that the PSA of a single static conformer gives an excellent correlation with intes-

tinal absorption data, and that the time-consuming conformational analysis

required for calculation of the PSAd can thus be saved [46, 47]. Although it was

apparent from our initial work that the registered model drugs have a limited flex-

ibility and, hence, limited variability in the conformations generated in the con-

formational analysis, we were initially reluctant to introduce this concept since our

studies on more flexible drug molecules had indicated that conformational analysis

was required to obtain good correlations [75]. Indeed, reduced flexibility, as mea-

sured by the number of rotable bonds, together with low PSA, has recently been

reported as an important predictor of good oral bioavailability [29]. However, pro-

vided there is an awareness of the role of molecular flexibility, we support the pro-

posal that single molecular conformers may be sufficient for calculating PSA of
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molecular libraries in the high through-put mode [17]. Another issue concerns

whether the conformers should be generated in vacuum or water. Surprisingly,

also this parameter seems to be of limited importance, since strong correlations

between vacuum and water generated conformations were observed in our labora-

tory, at least for compounds of limited flexibility (R2 ¼ 0:99) [17, 78]. However, we

emphasize that the selection of medium will be more important when molecules

with higher flexibility or molecules that may form intramolecular hydrogen bonds

are to be studied.

The scatter in the correlations between PSA and transcellular membrane per-

meability will increase as the number of therapeutic classes studied increase and

larger molecular libraries are investigated. The PSA has therefore been combined

with other predictive molecular descriptors such as calculated log P [47, 51, 52]

and the number of rotable bonds [29], or been included in rule-based systems [4]

such as the rule of five [48], with good results. Likewise, in our earlier studies it

became apparent that the simple calculation of PSA was not sufficient to describe

the passive membrane permeability of some analogous series such as dipeptides

and endothelin antagonists [45, 76]. However, rather than combining the PSA with

a calculated lipophilicity measure, we continued to focus on the molecular surface

area descriptors. Thus, the requirement of a hydrophobic component could be sat-

isfied by using the NPSA and a linear combination of the PSA and NPSA was

found to give satisfactory models [45, 76]. Collectively, these results suggested that

a general model of membrane permeability would require consideration of several

different structural properties of the drug rather than requiring a single descriptor

such as PSA [26]. We therefore decided to deconvolute the PSA and establish

whether the incorporation of other descriptors for molecular surface areas would

result in more general, but still understandable, models of passive transmembrane

permeability.

15.6

The Partitioned Total Surface Areas and Their Potential Application in the Drug

Discovery Process

In order to find out what PSA actually represents, we deconvoluted it to various

well-known, and presumably readily interpreted, physicochemical properties [17].

Various molecular properties related to lipophilicity, hydrogen bonding and charge

were therefore calculated for a diverse training set of 128 drugs using quantum

mechanics calculations. We utilised partial least squares projection to latent struc-

tures (PLS), a multivariate data analysis approach applying a linear regression

methodology in the correlation between the response parameter and the descriptor

space, to describe the PSA in terms of the calculated parameters. A second dataset

of 69 compounds was used as a test set of the proposed model. The number rather

than the strength of the hydrogen bonds was found to best describe PSA, while

descriptors related to size and polarity were less important. The resulting PLS

model showed that the number of hydrogen bond acceptors originating from oxy-
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gen atoms, the number of hydrogen bond acceptors originating from nitrogen

atoms, and the number of hydrogen bond donors accounted for 93% of the vari-

ance in PSA. Deconvolution of PSA therefore revealed a major role of the number

of hydrogen bond moieties rather than the strength of the hydrogen bond interac-

tion. Moreover, the limited role of molecular size and polarity in the description of

the PSA gave further support to the notion that other molecular surface descriptors

besides PSA are required in more general models of passive transmembrane per-

meability. This was supported by the finding that when the Caco-2 permeability to

a very structurally diverse dataset (which apart from conventional drug molecules

also included some peptide derivatives as well as some newer, more lipophilic

drugs) was correlated to PSA, a fairly poor sigmoidal correlation (R2 ¼ 0:63) was

obtained; and an even weaker correlation (R2 ¼ 0:58) was obtained when PSA, as

predicted by the hydrogen bond count, was used [17].

We therefore investigated whether it was possible to further fragment the total

molecular surface area [17], to result in permeability models based on so-called

‘‘partitioned total surface area (PTSA)’’. Each of the PTSA descriptors corresponds

to the surface area of a certain type of atom. For example, the NPSA originating

from carbon atoms can be partitioned into the surface areas of sp-, sp2- and sp3-

hybridised carbon atoms and the hydrogen atoms bound to these carbon atoms. In

a similar way, the PSA originating from oxygen atoms can be partitioned into the

surface areas of single-bonded oxygen, double-bonded oxygen, and hydrogen atoms

bound to single-bonded oxygen atoms (Fig. 15.3). Therefore, for the dataset used in

Fig. 15.3. Examples of partitioned total surface

areas (PTSAs) included in the multivariate data

analysis. The PTSAs represent the surface

areas of each type of atom calculated with

MAREA [34]. Polar surface area (PSA) is

comprised of PTSAs of oxygen atoms, nitrogen

atoms and hydrogen atoms bound to these

heteroatoms. All other atom types are included

in the non-polar surface area (NPSA).
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this study, 19 molecular surface properties were calculated from a single confor-

mation. These were treated with PLS and variable selection, excluding the least

important descriptors for permeability. In the model development the dataset was

divided into a training set for model generation and a test set for model validation.

The obtained model was also validated with the leave-one-out cross-validated R2

(Q2). Nine surface properties remained after the variable selection (Fig. 15.4).

Despite the presence of oxygen, nitrogen and polar hydrogen surfaces in the model

the most important descriptor for the prediction of the Caco-2 permeability to the

drugs was PSA. The model also revealed that some non-polar descriptors contain

information necessary for obtaining a permeability model of high accuracy. The

explanatory power and internal predictivity of this PTSA model was excellent

(R2 ¼ 0:95, Q2 ¼ 0:86, RMSEtr ¼ 0:33 log units RMSEte ¼ 0:85 log units) as com-

pared with that of PSA alone (R2 ¼ 0:63) (Fig. 15.4) [17].

15.7

Future Perspectives and Conclusions

The promising results obtained with the PTSAs, together with the previously pub-

lished relationships between molecular surface areas and other physicochemical

Fig. 15.4. Relationship between experimentally

determined and PTSA-predicted Caco-2

permeability. PLS predicted permeability from

PTSAs (predicted log Caco-2) is plotted versus

experimentally obtained Caco-2 data (observed

log Caco-2) [17]. The PTSAs used for the

prediction were (in order of importance): PSA,

fraction of total surface area that was polar

(%PSA), the surface areas of double-bonded

oxygen atoms, sp3-hybridised nitrogen atoms,

hydrogen atoms bound to oxygen atoms, sp3-

hybridised carbon atoms, single-bonded

oxygen atoms and the NPSA and the saturated

part of the NPSA. Therefore, six polar

descriptors and three non-polar descriptors

were used in the PLS model.
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properties [70–72], prompted us to expand our work on these properties. Initially,

we applied the PTSA concept in the prediction of drug solubility, with excellent

results [77, 78]. So far only a limited number of compounds have been studied;

however, preliminary results from larger datasets suggest that PTSA models with a

predictive power comparable to other, more advanced theoretical solubility models

can be constructed.

As can be seen in Fig. 15.1, both solubility and permeability are important fac-

tors that determine drug absorption. This fact has resulted in a biopharmaceutics

classification system (BCS), which classifies the compounds into four classes

depending on whether they have a high or low solubility and permeability (Fig.

15.5) [79] (see also Chapter 21 by Lennernäs in this book). The BCS has found

wide application in the drug development and the US government’s Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) has recently published guidelines for bio-equivalence

studies of generic drugs based on the BCS [80]. Although initially meant to be

used in drug development, there is now an increasing interest in applying this

classification system in drug discovery, since it is more informative than the cur-

rently used standards, such as the rule of five [48]. With the aim to adapt the BCS

to a drug discovery setting format we studied a series of orally administered drugs

(n ¼ 23), and predicted the BCS class from calculated PTSAs only [78]. The PLS

models generated for solubility and permeability resulted in correct biophar-

maceutical classification for as many as 87% of the compounds, and an external

test set comprised of FDA standard drugs for biopharmaceutical classification

resulted in correct prediction of 77% [78].

In conclusion, descriptors of molecular surface area, such as PSA, NPSA and

PTSAs, are important molecular descriptors influencing different properties such

Fig. 15.5. The biopharmaceutics classification

system (BCS). Drug-like molecules are grouped

into four BCS classes based on their solubility

and permeability. A drug is regarded as a

highly soluble compound if the maximum dose

given orally is soluble in 250 mL fluid in the

pH interval 1–7.5. Permeability is defined as

high if >90% of the given dose is absorbed in

humans. Thus, compounds sorted as class I

drugs get a ‘‘green light’’ for further develop-

ment, whereas compounds sorted as class

IV drugs receive a warning flag.
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as drug permeability and solubility. In developing models with a capacity to predict

homologue series, we found that a few descriptors and multiple linear regression

often result in high predictive accuracy of the dataset. However, to obtain more

generally applicable models, with the capacity to predict permeability or solubility

for structurally diverse datasets, we may need to perform multivariate data analysis

of several descriptors. The preliminary results, namely that a combination of the

theoretical PTSA models for solubility and permeability allows a computer-based

biopharmaceutical classification, give further support to our hypothesis that

molecular surface properties may, probably together with other molecular descrip-

tors, find wider applications in computational pharmacokinetics and ADME evalu-

ation than in prediction of passive membrane permeability. Whether such compu-

tational predictions will be used as a basis for the development of more advanced

physiological models of such properties as oral drug bioavailability [81] remains to

be seen.
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n Refractive index

P Permeability

Pr Parachor

PSA Polar surface area, static PSA

PSAd Dynamic PSA

t Time

TPSA Topological PSA

16.1

Introduction

During the past five years, commencing with the publications of Lipinski and

co-workers [1] and Palm and co-workers [2], a considerable amount of research has

been performed in order to develop mathematical models for intestinal absorption

in humans as well as other transport properties. The purpose of these investiga-

tions has been to develop computationally fast and accurate models for in silico
electronic screening of large virtual compound libraries.

16.2

Descriptors Influencing Absorption

The intestinal wall is optimized to absorb fluids and nutrients while keeping away

different xenobiotics. Which factors, from a theoretical point of view, are the most

influential in intestinal absorption?

Let us start by applying Fick’s first law to the flux through the intestinal wall. At

each point i on the intestinal surface the flux Ji is:

Ji ¼ ciPi ð1Þ

where ci is the concentration of the drug at a point i. Pi is the permeability of the

drug at the same point. Hence, the total mass m of absorbed drug at a time t can
be written:

mðtÞ ¼
ð t

0

ðð
A

ciPi dA dt ð2Þ

where A is the total area of the intestinal tract. The fraction absorbed, %FA, is

defined by the total mass absorbed divided by the given dose of the drug:

%FA ¼ mðyÞ
Dose

ð3Þ

This brief simplified analysis shows that the absorption is mainly dependent on
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the concentration at the intestinal wall, the permeability of the drug, and the given

dose [3]. Let us analyze these three factors further.

16.2.1

Solubility

The concentration of the drug at a point i at the intestinal wall is dependent on

the dissolution rate and the gastrointestinal transit. Optimally, the concentration of

the drug is at its solubility. The dissolution rate of a drug molecule is affected by

the energy difference between being surrounded by similar molecules (or mole-

cules in the formulation) and being surrounded by solvent molecules. Hence,

some influencing factors are formulation, particle size, particle aggregation, pH in

different segments of the intestine, food content and the physico-chemical prop-

erties of the drug molecule itself. Considering these factors, one can expect a quite

large variation for the same drug with different formulations in different subjects.

If we look at the physico-chemical factors governing solubility, among the first

identified were log P [4] and melting point [5]. It can also theoretically be shown

that these two factors describe solubility [6]. However, both these properties cannot

be computed directly as molecular descriptors. It has been shown that solubility

can be described more directly by molecular size, polarity and hydrogen bonding

[7]. There are numerous studies on solubility predictions from directly computed

descriptors (see Refs. [8–11]).

16.2.2

Membrane Permeability

The other mechanistically important component is the actual passage over the cell

membrane. Before reaching the cell membrane, the drug molecule must diffuse

through the unstirred water layer. However, theoretical considerations suggest that

in most cases this diffusion is not the rate-limiting step for permeability. When at

the cell wall, there are a number of different mechanisms for which a compound

can be transported across the cell barrier, the most important being transcellular

passive diffusion, paracellular diffusion, active transport with a transporter, and

transcytosis. In addition, the drug can be metabolized at the cell wall by CYP3A4

and/or effluxed by P-gp or MRP.

For a theoretical model, each mechanism must be described in a very different

way. If we restrict ourselves to discuss transcellular diffusion, there are numerous

theoretical approaches, which differ depending on the underlying assumptions.

In general, permeability is mainly dependent on lipophilicity, molecular weight

and other factors [12]. If we use the findings from computational models on

permeability measurements on cell lines, e.g., Caco-2 cells, the following factors

are among the most important: polar surface area (PSA; hydrogen-bonding),

polarity, molecular weight, size, shape, and degree of ionization (see e.g. Refs. [13–

15]).
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Amidon et al. devised a biopharmaceutics classification system (BCS) where they

divided drugs into four different classes depending on their solubility and perme-

ability:

. class 1 (high solubility, high permeability)

. class 2 (low solubility, high permeability)

. class 3 (high solubility, low permeability) and

. class 4 (low solubility, low permeability).

The rate-limiting step to drug absorption – and hence the factors affecting drug

absorption – will differ depending on which class the drug belongs to. For exam-

ple, for class 2 the rate-limiting step is dissolution and the permeability plays a

minor role. On the other hand, for class 3 the permeability is rate-limiting and the

dissolution has very little influence on the absorption.

Given the above-mentioned considerations, it is difficult to believe that it would

be possible to fit drugs from all four classes into one single model. However, it is

noteworthy that several molecular descriptors do highly influence both permeabil-

ity and solubility. For example, it has been suggested that the four BCS classes can

be divided solely by considering the molecular weight and PSA [16].

16.3

Datasets

The number of publicly available datasets with reasonable quality of data is quite

limited. In this part of the chapter, we will list datasets related to intestinal

absorption and oral availability, and of which we are aware at the present time.

16.3.1

The Palm Dataset

Palm and co-workers, as part of their research regarding the applicability of PSA,

selected 20 compounds (Table 16.1) with quite reliable values for the percent frac-

tion absorbed (%FA) in humans that were devoid of, or compensated for, problems

such as active transport and efflux mechanisms [2]. The dataset consists of a vari-

ety of compounds: drugs, drug-like compounds, as well as sugar-like structures. A

number of studies based on this dataset using various structural descriptions have

been performed [2, 17–22].

16.3.2

The Wessel Dataset

Another set of compounds that have been collected and used for modeling human

intestinal absorption is that of Wessel and co-workers [23]. This dataset consists
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of 86 drug and drug-like molecules (Table 16.2). A complication with this dataset

is the fact that it contains some actively transported compounds, which should be

removed before analysis (see Table 16.2). This dataset has also been used by vari-

ous researchers [18, 24, 25].

16.3.3

The Egan Dataset

The Egan dataset is a literature compilation of 199 passively well-absorbed com-

pounds (>90% intestinal absorption or >90% oral bioavailability) and 35 poorly

absorbed compounds (<30% intestinal absorption). However, this compilation

includes both the Palm dataset as well as the Wessel dataset, which means that

Egan et al. added an additional 28 compounds from other literature sources. The

original publication from Egan et al. [26] did not reveal the identity of those addi-

tional compounds; however, Table 16.3 represents a compilation of the compounds

used (courtesy of the authors and Pharmacopeia [27]). Egan and co-workers have

used this data set in a classification analysis of intestinal absorption [26].

16.3.4

Yoshida Dataset

Yoshida and Topliss compiled a dataset of 232 structurally diverse drugs (Table

16.4) and evaluated the possibility of constructing a predictive model for human

oral bioavailability on categorical data [28]. The bioavailability data were classified

into four categories:

. Class 1: <20% bioavailability

. Class 2: 20–49% bioavailability

. Class 3: 50–79% bioavailability

. Class 4: >80% bioavailability

16.4

Computational Models of Absorption

16.4.1

Rule-of-5

Probably the most widely adopted and well-known method for estimating the like-

lihood of a compound (drug) being well absorbed is the ‘‘rule-of-5’’ described by

Lipinski and co-workers [1]. In analyzing 2245 compounds from the World Drug

Index (WDI) database that were either considered for, or entered into, Phase II

clinical trials, these authors developed the following rules:

Poor absorption is likely whenever two or more of the following rules are

invoked

16.4 Computational Models of Absorption 363
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1. Hydrogen-bonding donors (NH or OH groups) > 5

2. Hydrogen-bonding acceptors (N or O atoms) > 10

3. Molecular weight > 500

4. C log P > 5.0 (or M log P > 4.15)

16.4.2

Polar Surface Area (PSA)

The PSA represents a very useful property for predicting absorption. It is usu-

ally defined as those parts of the van der Waals or solvent-accessible surface of a

molecule that are associated with hydrogen bond-accepting capability (e.g., N or O

atoms) and hydrogen bond-donating capability (e.g., NH or OH groups). Three

types of PSA have been used in studying absorption:

1. Dynamic PSA (PSAd) [2]

2. Static PSA (PSA) [18]

3. Two-dimensional (or topological) PSA (TPSA) [20]

The first of the PSAs to be developed was dynamic PSA, PSAd, by Palm et al. [2].
PSAd is calculated by a Monte Carlo conformational search with subsequent

energy minimization. This generates a set of low-energy conformers where the van

der Waals surface-based PSAs for all conformers are within 2.5 kcal mol�1 of the

‘‘global’’ minimum, i.e., the lowest energy conformer found, are computed. The

Boltzmann-weighted average of the calculated PSAs are then used as the PSAd.

Palm and co-workers found a good sigmoidal correlation (r 2 ¼ 0:94) between PSAd

and human fraction absorbed (%FA) for 20 well-characterized drugs [2]. Using this

computational protocol, Palm et al. proposed the following:

. Poor absorption (<10%) if PSAd > 140 Å2

. Good absorption (>90%) if PSAd < 60 Å2

A major drawback of the PSAd is, however, the rather time-consuming calculation,

particularly, the Monte Carlo conformational search, which makes PSAd inappro-

priate for computational screening (e-screening) of large virtual libraries.

This prompted the development of the static PSA based on only one con-

former. This simplification would save considerable computational time, but it is

not without complications as it raises the question: Which conformation should be

used?

Most probably, a low-energy conformation could be considered as a good esti-

mation of the bioactive conformation. However, some type of conformational

search, although short, must then be employed, and most of the advantage of

using PSA instead of PSAd would be lost. Fortunately, the use of a single con-

former generated directly from the 2D molecular structure by the CONCORD (or

CORINA) programs without minimization can be used. This approximation did
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not compromise the excellent correlation with absorption [29, 30]. This approach

reduces the computational time to such a level (@10 compounds per second on a

SGI R10k machine) to make PSA useful for in silico screening of virtual libraries.

However, a persistent (albeit slight) drawback of PSA is the generation of the 3D

conformation. The problem is not the computational time, but occurs from a con-

formational viewpoint in that no matter how well the 2D to 3D conversion pro-

grams (e.g., CONCORD or CORINA) perform on an overall basis, the generation

may in some cases result in unreasonable 3D structures. Thus, it would be even

more favorable if this step could be circumvented or eliminated in some manner.

Ertl and co-workers [20] have developed such a method for generating a topo-

logical PSA (TPSA) based on 3D PSA values for 43 fragments resulting from

an analysis of 34,810 compounds taken from the WDI database. The correlation

between PSA and TPSA is very high (r2 ¼ 0:982).

A further simplification, avoiding even the use of 3D fragments, has been

developed by Sherbukhin [31]. This method used a 2D projection technique

whereby the TPSA (TSA-2D) is computed. Furthermore, since the definition of

PSA is related to hydrogen-bonding groups, it is not surprising that a good corre-

lation can also be obtained by simply counting the number of hydrogen bonding

donors and acceptors. Using this method, excellent correlations (r 2 > 0:9 and

q2 > 0:9) have been reported by several authors (see Ref. [32]). One thing to bear

in mind here is of course that conformational dependencies may bury parts of the

PSA, thus resulting in an overestimation of the computed TPSA which, in turn,

may lead to an underestimation of the predicted intestinal absorption for a partic-

ular compound.

The overall trend described in this section in going from a more complex

and time-consuming computational protocol, such as PSAd, to simpler and faster

techniques, such as TPSA or hydrogen-bonding counts, while still capturing the

same information content is a general one that will be an overall theme in this

chapter: ‘‘The simpler, the better but do not fumble the ball’’.

16.4.3

PSA and A log P

PSA can of course be combined with other descriptors to develop further improved

models compared with using PSA alone. Egan and co-workers have developed a

method for predicting intestinal absorption, which uses PSA in conjunction with

A log P [26]. Using these two easily interpretable parameters, these authors were

able successfully to differentiate well-absorbed (%FA > 90%) compounds from less

well-absorbed ones (%FA 74–92%), depending upon the dataset. It is important to

note is that both parameters are of composite nature. PSA consists of both hydro-

gen-bond donating and accepting terms, while the underlying factors for log P-

variables are size, polarizability and, again, hydrogen-bonding. Might it be possible

to use the noncomposite factors instead with equally well – or perhaps even better

– results when developing statistical models for intestinal absorption? We will

return to this question in Section 16.4.11.
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16.4.4

MolSurf Descriptors

MolSurf parameters [33] are descriptors derived from quantum mechanical calcu-

lations. These descriptors are computed at a surface of constant electron density,

with which a very fine description of the properties of a molecule at the Van der

Waals surface can be obtained. They describe various electrostatic properties such

as hydrogen-bonding strengths and polarizability, as well as Lewis base and acid

strengths. MolSurf parameters are computed using the following protocol.

The structures of the investigated compounds were built in Macromodel and

modeled in their neutral forms. The three-dimensional structures were determined

by Monte-Carlo based conformational analysis performed with the Macromodel

program package using the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF). A total of 100

starting conformations was generated for each structure. The energy minimiza-

tions were performed in vacuum. Unique minimized conformations within 5

kJ mol�1 of the lowest energy conformation were saved for further analysis.

The conformation with the lowest found energy from the previous conforma-

tional analysis was subjected to a geometry optimization (energy minimization)

using the semi-empirical quantum chemistry-based AM1 method available in the

Spartan program.

A quantum mechanical ab initio calculation using a 3-21G* basis set without

further geometry optimization (single point calculation) was subsequently per-

formed on all AM1 optimized (minimized) conformations using the Spartan pro-

gram.

The wave-function from each ab initio calculation was used by MolSurf to com-

pute various properties related to the molecular valence region. The chemical

behavior, and thus the calculated properties, depend on the distribution of elec-

trons and energy in the valence region. This region is represented by a surface of

constant electron density (0.001 electrons/Bohr3) encompassing the molecule. The

electrostatic potential, V(r), and the local ionization energy, I(r), are calculated at

points evenly distributed (0.28 Bohr apart) on this surface. The former property,

V(r), is related to the potential registered by a probe with positive unit charge

positioned at each of the points on the surface. Similarly, the latter property, I(r),

is the energy required to remove an electron from the molecule at each of the

points on the surface. The computed descriptors describe properties such as base

strength, hydrophobicity, hydrogen bonding and polarity as well as polarizability.

MolSurf parameters were calculated for the entire compound as well as for indi-

vidual atoms contributing to hydrogen bonding. The number of possible hydrogen-

bond acceptors and donors, respectively, were also used as descriptors. The former

were partitioned into two categories of the oxygen and nitrogen type. This division

of hydrogen bond acceptor types also applies to the corresponding variables using

the actual computed hydrogen bond acceptor strengths. Additionally, the sum of

the hydrogen bond acceptor and donor strengths was used as a descriptor.

It is possible to derive a statistically good and predictive model for intestinal

absorption using the MolSurf parameters (r 2 ¼ 0:916, q2 ¼ 0:798).
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In view of latter developments (see Sections 16.4.9–16.4.11 for further details)

the procedure, even with simplifications such as using a single CONCORD/

CORINA-derived 3D geometry instead of performing a Monte Carlo conforma-

tional search, is too computationally expensive to be applied to e-screening of

virtual libraries. However, it may still be a useful alternative/complement for com-

puting more detailed information about a compound, or to provide a more easily

interpretable model to complement other models based on more rapidly comput-

able parameters but which are difficult to interpret in terms of how to modify

compounds in order for them to have better intestinal absorption characteristics.

Another possible advantage with MolSurf descriptors (and also other multi

parameter descriptors) is the fact that they describe the investigated compounds

not only with a single value, as in the case of PSA and log P descriptors, but in

a multivariate way. This approach provides a more balanced description of the

requirements that a structure must have in order to be well absorbed and may, in

turn, provide additional insight on how to develop compounds having favorable

absorption properties. However, as will be described in Section 16.4.10, simpler –

i.e., less computationally demanding – parameters carrying similar information

content with equal interpretability may be used to derive models for intestinal

absorption at the same level of statistical quality.

16.4.5

Molecular Hash Key Descriptors

Sage and co-workers have constructed a numerical molecular representation,

which they called a molecular hash key [21]. A hash key represents surface prop-

erties of a molecule and is represented as pair-wise similarities against a basis-set

of common reference molecules (20 diverse selected compounds from the CMC

database). The properties are computed at the surface of a 2 Å sphere surrounding

each molecule. Each surface point is characterized by six values referring to the

inverse field strength and directionality of steric, positive polar and negative polar

features, respectively, A stochastic conformational sampling is employed starting

from a CONCORD-generated 3D structure with a maximum use of 20 conforma-

tions. Each of the 20 hash keys (one with respect to each of the 20 basis-set com-

pounds) is the corresponding maximum similarity obtained from the generated

conformations. The generation of a complete hash key set for a compound takes

about 30–45 minutes on a SGI R10k machine.

The authors used the hash keys to predict intestinal absorption on the 20

compounds originally used by Palm et al. [2]. The results (Table 16.5) were

less impressive, although it might be suspected that they would have been

slightly better had the authors used a logit transformation of the dependent vari-

able (%FA) instead of %FA itself, keeping in mind that the percent fraction

absorbed represents a closed scale (0–100%FA). Again, the computational time

involved in hash key generation makes them less well suited for e-screening of

virtual libraries.
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16.4.6

GRID-related Descriptors

Another set of useful 3D-based descriptors for predicting intestinal absorption is

through the use of the GRID program. Applications of these descriptors are dis-

cussed in Chapter 4.

16.4.7

ADAPT Descriptors

Jurs and co-workers have used parameters generated by the ADAPT system [34].

The descriptors fall into three categories: topological, electronic, and geometric.

The first category of parameters (topological) is derived from 2D structures,

while the latter two categories of variables (electronic and geometric) are based on

3D geometries generated by CORINA. In addition, 566 2D molecular fragments,

derived from over 7000 compounds in the CMC database, were added to the

ADAPT descriptors for the analysis of intestinal absorption [23]. The authors used

a variable selection routine, discarding variables having similar information con-

tent and keeping one variable from each such family for further analysis. This

procedure reduced the original descriptor pool to 127 variables: 25 topological

descriptors; 21 electronic descriptors; 20 geometric descriptors; and 61 fragment

descriptors. Jurs et al. developed a good model for human intestinal absorption

Tab. 16.5. Molecular hash key descriptor model for the Palm

dataset.

# Compound % FA % FA calc

1 Alprenolol 96 100

2 Atenolol 54 74.7

3 Ciprofloxacin 69 62.5

4 Diazepam 97 99

5 Foscarnet 17 26.3

6 Lactulose 0.6 20.7

7 Mannitol 26 37.7

8 Metolazone 64 45.6

9 Metoprolol 102 59.4

10 Nordiazepam 99 83.9

11 Olsalazine 2.3 62.2

12 Oxazepam 97 78.5

13 Oxprenolol 97 98.1

14 Phenazone 97 97

15 Pindolol 92 86.9

16 Practolol 95 70.6

17 Raffinose 0.3 3.3

18 Sulpiride 36 37.9

19 Sulphasalazine 12 54.5

20 Tranexamic acid 55 74.4
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with RMSE values of 9.4%FA units, 19.7%FA units and 16.0%FA units for the

training set, (cross-) validation set and test set, respectively (Fig. 16.1).

More interestingly is the range of parameters, both within the ADAPT system

and the fragment descriptors, used by the authors in their analysis. This pool of

descriptors contains both rapidly computed 2D descriptors as well as more time-

consuming 3D descriptors based on the semi-empirical AM1 method. Thus, this

approach somewhat bridges the gap between the 3D-based approaches, which

we have discussed previously, and the 2D-based approaches which are described

in Sections 16.4.9–16.4.11. From a computational e-screening point of view, this

approach has similar difficulties as other 3D-based methods in being too time-

consuming to allow rapid enough calculation of virtual compound libraries. Dur-

ing the variable reduction process of going from 728 to 127 descriptors, it might

have been possible to preferentially keep 2D-based descriptors from each family, or

perhaps base the analysis on only the 650 computed 2D-based descriptors without

too much of a loss in statistical quality of the derived model if computational speed

was the primary concern.

16.4.8

HYBOT Descriptors

Raevsky and co-workers have collected a large database of thermodynamic data

related to hydrogen bonding with which they have developed the HYBOT program

Fig. 16.1. Experimental versus calculated %FA for the Wessel

data set using ADAPT descriptors and neural network statistics.
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[17]. HYBOT will compute hydrogen bond donor (SCd) and acceptor (SCa) factors

that describe the donor and acceptor strengths, respectively, of a compound. Using

these two parameters, the authors developed models with significant statistical

quality (r2 ¼ 0:91, q2 ¼ 0:87) of intestinal absorption.

The HYBOT parameters represent another interesting aspect of computa-

tional descriptors containing relevant information for studying intestinal absorp-

tion, namely the use of a 2D fragment approach related to experimental data. In

this case, 3D-based experimental thermodynamic data is organized into various

rapidly computable 2D-based parameters related to hydrogen bonding that allows

investigations of large virtual libraries of compounds.

16.4.9

2D Topological Descriptors

There are a large number of topological descriptors available (Table 16.6) that

can be calculated from the 2D structure (graph) of a compound. The advantage

with these descriptors is that they can be rapidly computed (several compounds

per CPU second), and that they only require a 2D representation of the structure,

thereby eliminating potential problems with conformer generation as discussed

earlier. The disadvantage with these descriptors is that, in many cases, they are

difficult to interpret in terms of how the current structures should be modified to

obtain a compound with better properties (in this case intestinal absorption).

However, the topological descriptors are quite useful for computational screening

of large virtual libraries (‘‘brute force approach’’) when a good statistical model has

been developed for a particular property. This aspect of developing a gray box (i.e.,

difficult to understand/interpret) or a black box (i.e., impossible to understand/

interpret) model purely for e-screening purposes to rank proposed structures for

synthesis and/or further pharmaceutical work is a quite pragmatic and useful one.

Such models gain even further in usefulness if they can be combined with other

models of good statistical quality that may require more computational efforts in

terms of CPU time to develop but which may be easier to interpret, thus answering

the question ‘‘Which are the next molecules to make?’’ in a better way. In this

way, the researcher may construct a number reasonably sized focused libraries for

e-screening based on insight from the latter type of models to be evaluated by

the former gray/black box models instead of generating very large virtual libraries

with limited insight into the problem at hand.

Norinder and Haeberlein (unpublished results) have developed a model based

on the Palm dataset [2] using rapidly computable 2D-based descriptors, among

them a number of topological indices, using an in-house AstraZeneca software

package called SaSA [35], and with the good quality (Table 16.7).

16.4.10

2D Electrotopological Descriptors

Another set of particularly useful 2D-based topological descriptors are the so-called

electrotopological state index (E-state) descriptors developed by Kier and Hall [36].
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Tab. 16.6. List of examples of topological descriptors.

Topological descriptor

information index on molecular size

total information index of atomic composition

mean information index on atomic composition

first Zagreb index M1

first Zagreb index by valence vertex degrees

second Zagreb index M2

second Zagreb index by valence vertex degrees

Quadratic index

Narumi simple topological index (log)

Narumi harmonic topological index

Narumi geometric topological index

Total structure connectivity index

Pogliani index

ramification index

polarity number

log of product row sums (PRS)

average vertex distance degree

mean square distance index (Balaban)

Schultz Molecular Topological Index (MTI)

Schultz MTI by valence vertex degrees

Gutman Molecular Topological Index

Gutman MTI by valence vertex degrees

Xu index

superpendentic index

Wiener W index

mean Wiener index

reciprocal distance Wiener-type index

Harary H index

quasi-Wiener index (Kirchhoff number)

first Mohar index TI1

second Mohar index TI2

hyper-distance-path index

reciprocal hyper-distance-path index

detour index

hyper-detour index

reciprocal hyper-detour index

distance/detour index

all-path Wiener index

Wiener-type index from Z weighted distance matrix (Barysz matrix)

Wiener-type index from mass weighted distance matrix

Wiener-type index from van der Waals weighted distance matrix

Wiener-type index from electronegativity weighted distance matrix

Wiener-type index from polarizability weighted distance matrix

Balaban J index

Balaban-type index from Z weighted distance matrix (Barysz matrix)

Balaban-type index from mass weighted distance matrix

Balaban-type index from van der Waals weighted distance matrix

Balaban-type index from electronegativity weighted distance matrix
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As was the case for the ‘‘regular’’ topological descriptors, the E-state descriptors

are also rapidly computed without the need for 3D structure generation. However,

unlike the former type of parameters, the E-state parameters are easy to under-

stand. Today, a number of program packages have included the E-state descriptors

among the list of parameters, which these programs are capable of calculating.

In Molconn-Z, the software emanating from Kier and Hall and co-workers [37], a

number of E-state descriptors related to a variety of atoms including hydrogen

atoms having different bond types to their respective neighbors are calculated.

Since the E-state parameters are easy to interpret, they are capable of answering

the question ‘‘Which are the next molecules to make?’’ in a relatively straightfor-

ward manner. These two aspects (computational speed and interpretability) make

these descriptors quite attractive both for e-screening purposes, as well as for hav-

ing an interpretable model with which to focus the virtual library generation and

for other pharmaceutical work.

The sum of hydrogen bonding donor and acceptor related E-state descriptors are

well correlated with the corresponding HYBOT parameters, with r2-values of 0.8–

0.95 [38]. This gives the E-state descriptors a link to experimental values, which is

positive but not necessary for the purpose of generating useful models with good

statistical quality for, in this case, intestinal absorption.

Models have been developed based on the Palm data set [2] using E-state

descriptors (r2 ¼ 0:93, q2 ¼ 0:89; Fig. 16.2) [22].

Tab. 16.6 (continued)

Topological descriptor

Balaban-type index from polarizability weighted distance matrix

connectivity index chi-0

connectivity index chi-1 (Randic connectivity index)

connectivity index chi-2

connectivity index chi-3

connectivity index chi-4

connectivity index chi-5

average connectivity index chi-0

average connectivity index chi-1

average connectivity index chi-2

average connectivity index chi-3

Tab. 16.7. Statistics for the E-state model of the Palm dataset.

set # compounds r2 q2 rmse

training set 13 0.94 0.75 0.41

test set 7 0.95 0.38
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16.4.11

1D Descriptors

In most cases, the various 2D- and 3D-based descriptors previously described

in Sections 16.4.3–16.4.11 are augmented with several descriptors of 1D physico-

chemical type, e.g., log P, log D, molecular weight, molar refractivity, parachor;

or of 1D fragment type, i.e., the presence or absence of a particular substructure/

fragment, to construct a more comprehensive description of the compounds under

investigation. In many (if not most) cases, the resulting model is a combination of

1D- and 2D- and/or 3D-based parameters. 1D descriptors are, for the most part,

rather intuitive, easy to interpret and fast to compute – which makes them attrac-

tive to use in statistical modeling. However, some of these descriptors, such as the

log P- and log D-descriptors as well as parachor (Pr) and molar refractivity (MR),

are composite in nature, i.e., they are composed of other underlying factors. For

example, MR is composed of the refractive index, density and molecular weight:

MR ¼ ½ðn2 � 1Þ/ðn2 þ 2Þ� � ðMW/dÞ

While log P has hydrogen bonding, size and polarizability as underlying factors, it

has been pointed out that for intestinal absorption [22] the use of composite vari-

Fig. 16.2. Experimental versus calculated logit (%FA) for the

Palm data set using E-state descriptors and PLS statistics.
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ables (at best) marginally improved the model. However, this was not always the

case as it depended on which algorithm was used. Not accounting for the under-

lying factors – especially hydrogen bonding – in an adequate manner was quite

detrimental to the statistical quality of the derived model. The reason for these

observations is probably the fact that partitioning of the underlying factors as

expressed through (for instance) the log P (log D) variable is not an optimum

approach when attempting to develop a model for intestinal absorption.

The limitation with 1D fragment-based descriptors is their lack of extrapolative

character to even their closest neighborhood. For example, if a particular substi-

tuent position in a compound series had included substituents/fragments such as

methyl-, ethyl- and n-propyl-groups, a continuous description – such as the num-

ber of carbon atoms – would allow the possibility of estimating the sought-after

property of compounds with n-butyl and n-pentyl substituents. The corresponding

fragment-based approach does not allow for that, since it ‘‘knows’’ only of the

fragments contained in the compounds used to derive the model (training set).

Fragment-based approaches may not work very well, but for them to do so it is

crucial that the training set compounds span a large number of fragments; this

permits the derived model to be useful in its combinatorial nature and limitation,

i.e., putting the right fragments in the right places.

16.5

Statistical Methods

16.5.1

Multiple Linear Regression

Multiple linear regression (MLR) is a classic mathematical multivariate regression

analysis technique [39] that has been applied to quantitative structure–property

relationship (QSPR) modeling. However, when using MLR there are some aspects,

with respect to statistical issues, that the researcher must be aware of:

1. A general comment that affects all statistical multivariate data analysis tech-

niques, namely that each of the variables should be given equal chance to influ-

ence the outcome of the analysis. This can be achieved by scaling the variables

in appropriative way. One popular method for scaling variables is autoscaling,

whereby the variance of each variable is adjusted to 1.

2. MLR assumes each variable to be exact and relevant.

3. Strong co-linear variables must be eliminated by removing all but one of the

strongly correlated variables. Otherwise, spurious chance correlation may result.

4. Some sort of estimation of the statistical ‘‘distance’’ to the overall model (see

Section 16.5.4) should be reported for each compound to provide an estimate of

how much an intra- or extrapolation in multivariate descriptor space the pre-

diction actually is.
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16.5.2

Partial Least Squares

Partial least squares (PLS) projections to latent structures [40] is a multivariate data

analysis tool that has gained much attention during past decade, especially after

introduction of the 3D-QSAR method CoMFA [41]. PLS is a projection technique

that uses latent variables (linear combinations of the original variables) to con-

struct multidimensional projections while focusing on explaining as much as pos-

sible of the information in the dependent variable (in this case intestinal absorp-

tion) and not among the descriptors used to describe the compounds under

investigation (the independent variables). PLS differs from MLR in a number of

ways (apart from point 1 in Section 16.5.1):

1. The descriptors are not treated as exact and relevant but as consisting of two

parts: one part related to the dependent variable and the other part not related

(noise).

2. Strong correlations between relevant variables is not a problem in PLS, and all

such variables can be retained in the analysis. In fact, the models derived using

PLS become more stable with the inclusion of strongly correlated and relevant

parameters.

3. The number of original descriptors may vastly exceed the number of com-

pounds in the analysis (as opposed to MLR), since PLS is using only a few

(usually less than 5–10) latent variables for the actual statistical analysis.

4. In PLS analysis a ‘‘distance’’ to the overall model (distance-to-model), defined as

the variance in the descriptors remaining after the analysis (residual standard

deviation RSD), is given for each predicted compound. This is a very important

piece of information that is presented to the researcher (see Section 16.5.4).

There are of course also difficulties when using the PLS technique:

1. The number of latent variables (PLS components) must be determined by some

sort of validation technique, e.g., cross-validation [42]. The PLS solution will

coincide with the corresponding MLR solution when the number of latent

variables becomes equal to the number of descriptors used in the analysis. The

validation technique, at the same time, also serves the purpose to avoid over-

fitting of the model.

2. The possibility of using a very large number of descriptors, where many of

them may not be particularly correlated with the dependent variable and thus

represent large amounts of noise, must be considered with great care. Other-

wise, the signal-to-noise ratio becomes too low for PLS to be able to create use-

ful projections (latent variables).

PLS has been used to develop models for intestinal absorption using a number of

different parameterizations (see Refs. [19, 22]).
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16.5.3

Neural Networks

Neural networks (NN) represent, as opposed to PLS and MLR, a nonlinear statisti-

cal analysis technique [43]. As is the case for both PLS and MLR, several aspects of

NN should be considered when using this type of analysis technique:

1. The number of middle layers (hidden nodes) in a NN must be identified either

through a particular choice or through an optimization procedure with careful

monitoring of the predictive behavior of the derived model (see point 2).

2. NN are well-known to overtrain, i.e., to be able to explain a large portion of the

variance of the dependent variable for the training set but to fail grossly in pre-

dicting a correct answer for the compounds that are not part of the model

(external test set). Overtraining of NN can be avoided by setting aside a fixed

number of compounds to validate the predictive ability of the NN model (vali-

dation set) as part of the NN training, and to stop when the predictive ability

begins to deteriorate.

3. The interpretability of the derived NN model may be difficult to understand,

even though the influences of the descriptors on the derived model can be

simulated.

NN methods have been used by Wessel and co-workers [23], Agatonovic-Kustrin

et al. [25] and Ghuloum et al. [21] to model intestinal absorption.

16.5.4

Distance-to-model Considerations

In all statistical modeling, including multivariate data analysis, it is crucially

important to determine the applicability of the derived model, and for several rea-

sons:

1. To make users of the model aware of its applicability and limitations.

2. To avoid misuse of a model for predicting (in this case) the intestinal absorption

of compounds outside the model’s present statistical limits, thus rendering the

model (and/or statistical technique as well as the parameterization) a false ‘‘bad

reputation’’.

3. To be able to use extrapolations from the present model in a constructive man-

ner to expand it to cover a larger descriptor space.

However, many statistical modeling techniques do not, in a simple and straight-

forward way, enable by default the estimation of whether a prediction is an inter-

polation to the model (thus rendering the prediction more credible), or is an

extrapolation to the model (in which case the prediction must be evaluated with

greater care).
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Furthermore, there are two other aspects to the extrapolation problem: one

structural and one statistical. An illustrative example of these various cases can be

found in a dataset of benzamides (S16.1). that one of the present authors (U.N.)

published some time ago [44]. If one develops a PLS model based on the same

descriptors and the same, experimental design-based, training set (compounds 1–

16) augmented by compound 17 (Table 16.8) in order to prove the points raised

above [the prediction limit (1.502) set to two times the overall RSD of the model

(0.751) which roughly gives 95% confidence interval], one can observe the follow-

ing with respect to predictions on the remaining test set compounds:

. A compound can be an extrapolation from a structural point of view, such as

compound 24 that has a n-butyl substituent in the 3-position while the training

set (compounds 1–17) only contain methyl-, ethyl- and n-propyl-substituents
(among other non-alkyl substituents). Still, compound 24 is not considered

to be an outlier from a statistical point of view. At the same time, compounds

18 and 19 which also contains substituents – in this case in the 5-position –

that are not part of the training set are statistical outliers as well as structural

outliers.
. A compound can also be an extrapolation from a statistical point of view, which

is especially common in statistical modeling using multivariate descriptions of

the investigated compounds, even though the compound to be predicted is with-

in the structural space, e.g., substituent space, covered by the training set com-

pounds. Thus, compound 20 – which is identified as being just outside the limit

of prediction of the model – has a hydrogen ‘‘substituent’’ in both the 3- and 5-

positions, respectively (a ‘‘substituent’’ found among the training set com-

pounds) is still identified as a statistical outlier. Furthermore, among compounds

21–35, all of which are within the statistical prediction limit of the model but

with larger RSD-values than the largest RSD-value found among the training set

compounds, there are several examples of substituents found among the com-

pounds of the training set.

We hope that this example will serve as an illustrative case of the importance

of computing the distance-to-model parameter in statistical modeling. However,

Scheme 16.1.
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as mentioned in point 3 before, a constructive way of using the distance-to-

model parameter for the benzamide example would be to synthesize and test

not only the highest predicted compounds of the test set but also some (all) of the

statistical outliers and some of the compounds with the largest RSD-values of the

test set.

Tab. 16.8. Benzamide model.

number 3-position 5-position 2-position experimental

plC50

calculated

plC50

rsd

1 CL CL OH 7.49 7.69 0.35

2 BR OH H 8 7.94 0.94

3 OME CL OH 7.15 7.18 0.92

4 PR CL OH 8.49 8.58 0.82

5 NO2 BR OH 5.2 5.12 0.42

6 BR BR H 8.1 7.94 0.33

7 ME BR OH 8.26 8.12 0.45

8 ET BR H 7.96 8.28 0.72

9 BR OME H 6.84 6.70 0.55

10 I OME H 9.17 8.90 0.84

11 ME OME H 8.28 8.40 0.64

12 PR ME OH 8.3 8.47 0.38

13 CL PR OH 6.96 7.14 0.36

14 BR ET OH 7.77 7.79 0.30

15 H ET OH 6.91 7.12 0.48

16 ET ET OH 8.75 8.13 0.38

17 I H OH 8.52 8.64 0.71

18 BR NO2 OH 6.73 7.83 2.96

19 BR NH2 OH 7.48 7.29 2.24

20 H H H 5.96 6.54 1.54

21 F H OH 6.44 6.85 1.34

22 H H OH 6.5 7.25 1.29

23 OME BR OH 5.21 5.63 1.20

24 BU OME H 8.57 8.96 1.18

25 OME H OH 6.69 7.14 1.15

26 BR H OH 6.34 6.44 1.15

27 CL H H 6.59 7.67 1.10

28 BR H H 7.37 7.21 1.08

29 NO2 H OH 5.52 5.88 1.07

30 OME BR OH 7.17 7.12 1.01

31 CL H OH 7.41 7.64 1.00

32 BR H H 7.34 7.96 0.99

33 BR H OH 7.57 7.18 0.99

34 ME H OH 7.72 8.14 0.96

35 H BR OH 6.91 6.49 0.95
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17

VOLSURF: A Tool for Drug ADME-properties

Prediction

Gabriele Cruciani, Mirco Meniconi, Emanuele Carosati, Ismael

Zamora, and Raimund Mannhold

Abbreviations

ADME absorption/distribution/metabolism/elimination (excretion)

Caco-2 Cell line used to predict human oral absorption

cDNA Complementary DNA

CYP3A4 Cytochrome 3A4

DA Discriminant analysis

DMPK Drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics

MIF Molecular interaction field

LC/MS Liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry

P450 Cytochrome P-450

PCA Principal component analysis

PCs Principal components

PepT1 Peptide transporter 1

P-gp P-glycoprotein

PLS Partial least squares

QSPR Quantitative structure–property relationships (more restricted also

quantitative structure–pharmacokinetic relationships)

Symbols

Eentropy Entropic energy

EHB Hydrogen bonding energy

ELJ Lennard-Jones energy

Papp Apparent permeability (in Caco-2 cells)

17.1

Introduction

It is only during the past few years that the importance of the metabolic and phar-

macokinetic behavior of drug molecules in the drug discovery process has been

recognized. One of the causes for failure in drug development is the lack of suitable

pharmacokinetic properties of drug candidates. At the same time, the development

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
Copyright 8 2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 3-527-30438-X
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of new analytical techniques and in vitro assays has allowed the measurement of

these properties to be made much more rapidly than before. Therefore, within the

pharmaceutical companies the studies of drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics

have been moved to a much earlier position in the drug discovery process.

During the early stages of drug discovery, a suitable candidate must be selected

from a limited number of structurally related compounds that may have a similar

pharmacological profile. At that point, information from in vitro systems would

provide important and particularly useful selection criteria. However, results from

in vitro models are often not yet available at the early phases of development, or

they exist only for a limited number of compounds. Accordingly, there is an urgent

need for in silico methods that would allow prediction of the pharmacological

properties in humans from the experimental model systems.

This is the framework where computational chemistry could play an important

role in the prediction of these properties in order to achieve more efficient and

faster drug discovery cycles.

One of the major goals of computational chemistry in the field of drug metabo-

lism and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) is the prediction of oral availability. Several

computational approaches have been published to predict this important parame-

ter, starting from the molecular structure [1–3]. However, when applied to real case

studies, none of these provided totally convincing results and, correspondingly,

there is a lack of any general strategy to address this problem.

Oral availability is a complex parameter that involves several chemical and phys-

iological processes such as solubility, chemical stability, permeability and first-pass

metabolism, to mention a few. All of these subprocesses depend on two different

types of factor: (i) interaction of the drug compound with certain macromolecules,

such as the metabolism mediated by the cytochromes P450 family; and (ii) inter-

action of the drug molecule with a certain chemical or biological environment, that

will determine the solubility or the passive permeability.

Each subprocess can be the cause of a poor oral availability or, vice versa, a poor

oral availability can be due to several different reasons. Therefore, we are truly

convinced that the ab initio prediction of oral availability as such, without consid-

ering the impact of the other physico-chemical processes, is still impossible.

To date, however, present several computational approaches have been reported

to predict the important subprocesses for oral availability. This chapter will present

some examples for the prediction of such pharmacokinetic properties, starting

from the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the drug candidates. In our experi-

ence it is much better to develop and use a number of different simple local mod-

els, than to use a unique complex model that depends on a multitude of poorly

understood subfactors.

17.2

The Molecular Descriptors

There are some very simple heuristic rules concerning cut-offs on molecular

weight, number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors as well as lipophilicity,
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which are routinely applied in medicinal chemistry nowadays. However, these

rules only represent crude guidelines which work best at the lead finding stage,

and are less suitable for establishing structure–property relationships in lead opti-

mization. Other frequently used descriptor schemes are topological indices, but

the interpretation of the results in terms of molecular structure is not straight-

forward. The dynamical averaging of polar and hydrophobic surface areas works

well in congeneric series, but the applicability in heterogeneous sets remains

to be proven. Furthermore, the conformers for a given molecule are generated

either in an implicit or explicit solvent environment which does not represent

the true conformational equilibrium at a biological membrane. Several recent

publications (e.g., Ref. [4]) have dealt with the calculation of physico-chemically

relevant descriptors from an electronic wavefunction, but the computational re-

quirements are prohibitive for even medium-sized datasets. Thus, there is

ongoing quest for new descriptors encoding physico-chemically relevant proper-

ties, which can be linked with molecular structure and calculated with reasonable

speed.

The interaction of drug molecules with biological membranes is a three-

dimensional (3D) recognition that is mediated by surface properties such as

shape, Van der Waals forces, electrostatics, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobicity.

Therefore, the GRID force field [5–7], which is able to calculate energetically

favorable interaction sites around a molecule, was selected to produce 3D molecu-

lar interaction fields.

A molecular field involves mapping the chemical forces between an interacting

partner and a target (macro)molecule. As the information contained in 3D molec-

ular fields is related to the interacting molecular partners, the amount of informa-

tion in molecular interaction fields (MIFs) is in general superior to other mono-

dimensionally or bi-dimensionally computed molecular descriptors.

The GRID force field uses a potential based on the total energy of interaction

(the sum of Lennard-Jones, H-bonding and electrostatic terms) between a target

molecule and a probe, and can be used to characterize putative polar and hydro-

phobic interaction sites around target molecules. The water probe was used to

simulate solvation–desolvation processes, whereas the hydrophobic probe (called

DRY in the GRID program) and the carbonyl probe (called O) were used to simu-

late drug–membrane interactions. The DRY probe is a specific probe to compute

the hydrophobic energy [7]; the overall energy of the hydrophobic probe is com-

puted at each grid point as Eentropy þ ELJ � EHB, where Eentropy is the ideal entropic

component of the hydrophobic effect in an aqueous environment, ELJ measures

the induction and dispersion interactions occurring between any pair of molecules,

and EHB measures the H-bonding interactions between water molecules and polar

groups on the target surface.

Thus, a molecule can be characterized in terms of its potential hydrogen bond-

ing, polar, hydrophobic and ionic interactions in 3D space. The size and the spatial

distribution of these molecular interaction contours is translated into a quantitative

scheme, the VolSurf descriptors, without the need to align the molecules in 3D

space [8, 9] (Fig. 17.1).
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The molecular descriptors refer to the molecular size and shape, to the size and

shape of hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, and to the balance between them.

Hydrogen bonding, amphiphilic moments, critical packing parameters are other

useful descriptors. The VolSurf descriptors have been presented and explained in

detail elsewhere [8]. The VolSurf descriptors encode physico-chemical properties

and, therefore, allow both for a design in the physico-chemical property space

in order to rationally modulate pharmacokinetic properties, and for establishing

quantitative structure–property relationships (QSPR).

In the following section, the calculation of the VolSurf parameters from GRID

interaction energies will be explained and the physico-chemical relevance of

these novel descriptors demonstrated by correlation with measured absorption/

distribution/metabolism/elimination (ADME) properties. The applications will be

shown by correlating 3D molecular structures with Caco-2 cell permeabilities,

thermodynamic solubilities and metabolic stabilities. Special emphasis will be

placed on interpretation of the models by multivariate statistics, because a

rational design to improve molecular properties is critically dependent on an un-

derstanding of how molecular features influence physico-chemical and ADME

properties.

                         

         

Fig. 17.1. Multivariate characterization with VolSurf

descriptors. Molecular Interaction Fields (MIF; shaded areas)

are computed from the 3D-molecular structure. MIFs are trans-

formed in a table of descriptors, and statistical multivariate

analysis is performed.
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17.3

Practical Examples: Structure–Disposition Relationships

17.3.1

Predicting Membrane Partitioning

The use of Caco-2 cell monolayers has gained in popularity as an in vivo human

absorption surrogate; moreover, the monolayers are generally accepted as a pri-

mary absorption screening tool by several pharmaceutical companies [10]. How-

ever, Caco-2 cell permeability measurements exhibit certain limitations due to the

mechanisms involved. Both passive and active pathways exist: active transport

tends to increase the absorption across the cells and, since Caco-2 cells overexpress

the P-glycoprotein (P-gp) efflux pump, the absorption of some compounds across

these cells may be underestimated.

The applicability range of any model should be limited to molecules having

a similar mechanism of transport. Therefore, we have selected from the litera-

ture only those compounds with well-characterized Caco-2 cell permeability and

excluded compounds with a high efflux ratio. Known P-gp substrates and actively

transported compounds were also excluded from the list.

When comparing different experimental sources of Caco-2 permeability data,

quantitative comparison is almost impossible, due to intervariations of experimen-

tal procedures between laboratories, although standard protocols and reference

molecules are often used.

In order to avoid a lack of consistent literature-based data, the Caco-2 perme-

ability values of our selected compounds were transformed according to the fol-

lowing scheme: the majority of compounds with Papp < 4� 10�6 cm s�1 were

classified as poorly absorbed and assigned a score of �1; compounds with Papp >

8� 10�6 cm s�1 were classified as well-absorbed and assigned a score of þ1. Dif-

ferent assumptions were made in special cases, when the experimental protocols

were different or no internal standard compounds were used.

Summing up, the selected Caco-2 data contain qualitative permeability mea-

surements for 450 related (but chemically diverse) compounds that had been either

collected from the literature or measured experimentally in laboratories connected

with our group. Penetrating compounds were indicated by a score of þ1, whereas

a score of �1 was attributed to compounds having little (if any) ability to pene-

trate the epithelial cells. Passive permeation was used as a basic assumption of the

model.

The VolSurf method was used to produce molecular descriptors, and PLS dis-

criminant analysis (DA) was applied. The statistical model showed two significant

latent variables after cross-validation. The 2D PLS score model offers a discrimi-

nation between the permeable and less permeable compounds. When the spec-

trum color is active (Fig. 17.2), red points refer to high permeability, whereas blue

points indicate low permeability. There is a region in the central part of the plot

with both red and blue compounds. In this region, and in between the two con-

tinuous lines, the permeability prediction is less reliable. The permeability model
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obtained can be used to project external compounds in the chemical space repre-

sented by the model in order to rank the Caco-2 permeability behavior of new,

untested compounds.

The structures of the drugs used as a small test set for the model are listed

in Table 17.1. Loperamide and asimadoline are P-gp substrates; terfenadine and

ebastine are compounds that are rapidly metabolized; alprazolam, clobazam, di-

and mono-hydroxy-L66858 [11] are benzodiazepines; testosterone and cortico-

sterone are hormones; and cefadroxyl, cefaclor, cephalotin and cefmetazole are

cephalosporins [12]. Finally, peptides 1 to 10 are peptidomimetic drugs [13].

An examination of the results of the external predictions shows interesting find-

ings. The compounds of Table 17.1 that are projected in the Discriminant Analysis-

PLS model made with the training set compounds are shown in Fig. 17.2 (the

Fig. 17.2. PLS score plot for the VolSurf Caco-2 model. Light

open circles represent penetrating compounds; dark open

circles represent nonpenetrating compounds. Filled circles

represent the projection (prediction) of compounds in

Table 17.1 in the Caco-2 model.
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projected compounds are those shown as filled circles). Although loperamide

and asimadoline are predicted as well-penetrating compounds, they are often

reported as poorly absorbed compounds, most likely because of the P-gp efflux.

This model, which is exclusively based on the diffusion mechanism, is not able

to predict this important component of absorption in humans. Terfenadine and

ebastine are predicted to be Caco-2-penetrating compounds, though contradictory

results are often reported for these two molecules. It is well known that terfena-

dine and ebastine are rapidly metabolized to fexofenadine and carebastine respec-

tively, and this may be the reason for the variation in experimental findings. In

fact, the model predicts that fexofenadine and carebastine are less prone to cross

the Caco-2 cells than their parent compounds. The four benzodiazepines and two

Tab. 17.1. Smiles codes and names of the test set compounds used in Caco-2 external permeability prediction

example.

c1ccccc1C(c1ccccc1)(CCN1CCC(O)(CC1)c1ccc(cc1)Cl)C(bO)N(C)C loperamide

c1ccccc1[C@H](N(C(C(c1ccccc1)c1ccccc1)bO)C)CN1CC[C@@H](C1)O asimadoline

c1cc(ccc1)C(c1ccccc1)(O)C1CCN(CC1)CCC[C@H](c1ccc(cc1)C(C)(C)C)O terfenadine

c1c(ccc(c1)C(C)(C)C)C(CCC[NH]1CCC(CC1)OC(c1ccccc1)c1ccccc1)bO ebastine

c1cc(ccc1)C(c1ccccc1)(O)C1CCN(CC1)CCC[C@H](c1ccc(cc1)C(C)(C(O)bO)C)O fexofenadine

c1c(ccc(c1)C(C)(C)C(bO)O)C(CCCN1CCC(CC1)OC(c1ccccc1)c1ccccc1)bO carebastine

c1(cc2c(cc1)n1c(CNbC2c2ccccc2)nnc1C)Cl alprazolam

c1(cc2c(cc1)N(C(CC(N2c1ccccc1)bO)bO)C)Cl clobazam

c1ccc2c(c1Cl)C(N(Cc1n2cnc1c1noc(n1)C(C)(C)O)C)bO monoOH-L663581

c1ccc2c(c1Cl)C(N(Cc1n2cnc1c1noc(n1)[C@@](C)(CO)O)C)bO bisOH-L663581

C1(CbC2CCC3[C@@H]([C@]2(CC1)C)CC[C@]1([C@H]3CC[C@@H]1O)C)bO testosterone

C1CC(CbC2[C@]1([C@H]1[C@@H](CC2)[C@@H]2[C@](C[C@@H]1O)([C@H]

(CC2)C(CO)bO)C)C)bO

corticosterone

C1(bO)N2[C@@H]([C@@H]1NC(bO)[C@@H](N)c1ccccc1)CCC(bC2C(bO)O)Cl cefaclor

C1(bO)N2[C@@H]([C@@H]1NC(bO)[C@@H](N)c1ccc(cc1)O)CCC(bC2C(bO)O)C cefadroxil

C1(bO)N2[C@@H]([C@@H]1NC(bO)CSCC#N)CCC(bC2C(bO)O)CSc1n(C)nnn1 cefmetazole

C1(bO)N2[C@@H]([C@@]1(NC(bO)CCb1SCbCC1)OC)SCC(bC2C(bO)O)

COC(OC)bO

cephalotin

[NH3][C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)NCC(bO)O pepI

[NH3][C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)NCC(bO)O pepII

[NH3][C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H]

(Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)NCC(bO)O

pepIII

CC(bO)N[C@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N pepIV

N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N)C(bO)C pepV

N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H]

(Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N)C(bO)C

pepVI

N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N[C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H]

(Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N)C)C(bO)C

pepVII

N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H]

(Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N)C)C)C(bO)C

pepVIII

N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H]

(Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N)C)C)(C(bO)C)C

pepIX

N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H](Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)N([C@@H]

(Cc1ccccc1)C(bO)NC)C)C)(C(bO)C)C

pepX
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hormones are correctly predicted. It is interesting to note that although alprazolam

and clobazam have a similar lipophilicity to mono- and di-hydroxy-L668581, they

are both able to penetrate Caco-2 cells – unlike the latter two compounds. More-

over, penetration was correctly predicted in both cases. Thus, it is clear that factors

other than lipophilicity play a role in permeability across the Caco-2 monolayer.

Cefadroxyl and cefaclor are beta-lactam antibiotics which show high affinity for

the PepT1 carrier system, whereas the other two beta-lactams, cephalotin and cef-

metazole, are not recognized by PepT1 protein and are not actively transported

in the intestine. However, as the VolSurf Caco-2 model predicts that all the beta-

lactams are nonpenetrating compounds, it is very probable that, as they rely only

the diffusion mechanism, cefadroxyl and cefaclor will not cross the cell monolayer.

Ten peptides were selected to study the influence of charge, lipophilicity and

chain length on transport across the helium. Some of these were zwitterionic and

some were neutral at physiological pH. Although peptides are very flexible, only

one conformation was used in the analysis, as it has been shown that most Vol-

Surf descriptors are only marginally influenced by conformational sampling. The

sequence of experimental Caco-2 permeation was pepX > pepIX > pepVIII, pepIV,

pepVI, pepVII > pepI, pepII, pepIII. The model correctly predicted the experi-

mental permeation trend, although the peptides were built without conformational

search and sampling. Moreover, it should be pointed out that no correlation of

peptide permeability with experimental partition coefficient was found, thus re-

inforcing the previous finding that VolSurf descriptors are well suited to describe

molecular permeability (at least passive diffusion), and that they are often better

than lipophilicity measurements.

The coefficients plot (not reported here) of the obtained model suggests that

descriptors of polarity such as hydrophilic regions, capacity factors, and H-bonding

are inversely correlated with permeability. This means that besides the H-bonding

potential, additional factors such as charge distribution and electron lone pairs

influence permeation. While diffuse polar regions are tolerable for permeation,

dense and localized polar regions are markedly detrimental. An increase in H-

bonding capacity is known to be detrimental for permeation. In addition, the con-

tribution of the integy moment descriptors demonstrates that besides the number

of H-bonds, their 3D distribution also influences permeation. Hydrophobic inter-

actions are directly correlated with permeation, but their role appears less impor-

tant than the polar descriptors one. The molecular size and shape have no marked

impact on permeation. In contrast, critical packing and the hydrophilic–lipophilic

balance are important descriptors.

The model interpretation is in good agreement with the known molecular fac-

tors influencing Caco-2 permeability. In addition – and this outlines the originality

of the method – VolSurf allows the relevant 3D molecular properties to be quanti-

fied. Once the model is developed, as reported above, simple projection of the

compound descriptors into it allows predictions to be made for new compounds.

As such, VolSurf affords much structural information of use in designing com-

pounds with optimal permeability profile, and in defining an ideal property space

in similarity searches.
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17.3.2

Predicting Thermodynamic Water Solubility

The thermodynamic solubility of a drug is the concentration of the compound

that is dissolved in aqueous solution in equilibrium with the undissolved amount,

when measured at 25�C after an appropriate time period. Aqueous solubility has

long been recognized as a key molecular property in pharmaceutical science. Drug

delivery, transport and distribution phenomena depend on solubility; thus, it is of

considerable value to possess information of the solubility value of a drug candi-

date, to be able to predict the solubility for unknown compounds and, finally, to be

able to modify the structure of a compound in order to modulate its solubility value

in an appropriate manner.

Many groups have discussed the correlation between solubility and molecular

properties [14–19], and the octanol/water partition coefficient, the molecular vol-

ume and surface area, the boiling point and charge distribution in the molecules

are well-documented molecular descriptors that correlate strongly with experi-

mental solubility.

However, from our point of view, there remains a lack of sufficiently precise and

reliable methods to compute thermodynamic water solubility. The majority of

methods work only for congeneric series of compounds, and many have not been

developed to function in areas of pharmaceutical research using drug-like mole-

cules. Most of the methods do not use the three-dimensional structure of the

compounds, while some depend on previous knowledge of certain experimental

properties of the compounds of interest. Moreover, all of the methods are depen-

dent upon the quality of solubility values in the training set used to develop the

model; indeed, this latter point is a critical limitation that has a major influence on

solubility estimations.

It is well known that many compounds are able to change their physical form

whilst suspended in solution. For example, a compound of interest may change

from one polymorphic form to another, while different crystalline aggregations of

the same compound can have different solubility profiles. Impurities can mask the

true solubility, and aggregation in solution can also change the thermodynamic

equilibrium. Finally, errors which have been published in the literature data may

in fact magnify from publication to publication.

For all these reasons, and despite what is reported in many publications, an

acceptable error of 0.5 log unit in predicted solubility value remains an acceptable

target.

The VolSurf approach was used to correlate the 3D molecular descriptors by uti-

lizing the water solubilities for as many compounds as could be found. Although

over 2000 solubility values were identified, many showed contradictory results

(both low and high values published). Moreover, some of the estimations had not

been made by the authors and the original reference was not reported, while others

were simply wrong, having not been measured under the standard conditions

required. From the 2000 compounds, about 850 were carefully selected; in addi-
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tion, we carried out solubility measurements for almost 200 compounds such that

the final total number of compounds for which data were available was 970.

The correlation was made using PLS analysis within the VolSurf software. The

solubility was quantified via the �log[Soly]-values, where Soly was expressed in

mol L�1 at 25�C. The quantitative PLS analysis resulted in a two-component

model. The recalculated versus experimental PLS plot (Fig. 17.3) shows the corre-

lation obtained. From the objects pattern, a differentiation between very poorly/

poorly/medium/highly/very highly soluble compounds was seen to be possible,

though fine quantitative predictions were difficult to achieve.

The average error in the external prediction was aboutG0:8 log unit. Although

this range was still not suitable to predict the precise solubility values of external

compounds, it was sufficient to rank compounds in different solubility categories

and to use it for the filtering of compounds in virtual databases.

Overall, it seemed unlikely that this model could be improved upon, and any

Fig. 17.3. Experimental versus calculated solubility from

VolSurf model. Lower left part, poor solubility; central part,

medium solubility; upper right part, high-solubility compounds.
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attempt made to do so resulted in dangerous overfitting and overpredicting. As

stated previously, a great many factors can play a role in solubility, and most of

these are virtually impossible to control.

The solubility profile for acetazolamide, after 24, 48 and 72 hours from dissolu-

tion in water at 25�C is shown in Fig. 17.4. Equilibrium is reached only after 72

hours from dissolution, and any solubility measurements made before that time

may lead to major errors in solubility determination. Hence, it is unclear whether

all the solubility data reported in the literature has been obtained with careful

checking of such phenomena.

We must accept that some solubility measurements are not precise, and for

those obtained from the literature it is virtually impossible to check errors that,

most likely, have been caused by limitations of experimental data in the training

set.

17.3.3

Predicting Metabolic Stability

Metabolic stability in human liver preparations may represent a suitable experi-

mental tool to obtain relevant pharmacokinetic information in an early phase of

drug discovery. Compounds which are metabolized principally by the liver can be

identified and studied in more detail to determine the principal sites of bio-

transformation.

Fig. 17.4. Absorbance versus wavelength (nM) spectroscopic

measurement for acetazolamide compound. The solubility

equilibrium is obtained at 72 hours after dissolution.
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The aim of the present example was to investigate whether the assessment of an

in silico model of metabolic stability from a training set of several hundred drugs or

drug-like compounds in human CYP3A4 cDNA-expressed microsomal prepara-

tions, would offer a suitable approach to predict the metabolic stability of external

compounds.

The training set consisted of about 500 compounds from Pharmacia Corpora-

tion. Each compound was incubated at a fixed concentration for 60 min with a

fixed concentration of protein at 37�C. The reaction was stopped by adding aceto-

nitrile to the solution and, after centrifugation to remove the protein, the super-

natant was analyzed using LC/MS and MS. Compounds with a final concentration

b90% of the corresponding control sample were defined as stable, whereas com-

pounds with final concentrations below 20% of the corresponding control were

defined as unstable [20].

A simple protocol was used to build the compounds: compounds were modeled

with the corresponding net charges, after which 2D-3D structure conversion was

carried out using the program Concord [21]. The 3D dataset obtained was sub-

mitted to the VolSurf program, and principal component analysis (PCA) was

applied for chemometric interpretation. No metabolic stability information was

applied to the model.

Two significant principal components were extracted. The score plot of the two

principal components is shown in Fig. 17.5, where the compounds are color-coded

according to their metabolic stability (filled points represent unstable compounds,

Fig. 17.5. PCA score plot for the example on metabolic stabil-

ity. Filled points represent compounds with metabolic stability

a20%; open points refer to compounds with metabolic stability

b90%. (See text for explanation.)
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open points indicate stable compounds). It should be noted that the majority of

unstable compounds are clustered in a restricted region in the principal compo-

nent space.

Such a result appears to be of major interest given that neither any classification

of compounds, nor any training information was applied to the PCA model. A

more detailed inspection of the score plot in Fig. 17.5 indicates that some com-

pounds are misclassified, although experimental evaluation of these compounds

revealed problems with their chemical stability or solubility. Thus, it appears that

this model can be used to evaluate the false-positive (or false-negative) experi-

ments. Moreover, it can also be used to evaluate the metabolic stability from the 3D

structure of drug candidate prior to experimental measurements.

17.4

Conclusions

Calculated molecular properties from 3D molecular fields of interaction energies

are a novel approach to correlate 3D molecular structures with pharmacodynamic,

pharmacokinetic and physico-chemical properties. The novel VolSurf descriptors

quantitatively characterize size, shape, polarity, hydrophobicity and the balance

between them.

By quantifying the favorable and unfavorable contributions of physico-chemical

and structural properties, VolSurf also offers valuable insights for drug design,

pharmacological profiling, and screening. The computational procedure is fully

automated, relatively rapid to use, and therefore seems to be a valuable new tool in

virtual screening where selection or prioritization of candidates is required from

large collections of compounds.

It is also important to remember that, in contrast to other methods, VolSurf can

calculate descriptors for small, medium and large molecules, as well as for bio-

polymers such as DNA fragments, peptides and proteins.

Software

GRID and VolSurf are free programs available from the Internet at the site

http://moldiscovery.com. The Almond program is a available from the Internet at:

www.moldiscovery.com.
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Simulation of Absorption, Metabolism, and

Bioavailability

Michael B. Bolger, Balaji Agoram, Robert Fraczkiewicz, and

Boyd Steere

Abbreviations

AUC Area under the time–concentration curve

Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon

%HIA Percent human intestinal absorption

LADMER Liberation, absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination (excre-

tion), response

PK Pharmacokinetics

QMPR Quantitative molecular–property relationship

SFM Segregated-flow model

RFCP Reduced folate carrier protein

Symbols

CLOGP Logarithm of the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient (for

neutral species)

D log P Difference between log P in octanol/water and log D at a given pH

log D Logarithm of the distribution coefficient, usually in octanol/water at a

specified pH

log P Logarithm of the partition coefficient, usually in octanol/water (for

neutral species)

MW Molecular weight

pKa Ionization constant in water

Sw Solubility

SITT Small intestinal transit time (3.3 h ¼ 199 min)

V Volume

18.1

Introduction: Simulation Studies Relevant to Oral Absorption

Physiologically based mechanistic gastrointestinal simulation can be used for

identification and ranking of drug discovery candidates with regard to their lib-

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
Edited by Han van de Waterbeemd, Hans Lennernäs and Per Artursson
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eration, absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, or response (LADMER)

properties. Formulation of development candidates can be enhanced by using this

same type of simulation. Finally, clinical trial prediction and individualized dosage

optimization may benefit from simulation technology in the future [1, 2].

The observed oral bioavailability and biological activity of a particular therapeutic

agent can be broken down into components that reflect delivery to the intestine,

Liberation from formulated product (gastric emptying, intestinal transit, pH, food),

Absorption from the lumen (dissolution, lipophilicity, particle size, active trans-

port), intestinal and hepatic first-pass Metabolism, Distribution into tissues, and

subsequent Excretion, and Response (LADMER) [3]. Experimental in vitro and

estimated in silico biopharmaceutical properties can be used to predict drug

LADMER characteristics. This chapter will focus on in silico approaches that have

the potential to save valuable resources in the drug discovery and development

process. We will review some of the more successful recent theoretical methods

employed to simulate gastrointestinal absorption and we will discuss our results

in simulating gastrointestinal absorption using the Advanced Compartmental

Absorption and Transit (ACAT) model.

18.2

Background

For the purposes of gastrointestinal simulation, it is important to distinguish

absorption (transfer of drug from the lumen of the intestine across the apical

membrane into the enterocyte) from bioavailability (the fraction of administered

dose that is available in the systemic circulation for interaction with the target tis-

sue). Simulation of absorption and bioavailability must account for many factors

that fall into three classes [4]. The first class represents physico-chemical factors

including pKa, solubility, stability, diffusivity, lipophilicity, and salt forms. The

second class comprises physiological factors including gastrointestinal pH, gastric

emptying, small and large bowel transit times, active transport and efflux, and gut

wall and liver metabolism. The third class comprises formulation factors such as

surface area, drug particle size and crystal form, and dosage forms such as solu-

tion, tablet, capsule, suspension, and modified release.

An early concept governing oral absorption of organic molecules was called the

‘‘pH-partition’’ hypothesis. Under this hypothesis, only the unionized form of ion-

izable molecules was thought to partition into the membranes of epithelial cells

lining the gastrointestinal tract [5, 6]. The contribution of pH to permeability

and dissolution of solid dosage forms has been proven to be a critical factor, but

ionized molecules have now been shown to be absorbed by a variety of mecha-

nisms. Ho and colleagues developed one of the most sophisticated early theoretical

approaches to simulating drug absorption based on the diffusional transport of

drugs across a compartmental membrane [7–9]. Their physical model consisted of

a well-stirred bulk aqueous phase, an aqueous diffusion layer, and a heterogeneous

lipid barrier composed of several compartments ending in a perfect sink. Their

model represented the first example of the rigorous application of a physical model
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to the quantitative and mechanistic interpretation of in vivo absorption [10]. The

simultaneous chemical equilibria and mass transfer of basic and acidic drugs were

modeled and compared favorably to in-situ measurements of intestinal, gastric,

and rectal absorption in animals. The pH-partition theory was shown to be a lim-

iting case of the more general model they developed, but because of its complexity

the diffusional mass transit model has not been widely utilized. During the 1980s,

a simple and intuitive alternative approach based on a series of mixing tank com-

partments was developed [11]. Pharmacokinetic models incorporating discontinu-

ous gastrointestinal absorption from at least two absorption sites separated by N

non-absorbing sites have been used to explain the occurrence of double peaks

in plasma concentration versus time (Cp-time) profiles for ranitidine and cimeti-

dine [12]. A similar discontinuous oral absorption model based on two absorption

compartments and two transit compartments was developed to explain the bio-

availability of nucleoside analogs [13]. Using a poorly described gastrointestinal

simulation model, Norris et al. were able to estimate Cp-time profiles for ganciclo-

vir [14]. A physiologically based, segregated-flow model (SFM) was developed to

examine the influence of intestinal transport (absorption and exsorption), metabo-

lism, flow, tissue-partitioning characteristics, and elimination in other organs on

intestinal clearance, intestinal availability, and systemic bioavailability [15]. Using a

completely different approach, a stochastic simulation of drug molecules moving

through a cylinder of fixed radius with random geometric placement of dendritic-

type virtual ‘‘villi’’, it was possible to account accurately for the observed human

small intestine transit time distribution [16, 17]. Ito et al. have developed a phar-

macokinetic model for drug absorption that includes metabolism by CYP3A4

inside the epithelial cells, P-glycoprotein (P-gp)-mediated efflux into the lumen,

intracellular diffusion from the luminal side to the basal side, and subsequent

permeation through the basal membrane [18]. As expected, these authors demon-

strated that the fraction absorbed was synergistically elevated by simultaneous

inhibition of both CYP3A4 and P-gp. Finally, we have recently demonstrated the

utility of gastrointestinal absorption simulation based on the advanced compart-

mental absorption and transit (ACAT) model in predicting impact of physiological

and biochemical processes on oral drug bioavailability [19, 20].

The ACAT model is loosely based on the work of Amidon and Yu who found

that seven equal transit time compartments are required to represent the observed

cumulative frequency distribution for small intestine transit times [4]. Their origi-

nal compartmental absorption and transit (CAT) model was able to explain the oral

plasma concentration profiles of atenolol [21].

18.3

Use of Rule-Based Computational Alerts in Early Discovery

In silico ADME profiling of compound libraries in early discovery has become a

valuable addition to the research toolbox of computational and medicinal chemists.

A computational alert was developed by Lipinski based on the physico-chemical
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characteristics of approximately 90% of 2245 drugs with USAN names that have

had clinical exposure found in the World Drug Index [22]. Most of these drugs

have entered Phase II clinical trials. The ‘‘Rule of 5’’ has had a significant impact

on early drug discovery and has stimulated development of similar computational

alerts [23–27]. Application of a computational alert to compound libraries prior to

synthesis helps limit the requirements for in vitro testing to those compounds that

are most likely to have ‘‘drug-like’’ characteristics.

We have developed a new set of rules, called ‘‘J-Alert’’, that contains cut-offs for

human jejunal permeability, water solubility, the number of oxygen-based H-bond

acceptors, partial charge sums on the oxygen-based H-bond donors and acceptors,

and a low level cut-off for the Moriguchi log P [28]. The J-Alert rules and a two-

letter abbreviation are listed as follows:

LP MlogP < �0.619

Pr Sþ Peff < 1.36

2P Sþ Peff < 0:1

Sw Sþ Sw�MP < 0.004 OR Sþ Sw� NoMP < 0.004

Hd HBDoch > 1.0

Ha HBAoch < �2.23 OR HBAo > 5

where:

MlogP ¼ Moriguchi log P

Sþ Peff ¼ Simulations Plus predicted human jejunal effective permeability

Sþ Sw�MP ¼ Simulations Plus predicted water solubility (known melting point)

Sþ Sw NoMP ¼ Simulations Plus predicted water solubility (unknown melting

point)

HBDoch ¼ charge on hydrogen bond donors on oxygen atoms

HBAoch ¼ charge on hydrogen bond acceptors on oxygen atoms

HBAo ¼ number of hydrogen bond acceptors on oxygen atoms

All the descriptors and properties necessary to calculate J-Alert are generated by

the software program QMPRPlusTM (Simulations Plus, Inc.). The current set of

QMPRPlusTM computational models for biopharmaceutical properties is listed

below:

Log P (log10 of octanol/water partition coefficient for un-ionized molecules)

Effective permeability (human jejunum) at pH 6.5 (Peff , cm s�1 � 104)

MDCK cell monolayer permeability (Papp, nm s�1)

Blood–Brain Barrier permeation (High, Low, Undecided)

Saturated aqueous solubility (mg mL�1)

Diffusivity (diffusion coefficient, cm2 s�1)

Percent unbound to plasma proteins (%)

Pharmacokinetic volume of distribution (L kg�1)
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These models are based on calculation of approximately 180 molecular descriptors

obtained by parsing the 2D or 3D molecular structures of drug molecules as rep-

resented either in SMILES string format or as ISIS-.RDF, .SDF, or .MOL file for-

mat (MDL Information Systems, Inc., http://www.mdli.com/). Molecular descrip-

tor values are used as inputs to independent mathematical models in order to

generate estimates for each of the biopharmaceutical properties listed above. Using

these property estimates or experimentally determined properties as inputs to the

ACAT model, drug molecules may be classified according to their absorption, dis-

tribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) qualities. While no computer pro-

gram is able to estimate exact experimental values for these properties, we have

demonstrated that the estimated values generated by our method are sufficiently

accurate to allow rank ordering of a large number of compounds for ‘‘overall

ADME quality’’. In fact, in vitro methods also fail to predict in vivo ADME proper-

ties under certain conditions. We have found that the in silico methods are compa-

rable with in vitro methods for predictive capability.

We tested the usefulness of these in silico biopharmaceutical properties in pre-

dicting the rank order of human intestinal absorption (%HIA). The percent

absorbed for 138 drug molecules was collected from various literature sources [29,

30]. These drugs are known to be absorbed by a number of mechanisms including:

passive transcellular, passive paracellular, active transport, and some were actively

effluxed. Starting from 3D structures calculated by CORINA (http://www2.ccc.uni-

erlangen.de/software/corina/), we used QMPRPlus to generate molecular descrip-

tors, to estimate the biopharmaceutical properties, and to calculate the J-Alert

values as described above.

Results from QMPRPlus using a rule-based method were first ranked by the

value of J-Alert and within a J-Alert category (0–5), were ranked by increasing per-

meability (in silico estimate of human effective permeability). Table 18.1 lists the

experimental %HIA and compares their rank order to the rank order predicted

using the rule-based method for the 138 drugs. We found a significant Spear-

man rank correlation coefficient of 0.58 (p < 0.001) when the rule-based method

of predicting the rank order of oral faction absorbed was applied to all 138 com-

pounds. Figure 18.1 shows a plot of the experimental rank order compared with

the J-Alert based rank order method for 108 compounds that are know to be

absorbed by a passive transcellular or paracellular route. It can be seen that there is

a good correlation for the passively absorbed compounds. By contrast, Fig. 18.2

shows a similar plot for the 30 compounds that are known to be absorbed by an

active route or are known to be actively effluxed. For these compounds, the corre-

lation is non-existent.

In a comparison between Lipinski’s rules and the J-Alert, we have found that the

‘‘Rule of 5’’ accurately identifies some of the compounds that have unfavorable

ADME properties, but also allows many of the poor compounds to go undetected.

By contrast, the J-Alert identifies a much higher fraction of the unfavorable com-

pounds but additionally identifies many ADME positives.

QMPRPlusTM was used to generate in silico estimates of log P, aqueous solubil-

ity, and human jejunal permeability from 3D molecular structures. The predictive
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Tab. 18.1. Comparison of rule-based ranking to mechanistic simulation-based ranking of 138

common drugs.

Name Fa% Fa-Rank J-Alert Rank Active transport

Acebutolol 89.5 65 50 n/a

Acetaminophen 100 107 72 n/a

Acrivastine 88 63 126 n/a

Acyclovir 20 11 15 n/a

Adriamycin 5 6 1 P-gp?

Allopurinol 90 66 21 Hypoxanthine

Alprenolol 93 80 103 n/a

Amantadine 95 84 122 n/a

Amiloride 50 29 95 P-gp

Amoxicillin 93 81 31 PepT1 Conc Dep

Ampicillin 35 20 35 n/a

Antipyrine 100 108 134 n/a

Aspirin 90 67 120 n/a

Atenolol 56 35 47 n/a

Benazepril 37 25 25 n/a

Benserazide 90 68 26 n/a

Betaxolol 90 69 80 n/a

Bromazepam 84 60 102 n/a

Bumetanide 100 109 23 Bile acid?

Bupropion 87 62 127 n/a

Caffeine 100 110 101 n/a

Captopril 67 44 75 n/a

Carbamazepine 97 95 125 n/a

Cefadroxil 100 111 48 PepT1

Cefatrizine 76 52 41 PepT1

Cefuroxime 5 7 17 n/a

Cefuroxime axetil 36 23 12 n/a

Cephalexin 98 99 59 PepT1

Chloramphenicol 85 61 52 n/a

Chlorothiazide 56 36 14 n/a

Cimetidine 60 39 32 n/a

Cisapride 100 112 82 n/a

Clonazepam 98 100 107 n/a

Clonidine 95 85 104 n/a

Corticosterone 100 113 116 n/a

Cromolyn 1 2 2 n/a

Desipramine 100 114 128 n/a

Dexamethasone 100 115 100 n/a

Diazepam 97 96 135 n/a

Diclofenac 99 103 121 n/a

Diflunisal 100 116 136 n/a

Digoxin 68 46 7 n/a

Diltiazem 100 117 110 n/a

Enalapril 59 38 38 n/a

Enalaprilat 10 8 6 n/a

Etoposide 50 30 19 P-gp
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Tab. 18.1. (continued)

Name Fa% Fa-Rank J-Alert Rank Active transport

Famotidine 45 27 53 n/a

Felodipine 100 118 85 n/a

Fluconazole 95 86 111 n/a

Fluoxetine 80 53 133 n/a

Fluvastatin 98 101 112 n/a

Foscarnet 17 12 16 n/a

Fosinopril 30 17 27 n/a

Furosemide 61 42 30 n/a

Gabapentin 50 31 74 n/a

Ganciclovir 3.8 5 13 n/a

Gentamicin 0 1 10 n/a

Glipizide 100 119 51 n/a

Guanabenz 75 49 87 n/a

Hydrochlorothiazide 67 45 29 n/a

Hydrocortisone 95 87 96 n/a

Ibuprofen 95 88 132 n/a

Imipramine 95 89 138 n/a

Indapamide 97 97 69 n/a

Ketoprofen 100 120 130 n/a

Labetalol 95 90 109 n/a

Lamotrigine 70 47 76 n/a

Leucine 100 121 89 n/a

Levodopa 100 122 90 n/a

Lisinopril 25 14 5 PepT1

Loracarbef 100 123 60 PepT1

Lormetazepam 100 124 131 n/a

Mannitol 15 10 3 n/a

Methotrexate 100 125 28 RFCP

Methyldopa 43 26 22 n/a

Methylprednisolone 82 58 97 n/a

Metoprolol 95 91 77 n/a

Miconazole 25 15 91 P-gp

Moxonidine 99 104 65 n/a

Nadolol 35 21 57 P-gp

Naloxone 91 77 123 n/a

Naproxen 94 82 124 n/a

Nitrofurantoin 100 126 42 Secretory ActTrans?

Nizatidine 99 105 58 Organic cation

Norfloxacin 35 22 66 P-gp

Olanzapine 75 50 108 n/a

Olsalazine 2 3 4 n/a

Ondansetron 100 127 129 n/a

Oxprenolol 90 70 79 n/a

Paromomycin 3 4 11 n/a

Pefloxacin 95 92 99 n/a

Penicillin V 30 18 45 n/a

Phenoxymethylpenicillin 45 28 46 PepT1
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Tab. 18.1. (continued)

Name Fa% Fa-Rank J-Alert Rank Active transport

Phenytoin 90 71 78 n/a

Pindolol 90 72 54 n/a

Pirenzepine 27 16 61 P-gp

Piroxicam 100 128 84 n/a

Practolol 100 129 49 n/a

Pravastatin 34 19 9 ActiveTrans?

Prazosin 50 32 36 n/a

Prednisolone 99 106 94 n/a

Probenecid 100 130 98 n/a

Progesterone 91 78 92 P-gp

Propranolol 94 83 105 n/a

Propylthiouracil 75 51 62 n/a

Quinidine 80 54 115 P-gp

Ranitidine 58 37 63 P-gp

Remikiren 10 9 18 n/a

Rifabutine 53 33 8 n/a

Salicylic Acid 100 131 113 n/a

Saquinavir 80 55 70 n/a

Scopolamine 90 73 86 n/a

Sorivudine 82 59 20 Nucleoside??

Sotalol 95 93 43 n/a

Sulfamethoxazole 100 132 39 Organic anion

Sulfasalazine 20 13 24 n/a

Sulpiride 36 24 55 n/a

Sumatriptan 62 43 44 n/a

Tenidap 90 74 114 n/a

Terazosin 91 79 40 n/a

Terbinafine 80 56 93 n/a

Terbutaline 60 40 68 n/a

Testosterone 100 133 137 n/a

Theophylline 96 94 56 Low Sþ Peff ??

Timolol 90 75 33 n/a

Tinidazole 100 134 73 n/a

Tranexamic acid 55 34 64 n/a

Trimethoprim 97 98 37 RFCP?

Trovafloxacin 88 64 81 MDR1 in bacteria

Valproic acid 100 135 117 n/a

Verapamil 100 136 88 P-gp

Viloxazine 100 137 67 n/a

Warfarin 98 102 119 n/a

Ximoprofen 100 138 118 n/a

Xipamide 70 48 83 n/a

Zidovudine 90 76 34 Nucleoside

Ziprasidone 60 41 106 n/a

Zopiclone 80 57 71 n/a

n/a ¼ not available.
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performance of Lipinski’s original Rule of Five ([22]) was compared with the pre-

dictive performance of the J-Alert. A positive was defined as %HIA > 50%, and a

negative was defined as %HIAa 50%.

Both sets of rules correctly identified 100%, or close to 100%, of the true pos-

itives. However, because of the liberal criteria found in Lipinski’s Rule of Five, only

22% true negatives were predicted correctly and 78% were predicted as false pos-

itives. The default QMPRPlus J-Alert rules predicted 72% of the true negatives and

lowered the false positives to only 28%. Unlike the original Rule of Five, however,

J-Alert marked 3% as false negatives – a result of more conservative rules. Both

cases of false negatives could be explained in terms of active transport and dose

dependence. Thus, application of ultra-high throughput in silico estimation of

biopharmaceutical properties to generation of computational alerts has the poten-

tial to improve compound selection to those drug candidates that are likely to have

less trouble in development.

18.4

Mechanistic Simulation (ACATmodels) in Early Discovery

We have developed a two-step procedure for in silico screening of compound

libraries based on biopharmaceutical property estimation linked to a mechanistic

Fig. 18.1. J-Alert rank correlation for passively

absorbed drugs only. The ranking of drug

molecules on the Y-axis was obtained by first

sorting the drugs on the basis of increasing

J-Alert value, and then within a J-Alert value on

the basis of the estimated human effective

permeability (calculated from a 3D structure

by QMPRPlus). The ranking on the X-axis

was directly by increasing fraction absorbed

value.
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simulation of gastrointestinal absorption. The first step involves biopharmaceutical

property estimation by application of partial least squares (PLS) and artificial neu-

ral network (ANN) procedures to a set of molecular descriptors derived from 2D

and 3D molecular structures. In silico methods were used to estimate such bio-

pharmaceutical properties as effective human jejunal permeability, cell culture

permeability, aqueous solubility, and molecular diffusivity. In the second step, dif-

ferential equations for the ACAT model were numerically integrated in order to

determine the rate, extent, and approximate gastrointestinal location of drug liber-

ation (for controlled release), dissolution, and absorption. Figure 18.3 shows the

schematic diagram of the ACAT model in which each of the arrows represents an

ordinary differential equation.

The form of the ACAT model implemented in GastroPlusTM describes the

release, dissolution, luminal degradation (if any), metabolism, and absorption/

exsorption of a drug as it transits through successive compartments. The kinet-

ics associated with these processes is modeled by a system of coupled linear and

nonlinear rate equations. The equations include the consideration of six states

(unreleased, undissolved, dissolved, degraded, metabolized, and absorbed), 18

compartments [nine gastrointestinal (stomach, seven small intestine, and colon)

and nine enterocyte], three states of excreted material (unreleased, undissolved,

Fig. 18.2. J-Alert rank correlation for drugs

affected by active processes during absorption.

The ranking of drug molecules on the Y-axis

was obtained by first sorting the drugs on the

basis of increasing J-Alert value, and then

within a J-Alert value on the basis of the

estimated human effective permeability

(calculated from a 3D structure by QMPRPlus).

The ranking on the X-axis was directly by

increasing fraction absorbed value.
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and dissolved), and the amount of drug in up to three pharmacokinetic com-

partments (when pharmacokinetic parameters are available). The total amount

of absorbed material is summed over the integrated amounts being absorbed/

exsorbed from each absorption/transit compartment.

For example, the rate of change of dissolved drug concentration in a luminal

gastrointestinal compartment depends on six different processes:

1. Transit of drug into a compartment.

2. Transit of drug out of a compartment.

3. Release of drug from the formulation in the compartment.

4. Dissolution/precipitation of drug particles.

5. Luminal degradation of the drug.

6. Absorption/exsorption of the drug.

The time scale associated with luminal transit through a compartment is deter-

mined by a transfer rate constant, kt, that is calculated as the reciprocal of the

mean transit time within the compartment. The time scale of the dissolution pro-

cess is set by a rate constant, kd, that is computed from a drug’s solubility (as a

function of pH), its effective particle size, its particle density, its lumen concentra-

tion, its diffusion coefficient, and the diffusion layer thickness (Eq. (1)). The time

scale associated with the absorption process is set by a rate constant, ka, that de-
pends on the effective permeability of the drug (Peff, units of cm s�1) multiplied

by an absorption scale factor (ASF, units of cm�1) for each compartment (Eq. (2)).

The nominal value of the ASF is the surface-to-volume ratio of the compartment,

which reduces to 2/radius. ASF values are adjusted from these nominal values to

correct for changes in permeability due to changing physiology along the gastro-

intestinal tract; e.g., absorption surface area, pH, tight junction gap width, and

transport protein (influx or efflux) densities. The rates of absorption and exsorption

depend on the concentration gradients across the apical and basolateral enterocyte

membranes (Eqs. (3) and (4)). The time scale for luminal degradation is set by a

rate constant, kDegrad that is determined by interpolation from an input table of

degradation rate (or half-life) versus pH, and the pH in the compartment.

The system of differential equations is integrated using a 4th/5th-order Runge-

Kutta numerical integration package with adaptive step size [31]. The fraction of

dose absorbed is calculated as the sum of all drug amounts crossing the apical

membrane as a function of time, divided by the dose, or by the sum of all doses if

multiple dosing is used.

kðiÞd ¼ 3g
CSðiÞ � CðiÞL

rr0T
ð1Þ

k 0ðiÞa ¼ aðiÞPeffðiÞ ð2Þ
Absorption/ExsorptionðiÞ ¼ k 0ðiÞaVðiÞðCðiÞL � CðiÞEÞ ð3Þ
BasolateralTransferðiÞ ¼ k 0ðiÞbVðiÞðCðiÞE � CPÞ ð4Þ
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where:

kðiÞd ¼ dissolution rate constant for the i-th compartment

k 0ðiÞa ¼ absorption rate coefficient for the i-th compartment

k 0ðiÞb ¼ absorption rate coefficient specific for the basolateral membrane of the i-th

compartment

CS ¼ aqueous solubility at local pH

CðiÞL ¼ lumen concentration for the i-th compartment

CðiÞE ¼ intracellular enterocyte concentration for the i-th compartment

CP ¼ plasma central compartment concentration

VðiÞ ¼ lumen volume of i-th compartment

g ¼ molecular diffusion coefficient

r ¼ drug particle density

r0 ¼ effective initial drug particle radius

T ¼ diffusion layer thickness

aðiÞ ¼ compartmental absorption scale factor for i-th compartment

PeffðiÞ ¼ human effective permeability for i-th compartment

Starting from 3D structures, QMPRPlusTM was used to generate the molecular

descriptors and estimates of log P, solubility, permeability, and diffusivity that were

used in the gastrointestinal simulations. The extent of gastrointestinal absorption

for each drug was determined in silico using the ACAT model after making the

following simplifying assumptions: (default dose, particle radius, human fasted

physiology, etc.) in GastroPlusTM and was compared to literature values. The sim-

plest assumption for the regional dependence of the rate of absorption (Eq. (2)) is

that the compartmental absorption scale factor is equal to two divided by the radius

of the small intestine (1.2 cm), and that this value of a(i) (1.667) is applied to all

compounds equally. The rank order of %HIA from GastroPlus was directly com-

pared to rank order experimental %HIA. A significant Spearman rank correlation

coefficient for the mechanistic simulation-based method of 0.53 (p < 0.001) was

found. This mechanistic simulation produced 71% of %HIA predictions within

25% of the experimental values.

18.4.1

Automatic Scaling of k Oa as a Function of Peff, pH, and log D

The size and shape of a drug molecule, its acid and base dissociation constants,

and the pH of the gastrointestinal tract all influence the absorption rate constant

for specific regions of the gastrointestinal. Pade and co-workers measured the

Caco-2 cellular permeability for a diverse set of acidic and basic drug molecules at

two pH values [32]. They concluded that the permeability coefficients of the acidic

drugs was greater at pH 5.4, whereas that of the basic drugs was greater at pH 7.2

and the transcellular pathway was the favored pathway for most drugs, probably

due to its larger accessible surface area. The paracellular permeability of the drugs

was size- and charge-dependent. The permeability of the drugs through the tight
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junctions decreased with increasing molecular size. Further, the pathway also

appeared to be cation-selective, with the positively charged cations of weak bases

permeating the aqueous pores of the paracellular pathway at a faster rate than the

negatively charged anions of weak acids. Thus, the extent to which the paracellular

and transcellular routes are utilized in drug transport is influenced by the fraction

of ionized and unionized species (which in turn depends upon the pKa of the drug

and the pH of the solution), the intrinsic partition coefficient of the drug, the size

of the molecule and its charge.

Figure 18.4 is a representation of regional permeability coefficients of 19 drugs

with different physico-chemical properties determined by Ungell et al. using

excised segments from three regions of rat intestine: jejunum, ileum, and colon

[33]. These authors observed a significant decrease in permeability to hydrophilic

drugs, and a significant increase in permeability for hydrophobic drugs aborally to

the small intestine (p < 0.0001). Figure 18.4 illustrates that for hydrophilic drugs

(low permeability and low log D) the ratio of colon:jejunal permeability was <1,

while for hydrophobic drugs (higher permeability and higher log D) the ratio of

colon:jejunal permeability was observed to be >1. At certain pH values the per-

meability of small hydrophilic drugs may have a large paracellular component [34],

and it is well known that the transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of the

colon is much higher than that of the small intestine. TEER increases as the width

Fig. 18.4. Regional permeability from isolated

rat gastrointestinal epithelial tissue as a

function of log D for a small database of drug

molecules. This figure is a replot of data from

Ungell et al. [33] who reported that the colonic

permeability for lipophilic drugs was found to

be higher than the jejunal permeability, but the

reverse was true for hydrophilic drugs.
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of tight junctions decreases, and the tight junction width has been determined to

be 0.75–0.8 nm in jejunum, 0.3–0.35 nm in ileum, and 0.2–0.25 nm in colon [35–

38]. The narrower tight junctions in colon suggest that paracellular transport will

be much less significant in the colon, which helps to explain the lower ratio of

colon:jejunal permeability for hydrophilic drugs. To our knowledge, a conclusive

explanation for the increased colon permeability of drugs with high small intestine

permeability is not yet available. We have used the ACATmodel with experimental

biopharmaceutical properties for a series of hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug

molecules to calibrate a ‘‘log D model’’ that explains the observed rate and extent of

absorption.

The mechanistic simulation ACATmodel was modified to account automatically

for the change in small intestinal and colon k 0a as a function of the local (pH-

dependent) log D of the drug molecule. The rank order of %HIA from GastroPlus

was directly compared with rank order experimental %HIA with this correction for

the log D of each molecule in each of the pH environments of the small intestine.

A significant Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the mechanistic simulation-

based method of 0.58 (p < 0.001) was found. The mechanistic simulation pro-

duced 71% of %HIA predictions within 25% of the experimental values.

18.4.2

Mechanistic Correction for Active Transport and Efflux

Table 18.2 lists 30 of the molecules used in this study that are known to be sub-

strates for active transport or active efflux. The mechanistic ACAT model was

modified to accommodate saturable uptake and saturable efflux using standard

Michaelis–Menten equations. It was assumed that enzymes responsible for active

uptake of drug molecules from the lumen and active efflux from the enterocytes to

the lumen were homogeneously dispersed within each luminal compartment and

each corresponding enterocyte compartment, respectively. Equation (5) is the over-

all mass balance for drug in the enterocyte compartment lining the intestinal wall.

dMentðiÞ
dt

¼ ADRðiÞ þ ATRðiÞ � BDRðiÞ �GMRðiÞ ð5Þ

ATR ¼ DFinf luxðiÞ
Vmaxðinf luxÞCðiÞ
ðKmðinf luxÞ þ CðiÞ

�DFeffluxðiÞ
VmaxðeffluxÞCentðiÞ
ðKmðeffluxÞ þ CentðiÞ

ð6Þ

where:

MentðiÞ ¼ mass of drug in the enterocyte compartment i.
ADRðiÞ ¼ Apical Diffusion Rate for i-th compartment

ATRðiÞ ¼ Apical Transport Rate for i-th compartment

BDRðiÞ ¼ Basolateral Diffusion Rate for i-th compartment

GMRðiÞ ¼ Gut Metabolism Rate for i-th compartment

DFinfluxðiÞ ¼ Distribution factor for influx transporter in compartment i.
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DFeffluxðiÞ ¼ Distribution factor for efflux transporter in compartment i.
Vmaxðinflux or effluxÞ ¼ Maximal velocity of the saturable transporter

Kmðinflux or effluxÞ ¼ Michaelis constant for the saturable transporter

Ci ¼ Concentration of drug inside the lumen of the intestine

CentðiÞ ¼ Concentration of drug inside the enterocyte in compartment i

Because the amounts and density of these transporters vary along the gastrointes-

tinal tract, it is necessary to introduce a correction factor for the varying transport

rates in the different luminal and enterocyte compartments. Due to the lack of

experimental data for the regional distribution, and Michaelis–Menten constants

for each drug in Table 18.2, we fitted an intrinsic (concentration-independent)

transport rate for each drug to closely approximate the experimental %HIA. This

Tab. 18.2. Drugs with some evidence of active uptake or efflux.

Name/ID Transport/Efflux Reference

Adriamycin P-gp 44

Allopurinol Hypoxanthine 46

Amiloride P-gp 48

Amoxicillin PepT1 Conc Dep 49

Bumetanide Bile acid 51

Cefadroxil PepT1 49

Cefatrizine PepT1 49

Cephalexin PepT1 49

Etoposide P-gp 54

Lisinopril PepT1 49

Loracarbef PepT1 49

Methotrexate RFCP 58

Miconazole P-gp 60

Nadolol P-gp 62

Nitrofurantoin Secretory ActTrans 64

Nizatidine Organic cation transport 45

Norfloxacin P-gp 47

Phenoxymethylpenicillin PepT1 49

Pirenzepine P-gp 50

Pravastatin H-coupled ActiveTrans 52

Progesterone P-gp 53

Quinidine P-gp 54

Ranitidine P-gp 55

Sorivudine Nucleoside? Structural analogy to

zidovudine

Sulfamethoxazole Organic anion transport 56

Theophylline Active uptake? 57

Trimethoprim RFCP? 59

Trovafloxacin MDR1 in bacteria 61

Verapamil P-gp 63

Zidovudine Nucleoside 65
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correction of the mechanism-based method for recognition of substrates that are

transported or effluxed, and selection of 5 mm particle size for compounds with

estimated solubility <0.008 mg mL�1, improved the Spearman rank correlation to

0.69 (p < 0.001) and 86% of the predicted %HIA were within 25% of the experi-

mental. Figure 18.5 shows a correlation between the simulated %HIA and the

experimental %HIA for all 138 compounds when the corrections described above

are implemented.

18.5

Mechanistic Simulation of Bioavailability (Drug Development)

In addition to the mechanistic simulation of absorptive and secretive saturable

carrier-mediated transport, we have developed a model of saturable metabolism

for the gut and liver that simulates nonlinear responses in drug bioavailability

and pharmacokinetics [19]. Hepatic extraction is modeled using a modified venous

equilibrium model that is applicable under transient and nonlinear conditions. For

drugs undergoing gut metabolism by the same enzymes responsible for liver

metabolism (e.g., CYPs 3A4 and 2D6), gut metabolism kinetic parameters are

scaled from liver metabolism parameters by scaling Vmax by the ratios of the

amounts of metabolizing enzymes in each of the intestinal enterocyte compart-

Fig. 18.5. Correlation of simulated %HIA and experimental

%HIA. The fraction absorbed was simulated using GastroPlus

with input values of permeability, solubility, diffusivity, and pKa

values calculated purely in silico.
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ments relative to the liver. Significant work in identifying the distribution of

CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 isozymes in the gut has been done by Paine et al. and
Madani et al. respectively [39, 40], and their data were used in our simulations. We

have validated the model against experimental data for drugs that undergo liver

metabolism alone (propranolol, metoprolol), gut metabolism and liver metabolism

(midazolam), and efflux, gut metabolism and liver metabolism (saquinavir).

In vitro kinetic constants obtained from homogenate or whole-cell experiments

under controlled conditions were used, and the constants were scaled to the in vivo
scenario using appropriate physiological scale factors. Figure 18.6 shows our

simulated results for absorption and metabolism of midazolam when dosed with

and without grapefruit juice. Midazolam is metabolized by the gut and liver by

cytochrome 3A4. Saquinavir is also metabolized in the gut and liver by 3A4, and it

is also a substrate for efflux by P-gp. Figure 18.7 shows our simulated results for

absorption and metabolism of saquinavir when dosed with and without grape-

fruit juice. In both cases, it can be seen that the simulation correctly predicts the

Fig. 18.6. Midazolam administration with and

without grapefruit juice (GFJ) treatment [41].

Midazolam (15 mg tablet) was administered

to eight male subjects (average body weight

82 kg) before and after consumption of two

glasses (200 mL each) of GFJ, 1 h before drug

administration. QMPRPlus was used to

estimate human effective permeability

(12� 10�4 cm s�1), pure aqueous water

solubility (8.76 mg mL�1), and log P (3.86). The

metabolic enzyme kinetic constants were

obtained from in vitro experiments on liver

and intestinal microsomes (Vmax ¼ 0:44

mg s�1; Km ¼ 1:21 mg L�1) [39]. After GFJ

treatment, the oral bioavailability was observed

to increase by 33% relative to dose

administered without GFJ. (Figure reproduced

with permis-sion from Agoram et al. [19].)
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increase in oral area under the time–concentration curve (AUC) and bioavailability

when the drugs are dosed after the patient ingested grapefruit juice. It is well

known that grapefruit juice is able to inhibit CYP3A4 metabolism in the gut by

@60%, but not in the liver. Our results show that in vitro kinetic constants can be

used to predict drug behavior in vivo, provided that adequate data on enzyme dis-

tribution and activity are available, and that the in vitro method adequately mea-

sures the metabolic processes for the compound. The use of in vitro data from hu-

man liver microsomes, as was used for midazolam and saquinavir above, is

adequate when the metabolism of the compound is well described by only Phase

I processes that take place in the microsomes. For compounds with significant

Phase II metabolism (e.g., propranolol), microsomal measurements will not reflect

all of the metabolism, and clearance will be underpredicted. Data from hepatocytes

can provide both Phase I and Phase II metabolism, and so the use of hepatocytes

would be preferred when Phase II metabolism is involved. Even with the best of

Fig. 18.7. Oral bioavailability of saquinavir

with and without GFJ [42]. Saquinavir (600 mg;

three capsules of Invirase, 200 mg each tablet)

was administered to eight healthy male

subjects (average body weight 76 kg) before

and after consumption of two glasses (200 mL

each) of GFJ at 15 and 45 min before drug

administration. QMPRPlus was used to

estimate human effective permeability

(0.93� 10�4 cm s�1), pure aqueous water

solubility (57.1 mg mL�1), and log P (3.7). The

metabolic enzyme kinetic constants were

obtained from in vitro experiments on liver

and intestinal microsomes (Vmax ¼ 4:24

mg s�1; Km ¼ 0:27 mg L�1) [43]. The kinetic

constants, Vmax and Km, for P-gp efflux were

optimized to fit the data and found to be 0.009

mg s�1 and 10 mg L�1, respectively. After GFJ

treatment, the oral bioavailability was observed

to increase two-fold.
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experimental data, factors such as inter-individual variability in enzyme content

and activity strongly limit extension of predictions across different demographics.

More experimental information is needed regarding the distribution and den-

sities of metabolizing enzymes and efflux proteins in the gastrointestinal tract.

This information is crucial, since dissolution and absorption are site-dependent all

along the gastrointestinal tract. A knowledge of the variation in enzyme and efflux

transporter amounts in the intestine and colon can also be utilized to design for-

mulations with increased bioavailabilities by avoiding sites of high intestinal first-

pass and efflux. For example, the bioavailability of a CYP3A4 substrate can be

increased by modifying the formulation to release most of the drug in the distal

gastrointestinal region, provided that absorption is not a limiting factor. Simi-

larly, the bioavailability of a P-gp substrate might be increased by using a gastric-

retentive formulation to release the drug in the proximal gastrointestine where the

P-gp density is relatively low. The influence of inhibitors and inducers of enzymes

can be modeled using appropriate scale factors to mimic changes in enzyme

amounts, activity, and competitive inhibition. Similarly, drug–drug interactions can

be modeled using the same techniques. For drugs that are substrates of both efflux

proteins and metabolic enzymes in the small intestine, these proteins work in

tandem in reducing the oral bioavailability of drugs.

In spite of its limitations, the ACATmodel combined with modeling of saturable

processes has become a powerful tool in the study of oral absorption and pharma-

cokinetics. To our knowledge, it is the only tool that can translate in vitro data from
early drug discovery experiments all the way to plasma concentration profiles and

nonlinear dose–relationship predictions. As more experimental data become avail-

able, we believe that the model will become more comprehensive and its predictive

capabilities will be further enhanced.

18.6

Conclusions

Application of ultra-high-throughput in silico estimation of biopharmaceutical

properties to the generation of rule-based computational alerts has the potential to

improve compound selection to those drug candidates that are likely to prove less

troublesome in their development. The extension of purely in silico methods to the

realm of mechanistic simulation further enhances our ability to predict the impact

of physiological and biochemical process on drug absorption and bioavailability.
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Prediction of Bioavailability

Arun K. Mandagere and Barry Jones

Abbreviations

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism, elimination (excretion)

BA Oral bioavailability

Caco-2 Adenocarcinoma cell line derived from human colon

FDA Food and Drug Administration

HTS High-throughput screening

PK Pharmacokinetics

SAR Structure–activity relationship

QSAR Quantitative structure–activity relationship

QSBR Quantitative structure–bioavailability relationship

Symbols

CLOGP Logarithm of the calculated octanol/water partition coefficient (for neu-

tral species)

Dlog D log D6:5 � log D7:4

%F Absolute oral bioavailability

log D Logarithm of the distribution coefficient, usually in octanol/water at pH

7.4

log P Logarithm of the partition coefficient, usually in octanol/water (for neu-

tral species)

MW Molecular weight

pKa Ionization constant in water

RS Correlation coefficient

S Solubility

19.1

Introduction

A model for predicting oral bioavailability is an important tool, both in the early

phases of drug discovery to select the most promising leads for further opti-

mization, and in the later stages to select candidates for clinical development. The

Drug Bioavailability: Estimation of Solubility, Permeability, Absorption and Bioavailability.
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objective of this model is to aid in the rapid identification of compounds that

will exhibit good efficacy, systemic exposure and safety profiles. Application of the

predictive model can provide a rational and efficient means of utilizing the limited

in vivo resources for evaluating potential lead compounds that have a higher prob-

ability of success in development. Another benefit of such a model is to assist

in the organization of structure–absorption/metabolism/physical property data to

enhance solubility, absorption, and metabolic properties via the application of

rational drug design. These models must have reasonably good probability of suc-

cess in selecting candidates with good oral bioavailability while rejecting those with

low probability. In addition, these models need not predict the precise oral bio-

availability, but rather, rapidly forecast with a high degree of confidence whether

the compound will have satisfactory or unsatisfactory oral bioavailability in

humans and in animals. Predicting bioavailability is more challenging because

of multiple variables that are involved. However, in recent years very promising

progress has been made using a combination of several in vitro measures, as well

as the development of in silico tools. This chapter will review the in vitro and

in silico approaches to estimating oral bioavailability.

19.2

Oral Bioavailability Definition

The FDA defines oral bioavailability as ‘‘the rate and extent to which the active

ingredient or active moiety is absorbed from a drug product and becomes available

at the site of action’’ [1]. However, it is not always feasible to measure the drug at

the site of action. Therefore, oral bioavailability is assessed based on drug concen-

trations in the general circulation. Absolute oral bioavailability (%F) is a measure

of systemic exposure of an orally dosed drug relative to an intravenous dose. %F is

determined by measuring the blood concentration of the active drug at numerous

time intervals following an intravenous and an oral dose. The area under the con-

centration–time curve (AUC) is determined from the blood or plasma concen-

trations and the absolute oral bioavailability is calculated using the following

equation:

%F¼ AUCoral � iv dose

AUCiv � oral dose
� 100

Thus, %F is defined as the area under the curve normalized for administered

dose. Blood drug concentration is affected by the dynamics of dissolution, solubil-

ity, absorption, metabolism, distribution, and elimination. In addition to %F, other

pharmacokinetic parameters are derived from the drug concentration versus time

plots. These include the terms to describe the compound’s absorption, distribution,

metabolism and excretion, but they are dependent to some degree on the route of

administration of the drug. For instance, if the drug is administered by the intra-

venous route it will undergo rapid distribution into the tissues, including those

tissues that are responsible for its elimination.
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When a drug is given orally it may be subject to additional factors not seen with

intravenous administration. These include gastrointestinal transit, transporter-

mediated secretion, chemical instability in the gastrointestinal tract and first-pass

metabolism in the gut and/or the liver. Any or all of these processes can serve to

attenuate the amount of drug reaching the systemic circulation for a given oral

dose. High bioavailability assures that the lowest efficacious dose can be used, and

also limits inter-patient variability.

It is important to make a distinction between oral bioavailability and absorption,

as the terms are often used incorrectly and interchangeably [2]. Sinko [3] has

defined absorption as ‘‘the amount of drug that passes through the intestinal tissue

and enters the portal vein’’. On the other hand, for a drug to be orally bioavailable,

it must reach the general circulation by not only passing through the intestine, but

also through the liver where it is subject to first-pass metabolism (hepatic clear-

ance).

Physiologically, the blood supply from the gastrointestinal tract passes through

the liver via the hepatic portal vein on its way to the heart and lungs. Hence, for any

compound that is orally administered, the entire dose will be presented to the liver.

Thus, the entire dose is subject to liver extraction and, depending on the magni-

tude of the extraction, this can substantially affect the post-hepatic concentrations

of the drug, and hence its bioavailability. Therefore, for compounds that have high

hepatic extractions due to rapid metabolism, the first-pass effect will also be high,

resulting in a low bioavailability. If the compound is slowly metabolized, then the

first-pass effect will likely be low and the exposure seen after an oral dose will be

similar to that seen after an intravenous dose; that is, it will have high bioavail-

ability. Therefore absolute oral bioavailability is a function of both absorption and

clearance.

19.2.1

Cassette Dosing

The application of high-throughput synthesis and biological screening method-

ologies within the pharmaceutical industry has resulted in the production of very

large numbers of pharmacologically active molecules that require pharmacokinetic

assessment. There have been concomitant developments in the areas of in silico
and in vitro drug metabolism assessments, but this still results in large numbers of

molecules requiring pharmacokinetic assessment. One solution to this is to use

cassette or ‘‘n-in-one’’ dosing [4]. Pharmacokinetic studies are normally carried out

by administering a single compound and following its time course in the body.

However, in cassette dosing a number of different compounds are administered

in the same dosing solution and the time courses for all of the compounds are

followed. This allows for the initial pharmacokinetic parameters for all the com-

pounds to be assessed in one experiment, and those that appear of interest are

then repeated using the traditional single-compound approach.

There are a number of issues with using cassette dosing, not only in terms of
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interpretation of the data, but also in terms of experimental design and analytical

methodology [4, 5]. However, with sufficient planning these issues can be over-

come such that it is possible to obtain meaningful data from cassettes of over 80

compounds. More pertinent to the current discussion is the utility of this tech-

nique to determine bioavailability, and cassette dosing via the oral route has been

found to be problematic [4]. The reason for this may be because the very high

concentrations of compounds reaching the liver from the hepatic portal vein

causes inhibition of drug-metabolizing enzymes, transporters, etc., and this results

in an over-estimation of oral bioavailability. This is less of a concern with intrave-

nous dosing, where the hepatic concentrations will be lower. Whilst this technique

increases the rate at which pharmacokinetic data can be produced, it does not cir-

cumvent the issue of species differences in absorption and metabolism.

19.2.2

Across-species Prediction of Bioavailability

As previously noted, the bioavailability of a compound is a complex function that

includes contributions from absorption and clearance. Since the molecule must

undergo these biological processes in all species, there is a temptation to assume a

relationship between the bioavailability between species, and hence that human

bioavailability can be predicted by such relationships. Although a linear correlation

has been demonstrated for the rate/extent of absorption (% oral dose absorbed)

between species for various drugs [6–8], there is clearly a lack of correlation for

bioavailability between species [2, 8]. Figure 19.1 shows the excellent correlation in

Fig. 19.1. Correlation of percentage oral dose absorbed

between humans and monkeys for 43 drugs [8].
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percent dose absorbed between humans and monkeys [8]. Similar correlation was

observed between rats and humans for a diverse group of drugs [6], despite wide

differences in physico-chemical properties of the drugs and the physiological dif-

ferences among the species. The exact mechanism behind the near-perfect corre-

lation in the rate of absorption between rat versus human and monkey versus

human is not clear, though it is suggested that factors such as a similarity in first-

order absorption rate constants might be responsible [8].

In contrast to absorption, oral bioavailability shows a clear lack of correlation

between species, as seen in Figs 19.2, 19.3, and 19.4 for a diverse group of drug

molecules in monkey versus human, rat versus human, and dog versus human,

respectively [2, 8]. It is fair to say that these plots suggest a trend in the bioavail-

ability, but not a predictive correlation. The assumption that bioavailability is

the same between species ignores any species differences in absorption and/or

metabolism. In fact, differences in absorption and metabolism between rat, dog,

monkey and human have been well documented [9–12]. The dog has been shown

to have larger aqueous pores than other species, and so allows a greater degree of

paracellular absorption. In addition, the dog is not compatible with human in

terms of one of the cytochrome P450 enzymes, CYP2C9. This enzyme is respon-

sible for most of the metabolism of acidic compounds, such as the nonsteriodal

anti-inflammatory drugs diclofenac and ibuprofen. Similarly, monkey has been

shown to have greater level of cytochrome P450 activity than humans and thus

exhibits a greater first-pass metabolism of drugs [9]. Hence it is not surprising

that there is little correlation between rat, dog, monkey and human bioavailability

values.

Fig. 19.2. Comparison of absolute oral bioavailability between humans and monkeys [8].
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Fig. 19.3. Comparison of bioavailability in rodents and human [2, 25].

Fig. 19.4. Comparison of bioavailability in dog and human [2, 25].
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19.3

In silico Models for Estimating Human Oral Bioavailability

The genesis of in silico oral bioavailability predictions can be traced back to Lip-

inski’s Rule of Five and others’ qualitative attempts to describe drug-like molecules

[13–15]. These processes are useful primarily as a qualitative tool in the early stage

library design and in the candidate selection. Despite its large number of false-

positive results, Lipinski’s Rule of Five has come into wide use as a qualitative tool

to help the chemist design bioavailable compounds. It was concluded that com-

pounds are most likely to have poor absorption when the molecular weight is

>500, the calculated octan-1-ol/water partition coefficient (c log P) is >5, the

number of H-bond donors is >5, and the number of H-bond acceptors is >10.

Computation of these properties is now available as an ADME (absorption, distri-

bution, metabolism, excretion) screen in commercial software such as Tsar (from

Accelrys). The ‘‘rule-of-5 0’’ should be seen as a qualitative, rather than quantitative,

predictor of absorption and permeability [16, 17].

19.3.1

Quantitative Structure–Activity Relationship (QSAR) Approaches

Predictive methods for oral absorption are a first step towards the prediction of

human oral bioavailability. One of the earlier attempts to produce a QSAR model

of human bioavailability used the method of fuzzy adaptive least squares and a

combination of continuous, discrete and indicator variables [18]. The molecules

used in the study were assessed in terms of the value of bioavailability and chemi-

cal nature. Thus, molecules were given a bioavailability rating (1: <50%, 2: 50–

89% and 3: >90%) and were assessed as either being nonaromatic (having no aro-

matic rings), aromatic (having aromatic rings but no heteroaromatic rings), or

heteroaromatic (having heteroaromatic rings). The total number of molecules used

in the study was 188, with 28 in the nonaromatic group, 100 in the aromatic group,

and 60 in the heteroaromatic group. Initially, models were produced for each of

the chemical classes using log P, (log P)2 and molecular weight. However, as the

statistical reliability of these models was poor, discrete and indicator variables were

added for the various structural fragments present in the molecules.

Further analysis yielded new models for each of the chemical classes with

improved statistical significance. The final model for nonaromatics contained six

descriptors and had an RS of 0.932 (leave-one-out 0.878), the final model for the

aromatics contained 21 descriptors and had an RS of 0.942 (leave-one-out 0.823),

and the final model for the heteroaromatics contained 13 descriptors and had an

RS value of 0.863 (leave-one-out 0.758). These statistical results were considered

reliable enough for the models to be regarded as predictive. The analysis did

yield some interesting insights into the impact of various structural fragments on

human oral bioavailability. However, these observations were based on the sign of

the coefficient and so must be treated with some caution.
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This model highlights the need for inclusion of variables that relate to the pres-

ence of particular structural fragments and the resultant impact on bioavailability.

It suggests that whilst the fundamental chemical mechanism for this may remain

unclear, the impact can still be accounted for.

Yoshida and Topliss [19] describe a quantitative in silico model (QSAR) for pre-

dicting human oral bioavailability. This model assigns oral bioavailability determi-

nations into one of four rating and analyze them in relation to physico-chemical

and structural factors by the ordered multi-categorical classification method using

a simplex technique (ORMUCS), which is an adaptive least squares (ALS) related

approach. Though not commonly used – and therefore not readily reproducible –

the published equation can be applied to new compounds. It has been claimed that

similar results can be obtained on the same dataset using SIMCA [20, 21]. Oral

bioavailability predictions were derived by analyzing a systematic examination of

physico-chemical parameters relating to absorption and structural elements that

could influence metabolism. Further, based on the observations of acidic, neutral

and basic drugs, a new parameter, Dlog Dðlog D6:5 � log D7:4) was formulated,

which proved to be important in improving the classification results. The results

show that highly bioavailable compounds have log D6:5 values in the range of �2.0

to 3.0. Three physico-chemical descriptors, log P and log D and Dlog D, along with

15 structural descriptors for primary metabolic pathways, yielded a QSAR equa-

tion with a correct classification rate of 71%. The relationships formulated for

each compound identified the significant factors influencing oral bioavailability

and assigned them quantitative values expressing relative contribution. One of

the main advantages of this model is that it indicates which factors may affect

bioavailability and the extent of the effect. Further, perspective oral bioavailability

estimates can be obtained for compounds yet to be synthesized, and consequently

it is useful in designing compounds, which are more bioavailable.

In another approach using oral bioavailability data of 591 compounds, a regres-

sion model was built employing 85 structural descriptors [22]. The final regres-

sion model had an r2 ¼ 0:71. In Fig. 19.5, the plot of predicted versus experimental

oral bioavailability (%F) shows the considerable scatter. Comparing this model

with the predictive ability of the Lipinski rule-of-5, in general, it was found that the

structure-based model performed better than the rule-of-5 in terms of reducing the

number of false positives. However, it should be borne in mind that the rule-of-5 is

not a method for predicting bioavailability; rather it is a method of defining good

absorption properties. With this in mind, it is perhaps not surprising that it did not

perform as well as the structure-based model since there is no consideration of the

chemical properties that govern clearance in the rule-of-5.

One advantage of the structure-based model is that it was able to identify the

impact of certain functional groups on bioavailability. Thus, groups such as tetra-

zole and 4-aminopyridine are highlighted as having a significant negative effect on

bioavailability, whilst 1-methylcyclopentyl alcohol is a group which has a significant

positive effect on bioavailability. Whilst the model does not provide any mechanis-

tic explanation for these observations in terms of affecting absorption or clearance,

this model can still be used to estimate the bioavailability of new compounds.
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Genetic programming, a specific form of evolutionary computing, has recently

been used for predicting oral bioavailability [23]. The results show a slight

improvement compared with the ORMUCS Yoshida–Topliss approach. This

supervised learning method and other described methods demonstrate that at least

qualitative (binned) predictions of oral bioavailability seem tractable directly from

the structure.

19.3.2

Molecular Properties Influencing Bioavailability

Oral bioavailability measurements in rats for over 1100 drug candidates have

allowed an analysis of the relative importance of molecular properties considered

to influence bioavailability to be performed [24]. It was suggested that reduced

molecular flexibility, as measured by the number of rotatable bonds, and low polar

surface area (PSA) or total hydrogen bond count are important predictors of good

oral bioavailability, independent of molecular weight. This latter observation is

controversial, since often it is assumed that low molecular weight (e.g., <500 as

in Lipinski’s rule-of-5) is a prerequisite. Various aspects of this study need fur-

ther clarification. Since oral bioavailability is a combination of oral absorption and

clearance, the rat data may not fully translate to man. In particular, differences

in drug-metabolizing enzymes and transporters may be important. The inter-

relationship between various properties is another point to consider carefully.

Larger molecules of course tend to have more H-bonds and potentially are more

flexible. In addition to flexibility it may be important to consider overall shape of

the molecule.

Fig. 19.5. In silico model for estimating oral bioavailability. Plot

of predicted versus observed bioavailability in humans for 591

drugs [22].
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Finally, one of the main limitations of this model is the large false-positive rate

and large experimental errors. Indeed, the primary limitation of the QSAR and

in silico models is the high false-positive rates in oral bioavailability predictions.

19.3.3

Estimation of Bioavailability from Calculated Absorption

For compounds not metabolized by the gut wall, liver, or affected by transporters, a

direct relationship between oral absorption and bioavailability should be observed.

The calculated oral absorption, using PSA as a measure for passive membrane

permeability reflecting the absorption step, relates to the in vivo observed bioavail-

ability for three classes of compounds – angiotensin-converting enzymes (ACE)

inhibitors, b-blockers, and calcium antagonists – is shown below [25].

19.3.3.1 ACE Inhibitors

In the first example, the predicted oral absorption for a series of ACE inhibitors

has been compared with published values of human bioavailability. For the

generation of calculated absorption, a sigmoidal curve between observed human

absorption and PSA for a series of reference compounds was used [25]. The pre-

dicted oral absorption for ACE inhibitors is plotted against the calculated PSA

values is shown in Fig. 19.6; however, as expected, only a partial correlation existed

between predicted absorption and observed in vivo bioavailability.

Fig. 19.6. Relationship between in vivo bioavailability and

predicted oral absorption using polar surface area for a series

of ACE inhibitors [25].
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19.3.3.2 b-Blockers

A similar plot was prepared using the PSA and reference curve oral absorption

data for a series of b-blockers (Fig. 19.7), with predicted oral absorption data plotted

against observed bioavailability. The differences in metabolic behavior were clearly

apparent, as were the largely unquantified effects of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and

other possible transporters [25].

19.3.3.3 Calcium Antagonists

An additional example of a bioavailability–predicted absorption plot is shown for a

series of calcium antagonists (Fig. 19.8). Again there is considerable scatter in the

data, and the four compounds – felodipine, nisoldipine, diltiazem, and verapamil –

are predicted to be much better absorbed than was actually observed. Some of

these compounds are known to undergo rapid first-pass metabolic clearance, and

are also P-gp inhibitors or substrates (diltiazem and felodipine are P-gp substrates;

nicardipine and nitrendipine are P-gp inhibitors [25]; verapamil is a P-gp inhibi-

tor), and this might contribute to the scatter obtained in the graph.

It is important to remember that absolute oral bioavailability is a function of both
absorption and first-pass metabolism. Therefore, a linear approach to predicting

absolute oral bioavailability based on a single parameter, such as rate or extent of

absorption (fraction of dose absorbed or estimated dose absorbed) or the rate of

metabolism (microsomal or hepatic intrinsic clearance), may result in an inaccu-

Fig. 19.7. Correlation between predicted oral absorption based

on polar surface area (PSA) and in vivo oral bioavailability for a

series of beta-blockers. The nonlinearity is related to the differ-

ent levels of P-gp efflux and differences in CYP3A4 metabolism

of these compounds [25].
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rate prediction due to these effects. The linear approach will not reconcile the

%F for highly absorbed and highly metabolized drugs, or for poorly absorbed and

slowly metabolized drugs. Therefore, if either permeability or metabolism data are

considered in isolation, the estimate of oral bioavailability may be inaccurate.

However, such plots may be a first indication on the influence of transporters and

metabolism on the bioavailability of the compounds studied.

19.4

In vitro Model for Predicting Oral Bioavailability in Human and other Species

Absorption and clearance are two of the fundamental parameters that determine

oral bioavailability. There are many in vitro methods to assess the absorption and

metabolic potential of a given molecule, and it can be argued that a combination of

these data should produce a model capable of predicting oral bioavailability. Such a

model, based on a graphical approach has recently been published [26].

This model integrates existing in vitro data, such as Caco-2 permeability (Papp)

and metabolic stability in liver S9 or microsomes, to estimate bioavailability as

being either low, medium, or high. Oral bioavailability predictions for not only

humans but also other species can be made by using the metabolic stability values

of drugs in liver microsomal enzyme preparations from that species. A premise of

this model is that metabolic clearance is more important than renal or biliary

clearance in determining bioavailability. However, despite the lack of in vitro renal

Fig. 19.8. Prediction of human bioavailability from calculated

human absorption using polar surface area (PSA) for a series

of calcium antagonists [25].
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or biliary clearance data, good estimates of bioavailability are obtained with this

model. In addition, the model’s predictability is best applied to passively diffused

compounds, which accounts for@80% of all compounds. The model – the basis of

which is illustrated in Fig. 19.9 – may underestimate the bioavailability of actively

transported compounds.

The plot is divided into three sections representing low (<20%), medium (20–

50%) and high (50–100%) bioavailability. The low bioavailability region is defined

by Papp < 10� 10�6 cm s�1 and 0–100% drug remaining, and by Papp 0–70� 10�6

cm s�1 and <15% parent drug remaining. The in vitro properties of four reference
compounds were used to define the low, medium and high regions of the bio-

availability map. Verapamil and mannitol defined the boundaries for the low

region, metoprolol the medium region, and carbamazepine the high region.

Model variability occurs when compounds fall into the two hyper-variable

regions in the bioavailability map, or where all three bioavailability regions con-

verge (Fig. 19.9). In these cases, bioavailability could easily be under- or over-

estimated if there is even a small degree of variance in the in vitro determinations.

For example, compounds that are found in the lower right hyper-variable region

which might exhibit this kind of variability include small polar compounds, larger

compounds with a carboxylic acid group, or charged functional groups. Similarly,

when ester pro-drugs and highly lipophilic compounds are present in the upper

left hyper-variable region, there may also be a higher degree of variability.

Fig. 19.9. Graphical oral bioavailability estimation map.

(Reproduced with permission from Ref. [26]; 8 2002 American

Chemical Society.)
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To test the predictive accuracy of the model, 21 drugs and drug candidates from

a number of different structural classes, and with a wide range of oral bioavail-

ability values in human, rat, dog and guinea pig were used (Fig. 19.10). In vitro
data from model compounds were used to define the boundaries of the low,

medium and high regions of the bioavailability estimation plot. On the basis of

these in vitro data, warfarin (93%), indomethacin (98%), timolol (50%) and carba-

mazepine (70%) were assigned to the high bioavailability region; propranolol

(26%) and metoprolol (38%) to the medium bioavailability region; and verapamil

(22%) and mannitol (18%) to the low bioavailability region. Similarly, the bio-

availabilities of 11 drug candidates from different structural classes were correctly

estimated in rat, guinea pig and dog.

This model uses in vitro data to estimate the oral bioavailability ranges of chem-

ically diverse compounds in a range of species, and represents a potentially pow-

erful tool when combined with high-throughput in vitro screening.

Fig. 19.10. Oral bioavailability estimates of drugs in rat, guinea

pig, dog and human from their respective Caco-2 Papp and

metabolic stability in liver microsomes or S9. (Reproduced with

permission from Ref. [26]. 8 2002 American Chemical Society.)
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19.5

In vivo Method for Estimating Human Oral Bioavailability from Animal

Pharmacokinetic Studies

Obach et al. [27] proposed a model to predict human bioavailability from a retro-

spective study of in vitro metabolism and in vivo animal pharmacokinetic (PK) data.

While their model yielded acceptable predictions (within a factor of 2) for an ex-

pansive group of compounds, it relied extensively on in vivo animal PK data for

interspecies scaling in order to estimate human PK parameters. Animal data are

more time-consuming and costly to obtain than are permeability and metabolic

clearance data; hence, this approach may be limited to the later stages of discovery

support when the numbers of compounds being evaluated are fewer.

19.6

Factors to Consider in Optimizing Oral Bioavailability

Oral bioavailability of a drug is primarily dependent upon its rate and extent of

drug absorption and systemic clearance. Systemic clearance is primarily com-

posed of hepatic, renal and biliary clearance. The PK properties are in turn directly

impacted by the drug’s physical properties, such as, log P, log D and pKa. The

physical properties are in turn a function of the compound’s structure, molecular

weight, number of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors, and number of rotatable

bonds. Oral bioavailability is the outcome from the dynamic interplay of these fac-

tors in the biological system.

When predicting oral bioavailability from in vitro data it is important to remem-

ber that such data are dependent on both permeability and first-pass metabolism.

Further, permeability and metabolism often have opposing structural properties.

For example, highly lipophilic compounds tend to be more permeable and also

serve as good substrates for cytochrome P450 enzymes; this may result in rapid

metabolism [12] and consequently highly lipophilic compounds tend to have low

bioavailability. In contrast, polar or ionizable (anionic and cationic) compounds

exhibit low permeability and high stability in microsomal or S9 incubations. How-

ever, these compounds tend to be metabolized by phase II conjugative or cytosolic

enzymes or excreted unchanged in vivo. It has been reported by Lien [28] that

absorption from the intestinal tract of rats shows a parabolic relationship with

log P, with the optimal absorption being at a log P value of @2.0. However, first-

pass metabolism tends to increase with an increase in log P. Yoshida and Toplis

reported an optimal log D6.5 value of 0.7 for good oral bioavailability.

A linear approach to predicting absolute oral bioavailability based on a single

parameter, such as rate or extent of absorption (fraction of dose absorbed or esti-

mated dose absorbed) or the rate of metabolism (microsomal or hepatic intrinsic

clearance), may result in an inaccurate prediction. The linear approach will not

reconcile the bioavailability for highly absorbed and highly metabolized drugs or

for poorly absorbed and slowly metabolized drugs. Therefore, if either permeability
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or metabolism data are considered in isolation, the estimate of oral bioavailability

may be grossly inaccurate. An additional factor that complicates this issue is the

large inter-species variation in the bioavailability of drugs. The lack of correlation

between human and animal bioavailability for many drugs is most likely due to

differences in rate, extent and pathway of metabolism among species [2, 9–12].

Bioavailability optimization through structure modifications can be daunting,

given the opposing requirements for solubility, permeability and metabolic stabil-

ity. For example, solving metabolic stability problems in one area of the molecule

may result in the increase in the rate of metabolism at another area – a phenome-

non known as ‘‘metabolic switching’’. Further, an apparent improvement of an

in vitro metabolism property may not result in improved in vivo performance, as

the compound may exhibit saturable metabolism or nonlinear pharmacokinetics.

In addition, the reduction in metabolic (hepatic) clearance may lead to increased

renal or biliary clearance of the parent drug or inhibition of one or more drug-

metabolizing enzymes. Thus, structure modifications to solve a metabolic stability

problem may not necessarily lead to a compound with an overall improvement in

bioavailability.
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20

Towards P-Glycoprotein Structure–Activity

Relationships

Anna Seelig, Ewa Landwojtowicz, Holger Fischer, and

Xiaochun Li Blatter

Abbreviations

ABC ATP-binding cassette (transport protein)

EUH Units of H-bond energy (arbitrary units)

MDR Multidrug resistance

P-gp P-glycoprotein (MDR1)

(Q)SAR (Quantitative) structure–activity relationship

TM Transmembrane (domain)

H-bonding Hydrogen bonding

Symbols

A Strong H-bond acceptor (or strong electron donor)

a Weak H-bond acceptor (or weak electron donor)

DGaw Free energy of partitioning into the air/water interface

DGlw Free energy of partitioning into the lipid phase from water

DGtw Free energy of binding to transporter from water

DGtl Free energy of binding to transporter from lipid phase

DGapp Apparent free energy of binding to transporter from water

20.1

Introduction

20.1.1

P-glycoprotein

P-glycoprotein (P-gp) extrudes a wide variety of chemically unrelated endogenous

and exogenous compounds out of cell membranes (for a review, see Refs. [1–4]).
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P-gp is a member of the phylogenetically highly conserved superfamily of ATP-

binding cassette (ABC) transport proteins [5, 6]. In simple organisms, these pro-

teins are assumed to consist of a transmembrane domain, formed by six trans-

membrane a-helices, and a cytosolic nucleotide-binding domain. The functional

unit seems to consist of a homodimer. The six-transmembrane a-helices have

recently been confirmed by X-ray crystallography for the bacterial transporter,

MsbA [7]. In higher organisms, two homologous parts, each consisting of a trans-

membrane and a nucleotide-binding domain, are coupled by a cytosolic linker

region; P-gp, with a molecular weight of 170 kDa belongs to the latter type. So far,

only a low-resolution structure determined by electron microscopy is available, and

this suggests the presence of a large central pore [8].

The catalytic cycle of P-gp has been investigated extensively (for a review, see

Ref. [24]). The two nucleotide-binding domains were shown to act in a synchron-

ized manner for catalytic activity [25] such that only one nucleotide site, recruited

at random, is utilized at a given time, while the binding affinity to the other is

drastically reduced [26]. The drug extrusion cycle of P-gp most probably includes

two ATP hydrolysis steps, the first required to induce the drug-releasing confor-

mation, and the second to reset the transporter to the drug-binding conformation

[26]. P-gp displays constitutive ATPase activity in the absence of exogenous sub-

strates in inside-out cellular vesicles [27–29] and when reconstituted in proteoli-

posomes [30]. Whether basal activity is due to uncoupled ATPase activity [31] or to

the transport of endogenous substrates is not yet fully clarified. If basal activity is

indeed due to the transport of endogenous substrates, the most likely candidates –

at least in reconstituted systems – are lipids ([32]; for reviews, see Refs. [33, 34]).

The addition of exogenous substrates (e.g., toxins or drugs) causes either an

increase or a decrease of the basal rate of ATP hydrolysis, depending on the nature

and the concentration of the substrate applied.

In humans, P-gp is encoded by the MDR1 gene. High levels of P-gp expression

have been observed in cells with protective functions [9], as found in the blood–

brain barrier [10, 11], the placental barrier [12], the blood–testis barrier [13], the

adrenal gland, liver, pancreas, kidney, colon, jejunum [14], and the digestive tract

[15]. High expression levels of P-gp are also observed in many cancer cells [10].

Cells which express the MDR phenotype can over-express P-gp after exposure to a

single agent (e.g., cytotoxic anticancer drugs, certain antibiotics or certain food

components) [16] or after exposure to physical stress, such as X-rays [17], UV light

irradiation [18] and heat shock [19]. Over-expression of P-gp leads to multidrug

resistance, i.e., a resistance to all drugs, which are substrates of P-gp. The same

stimuli, which induce multidrug resistance in humans, can also induce multidrug

resistance in bacteria, parasites, and fungi. Multidrug resistance is detrimental for

chemotherapy of cancer (for a review, see Ref. [20]), and also hampers chemother-

apy of bacterial [21], parasitic [22], and fungal [23] diseases.

A rational approach to problems such as drug targeting to regions protected by

P-gp, inhibition or even prevention of multidrug resistance in different organisms,

and prediction of drug–drug interactions due to P-gp should become possible with

reliable structure–activity relationship (SAR) studies.
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20.1.2

Conventional SAR Studies

Structure–activity relationship studies attempt to identify complementary spatial

features in a ligand–receptor or ligand–transporter interaction. The critical three-

dimensional arrangement of functional groups in the ligand that is responsible for

creating biological response is defined as the pharmacophore (cf. Refs. [35, 36]). A

wealth of information on substrate–P-gp interactions has been accumulated since

the discovery of P-gp in the late 1970s [37], and this has been summarized in a

number of excellent reviews [6, 36, 38–40]. SAR approaches are usually based on

multiple linear regression using a variable number of descriptors. Descriptors

proposed for P-gp substrates are lipophilicity [63] (for reviews, see Refs. [4, 41]),

H-bonding ability [42–45, 63], molecular weight, size, and surface area [28, 46, 47],

as well as structural elements such as a basic amine and/or unsaturated rings [48].

20.1.3

Why Conventional SAR Studies may not be Adequate to Understand P-gp

So far, SAR studies for P-gp have been performed on the basis of classical QSAR

principles which were designed for transporters or receptors, which naturally bind

one specific substrate from an aqueous environment. The assumptions made are

that: (i) the modeled conformation is the bioactive one; (ii) the binding site and/or

mode is the same for all modeled compounds; (iii) interactions between the drug

and the binding site are mainly due to enthalpic processes (e.g., van der Waals

interactions); and (iv) solvent or membrane effects are negligible (cf. Ref. [35]).

A closer inspection of the action mechanism of P-gp will reveal that the classical

QSAR assumptions are not adequate. First, P-gp differs from conventional trans-

porters in that it transports not one specific compound but many chemically

unrelated substrates. It may thus recognize not one but several ‘‘bioactive’’ struc-

tures. Moreover, not one but several binding sites have been identified in P-gp [49,

50]. The sites defined as specific binding sites may even not be single stationary

binding sites but belong to an ensemble of binding sites transiently encountered

by one substrate during transport [51].

Second, P-gp differs from other transporters in that it recognizes its substrates

when dissolved in the lipid membrane [52], and not when dissolved in aqueous

solution. The site of recognition and binding has been shown to be located in the

membrane leaflet facing the cytosol [53, 54]. This implies that the membrane
concentration of the substrate, Csm, determines activation [57]. Since the nature of

a molecular interaction is strongly influenced by the solvent, the lipid membrane

must be taken into account as the ‘‘solvent’’ for the SAR analysis of P-gp. Under

certain conditions, the effect of additional solvents or excipients (used to apply

hydrophobic substrates or inhibitors) on the lipid membrane and/or on the trans-

porter must also be considered. Lipophilicity of substrates has long been known to

play an important role in P-gp–substrate interactions; nevertheless, the correlation

of the octanol/water partition coefficients with the concentration of half-maximum
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activation, Km, of P-gp [28, 42, 55] remains a matter of debate. So far, lipid/water

partition coefficients have not been implemented in SAR studies.

To be successful, SAR studies must be adapted to P-gp by implementing mem-

brane partitioning of substrates, modifiers or inhibitors as suggested previously

[36]. The aim of the present chapter is to evaluate the contribution of: (i) mem-

brane partitioning; and (ii) receptor binding proper to the apparent binding of a

compound to P-gp.

20.2

The Role of Lipid Binding for SAR

20.2.1

Membrane Partitioning Determines Drug Concentration at Half-Maximum

P-gp-ATPase Activation, Km

Most known transporters, T, move their substrates from the periplasm to the cyto-

plasm or vice versa. Under these conditions, a substrate dissolved in aqueous

solution, Saq, generally binds to a hydrophobic transporter site according to the

scheme shown on Eq. (1):

Saq þ Tþ ATP Ðk1
k�1

TðATPÞS !k
0
TðADPÞ þ Srel þ Pi þHþ; ð1Þ

where k1 and k�1 are the rate constants for the formation and dissociation of the

T(ATP)S complex, respectively, and k 0 is the catalytic rate constant. Assuming

steady-state conditions, the reciprocal of the concentration of half-maximum acti-

vation, Km, (1/Km), is directly proportional to the binding affinity of the substrate

(dissolved in water) to the transporter, Ktw, and log(1/Km) is proportional to the

free energy of interaction between the substrate and the transporter, DGtw:

DGtw ¼ �RT lnð55:5� KtwÞ; ð2Þ

where RT is the thermal energy. This simple approach has so far also been applied

in SAR studies of P-gp [35, 44, 56].

However, if substrate binding takes place in the lipid it is preceded by a

membrane-partitioning step as shown in Eq. (3):

Saq Ðk0
k�0

SM þ Tþ ATP Ðk1
k�1

TðATPÞS !k
0
TðADPÞ þ Srel þ Pi þHþ; ð3Þ

where Saq is the substrate concentration in the aqueous phase and SM the substrate

concentration in the membrane phase, k0 and k�0 are the rate constants for lipid

partitioning, and (k0/k�0) ¼ Klw is the lipid/water partition coefficient [57]. After

stimulation of P-gp by a drug, a steady state develops in a short period of time (@2

min) [58]. Under steady-state conditions, the apparent binding affinity of the sub-

strate to the receptor, Kapp @ (1/Km) is the product of the lipid/water partition
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coefficient, Klw, and the binding affinity to the receptor in the lipid phase, Ktl

Kapp @ ð1/KmÞ ¼ Klw � Ktl ð4Þ

and logð1/KmÞ is then proportional to the apparent free energy of binding, DGapp,

which is the sum of the free energy of partitioning into the lipid membrane, DGlw,

and the free energy of receptor binding, DGtl

DGapp ¼ DGlw þ DGtl: ð5Þ

As will be shown below, DGapp and DGlw can be determined independently, which

allows an estimation of DGtl.

The simplest way to predict the lipid/water partition coefficient, Klw, of a drug is

based on measurements of the surface pressure, pD, of the drug as a function of its

concentration in the aqueous subphase (Gibbs adsorption isotherm). The Gibbs

adsorption isotherm provides the air/water partition coefficient, Kaw, and the cross-

sectional area, AD of the drug and allows calculation of the lipid/water partition

coefficient, Klw, according to Eq. (6) [59]:

Klw ¼ Kaw � e�pMAD/kT; ð6Þ

where pM is the packing density of the lipid bilayer [60] and kT the thermal energy.

To evaluate the contribution of the lipid/water partition coefficient, Klw, to the

overall binding constant, Kapp, according to Eq. (4), the air/water partition coeffi-

cient, Kaw, was compared with the concentration of half-maximum activation, Km

for a number of P-gp substrates (Fig. 20.1).

As seen in Fig. 20.1, a linear correlation was observed between the logarithm of

the air/water partition coefficient, log Kaw, and the logð1/KmÞ [57, 58]. This strong
correlation implies that the membrane concentration of substrates is indeed

essential for activation of P-gp and leads to the following empirical correlation:

ðKmÞ�1AKawArKlw: ð7Þ

With AD ¼ 50–100 Å2 for typical drug molecules [59] and pM @ 30 mN m�1 [60],

the proportionality factor r ¼ epAD/kT [61] is of the order:

100 < r < 1000: ð8Þ

For average drugs (cf. Fig. 20.1), the apparent free energy of binding to P-gp is of

the order of DGapp @�27 to �56 kJ mole�1, the free energy of membrane parti-

tioning DGlw @�16 to �39 kJ mole�1, and the free energy of binding to the

transporter DGtl @�11 to �17 kJ mole�1. Since the free energy of membrane

partitioning, DGlw, is generally more negative than the free energy of binding to

the transporter, DGtl, the former dominates the apparent free energy of binding,

DGapp. Only for very hydrophilic but efficient substrates are the two free energies
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in a similar range (DGlw @DGtl). If either DGlw or DGtl approach zero, a com-

pound will not interact with P-gp.

As seen in Eq. (6), DGlw depends on the packing density, pM, of the lipid mem-

brane which in turn depends on the lipid composition. According to the above

results, Km is expected to increase with increasing packing density of the mem-

brane, and this has indeed been demonstrated by functionally reconstituting P-gp

in different lipid bilayers [62].

20.2.2

The Membrane Concentration of Substrates Relevant for P-gp Activation

The empirical correlation (Eq. (7)) allows an estimation of the membrane concen-

tration of substrates required for half-maximum activation of P-gp. For hydro-

phobic substrates, the membrane concentration CSm, is usually much higher than

the concentration in aqueous solution, CSaq, and is given by CSm ¼ Klw � CSaq,

where CSm is given in [moles drug/mole lipid]A [moles drug/liter lipid]. Replac-

ing the aqueous substrate concentration CSaq, in the Michaelis–Menten equation

(Eq. (9)) by the membrane concentration, CSm allows comparison of the activation

Fig. 20.1. Correlation between the air/water

partition coefficient, Kaw, determined from

measurements of the surface pressure as a

function of drug concentration (Gibbs

adsorption isotherm) in buffer solution (50

mM Tris/HCl, containing 114 mM NaCl) at pH

8.0 and the inverse of the Michaelis Menten

constant, Km obtained from phosphate release

measurements in inside-out membrane

vesicles from MDR1-transfected cells [28].

Compounds measured: progesterone (1);

propranolol (2); amitriptyline (3); diltiazem (4);

amiodarone (5); racemic verapamil (6);

colchicine (7); gramicidin S (8); daunorubicin

(9); vinblastine (10); cyclosporin A (11).

(Adapted from Ref. [57].)
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parameter, Km, with the lipid binding affinity Klw

V ¼ Vmax
CSaq

CSaq þ Km
¼ Vmax

CSm/Klw

CSm/Klw þ Km
¼ Vmax

CSm

CSm þ Km � Klw
: ð9Þ

Half-maximum rate is observed if

CSm ¼ Km � Klw; ð10Þ

where CSm is given in [moles drug/mole lipid]A [moles drug/liter lipid]. With

Eqs. (7) and (8), the product of Km � Klw can be estimated as

Km � KlwA0:001� 0:01: ð11Þ

It thus follows that the membrane concentration of typical P-gp substrates for half-

maximum activation of P-gp falls in the range of 1 to 10 mmole drug per mole

lipid. This is a much narrower concentration range than that required for the same

substances in the aqueous phase @10�8 to 10�3 M. A similar phenomenon

has been observed in anesthesia. The membrane concentration of anesthetics

required for anesthesia has been found to be@33 mM, independent of the anes-

thetic applied (Meyer–Overton rule).

20.2.3

Molecular Size: Is it Relevant for P-gp Activation?

Molecular size has previously been suggested to play a role for substrate recogni-

tion by P-gp [28]. Surface activity measurements provide the cross-sectional area,

AD, of substrates and thus allow one to investigate the role of AD in interaction

with P-gp. Combining Eqs. (2) and (6) yields

DGaw ¼ DGlw � pMNAD; ð12Þ

where N is the number of molecules per mole. The free energy of partitioning into

the air/water interface, DGaw, can thus be considered as the sum of the free energy

of partitioning into the lipid/water interface, DGlw, and a term comprising the

cross-sectional area, AD of the drug molecule. Combining Eq. (12) with the infor-

mation inferred from Fig. 20.1 (DGawADGapp) leads to the following approxima-

tion:

DGappADGaw ¼ DGlw � pMNAD or DGtlA�pMNAD: ð13Þ

Equation (13) indeed suggests a correlation between the cross-sectional area, AD, of

the compound and the free energy of binding to the transporter, DGtl. Although

this rough approximation is valid for many compounds, it holds true only if the

cross-sectional area, AD, correlates with the number of H-bond acceptor units per
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substrate which most likely constitute the pharmacophore for P-gp (cf. Section

20.3.4). Compounds which lack the relevant H-bond acceptor units (cf. Section

20.3) will not interact with P-gp, independent of their size.

20.3

In Search of a Pharmacophore

The above analysis has shown, that, on the one hand, the lipid/water partition

coefficient, Klw, essentially determines the concentration of half-maximum activa-

tion of P-gp, Km, and, on the other hand, even hydrophilic compounds can interact

with P-gp as long as their membrane concentration is high enough (1–10 mmole

per liter lipid). This means that a lack of hydrophobicity can be compensated,

at least to a certain extent, by increasing the drug concentration. Hydrophobic

elements are therefore not considered as essential recognition elements for the

substrate–P-gp interaction proper. This is in contrast to most previous SAR

studies, which include hydrophobic elements as key factors in a pharmacophore

(e.g. Ref. [63]). To simplify the discussion of possible recognition elements con-

stituting a pharmacophore for P-gp, first, the type of interactions dominating in a

hydrophobic membrane environment (see Section 20.3.1) will be discussed; sec-

ond, the results from an analysis of possible interaction sites within the putative

transmembrane sequences of P-gp [51] will be summarized (Section 20.3.2).

20.3.1

The Local Environment Determines the Nature of Substrate–Transporter Interactions

The nature of the interaction between a ligand and its receptor or a substrate and

its transporter is strongly determined by the local environment (or solvent) in

which the molecular encounter takes place. If the encounter takes place in an

aqueous environment (with a dielectric constant, eG 80), then hydrophobic, van

der Waals, or stacking interactions are predominant. Electrostatic interactions are

also possible.

The recent crystallization of the small water-soluble transcriptional regulator of

Bacillus subtilis multidrug transporter Bmr, BmrR, which binds hydrophobic cat-

ions from the cytosol [64, 65] provides a good example for an interaction deter-

mined primarily by van der Waals interactions. Interestingly, the same drugs,

which bind to the water-soluble BmrR are also substrates for the transmembrane

multidrug transporter Bmr. As will be discussed below, the latter interactions could

well be of different nature.

In a lipid environment, van der Waals interactions become less specific. Electro-

static effects are enhanced up to 40-fold (according to Coulomb’s law) due to the

low dielectric constant, eG 2, of the hydrophobic core of membranes. As a result,

weak electrostatic interactions, e.g., between the p-electrons of an aromatic ring

and a cation [51], may come into play. In addition, H-bond interactions, which can

be considered as dipole–dipole interactions can also become relevant.
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20.3.2

H-bond Donors in Putative Transmembrane a-Helices of P-gp

The amino acid sequences of the proposed TM helices of P-gp were analyzed for

possible interaction sites with drug molecules; such interaction sites are H-bond

donor groups, aromatic side chains, and charged residues [43, 51]. Figure 20.2

illustrates the percentage of amino acids with H-bond donor side chains in the

putative TM helices of P-gp determined by hydropathy plots. The TM helices TM 4

[67], TM 5–6 and TM 11–12 (reviewed in Ref. [6]) that are known to be relevant for

drug binding and transport display a specifically high percentage (30–40%) of

amino acids with H-bond donor side chains.

A helical wheel-representation of the TM sequences [51] furthermore reveals a

distinct amphipathic arrangement, with the H-bonding amino acids predom-

inantly on one side and the non-H-bonding amino acids on the other side for most

of the 12 a-helices. The H-bonding side of the TM helices was speculated to face

the transport route of substrates and the non-H-bonding side the lipid environ-

ment. The helices exhibiting two H-bonding sides might act as recognition sites,

and could allow for substrate entry to the transport route. Furthermore, these

putative a-helices of P-gp show clusters of phenyl residues as well as several cat-

ionic residues. However, no negatively charged amino acid residues were found

within these sequences. This is in contrast to related transporters for which a neg-

ative charge in the TM region has been assumed to be essential [64].

Fig. 20.2. Percentage of amino acids with H-

bond donor side chains in the 12 putative

transmembrane sequences of P-glycoprotein

(P-gp). The transmembrane sequences were

determined by means of a hydropathy plot

according to Kyte and Doolitttle [100] and

chosen to be 22 amino acids long. The first

amino acid of each transmembrane sequence

is given in brackets: TM1 (50), TM2 (115),

TM3 (185), TM4 (209), TM5 (297), TM6 (322),

TM7 (707), TM8 (751), TM9 (828), TM10

(850), TM11 (932), TM12 (971). The trans-

membrane sequences shown experimentally

to be involved in substrate transport are

cross-hatched. (This is an updated version

of Fig. 3 in Ref. [43].)
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As seen in Fig. 20.3, the most abundant amino acids with H-bond donor prop-

erties seem to be serine > threonine > tyrosine. Substrates exhibit a correspond-

ingly high density of H-bond acceptor groups [43, 51], as will be discussed below

(Section 20.3.3). Together, these findings suggested a role for H-bonding inter-

actions in substrate recognition (in the membrane), transport, and release (into the

aqueous phase). Other interactions, such as stacking between substrates and aro-

matic amino acid side chains of P-gp [66], weak electrostatic attraction between

cationic groups of substrates and phenyl residues of P-gp [51], and strong repulsive

electrostatic interactions between cationic drugs and cationic amino acid residues

of P-gp (suggested to be relevant for the flippase activity of related transporters [3])

may also play a role.

20.3.3

H-Bond Acceptor Patterns in Compounds Interacting with P-gp

Clusters of H-bond acceptor (electron donor) groups were observed in compounds,

which are known to be substrates or modulators of P-gp. Electron donors are elec-

tronegative atoms (O, N, S, or X ¼ F, Cl) with an unshared electron pair, or unsat-

Fig. 20.3. H-bond donor groups found in the transmenbrane

sequences of P-gp shown in order of abundance, and H-bond

acceptor groups shown in order of H-bond donor strength.
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urated systems with a p-electron orbital (e.g., phenyl ring) [68]. Oxygen occurs in

carbonyl groups (>CbO) of aldehydes, ketones, acids, esters, and amides and also

in alkoxy (aOR) or hydroxy (aOH) groups. Nitrogen occurs in imines (aNb), pyr-

roles and pyridines, and in amines (aNR2) or amides. However, only tertiary and

quaternary amines and N-methyl amides seem to be involved in an interaction

with P-gp (cf. below). Groups assumed to be involved in pharmacophores of P-gp

are shown in Fig. 20.3.

Our approach to search for pharmacophores [43] differs from general SAR anal-

yses, and is therefore described briefly:

(i) On the basis of the above considerations, H-bond acceptors (and H-bond

donors) were tested as components of a pharmacophore. Their average abun-

dance per compound was determined (for details, see Ref. [43], Fig. 1). The H-

bond acceptor groups with the highest abundance are the carbonyl and alkoxy

groups (average abundance per compound@1.5). Groups which can act as H-

bond acceptors as well as H-bond donors (aOH, aNRH) are present to a lesser

extent (average abundance per compound@0.7).

(ii) Three-dimensional structures of drugs were modeled (using e.g., the program

HyperChem Release 2 for Windows; Autodesk, Inc.) and the spatial correla-

tions between the different acceptors as well as between acceptors and donors

were analyzed. The analysis was started with low molecular-weight substrates

(transported) and ‘‘borderline substrates’’ (bound but not transported) to find

the minimal requirements for an interaction with P-gp. This yielded a number

of possible recognition patterns with well-defined spatial correlations.

(iii) A test set of 100 molecules was then screened for the presence of these

potential recognition patterns. Only patterns, which were found either in all
substrates or in all inducers of P-gp overexpression were considered as rele-

vant. The others (e.g., those containing H-bond donor groups) were elimi-

nated. This is in contrast to a recent SAR study using the same test set of

compounds [63]. Finally two types of patterns, called type I (present in all

substrates) and type II units (present in all inducers and many substrates)

were retained and are shown in Fig. 20.4. Type I units are formed by two H-

bond acceptor groups with a spatial separation of 2:5G 0:3 Å. Type II units are

formed either by three H-bond acceptor groups separated from each other by

2:5G 0:3 Å, with a spatial separation of the outer two acceptor groups of

4:6G 0:6 Å, or by only two H-bond acceptor groups with a spatial separation

of 4:6G 0:6 Å.

(iv) The average abundance of recognition elements per compound involved in

these patterns was determined and differed from average abundance of rec-

ognition elements present per compound (i) due to the elimination of primary

and secondary amines or amides (cf. Ref. [43], Fig. 1). Hydroxyl groups were

assumed to interact occasionally with P-gp as H-bond acceptors in combina-

tion with a carbonyl group, or in a few cases in combination with a tertiary

amino group, but never with a second potential H-bond donor. Type I and type

II units were considered as pharmacophores for P-gp.
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20.3.4

The Number and Strength of H-Bonds Determines the Drug-Transporter Affinity

Figure 20.5 shows a small but representative selection of compounds that interact

with P-gp. In order to interact with P-gp, minimally one type I or one type II unit

and for transport minimally two type I units seems to be required (cf. also Fig.

20.11). Noninteracting compounds contain neither type I nor type II units (Fig.

20.6). As a rough estimate, the oxygen-containing H-bond acceptor groups (>CbO,

aOR) were assumed to contribute one H-bonding energy unit (EUH ¼ 1) (30–60

kJ mole�1). Nitrogen has a similar H-bonding strength to oxygen; however, nitro-

gen often appears in close proximity to oxygen (e.g., cyclosporin A), and this

reduces its electron donor strength. Therefore, half of the H-bonding energy value

(EUH ¼ 0:5) was attributed to nitrogen. The same value was also attributed to sul-

fur- and fluorine-containing groups (-SR, aCaaa F) as well as to the phenyl group

(-C6H5) [43]. The electron donor strength of -C6H5 and especially of -RF may be

somewhat overestimated. Whether fluorine indeed acts as H-bond acceptor or

whether it merely enhances the lipid/water partition coefficient has yet to be tested

for P-gp substrates. The strength of H-bond interactions is presently reinvestigated

Fig. 20.4. H-bond acceptor patterns observed

in P-gp substrates. Type I units: patterns

formed by electron donor pairs with a spatial

separation of 2.5G 0.3 Å. Type II units:

patterns formed either by three electron donor

groups with a spatial separation of the outer

two electron donor groups of 4.6G 0.6 Å, or by

two electron donor groups with a spatial

separation of 4.6G 0.6 Å. A denotes a H-

bonding acceptor group (electron donor

group); numbers in brackets indicate the first

and the nth atom with a free electron pair.

(Adapted from Ref. [43].)
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on the basis of a modified version of HYBOT [69] (E. Landwojtowicz, unpublished

results). Possible adjustments will not, however, affect the basic principles de-

scribed above. The binding strength of patterns seems to depend not only on the

type of H-bond acceptors but also on the rigidity of structures. Rigid patterns are

distinctly more efficient than flexible ones.

Many substrates show several type I units. Since type I and type II units are

rather small entities, it is possible that their arrangement relative to each other

must also play a role. The free energy of substrate binding to P-gp was suggested

to be proportional to the number and strength of H-bonds [43]. It thus corresponds

to the sum of the free energies of binding of the individual H-bond acceptor ele-

ments
P

DGAiADGtl.

20.3.5

The Effect of Charge for Interaction with P-gp

P-gp substrates are in general either neutral or cationic at physiological pH (weak

bases). Weak bases can cross the lipid membrane in the uncharged form and

reprotonate in the negatively charged cytosolic leaflet of the membrane. With a few

exceptions (e.g., the tetraphenyl phosphonium ion, which can reach the cytosolic

membrane leaflet due to charge delocalization [70]), permanently charged cations

do not cross the cell membrane and therefore cannot interact with P-gp in intact

cells. They can, however, insert into the ‘‘cytosolic’’ leaflet in inside-out cellular

vesicles and are then transported by P-gp [42, 71].

Type I units with a negative charge (e.g., carboxylic acid residue, sulfonate group,

mesomeric nitro group) are unfavorable for an interaction with P-gp in intact cells

as well as in inside-out vesicles [43]. Compounds that carry a negatively charged

group are substrates for P-gp only if several favorable H-bond acceptor patterns

over-compensate this unfavorable effect [43], or if the pKa is high enough to allow

for protonation. Anionic type I units are, however, substrates for the multidrug

resistance-associated protein, MRP1 [51].

20.3.6

H-bond Acceptor Patterns in P-gp Inducers

Figure 20.7 illustrates compounds that are substrates and, in addition, are inducers

of P-gp over-expression. MDR inducers appear to carry at least one type II electron

donor unit. Compounds commonly cited as P-gp inducers [72] have a molecular

mass of @400–1200 Da and carry on average four type I/type II units. Recently,

P-gp up-regulation was also demonstrated for a series of low molecular-mass

compounds (@200–400 Da) such as phenobarbital, clotrimazole, isosafrole, and

midazolam [73]. Interestingly, the one and only electron donor unit found in

these compounds was of type II, which suggests that this motif is essential for

P-gp up-regulation.

A different pharmacophore [74], containing only one H-bond acceptor was sug-

gested for the interaction of drugs with the transcriptional regulator PXR (preg-

nane X receptor) [75].
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20.4

SAR Applied to Experimental Results

A comparison of experimental data related to P-gp–drug interactions is compli-

cated by the fact that the different assays used report on different aspects of this

interaction [36]. Processes monitored most frequently are: (i) the rate of drug-

induced ATP hydrolysis; (ii) competition between two drugs for P-gp binding sites;

and (iii) drug transport through polarized cell monolayers. The different assays

tend to require different experimental conditions. Factors that influence experi-

mental results are, for example the expression level of P-gp, the lipid composition

and packing density of cell membranes, the composition of the medium, the type

of excipients used to improve drug dissolution or absorption, and last – but not

least – the drug concentration used for P-gp stimulation. (cf. Fig. 20.8). Depending

on the concept of investigation, either equimolar (e.g. Ref. [76]) or equitoxic (e.g.

Refs. [77, 78]) concentrations have been used for the comparison of substrates and

modulators, though this can lead to differences in classification with respect to the

modifying activity of compounds (cf. Section 20.4.1). The different assays will be

described briefly in the following section, and representative datasets will be ana-

lyzed in terms of the above concepts for SARs of P-gp.

20.4.1

P-gp-ATPase Activation Assays: H-Bonding Determines Activation Rate

P-gp-ATPase activation has been measured in inside-out cellular vesicles of MDR1-

transfected cells either by monitoring the rate of inorganic phosphate release

[28, 79, 80] or by means of a coupled enzyme assay [81]. In MDR1-transfected

cells, ATP hydrolysis has also been measured by monitoring the rate of ex-

tracellular proton release (extracellular acidification rate, ECAR) [58]. The rate of

drug-induced phosphate release or proton release shows a bell-shaped dependence

on the drug concentration (log scale), with an increase above basal values at low

and a decrease at high concentrations (Fig. 20.8). The fact that the same drugs can

either activate or inhibit P-gp depending on the concentration applied explains the

numerous inconsistencies in classification with respect to a modifying action.

The kinetic data from phosphate [28] and proton [58] release experiments were

analyzed quantitatively by means of a modified Michaelis–Menten equation

assuming activation when only one substrate molecule, S, is bound and inhibition

when two substrate molecules are bound to P-gp as described by the following

scheme:

Tþ ATPþ S Ðk1
k�1

TðATPÞSþ S !k2 TðATPÞS2 !k
00
TðADPÞ þ 2Srel þ Pi þHþ??yk 0

TðADPÞ þ Pi þHþ þ Srel ð14Þ

T(ATP)S and T(ATP)S2 are transporter–ATP complexes with one and two substrate
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Fig. 20.8. P-gp-ATPase activation profiles

obtained by measurements of extracellular

acidification rates in living cells by means of a

cytosensor physiometer. (A) Cyclosporin A

(o), progesterone (z), trifluoperazine (C)

and verapamil (f) in LLC-MDR1 cells; (B)

amitriptyline (k), calcein-AM (s), diltiazem

(Y) and vinblastine (D) in LLC-MDR1 cells.

The solid or dashed lines correspond to

modified Michaelis–Menten kinetics assuming

activation with one and inhibition with two

molecules bound according to Eq. (15). Solid

symbols represent average value of n ¼ 3–5

parallel measurements made with one single

cell preparation. (Adapted from Ref. [58].)
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molecules bound, respectively, T(ADP) is the transporter–ADP complex, Pi the

inorganic phosphate released intracellularly, Srel the substrate molecule and Hþ

the proton, both released extracellularly, k1, k�1, and k2 are the rate constants of

the first and the second substrate binding step and k 0 and k 00 the rate constants of

the catalytic steps. The corresponding rate equation for the hydrolysis of ATP upon

P-gp can be written as:

VðSaqÞ ¼
K1K2V0 þ K2V1CSaq þ V2C

2
Saq

K1K2 þ K2CSaq þ C2
Saq

; ð15Þ

where VSaq is rate of Pi or H
þ release as a function of the substrate concentration

in solution (CSaq), V0 is the basal activity in the absence of substrate, V1 is the

maximum transporter activity (if only activation occurred) and V2 is the minimum

activity at infinite substrate concentration, K1 is the drug concentration at half-

maximum activation and K2 at half-minimum activation. Under steady-state con-

ditions 1/K1 and 1/K2 are apparent affinities to the transporter. At low drug con-

centrations, Eq. (15) simplifies to a normal Michaelis–Menten equation.

Figure 20.9 shows the maximum, V1, and the minimum, V2, rate of P-gp-ATPase

activation [58] as a function of the potential H-bond energy of the different drugs.

The maximum activity, V1, is high for compounds with a low H-bond energy and

assumed to have a low affinity to the transporter, and slows down exponentially

Fig. 20.9. Influence of the H-bonding energy

per substrate on the rate of ATPase activation

as determined by measurement of the

extracellular acidification rate of intact MDR1-

transfected pig kidney cells [58]. The maximum

(V1), (solid symbols) and minimum (V2),

(open symbols) rates of extracellular acidi-

fication given as fold of the basal extracellular

acidification rate is plotted as a function of the

H-bonding energy for amitriptyline (1),

cyclosporin A (2), diltiazem (3), progesterone

(4), trifluoperazine (5), verapamil (6), and

vinblastine (7). The solid lines are exponential

decay curves to guide the eye.
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with increasing substrate affinity to the transporter. In contrast the minimum

activity, V2, is very low for compounds with a low affinity and increases with

increasing potential to form H-bonds. It will be shown below that compounds with

a low potential to form H-bonds are not transported efficiently and compounds

with EUH < 2 are not transported at all (cf. Fig. 20.11). As shown previously [58],

these effects are independent of K1 values.

Combining results from P-gp-ATPase activation as a function of drug concen-

tration with the concept of H-bonding directly shows that compounds with low

EUH at high concentrations, or with high EUH at low concentrations, have a

potential to act as modulators or inhibitors.

20.4.2

Competition Assays: The Compound with the Higher Potential to Form H-Bonds

Inhibits the Compound with the Lower Potential

The calcein-AM assay [82–84] and cytotoxicity assays (e.g., performed with doxor-

ubicin) [77, 78] are both basically competition assays. The accumulation of a pri-

mary substrate (e.g., calcein-AM or doxorubicin) in the cytosol of living cells is

measured after addition of a second substrate (also called modifier or reverser) that

reduces the efflux of the primary substrate. In the case of the calcein-AM assay, the

primary substrate, calcein-AM, is hydrolyzed as soon as it reaches the cytosol, and

the highly fluorescent hydrolysis product (calcein) can be determined using fluo-

rescence spectroscopy. The more effective the reversal agent, the stronger is the

increase in calcein fluorescence. Data can be quantified in terms of inhibitory

constants, KI, of the reversal agent.

In cytotoxicity assays the concentration of the cytotoxic compound reaching the

cytosol is estimated via its apparent toxicity. Cytotoxicity is expressed as the con-

centration that inhibits the growth of the MDR-expressing cells by 50% or 20%

(known as IC50 or IC20 values, respectively), and indicates whether the secondary,

co-administered compound is a substrate or a modulator of P-gp. The activity of

the reversal agent is generally expressed as a fold reversion called the MDR ratio

[36]:

MDR ratio ¼ IC50ðcytotoxic drug aloneÞ/IC50ðcytotoxic drugþmodulatorÞ ð16Þ

When examining cytotoxicity data it is important to bear in mind that they are

based on a general assessment of cytotoxicity, and thus may account for more than

one acting mechanism in the resistant cells used [36].

Figure 20.10 illustrates a cytotoxicity experiment performed with doxorubicin as

primary substrate and a series of verapamil analogues as modifiers or reversing

agents [77]. It demonstrates that the compound with the higher potential to form

H-bonds with the transporter also has the higher reversing potential. A good esti-

mate of the reversing potential of compounds on the basis of the total H-bond

acceptor strength alone is possible if the lipid binding properties of the compounds

are comparable [57].
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20.4.3

Transport Assays: Two Type I Units are Required for Transport

The presence of a transporter can be assessed by comparing basolateral-to-apical

with apical-to-basolateral transport of substrates in polarized cell monolayers. If P-

gp is present, then basolateral-to-apical transport is enhanced and apical-to baso-

lateral transport is reduced. Transport experiments are in general performed with

radioactively labeled compounds. Several studies have been performed with Caco-2

cell lines (e.g. Ref. [85]). Since Caco-2 cells express a number of different trans-

porters, the effects measured are most probably specific for the ensemble of trans-

porters rather than for P-gp alone. P-gp-specific transport has been assayed across

confluent cell layers formed by polarized kidney epithelial cells transfected with the

MDR1 gene [86]. Figure 20.11 shows experimental data obtained with these cell

lines. A rank order for transport called ‘‘substrate quality’’ was determined for a

number of compounds [86]. The ‘‘substrate quality’’ is a qualitative estimate, but

nevertheless allows an investigation of the role of the air/water (or lipid/water)

partition coefficient, log Kaw, for transport as seen in Fig. 20.11(A). For most of the

compounds, a linear correlation is observed between ‘‘substrate quality’’ and

log Kaw. However, four compounds are not transported at all despite their distinct

lipophilicity. A plot of the ‘‘substrate quality’’ as a function of the potential of a
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Fig. 20.10. Enhancement of doxorubicin

cytotoxicity in LoVo-resistant cells by verapamil

and analogues. (Adapted from Ref. [77]). The

results are expressed as fold increase in

cytotoxicity represented by the ratio of

doxorubicin IC50 in the absence and presence

of verapamil and analogues (solid bars). The

verapamil concentrations used were the

minimal cytotoxic concentrations (IC20).

The compounds used were: verapamil (1);

R-verapamil (2); nor-verapamil (3); gallopamil

(4); LU46605 (5); devapamil (6); LU46324 (7);

LU43918 (8); LU49667 (9); emopamil (10);

S-anipamil (11); R-anipamil (12); LU49940

(13); LU48895 (14); and LU51903 (15). The

inhibitory potency of verapamil and

analogues (diamonds) as predicted on the

basis of the potential H-bonding energy given

in arbitrary energy units, EU [57].
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Fig. 20.11. ‘‘Substrate quality’’ obtained by

comparing basolateral-to-apical with apical-to-

basolateral transport of substrates in polarized

cell monolayers of MDR1-transfected cell lines

[86] plotted versus (A) the log of the air/water

partition coefficient, or (B) H-bond energy

(arbitrary units, EUH cf. text). Units of the air/

water partition coefficient were [M�1]. Com-

pound (concentrations in Ref. [86] in brackets)

were: clozapine (50 nM) (1); cyclosporin A

(2 mM) (2); daunorubicin (3); dexamethasone

(2 mM) (4); digoxin (2 mM) (5); domperidone

(2 mM) (6); etoposide (7); flunitrazepam

(500 nM) (8); haloperidol (50 nM) (9);

ivermectin (50 nM) (10); loperamide (2 mM)

(11); morphine (2 mM) (12); ondansetron

(2 mM) (13); paclitaxel (14); phenytoin (2 mM)

(15); progesterone added from Ref. [88] (16);

and vinblastine (17). Compounds applied at

concentrations below Km (estimated from

surface activity measurements; cf. Fig. 20.1)

including those for which concentrations are

not given (solid circles), compounds applied at

inhibitory concentrations (open triangles) are

expected to be comparatively low, compounds

applied at concentrations close to the

concentration of half-maximum activation, Km

(open circles) are expected to be comparatively

high. The linear and the exponential fits to the

data in (A) and (B), respectively, were added to

guide the eye.
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compound to form H-bonds (Fig. 20.11(B)) shows that those compounds which are

not transported have only a low potential to form H-bonds (EUH a 2) and exhibit

less than two H-bond acceptor patterns.

A comparison of the ‘‘transport quality’’ (Fig. 20.11(B)) with the rate of P-gp-

ATPase activation (see Fig. 20.9) as a function of the H-bond energy (EUH) shows

that compounds inducing a high rate of ATP hydrolysis (e.g., progesterone) can

have a low ‘‘substrate quality’’, and vice versa (e.g., cyclosporin).

20.5

P-gp Modulation or Inhibition

P-gp modulation or inhibition can be achieved by: (i) inhibition of ATP binding or

ATP hydrolysis; or (ii) direct interaction with one or more binding sites on P-gp,

thus blocking transport by acting as competitive or noncompetitive inhibitors [6].

The use of inhibitors of ATP binding or ATP hydrolysis is generally not feasible for

drug therapy as they tend to cross intact cell membranes sparsely and also affect

other ATPases. The pharmacologically used modulators or inhibitors generally

act as either competitive or noncompetitive inhibitors. Many excipients formerly

believed to act mainly via modification of the membrane packing density [6] have

recently been shown to be modifiers of P-gp [P. Nervi, unpublished results].

A comprehensive list of P-gp modulators or inhibitors, classified according to

their chemical structures, has been published recently [87]. This shows that the

structures of inhibitors are almost as heterogeneous as those of the substrates. A

small but representative selection of inhibitors is shown in Fig. 20.12 and Table

20.1. In an attempt to clarify the different mechanisms of P-gp modulation or

inhibition, the H-bonding concept discussed above is applied. To this end, the

modulators or inhibitors in Table 20.1 were ordered according to their H-bond

acceptor potential and divided in three groups comprising compounds with: (i) a

low EUH (a2; i.e., not transported); (ii) an intermediate EUH (@3–6); and (iii) a

high H-bond acceptor potential (@EUH b 10; i.e., transported slowly).

As a general rule, when two drugs are co-administered the compound with the

higher potential to form H-bonds with the transporter inhibits or reverses the

transport of the compound with the lower potential to form H-bonds, provided that

the membrane concentration of compounds are comparable (e.g., @Km). This

phenomenon tends also to dominate drug–drug interactions related to P-gp, and is

demonstrated in Figs. 20.11 and 20.13.

The process of inhibition becomes somewhat more complex if no restriction is

made with respect to the concentration of modulators. As seen in Fig. 20.13, com-

pounds with a low affinity to the transporter (EUH a 2) are able to activate if

applied at low concentrations. However, if these compounds are applied at high

concentration, ATP hydrolysis slows down (low V2 values) and they act as in-

hibitors (cf. Fig. 20.9). Compounds with EUH a 2 seem not to be transported

(see Fig. 20.11). This may lead to an obstruction of the transport route and thus to

a slow down of the activation cycle. Examples of this type of inhibitor include pro-
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gesterone [88], dexamethasone, hydrocortisone, quinidine, and terfenadine (cf.

Supplementary Table 2 in Ref. [63] and references therein).

Second- and third-generation inhibitors with a low H-bond acceptor potential

have been synthesized (e.g., GF120918 and S9788). These molecules have higher

molecular weights (>500 Da) than the corresponding first-generation inhibitors

Fig. 20.12. Inhibitors of P-glycoprotein.

Tab. 20.1. Inhibitors.

H-bond acceptor

strength

Drug MW Formula EU Reference

EUa 2 OC-144-093 494.67 C32H38N4O 1 89

GF120918 563.64 C34H33N3O5 2 90

S9788 505.61 C28H33N7F2 2 91

EU@ 2–6 XR9051 642.74 C39H38N4O5 3.5 92

R101933 586.72 C37H38N4O3 3 93

LY335979 527.60 C32H31N3O2F2 4.5 94

MS-209 509.64 C32H35N3O3 4.5 95

XR9576 646.73 C38H38N4O6 5.5 96

VX-710 603.71 C34H41N3O7 6.5 97

EU 8 PervilleineA 587.61 C30H37NO11 11 98

PSC833 1214.63 C62H109N11O12 10.5 99
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and exhibit elongated structures, presumably with small cross-sectional areas, AD.

They can thus be expected to have higher lipid/water partition coefficients, Klw,

and consequently lower concentrations of half-maximum activation/inhibition, KI,

than the corresponding first-generation modifiers.

First-generation modifiers with an intermediate H-bond acceptor potential

(EUH ¼ 2–5) include aldosterone, cis-flupenthixol, diltiazem, nicardipine, tri-

fluoperazine or verapamil [78]. They again act as inhibitors at relatively high con-

centrations (C > 10 mM), but in contrast to compounds with EUH a 2 they are

transported by P-gp. More potent and less toxic second- and third-generation in-

hibitors that have been developed include R101933, LY335979, and MS-205, all of

which exhibit molecular weights > 500 Da. Their structures and charge distribu-

tion suggest again rather small cross-sectional areas, AD, and a considerable length

which might be larger than that of an average lipid molecule. They might thus oc-

cupy more than half of the TM space of the transporter and might inhibit trans-

port. For some of these compounds the distance between the individual patterns is

especially large, and this may further hamper transport.

Compounds with a high H-bond acceptor potential (EUH b 8) (e.g., cyclosporine

A, SDZ PSC-833) act as competitive inhibitors, presumably because they occupy all

H-bond donor sites of the transporter. Due to the strong interaction of these com-

pounds with P-gp they are transported slowly, and this is reflected in a low rate

of ATP hydrolysis. Many of these compounds exhibit high lipid/water partition

coefficients and thus also low Ki values.
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Drug

Fig. 20.13. Potential H-bonding energy,

released upon interaction with the trans-

membrane domains of P-gp (in arbitrary

energy units, EU) for progesterone (1),

propranolol (2), amitriptyline (3), diltiazem (4),

amiodarone (5), colchicine (7), gramicidin S

(8), daunorubicin (9), vinblastine (10),

cyclosporin A, in comparison with verapamil

(6). The type of interaction of verapamil (solid

bar) in the presence of one of the other com-

pounds is indicated: Cooperative stimulation

(hatched bars); allosteric noncompetitive

inhibition (cross-hatched bars); and com-

petitive inhibition (gray bars). (Adapted from

Ref. [57].)
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20.5.1

How to Design an Inhibitor

Cytostatic drugs for which inhibitors are primarily needed are often not only sub-

strates of P-gp but also inducers of P-gp overexpression with one or even several

type II units. An important point to clarify would be whether or not type II units

are required to achieve a cytostatic effect. If they were not required, it might be

possible to eliminate the P-gp-inducing effect that causes multidrug resistance by

eliminating type II units. So far, the only other possibility of overcoming multidrug

resistance is to inhibit the transporters involved. Inhibition can be achieved essen-

tially by two different concepts:

1. By synthesis of compounds with a very large number and a strength of type I

units (whereby the type I units must be more numerous and stronger than

those of the cytostatic compound to be inhibited).

2. By synthesis of compounds with a low number of type I units.

The latter type of compounds should preferably carry either one type I unit or at

most two units (positioned as far apart as possible), and have an elongated struc-

ture (which does not fold as verapamil, for example) with a small cross-sectional

area, AD. The first type of compounds is expected to be transported slowly, whereas

the second type may not be transported. Table 20.2 summarizes the drug proper-

ties relevant for transporter binding and lipid partitioning of a substrate (modula-

tor or inhibitor) of P-gp. Inspection of the information contained in Table 20.2

shows that the synthesis and membrane incorporation of inhibitors with a low

number of H-bond acceptor patterns should be simpler and more efficient than

that of inhibitors with a large number of patterns.

In conclusion, this analysis shows that QSAR studies have to be adapted to the

special situation of P-gp, and that lipid partitioning and receptor binding must be

addressed separately in order to reach a high predictive value.

Tab. 20.2. Drug properties which influence the lipid/water partition coefficient, Klw and the

transporter binding constant, Kt.

Drug properties Relevance for

increase in Klw and

decrease in Km

Relevance for increase in Kt,

change in V1/2, increase

in ‘‘substrate quality’’

Number of H-bond donors Low Irrelevant?

Number of H-bond acceptors Low High

Cationic charge Low High

Anionic charge Low Low

Cross-sectional area, AD Small Probably no correlation, but drugs with

many type I units often have large AD

Lipophilicity High Irrelevant
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log D6:5 Logarithm of the distribution coefficient in octanol/water at pH 6.5

MW Molecular weight

Peff Effective intestinal permeability

Qh Hepatic blood flow

21.1

Introduction

The dominant part of the 50 most-sold drug products in the United States and

European markets are administered orally (Fig. 21.1). Significant drug absorption

and appropriate drug delivery are prerequisites for successful oral treatment of

diseases. Through retrospective analysis, the reasons behind failures in the devel-

opment of oral drugs for the market have been poor pharmacokinetic properties,

lack of efficacy, safety issues and marketing, as shown in Fig. 21.2 [1–3]. Among

the pharmacokinetic aspects, a low and highly variable bioavailability – i.e., the

amount of drug that reaches the plasma compartment – is indeed considered to be

the main reason for stopping further development of the pharmaceutical product

[3]. It is not surprising that pharmacokinetics is crucial for a successful drug

development, since the plasma drug levels are related in various ways to the effects

at the sites of pharmacological and toxicological actions (pharmacodynamics) (Fig.

21.3).

It is also well recognized that the design and composition of the pharmaceutical

dosage form may have an important impact on the bioavailability and hence ther-

apeutic outcome of a drug product. This includes both intentional effects such as

altered drug absorption rates by modified-release formulations or increased bio-

availability for dosage forms including absorption-enhancing principles, as well as

undesirable effects such as reductions in the amount of drug reaching the systemic

circulation due to poor product design. Consequently, bioavailability also reflects

the pharmaceutical product quality and in vivo performance for oral dosage forms.

This has to be considered in the development of generic products, which should be

Fig. 21.1. Percent sales of orally administered drugs for the 50

most sold products in US and Europe (from IMS Health 2001).
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interchangeable with the original product and provide the same clinical outcome,

or when formulations and manufacturing processes are changed during clinical

development or for a marketed product. In vivo investigations comparing the bio-

availability of two formulations of the same drug with the aim to verify sufficient

Fig. 21.2. Reasons why the clinical develop-

ment of drugs is sometimes terminated and

the drug does not reach the market include

safety issues, marketing reasons, lack of

efficacy and/or pharmacokinetics/bioavail-

ability. (Reproduced courtesy of Dr. Lawrence

Lesko, FDA regulatory standards: BA/BE &

PK/PD; in Strategies for oral Drug Delivery,

Lake Tahoe, USA March 6–10, 2000).

Fig. 21.3. Schematic diagram of the relationship between

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in order to better

understand the action of drugs.
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similarity from a clinical perspective for a ‘‘new’’ versus an ‘‘old’’ formulation are

called bioequivalence studies.

The successful development of pharmaceutical products for oral use requires

identification of the rate-limiting step(s) of the intestinal absorption process of the

drug. This will aid in the selection of suitable candidate molecules for drug devel-

opment, as well as in the design of a dosage form. Biopharmaceutical investiga-

tions are needed to obtain the necessary understanding of the intestinal absorption

process. The rate and extent of drug absorption (fa) from a solid dosage form dur-

ing its transit through the small and large intestine includes several steps: drug

release and dissolution; potential stability and binding issues in the lumen; transit

time; and effective intestinal permeability (Peff ) [4, 5]. The transport of a drug

across the intestinal barrier (Peff ) may be complex and involve multiple transport

mechanisms as illustrated in Fig. 21.4. For instance, the transport measured is a

consequence of parallel processes in the absorptive directions such as passive dif-

fusion and carrier-mediated uptake through proteins such as oligopeptide (PepT1),

monocarboxylic cotransporter (MCT-Hþ) amino acid transporters and others [6–9].

Today, there is also evidence that transport in the secretory directions through var-

ious efflux proteins may restrict both the rate and extent of intestinal absorption.

The following efflux proteins are located in the human intestine: P-glycoprotein

(P-gp); multidrug-resistant protein family (MRP-family 1–6); and breast cancer-

resistant protein (BCRP) [10]. However, many efflux transport substrates show

complete intestinal absorption and the pharmacokinetic are superimposable with

increasing dose [11–13].

Fig. 21.4. Intestinal permeability of drugs in

vivo is the total transport parameter that may

be affected by several parallel transport

mechanisms in both absorptive and secretory

directions. Some of the most important

transport proteins involved in the intestinal

transport of drugs and their metabolites across

intestinal epithelial membrane barriers in

humans are shown. P-gp, P-glycoprotein;

BCRP, breast cancer-resistant protein; MRP1–

5, multidrug-resistant protein family; hPepT1,

oligopeptide carrier for di- and tripeptides;

MCT-HðþÞ, monocarboxylic acid cotransporter.
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In many cases, the intestinal Peff is considered to be the rate-limiting step in the

overall absorption process, and this poor intestinal permeability of drugs consti-

tutes a major bottleneck in the successful development of candidate drugs [2, 5,

14–16]. However, in drug discovery today several new pharmacological targets –

for instance, intracellular receptors and the use of high-throughput techniques,

including permeability screens – have brought more lipophilic compounds into

drug development [2, 14]. Novel candidate drugs will therefore often be poorly

soluble in water [2, 14], and while this could limit the bioavailability to an extent

that endangers successful product development, poor permeability could be

expected to be less of an issue for these molecules. However, several formulation

principles are available that could be applied to increase dissolution and solubility.

Hence, drug molecules with a favorable pharmacological profile but poor bio-

pharmaceutical properties could occasionally be saved from development failure

and turned into useful pharmaceutical products. Such a reliance on formulations

that reduce the shortcomings of the pure active drug is more controversial for poor

permeability drugs, for which the use of permeation enhancers to increase Peff has

been described, though this is still more of an explorative research area than an

established tool in product development.

The Biopharmaceutics Classification System (BCS) provides a scientific basis

for predicting intestinal drug absorption and for identifying the rate-limiting step

based on primary biopharmaceutical properties such as solubility and effective

intestinal permeability (Peff ) [4, 17, 18]. Within the BCS, drugs are divided into

four different classes based on their solubility and intestinal permeability (Fig.

21.5). Drug regulation aspects related to in vivo performance of pharmaceutical

dosage forms have been the driving force in the development of BCS. Guidance for

industry based on BCS mainly clarifies when bioavailability/bioequivalence (BA/

BE) studies can be replaced by in vitro bioequivalence testing [17, 19].

The aim of the present chapter is to describe the BCS, the science behind it, and

to discuss its use in the development of oral pharmaceutical products both from

regulatory and non-regulatory aspects.

21.2

Definition of Absorption and Bioavailability of Drugs following Oral Administration

The general definition of the bioavailability (F) of a drug following oral adminis-

tration is the rate at, and extent to which, a pharmacologically active drug reaches

the systemic circulation. The bioavailability (F) of a compound is a consequence of

several processes shown in Eq. (1):

F ¼ fa� ð1� EGÞ � ð1� EHÞ ð1Þ

where the extent of absorption (fa) is defined as all processes from dissolution of

the solid dosage form, to the intestinal transport of the drug into the intestinal tis-
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sue, i.e., across the apical membrane of the enterocyte. This is the general defini-

tion of extent of absorption, and does not include metabolic first-pass effect in the

gut (EG) and/or metabolism/biliary excretion in the liver (EH) [4, 5].

The rate (mass/time) and fractional extent of drug absorption (mass/dose ¼ fa)

from the intestinal lumen in vivo at any time t is shown schematically in Eq. (2)

[4]:

MðtÞ
dose

¼
ðt
0

ð
A
Peff � Clumen dA dt (2)

where A is the available intestinal surface area, Peff is the average value of the

effective intestinal permeability along the intestinal region where absorption

occurs, and Clumen is the free concentration of the drug in the lumen from the cor-

responding intestinal part [4, 20]. Several processes such as dissolution rate, deg-

radation, metabolism and binding in the gastrointestinal tract affect the free drug

concentration in the lumen.

Fig. 21.5. The Biopharmaceutics Classification

System (BCS) provides a scientific basis for

predicting intestinal drug absorption and for

identifying the rate-limiting step based on

primary biopharmaceutical properties such as

solubility and effective intestinal permeability

(Peff ). The BCS divides drugs into four different

classes based on their solubility and intestinal

permeability. Drug regulation aspects related

to in vivo performance of pharmaceutical

dosage forms have been the driving force in

the development of BCS. Guidance for industry

based on BCS mainly clarifies when bioavail-

ability/bioequivalence (BA/BE) studies can be

replaced by in vitro bioequivalence testing

(www.fda.gov/cder/guidance/3618fnl.htm).
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21.3

Dissolution and Solubility

Dissolution of a drug molecule into the gastrointestinal fluids is a prerequisite for

drug absorption, as the permeability of particulate material over the gastrointesti-

nal mucosa is negligible in the context of oral drug bioavailability. The dissolution

process could thereby affect both the rate and extent of oral drug absorption. The

use of high-throughput techniques in the modern drug discovery process brings

more lipophilic compounds into drug development [2, 14]. This means that drug

dissolution in the gastrointestinal fluids has become increasingly important to

consider in the design, development and optimization of a solid oral drug product.

Drug dissolution is the dynamic process by which solid material is dissolved in

a solvent and characterized by a rate (amount/time), whereas solubility describes

an equilibrium state, where the maximal amount of drug per volume unit is dis-

solved. The solubility, as well as the dissolution, in a water solution depends on

factors such as pH, content of salts and surfactants.

The solubility is most often experimentally determined from the drug concen-

tration in the liquid phase after adding excessive amounts of a solid drug substance

to the test medium. This apparent solubility is affected by the solid-state properties

of the drug, for example, polymorphs, solvates, impurities and amorphous content.

An equilibrium with the thermodynamically most stable solid-state form, being

the least soluble, should eventually be reached. This could however be a very slow

process requiring several days. More short-term super-saturation phenomena may

also occur, i.e., the measured solubility is much higher than the true saturation

solubility during an initial phase before precipitation occurs from the super-

saturated solution and an equilibrium can be reached. Thus, although solubility

is a simple concept, it is far from unproblematic to obtain robust data due to the

indicated time dependence and effects of differences in solid-state properties as

well as other sources of experimental variability.

The dissolution of drugs has been described by the Noyes–Whitney equation as

later modified by Nernst and Brunner [21, 22]:

dX/dt ¼ AD/hðCs� Xd/VÞ ð3Þ

where dX/dt is the dissolution rate in terms of mass X per unit time t, A is the

available surface area of the solid drug, D is the drug diffusion coefficient, h is

the effective diffusion boundary layer thickness, Cs is the saturation solubility of

the drug in the test medium, Xd is the amount of drug already in solution, and V

is the volume of fluid in the lumen available for dissolution. The dissolution rate

is not an inherent property for a drug substance but will vary with the solid-state

properties such as particles size, degree of crystallinity and crystal form.

The drug dissolution rate could be determined by dispersing the powder in a test

medium under suitable agitation or by studying the dissolution for a constant sur-

face area by using the rotating-disc method (Fig. 21.6). The latter method should

be the technique of choice, except when studies of the effect of particle size are of
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special relevance. The rotating disc method, which is described in USPXXV, has

the advantage of providing very well-defined hydrodynamic test conditions, which

reduces the risk for artifacts and allows for accurate comparisons of data obtained

for different drugs and/or different laboratories. In addition, the test conditions in

the rotating-disc method also allow for more mechanistic evaluations of the disso-

lution process such as determination of the drug diffusion coefficient and estima-

tion of an intrinsic dissolution rate, being independent of hydrodynamic condi-

tions [23].

The solubility as well as the dissolution rate in the gastrointestinal tract is

affected by several physiological factors, which must be taken into account when

predicting the influence of drug dissolution on oral bioavailability. This includes

physico-chemical properties of the gastrointestinal fluids, agitation provided by

the gastrointestinal motility, and available volumes of gastrointestinal fluids. The

in vivo situation is highly complex and depends, for example, on the nutritional

status. The conditions also differ in different regions within the gastrointestinal

tract. Human gastrointestinal juices have been characterized both after fasting

Fig. 21.6. Schematic diagram and photograph of the rotating-disc method.
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and fed conditions by measuring aspiration through tubes [24, 25]. A summary of

the most important variables for the fasting and fed state is given in Table 21.1. In

addition to these main effects, the gastrointestinal conditions of relevance for drug

dissolution may also be affected by other cyclic variations, diurnal effects, diseases,

age, and concomitant medications [22].

A summary of how physiological factors affect the dissolution rate is given in

Table 21.2. The effective surface area will be affected by the wetting properties of

the bile acids and other surface-active agents in the gastrointestinal tract. The dif-

fusivity of a drug molecule in the intestinal juice will be altered by changes in vis-

cosity that are induced, for instance, by meal components. An increased dissolu-

tion rate could be obtained at more intense intestinal motility patterns or increased

Tab. 21.1. Summary of physiological gastrointestinal characteristics in fasted and fed state of

importance for drug dissolution and solubility.

Fasted Fed

Stomach

Fluid volume (mL) 50–100 Up to 1000 mL

pH 1–2 2–5

Ionic strength 0.10 Varying

Motility pattern/intensity Cyclic/low–high Continuous/high

Surface tension (mN m�1) 40 Often lower than fasted

Osmolarity (mOsm) 200 Up to 600

Upper small intestine

Flow rate (mL min�1) 0.6–1.2 2.0–4.2

pH 5.5–6.5 5.5–6.5

Bile acids (mM) 4–6 10–40

Ionic strength 0.16 0.16

Tab. 21.2. Physico-chemical and physiological parameters important to drug dissolution in the

gastrointestinal tract [22].

Factor Physico-chemical parameter Physiological parameter

Surface area of drug (A) Particle size, wettability Surfactants in gastric juice

and bile

Diffusivity of drug (D) Molecular size Viscosity of lumenal contents

Boundary layer

thickness (h)

Motility patterns and flow

rate

Solubility (Cs) Hydrophilicity, crystal

structure, solubilization

pH, buffer capacity, bile,

food components

Amount of drug already

dissolved (Xd)

Permeability

Volume of solvent

available (V)

Secretions, coadministered

fluids

Reproduced with kind permission from Kluwer Academic Publishers.
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flow rates [22]. The effect on the dissolution of a poorly soluble compound of dif-

ferent hydrodynamic conditions, being relevant for the fasting and fed state, was

recently investigated in an in vivo study [26]. It was found that the hydrodynamic

conditions significantly affected both rate and extent of bioavailability for slowly

dissolving unmilled drug particles, whereas for more rapidly dissolving micronized

drug substances no effect was detected. The saturation solubility in the gastroin-

testinal fluids could be affected by several factors such as pH, solubilization by bile

acids or dissolution in lipid food components [27]. The pH, which varies according

to region as well as food intake, is a key factor for protolytic drugs with pKa values

within or close to the physiological pH interval. The bile concentrations increase

after food intake, and mixed micelles with nutritional lipids are formed; however,

significantly enhanced solubility due to solubilization can be achieved already

under fasting conditions. An example of the dramatic increase in solubility due to

solubilization by bile components is given in Fig. 21.7. The solubilization by bile

acids increases by increased drug lipophilicity, and an empirical algorithm for the

solubilization ratio (SR) of drugs in bile acids has been developed (Eq. (4)) which

indicates that, for drugs with a log P < 2, no solubility improvement should be

expected [28]. In a pharmacokinetic database of a total of 472 drugs, it was found

that 235 drugs (50%) had a log P value > 2, which means that this process applies

to a large part of the clinically used drugs [29].

log SR ¼ 2:09þ 0:64 log P ð4Þ

The amount of drug in solution, that will affect the drug dissolution rate at ‘‘non-

sink conditions’’, is dependent on the available volume that is controlled by oral

intake, secretions and water flux over the gastrointestinal wall. For instance, it has

Fig. 21.7. Solubility of a very poorly soluble drug, candersartan

cilexitil, at different concentrations of bile acid/lecithin (2.5:1).
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been estimated that the physiological volume of the small intestine varies from

approximately 50 to 1100 mL, with an average of 500 mL in the fasted state [4, 18].

The drug concentration in the intestinal lumen is also dependent on the drug

permeability, which will be of importance when the drug levels in the intestine

approach the saturation level.

It should be noted however that it is almost impossible to predict fully the in vivo
dissolution rate due to the many factors involved, of which several have not yet

been completely characterized. The introduction of new study techniques to

directly follow drug dissolution in vivo in the human intestine should therefore be

of importance [30, 31]. For example, in vivo dissolution studies discriminated

between the dissolution rates of the two different particle sizes of spironolactone,

based on the intestinal perfusate samples. In addition, dissolution rates of carba-

mazepine obtained in vitro were significantly slower than the direct in vivo mea-

surements obtained using the perfusion method. The higher in vivo dissolution

rate was probably due to the efficient sink conditions provided by the high perme-

ability of carbamazepine [30, 31].

It is highly desirable in drug discovery and early drug development to predict the

influence of drug dissolution on oral absorption, based on rather simple measure-

ments of dissolution or solubility [2, 14]. The primary variable for judgments of

in vivo absorption is the dissolution rate rather than the solubility. Drug dissolu-

tion can be the rate-limiting step in the absorption process and thereby affect the

rate of bioavailability and, often more importantly, it can also limit the extent of

bioavailability when the dissolution rate is too slow to provide complete dissolution

within the absorptive region(s) of the gastrointestinal tract. However, most often

solubility data are more readily available than dissolution rates for a drug candi-

date, especially in early phases when only minute amounts of drug are available,

preventing accurate dissolution rate determinations. Consequently, predictions of

in vivo effects on absorption caused by poor dissolution must often be made on the

basis of solubility data rather than on dissolution rate. This can, in theory, be jus-

tified by the direct proportionality between dissolution rate and solubility under

‘‘sink conditions’’ according to Eq. (3). A list of proposed criteria to be used to avoid

absorption problems caused by poor dissolution is given in Table 21.3 [4, 32, 33],

and is further discussed below. A solubility in water of b10 mg mL�1 in pH range

1 to 7 has been proposed as an acceptance limit to avoid absorption problems,

Tab. 21.3. Proposed limits of drug dissolution on solubility to avoid absorption problems.

Factor Limit Reference

Solubility in pH 1–7 >10 mg mL�1 at all pH 33

Solubility in pH 1–8

and dose

Complete dose dissolved in 250 mL at all

pH

4

Water solubility >0.1 mg mL�1 32

Dissolution rate in pH

1–7

>1 mg min�1 cm�2 (0.1–1 mg min�1 cm�2

borderline) at all pH

33
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while another suggestion is that drugs with water solubilities <0.1 mg mL�1 often

lead to dissolution limitations of absorption. It should be noted that these arbitrary

limits may be conservative, i.e., the bioavailability of drugs with even lower solu-

bility may not always be limited by drug dissolution. For example, a drug with

much lower solubility, such as felodipine (0.001 mg mL�1), provides complete

absorption when administered in an appropriate solid dosage form [34]. This may

be explained both by successful application of dissolution-enhancing formula-

tion principles and more favorable drug solubility in vivo owing to the presence of

solubilizing agents such as bile acids.

The BCS provides another model for biopharmaceutical interpretation of solu-

bility data. Two different classes of drugs have been identified based on the drug

solubility as outlined in Fig. 21.5, i.e., high and low solubility. If the administered

dose is completely dissolved in the fluids in the stomach, the volume of which is

assumed to be 250 mL (50 mL basal level in stomach plus administration of the

solid dose with 200 mL of water), the drug is classified as a ‘‘high-solubility drug’’

[4, 17]. Such a good solubility should be obtained within a range of pH 1 to 8 to

cover all possible conditions in a patient, and also to exclude the risk of precipita-

tion in the small intestine due to the generally higher pH there than in the stom-

ach. Drug absorption is expected to be independent of drug dissolution for

drugs that fulfill this requirement, as the total amount of the drug will be in solu-

tion before entering the major absorptive area in the small intestine, and the rate

of absorption will then be determined by the gastric emptying of fluids. Such

‘‘highly soluble drugs’’ are advantageous in pharmaceutical development since

no dissolution-enhancing principles are needed and process parameters that could

affect drug particle form and size are generally not critical formulation factors.

However, many low-solubility drugs according to BCS have been developed into

clinically useful products; in other words, this classification is barely useful as a

screen criterion in drug discovery.

A special case in dissolution-limited bioavailability occurs when the assumption

of ‘‘sink condition’’ in vivo fails; that is, the drug concentration in the intestine is

close to the saturation solubility. Class IV compounds, according to BCS, are most

prone to this situation due to the combination of low solubility and low perme-

ability, although the same could also happen for class II compounds, depending

primarily on the ratio between dose and solubility. ‘‘Non-sink conditions’’ in vivo
lead to less than proportional increases of bioavailability for increased doses. This

is illustrated in Fig. 21.8, where the fraction of drug absorbed has been simulated

by use of an compartmental absorption and intestinal transit model [35] for differ-

ent doses and for different permeabilities of a low-solubility, aprotic compound.

21.4

The Effective Intestinal Permeability (Peff )

The intestinal permeability (Peff ) is a major determinant of fraction drug absorbed,

and quantitatively represents the principal membrane transport coefficient of the
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intestinal mucosa of a drug, which is possible to use regardless of the transport

mechanism across the mucosa [4, 5, 36]. The different transport mechanisms

by which a drug may be transported across the intestinal barrier are displayed in

Fig. 21.4. There are different approaches to predicting and measuring intestinal

permeability, as summarized in Fig. 21.9. Most in vitro models, such as cell mono-

layers (Caco-2 model) and excised tissue segment in a diffusion chamber (Ussing

model) are based on appearance of the drug on the serosal (basolateral) side. The

measured in vitro Papp includes drug transport across the apical cell membrane,

cytosol, basolateral membrane for cell monolayers, as well as the interstitial fluid

and connective tissue for the Ussing chamber model [20]. Consequently, such a

definition also includes gut first-pass metabolism that may occur in the cytosol of

the enterocyte (for instance by CYP P450 isoenzymes and cytosolic localized pep-

tidases). The activity of these intracellular enzymes will particularly influence the

appearance rate of the drug on the basolateral side (i.e., in the portal vein in vivo).
Thus, it may be useful to switch on and off genes coding for intestinal CYP3A4 in

the Caco-2 model [37]. Another (and probably more accurate) definition suggests

that the intestinal epithelial Peff for most drugs reflects the transport across the

apical membrane of the enterocyte [4, 5, 36]. This view is valid for most drugs that

Fig. 21.8. Fraction of drug absorbed predicted by GastroplusTM

(SimulationPlus, Lancaster, CA, USA) for oral administration of

a poorly soluble (1 mg mL�1), aprotic drug at: (a) different

doses with a constant, high permeability (4� 10�4 cm s�1);

and (b) different permeabilities with a constant dose (100 mg).
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are absorbed by passive diffusion and/or carrier-mediated transport. Recently, it

has also been reported that passive transcellular permeability across epithelial cells

is determined by the largest resistance, which is the apical epithelial membrane

[38, 39]. Accordingly, intestinal permeability represents the transport of com-

pounds into the enterocyte cytosol [4, 5, 36], and this view is certainly the case for

passive transcellular diffusion across the apical membrane, which is considered to

be rate-limiting. Intestinal perfusion models of the animal and human intestine

are often based on disappearance of the drug from the perfused gut lumen. Inter-

estingly, both results from single-pass perfusion of rat and human small intestine

have been shown to predict fraction dose absorbed in humans with high accuracy

[5, 20, 40].

The BCS is based on a human in vivo permeability (Peff ) database of about 20

different drugs. This database was established by using the Loc-I-Gut technique, an

in vivo single-pass perfusion technique, in the human proximal jejunum [41]. This

region of the proximal small intestine is where the major absorption of most

drugs takes place when they are given in immediate-release (IR) dosage form.

These in vivo values of Peff have been used to establish a correlation between

measured in vivo permeability and fraction dose absorbed in humans for soluble

drugs, as shown in Fig. 21.10. This fundamental in vivo correlation between per-

meability and fraction of dose absorbed has established in vitro–in vivo correlations
between human in vivo jejunal Peff and permeabilities from animal and tissue cell

culture [5, 20, 41–43]. Model correlations based on in vivo permeability data will be

Fig. 21.9. A short overview, from in silico to in vivo in humans,

of methods available to investigate and predict fraction dose

absorbed and bioavailability following oral dosing.
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very useful when preclinical models are developed and validated regarding pre-

dictions of human intestinal absorption. They are also important for the develop-

ment of theoretical models (in silico) where intestinal drug absorption is predicted

from molecular structure [2, 16, 44]. Taken together, these models provide tools

that might be very helpful in classifying drugs according to the BCS, and conse-

quently contribute to the regulatory evaluation of both bioavailability and bio-

equivalence [4, 18, 45].

According to the FDA BCS guideline, measurements of the permeability and

fraction dose absorbed of a drug can be made by mass balance, absolute bioavail-

ability or intestinal perfusion methods. The intestinal permeability of a drug can be

determined by:

. in vivo intestinal perfusion in man [41];

. in vivo or in-situ perfusion of a suitable animal model [40];

. in vitro transport across excised human or animal tissues [43, 46]; and

. in vitro transport across epithelial cell monolayers [47] (www.fda.gov/cder/

guidance/3618fnl.htm).

Fig. 21.10. Human in vivo permeability values

(Peff ) can be determined using a single-pass

perfusion technique (Loc-I-Gut3) in humans.

The human Peff -values correlate excellently to

fraction dose absorbed (fa) of oral doses for

many drugs of different pharmacological

classes, which consequently represents

structural diversity.
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When applying any of these models it is crucial to understand the main transport

mechanisms as well as the metabolic route and characterization of the activity of

the transporter/enzyme involved. It is well recognized that the activities of carrier-

mediated processes in Caco-2 cells are considerably lower than in vivo [20, 42, 48];

therefore, it is crucial to extrapolate in vitro cell culture data to the in vivo situation
with great care [18, 20, 42, 48]. This is especially important when carrier-mediated

processes are involved, as evidenced by a recent report which showed significant

differences in gene expression levels for transporters, channels and metabolizing

enzymes in Caco-2 cells than in human duodenum [48]. If an animal model is

used, then potential species differences must also be considered [18, 20, 45].

The human in vivo permeability for various drugs is one of the cornerstones in

the BCS, and the correlation of fraction dose absorbed and permeability values

with other permeability models mentioned above would make it feasible to classify

drugs according to the BCS, and also to define bioequivalence regulations for

pharmaceutical product approval. These human in vivo Peff values were deter-

mined with a regional double-balloon perfusion approach (Loc-I-Gut1), which is

described briefly in the following text (Fig. 21.11). The tube was introduced

through the mouth after application of a local anesthetic (lidocaine) to the throat.

The position of the tube was checked using fluoroscopy, and the perfused segment

was located in the proximal part of the jejunum. Once the perfusion tube was in

place, the two balloons were inflated with@26–30 mL of air, thereby creating a 10

cm-long segment. The jejunal segment was then rinsed with isotonic saline (37�C)
for at least 20 min and a flow rate of 2.0 mL min�1 was most often applied. A more

extensive description of this intestinal perfusion technique is published elsewhere

[41, 49].

Jejunal Peff and other variables were calculated from the steady-state level in

the perfusate leaving the intestinal segment. It has been reported previously that a

well-mixed model best describes the hydrodynamics within the perfused jejunal

segment, and Peff is calculated according to Eq. (5):

Peff ¼ Qin � ðCin� CoutÞ
Cout � 2prL ð5Þ

where Qin is the inlet perfusate rate, Cin and Cout are the inlet and outlet perfusate

concentrations of the drug, respectively, r is the radius (r ¼ 1.75 cm), and L is the

length of the jejunal segment (10 cm) [41, 50].

The jejunal perfusion approach generates data which may be used to predict

absorption/bioavailability and to establish in vivo–in vitro correlation (IVIVC) even

for extended release (ER) products. If a drug is transported mainly by passive dif-

fusion and has a jejunal Peff higher than metoprolol (1.5� 10�4 cm s�1 ¼ high-

permeability compound), it can be expected to be completely absorbed throughout

the small and large intestine [5, 46].

Predictions of human in vivo permeability can be made with a particularly high

degree of accuracy in all preclinical models for drugs with passive diffusion as their

main mechanism. It is only the dog model that seems to absorb low-permeability
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(passively) drugs more efficiently than both humans and rats [5, 20]. Special care

must be taken for drugs that are absorbed by a carrier-mediated transport mecha-

nism as the main mechanism. It has been shown that absorptive carriers, such as

the oligopeptide and amino acids carriers, have a low functional activity due to low

protein expression in the Caco-2 model [7, 18, 42, 51, 52]. For these drugs, a scal-

ing factor must be developed and introduced; otherwise the in vivo permeability

will be underestimated. This low expression is not surprising, as preliminary gene

chip assays have reported that the Caco-2 cells have @40% of the genes turned

on compared with normal gene expression in the human small intestine. Carrier-

mediated absorption by the oligopeptide carrier and the amino acid transport

family in rats has not shown a significant species difference [7, 20, 40, 48, 51, 53–

56].

Fig. 21.11. The Loc-I-Gut3 perfusion

technique for the proximal human jejunum.

The multichannel tube is made from polyvinyl

chloride, and is 175 cm long with an external

diameter of 5.3 mm. It contains six channels

and is provided distally with two 40 mm-long,

elongated latex balloons, placed 10 cm apart,

with each separately connected to one of the

smaller channels. The two wider channels in

the center of the tube are for infusion and

aspiration of perfusate. The two remaining

peripheral smaller channels are used for

administration of marker substances and/or

drainage. A tungsten weight is attached to the

distal end of the tube; this facilitates passage

of the tube into the jejunum. The balloons are

filled with air when the proximal balloon has

passed the ligament of Treitz; gastric suction is

obtained via a separate tube. 14C-PEG 4000 is

used as a volume marker to detect water flux

across the intestinal barrier.
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It is important to recognize that the in vitro permeability obtained in cell mono-

layers (such as Caco-2 models) should be considered as a qualitative rather than

quantitative value. Especially poor are predictions of fraction dose absorbed for

carrier-mediated drugs with low Caco-2 permeability and predictions of high frac-

tion dose absorbed in humans [7, 20, 42, 48, 51]. However, it is possible to estab-

lish a reasonably good IVIVC correlation when passive diffusion is the dominating

absorption mechanism.

21.5

Luminal Degradation and Binding

The degradation and formation of nonabsorbable drug complexes in the intestinal

lumen is the third factor, in addition to dissolution and permeability, which could

affect fraction absorption. Limitations of bioavailability due to these factors seem to

be less frequent compared with the two other main factors. Regulatory guidelines

for BCS-based biowaivers still ask for in vitro studies of luminal degradation in

relevant test media, whereas specific binding studies are not required [17].

The acidic environment in the stomach could degrade some substances. For

example, the proton pump inhibitor omeprazole has a half-life of <5 min at pH 1,

whereas it is practically stable in the intestinal pH range. Such limitations can be

handled by use of properly designed modified-release formulations with enteric-

coating, which protects the drug from the acid, which is the case for omeprazole

[57]. Reverse forms of pH-dependent drug degradation could also occur, i.e., the

drug is stable at lower pH but has significant degradation at close to neutral pH.

Drugs may also undergo hydrolysis by intestinal esterases (hydrolases), more

specifically carboxylesterases (EC 3.1.1.1) in the intestinal lumen and at the brush

border membrane [58, 59]. It has been shown that intestinal hydrolase activity in

humans was closer to that of the rat than the dog or Caco-2 cells [60]. In these

studies, six propranolol ester prodrugs and p-nitrophenylacetate were used as sub-

strates, and the hydrolase activity found was ranked in the order: human > ratg
Caco-2 cells > dog for intestinal microsomes. The rank order in hydrolase activity

for the intestinal cytosolic fraction was rat > Caco-2 cells ¼ human > dog. The

hydrolase activity towards p-nitrophenylacetate and tenofovir disoproxil has also

been reported in various intestinal segments from rats, pigs and humans. The

enzyme activity in intestinal homogenates was found to be both site-specific

(duodenumb jejunum > ileum > colon) and species-dependent (rat > man >

pig).

The bacteria in the intestinal tract serve as another well-known source of luminal

drug degradation [61], though this is only important for the colon region as the

luminal concentration of bacteria is 104 to 109-fold higher in the colon compared

with the small intestine. Thus, this aspect is only relevant for drugs that reach

this region, for example, due to poor permeability, slow dissolution or delivery by

modified-release formulations. Hydrolytic and other reductive reactions are pre-

dominantly mediated by bacterial enzymes, and a list of the most prominent types
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of enzymes, reactions and examples of substrates is provided in Table 21.4 [62, 63].

The effectiveness of this process has been exemplified by use of in vitro incubation
studies showing rapid drug degradation [64].

Reduced absorption due to complex formation or other interactions between

drugs and intestinal components leading to poor absorption has been described

in a few cases. One example is the precipitation of cationic drugs as very poorly-

soluble salts with bile acids, which has been reported for several compounds

[62]. Another well-known example is the complex formation between tetracycline

together with calcium due to chelation after administration of the drug together

Tab. 21.4. Drug degradation reactions by intestinal bacteria.

Enzyme Reaction Representative substrate

Hydrolysis:

Amidase Cleavage of amides of carboxylic acids Methotrexate

Decarboxylase Decarboxylation of amino acids and

simple phenolic acids, primarily

p-hydroxylated

L-dopa, tyrosine

Dehydroxylase Dehydroxylation of C- and N-hydroxy

groups

Bile acids, N-hydroxyfluorenyl-

acetamide

Esterase Cleavage of esters of carboxylic acids Acetyldigoxin

Glucuronidase Cleavage of b-glucoronides of alcohols

and phenols

Estradiol-3-glucoronides,

morphine glucoronide

Glucosidase Cleavage of b-glucosides of alcohols

and phenols

Cycasin, rutin

Nitrases Cleavage of nitrate Pentaerythritol-trinitrate

Sulfatase Cleavage of O-sulfates and sulfamates Cyclamate, amygdalin, estrone

sulfate

Reduction:

Alcohol

dehydrogenase

Reduction of aldehydes Benzylaldehydes

Azoreductase Reductive cleavage of azo compounds Food dyes, sulfasalazine

Hydrogenase Reduction of carbonyl groups,

aliphatic double bonds

Unsaturated fatty acids,

estrone

Nitroreductase Reduction of aromatic and heterocyclic

nitro compounds, nitrosamine

formation

p-nitrobenzoic acids,
chloramphenicol

metronidazole, nitrazepam

N-oxide reductase Removal of oxygen from N-oxides 4-Nitroquinolone-1-oxide,

nicotine-N-oxide

Sulfoxide reductase Removal of oxygen from sulfoxide Sulfinpyrazone

Other reactions:

Aromatization quinic acid

D-demethylation biochanin A

Dealkylation 3,4,5-trimethoxy cinnamic acid

Deamination amino acids

Dehalogenation DDT

Esterification histamine
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with milk. It has also been shown that proteases inhibitor drugs can bind very

strongly to enzymes secreted by the pancreas [65].

The interaction between drugs in the lumen and intestinal components is gen-

erally a poorly studied area, and it is difficult based on in vivo data to discriminate

such effects from other factors affecting absorption. In addition, evidence for the in
vivo relevance of available in vitro methods is sparse.

21.6

The Biopharmaceutical Classification System

21.6.1

Regulatory Aspects

21.6.1.1 Present Situation

The BCS has been developed primarily for regulatory applications, although its use

has been extended beyond this area (as discussed in more detail below). The aim of

the BCS in a regulatory context is to provide a basis for replacing certain bio-

equivalence studies by equally or more accurate in vitro dissolution tests. This

could reduce costs and time in the development process as well as reducing

unnecessary drug exposure in healthy volunteers, which is normally the study

population in bioequivalence studies.

Numerous bioequivalence studies are presently being conducted for new

drug applications (NDAs) of new compounds, in supplementary NDAs for new

indications and line-extensions, in abbreviated new drug applications (ANDAs)

of generic products and in applications for scale-up and post-approval changes

(SUPAC). For example, NDA bioequivalence studies may be required comparing

different clinical formulations in pivotal clinical trials and products aimed for

market. The complexity and number of studies required is often boosted by the

fact that several dose strengths might be included in the development process. In

addition, bioequivalence documentation may also be needed comparing blinded

and original comparator products in clinical trials. Thus, an NDA typically contains

a multitude of bioequivalence studies.

The BCS was first applied in a regulatory context in the US FDA guideline for

SUPAC’s of oral immediate-release formulations [66]. More recently, guidelines

for applying BCS in NDAs and ANDAs have been finalized both by the FDA and

the European agency, EMEA [17, 19]. In addition, the BCS principles are also in-

cluded in ICH guidelines for requirements of in vitro dissolution testing as a

quality control in manufacturing [67].

The BCS classes are defined as:

. Class I: high solubility (S) – high Peff

. Class II: low solubility – high Peff

. Class III: high solubility – low Peff

. Class IV: low solubility – low Peff .
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A drug is considered as highly permeable when the extent of absorption is com-

plete in humans – defined by the US FDA as being more than 90% – whereas

EMEA requires ‘‘complete’’ absorption [17, 19]. This could be determined by any of

the following study methods:

. absolute bioavailability in humans (in case of no first-pass metabolism);

. mass balance studies in humans using radiolabeled drug;

. determination of Peff in humans by the ‘‘Loc-I-Gut method’’ and applying the

correlation between Peff and fraction absorbed presented in Fig. 21.10;
. determination of Peff in any animal in vivo perfusion or in vitro permeation

method that provides a solid correlation to the fraction dose absorbed in humans

for a predefined set of drug substances. Special consideration must be given to

indications of carrier-mediated transport across the intestinal membrane, in both

the secretory and absorptive direction.

A compound can be classified as a high-solubility drug if the highest strength can

be dissolved in 250 mL buffer at all pH values within the range of 1 to 8. This cri-

terion is applied both by the European and US guidelines [17, 19].

The BCS is primarily used in this context to identify which substances are suit-

able for in vitro bioequivalence testing, which in the US is preceded by a request to

the authority to gain a biowaiver, i.e., an acceptance for replacing an in vivo study

with in vitro dissolution testing. It is presently only oral IR formulations of class I

compounds, i.e., highly soluble/highly permeable drugs, for which such an option

is available. Additional criteria for allowance of in vitro bioequivalence testing are

that the drug stability in the gastrointestinal fluids must be verified, and it should

also be a non-narrow therapeutic index drug. If these criteria are fulfilled, then the

test and reference products can be compared by in vitro dissolution testing and

deemed bioequivalent if sufficiently similar results are obtained. The in vitro
dissolution testing should be carried out at three different pH values within the

physiological range, typically pH 1, 4, and 6.8. The product dissolution must be

complete (>85%) within 30 min in order to utilize the in vitro bioequivalence

route. The underlying rationale for this demand on product performance is to

ascertain that drug dissolution is fast enough so as not to become the rate-limiting

step. It is assumed that gastric emptying will control the absorption rate for class I

substances in products with such a rapid dissolution, and no effect on bioavail-

ability will be obtained for different dissolution profiles, within acceptance limits.

This has also been verified in vivo by studying metoprolol tablets with different

in vitro release profiles [68].

The difference between a test (T) and a reference (R) product should be eval-

uated by use of the f2-test (see Eq. (5)), where f2 > 50 is the required limit for

equivalence. This limit corresponds to an average difference in amount dissolved at

different times (t) of less than 10%. If the dissolution is very rapid, i.e., complete

dissolution within 15 min, the f2-testing is not necessary.

f 2 ¼ 50 log 1þ ð1/nÞ
Xn
t¼1

ðRt � TtÞ2
 !�0:5

� 100

2
4

3
5 ð5Þ
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In addition to the in vitro testing, the test and reference products must not contain

excipients that could modify drug absorption in any way except for dissolution

effects. For example, the potential for permeability-enhancing effects by surface

active agents (which are sometimes included in solid formulations) has been

identified as one potential concern. Furthermore, the effect on gastrointestinal

transit by large amounts of sugars has been highlighted as another issue [18, 69].

21.6.1.2 Potential Future Extensions

One important limitation of the present application of BCS is that class I sub-

stances are quite rare in pharmaceutical development. For instance, the proportion

of class I compounds in active development for oral IR formulations at Astra-

Zeneca, a major research-based pharmaceutical company, was less than 10% in the

year 2001. Thus, the usefulness of BCS for documentation of new chemical enti-

ties is limited. It has also been recognized that the present application represents

a deliberately conservative approach, and proposals for extensions have been dis-

cussed since the original publication of the BCS. For example, in a recent report it

was suggested that the requirement of highest pH for the solubility measurements

could be changed from 7.5 to 6.8, as the latter value is more relevant for the pH in

the stomach and upper small intestine [18]. This revision would thus somewhat

relax the requirements for basic drugs. Another proposal in this report by Yu was

to reduce the high-permeability definition from 90% to 85% fraction absorbed,

based on observations that many drugs which are considered completely absorbed

provide experimental values below 90%; that is, 90% seems to be too rigid a crite-

rion considering the precision of the experimental methods. Other more radical

relaxations of criteria, such as the inclusion of class II drugs, using simulated

intestinal media with bile acids or increasing volumes and further reducing the pH

interval in solubility measurements, would most likely require further research

and analysis of past experiences.

Extensions of BCS beyond the oral IR area has also been suggested, for example

to apply BCS in the extended-release area. However, this will provide a major

challenge since the release from different formulations will interact in different

ways with in vitro test conditions and the physiological milieu in the gastrointesti-

nal tract. For example, the plasma concentration–time profile differed for two

felodipine ER tablets for which very similar in vitro profiles had been obtained,

despite the fact that both tablets were of the hydrophilic matrix type based on cel-

lulose derivates [70]. This misleading result in vitro was due to interactions

between the gel strength of the matrix and components in the dissolution test

medium of no in vivo relevance. The situation for ER formulations would be fur-

ther complicated by the need to predict potential food effects on the drug release

in vivo.
Although the present use of BCS is limited, extensions of applications should

clearly be made without jeopardizing the quality of products on the market.

This would more likely be achieved within the area of oral IR than for ER for-

mulations.
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21.6.2

Drug Development Aspects

Although the BCS has primarily been developed for regulatory applications, it also

has several other implications in the drug development process, and has gained

wide recognition within the research-based industry. The importance of drug dis-

solution in the gastrointestinal tract and permeability over the gut wall in the oral

absorption process has been well known since the 1960s, but more recent research

which has been conducted to constitute the BCS has provided new quantitative

data of importance for drug development, especially within the area of drug per-

meability. Another merit of the BCS in a development context is that it provides

very clear and easily applied rules to determine rate-limiting factors in the drug

absorption process. Thereby, BCS has implications in the selection of candidate

drugs for full development, predictions and elucidations of food interactions,

choice of formulation principle including suitability for oral ER administration,

and the possibility for IVIVCs in the dissolution testing of solid formulations. Most

of these aspects will be discussed and exemplified in further detail below.

21.6.2.1 Selection of Candidate Drugs

Permeability and solubility is of key importance in the selection of candidate drugs

for development [2]. Molecules with too-low permeability and/or solubility will

provide low and variable bioavailability, which increases the risk that a clinically use-

ful product might not be developed. Experimental methods and relevant accep-

tance criteria regarding permeability and solubility are needed during the early drug

discovery process. Such procedures have also been introduced into the industry,

including solubility screens using turbidimetric measurements and automatic per-

meability screens based on the Caco-2 cell model. Computational approaches have

also been developed for permeability and solubility determinations [66, 71, 72]. If

further refinement can be achieved for such methods – leading to improved pre-

dictions – it might be possible in the future to displace cell-based permeability

screens and early solubility estimates. It has even been suggested that BCS can be

further developed towards consideration of true fundamental molecular properties

for membrane permeability, as well as for drug solubility [82].

The selection of candidates that fulfill the BCS requirement of high per-

meability/high solubility (class I) almost guarantees the absence of failures due to

poor absorption by the oral route. However, these limits are generally too con-

servative to use as acceptance criteria as many useful drugs can be found in classes

II and III, and even class IV. First of all, whilst a class I drug is expected to provide

complete absorption, a certain reduction in bioavailability due to permeability or

solubility, as well as other reasons (e.g., first-pass metabolism), is generally accept-

able. A summary of the different factors that must be taken into account when

defining more relevant acceptance criteria include:

. acceptability of a low and highly variable bioavailability depending on:
1 medical need
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1 width of the therapeutic window
1 potency
1 substance manufacturing costs

. potential for poor in vivo predictability of early permeability and solubility char-

acterizations, due for example to:
1 active transport across the gut wall
1 high paracellular transport through gut wall
1 in vivo solubilization by bile salt micelles

. possibilities to use formulation approaches that improve bioavailability, e.g.:
1 dissolution and solubility enhancement
1 permeation enhancers

Thus, the BCS identifies some important variables in the screening of drug candi-

dates, whereas the proposed limits are less useful as acceptance criteria in a drug

discovery context.

21.6.2.2 Choice of Formulation Principle

Oral dosage forms are often developed under time constraints, and preferably by

an efficient use of available resources. One way to reduce time and increase effi-

ciency could be to minimize the number of different formulations included in

the different stages of clinical development. The BCS could be used, as a frame-

work to decide which types of formulation should be suitable for a certain com-

pound.

If a drug is classified as having low solubility, it is clear that its bioavailability

properties could be improved by the use of formulation principles that increase the

dissolution rate and/or drug solubility. Several different principles of varying com-

plexity exist to achieve such improvements, ranging from selecting a suitable solid-

state form or salt to the use of technologically more advanced formulation princi-

ples. Although their application could be limited by several practical factors such as

poor drug stability, excessive size due to the need for large amounts of excipients

in relation to the dose, technical manufacturing problems and the high cost of

goods, it is believed that many poorly soluble compounds with good pharmacolog-

ical properties could be ‘‘saved’’ by such approaches. A list of different formulation

principles for oral solid formulations including modifications of the drug sub-

stance form is given below:

. Substance form:
1 Salt: choose the most water-soluble form.
1 Crystal form: select the most soluble polymorph/anhydrate, if possible, from

stability and technical points of view.
1 Amorphous form: provide the most rapid dissolution and the most often

increased solubility by supersaturation; however, practical usefulness is limited

by stability issues, including transformation of the solid state form.
1 Size reduction by milling/micronization: increase the surface area in contact

with the dissolution medium.
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. Formulation approaches for solids:
1 Addition of wetting agents
1 Solid solutions/eutectic mixtures
1 Cyclodextrin complexes
1 Lipid systems such as oils/emulsions/microemulsions/self-emulsifying sys-

tems in capsules
1 Nanoparticles

This list illustrates the numerous pharmaceutical possibilities available to handle

bioavailability problems caused by low solubility. This is a continuously developing

area exemplified by more recent developments, such as self-emulsifying lipid sys-

tems and nanoparticles.

The optimal formulation should provide such a good dissolution and/or solubil-

ity that this step is no longer the rate-limiting step in the absorption process, i.e., a

situation comparable with the one for class I drugs. The most obvious approach to

achieve this goal is to formulate the drug as a solution which is maintained even

after mixing and diluting with gastric fluids. However, such formulations are gen-

erally not feasible to use as drug products, where solid formulations such as tablets

and capsules are strongly preferred. Absorption properties similar to a solution

may, however, be obtained for a solid formulation of poorly soluble drugs in case of

successful application of dissolution-enhancing principles.

Another important decision in oral formulation development where the BCS

could provide guidance is the start of an oral ER development. ER formulations

could significantly improve the clinical usefulness of a drug substance by reducing

the peak-to-trough ratio of drug levels in the body, and in turn the need for less

frequent dosing. However, not all drugs that would benefit from ER delivery are

suitable candidates due to unfavorable absorption properties. Solubility and per-

meability are crucial factors to consider before deciding to embark on an ER

development program. The realization of desirable clinical advantages most often

requires a duration of drug release of 12–24 h. Thus, since the typical transit time

of formulations through the small intestine is 3–4 h, a significant part of the dose

will be delivered to the colon and absorption of the drug over almost the entire

gastrointestinal tract is a prerequisite. Class I drugs, which have both good solu-

bility and good permeability, should therefore be the best candidates for ER devel-

opment. Several well-documented ER formulations are also based on class I com-

pounds (e.g., metoprolol), but class II drugs are also frequently used. For example,

felodipine ER tablets provide an example where a low-solubility compound is in-

cluded in a useful ER product. Felodipine, which has a water solubility in the

physiological pH range of @1 mg mL�1, has been administered as a once-daily

product in doses up to at least 10 mg, without any reduced bioavailability com-

pared with an oral solution [34]. Such a successful performance is indeed depen-

dent on the use of a dissolution-enhancing formulation principle where the drug is

given in a solubilized form.

A special consideration can be made regarding classification of low-solubility

compounds in ER forms. The standard classification is based on the idea that the
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drug should be completely dissolved in the gastric fluids, the volume of which has

been estimated as 250 mL. However, this way of classifying drugs may be less rel-

evant for ER formulations as only a very small part of the dose is made available

for dissolution in the stomach. The dose is generally spread over the entire gastro-

intestinal tract, thereby making the effective water volume available as a dissolu-

tion medium for the drug probably greater than the 250 mL used in the original

BCS. Furthermore, the drug permeability of these compounds is often much faster

than the drug release, further preventing solubility limitations for class II drugs in

ER formulations. Thus, this provides a further explanation of the relative frequent

abundance of class II drugs developed as ER products; moreover, if the BCS is to

be applied to ER formulations in future a different classification criterion regard-

ing solubility might be needed. The permeability classification of a drug accord-

ing to BCS, based on theoretical considerations, should be very useful as a cri-

terion for selecting a drug as an ER formulation. Classification of a drug as a

low-permeability compound means that the drug is not completely absorbed after

oral administration of either a solution or an IR tablet. A certain amount of drug

for such compounds is clearly delivered to the colon, and permeability in the colon

is so poor that a significant part of the dose passes through the entire colon with-

out being absorbed. This implies that permeability in the colon is very slow, there-

by preventing any significant drug absorption. Using rat intestinal and colonic

tissue in an Ussing chamber, it has also been shown in vitro that the permeability

of class III–IV drugs is even slower in the colon than the small intestine, whereas

class I–II drugs show a slightly higher permeability in the colon when passive dif-

fusion is the dominating mechanism [46]. This permeability pattern has also been

shown to be relevant for small and large intestinal specimens from humans when

the Ussing chamber model [73] is applied. Consequently, it will not be possible to

control the rate of absorption by an ER formulation for low-permeability drugs. In

addition, a large part of the dose will not be absorbed, leading to a low and uneven

variability. This is exemplified in ER tablets of amoxicillin; this high-solubility drug

is classified as a low Peff , even if it is transported across the intestinal barrier via

the oligopeptide carrier (PepT1) [56]. Essentially no absorption occurred from an

ER tablet when it entered the colon, as determined by gamma scintigraphy [74].

21.6.2.3 IVIVC

In vitro dissolution testing is an important tool in the development of solid drug

products, as well as in batch quality controls. The aim of the test is to see that the

drug is appropriately dissolved in the gastrointestinal tract and made available for

absorption. It is therefore highly desirable that the in vitro tests provide data that

correlate to the in vivo situation. However, attainment of IVIVC has often failed-

and the concept of IVIVC has been challenged.

The BCS could be used as a framework for predictions when IVIVC could be

expected for solid IR products, as summarized in Table 21.5. It is important to

realize that the in vitro dissolution test only models the release and dissolution of

the active drug substance from the formulation, and it is only when these pro-

cesses are rate-limiting in the absorption process that IVIVC can be expected. In
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the case of class I drugs, the complete dose will be dissolved already in the stomach

and, provided that the absorption over the gut wall is negligible, the gastric emp-

tying of the dissolved drug will be the rate-limiting step. This is clearly not a factor

that is included in the in vitro dissolution test. Thus, no IVIVC should be expected

for class I drugs as long as the release of drug is faster than gastric emptying.

The half-life of gastric emptying of fluids in the fasting state is normally@10 min,

although this could vary due to several factors such as the timing of drug admin-

istration in relation to gastric motility phase, and also fluid volume [75]. The rela-

tionship between in vitro dissolution, described as the time to dissolve half of the

dose (t50%), and the peak plasma concentration (Cmax) for a fictive class I drug is

exemplified in Fig. 21.12. This type of in vitro/in vivo relationship should only be

expected for variables that are influenced by the absorption rate, whereas variables

reflecting the extent of bioavailability, e.g., AUC, should be independent of disso-

lution rate.

Class II drugs, i.e., low-solubility/high-permeability compounds, are expected

to have a dissolution-limited absorption. Thus, for these types of drugs an IVIVC

Tab. 21.5. Expectations for in vitro–in vivo correlations (IVIVC) for immediate release (IR)

products based on BCS.

Class IVIVC expectations

I High solubility/High Peff No IVIVC until product dissolution becomes slower

than gastric emptying

II Low solubility/High Peff IVIVC should be possible to establish provided that in
vitro relevant dissolution test method are used and

drug absorption is limited by dissolution rate rather

than saturation solubility

III High solubility/Low Peff No IVIVC until product dissolution becomes slower

than intestinal permeability

IV Low solubility/Low Peff Low chance for IVIVC

Fig. 21.12. Principal level C in vitro/in vivo correlation for

immediate-release (IR) formulation of class I substance.
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should be possible to establish by use of a well-designed in vitro dissolution test.

One way to investigate and establish such a correlation is to study formulations

containing drug particles with different surface areas. An example of such a study

is given in Fig. 21.13, where profiles of in vitro dissolution (Fig. 21.13(a)) and

Fig. 21.13. (a) Mean in vitro dissolution and (b) human

plasma concentrations of candersartan cilexitil tablets

containing drug particles with three different mean particle

diameters (A, 3.9 mm; B, 5.7 mm; C, 9.1 mm).
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plasma concentration–time (Fig. 21.13(b)) are given for administration of tablets

containing drug substance with two different mean particle sizes. The mean

reduction of about 30% in Cmax for the larger particles was predicted in this case by

a somewhat slower dissolution in vitro.
Two cases could be identified for class II drugs when the establishment of sim-

ple IVIVCs were not feasible. First, there are a number of formulation principles

that could enhance the dissolution rate and solubility of low-solubility compounds,

as discussed above. It might be possible to achieve such a rapid and complete dis-

solution of a class II drug that the gastric emptying becomes the rate-limiting step,

i.e., the bioavailability of the solid dosage forms equals that of an oral solution.

Thus, in such a case the prerequisites for IVIVC would be identical to the situation

for class I drugs, i.e., no correlation would be obtained as long as the dissolution

rate was significantly faster than the gastric emptying.

The second situation when IVIVC is not likely for class II drugs is where the

absorption is limited by the saturation solubility in the gastrointestinal tract rather

than the dissolution rate, as discussed in more detail above. In this situation, the

drug concentration in the gastrointestinal tract will be close to the saturation solu-

bility, and changes of the dissolution rate will not affect the plasma concentration–

time profile and in vivo bioavailability. Standard in vitro dissolution tests are car-

ried out under ‘‘sink conditions’’, i.e., at concentrations well below the saturation

solubility. Thus, only effects related to dissolution rate can be predicted in vitro. If
more physiologically relevant dissolution media are used, which do not necessarily

provide ‘‘sink conditions’’, the possibility for IVIVC could be improved, as has been

indicated by the results of recent studies using simulated intestinal medium [76].

The absorption of class III drugs is limited by their permeability over the intes-

tinal wall. Thus, as this process is not at all modeled by the classical in vitro disso-

lution test, no IVIVC should be expected. When drug dissolution becomes slower

than gastric emptying, a reduction in the extent of bioavailability will be found in

slower dissolution rates as the time when the drug is available for permeation over

the gut wall in the small intestine will then be reduced. Thus, the same type of

relationship can be expected between bioavailability and in vitro dissolution, as

shown in Fig. 21.12 for a class I drug.

21.6.2.4 Food–Drug Interactions

Alterations of bioavailability due to concomitant food intake can have serious

implications for the clinical usefulness of a drug, and it is therefore beneficial to

predict such effects at an early stage. However, this is not easily done due to

the multitude of factors involved in food–drug interactions, including: physico-

chemical effects such as increased solubility; binding to secretory or food compo-

nents; physiological effects in the gastrointestinal tract such as altered flow rates

and gastric emptying; mechanical effects on formulations due to different motility

patterns; permeability effects due to interactions with active transporters or effects

on the membrane; and altered first-pass metabolism. A more extensive review of

different mechanisms for food–drug interactions in the absorption step (including

formulation factors) can be found elsewhere [77].
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The BCS can be used as a framework for predictions and to set up hypotheses

for mechanisms of food effects related to permeability, solubility and gastric emp-

tying as outlined in Table 21.6. The most severe cases of food interactions due to

factors considered in BCS are generally found in the group of poorly soluble com-

pounds given in high doses, i.e., those that approach the saturation solubility in

the gastrointestinal tract. For such compounds (e.g., griseofulvin), bioavailability

has been reported to be increased up to five-fold by the presence food, and dosing

recommendations requiring concomitant intake of the drug with a meal are often

used in these cases [27]. The saturation solubility will be significantly improved by

food due to solubilization in mixed micelles, including bile acids, lecithin and

monoglycerides obtained from the dietary fat intake, and dissolution into emulsi-

fied nutritional lipids. In this way, the amount of drug available for absorption

will be significantly increased. A further contributing effect to an increased bio-

availability might be the increased fluid volume in the stomach after a meal, i.e.,

allowing an increased amount of drug that could be dissolved compared with the

fasting situation. Protolytic drugs with a pKa within the physiological pH range

will also be affected by food-mediated pH changes in the stomach. A protein-rich

meal could increase the pH from the fasting level of pH 1–2 to close to neutral

(pH 7). Basic drugs, which are often freely dissolved in the acidic stomach, could

thereby experience a reduced bioavailability with food, whereas the reverse situa-

tion might apply for low-solubility acids.

For highly permeable, poorly soluble drugs given in lower doses, the dissolution

rate rather than the saturation solubility is the limiting factor. An increase in dis-

solution rate due to in vivo solubilization mediated by food intake could theoreti-

cally be obtained, but this situation is not always found in vivo. For example, food

does not affect the rate and extent of bioavailability for candesartan cilexitil, a very

poorly soluble compound [78]. An in vitro dissolution and solubility study of this

compound in simulated intestinal media provided a potential explanation; it was

revealed that the solubility was increased as a function of bile concentration as

expected, whereas the dissolution rate was not increased by the higher bile con-

centrations being representative for the fed state (see Fig. 21.14). Thus, although

Tab. 21.6. Potential food effects on drug absorption for BCS class I–III drugs.

BCS Class Absorption effect by food Mechanism

I Reduced rate but same extent Slower gastric emptying

II (bases) Reduced rate and possibly extent Decreased solubility due to

increased pH in the stomach

II (acids) Increased rate and possibly extent Increased solubility due to

increased pH in the stomach

II Increased extent and possibly rate Large fluid volume in stomach.

Solubilization in mixed

micelles and dietary lipids

III Generally no effect –
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intestinal solubility most often will be increased in the fed state for class II drugs,

this will not always lead to a more rapid dissolution.

For class I drugs, a slower rate of absorption could be expected after concomitant

intake with food due to the decreased gastric emptying rate induced by a meal.

Gastric emptying in the fed state varies significantly depending on the meal com-

position, including factors such as energy content, osmolality, and pH. A gastric

emptying half-life of@45 min has been reported for fluids when measured under

nonfasting conditions [79]. In addition to the meal composition, the extent of

reduction and delay in peak plasma concentration induced by food for a class I

drug will also be influenced by the plasma concentration half-life, i.e., food effects

will be more pronounced for drugs with a shorter half-life.

Class III drugs will generally be less susceptible to both gastric-emptying effects

as a result of the slow permeability as well as solubility effects due to the high sol-

ubility already under fasting conditions. This type of drug is perhaps the one least

sensitive to food intake; this was shown in a recent study where the bioavailability

of a class III compound was almost identical after either fasting or nonfasting

administration [80].

A potential source of interactions between food components and low-perme-

ability drugs might occur in the case of drugs that are actively transported in the

intestine, especially if nutritional carriers are involved. The two most important

nutrient absorption carriers for drugs are the oligopeptide carrier (hPepT1) and the

amino acid transport family. These carrier proteins have a high transport capacity

in the human small intestine, and they seem less likely to be involved in direct

food–drug interactions, unless high doses are given together with a protein-rich

meal. The nutritional status could also cause transcriptional activation of the

Fig. 21.14. In vitro dissolution rate versus saturation solubility

for candersartan cilexitil in different concentrations of sodium

taurocholate:lecithin ratio 2.5:1.
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PepT1 gene by selective amino acids and dipeptides in the diet [81]. It has also

been reported that the integrated response to certain stimuli may increase PepT1

activity by translocation from a preformed cytoplasm pool [52].

21.7

Conclusion

In this chapter we have discussed and emphasized the importance of the funda-

mental factors in BCS, solubility and intestinal permeability for oral drug absorp-

tion. The main regulatory impact today is the use of BCS as a framework for

identifying drugs for which in vitro dissolution testing could replace in vivo studies
to determine bioequivalence. Extensions of this approach to cases other than IR

formulations of the rather rare class I drugs would significantly enhance the

impact of BCS [18]. However, product quality assurance must not be jeopardized,

and a brief discussion illustrated the possible difficulties involved if BCS were

extended, for example, to oral ER products. Finally, we emphasize the wide use of

BCS as a simple tool in early drug development to determine the rate-limiting step

in the oral absorption process.

Disclaimer

The information contained in this chapter represents the personal opinions of the

authors, and does not necessarily represent the views or politics of AstraZeneca.
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22

Prodrugs

Bente Steffansen, Anne Engelbrecht Thomsen, and Sven Frokjaer

Abbreviations

TRH Thyrotropin-releasing hormone

DADLE H-Tyr-d-Ala-Gly-Phe-d-Leu-OH

[Leu5]-enkephalin H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH

hPepT1 Human peptide transporter 1

PepT1 Peptide transporter 1

ACE-inhibitor Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor

Valaciclovir L-Valyl-aciclovir

Valganciclovir L-Valyl-ganciclovir

Caco-2 Colon adenocarcinoma epithelial cell line

SKPT Rat renal proximal tubular epithelial cell line

THF Tetrahydrofuranyl

VACVase Valacyclovir hydrolase

22.1

Introduction

Prodrugs are compounds that undergo chemical transformation within the body

prior to eliciting their therapeutic action [1]. The prodrug approach may be applied

for various reasons, but in this chapter the focus is on the use of prodrugs to

increase drug bioavailability and drug targeting after oral administration. Conse-

quently, the prodrug strategy is chemically to attach pro-moieties to pharmaco-

phores, to form prodrugs that ideally should overcome the biochemical and physi-

cal barriers against drug transport that are located in the small intestine (Fig. 22.1).

Following administration, and either during or after transport across the intestinal

membrane, the prodrugs should release the parent compounds either into the

blood circulation or/and at their site of action [2, 3]. Clearly, the prodrug approach

is a multidisciplinary drug delivery strategy that includes advanced chemical,

physiological, biochemical, and biopharmaceutical insight, and so it is likely that

many different areas of research should be involved. At present, several success-
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ful marketed drugs are based on prodrug formulations, and the approach may

indeed be considered as a well-established strategy to improve the bioavailability

and targeting of pharmacophores with poor drug-delivery properties. Examples of

prodrugs that are currently available on the European market are shown in Table

22.1.

22.2

Prodrug Design

In order to produce a successful drug, it is of major importance that the basic de-

livery properties of a selected pharmacophore are investigated at an early stage of its

development. Indeed, it is at this point that a decision must be made as to whether

any drug delivery strategy, including the prodrug approach, should be employed

during the development phase of any lead compounds. The pioneering studies

of Bundgaard et al. [4] were fundamental in the applied prodrug chemistry, these

authors having designed prodrugs based on registered drug molecules, pharmaco-

phores, or model drugs by chemical attachment to the parent molecules of a vari-

ety of pro-moieties to functional groups such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, amine, imine,

NH-acidic, phosphate, and CH-acidic. The compounds were characterized by

investigating drug release in aqueous and various biological media by profound

stability studies [4]. For the interested reader, this topic has been excellently

reviewed (see Refs. [2, 5, 6]).

Limited oral drug bioavailability may be explained by poor membrane perme-

ability, low aqueous solubility in gastrointestinal fluids, or extensive first-pass

metabolism in the gastrointestinal tract or liver. Successful lipophilic prodrugs

Fig. 22.1. Barriers to drug absorption.
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Tab. 22.1. Various prodrugs on the European market.

Prodrug Drug

Amifostine The corresponding dephosphorylated compound

Azathioprine 6-Mecaptopurine

Balsalazide Mesalazine

Bambuterol Terbutaline

Benazepril Benazeprilat

Bisacodyl Bis-(p-hydroxyphenyl)-pyridyl-2-methane (BHPH)

Candesartan cilexetil Candesartan

Carbimazole Metiamazole

Cefuroxime axetil Cefuroxime

Cis(Z)-flupenthixol decanoate Cis(Z)-flupenthixol

Clopidogrel The corresponding thiol derivative

Colistin Polymyxin E

Dipivefrine Epinephrine

Disulfiram Diethylthiocarbaminsyre-methylester

Erythromycinethyl succinate Erythromycin

Enalapril Enalaprilat

Esomeprazole The corresponding sulfenamide

Famciclovir Penciclovir

Fluphenazine decanoate Fluphenazine

Fosinopril Fosinoprilat

Fosphenytoin Phenytoin

Haloperidol decanoate Haloperidol

Lansoprazole The corresponding sulfenamide

Latanoprost The corresponding acid

Lovastatin (lactone) Corresponding b-hydroxycarboxylic acid

Lymecycline Tetracycline

Metronidazole benzoate Metronidazole

Mycophenolate mofetil Mycophenolatic acid (MPA)

Nabumetone 6-Methoxy-2-naphthylacetic acid

Olsalazine Mesalazine

Omeprazole The corresponding sulfenamide

Oxcarbazepine 10-Hydroxy-carbazepine (MHD)

Pantoprazole The corresponding sulfenamide

Parecoxib Valdecoxib

Perindopril Perindoprilat

Perphenazine decanoate Perphenazine

Pivampicillin Ampicillin

Pivmecillinam Mecillinam

Proguanil Cycloguanil

Propacetamol Paracetamol

Quinapril Quinaprilat

Rabeprazole The corresponding sulfenamide

Ramipril Ramiprilat

Simvastatin (lactone) Corresponding b-hydroxycarboxylic acid

Temozolomide Monomethyl-triazenoimidazole-carboxamide (MTIC)

Trandolapril Trandolaprilat

Travoprost The corresponding acid

Valaciclovir Aciclovir

Valganciclovir Ganciclovir

Zuclopenthixol decanoate Zuclopenthixol
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with increased transcellular diffusion across the intestinal epithelia have tradition-

ally been designed to increase oral bioavailability of the parent compounds. For

example, the free carboxylic acid function in ampicillin has been used to produce

its lipophilic pivaloylester prodrug, which has oral bioavailability superior to that

of the parent compound [7, 8]. Furthermore, as the pivaloylester is hydrolyzed pri-

marily inside the mucosal cells, the remaining pivampicillin which is present in

the gut lumen as the inactive ester is less likely to cause diarrhea than is ampicillin

[9]. The prodrug approach may also be used to increase the bioavailability of poorly

soluble drugs where solubility in the gastrointestinal fluids is the rate-limiting fac-

tor with regard to absorption.

22.3

Peptide-Prodrugs and the Cyclic Peptide-Prodrug Concept

During the past two decades, many investigations have been conducted into pro-

drug approaches aimed at increasing the oral bioavailability of peptide pharmaco-

phores. Although several prodrugs have shown reduced in vitro metabolism of

the parent peptide and increased in vitro membrane permeability (e.g., prodrugs

of desmopressin and thyrotropin-releasing hormone, TRH), the overall peptide-

prodrug approach in which derivatives are prepared on single functional groups

in the parent peptide molecule, has proved to be a disappointment [6, 10–13].

Nonetheless, by utilizing the cyclic peptide-prodrug approach (e.g., as for 4-

imidazolidinones of enkephalins), the terminal primary amine of the parent pep-

tide is transformed into a secondary amine and the vulnerable N-terminal peptide

bond is alkylated. The 4-imidazolidinones are much weaker bases (typical pKas

of 3–3.5) than the parent peptides, and this results in increased lipophilicity of

the entire N-terminal amino acid at physiological pH, as confirmed in partition

experiments [14, 15]. The cyclic peptide-prodrug approach has been further devel-

oped by Borchardt and colleagues [16–20], who have produced acyloxyalkoxy,

phenylpropionic acid, or coumarinic acid-based prodrugs of [Leu5]-enkephalin (H-

Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH) and its metabolically stable analogues DADLE (H-Tyr-d-

Ala-Gly-Phe-d-Leu-OH) [16–20]. The acyloxyalkoxy-based [Leu5]-enkephalin and

DADLE prodrugs showed very low in vitro permeation through Caco-2 cell mono-

layers, but this was attributed to their substrate activity for Caco-2 cell efflux sys-

tems [16, 21]. Initially, these prodrugs of [Leu5]-enkephalin and DADLE were

believed to permeate significantly better than the parent opioid peptides in Caco-2

cell monolayers, although it has been shown recently that they are also substrates

for efflux mechanism(s) in Caco-2 cells [23–25]. Despite these findings, a cyclic

peptide-prodrug strategy combined with a metabolic stabilizing approach, and tar-

geted at peptides with membrane permeability and metabolism-limiting oral

absorption, has been introduced in the development phase and show promise for

increasing oral bioavailability in small peptidomimetics. However, future studies

clearly need to be conducted on cyclic-peptide prodrugs in order to confirm the

value of this concept.
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22.4

Prodrug Designed for PepT1-Mediated Absorption

Previously, limited drug transport across biological membranes was generally

ascribed to the limited lipophilicity of a pharmacophore, thereby reducing its pas-

sive transcellular diffusion, and so strategies to develop prodrugs were naturally

based on that paradigm. Consequently, carriers which played any significant role in

oral drug bioavailability were seldom considered. Nonetheless, during the past 10–

15 years several prodrug strategies intended to use carriers to improve oral phar-

macophore bioavailability have been introduced. Given its broad substrate specif-

icity, the human peptide transporter 1 (PepT1), which is located in the apical

enterocytic membrane of the upper small intestine, has been the most intensively

studied carrier to improve oral bioavailability using the prodrug approach, and

this strategy will be detailed in this chapter. PepT1 was first cloned from rabbit

small intestine in 1994 by Fei et al. and Boll et al. [26, 27], and this was followed

in 1995 by cloning of the human peptide transporter, hPepT1 [28]. Several reviews

on peptide transporters have been produced, and these cover the history of di/

tripeptide transport [29], its physiological significance [30], its molecular biology

[31, 32], its influence on oral drug availability [33, 34] and substrate structure and

affinity relationships [35].

Over the past few decades, Amidon and colleagues have investigated the trans-

port mechanism of ACE-inhibitor prodrugs (e.g., enalapril, fosinopril) using an

in-situ rat single-pass perfused intestine technique. These authors have sug-

gested that enalapril, but not fosinopril, binds to PepT1 and that the increased

oral bioavailability of enalapril compared with the parent enalaprilat might be

due to hPepT1-mediated absorption [36]. In contrast, Shu et al. have shown

increased apical-to-basolateral transepithelial transport of fosinopril compared with

basolateral-to-apical transepithelial transport in both Caco-2 and SKPT cell mono-

layers, indicating that hPepT1 (respectively hPepT2) are involved in the transport

process [37]; moreover, transepithelial transport studies on enalapril have shown

primarily passive nonsaturable transport [38, 39]. Future transepithelial transport

studies may prove whether or not enalapril binds only to PepT1, or whether it is

also transported transepithelially by PepT.

In a study investigating the intestinal transport of various b-lactam antibiotics, a

correlation between in vitro cellular transport parameters and oral bioavailability of

these drugs suggested that oral bioavailability (notably of the prodrug cefuroxime

axetil) was determined mainly by its affinity to PepT1 [40]. The influence of PepT1-

mediated transport on oral absorption of b-lactams has been reviewed by Danzig

[41]. Although the orally bioavailable ACE-inhibitors and b-lactams (as well as

some of their prodrugs) were not designed for hPepT1-mediated absorption, some

have been shown retrospectively to have an affinity for hPepT1. However, whether

this has any major influence on their oral bioavailability remains a subject of con-

troversy.
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22.4.1

Stabilized Dipeptide Promoieties

The results of initial studies on hPepT1-mediated uptake of registered ACE-

inhibitor- and b-lactam-prodrugs led to a surge in the design of prodrugs utiliz-

ing hPepT1-mediated absorption. One hPepT1-mediated prodrug approach is to

use stabilized dipeptides such as d-Asp-Ala, d-Glu-Ala, Asp-Sar and Glu-Sar as pro-

moieties for various benzyl alcohol-based model compounds, as well as for the

purine and pyrimidine analog, aciclovir and 1-(2-hydroxyethyl)thymine. In these

(model) prodrugs, the carboxylic acid function, which is located in the side chain of

the first amino acid, has been used for ester- or amide-based (model) drug attach-

ment (Fig. 22.2) [42–52]. The in vitro release of model drug from the ester-linked

dipeptidyl prodrugs, which has been investigated in various aqueous and biologi-

cal media, was controlled primarily by a nonenzymic (but specific) base-catalyzed

hydrolysis in the pH region between @5 and 10. This indicates that the model

prodrugs would be relatively stable in the lumen of the upper small intestine

(pH@ 6), yet release the parent drug at intracellular and blood pH of @7.4 [46–

49]. The rate of the specific base-catalyzed hydrolysis was thought to be influenced

by the electronegativity of the model drug, and this was investigated with various

d-Glu-Ala and d-Asp-Ala benzyl alcohol ester-linked model drugs; results showed

hydrolysis to be increased with rising drug electronegativity [49]. Whereas the d-

Glu-Ala and d-Asp-Ala-based prodrugs release the parent compounds quantita-

tively over the pH range from 1 to 10, the Glu-Sar- and Asp-Sar-based prodrugs are

believed to degrade via two parallel pathways in acidic solution, with a cyclization

product being formed as well as the parent compound [45, 47].

The affinity of the various stabilized dipeptidyl prodrugs to hPepT1 in Caco-2

cells was also investigated [42, 43, 50]. In the case of the d-Glu-Ala ester-linked

benzyl alcohols, an improved hPepT1 affinity with increasing drug lipophilicity

was observed [50]. Furthermore, these model prodrugs are transported trans-

epithelially across Caco-2 cells by virtue of a hPepT1-mediated process [50]. Pre-

liminary hPepT1 affinity studies made on Asp-Sar- and Glu-Sar-based (model)-

Fig. 22.2. Structure of l-Glu[aciclovir]-Sar.
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prodrugs indicated high affinity for hPepT1 in Caco-2 cells [43, 52], and future

in vivo studies may prove the value of this concept.

In other studies, bisphosphonate-pamidronate or alendronate were linked to the

terminal carboxylic acid of the stabilized dipeptide Pro-Phe to improve the bio-

availability of bisphosphonates by hPepT1-mediated absorption. In-situ single-pass

perfused rat intestine studies revealed competitive inhibition of transport by Pro-

Phe, suggesting carrier-mediated transport. Oral administration of the dipeptidyl

prodrugs resulted in a 3-fold increase in drug absorption following oral adminis-

tration to rats. The authors suggested that oral bioavailability of bisphosphonates

may be improved by PepT1-mediated absorption when administered as peptidyl

prodrugs [53]. Future mechanistic studies may prove if hPepT1 is involved in the

absorption process.

22.4.2

Amino Acid Prodrugs

Various dipeptidyl derivatives of a-methyl-dopa display a significant increase in

their permeability compared with a-methyl-dopa, though when studied using a rat

in-situ intestinal perfusion method this increased permeability was reduced

when a-methyl-dopa was co-administered with 20 mM Gly-Gly [54]. Using the

same in-situ perfusion technique, Bai has shown that the di-amino acid prodrug,

p-Glu-l-dopa-Pro, shows increased permeability compared with l-dopa, and that

the permeability is inhibited when co-administered with 5 mM Gly-Pro or 20 mM

Gly-Gly [55]. In both studies, the authors suggested that the increased permeability

may be explained by a PepT1-mediated absorption. In another study, the amino

acid prodrug, l-dopa-Phe was examined in Caco-2 cells and in Xenopus oocytes.

Uptake of l-dopa-Phe was increased by expression of hPepT1 in Xenopus oocytes.
Secondly, the appearance of l-dopa and its metabolite dopamine on the basolateral

site of Caco-2 cells was significantly increased after addition of l-dopa-Phe than after

that of l-dopa, and was reduced in the presence of Gly-Sar on the apical side [56].

Taken together, these results indicate that di- or mono amino acid-linked l-dopa

may be taken up by PepT1, demonstrating the possibility of targeting hPepT1 as a

means of improving the oral bioavailability of amino acid-linked l-dopa [54–57].

In order to improve the efficacy of orally administered aminomethyl tetrahy-

drofuranyl (THF-methylcarbapenem), various amino acids have been linked to the

methyl-THF side chain of the carbapenem molecule. When administered orally to

mice with acute lethal infection (3.8 mg kg�1 body weight against Escherichia coli
and 0.9 mg kg�1 against Staphylococcus aureus), the l-amino acid prodrugs showed

an improved efficacy, but the d-amino acid prodrugs were less active than the par-

ent THF-methylcarbapenem. It was suggested that this increased efficacy might be

due to PepT1-mediated absorption [58, 59], though further studies must be con-

ducted to verify whether PepT-mediated processes are involved in this situation.

Aciclovir is used extensively in prophylaxis and treatment of infections caused by

herpesviruses. The l-valyl ester prodrug of aciclovir, valaciclovir, has been devel-

oped during the past decade and enhances the 20% oral bioavailability of aciclovir
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by some 3- to 5-fold [60–63]. In fact, orally administered valaciclovir produces

plasma aciclovir levels similar to those achieved with intravenous aciclovir (Fig.

22.3) [62]. In retrospect, it has been shown that this increase might be due to

hPepT1-mediated uptake of valaciclovir, whereas aciclovir itself has no affinity for

hPepT1 [64–66]. In addition, valaciclovir undergoes extensive presystemic conver-

sion to aciclovir by an enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis. In clinical trials only minor

amounts of unmetabolized valaciclovir have been detected in plasma, indicating

the presence of intestinal and/or hepatic first-pass metabolism [62, 63]. In vitro
studies similarly indicate that valaciclovir was hydrolyzed intracellularly during

cellular transport across Caco-2 monolayers [64, 65]. The enzyme valaciclovir

hydrolase (VACVase), which has been purified and characterized in rat liver, and

also found in other tissues (including intestinal homogenate), may play a signifi-

cant role in the presystemic metabolism [69]. It has been suggested that aciclovir

may have affinity for an efflux mechanism [70]. The suggested transport mecha-

nism of valaciclovir is outlined in Fig. 22.4. A similar mechanism may explain the

enhanced oral bioavailability of the purine analogue, ganciclovir, the oral bioavail-

ability of which increases from@5% to 60% when administered as the l-valyl ester

prodrug valganciclovir [71, 72]. This enhanced bioavailability has also been sug-

gested to result from a hPepT1 carrier-mediated process and rapid hydrolysis to the

parent compound ganciclovir [72, 73].

22.5

Site Activation

When administered as valaciclovir, aciclovir is released during absorption, and

@60% of the drug reaches the bloodstream, as described above. Site activation also

occurs in herpesvirus-infected cells where aciclovir is biochemically transformed to

the phosphorylated active drug by virus-specific thymidine kinase [74].

The anti-ulcer agents omeprazole, lanzoprazole, and pantoprazole have been

introduced during the past decade for the treatment of peptic ulcers. Gastric acid

secretion is efficiently reduced by prazole inhibition of HþKþ-ATPase in the pari-

etal cells of the gastrointestinal mucosa [75]. The prazoles themselves are not

active inhibitors of the enzyme, but are transformed to cyclic sulfenamides in the

intracellular acidic compartment of parietal cells [76]. The active inhibitors are

permanent cations at pH < 4, with limited possibilities of leaving the parietal cells,

and thus are retained and activated at the site of action. In the neutral body com-

partments the prazoles are stable, and only trace amounts are converted to the

active drugs. (For a review on omeprazole, see Ref. [77].)

22.6

Conclusions

Since the introduction of the prodrug concept during the late 1950s, many such

compounds which increase the oral bioavailability of small pharmacophores have
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been developed and commercialized. In the future, the prodrug concept might also

prove valuable in the development of more complex molecules such as peptides,

peptidomimetics and macromolecules, and future studies on cyclic peptide pro-

drugs will prove whether this concept is valuable, or not.

Carrier-mediated prodrug absorption has especially focused upon the use of

PepT1, and a variety of strategies using stabilized dipeptides and amino acid-based

prodrugs with affinity to hPepT1 appear promising. In retrospect, it has been

shown that the commercially available prodrugs valaciclovir and valganciclovir are

both absorbed via hPepT1, which provides evidence for the value of the carrier-

mediated concept.

Overall, the prodrug approach is a well-established strategy to improve the bio-

availability and targeting of pharmacophores, and is a vital component in the

development of therapeutics and drug-delivery strategies.

Fig. 22.4. Model of aciclovir and Val-aciclovir transport. The

prodrug Val-aciclovir is taken up at the apical cell membrane

via the di/tri-peptide transporter, hydrolyzed intracellularly in

the enterocyte, with basal exit of valine and aciclovir. (Adapted

from Smith et al. [78].)
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23

Modern Delivery Strategies: Physiological

Considerations for Orally Administered

Medications

Clive G. Wilson

Abbreviations and Symbols

AUC Area under the plasma concentration–time profile

[51Cr] EDTA Chromium-51-labeled ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid

CYP3A4 Cytochrome P450, 3A4 isozyme

Cmax Maximum concentration reached in the concentration profile

[111In] Indium-111

IMC Inter-digestive migrating contraction

T50 Time for 50% emptying of the stomach

[99mTc] Technetium-99m

23.1

Introduction

The control of physiological processes to achieve reliable plasma concentration–

time profiles following oral drug administration is a key goal in therapy. At the

investigational level, it would allow the scientist to utilize manageable numbers

of volunteers in appropriately powered tests to proceed with formulation develop-

ment; alternatively, as a medicine, it might allow more consistent outcomes. The

weasel word ‘‘might’’ is important here, since disease and/or concomitant medi-

cation may alter transit, pH, disposition, metabolism and clearance in a manner

unforeseen in the original clinical trials. The opposite scenario can also occasion-

ally happen, with patients showing consistent blood level–time curves and studies

in (normal) volunteers yielding huge differences in AUC and Cmax. More generally,

the issue relates to erratic blood levels with patients or volunteers grouped into

‘‘poor’’ and ‘‘good’’ absorbers, or those with troughs in the plasma profile. At this

stage, there is usually a frantic appeal to the formulator to come up with a strategy

to solve the problem. This will result in futile endeavors if the phenomenon relates

to a physiological process, which was not controlled in the trial that provided

the anomalous results. This state of affairs occurs because the impact of some

elements of physiological processes – and particularly those relevant to drug
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absorption – are poorly appreciated and physicians and pharmaceutical scientists

have failed to reach a common perspective.

My view is that physiological and pathophysiological factors have to be consid-

ered hand-in-hand with pharmaceutical/physico-chemical issues in the exploitation

of modern drug delivery strategies. In this chapter, an attempt is made to illustrate

this point from a biopharmaceutics perspective, drawing largely on examples from

imaging, patient, and volunteer studies. In order to make the task manageable,

only the oral route will be considered, although similar considerations could cer-

tainly be applied to other routes of delivery.

23.2

The Targets

For most drugs, the limitations to delivery are defined in terms of solubility and

permeability. The solubility issues are addressed by various means including

selection of an amorphous form where appropriate, reduction in particle size, and

the use of co-solvents. For permeability problems, a mechanism to increase flux by

alteration of membrane/microenvironment conditions or even a simple increase

in concentration gradient might achieve the goal. Examples of design strategies

include the use of absorption enhancers and the use of formulations designed

to keep the drug in the upper gastrointestinal tract which may achieve reduction

of first-pass effect (buccal), increased solubility in acid (stomach) or avoidance of

degradation in the colon (e.g., nitrofurantoin) by slowed upper gastrointestinal

transit. When the compound selected is problematic in terms of both solubility and

permeability, the number of permutations becomes almost infinite, especially

when juggling with the added dimensions of dose and plasma half-life. In general,

the desired outcomes could be listed as in Table 23.1.

The gastrointestinal tract is conveniently divided into a number of areas, pri-

marily on the basis of morphology and function. For most pharmaceutical pur-

poses, we can group the target tissues into three regions: the upper, mid- and lower

gastrointestinal tract.

23.3

Upper Gastrointestinal Tract: Mouth and Esophagus

The primary role of the mouth is to chew the material into an appropriate size and

use saliva to moisten food into a bolus, which can be swallowed via the esophagus.

The surface tissue is squamous epithelium, and the cells lining the cheek are dead

and enucleated. Clearance of drugs from the buccal mucosa is generally slow,

which may reflect high nonspecific binding in the tissue: plasma morphine con-

centrations for example decline more slowly than from an intramuscular site and

may be used with advantage to extend the period of analgesia [1, 2]. Diffusion

through the tissue can therefore be improved by manipulation of lipophilicity
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(prodrug or pH control) to increase partitioning into the tissue. A simple applica-

tion of this concept is in the development of nicotine formulations, where raising

buccal pH increases the flux significantly. Recent trials of a 2-mg submucosal nico-

tine lozenge showed encouraging results [3], and other pharmaceutical compa-

nies are examining similar systems. In spite of the presence of a damaged super-

Tab. 23.1. Desired outcomes of targeted treatments to various regions of the gut.

Region Objective Strategy Issues

Buccal Avoid first pass Adhere to buccal mucosa

(prophylaxis)

OR

Sublingual (immediate)

Taste

Saliva (some drugs cause

dry mouth)

Potency (has to be high)

Talking, eating, drinking

Increase flux

Increase

convenience

Open tight junctions

Use fast-dissolving system

Irritancy

Will not be equivalent to

simple IR systems

Esophagus Ensure transit

Avoid sticking

Adjust tablet shape

Take with water

Surface area/weight ratio

(How much? When?)

Age, previous Rx, Posture

Stomach Promote rapid

absorption

Control intrinsic dissolution

Control emptying

In vitro/in vivo correlation

Fed/Fasted effects

Prevent

degradation

Enteric coat Achlorhydria in elderly

(especially Japanese)

Extend absorption

(in intestine)

Float

Swell

Posture

Rate of degradation post

delivery, bezoars

Adhere Food effects, gastric

Inhomogeneity, disease

effects

Intestine Extend exposure Adhere to villus tip

Promote Peyer’s patch

uptake

Access?

Wall-lumen mixing

Increase absorption Decrease P-glycoprotein

efflux

Timing

Block cytochrome P450 3A Concomitant

administration

Open tight junctions Unselective

Utilize lymphatic

system

Increase absorption of

lipophiles

Food effects persist for

longer than 24 h

Colon Increase exposure Target with coated

preparation

Utilize bacterial

fermentation

Variability in transit and

pH

Variability, disease effects?

Increase surface area of

preparation

Stirring, dispersion,

available water, gas,

time of dosing
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ficial layer, access to deeper vital layers must occur since the buccal tissue shows

stereoselectivity with regard to the absorption of d-glucose and l-arabinose [4];

studies during the same year by Kurosaki et al. showed that buccal absorption of a

cephalosporin antibiotic, cephadroxil was inhibited by cephalexin [5].

Utilizing absorption enhancers in this area is probably more benign than else-

where in the gastrointestinal tract. The maximum size of a buccal patch that would

be acceptable to a patient has been defined as >15 cm2 (or more usually between

0.5 and 3 cm2), and Hoogstraate and colleagues have commented that an absorp-

tion enhancer would therefore probably be necessary [6]. In addition, the small

area for delivery dictates that the drug must be potent. As a final design consider-

ation for peptide delivery, although the buccal mucosa is less hostile with regard to

peptidase and other enzymatic activity, it may be necessary to incorporate enzyme

inhibitors as excipients in the formulation.

Although gels can be used to increase contact and promote absorption [7], the

requirement for uni-directional delivery cannot be met by simple systems and

release of actives from erodible matrices are influenced by physiological abrasion

from the cheek surfaces by talking [8]. Novel systems for oral delivery have been

extensively investigated by 3M and Hoogstraate, and others have reviewed recent

developments in the field including melatonin delivery and low molecular-weight

heparin in the Cydot system [6]. Theratech have used a related system for the

delivery of glucagon-like insulinotropic peptide (GLP-1), a peptide comprising 30

amino acids which has application in the management of type II diabetes.

Fast-dissolving formulations (flash-dispersing) are not primarily intended to be

for buccal delivery; the issue here is that they may be taken without water. This

causes an important difference in performance relative to ordinary immediate-

release products, especially if the drug is in suspension. If the material is swal-

lowed dry, it may adhere to the fundus area, where the amount of shear is low.

This causes a significant fraction of the material to be retained resulting in tailing

of the absorption phase and an apparently decreased AUC as the material is

released over several hours.

23.3.1

Swallowing the Bitter Pill . . .

It is commonly assumed that swallowed dosage forms pass without hindrance into

the stomach unless an underlying esophageal condition is present. Radiological

studies of an asymptomatic group of 56 patients (mean age 83 years) showed that a

normal pattern of deglutition was present in only 16% of patients [9]. In 63% of

this population, patients experienced difficulty in swallowing. To assist swallowing

of a tablet, patients are instructed to take a dosage form in an upright position with

plenty of water. It might be expected that simple encouragement and education

could encourage compliance. In practice, when patients are presented with a 240-

mL glass of water and instructed to swallow a tablet ‘‘according to normal prac-

tice’’, they imbibe only two to three mouthfuls (between 50 and 100 mL). Radio-

logical studies conducted during the mid-1980s concluded that the effect of taking
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diazepam with either 10 or 50 mL water made little difference to absorption, except

in the case of about 20% of the study group who showed delayed absorption irre-

spective of the volume imbibed [10]. In our studies, the effect of small volumes of

water (30 or 50 mL) on the esophageal clearance of either a small uncoated circular

tablet or film-coated oval tablet were compared [11]. Clearance of the oval tablet

was significantly faster, and stasis occurred in five instances with the uncoated

tablet against zero in the same 28 patients taking the film-coated oval tablet.

Deliberate attempts to cause formulations to adhere to the esophagus have been

attempted, in order to treat ulcer sites in esophagus and stomach [12]. These data

suggested that acid-activated sucralfate showed high retention, and encouraging

data were obtained in the dog. These data proved misleading however, and a later

study [13] failed to confirm the results of Hardy and co-workers. The explanation

for visible coating in the dog is probably related to the angle of the esophagus in

this species. In veterinary medicine it has been observed that esophageal clearance

in the cat is remarkably slow, and cats have problems with regard to esophageal

injury which may not be seen in other species.

The development of an esophageal bandage based on graft polymers which pos-

sess mucoadhesive and thermosetting properties was investigated in our labora-

tory, and some limited success achieved [14]. However, the issue of inconsistent

starting temperatures and slow heat transfer during mouth-hold and deglutition

proved to be problematic.

23.4

Mid-gastrointestinal Tract: Stomach and Intestine

The stomach provides a reservoir which allows food to be made available to the

small intestine at a rate appropriate for efficient assimilation. In order to do this,

the food contents are churned with acid and enzymes which begin the digestive

process. The early stage of digestion allows the duodenum to sample the contents

and adjust the gastroduodenal pressure difference to regulate the supply of calo-

ries. This function explains some of the characteristics of the first part of the

intestine, namely that: (i) absorption will be extremely efficient; and (ii) transit

through this region will be very rapid to allow modulation of emptying following

continued food intake.

23.4.1

Gastric Inhomogeneity

For the most part, the resting pH of the stomach is nearer to 2 than 1; however,

during feeding the meal causes a transient rise in pH to 4–5 depending on the

volume and nature of the meal consumed. The fundus undergoes receptive relax-

ation to allow the proximal stomach to accommodate the food mass: in the distal

stomach, the food is triturated to form chyme, which is ejected into the duodenum

in spurts of 2–5 mL. The division of function causes significant inhomogeneity in
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the conditions of the stomach, as the proximal stomach is more stagnant and the

number of parietal cells are much less in the fundal area. If a raft-forming drug

formulation is taken after a meal, with the subject upright or seated, the formula-

tion will be retained in the upper stomach by a mixture of flotation and stratifica-

tion (assuming that there is enough acid to liberate gas and to cause precipitation

of the matrix-forming agent). The timing of formulation relative to the meal is

therefore quite critical. By labeling an antacid or an anti-reflux formulation with

indium, flotation assisted by stratification can be demonstrated after a meal. For

example, an almagate-based preparation Flot-Coat was demonstrated to reside in

the stomach on top of the meal and empty from the stomach more slowly than

the food. The time for 50% of the Flot-Coat granulate to empty (T50) was more

than 4.5 h compared with 2.3 h for the meal. The standard granulate mixed and

emptied with the digestible solid phase of the meal, with 50% emptying at 1.7 h

[15].

At the bottom of the stomach, swallowed food will be squeezed together to form

a mass. For a high-carbohydrate snack such as a sandwich or a baguette, the

material will not be fully hydrated during travel through the esophagus. On arrival

in the body of the stomach, this meal – which is cohesive and plastic – will be

kneaded together to form a solid ball which over a period of an hour or so will

become hydrated and form a uniform phase. A typical magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI) scan in which the stomach and food mass is seen in horizontal section

is shown in Fig. 23.1.

In response to food, the parietal cells secrete acid which will be moved upwards

by contractions of the pylorus. In an individual with an incompetent cardiac

sphincter, this can result in a reflux of acid into the esophagus. In order to assess

food and acid reflux, patients were provided with a refluxogenic meal, after which

the reflux of food (which was labeled with technetium-99m) and acid appearance

in the esophagus was monitored [16]. Using ambulatory telemetry, the reflux of

acid and food was seen to be quite separate and consistent with a mechanism

by which acid can move around the food mass. In a recent collaboration, the

reformulation of paracetamol (acetaminophen) into both fast-acting and sustained-

acting preparations was examined. In particular, gamma scintigraphy was utilized

to examine the emptying of a novel paracetamol formulation in the fed and fasted

state. In the fasted state, we expected to be able to show faster dissolution of

the formulation and a consequent increased rate of gastric emptying. This we were

able to do; however, we also found that the novel formulation showed faster gastric

emptying in the fed state. The scintiscans in Fig. 23.2 indicate that the phenome-

non is probably due to rapid dissolution and movement of the formulation around

the food mass in the stomach [17]. It is known that liquid and solids empty the

stomach at different rates, although the significance of the discrete boundary phase

has been ignored. In the elderly, the rate of liquid emptying is slower than in

young subjects, although solid rates of emptying are similar [18]. This might be

due to a decrease in the rate of secretion associated with age.

It is well established that a meal containing sufficient fat will stratify. By using

MRI, several investigators have been able to show the appearance of a fat layer on
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the fundal gastric contents after a fatty meal. In this situation, the inhibitory effects

of fats are reduced, since the fat must be homogenized, emulsified and presented

to the duodenal receptors before an action is initiated. If a suitable substrate for

dispersion of fat is provided (i.e., minced beef ) the inhibitory effects of fats on the

rate of gastric emptying is increased [20]. This indicates that significant differences

in intragastric distribution of fat occur after eating. (For a review on the imaging of

oils utilizing scintigraphy and MRI, see Ref. [21].)

The issue of the shape and size of formulations on gastric emptying has been

debated at length, and some investigators have seen size–shape effects where

others have not. In part, this is probably due to postural effects. In our experi-

ments, it has been found that sitting semi-recumbent is likely to produce a faster

rate of emptying of oval tablets than when standing. This is important, as gamma

camera investigations are usually performed with the subject standing, whereas for

a pharmacokinetic study the subject will be seated with the back inclined at an

angle and the arms supported to facilitate blood-taking. When these conditions

are mimicked using an appropriately angled imaging couch, scintigraphic trials of

food effects show closer correlation than when the subject stands.

Fig. 23.1. Transverse T1-weighted image of a consolidated food ball in the base of the stomach.
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Several investigators have attempted to show that ageing is associated with a

slowed gastrointestinal transit, although the effect must be small in comparison to

inter-subject variability, as many workers have failed to demonstrate clear effects.

Gender – or more particularly the menstrual cycle – has also been mentioned as a

significant influence on whole-gut transit. Madsen and colleagues carried out a

study to elucidate the influences of gender, age, and body mass index on gastro-

intestinal transit times using a meal containing [99mTc]-labeled cellulose as a fiber

and 2- to 3-mm [111In]-labeled plastic particles. Seventeen healthy young subjects

(nine men, eight women; age 21–27 years; body mass index (BMI) 18.4–25.1

kg m�2) and 16 healthy older subjects (eight men, eight women; age 55–74 years;

Fig. 23. 2. The start of sequential static views

of orally administered, radiolabeled para-

cetamol tablet. Top: the tablet has started to

dissolved, and the released drug and radio-

activity moves along the greater curvature of

the stomach. Bottom: antral mixing has started

to move the radiolabel and the drug into the

food mass in the pyloric antrum.
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BMI 19.8–36.0 kg m�2) were studied. All transit variables were unaffected by gen-

der. The older subjects had a slower mean colonic transit time of radiolabeled

plastic particles than the young subjects (p < 0.05), while BMI affected the gastric

emptying of fiber but not other gastrointestinal variables [22]. In a more recent

study, comparison was made between cohorts of young and elderly males, but no

age-related effect could be determined [23].

During pregnancy, there appears to be a reduction in the rate of small-bowel

and colonic transit according to a survey of the literature between 1963 and 1992

conducted by Baron and colleagues [24]. Gastrointestinal symptoms were reported

predominantly as abdominal bloating and constipation. These effects are mediated

by progesterone, with estrogen probably acting as a primer.

23.4.2

Modulation of Transit to Prolong the Absorption Phase

Adhesion or slowing intestinal transit are two mechanisms which have been pro-

posed to extend the absorption phase of drugs, particularly if colonic permeability

is poor. Weitsches and colleagues have utilized formulations doped with iron to

conduct real-time magnetic measurements of the transit of formulations along

the gastrointestinal tract [25, 26]. These data elegantly demonstrate that, during

the initial phases of transit through the duodenum and jejunum, the formulation

is swept forward in a series of pulsatile movements which would leave little

opportunity for adhesion in the upper gut in the fasted state. Gamma scintigraphy

shows that similar movements occur whether the formulation is multiparticulate,

matrix or liquid. A static acquisition of measuring the transit of a tablet in the

proximal intestine illustrates periods of stasis and pulsatile movement though the

duodenum and jejunum (Fig. 23.3). These data suggest that utilizing bioadhesion

to prolong drug delivery in the proximal intestine is unlikely to work; however, it is

known that the strong propulsive wave gradually becomes quiescent at the ileoce-

cal junction. It would be at this point that weak interactive forces would probably

be most effective; hence, this would be a better area to target if formulation–cell

interactions were to be exploited.

23.4.3

Ileocecal Movement

Many years ago, Marvola et al. showed that the residence time at the ileocecal

junction was quite variable and could be prolonged in some individuals [27]. Our

scintigraphic studies showed that pellet formulations bunch at the ileocecal junc-

tion as the propulsion waves become weaker. Eventually, feeding causes short-

range propulsive forces that move the formulation into the cecum. Philips and

others have shown, using scintigraphy, that the pattern of cecal filling varies con-

siderably between individuals, with fast and slow patterns of transit across the

ileocecal valve being observed [28].
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23.4.4

Fat and the Small Intestine

It is well appreciated that dietary fat retards proximal gastrointestinal transit.

For hydrophobic drugs with low aqueous solubility, dissolution becomes the

rate-limiting process; the appreciation that fat might increase bioavailability by

increasing time available for dissolution and that mixed triglycerides often provide

a better solvent than aqueous media has not been lost on formulation scientists.

The role of lipids on absorption has been extensively reviewed by Porter and

Charman [29, 30]. The influences are diverse and include effects on luminal drug

solubility, altering the metabolic and barrier function of the intestinal wall, stim-

ulating lymphatic transport and a reduction in gastric transit, thereby increasing

the time available for dissolution.

23.4.5

Absorption Enhancement

Treatments which transiently open up intercellular gaps increase absorption sig-

nificantly. In the villus, the loss of apical cells may cause large gaps at the tip,

Fig. 23.3. Tablet movement during a static view (30-s

duration). Note the movement from position 1 to position 3

during successive peristaltic waves. M, external marker.
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allowing drug to enter through the lymphatic spaces. Prolonged insult leads to

an alteration of the goblet cell/enterocyte ratio and a phenomenon known as

goblet cell ‘‘capping’’. This effect can be seen after quite short exposures with low

molecular-weight polyethylene glycol [31].

As pointed out by Baloum and colleagues [32], absorption enhancers are efficient

in small body cavities such as the nasal cavity and the rectum. In the fed state, the

issues of dilution during gastric mixing would probably obviate the possibility of

interaction between the dispersed phase and the small intestine. Using a perfused

rat model, these authors showed that synchronized administration of an absorp-

tion enhancer (sodium decanoate) is required for optimal absorption of a poorly

absorbed drug (cefazoline), and that levels of the enhancer need to be sustained

rather than high.

23.4.6

Alteration of Flux across the Small Intestine

The finding that grapefruit juice can increase the bioavailability of certain drugs, by

reducing presystemic intestinal metabolism, led to interest in a new area of food–

drug interactions. It has been suggested that this observation could be exploited

to increase bioavailability, especially for poorly soluble compounds. Particular

interest focused on the effects of the grapefruit flavonoid, naringin, and the fur-

anocoumarin, 6 0,7 0-dihydroxybergamottin, on the activity of intestinal CYP3A4.

Given that P-glycoprotein (P-gp) and canalicular multispecific organic anion trans-

porters are involved in the intestinal absorption and biliary excretion of a wide

range of drugs and metabolites, it is reasonable to suspect that isoflavones

may alter drug disposition in humans [33]. Wagner and colleagues, in a review of

food effects on intestinal drug efflux, have suggested that the effect of grapefruit

juice is likely to be due to inhibition of intestinal P-gp rather than to metabolism

[34].

Animal data suggest that dietary salt modulates the expression of renal CYPs,

and Darbar et al. extended this observation to suggest that intestinal CYP3A4 may

be similarly modulated by dietary salt. These authors studied the effects of dietary

salt on the kinetics of quinidine on normal volunteers given high-salt (400 mEq

per day) and low-salt (10 mEq per day) diets for 7–10 days each. Plasma concen-

trations of quinidine after oral administration were significantly lower during

the high-salt phase, with the difference between the two treatments attributable to

changes within the first 1–4 h [35].

The possibility of exploiting excipient effects, and particularly of nonionic

detergents such as Tween 80 or Pluronic, has been of interest to several labo-

ratories. The data suggest that a strategy based on bioavailability enhancement

for drugs undergoing intestinal secretion might be valid with the caveats general

to absorption enhancers (see above). The effects are evident with model peptides

and with cyclosporin, the bioavailability of which is increased in normal subjects

when it was co-administered with d-a-tocophenylpolyethylene glycol 1000 succi-

nate [36].
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23.5

Lower Gastrointestinal Tract: The Colon

By the end of the small intestine, deposition is almost complete and there is no

need for intestinal secretions to aid assimilation. The principal role of the colon is

to resorb water and reclaim sodium, which it does very efficiently. In fact, for every

2 L of water entering the colon, the residual water in the stools will be <200 mL.

The environment becomes problematic for delivery past the hepatic flexure as the

lack of water will restrict dispersion and dissolution. The flow of chyme from the

ileum to the colon in healthy human beings is 1–2 L h�1.

The material arriving in the colon will contain cellulosic materials from vegeta-

bles in the diet which cannot be broken down by intestinal secretions. In the

cecum, a bacterial ecosystem digests the soluble, fermentable carbohydrates to

yield short-chain fatty acids, which are assimilated into the systemic circulation by

the colon, together with vitamin K released from the plant material. Carbon diox-

ide release is also a fermentation product, and if the redox potential is sufficiently

low, the colonic bacteria can produce methane and hydrogen that can be detected

in the breath, particularly after the ingestion of pulses. In the upright position, the

gas will rise to the transverse colon: an adult produces approximately 2–3 L of gas

per day, the majority of which is exchanged through the lungs.

23.5.1

Colonic Transit

Until gamma scintigraphy became a routine tool in pharmaceutical research, the

available data relating to movement through the gut was confined to measure-

ments of whole-gut transit time. Both the stomach and colon can be identified

unambiguously in planar images, allowing the contribution of colonic absorption

in the plasma–concentration time profile to be assessed in each individual. The

colonic transit of single unit dosage forms when dosed at different times of the day

are listed in Table 23.2.

There is a large variability among the data, but in general the units administered

prior to retiring for the night have a slower colonic transit than those dosed in the

morning. This is in agreement with the measured pattern of electrical and con-

tractile activity measured by several groups [38–41]. Only a proportion of the colon

Tab. 23.2. Colonic transit times (h) of single unit dosage forms [37].

Colon region Time of dosing

Morning

Fasted

Morning Light

breakfast

Morning Heavy

breakfast

Evening

Ascending 3.6G 1.2 2.5G 1.5 4.8G 3.9 8.9G 4.3

Transverse 5.8G 2.9 – – 11.25G 3.2
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will be usable for drug delivery (unless prepared by irrigation), and the useful sites

will generally include the cecum and the ascending and transverse colon. The

length of time available for drug release in these regions of the gut, and the influ-

ence of formulation variables (size, shape, and density) on transit in ‘‘normal’’ and

pathophysiological conditions is therefore of great interest to pharmaceutical sci-

entists. There are conflicting values in the literature regarding transit from cecum

to splenic flexure: indeed, in one study it was reported to be as long as 14 h [42].

In two studies conducted by our group, gamma scintigraphy was used to com-

pare the colonic transit rate of different sizes of nondisintegrating radiolabeled

model dosage forms in healthy subjects. In the first study, capsules of volume 0.3–

1.8 cm3 and density 0.7–1.5 g cm�3 were administered to 18 healthy subjects after

an overnight fast. The capsules were seen to enter the colon (on average) at 5 h

after dosing, and transit rates through the proximal colon were seen to be inde-

pendent of capsule density. Any effect due to capsule volume was small when

compared with intersubject variations in transit rates. Within 10 h of entering the

colon, 80% of the units had reached the splenic flexure [43].

By administering both sizes of formulation simultaneously, a better discrimina-

tion of relative transit of the two phases can be made. In a cohort of 22 healthy

young volunteers, an enteric-coated capsule was administered which contained

tablets (99mTc-labeled 5 mm or 8.4 mm diameter) together with pellets (111In-

labeled 0.2 mm ion-exchange resin particles). The unit delivered the radio-

pharmaceuticals simultaneously to the ileocecal junction [44]. Under control con-

ditions, no difference was observed between the rate of transit through the

ascending colon of 0.2-mm particles versus 5-mm tablets, or 0.2-mm particles

versus 8.4-mm tablets. The mean period of residence of 50% of the administered

0.2-mm particles in the ascending colon was 11.0G 4.0 h.

In contrast, Adkin et al. compared the transit of 3-, 6- and 12-mm non-

disintegrating 111In-labeled tablets in eight healthy male volunteers. The transit of

tablets through the ileocecal junction was unaffected by tablet size, and all tablets

entered the colon as a bolus. The 3-mm and 6-mm tablets were retained in the

ascending colon for the longest period of time [45].

23.5.2

Time of Dosing

Time of dosing is an important parameter with regard to the whole-gut transit of

nondisintegrating formulations. Sathyan and colleagues have noted that an analy-

sis of 1163 administrations of OROS devices showed a bimodal distribution clus-

tered at 12 and 36 h following night-time dosing, and 24 and 48 h after morning

dosing [46]. After night-time dosing, a monolithic device will be propulsed forward

during the strong contractile activity on waking and rising, but may not move far

enough to be excreted. Our own data show that, subsequent to the mass movement

in the first hour of rising, propulsive movements are weak until sometime after the

lunchtime meal has been ingested [47].
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23.5.3

Colonic Water

In our early attempts at producing models of diarrheal predominant disease, it was

found that administration of the laxative lactulose provided a useful and reversible

simulation of altered colonic hydrodynamics such as might be seen in colitis. Lac-

tulose is used therapeutically to manage a number of conditions including hepatic

encephalopathy, constipation, and salmonellosis. This semisynthetic disaccharide

is neither metabolized nor absorbed in the normal small intestine, but may

undergo bacterial fermentation in the colon to short-chain fatty acids and gases.

Major consequences are a fall in pH and a change in composition and metabolic

activity of the colonic flora [48]. The changes provoked by lactulose are sensitive to

fiber supplementation [49] and can be reversed by codeine [50].

In the experiments with enteric-coated tablet plus pellet preparations [44], a

second leg was conducted in which a preparation containing 5-mm tablets and

0.2-mm resin was administered after laxative treatment. Following lactulose dosing

there was a significant acceleration in colonic transit. Under these conditions, the

ascending colon residence time of the 0.2-mm resin was significantly shorter than

for the 5-mm tablets, though the magnitude of the effect was small.

In later experiments in which stool water content was modulated using lactulose

and codeine, an investigation was initiated to determine the influence of luminal

water content on the absorption from the distal gut of either quinine (a trans-

cellular probe) or [51Cr]-EDTA (a paracellular probe). Absorption of these probe

markers from a timed-release delivery system was determined following treat-

ment with lactulose 20 mL t.d.s. (increasing water content), or codeine 30 g q.d.s.

(decreasing water content), and compared with control untreated values. Stool

water content was assessed by freeze-drying stool samples, and the site of release

was determined using gamma scintigraphy. Plasma quinine concentrations and

urinary recovery of quinine and [51Cr]-EDTA was used to measure absorption

under the different conditions. Lactulose accelerated ascending colon transit,

increased stool water, caused greater dispersion of released material, and enhanced

absorption of the quinine compared with control. Conversely, codeine slowed

ascending colon, reduced stool water content, and also tended to diminish absorp-

tion. More distal release resulted in less absorption in the control arm, whereas

lactulose enhanced drug absorption from the distal gut [51].

Other workers have shown that the increased fluid load produced by an osmotic

laxative results in redistribution of colonic contents. Since the distal colon is con-

sidered to be mainly a conduit without extensive storage function, Hammer et al.
considered whether the capacity of the colon to retain fluid might be relevant in

compensating for increased fluid loads and preventing diarrhea. Changes in dis-

tribution following cecal infusion of an iso-osmotic solution labeled with [99mTc]-

DTPA containing polyethylene glycol (PEG; 500 mL) was compared with changes

following infusion of an equal amount of readily absorbable electrolyte solution.

After the osmotic load, fecal output was increased significantly (p < 0.05), but

whole-colonic transit after PEG infusion was not different from transit after the
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electrolyte solution (p > 0.05), indicating that the distal colon retains non-

absorbable fluid volumes to a large extent [52].

23.6

Pathophysiological Effects on Transit

Active left-sided colitis is often resistant to topical therapy, and resolution may only

be achieved by administration of systemic therapy. This might be a reflection of the

relative roles of the proximal (right) colon which has a reservoir function, whilst

the distal colon acts a conduit, resulting in reduced contact time of lumenal con-

tents with the administered dose. In studies comparing the exposure of various

regions of the colon in healthy and patient populations, it was suggested that less

material would reside in the left side of the colon compared with the right side,

and that this difference might be altered in patients with active colitis [53]. Twenty-

two volunteers and 10 patients were recruited into a clinical trial in which they

received morning doses of a Eudragit-coated capsules containing 111In-labeled

resin pellets. Since 111In has a half-life of 2.8 days, a gradual accumulation of the

material (corrected for decay) represents the mean residence time in the region

under investigation at steady state. At 4 days into the regime, the relative distribu-

tion of the marker was measured in the ascending, transverse, descending and

rectosigmoid colon (Fig. 23.4).

The results showed there to be an asymmetry in colonic distribution among

healthy subjects, with two-thirds of the administered dose in the proximal colon

and one-third in the distal colon. In the patients, this difference was even more

pronounced, with only one-tenth of the administered dose in the distal segment.

Fig. 23.4. Distribution of resin labeled with 111In after four

successive daily (morning) administrations among a cohort of

normal volunteers and patients with active colitis. AC,

ascending colon; DC, distal colon; RS, rectosigmoid colon; TC,

transverse colon.
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Rapid transit through this region suggests that the area is empty of colonic con-

tents most of the time, and so the opportunity for topical treatment is consequently

limited. If the exposure to a drug such as mesalazine is calculated on the basis of

these data, the results show that treatment is probably inadequate. For example,

the dose per day is approximately 3 g (800–1200 mg, t.d.s.), and so in active disease

the effective dose would be about 300 mg on the basis of this regimen. Doses

of 500–1000 mg are often given as a enema, but these doses are more effectively

delivered and not sequestered within a viscous, partially dehydrated stool, as would

be the case following oral administration.

Although discrete effects of diseases are often noted by studying a single

parameter such as gastric emptying, the effects of pathophysiological conditions

once established are usually evident throughout the gut. Mollen et al. attempted

to describe the motor activity of the upper gastrointestinal tract in patients with

slow-transit constipation by using perfusion manometry. Orocecal transit time was

found to be similar between patients and controls, but esophageal motility was

abnormal in five of 18 patients and gastric emptying was abnormal in eight of 15

patients. These data support the case that disorders of upper gut motility occur

frequently in patients with slow-transit constipation [54].

Gattuso et al. studied 10 young patients with idiopathic megarectum using

radiographic and scintigraphic methods. All patients had a dilated large bowel,

with no radiographic evidence of upper gut dilation. Gastric emptying was normal

in four patients and abnormally slow in six, which suggested that this bowel con-

dition might be reflected in a disturbance of upper gut function. Both the radio-

isotope scans and radio-opaque marker studies showed abnormal colonic transit,

and regions of delay corresponded with the region of dilated bowel [60].

Studies in dogs have shown that postoperative ileus following surgery resolves in

the following order. First, weak irregular contractions of the gastrointestinal tract

are recorded, after which transmission of the contractions from the upper gut to

the lower gastrointestinal tract were observed. Using combined X-ray radiography

and Fourier transformation, Tsukamoto et al. found that recovery from postopera-

tive ileus was aided by a change in the pattern of gastrointestinal motility in which

contractions were transmitted from the stomach to the lower gastrointestinal tract,

like an inter-digestive migrating contraction (IMC) [61].

Bouchoucha et al. characterized colonic transit time in 30 healthy subjects and

in 43 patients with inflammatory bowel disease using X-ray opaque markers. The

response to food was different in the two populations: in controls, the cecum and

ascending colon emptied and filled the distal bowel, whereas in the patients only

the splenic flexure and left transverse colon emptied. Movement through both the

right and left colon in patients was observed to be much slower than in controls,

both before and after a meal [55].

Patients with anxiety and depression often have bowel symptoms. Gorad et al.
compared 21 psychiatric outpatients with generalized anxiety disorders and

depression with an equal number of healthy controls. Whole-gut transit time

(WGTT) was measured using abdominal radiography after ingestion of radio-

opaque markers, and found to be shorter in patients with anxiety (mean 14 h;
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range 6–29 h) than in either those with depression (mean 49 h; range 35–71 h;

p < 0.001) or controls (mean 42 h; range 10 to 68 h; p < 0.001). In patients with

anxiety, orocecal transit time (measured using the lactulose hydrogen breath test)

was shorter than in patients with depression and also shorter than in controls. The

authors concluded that objective measurements of intestinal transit were consis-

tent with the clinical impression that anxiety is associated with increased bowel

frequency, while depressed patients tend to be constipated; taken together, these

data strongly suggested that mood has an effect on intestinal motor function [56].

Bennett et al., after using a scintigraphic method to examine gender and psycho-

physiological effects on colonic transit, concluded that male hypochondriacs had

normal intestinal transit, whereas elderly females with depressive illness were

more likely to have both colonic and gastric stasis [57].

Among several disease conditions which affect gastric emptying, diabetes is

probably the most extensively studied. Folwaczny et al. utilized a metal-detector

test to determine large bowel transit, as well as scintigraphy to assess esophageal

motility and gastric emptying in patients with type I and type II diabetes. These

authors concluded that both gastric emptying and large bowel transit were affected

by both conditions [58].

The alteration of transit by disease, or a change produced by hydrodynamic fac-

tors such as diarrhea, will be highly significant for sophisticated zero-order release

formulations such as osmotic pumps. For the pumps, inadequate retention may

occur in some patients, perhaps leading to less optimal clinical outcome. Even in

normal subjects, the range of intestinal transit time can be extreme: for example,

the median gastrointestinal transit time for both the oxprenolol and metoprolol

OROS drug delivery systems has been reported as 27.4 h, with individual times

ranging from 5.1 to 58.3 h [59]. The possibility of inadequate gastrointestinal

retention of osmotic pump-based systems is more likely in patients who have pre-

existing gastrointestinal motility disorders or who are taking other medications

that enhance gastrointestinal motility.

Finally, Hammer et al. conducted an experiment in which volunteers received

either autologous blood or egg white by duodenal intubation to simulate the con-

dition of upper gastrointestinal bleeding [62]. [99mTc]-DTPA was added to each

infusion and arrival at, and clearance from, the colon were recorded. At 4 h after

the start of blood infusion, a median of 30% of counts was observed in the trans-

verse colon compared with 0% after egg white administration; small intestinal

transit was unaffected, however. Although it had been established that bleeding

alters gastric motility, this was the first demonstration that heme-containing pro-

teins have a significant effect on proximal bowel motility.

23.7

Pathophysiological Effects on Permeability

The situation with regard to the flux of materials in disease is quite different, since

inflammation leads to changes in permeability for large and polar molecules. This
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forms the basis of diagnostic tests such as urinary recovery of [51Cr]-EDTA after

oral administration. It would be suspected that, in the destruction of the epithelial

barrier by severe inflammation, the permeability to very large molecules and per-

haps even small particles would be increased, although evidence in humans is

limited. In an experimental model of colitis in the rat, Lamprecht et al. demon-

strated significant uptake of 100 nm-sized particles compared with controls [63].

23.8

pH

The pH changes of the gut are important triggers for the delivery of drug from

enteric-coated preparations, in particular tablets used for the delivery of topical

agents in the treatment of bowel disease. Sasaki and co-workers attempted to

measure pH profiles in the gut in patients with Crohn’s disease by using a radio-

telemetry method coupled with a computer-assisted radiodirectional probe to

localize a pH-sensitive radiotelemetry capsule as it traveled from the stomach to

the cecum. Gastrointestinal pH profiles in four patients with Crohn’s disease that

involved the left side were measured and compared with those in four gender- and

age-matched control subjects. In this small study, gastric and small intestinal

luminal pH profiles in Crohn’s disease were similar to those in the controls. In

contrast, colonic luminal pH profiles in both right and left colon in active or qui-

escent Crohn’s disease showed more coarse fluctuations, with significantly lower

values than were seen in controls [64].

Many patients with Crohn’s disease undergo an ileocecal resection, which might

be expected to influence small intestinal pH and transit time. A ‘‘radiopill’’ tech-

nique (similar to that of Sasaki et al.) was used by Fallingborg et al. [65] to examine

intraluminal pH and transit time in ileocecal-resected Crohn’s disease patients.

These data were compared with those obtained from 13 healthy volunteers. The

mean small intestinal transit time (SITT) was significantly shorter in patients than

in controls (5.2 h and 8.0 h, respectively). However, although the pH levels of the

small intestine were identical in patients and controls, cecal pH was 0.9 pH units

higher in resected Crohn’s disease patients, and the period when the pH was ele-

vated above 5.5 was significantly shorter in patients than in controls. The authors

suggested that the reduced SITT was mainly a consequence of resection of the

ileocecal valve and independent of the length of ileum resected. An ileocecal

resection might therefore affect the delivery of active drug from tablets which use a

pH-dependent delivery mechanism [65].

23.9

Conclusions

In summary, it is emphasized that disease conditions may result in changed phys-

iological parameters that could strongly influence the effectiveness of orally
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administered medications. Changes in patterns of motility, pH and amount of

water available for dispersion and dissolution may be significant for patients as

compared with the ‘‘normal’’ population. On this basis, it seems appropriate to

investigate fully the impact of a target disease – whether it be diabetes, inflamma-

tory bowel disease, or irritable bowel syndrome – on the deposition of drug from

the candidate delivery system. Neglect of these issues might lead to suboptimal

therapy and a waste of healthcare resources.
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2/4/A1 cell line 77

2/4/A1 cells 97

a
ABC transporters 267, 298

– SNPs 298

ABCB1 174

Absolv 236

absorption

– computational models of 363

– definition 137, 160

– enhancement 556

– enhancers 550

– -enhancing principles 496

– ex vivo methods 140

– – perfusion methods 140

– – static method 140

– in vivo methods 141

– maximum absorbable dose (MAD) 7

– of pro-drugs 315

– PepT1-mediated 536

– permeability 6

– potential concept 198

– process

– – rate-limiting step 499

– rate 198

– solubility 7

– solubility-limited 6

absorption number (An) 195

ACATmodel 200, 428ff

– in early discovery 428

– schematic 430

ACE inhibitors 171, 453

acetaminophen 552

aciclovir 538

aciclovir and Val-aciclovir transport 541

acid microclimate 53

active transport and efflux

– mechanistic correction for 434

active uptake or efflux

– drugs with some evidence of 435

acyclovir 247

ADAPT descriptors 392

adaptive least squares (ALS) 451

ADME prediction

– software packages 342

air/water partition coefficient. log Kaw 465

ALOGP 237, 389

AM1 390

amino acid transporter for large neutral amino

acid (LNAA) 171

amino acid transporters 256

amorphous solid 221

amphiphilicity 11

analytical chemistry

– high-throughput 39

angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)

inhibitors 247

animal models

– relevance 145

ANN 240

anorganic anion transporters

– OAT 114

– OATP 114

antipyrine 180

antituberculosis agents 299

anti-ulcer agents 539

apical recycling hypothesis 173

aqueous diffusion layer 421

aqueous solubility

– polymorph form 218

area under the concentration-time curve

(AUC) 445

artificial membranes see also permeability 11,

22, 47

– impregnated 48
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artificial neural networks see also ANN 240

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transport

proteins 174, 462

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporters 267

automated Caco-2 assay see also Caco-2 cells

101

azidothymidine (AZT) 247

b
baclofen 247

bacteria

– in the intestinal tract 512

basolateral membrane 313

BCRP 96

BCS see also biopharmaceutical classification

system/scheme 168

– drug development aspects 517

– guideline 509

– oral dosage forms 518

– potential future extensions 516

– selection of candidate drugs 517

BCS Class I 199

BCS Class II 199

BCS Class III 199

BCS Class IV 200

bilayer lipid membrane (BLM) 48

bile acid transporters 264

bile canalicular membrane 294f

bile salt export pump (BSEP) 297

bile salts 201

– cholic acid 201

biliary excretion 294

– mediated by P-glycoprotein 294

bioavailability 444ff

– across-species prediction of 447

– definition 137, 160

– general definition 499

– impact of certain functional groups on 451

– in vivo methods 141

– – cassette dosing 141

– – hepatic portal vein cannulation 143

– – semi-simultaneous dosing 142

– mechanistic simulation of 436

– molecular properties influencing 452

– prediction of 444

– problems caused by low solubility 519

bioequivalence testing 500

biological membranes

– lipid compositions 52

biopharmaceutical investigations 498

biopharmaceutics classification system/

scheme (BCS) 7, 159, 199, 352, 361, 500

– redefining BCS solubility class boundary

209

– regulatory aspects 514

biosensors 13

– SPR 13

b–blockers 320, 454

blood flow (Qh) 160

blood-brain barrier (BBB) 342

BmrR 468

body mass index (BMI) 554

breast cancer-resistant protein (BCRP) 174

– biliary excretion 297

BSEP 300

buccal mucosa 548

c
Caco-2 8, 332, 481

Caco-2 assay

– standardization 103

Caco-2 cell model 73ff

– Caco-2 cells 73ff

Caco-2 cell permeability

– prediction of 410

Caco-2 cells 73, 74, 76

– absorptive surface area 81

– active transport 77

– American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)

76, 95

– brush-border enzymes 95

– culture time 77

– CYP3A4 in 333

– drug absorption experiments 100

– enzyme activity 95

– European Collection of Cell Cultures

(ECACC) 76, 95

– integrity marker 76

– limitations 76

– paracellular route 81

– passive transport 80

– PepT1 expression levels 336

– technical issues 76

– TER values see also transepithelial electrical
resistance (TEER) 96

– tight junctions 81

– use of 74

Caco-2 culture see also Caco-2 cells 99

Caco-2 model 507

Caco-2 permeability 106

– BSA 110

– carrier-mediated transport 113

– – transporter system involvement 113

– mechanistic use 111ff

– paracellular pathway 111

– pH conditions 106ff

– sigmoidal equation 107

– transcellular pathway 113
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calcium antagonists 454

carboxylesterases 512

carrier-mediated absorption 511

cassette dosing 446

CATmodel 199

cDNA-transfected cells

– isolated membrane vesicles 296

cDNA-transfected cultured cells 292

cell culture models

– metabolism during transport 116

cell cultures 90ff

cell membrane

– anisotropic nature of 345

cell monolayers 331

cell monolayers (Caco-2 model) 507

cell/vector systems 330

chemical transformation 532

chromatographic hydrophobicity index (CHI)

28

chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder

(COPD) 144

classical diffusional models 196

clearance 149

CLOGP 9, 237

CMR 237

colon cancer 179

colonic transit 558

combinatorial libraries

– rational design 5

combinatorial library synthesis 216

compartmental absorption and transit (CAT)

model 199

compound physical form 216

– melting point 216

– noncrystalline materials 216

CONCORD 388

constipation 555

CORINA 388

[51Cr]-EDTA 560

cRNA-injected oocytes 292

Crohn’s disease 564

cross-sectional area see also size descriptors 9

cross-sectional area, AD 465

crystalline solid 217

crystallinity 233

cyclic peptide-prodrug concept 535

cyclic sulfenamides 539

cyclic voltammetry 7

cyclosporine A 177, 300

– oral clearance of 321

Cydot system 550

CYP3A4 160, 166, 172, 557

– introducing into cell systems 333

CYP interactions 322

cytochrome P450 160, 316

– enzymes expressed at gut wall 316

– P450 function

– – analysis of 331

d
1D descriptors 397

2D electrotopological descriptors 394

3D descriptors

– drawback of 343

DDI see also drug-drug interactions 115

degradation 500

delivery

– limitations to 548

delivery strategies 547ff

dietary salt 557

diffusion boundary layer 501

diffusion chamber (Ussing model) 507

diffusion coefficient 193

digoxin 323

60,7 0-dihydroxybergamottin 322, 557

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)

– solutions in 217

dipolarity/polarizability 236

discovery

– different phases 93

– permeability screening 93

discovery solubility assay 228

discriminant analysis-PLS model 411

dissolution 6, 192ff, 344, 501

– bio-relevant dissolution media 207

– diffusion layer thickness 193

– kinetics 193

– mechanisms of dissolution kinetics 192

– Nernst and Brunner model 192

– Noyes-Whitney equation 192

– particle size 194

– rate 192, 360, 500f

– surface area 194

– testing

– – media 205

– Weibull distribution 192

– wetting process 205

dissolution number (Dn) 195

DMSO 217

DMSO master plates 220

DMSO solubility 220

DMSO solutions 217

dosage form 496

dose in man

– prediction 146ff

– – allometry 146

– – physiologically based pharmacokinetics

147
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dose interval 149

dose number (Do) 195

drug absorption

– barriers to 533

drug delivery 293

– hepatic targeting 293

– utilization of transporters as a target 293

drug delivery strategy 532

drug development

– failure rate 133

drug dissolution

– physico-chemical and physiological

parameters 503

drug metabolism and pharmacokinetics

(DMPK) 407

drug permeability

– computational models of 345

drug permeability in vivo
– prediction 74

drug solubility

– in an early discovery setting 215

drug transport assay

– cell monolayers 331

drug-delivery properties 533

drug-drug interactions 299ff

drug-like 236

drug-like compounds 238, 342

drug-like properties 5

– rule-of-5 5

2D topological descriptors 394

dynamic PSA (PSAd) see also hydrogen-
bonding descriptors 10, 347

e
early discovery solubility assay 228

effective intestinal permeability (Peff ) 506

effective permeability (Peff ) 210

efflux 173

efflux ratio 320

efflux transporters 96, 294, 331f, 334

egg lecithin 60

electrotopological state index (E-state)

descriptors 394

ElogP 30

EMEA 514

enterocyte 161, 313

equilibrium solubility 193

ER formulations 519

erythromycin 317

E-state descriptors 396

esterases 315

– enzymes expressed at gut wall 315

Eudragit-coated capsules 561

evolutionary computing

– for predicting oral bioavailability 452

excess molar refraction 236

excipient effects 557

f
FASSIF (Fasted State Simulating Intestinal

Fluid) 208

fatty acid transporters 265

FDA 514

FDA bioavailability waiver 228

fexofenadine 321

Fick’s first law 359

first-pass extraction 313

first-pass metabolism 446

flavonoid compounds 32

flip-flop kinetics 143

Flot-Coat 552

fluvastatin 177

food-drug interactions 523

formulation principles 518

formulations

– fast-dissolving 550

– flash-dispersing 550

fraction absorbed

– prediction of 92

fraction dose absorbed

– methods available to investigate and predict

508

frictional resistance 193

fuzzy adaptive least squares 450

g
gabapentin 247

gamma camera investigations 553

gamma scintigraphy 558

gastric emptying 201

– migrating motor complex (MMC) 201

gastric motility 202

gastric residence

– effect of size and density of the drug particle

203

gastrointestinal fluids

– volumes of 502

gastrointestinal pH 204

– drug absorption 204

gastrointestinal tight junctions 434

gastrointestinal transit 203, 445, 556

– average transit time 203

– dietary fat 556

– role of lipids 556

gastrointestinal variables 200

GastroPlus 19, 429

– simulation software 200

– advanced CAT (ACAT) 200
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GeneChip1 254

genetic programming

– for predicting oral bioavailability 452

ghost erythrocytes 13

Gibbs adsorption isotherm 465

L-glu[aciclovir]-sar 537

glucose transporters 261

glucuronidation

– relative rates of 314

GLUT1 helix packing 262

goblet cell 557

grapefruit juice 557

– CYP3A4 interactions 322

– felodipine interaction 323

– inhibit CYP3A4 metabolism 438

GRID force field 408

GRID-related descriptors 392

gut wall 312

– enzymes expressed 314

– – sulfotransferase 314

– – UDP-glucuronyltransferases 314

– metabolism 322

h
Hþ/Kþ-ATPase 539

H-bond acidity 236

H-bond basicity 236

hepatic blood flow 318

hepatic clearance 149

hepatic portal vein 313

hepatic transport 288ff

hepatic uptake 289ff

– of organic anions 289

– – transporter molecules responsible for

289

– of organic cations 292

hepatocytes 149

high-performance liquid chromatography

(HPLC) 26

high-throughput screening (HTS) 219

hPepT1 170

HT29 cells 98

HUGO gene nomenclature 266

human duodenal expression variability of

nucleoside, organic cation ion, ana anion

transporters 248

human duodenal expression variability of

peptide and amino acid transporters 247

human gastrointestinal tract 312

– gut wall 312

human intestine

– expression of CYP3A4 318

– gut wall first-pass extraction 318

human OATP-B, 2 and 8

– list of substrates 291

human Peff values

– correlation with the fraction dose absorbed

(fa) 163

HYBOT 234, 472

HYBOT descriptors 393

hydrodynamic boundary layer 193

hydrogen bond capacity 347

hydrogen bonding 9

hydrogen-bonding descriptors 10

– HYBOT 10

– polar surface area 10

hydrolases 512

hydrolysis

– base-catalyzed 537

– by intestinal esterases 512

HyperChem 471

i
iDEA 119

ileocecal movement 555

immediate release (IR)

– expectations for in vitro-in vivo correlations

(IVIVC) 521

immediate-release (IR) product 209

in vivo permeability

– predictions of human 510

in vivo-in vitro correlation (IVIVC) 510

inflammation 563

inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 179

inhalation 144

intestinal absorption

– carrier-mediated 169

– of drugs 248ff

– – strategies to enhance 248

intestinal bacteria

– drug degradation reactions 513

intestinal CYP3A4 cDNAs 317

intestinal hydrolase activity 512

intestinal permeability

– computational models 118

intestinal transporters 248

intra-tracheal (i.t.) dosing 144

intrinsic clearance 160

intrinsic permeability

– prediction of 92

in vivo intestinal perfusion
– methodological aspects 160

ionization (pKa) 7

ionization and lipophilicity

– relationship between 24

ionization constant, pKa 22ff

iso-pH and gradient-pH mapping 65

IVIVC 520
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j
J-Alert 423

jejunal perfusion approach 510

jejunal transport 172

Johnson dissolution models 196

k
ketoconazole 176

kidney transplant patients 321

l
b-lactam antibiotics 247, 536

lanzoprazole 539

latent variables (PLS components) 399

light-scattering detectors 225

lipid binding 464

Lipinski rule-of-5 see also rule-of-5 9

lipophilicity

– combination of volume and H-bonding 237

– distribution (log D) coefficient 8

– higher-throughput measurements 8

– octanol/water partition (log P) 8

– profiles 24

– shake-plate 8

liposome partitioning 13

– Transil 13

liver transplant patients 318

LLC-PK1 332

LLC-PK1 cells 79, 97, 300

LLC-PK1 models

– levels of CYP3A4 activity 333

Loc-I-GUT1 157, 510

Loc-I-GUT1 instrument 511

Loc-I-Gut perfusion technique 76

log D 23

– measuring 26ff

– shake-flask method 26

D log P 10

lower gastrointestinal tract

– the colon 558

luminal degradation and binding 512

luminal fluid volume 202

m
Macromodel 390

Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells 77

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 552

major drug-metabolizing cytochromes P450 in

humans 316

McGowan characteristic volume 236

MDCK 332

MDCK cells see also caco-2 cells 74, 97

– MDR1-MDCK 97

– MRP1 and MRP2 expressed in 334

MDCK II cells 296

MDCK II cell lines

– expressing both uptake and efflux

transporters 296

MDCK permeability 54

MDR ratio 480

MDR1 174, 294

MDR1a/1b (�/�) mice 294

MDR1 gene 462

MDR1 mRNA levels 179

MDR1-expressing cells 335

MDR-protein 319

MEDCHEM descriptors 235

membrane partitioning 464

– prediction of 410

membrane permeability 360

membrane transporters 246ff

– expressed in the GI tract 246

– family 251

– gene symbol 251

– membrane transporter research 246

menstrual cycle 554

Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF) 390

metabolic stability

– predicting 416

a-methyl-dopa 538

metoprolol 563

Meyer-Overton rule 467

microclimate pH 54, 198

microemulsion electrokinetic chromatography

(MEEKC) 29

micronization 208

microscopic mass balance approach 199

microsomes 149

midazolam 317f

– nonlinear kinetics 437

mid-gastrointestinal tract

– stomach and intestine 551

minimum acceptable solubility 222

MLR 398

MODDE software 235

modified cell lines 329ff

modified-release (MR) dosage forms 207

modified-release formulations 496

modulation of transit 555

Molconn-Z 396

molecular hash key descriptors 391

molecular interaction fields 409

molecular shape 9

MolSurf descriptors 390

monocarboxylate transporter (MCT) 266

monocarboxylic acid transporters 266

monovalent bile salts

– biliary excretion 297
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Monte Carlo conformational analysis 347

Monte Carlo conformational search 388

MRI see magnetic resonance imaging

MRP2 79

– deficient rats 301

– hereditary defect 295

– substrates 294

– typical substrates 295

MRPs 96

MsbA 462

multidrug resistance 462

multidrug resistance-associated protein 2

(MRP2) 294

– biliary excretion 294

– MRP2 substrates 294

multidrug resistance-related (associated)

protein family 96

multidrug-resistant protein (MRP) 167

multidrug-resistant protein family (MRP1-6)

174

multiple linear regression 398

n
nephelometric turbidity detector 225

Nernst and Brunner equation 501

neural networks see also ANN 240, 400

neutral amino acid transporter (LNAA) 115

nicotine lozenge 549

n-in-one dosing 446

non-polar surface area (NPSA) 347

non-sink conditions 194

Noyes-Whitney equation 501

NSAIDs 206

nucleoside transporters 253

– concentrative nucleoside transporter (CNTs)

253

– equilibrative nucleoside transporters (ENTs)

253

– substrate drugs 253

o
OAT1 substrates 260

OATP2 79

OATP2 gene

– single nucleotide polymorphisms 299

OCNT1 171

OCNT2 171

oligopeptide carriers (hPepT1) 170

– PepT1 114

– PepT2 114

omeprazole 539

oral absorption 4, 319

– nonmetabolic barriers 319

– P-glycoprotein (P-gp) 319

– physico-chemical properties 4

– role of P-gp in limiting 320

oral activity

– acceptable aqueous solubility 222

– – traditional definition 222

oral bioavailability

– definition 445

– graphical estimation 456

– in silico models for estimating 450

– variability in 319

oral CNS drugs 348

oral drug absorption

– caco-2 prediction 75

oral drug delivery

– barriers 313

organic anion transporters (OATs) 259f

– substrate drugs 261

organic cation transporters (OCNT1, OCNT2)

(OCTs) 171, 257, 259

– substrate drugs 259

ORMUCS 451

OROS devices 559

Ostwald’s rule of stages 218

oxazepam 194

oxprenolol 563

p
PAMPA 47

– charged phospholipid membranes 56

– gradient-pH method 67

– new directions 56

– PAMPA-like systems 49

– – filter-immobilized artificial membranes

51

– – polycarbonate filters 50

– phospholipid-coated filters 49

pantoprazole 539

paracellular passive diffusion 165

paracellular pathway 344

paracetamol (acetaminophen) 180, 552

parietal cells 539

partial least squares (PLS) 399

particle diameter 194

particle size 195, 208

partitioned total surface areas 349

passive transcellular transport 343

Peff 499

– absorption parameter 161

– major advantage 161

PEG infusion 560

PEPT1 78, 249f

peptide transporter-1 (PEPT1) 249

peptide transporters 249

peptide prodrugs 535
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percent dose absorbed 195

permeability 11ff, 22

– artificial membranes 11

– biopartitioning micellar chromatography

(BMC) 12

– effective intestinal (Peff ) 156

– effects of co-solvents, bile acids, and other

surfactants 55

– gradient-pH permeability equation 57

– immobilized artificial membranes (IAM) 12

– immobilized liposome chromatography

(ILC) 12

– in vivo studies in humans 155

– measurement47ff, 58

– – high-phospholipid in surfactant-free

solutions 58

– micellar electrokinetic chromatography

(MEKC) 12

– PAMPA 11

– paracellular 96

– pathophysiological effects 563

– polycarbonate filters 12

– role of serum proteins 54

– site dependence of 199

permeability-pH profiles

– ketoprofen 67

P-glycoprotein (P-gp) 96, 267, 294, 319, 461,

557

– biliary excretion 294

P-gp see also P-glycoprotein 166

– action mechanism 463

– and CYP3A4

– – combine role in the gut wall 321

– assays 477

– ATPase activity 462

– ATP hdrolysis 462

– cancer cells 462

– catalytic cycle of 462

– competition assays 480

– – calcein-AM assay 480

– – cytotoxicity assays 480

– competitive inhibitors 485

– effect of charge for interaction 475

– efflux 412

– expression

– – high levels of 462

– first-generation modifiers 485

– flippase activity 470

– how to design an inhibitor 486

– hydropathy plot 469

– inducers

– – H-bond acceptor patterns 475

– interactions 323

– – pharmacokinetic interactions 323

– knockout mice 320

– modulation or inhibition 483

– modulators or inhibitors

– – comprehensive list 483

– second- and third-generation inhibitors

485

– specific binding sites 463

– substrate quality 482

– substrates 320

– substrates

– – descriptors proposed for 463

– – H-bond acceptor patterns 472

– transmembrane sequences 469

– up-regulation 475

– – motif 475

P-gp ATPase activation 464

P-gp ATPase activation assay

– modified Michaelis-Menten equation 477

pharmacokinetic studies

– choice of animal species 138

– genetically-modified mice 138

pharmacophores 532

pH-method

– potentiometric titration 8

pH-metric method 27

– GLpKa instrument 27

phosphate transporters 266

phospholipids 201

pH-partition hypothesis 197, 421

pH-partition theory 7, 345

phylogenetic tree

– OTCs and OATs isoforms 258

– uptake transporters 290

physico-chemical profiling

– high-throughput 23

physico-chemical properties

– rapid generation of 342

physiological factors 502

physiological solubility 198

physiologically-based pharmacokinetics

(PBPK) 147

pK4 prediction 25

pKa

– effect of co-solvents 34

– high-throughput measurement 34

– hybrid pH-metric/UV method 35

– measuring 32ff

– pH-metric titration 34

– pH gradient titration 36

– profiler SGA 36

plasma concentration

– at steady-state 148
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PLS see also partial least squares 399

Pluronic 557

polar surface area (PSA) see also hydrogen-
bonding descriptors 10, 347, 388

– dynamic PSA (PSAd) 388

– static PSA (PSA) 388

– two-dimensional (or topological) PSA

(TPSA) 388

polarization ratio 331

poor solubility

– current era definition 223

pravastatin 292

prazoles 539

pregnancy 555

prodrug approach 532

prodrug design 533

prodrug formulations 532

prodrugs

– ACE-inhibitor 536

– amino acid 538

– on the European market 534

– site activation 539

prodrug strategy 532

progesterone 555

pro-moieties 532

– stabilized dipeptide 537

property-based design 5

protein binding 160

PSA see also polar surface area 166

– deconvolution of 350

PSA and NPSA

– linear combination of 349

pSOL 234

PTSA model 351

PXR (pregnane X receptor) 475

q
QMPRPlusTM 423

QSPR

– models of intestinal permeability 119

quantitative structure-property relationship

(QSPR) 398, 409

quantum mechanics calculations 342

quinidine-digoxin interaction 323

quinine 560

r
radiolabels 139

radiotelemetry method 564

rotating-disc method 502

regional double-balloon perfusion approach

510

regional intestinal perfusion techniques 157

– Loc-I-Gut concept 157

regional permeability coefficients 433

renal clearance 149

renal CYPs 557

residence time

– at the ileocecal junction 555

rotatable bonds

– number of 348

rotatable bonds 452

rule-of-5 5, 23, 349, 363, 423

rule-based computational alerts

– in early discovery 422

s
salicylic acid 180

saquinavir

– oral bioavailability 438

saturation solubility 501

scintigraphy 555

scintiscans 552

SIMCA 451

– software

– – PLS analysis 238

– – VIP function 238

simplified molecular input line entry

specification (SMILES) 342

simvastatin 23

sinusoidal uptake 299

sirolimus 317

size descriptors 9

– cross-sectional area 9

small intestine 557

– alteration of flux 557

– transit time (SITT) 564

– volume of 505

solid particles 193

solid-phase synthesis 216

solubility 6, 360, 501

– automated potentiometric method 238

– datasets 234

– diffusion model 345

– early discovery 229

– general equation 236

– high-throughput measurements 7

– in practice

– – development versus discovery 223

– kinetic 224

– other methods-based 227

– physico-chemical factors governing

solubility 360

– potency and permeability inter-relationship

221

– – minimum acceptable solubility 221
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solubility (cont.)
– thermodynamic 223

– turbidimetric/particle-based 224

– UV detected-based 226

solubilization

– by bile acids 504

stability constants 25

stagnant layer 193

Stokes shift 226

structure-disposition relationship 410

structure-permeability relationship 167

substrate-transporter interactions

– local environment 468

suicide inhibition 323

surface activity measurements

– cross-sectional area, AD 467

surface pressure 466

surfactants 206

– effect on dissolution rate 206

– in vivo dissolution of poorly soluble drugs

206

suspended drugs 193

systemic (hepatic) clearance 318

t
talinolol 320

targeted treatments to various regions of the

gut 549

technetium-99m 552

thermodynamic solubility 217

thermodynamic water solubility

– prediction of 414

three-dimensional (3-D) descriptors 342

top 10 best-selling drugs in 1999 135

topological descriptors

– list of examples 395

total parenteral nutrition (TNP) solutions 223

TPLAG model 199

traditional biology laboratory 220

transcellular passive diffusion 166

transcellular pathway 344

transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER)

– of the colon 433

– of the small intestine 433

transit

– alteration of by disease 563

– pathophysiological effects 561

transport activity

– inter-individual differences 297

– single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

297

transport and metabolism of drugs

– regional differences 179

transport mechanisms 498

transport proteins 157

transport route

– physicochemical molecular descriptots affect

346

transportermediated secretion 446

transporters

– expression of 334

transporters located on the bile canalicular

membrane

– effect of drugs on the activity 300

transporters located on the sinusoidal

membrane

– effect of drugs on the activity 299

troglitazone 300

Tween 80 557

two-dimensional (2-D) descriptors 342

Tyndall effect 225

u
UDP-glucuronyltransferase 314

UK-224, 671 320

UK-343, 664 335

unstirred water layer (UWL) 166

upper gastrointestinal tract

– mouth and esophagus 548

upper GI lumen

– major components 201

uptake transporters 114

Ussing chamber model 179, 507

v
valaciclovir 538

verapamil 175

vesicle assays 335

virtual libraries

– computational screening of 394

vitamin transporters 263

– substrate drugs 264

VolSurf 119, 406

VolSurf Caco-2 model 411

VolSurf descriptors 408

VolSurf parameters

– calculation of 409
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